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LEGISLATIVE BRANCH APPROPRIATIONS FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1999

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1998

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room SD–116, Dirksen Sen-

ate Office Building, Hon. Robert F. Bennett (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Bennett, Stevens, and Dorgan.

U.S. CAPITOL POLICE BOARD

STATEMENTS OF:
WILSON LIVINGOOD, HOUSE SERGEANT AT ARMS AND CHAIRMAN,

U.S. CAPITOL POLICE BOARD
GREGORY S. CASEY, SERGEANT AT ARMS, U.S. SENATE AND MEM-

BER, CAPITOL POLICE BOARD
ALAN M. HANTMAN, AIA, ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL
GARY L. ABRECHT, CHIEF, U.S. CAPITOL POLICE

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT F. BENNETT

Senator BENNETT. This hearing will come to order.
Welcome. This is the Appropriations Subcommittee on the Legis-

lative Branch.
This is the first of three hearings which will be held on the budg-

et request for fiscal year 1999. The two other hearings are sched-
uled for March 12, at 9:30 a.m., and March 19, at 9 a.m., in this
room, SD–116.

Last year the total appropriation for the legislative branch was
approximately $2.25 billion in budget authority. That was an in-
crease of approximately 2 percent over the fiscal year 1997 level.
The budget requests for fiscal year 1999 total over $2.4 billion.
That is approximately a 9.6-percent increase.

As the Congress continues to work toward a balanced budget—
which is within our grasp this year—it is going to be difficult to
provide for all of the requests made.

One issue which is of particular importance to me is the year
2000 technology conversion. I have been actively working to ensure
that the agencies are prepared and that we do not have a total
computer failure in our banking systems.

As the chairman of the Banking Subcommittee on Financial
Services and Technology, we have held five hearings about the pre-
paredness of the banking industry’s systems. Last year I intro-
duced Senate bill 1518, the Computer Remediation and Share-
holder Protection Act [CRASH], to require publicly traded corpora-
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tions to disclose their computer systems’ ability to operate after
January 1, 2000.

We must sweep in front of our own stoop first.
The Federal Government has responsibilities both internally and

externally to provide for the health, welfare, and safety of Amer-
ican citizens. We must be responsible and be prepared.

As chairman of this subcommittee, I plan to be as aggressive
with our own agencies as I have been with the executive branch
and the private sector.

That is why I have asked the General Accounting Office [GAO]
to review the conversion plans of legislative branch agencies. We
must deal with the conversions now to ensure that the legislative
branch will be able to perform its responsibilities when the time
comes.

Before we begin, I would like to make some general observations
about the testimony we are about to hear.

First, the police are to be commended for presenting the commit-
tee with a budget that more accurately reflects the actual historical
spending patterns of the U.S. Capitol Police.

In addition, the work that has been done by the Board and Bob
Greely to upgrade the security infrastructure of the Capitol campus
has been first rate.

After the Police Board testifies, we will hear from the Secretary
of the Senate, the Honorable Gary Sisco.

This is the second year in a row that the Secretary has requested
flat funding except for the COLA adjustment.

Not only has the Secretary been able to keep his budget level,
but the office has been aggressively pursuing a number of projects
crucial to the future of the Senate—namely, the legislative informa-
tion system [LIS], and the financial management information sys-
tem [FMIS].

More importantly, the Secretary’s office has been exemplary in
responding to requests for information from this committee as well
as modifying and simplifying his budget to meet the needs of this
committee.

The Congressional Budget Office [CBO] has been equally as re-
sponsive in assisting this committee in juggling the financial needs
of the legislative branch.

Last year CBO requested a 1.9-percent increase in their budget
from the fiscal year 1997 level. When the House and Senate were
in conference and trying to find money necessary to stabilize the
GAO, CBO selflessly offered to further reduce their almost modest
budget.

The result was that CBO received only a 1.1-percent increase
over its fiscal year 1997 level. This year CBO has requested an
overall budget increase of 4.6 percent.

I would like to thank Senator Dorgan for his work on this sub-
committee. Your assistance last year, and in particular with the
GAO, was very, very helpful. I have come to depend on your solid
understanding of the issues facing this subcommittee. And I look
forward to the benefit of your counsel again this year.

I also understand that you have a new member of your staff
helping with your appropriations work. I would like to welcome
Shelly Feist to her first legislative branch appropriations hearing.
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Senator Dorgan, would you like to make an opening statement?

STATEMENT OF HON. BYRON L. DORGAN

Senator DORGAN. Thank you, Senator Bennett. As you noted, the
request for the Legislative Branch Subcommittee for fiscal year
1999 totals $2,466,030,600, an increase of 9.6 percent over the dis-
cretionary amount enacted in last year’s bill. For the Senate items
only, the amount requested for fiscal year 1999 totals $527,292,000,
an increase of $23,855.000, or 4.74 percent, from last year’s enacted
level.

I am glad to see that the Senate is doing its part to hold tight
onto its budgetary reins. I expect that because the budgetary con-
straints on the domestic discretionary budget will be tight—to-
gether with the efforts to balance the budget in the next few
years—the 302(b) allocation to this particular subcommittee will
also be tight.

Mr. Chairman, I have seen several articles stating that the
House is interested in cutting President Clinton’s budget request
for the legislative branch. I wanted to take a minute at the start
of our first hearing to remind everyone that, unlike executive
branch agencies, the Office of Management and Budget [OMB] and
the President do not have their own views and ideas about levels
of expenditure for the budget of the legislative branch.

Therefore, because the House seems to be making a big to-do
about cutting President Clinton’s budget request, I want to make
sure that everyone here is aware that none of the items in the sub-
committee’s request are the President’s request. This budget has
been submitted by the legislative branch for inclusion in the Presi-
dent’s budget and then resubmitted back to us in full. The Presi-
dent and OMB do not question the amounts in the budget, through
these hearings, if we find that certain requests are inflated, or can-
not be justified, the responsibility cannot be laid at the President’s
doorstep. The budget for the legislative branch is Congress’ own,
not President Clinton’s.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to continuing what I view to be an
excellent working relationship with you on this bill, and I look for-
ward to the testimony of each of our witnesses here today.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you Senator Dorgan.
Would you like to make a statement, Senator Stevens?

STATEMENT OF HON. TED STEVENS

Senator STEVENS. I would like to thank Senator Bennett for his
stewardship as chairman of the Legislative Branch Subcommittee.

Senator Bennett as well as Senator Dorgan did a good job last
year of brokering a compromise with the House to keep the legisla-
tive branch spending to a minimum while also providing for some
important maintenance projects.

With the substantial majority of spending in the legislative
branch dedicated to salaries, spending for projects, particularly in
the budget of the Architect, has been the natural place to find sav-
ings.

We have made some of those savings in the past, but we will
have to be careful this year that we do not save money now at the
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risk of spending more later to take care of maintenance projects
that were once small but became large because we neglected them.

I would also like to commend Senator Bennett for his work on
the year 2000 computer conversion. I want to assure that every
subcommittee addresses this problem this year.

This is one area which has potentially devastating results for all
Americans if the Federal Government does not properly solve the
problem.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to assisting you with your work on
this subcommittee.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you, Senator Stevens.
Our first witnesses are the U.S. Capitol Police Board. The Honor-

able Bill Livingood, the House Sergeant at Arms is the Chairman
of the Board this year. He is accompanied by the Honorable Greg-
ory Casey, the Senate Sergeant at Arms; the Honorable Alan
Hantman, the Architect of the Capitol; and Chief Abrecht, the
Chief of the U.S. Capitol Police.

I want to thank the Board for taking the time to recess from
their training seminar to appear today.

Last year, the police received a 2.7-percent increase over their
fiscal year 1997 level. They are requesting a 14.1-percent increase
in fiscal year 1999.

We look forward to your testimony.
Mr. Livingood.

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF MR. LIVINGOOD

Mr. LIVINGOOD. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am pleased to appear before you to present the fiscal year 1999
budget request for the U.S. Capitol Police.

As this budget request shows, we have reached an interesting
point in the professional development of the U.S. Capitol Police.
More than at any time in the past, the U.S. Capitol Police is under-
going a period of change in order to meet the increasing demands
of its mission. Not only must we guard against new threats to the
safety and security of the Capitol complex, but the manner in
which we meet these threats is evolving.

In the past, the considered proper response to new security
threats was to add more police officers to the Department. That
was the case following the 1954 shooting in the House gallery and
the 1971 and 1983 bombings of the Senate wing of the Capitol.
Today, as we prepare to enter the next century, the U.S. Capitol
Police Board feels that the more effective and efficient method of
better securing the Capitol complex rests with the increased use of
technology. While the safety and security of the congressional com-
munity and visiting public will always primarily rely on highly
qualified and highly trained police officers, the application of state-
of-the-art security technology can certainly be used to augment the
officer in the field.

To this end, we have included five new components in the gen-
eral expenses appropriation that are key to setting this initiative
in motion: the hazardous materials program, information security
systems, life-cycle replacement of physical security systems, phys-
ical security annual maintenance, and new physical security sys-
tems installations. Each is considered to be integral to the overall
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risk management efforts of the U.S. Capitol Police because they are
needed to detect, deter, or mitigate the effects of security threats.

Increased operational and administrative demands placed on the
Department translate into increased demands on our personnel.
Therefore, it is essential that we provide our officers and support
staff with the level of training they need to keep pace with the
changing nature of their jobs. The requested level of funding for
tuition expenses will be used to provide outside professional in-
struction to our personnel on topics ranging from labor/manage-
ment relations to chemical and biological attack response.

With regard to personnel issues, it has been a longstanding goal
of the U.S. Capitol Police Board to ensure that the men and women
of the U.S. Capitol Police maintain a pay parity with their counter-
parts in other law enforcement agencies. Therefore, the USCP fis-
cal year 1999 budget submission once again includes a request to
fund pay initiatives which provide holiday pay, Sunday premium
pay, and shift differential. Because police departments need to be
staffed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, this type of differential pay
is considered standard and customary in law enforcement agencies.
Therefore, in order to fairly compensate our personnel who are re-
quired to work throughout the night, on Sundays and holidays, the
U.S. Capitol Police Board feels it is imperative that this initiative
be fully funded.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to state the support of the
U.S. Capitol Police Board for a funding request which is included
in the Architect’s budget submission. Several facilities currently
used by the U.S. Capitol Police can no longer adequately support
the mission of the Department. The current condition of some of
these facilities creates life safety and working condition concerns
for our personnel. Others, such as the offsite delivery center and
the vehicle maintenance facility, have simply outlived their useful-
ness and are in need of significant repair and expansion or reloca-
tion to another site.

This is especially true of the offsite delivery center due to the in-
creased level of use which is anticipated when we begin screening
House deliveries. In addition, our training facilities are woefully in-
adequate. The entire primary training facility of the U.S. Capitol
Police consists of three converted offices in the Ford House Office
Building. It is simply impossible to support the training needs of
a 1,300-member department with a mission as diverse and impor-
tant as that of the U.S. Capitol Police in three classrooms in an of-
fice building.

In response to these concerns, the Architect has requested an ap-
propriation to commission a comprehensive study of the facility re-
quirements of the department. Known as the Capitol Complex Inte-
grated Security Facilities Program, this study will serve as the
blueprint on how to best address these facilities concerns. In the
interim, the Architect is requesting funding to address the more
immediate repair and Occupational Safety and Health Administra-
tion regulations concerns. In view of these pressing issues, the
Board is requesting full funding for all of the Architect’s budget re-
quests affecting the U.S. Capitol Police facilities.

Over the course of the last year, we have met with and heard the
concerns of the committees of jurisdiction regarding how to best
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protect against the varied threats and security concerns we face
today. This budget submission reflects a reasonable, measured, and
prudent approach to ensuring the safety and security of the Con-
gress, the Capitol complex and the visiting public and the viability
of the U.S. Capitol Police. We will continue to work with you and
the authorizing committees as we address issues concerning risk
management, security, and law enforcement.

In closing, I would like to commend the men and women of the
U.S. Capitol Police. Regardless of the challenge, they continually
perform their duty in a diligent and professional manner. The re-
sponsibilities which rest on the shoulders of our personnel are
daunting. Each day, they must ensure the safety and security of
the congressional community and thousands of constituents by pro-
tecting them from crime and acts of violence. In doing so, they
allow the national legislative process to proceed unhindered. How-
ever, in order to remain viable, the level of support the U.S. Capitol
Police receives must be commensurate with the level and quality
of service expected by the Congress and the public. This budget re-
quest is intended to meet that goal.

A detailed budget for the U.S. Capitol Police has been submitted
to the committee. I will be pleased to answer any questions that
you may have.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you, Mr. Livingood.
Mr. Casey.

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF GREG CASEY

Mr. CASEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
pleased to appear before you to discuss the fiscal year 1999 budget
request for the U.S. Capitol Police.

Due to the leadership and support of this committee, and the
dedication of our personnel, the U.S. Capitol Police has achieved
notable success in undertaking new responsibilities which address
the evolving threats to the safety and security of the U.S. Congress
and those who work and visit within the Capitol complex.

The U.S. Capitol Police currently faces a number of management
information system issues that require a comprehensive study. The
Board is continuing to seek an avenue to address these issues in
consultation with the committees of jurisdiction. Our overall goal
in seeking this study is to provide the Police Board and the police
command staff with the data necessary to manage the department
and its personnel in a cost-effective and efficient manner. While the
conversion of House and Senate payrolls to the National Finance
Center will address a number of issues, such as providing com-
prehensive payroll data reporting, several other systems, such as
the time and attendance and inventory control system, are anti-
quated and not year 2000 compliant.

Included in this budget submission are funds to cover the depart-
ment’s computer and telecommunications system expenses which
were previously included in the budget of the Office of the Senate
Sergeant at Arms. The Senate has provided the U.S. Capitol Police
with extensive equipment and technical support over the past sev-
eral years. However, I feel it makes good business sense that the
Police Board and the police command staff have more direct control
of the funds required to purchase and operate these systems.
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I join Mr. Livingood in stating my support for the department’s
pay initiatives. We ask a lot from the men and women of the U.S.
Capitol Police, and I think it is important that they be com-
pensated at a level which is fair and comparable to their counter-
parts in other law enforcement agencies. The requested night dif-
ferential, holiday pay, and Sunday premium pay will ensure that
we can maintain pay parity with comparable agencies. The ap-
proval of this funding will serve to provide the U.S. Capitol Police
officers equality with the employees of other legislative branch
agencies who already receive this type of compensation.

I also share concerns about the condition and functionality of
several facilities we provide to the Department to perform its mis-
sion. I am pleased that the Architect has pledged to study this
issue, and I look forward to working with him to complete this
project and provide our recommendations to the committees of ju-
risdiction. In the interim, your favorable consideration of several
repair and improvement requests for current police facilities will
ensure our personnel can be provided with clean, safe, and func-
tional working environments. Also, the first phase of the K–9 train-
ing facility renovation is underway. However, the Architect has re-
quested funding for fiscal year 1999 which is essential to complet-
ing the project and making the facility fully operational.

During his testimony, Mr. Hantman will make a presentation on
the perimeter security plan. This plan provides a comprehensive,
integrated plan for making improvements which are critical to pro-
tecting the Capitol complex from acts of violence and terrorism.
This plan has been reviewed and approved by the U.S. Capitol Po-
lice Board, and we have provided briefings to the Senate Commit-
tee on Rules and Administration and the chairman of the House
Oversight Committee. It should be noted that several options were
considered. However, we feel that this plan if implemented in its
entirety, will provide the better risk management solution to long-
standing perimeter security concerns.

I am proud of the recent accomplishments of the U.S. Capitol Po-
lice. This department is now involved in national security-related
activities that were once considered beyond its ability. While the of-
ficer at the door will always be our first line of security, there is
a depth and diversity to the U.S. Capitol Police that does not read-
ily meet the eye. The fact that the men and women of the depart-
ment can quietly and effectively handle such sensitive and impor-
tant responsibilities and operate as co-equals among members of
other Federal law enforcement agencies attests to the level of pro-
fessionalism they have attained.

I look forward to working with the members of the committee as
we continue to address the funding, support, and administrative re-
quirements of the U.S. Capitol Police. I will be pleased to answer
any questions you may have.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you, Mr. Casey.
Mr. Hantman.

COMMENTS BY MR. HANTMAN

Mr. HANTMAN. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to join my colleagues
on the Capitol Police Board and Chief Abrecht today in presenting
a comprehensive, integrated program for improved security within
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the Capitol complex. Before I begin this portion of the presentation,
I would like to thank Bill Livingood for his enthusiasm, energy,
and expertise in enabling us to move forward with the development
of this proposed program, as well as Greg Casey for his outstanding
leadership this past year as Chairman of the Board.

I have been Architect for just a little over 1 year, and am fully
aware of our security needs, due primarily to the openness and co-
operative approach my fellow Board members have displayed in the
planning and decisionmaking process. For this I would formally
like to thank them and their staffs for their support and inclusive
spirit. We have developed a high level of mutual respect and con-
fidence, and this has enabled us to build a productive working
team.

In a few weeks, I will be presenting to this committee my pro-
posed budget for fiscal year 1999, and its 5-year master plan deal-
ing with the programmatic needs of the Office of the Architect of
the Capitol, in support of the Congress and its legislative branch
agencies. The comprehensive plan that we present to you today
takes this philosophy of creating an inclusive, multiyear approach
to planning and problem-solving and extends it to the critical area
of security.

Other proposed short- and long-term projects, including the Cap-
itol visitor center, would be built to serve as important parts of the
systemic modernization and strengthening of the integrated secu-
rity infrastructure program which we present to you today. Mr.
Chairman, let me assure you and the other members of this com-
mittee that improvements to our security systems and structures
is one of the main focuses of this office, in support of the Capitol
Police Board, and will remain so.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN ARCHITECT OF THE
CAPITOL AND U.S. CAPITOL POLICE

It may be helpful to briefly review the division of responsibilities
that have been established between the Capitol Police’s Physical
Security Division and my office for the development and implemen-
tation of the physical security improvements within the buildings
and their associated grounds. A memorandum of understanding
[MOU] has been developed with the Capitol Police that established
the division of responsibilities, and the processes and procedures to
be followed when developing and implementing security projects.
This memorandum has proven to be an excellent matrix that has
fostered the development of a close working relationship between
the two organizations. For the benefit of the committee and to
place this agreement on the record, I have included a copy with my
testimony.

In summary, the MOU assigns the responsibility for design, pro-
curement, installation, and maintenance of physical security bar-
riers and other structures to the Architect of the Capitol while the
Capitol Police’s Physical Security Division is in charge of design,
procurement, installation of other security systems, including in-
trusion and duress alarms, x ray, scanning, and other security sys-
tems for facilities. My office continues to provide infrastructure
support for the implementation of these systems. This has resulted
in a strong working relationship between the two organizations.
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PERIMETER SECURITY PLAN

Last year, the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration
directed the Capitol Police Board to develop a specific plan for Cap-
itol square as well as the streets surrounding the Senate office
buildings. The challenge was to sensitively integrate a sophisti-
cated security program into the historic landscape of the Capitol
Grounds and the fabric of the incomparable complex of buildings
that grace Capitol Hill. The solution has been strongly influenced
by the fact that the Capitol is the peoples’ building, and visitors
must perceive it as such with reasonable access being provided. Pe-
rimeter fencing and other overly intrusive security measures have,
therefore, been avoided.

To meet this challenge, the Board organized a task force made
up of key staff from the Architect’s office, the Senate and House
Sergeants at Arms, the Capitol Police, and nationally recognized
architectural and security consultants. The task force reviewed the
previous work done by various groups, including the schematic de-
sign developed in the late 1980’s that became known as the whip’s
plan, and the 1995 security evaluation requested by the Board and
performed by the U.S. Secret Service and Capitol Police.

The primary elements of the proposed plan include improved se-
curity at all entrances to Capitol square through the use of a com-
bination of high impact vehicle barriers that are police activated at
the most critical locations, or card activated egress from parking-
related areas. These are used in conjunction with a continuous
string of security bollards similar to those designed for, and in-
stalled at, the White House. These bollards would replace the con-
crete planters and sewer pipes that had been temporarily put in
place in the 1980’s. Together with new high-impact stone planters,
consistent with the Frederick Law Olmsted walls, and the integra-
tion of electronic and other security systems at each entrance, a
continuously secure perimeter would be created largely internal to
the original Olmsted walls which, in most areas, are too low to
meet security height requirements and are not of reinforced con-
struction.

At each of the Capitol square access points, the incorporation of
modern electronic and other security systems would be integrated
with new barrier structures in the form of planters designed to be
consistent with the Frederick Law Olmsted walls, and the replace-
ment of the existing concrete sewer pipes and planters with secu-
rity bollards of a design consistent with that being deployed at
other Government properties. The end result of the proposed
changes would be significant improvements of both the security
needs and appearance of Capitol square.

The Senate Rules Committee also directed the Board to develop
a plan specifically to address the Senate grounds and office build-
ings. Although this matter relates solely to the Senate, I have re-
quested funding under our perimeter security project in the Capitol
Grounds appropriation for this purpose. I bring this to your atten-
tion to clarify the extent of that request. To resolve the security
concerns, the Board recommends that landscape elements and
bollards similar to those recommended for Capitol square replace
the existing jersey barriers, concrete planters, and pipe sections.
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This proposed solution would maintain necessary levels of security
while softening the visual impact of these measures.

The proposed architectural vocabulary that has been developed
through this design effort will be consistently applied to other Fed-
eral facilities within the Capitol complex, such as the Library of
Congress and the Supreme Court, as appropriate, as their perim-
eter security programs are further evaluated and separately fund-
ed.

The costs associated with the various components of the perim-
eter security program total $20 million, and are included in the Ar-
chitect of the Capitol’s Capitol Grounds appropriation request for
fiscal year 1999. Although the costs represent a significant funding
level for the legislative branch budget to absorb during this time
of diminishing resources, it should be noted that it is not out of line
with the magnitude of expenditures programmed for other Federal
facilities which have in their aggregate been allocated over $1 bil-
lion for security improvements in the Consolidated Appropriations
Act of 1997 for upgrading security.

If these recommendations are approved by Congress, the funding
will be required in fiscal year 1999, with the goal that the complete
program would be fully implemented no later than the end of fiscal
year 2001. Approximately $1.5 million will be required initially to
develop detailed design and constructions documents to begin this
process. A preliminary construction schedule and cost estimate of
the Capitol square and Senate grounds security improvement pro-
gram can be provided for the record.

SECURITY PROJECTS IN THE ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL’S BUDGET

There are several additional projects included in the Architect of
the Capitol request for fiscal year 1999 that are necessary to sup-
port the security efforts of the U.S. Capitol Police. Two of these re-
late to providing needed life safety improvements to police facili-
ties, the offsite delivery center, $50,000; as well as at the firing
range in the basement of the Rayburn Building, $50,000.

Specific needs to address security measures, other than the pe-
rimeter security project, include funding for infrastructure support
for the electronic security measures being carried out by the Phys-
ical Security Division, $1 million; improvements to the police com-
munications center, $1 million; work related to the command cen-
ter, $350,000; improvements to the chemical and explosives storage
facility at D.C. Village, $250,000; modifications to the offsite deliv-
ery center that are needed to improve the building and working
conditions there, $150,000; design funding for emergency systems
in the Capitol, $100,000; and, finally, funding to develop an inte-
grated security program for the Capitol complex, $475,000. This
last project is very important as it will provide funding to assist us
and the police in determining specific programmatic needs for a
wide variety of police activities, and then developing options for
providing the necessary facilities to support them.

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL POLICE-RELATED PROJECTS

We have also requested funds in the Senate portion of the bill
for several building maintenance projects totaling $1,058,000.
These include several projects related to maintaining the Capitol
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Police headquarters building: replacement of worn out carpet,
$380,000; roofing work and installing fall protection, $350,000; and
installation of storm windows, $168,000. We are also requesting
that the entrance to the Russell Building at Delaware Avenue be
modified for increased security and improved control of ambient
air, and that is estimated to cost $160,000.

Last, two additional items requested are an additional increment
for the canine facility at D.C. Village, $200,000, and funds to con-
struct a kiosk at Delaware Avenue and C Street, SW, to support
the inspection of goods delivered to the House loading docks,
$52,000.

All of these requests were coordinated carefully between the po-
lice and my agency, and they have been reviewed and approved by
the Capitol Police Board.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony, and I would be
happy to respond to any questions you and the members of the
committee may have.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you, Mr. Hantman.
Mr. Abrecht.

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF GARY ABRECHT

Mr. ABRECHT. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am honored to appear before you today to discuss the 1999 budget
request for the U.S. Capitol Police.

Over the past few years, the U.S. Capitol Police has been a de-
partment in transition. As the agency with the sole statutory re-
sponsibility for providing protective and law enforcement services
for the U.S. Congress, we must constantly strive to meet varied
and ever-present security threats while providing the highest pos-
sible level of service.

During the past year, the U.S. Capitol Police has made signifi-
cant progress in our critical incident management initiatives. Most
notably, we are continuing to enhance our ability to respond to and
mitigate the effects of a chemical or biological attack. We have con-
ducted detection and response training for our personnel and have
acquired specialized emergency equipment. In addition, we are co-
ordinating our efforts with our agencies who have technical knowl-
edge in this emerging field. While there is still much work to be
done, I am confident that the U.S. Capitol Police is taking a
proactive role in addressing this form of terrorism.

We have also made great strides in addressing more general life
safety issues. We have developed the Capitol Buildings Emergency
Preparedness Program and distributed emergency evacuation bro-
chures to every office within the Capitol complex. These brochures,
which comply with OSHA requirements, will ensure that every
staff member will know how to safely evacuate in case of an emer-
gency within their building.

An important part of our preparedness effort is the formation of
the critical incident command group. This group brings together
the U.S. Capitol Police, the House and Senate Sergeants at Arms,
the Architect of the Capitol, and the Office of the Attending Physi-
cian to coordinate the response to an emergency situation. This en-
tire process was tested in December, when we conducted the first-
ever evacuation drill of the U.S. Capitol Building in conjunction
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with the D.C. Fire Department and Emergency Medical Service.
Such drills are beneficial to the staff, who can familiarize them-
selves with evacuation routes and assembly areas, and also serve
as a test of our response and command capabilities.

I am pleased to report that the repair and upgrade of the phys-
ical security systems within the Capitol complex is proceeding
smoothly. This effort is part of a three-phase, 5-year plan to mod-
ernize the alarms, cameras, and security equipment we utilize to
protect the Capitol Building and congressional community. Once
this plan is fully implemented, all of our security systems will be
state of the art and they will be fully integrated, thus allowing for
improved police operations and alarm response.

Clearly, the mission and responsibilities of the U.S. Capitol Po-
lice Department are expanding and evolving. Therefore, this year’s
general expenses budget request contains several items which re-
flect the increasing level of U.S. Capitol Police responsibilities. The
first such item is the Hazardous Materials Program, which incor-
porates our chemical and biological response initiative. This initia-
tive requires very specialized equipment which is needed to detect
and mitigate the effects of such an attack. As this program devel-
ops, the equipment, which will be purchased with the appropria-
tion, will be integral to our risk management efforts.

The second item concerns the information security systems. In
order to provide for the protection of national security information
possessed up here on the Capitol, the U.S. Capitol Police conducts
operations to ensure that Congress operates free from the threat of
surreptitious and clandestine listening devices and monitoring sys-
tems. The equipment we currently utilize is obsolete and in need
of replacement. Therefore, the funds requested for information se-
curity systems will allow us to purchase the technological equip-
ment needed to perform this critical function at the highest levels.

Finally, we have requested funding for the physical security sys-
tems program. As a result of the support and leadership of this
committee, funding was provided to implement the three-phase
plan I previously discussed. However, as this equipment is in-
stalled, it is important that it be maintained and placed on a
planned life cycle replacement program. In doing so, we can ensure
that our physical security systems are always fully operational and
that we can methodically purchase equipment which keeps pace
with advancements in security technology.

This has been a problem in the Congress for some time, I think
it is fair to say. We have been reactive. After each of the bombings,
for instance, in 1971 and 1983, security improvements were made,
and then no follow-on was done to that. And the systems started
to get older and older and older. And, all of a sudden, they all die
at the same time when you buy them all at the same time. What
we are looking for here is to put this whole system on a life cycle
replacement basis, so that every year we buy a small number of x-
ray machines, rather than waiting for them all to drop off the cliff
and replacing them all at one time.

You can get a lot of advantages from doing that. You get the lat-
est technology each time when you buy something. Rather than
having all of one technology, you have new technology every year.
The same with all of our cameras. The same with all of our alarm
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systems. All of this equipment needs to be on a life cycle basis, so
that every year some of it is replaced so it is constantly all work-
ing.

This year we have also requested an increase in the funding level
for our fleet vehicles. In the past few years we have had to divert
money from this account to fund protective operations. In doing so,
we repeatedly had to extend the useful life of several of our vehi-
cles. In order to ensure that our fleet is safe, modern, and able to
meet the demands of police work, these vehicles need to be re-
placed. This requested increase will allow us to make a number of
vehicle purchases that have been repeatedly delayed.

And part of the cause of that is something that you mentioned
in your opening remarks—that we have not properly funded the
protective operations in the past, and I guess I always hoped that
the cost of that would go back down and we would not need as
much money as we had. And I think it is on our ticket, if you will,
that we did not fund those sufficiently. We had to use our vehicle
money to fund that. And now we have really got ourselves into a
bind. The point was very well taken that we need to base it on his-
torical fact and then fund our protective operations at a level that
they are apparently going to cost.

I join the members of the U.S. Capitol Police Board in requesting
your favorable consideration of the Architect’s request to fund the
proposed Capitol Complex Integrated Security Facilities Program.
This study will provide a means to prepare a comprehensive plan
to address several very serious facilities problems. I think they
have been discussed and you have had an opportunity to see a cou-
ple of them.

However, I have an immediate concern about the current condi-
tion of the K–9 training facility, the Rayburn firing range, and the
offsite delivery center. Each of these facilities needs considerable
repairs to address several pressing life safety, OSHA, and general-
use concerns. The funds requested by the Architect will ensure that
our personnel can perform their duties in safe, functional facilities
until these larger issues of where these facilities ultimately ought
to be located are resolved.

And, finally, this year’s budget request once again includes a pro-
posal to provide our personnel with shift differential, holiday pay,
and Sunday premium pay. Since police departments must be ade-
quately staffed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, this type of com-
pensation is routinely provided to law enforcement officers, includ-
ing those of comparable executive branch agencies. Interestingly, it
is also provided to the legislative branch service organizations
which have 24-hour operations, such as the Library of Congress,
the General Accounting Office, and the Architect of the Capitol.
This funding will rectify this inequity and ensure that our person-
nel are fairly compensated.

I do not think there is any place in the country that I know of
where police officers are asked to work on Christmas Day and not
be paid some additional compensation for doing that. But that is
the situation here. My officers, when they work on Christmas Day,
while we are all at home unwrapping our packages, they are just
getting compensatory time. They are not getting paid an additional
nickel for working on Christmas Day. And that just is not right,
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and I would hope that you would act favorably on our request in
that regard.

We have also included in our budget, as Mr. Casey has men-
tioned, amounts for reimbursing the Senate Sergeant at Arms for
computer and telecommunications services. I would like to point
out that should these amounts not be approved as a result of the
disagreements with the House, they will need to be restored to the
Sergeant at Arms fiscal year 1999 budget.

And one of the things that scares me to death, as the Police
Chief, is that I am going to end up some day with computers being
switched off, with no radio systems. They have to be in some budg-
et. If not in mine, it needs to be in Mr. Casey’s. And this is obvi-
ously a matter of disagreement between the two bodies and it is
way above my pay grade. But I just need the radios and the com-
puters, and I am sure you will understand that.

As you are aware, the achievement of a unified U.S. Capitol Po-
lice payroll has been a longstanding goal of this committee and of
the department. I am pleased to report that we made a significant
step toward achieving that goal when we completed the conversion
of all House appropriated positions to the National Finance Center
for payroll purposes several months ago. And this Sunday, March
1, we will convert the positions on the Senate roll, thereby giving
us a de facto unified payroll. This accomplishment represents one
of the most important and beneficial administrative changes to af-
fect the department. I would like to thank the members of the com-
mittee and your staff for providing the guidance and assistance re-
quired to successfully complete this project. It will be a major im-
provement in the administration of the department.

I am proud of the level and quality of service the men and
women of the U.S. Capitol Police provide on a daily basis. Securing
the Capitol complex is a daunting task. With the support of Con-
gress, we have faced and overcome many challenges in the past.
Many of the items included in this budget request provide a
glimpse of future risk management challenges and concerns and
give insight into how we are preparing to address them. As this
budget submission shows, we intend to build upon past operational
and administrative accomplishments and undertake new initiatives
in the most cost-efficient and effective manner possible.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much, Mr. Abrecht.
Senator STEVENS. Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENNETT. Yes.
Senator STEVENS. I have to leave to go to another meeting. Could

I just do one thing before I leave? I want to apologize to you, Chief,
for having grabbed you right after that joint session, when we were
so disturbed about the press blocking our exit from the joint ses-
sion. Later I had a discussion with other Members and with some
of the wives and guests who were in the gallery. And I want to sub-
mit to you a potential problem.

This is probably the largest gathering of officials of all three
branches of our National Government, executive, judicial, congres-
sional, and many other guests, including the leaders of the mili-
tary. It probably is, I would say, the most attractive target to any
terrorist group in the world. And yet if you look at the possibility
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of getting out of that room, the exits are all going the wrong way,
people are going crossways. I really do not know how we would get
people out of that room, with the President and the Vice President
and all of the Cabinet, the leaders of both parties in the Congress
and the Joint Chiefs. It is just a nightmare.

And the more we thought about the problem, of how all the exits
are now blocked by the press, we want to ask you to study how
would we get out of there, how would we get the Justices, the Joint
Chiefs, the President, the Vice President, the Speaker, the majority
leader, and all of the people who are in there and their guests, how
would we get out of there if there was some calamity in that area?

That highlights the basic problem of just living and trying to get
through the rotunda on a daily basis. It is loaded with tourists. We
try to find ways around it. I end up sometimes going over and
going through the Speaker’s passageway in order to get through to
the other side.

I think we are getting to the point where we are planning all this
access by the tourists outside, but we are forgetting who lives in-
side and the dangers that are inside these buildings. So I would
urge you to study that, and tell us, one, how are we going to deal
with an emergency, and, two, how are we going to deal with just
the routine activities that come from a joint session, when it is not
the State of the Union Message, and we are trying to exit over
there and all of the exits are blocked by the press. It just does not
seem right.

And I think, somehow, my solution would be to put the press
down on the first floor. But I do not know how we are going to do
it. Somehow we are going to have to get out of there. And it is ex-
tremely frustrating to try to do that.

We waited for 35–45 minutes for people who were in the gallery
to get back to my office. And my office is right off of that rotunda,
over there next to the Speaker’s office. Now, that is a long time.

I think that the system is broken down as far as just the ability
to empty that Chamber when we have a joint session. And it is not
your problem, I know, but I think it is our total problem.

Mr. ABRECHT. It is our problem, absolutely. I absolutely agree
with you, Senator.

In fact, interestingly enough, we were concerned about this prob-
lem for several years. And that day, we had placed a video camera
up in the gallery around Statuary Hall in order to film what a
mess it was so that we could, frankly, use that as some impetus
to get some change.

We have the videotape and we have prepared some correspond-
ence to the Board, to say that this problem needs to be addressed.
It is a life safety problem. And you are absolutely correct, there is
no proper exit through that very important corridor during this
event. You are 100 percent correct.

I actually took no offense at all. You were completely correct
when you approached me about it. And I wish I could have told you
I could do something right then, but it is a systemic problem that
needs some planning, rather than addressing the way it is now. It
will not work; you are correct.

Senator STEVENS. There was a novel written about 15 years ago
about an attack that went on during a joint session. You ought to
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read it sometime. It is a nightmare. It is increasingly a nightmare
now, because of the increase in the number of people who are com-
ing in while we are trying to go out. So I think we really need a
plan to deal with that.

Mr. ABRECHT. There will be a plan for the next joint session.
Mr. LIVINGOOD. We have taken some action, too, already to alle-

viate the problem you ran into specifically. And there were some
other plans that had been in place you did not see which, of course,
we did not have to use.

Senator STEVENS. Yes.
Mr. LIVINGOOD. We had emergency plans to move the Congress

and guests. We had police officers positioned at various locations.
We had practiced this three times in the early morning hours.

Mr. CASEY. At 3 o’clock in the morning.
Mr. LIVINGOOD. Three o’clock in the morning. Just for this pur-

pose, sir, prior to this, because we realized this also.
The press were a problem, because we had an unprecedented

number.
Senator STEVENS. Yes, indeed, there were.
Mr. LIVINGOOD. We have since, as the Chief said, discussed this.

I have discussed this on the House side with the Speaker, and we
have a contingency plan already that we probably like to place at
the next one. And it will require action of both the House and the
Senate.

Senator STEVENS. Well, I think the participants over there are
contributing to it to a certain extent, because we used to have order
in terms of who went out and the right exit, more or less. The
President went first, then the Justices, then the Cabinet, then the
Joint Chiefs, and then Members of the House and Senate would go
out different ways. It is everybody for himself now. There is no
order there at all in terms of exiting a joint session. And I think
that must be restored.

But that is not your problem. That is internal, inside, before they
come out. But once they come out, the ability to exit that joint ses-
sion depends upon the access that is provided by the police.

Thank you very much.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much, Mr. Casey.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

We do have a vote. So the subcommittee will stand in recess
until I can get over there and get back. I apologize to our second
witness, who is Gary Sisco, Secretary of the Senate. But we have
to delay until the Senate business concludes.

[A brief recess was taken.]
[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were

submitted to the Department for response subsequent to the hear-
ing:]

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Question. How does base pay and benefits of the Capitol Police compare with
other legislative branch police and other local police?

Answer.
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Legislative Branch Police Agencies
There are only two other Legislative Branch police forces: The Library of Congress

Police and the Government Printing Office Police. Members of the Library Police are
currently compensated using the Capitol Police salary scale. They do, however, re-
ceive Holiday Pay when required to work on a federal holiday. U.S. Capitol Police
members receive only compensatory time.

The base salary scale for the members of the Government Printing Office Police
is lower than the Capitol Police scale. They do however receive Holiday Pay, a 15
percent shift differential, and Sunday premium pay.
Other Local Agencies

There are seven other police agencies of reasonably similar size and scope in the
Washington Metropolitan area: Two executive branch agencies (The United States
Secret Service Uniformed Division and the United States Park Police), two city de-
partments (The Metropolitan Police Department of the District of Columbia and the
Alexandria Police Department) and three county departments (Montgomery, Prince
George’s and Fairfax).

While each has a different base salary scheme, the United States Capitol Police
salary is generally in the middle of the range when officers of similar levels of expe-
rience are compared (e.g. starting salary, five years of service, ten years of service).

Two notable discrepancies are found when base salaries are compared: Capitol Po-
lice Officers with many years of service are the lowest paid officers in the group,
and ranking officials (Captains, Inspectors and Deputy Chiefs) are paid substan-
tially less than their counterparts in the other agencies.

Comparing benefits is considerably more complicated than comparing base pay,
particularly since two states, the federal executive branch and the District of Colum-
bia are involved. For the purposes of the issues before the Committee the following
specific information is provided:

Holiday Pay.—All seven Departments pay Holiday Pay when a member is re-
quired to work on a holiday.

Shift Differential.—All seven Departments provide some type of additional com-
pensation for work outside normal business hours. The amounts and hours of cov-
erage vary. The scheme we have proposed is that included in Title V of the U.S.
Code covering most executive branch employees, including the United States Secret
Service Uniformed Division and the United States Park Police.

Sunday Premium Pay.—The two executive branch agencies, the United States Se-
cret Service Uniformed Division and the United States Park Police, provide this dif-
ferential to their personnel. We have modeled our proposal on theirs, which is found
in Title V of the United States Code.

Question. The Board should be commended for supporting the Police budget offi-
cer, Bruce Holmberg in modernizing the accounting and budget functions of the po-
lice. Please update us on your efforts to cross service your accounting function.
When will that be completed? Will there be any reimbursement cost associated with
cross servicing?

Answer. Our Office of Financial Management has had several meetings with rep-
resentatives of the GAO. Based on these meetings, indications are that this arrange-
ment would meet our requirements while not imposing any burden on GAO. We are
still in the process of providing information on our requirements and will be enter-
ing into a Memorandum of Understanding in the near future.

A preliminary decision was made to focus on the basic accounting system for im-
plementation by October 1 of this year. Later we will add other modules including
inventory systems and procurement.

There will be start-up costs and reimbursement associated with the cross-servic-
ing. We have the amount of $100,000 in our current budget and have included this
amount again in fiscal year 1999. At this time, GAO believes that this initiative can
be accomplished within these amounts.

Question. The Police’s financial, human resources and information resources man-
agement systems and processes are currently being reviewed. The Police need sig-
nificant modernization of their systems. Currently there are only 3 individuals in
the budget office. Will these 3 individuals be able to implement the new systems?
If not, are the police prepared to devote the necessary resources to help implement
these new systems?

Answer. To date, we are still in the preliminary stages of providing information.
As the review progresses I am certain that we will receive recommendations regard-
ing the numbers and levels of staff. GAO has expressed some concerns along these
lines for the Office of Financial Management. They have suggested a full-time
detailee for the duration of the accounting project. We are looking at options includ-
ing having GAO provide a detailee on a reimbursable basis.
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Once the review is completed, we will take action consistent with the rec-
ommendations.

Question. Please update the Committee on the unionization of the force.
Answer. The following is a chronology of activities undertaken to date:
October 1996.—Petition For Certification as exclusive bargaining representative

by International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Fraternal Order of Police, International
Union of Police Associations.

January 31, 1997.—Board of Directors, Office of Compliance Decision Order Ex-
cluding certain divisions of the USCP.

February 24, 1997.—Decision and Direction of Election issued by Board of Direc-
tors, Office of Compliance.

April 1–2, 1997.—Election held at USCP Headquarters (Challenges sufficient to
affect results). International Union of Police Associations eliminated.

May 12, 1997.—Decision and Direction on Challenged Ballots.
June 17–18, 1997.—Second Election Runoff between International Brotherhood of

Teamsters and Fraternal Order of Police.
June 23, 1997.—Union demand for negotiation of Collective Bargaining Agree-

ment received, with notice that proposed Ground Rules will be submitted within 30
days.

June 27, 1997.—Certification of Representative certifies the Fraternal Order of
Police as exclusive representative of all employees in the bargaining unit.

November 21, 1997.—Union’s Ground Rules Proposal submitted to the Depart-
ment.

December 15, 1997.—Department Counter Proposal submitted to Union.
January 1998.—Negotiation of Ground Rules Agreement begins.
February 9, 1998.—Ground Rules Agreement signed.
March 1998.—Contract Proposals to be exchanged.
April 1998.—Counter-proposals, modifications, to be exchanged.
April 23, 1998.—Actual negotiation of Collective Bargaining Agreement to begin.
In general, relations between the FOP and the Department management have

been business-like and cordial. The FOP has represented members of the bargaining
have been filed, all of which have either been settled or resolved in the Depart-
ment’s favor. The volume of labor relations work generated has been heavy, and the
additional FTE for a Director of Labor Relations is urgently needed.

Question. The Board has requested $362,000 for replacement vehicles. Does the
Board plan to retire the vehicles they are replacing? If so, could you provide the
Committee with an estimate of the trade-in value of those vehicles and the total bal-
ance necessary to meet the request.

Answer. The total amount requested for vehicle replacements is $498,000. The
trade-in value of the replaced vehicles is not factored in to our estimate. Tradition-
ally, we receive very little for the vehicles that are traded because of their overall
condition and high mileage. The 16 vehicles that we plan to replace all have in ex-
cess of 75,000 miles ranging up to 110,000 miles. Of the eight motorcycles, 2 have
been declared ‘‘totaled’’.

For the twenty-five vehicles planned for replacement, we have received estimates
ranging from $64,000 to $80,000. The net cost of the new vehicles will range from
$418,000 to $434,000 if the trade-in value is received.

Question. Last year the Police Board requested and the AOC included in its budg-
et request $350,000 for fiscal year 1998 and $350,000 for fiscal year 1999 for funds
to renovate the K–9 facility. The Appropriations Committees provided $200,000 in
fiscal year 1998. Since last year, the police officers have done a substantial amount
of the work at the K–9 themselves. Has the AOC’s office done any work with the
$200,000 provided? Have they reevaluated the cost of that project in light of the
work that has been done?

Answer. Although the U.S. Capitol Police have performed a creditable job in
cleaning out the existing facility, none of the mechanical, electrical, plumbing or
other repairs have been undertaken. These are presently under design. The plan for
fiscal year 1998 is to renovate the portion of the building that accommodates the
canines by replacing the heating, ventilating and air conditioning system, upgrade
the electrical system, install adequate kennel drainage and plumbing, resurfacing
the floor, and replacing doors, door frames, windows, etc. as required to permit
housing of canines in the building. During fiscal year 1999, the administrative por-
tion of the building will be renovated with the $200,000 funding increment pro-
grammed for that year. The fiscal year 2000 increment will focus on exterior site
problem, especially drainage around the building and the training field. The final
programmed increment of $100,000 in fiscal year 2001 will complete the site work
by addressing the parking, relocation of the trailers, and any final work required.
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Question. Last year the Committee gave the Office of the Architect $100,000 of
the $150,000 requested for OSHA repairs to the off-site delivery facility. The Board
is requesting the additional $50,000 this year. Of the original $100,000, what work
has been completed to date? Is the total $50,000 still required to complete the
project?

Answer. A preliminary survey of the off-site delivery facility (P St. Warehouse)
has been completed, and a scope of services has been developed. An architect/engi-
neer will be retained to complete a phased plan for implementation of the OSHA
repairs and related improvements. Phased implementations of the repairs will begin
in late spring or early summer. The additional $50,000 requested in fiscal year 1999
will be required to complete the project.

Question. In fiscal year 1998 the Police budget included a request for $2,140,000
for telecommunications and computer upgrades. For fiscal year 1999, the Police are
requesting $1,477,000 for computers. Last year the question was raised whether
that substantial of an increase for computers was a one-time increase or should we
expect continuing high budgets in this area. Can we expect the normal non-recur-
ring budget to be in the area of $600,000 per year?

Answer. There are several issues surrounding the fiscal year 1999 request for
computer services. The first issue is that the USCP has received support for com-
puter services in the past from the Office of the Senate Sergeant at Arms. At the
direction of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, the USCP has included this
cost in its own budget for fiscal year 1999, while the Office of the Senate Sergeant
at Arms has omitted this item from their own budget request.

The fiscal year 1999 request for USCP computer services totals $1,007,000. Of
this amount, $207,000 is for maintenance and service contracts currently in effect
through the Office of the Senate Sergeant at Arms and some miscellaneous hard-
ware and software. The remaining $800,000 is for systems replacement in the
USCP.

The systems referred to include the Inventory Control System, Time and Attend-
ance, Personnel Administration, Injury System, Congressional Employee Locator
System, Report Writing System and the Expense Control System (accounting). The
migration of the House and Senate payrolls to the NFC will be completed in March,
1998. In addition, meetings are currently on-going for a planned cross-servicing ar-
rangement with the General Accounting Office for the accounting system. Timelines
are being developed consistent with a planned effective date of October 1, 1998.

The remaining systems currently reside on an antiquated platform on the Senate
Computer Center’s mainframe computer which is no longer supported by the vendor.
Further, these systems are not Year 2000 compliant, and due to their antiquated
state, there are no plans to make them compliant. Even today, we are beginning
to experience some problems in our applications which track leave categories and
longevity dates. In summary, these systems are inadequate, are no longer supported
by the vendor, are not Year 2000 compliant, and will not be supported by the Office
of the Senate Sergeant at Arms in the future.

The funds requested for the above systems replacement are to cover costs of devel-
oping specifications, vendor analyses, systems and applications development, test-
ing, training, licensing fees, reporting systems, maintenance and systems integra-
tion. Finally, an interface will need to be developed to integrate data from the legacy
systems to the new systems.

The fiscal year 1999 request for telecommunications and computer services is bro-
ken down as follows:
Monthly Service and Maintenance Costs:

Telecommunications ................................................................................. $470,000
Computer Services .................................................................................... 107,000

Purchases:
Computer Systems ................................................................................... 800,000
Hardware/Software .................................................................................. 100,000

Question. What is your estimated total cost to address the year 2000 problem?
What has been spent to date? What is being requested in your fiscal year 1999
budget? What is your cost estimate beyond the year 2000?

Answer. Approximately $700,000 was spent in fiscal year 1997 by the Office of
the Sergeant at Arms to replace all computer hardware and office automation soft-
ware. Although this was not directly related to the year 2000 problem, by replacing
all the hardware, it is now year 2000 compliant and allowed PC based applications
to become year 2000 compliant.

The amount of $800,000 is requested in fiscal year 1999 to replace systems that
are operating on an antiquated platform in the Senate Sergeant at Arms’s computer
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center which are no longer supported by the vendor. There are no plans to invest
in making these systems and applications year 2000 compliant.

If the requested funding is received and all systems applications are re-engineered
and placed into production, there should be no additional cost for the year 2000.

Question. Have the Capitol Police developed any contingency plans in the event
the systems fail on January 1, 2000.

Answer. Yes. There are two options dependent on actions and approval of the Sen-
ate Sergeant at Arms. The first option would require the Sergeant at Arms to retain
the current development application UFO on the mainframe computer where dates
would be expanded and code written to deal with failures. Secondly, code is cur-
rently being written to move the data files off the mainframe to existing PC based
servers. Should funding in fiscal year 1999 not be approved, one of these options
will have to be implemented until funding to re-engineer the applications is ob-
tained.

Question. How many data interfaces does the Police have with external organiza-
tions? Describe how the Police is working with those organizations to develop mutu-
ally agreed-to data formats for exchanging information.

Answer. The USCP has two data interfaces with external organizations. Discus-
sions between the Capitol Police Systems Administrator and Metropolitan Police
have determined that the interface to the Metropolitan Police Department’s
WALES/NCIC system does not include date processing and is not in danger of fail-
ing. The system has already been upgraded to provide license expiration dates into
the year 2000. The Capitol Police is replacing all dumb terminals with PC’s running
Emulation software which are Year 2000 compliant.

The National Finance Center interface has the same PC based Emulation soft-
ware used for the Metropolitan Police connection. The USCP relies on two applica-
tions from the Architect of the Capitol used for communication with the National
Finance Center which are planned by the AOC for replacement to make them year
2000 compatible. The National Finance Center provides data files on tape each pay
period. A request is being prepared to have those data files include a 4 digit year.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR BYRON DORGAN

PERSONNEL INCREASE

Question. Last year’s bill included funding for 1,255 FTE’s. This year, you are re-
questing two additional FTE’s—one for public relations and one for the labor-man-
agement office. Please explain why these two new positions are needed, and how
these functions are currently handled and staffed.

Answer. We have requested one FTE to serve in the Public Information Office.
Currently, this office is staffed by one Sergeant who is responsible for managing the
entire public information and public relations effort for the Department.

At the direction of the Capitol Police Board, the Department is undertaking a
comprehensive crime prevention effort which will address the safety and security
needs of the House and Senate offices within the Capitol Complex as well as state
and district offices around the country. There is a significant need for this program,
however, it will greatly increase the workload of the Public Information Office be-
yond the capability of the one person assigned there. The civilian who will fill this
position will assist in preparing informational items and scheduling seminars and
presentations for members and staff.

As a result of the Congressional Accountability Act, a collective bargaining unit
has been established within the Department and we are in the early stages of nego-
tiating a contract with the union. We are currently using an outside expert on a
contract basis to assist us, but we need to establish a Labor Relations Office to han-
dle the ongoing contract administration, grievance process, etc.

UNIONIZATION STATUS

Question. What is the current status of unionization efforts in the Capitol Police
under the Congressional Accountability Act?

Answer. The following is a chronology of activities undertaken to date:
October 1996.—Petition For Certification as exclusive bargaining representative

by International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Fraternal Order of Police, International
Union of Police Associations.

January 31, 1997.—Board of Directors, Office of Compliance Decision Order Ex-
cluding certain divisions of the USCP.

February 24, 1997.—Decision and Direction of Election issued by Board of Direc-
tors, Office of Compliance.
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April 1–2, 1997.—Election held at USCP Headquarters (Challenges sufficient to
affect results). International Union of Police Associations eliminated.

May 12, 1997.—Decision and Direction on Challenged Ballots.
June 17–18, 1997.—Second Election Runoff between International Brotherhood of

Teamsters and Fraternal Order of Police.
June 23, 1997.—Union demand for negotiation of Collective Bargaining Agree-

ment received, with notice that proposed Ground Rules will be submitted within 30
days.

June 27, 1997.—Certification of Representative certifies the Fraternal Order of
Police as exclusive representative of all employees in the bargaining unit.

November 21, 1997.—Union’s Ground Rules Proposal submitted to the Depart-
ment.

December 15, 1997.—Department Counter Proposal submitted to Union.
January 1998.—Negotiation of Ground Rules Agreement begins.
February 9, 1998.—Ground Rules Agreement signed.
March 1998.—Contract Proposals to be exchanged.
April 1998.—Counter-proposals, modifications, to be exchanged.
April 23, 1998.—Actual negotiation of Collective Bargaining Agreement to begin.
In general, relations between the FOP and the Department management have

been business-like and cordial. The FOP has represented members of the bargaining
unit in several grievances which have been resolved. A number of Unfair Labor
Practice charges have been filed, all of which have either been settled or resolved
in the Department’s favor. The volume of labor relations work generated has been
heavy, and the additional FTE for a Director of Labor Relations is urgently needed.

PAY

1998 COLA Increase
Question. The Capitol Police is requesting $2.3 million for mandatory pay and re-

lated costs. Last year, you requested $1.4 million for the COLA. Was the COLA ap-
proved?

Answer. Yes it was. The President signed Executive Order 13071 on December 29,
1997 effecting a 2.3 percent across-the-board cost of living increase for federal execu-
tive branch employees. Locality based comparability pay for the Washington DC
area was increased by a net amount of 0.15 percent.
Sunday/Holiday Pay and Night Differential

Question. The Capitol Police is requesting $2.44 million for Sunday and Holiday
pay and Night Differential. Is additional authorizing legislation required if funding
were provided?

Answer. In the administrative provisions of last year’s appropriation bill, the
USCP was directed to establish and maintain unified schedules of rates of basic pay
for members and civilian employees whose appointing authority is an officer of the
House as well as the Senate. This schedule will take effect upon approval of the
Committee on House Oversight and the Committee on Rules and Administration.
A proposed schedule has been developed and is currently pending before these com-
mittees.

If the requested funding for Sunday and Holiday and Night Differentials is ap-
proved, the Board will amend the unified schedule to include these rates and re-
submit to the committees for approval.

Question. How does the current pay and benefit package of the Capitol Police com-
pare to local area law enforcement agencies, and would an appropriation of your full
request of $2.44 million bring parity with the Capitol Police and other local law en-
forcement agencies?

Answer. Legislative Branch Police Agencies.—There are only two other Legislative
Branch police forces: The Library of Congress Police and the Government Printing
Office Police. Members of the Library Police are currently compensated using the
Capitol Police salary scale. They do, however, receive Holiday Pay when required
to work on a federal holiday. U.S. Capitol Police members receive only compensatory
time.

The base salary scale for the members of the Government Printing Office Police
is lower than the Capitol Police scale. They do however receive Holiday Pay, a 15
percent shift differential, and Sunday premium pay.

Other Local Agencies.—There are seven other police agencies of reasonably similar
size and scope in the Washington Metropolitan area: Two executive branch agencies
(The United States Secret Service Uniformed Division and the United States Park
Police), two city departments (The Metropolitan Police Department of the District
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of Columbia and the Alexandria Police Department) and three county departments
(Montgomery, Prince George’s and Fairfax).

While each has a different base salary scheme, the United States Capitol Police
salary is generally in the middle of the range when officers of similar levels of expe-
rience are compared (e.g. starting salary, five years of service, ten years of service).

Two notable discrepancies are found when base salaries are compared: Capitol Po-
lice Officers with many years of service are the lowest paid officers in the group,
and ranking officials (Captains, Inspectors and Deputy Chiefs) are paid substan-
tially less than their counterparts in the other agencies.

Comparing benefits is considerably more complicated than comparing base pay,
particularly since two states, the federal executive branch and the District of Colum-
bia are involved. For the purposes of the issues before the Committee the following
specific information is provided:

Holiday Pay.—All seven Departments pay Holiday Pay when a member is re-
quired to work on a holiday.

Shift Differential.—All seven Departments provide some type of additional com-
pensation for work outside normal business hours. The amounts and hours of cov-
erage vary. The scheme we have proposed is that included in Title V of the U.S.
Code covering most executive branch employees, including the United States Secret
Service Uniformed Division and the United States Park Police.

Sunday Premium Pay.—The two executive branch agencies, the United States Se-
cret Service Uniformed Division and the United States Park Police, provide this dif-
ferential to their personnel. We have modeled our proposal on theirs, which is found
in Title V of the United States Code.

CIVILIAN MERIT INCREASE PROGRAM

Question. You are requesting $75,000 for a civilian merit increase program. What
is the purpose of this program? How is it different from other legislative branch en-
tities?

Answer. Merit pay is a performance recognition program whereby employees re-
ceive compensation in recognition of extraordinary performance or contributions.
Merit increases are distinguished from longevity increases, also referred to as ‘‘with-
in-grade’’ increases, in that the focus is to reward employees for extraordinary per-
formance and not time in grade.

Merit pay authority has been and is utilized by the other employing authorities
under the House Employees Position Classification Act, i.e. House Officers, (Clerk,
CAO, etc.) pursuant to the ‘‘Classification Guidelines.

NATIONAL FINANCE CENTER UPDATE

Question. What is the status of the integration of the House and Senate Capitol
Police payroll systems at the National Finance Center?

Answer. When I appeared before this Committee last year, I indicated that the
personnel and payroll systems for House-funded positions were scheduled for con-
version to NFC on March 30, 1997. I am pleased to report that this transfer took
place on that date and that 100 percent of eligible employees were paid, with a con-
tinuing record since of 100 percent payment processing through the NFC automated
system.

Further, on March 1, 1998, the Department will complete the conversion of all
Senate-funded USCP positions to the NFC system. For the first time in the history
of the USCP, the conversion of House and Senate-funded positions to NFC will
achieve the long pursued goal of a unified payroll, the results of which will confer
major impact on the Department’s ability to more effectively manage many of its
administrative functions.

I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge the long-standing support of this Com-
mittee in making a unified payroll for the USCP a reality. I can tell you from mak-
ing my rounds periodically at roll call, that this change has had a profound impact
on the morale of the troops as complaints about payroll have virtually stopped.

GENERAL EXPENSE BUDGET

Question. The request for the General Expense budget is $8.4 million, an increase
of $5.3 million from last year’s enacted level. It is my understanding that several
new components have been requested in this budget, which make up a significant
amount of the requested increase, and are necessary due to the increased level of
Capitol Police responsibilities and their expanding and evolving mission.

Please give a brief description of the new components requested in your General
Expense budget and the need for these new programs.

Answer.
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Object Class
Increase

Travel ...................................................................................................................... $345
Anticipated increase in official travel of the department due to expanded

role related to the mission. This object class has been under estimated
in recent years, forcing the department to reprogram money from
other object classes and accounts.

Rent, Communications and Utilities .................................................................... 54
This increase is attributed to increased costs of copier leases, cell phone

costs and other equipment leases.
Other Services:

Hazardous Materials Program ...................................................................... 260
Tuition for officers and civilians .................................................................... 133
Medical and Physical Standards Development ............................................ 100
Information Security Systems ....................................................................... 500
Net decreases in other estimates .................................................................. (55)
Telecommunications ....................................................................................... 470
Computer Services .......................................................................................... 2,415

Subtotal ........................................................................................................ 1,007
Supplies and Materials .......................................................................................... 158

The requested increase is to cover increased costs of fuel, oil, uniforms
and operational supplies.

Capitol Assets:
Life-cycle Replacement of Physical Security equipment and systems ....... 1,662
Vehicle Replacements ..................................................................................... 362
Specialty Equipment ...................................................................................... 202
Electronic Equipment ..................................................................................... 25
Net increases in other estimates ................................................................... 39

Subtotal ........................................................................................................ 2,290
Question. The largest increases are $1,007,000 for computer services and $2.3 mil-

lion for capital assets. What computer services are needed? Since there is a study
of police management and financial systems being conducted, shouldn’t we wait for
that study before funding additional computer expenditures?

Answer. There are several issues surrounding the fiscal year 1999 request for
computer services. The first issue is that the USCP has been supported for com-
puter services in the past by the Office of the Senate Sergeant at Arms. At the di-
rection of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, the USCP has included this cost
in its own budget for fiscal year 1999, while the Office of the Senate Sergeant at
Arms has omitted this item from their own budget request.

The fiscal year 1999 request for USCP computer services totals $1,007,000. Of
this amount, $207,000 is for maintenance and service contracts currently in effect
through the Office of the Senate Sergeant at Arms. The remaining $800,000 is for
systems replacement in the USCP.

The systems referred to include the Inventory Control System, Time and Attend-
ance, Personnel Administration, Injury System, Congressional Employee Locator
System, Report Writing System and the Expense Control System (accounting). The
migration of the House and Senate payrolls to the NFC will be completed in March,
1998. In addition, meetings are currently on-going for a planned cross-servicing ar-
rangement with the General Accounting Office for the accounting system. Timelines
are being developed consistent with a planned effective date of October 1, 1998.

The remaining systems currently reside on an antiquated platform on the Senate
Computer Center’s mainframe computer which is no longer supported by the vendor.
Further, these systems are not Year 2000 compliant, and due to their antiquated
state, there are no plans to make them compliant. Even today, we are beginning
to experience some problems in our applications which track leave categories and
longevity dates. In summary, these systems are inadequate, are no longer supported
by the vendor, are not Year 2000 compliant, and will not be supported by the Office
of the Senate Sergeant at Arms in the future.

The funds requested for the above systems replacement are to cover costs of devel-
oping specifications, vendor analyses, systems and applications development, test-
ing, training, licensing fees, reporting systems, maintenance and systems integra-
tion. Finally, an interface will need to be developed to integrate data from the legacy
systems to the new systems.

This management review is currently in the planning stages. Given the current
state of our systems and the timing of the Year 2000 issue, there is a universal con-
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sensus that new systems will be required. Regardless of the specific recommenda-
tions of the management review, funding will be needed as soon as possible to re-
solve the current situation.

Question. Please provide me with more detail regarding the $2.3 million for cap-
ital assets. Specifically, what physical security equipment and systems need to be
replaced?

Answer. Of the $2.3 million increase for capital assets, $1,663,000 is for a life-
cycle replacement schedule for physical security equipment and systems. The no-
year funding provided to date is dedicated to replacing existing systems that are
failing and obsolete. The funding does not allow for the wholesale replacement of
all security systems. Additionally, there is no funding identified for new security
systems and equipment requests, or the upgrade of security systems on a periodic
basis on projected equipment life-cycles.

The request for fiscal year 1999 puts into place a process and annual budget to
allow for the continued replacement of older equipment, to procure new systems for
new requirements, and establish an orderly security equipment upgrade. It prevents
the need for wholesale replacement of security systems through no-year funding by
establishing a fully funded physical security program.

Of the remaining $637,000, an increase in vehicle replacements is requested in
the amount of $362,000. This amount will allow for the USCP to ‘‘catch up’’ with
its original schedule of replacements. In the past two fiscal years, funds for this ob-
ject class were necessarily diverted to cover the costs of protective services.

Finally, $266,000 is requested to purchase weapons, training equipment, thermal
imagers, night sights and miscellaneous equipment.

Item

Replacement CCTV Monitors ......................................................................... $35,000
Replacement CCTV Cameras ......................................................................... 50,000
Purchase SCIF Alarm Systems ...................................................................... 60,000
Duress Alarms for Committee ........................................................................ 63,000
Replacement Metal Detectors ......................................................................... 100,000
Upgrade Members Duress Alarms ................................................................. 125,000
Preventative Maintenance Contract .............................................................. 130,000
Card Access Systems Installations ................................................................. 150,000
Intrusion Alarm Systems ................................................................................ 250,000
Replacement X-ray Machines ......................................................................... 700,000

Total, Physical Security Equipment and Services ............................. 1,663,000

CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS AND PROPERTY

Question. In looking at a summary of offenses involving property on the Capitol
grounds for the period fiscal years 1996–1997, I note that the total number of crimes
involving burglaries, stolen automobiles, office thefts, has increased over 30 percent.

To what do you attribute this escalation in crimes against property, and what
steps are you taking to increase security on the Capitol grounds in an effort to bring
these statistics down?

Answer. You are correct that property crime bounced back up last year after a
large decline the previous year. To put it in perspective, it’s still 5 percent below
the previous year, fiscal year 1995, and 30 percent below fiscal year 1993.

As we saw the property crime numbers going back up, we took a number of steps
to get them back to the lower level of fiscal year 1996. We seem to be back on track.
So far this fiscal year, with almost five months gone, we’re showing a decrease of
30 percent over the same period last year. Swings on the order of 30 percent in
property crime is more than one would expect from year to year. One possible expla-
nation is the two-year Congressional cycle. The biennial office moves, particularly
on the House side, create an opportunity for theft as equipment is left in the hall-
ways and large numbers of contract employees are brought in to do the work. Also,
the new staff may not be as security-conscious as those who have been around for
a while. We are taking steps which include a ‘‘Dear Colleague’’ letter to staff, dis-
tribution of literature and having building patrols visit offices. We are having our
divisions coordinate with CID more intensely and increasing plainclothes surveil-
lance. We have had discussions with the Architect of the Capitol regarding control
of contractors.

We take crime in the complex very seriously and move aggressively when we see
patterns of crime which need to be addressed.
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CAPITOL COMPLEX INTEGRATED SECURITY FACILITIES PROGRAM

Question. Mr. Hantman, could you explain the Capitol Complex Integrated Secu-
rity Facilities Program, and the amount of funding included in your budget request
for this program?

Answer. The U.S. Capitol Police have identified a need to provide an integrated
security facilities program for their physical facility needs. Several facility related
issues have arisen that are very critical to the operations of the Capitol Police and
the safety of Members, staff and visitors. These items require careful scoping and
planning to be addressed before large sums are invested in facility improvements.
These facility problems need to be addressed as soon as possible. Rather than ad-
dressing these piecemeal, funds are requested to hire a contractor to provide a con-
ceptual master design plan to determine how best to address these critical problems.
The U.S. Capitol Police Board views these needs as a critical element of the overall
security plan for the Capitol Complex.

The Police facilities have remained essentially unchanged for the past twenty
years. During this period, the Department has grown both in size of personnel and
statutory responsibility. The Police have compensated by utilizing other resources
which are no longer available. For example, FBI training facilities at Quantico, Vir-
ginia made available to the Police in the past by the FBI for Entry Level Training
of new Recruits, Officer Survival and Dignitary Protection training are no longer
available due to the FBI’s own training requirements.

The first major concern is the Off-Site Delivery Inspection Center located at Half
and ‘‘P’’ St. S.E. (South Capitol Street Warehouse). The Off-Site Delivery Center will
soon be required to screen vehicles delivering items to the House Office Buildings.
This additional responsibility will compound existing safety concerns, and exceed
the capabilities of the existing facility. Required increased staffing will create an ad-
ditional work space problem.

This facility is also causing significant employee health and safety concerns. It is
housed in a fairly dilapidated leased warehouse. Further, it lacks adequate ventila-
tion for the exhaust fumes from the vehicles being inspected. Funds were requested
by the Architect’s office in fiscal year 1998 to address these concerns. The bath-
rooms, locker areas and office space are unacceptable, and funds also have been re-
quested by the Architect’s office in fiscal year 1999 to improve these conditions.
Both of these temporary improvement projects were requested in fiscal year 1998.
Partial funding was provided for the compliance issues but the locker and associated
modifications were deferred.

The second issue to be studied is the lack of adequate training facilities. At this
time, the Training Division has access to a total of only three training classrooms.
None of these areas is large enough to accommodate essential programs such as
Physical Conditioning and Defensive Tactics.

All three current classrooms are located in the Ford House Office Building. Two
of the three existing classroom spaces are immediately adjacent to occupied congres-
sional staff offices. Their close proximity to occupied staff offices severely inhibits
the Police’s ability to conduct essential practical exercises and scenario training in
police legal labs and officer survival training. The existing space has no provisions
for locker rooms, or shower facilities following physical conditioning training. Police
officers are forced to change clothes in the buildings public restrooms.

Finally, there currently exists a critical need to acquire exterior training areas to
conduct Vehicle Pursuit and Evasive Tactics, Motorbike, Bicycle Patrol, Civil Dis-
turbance Unit, Ceremonial Unit, Officer Safety and Survival, Dignitary Protection,
Motorcade Movement and Security, Physical Conditioning, and Defensive Tactics
training. Storage facilities for training aids will also be required.

Lastly is the proposed relocation of the Vehicle Maintenance Facility. This facility
is far too small to allow for safety zones to be established around grinders, welding
equipment, eye wash stations, lift and fire extinguishers. In general, this facility has
continual problems with the roof leaking and the inability of the air-conditioning
system to properly cool a building with metal sides and roof. Additionally, while the
need for a larger facility is critical, safety and environmental considerations pose
the greatest concerns. The building is infested with mice and other insects, and all
efforts by the AOC to exterminate them have proven to be unsuccessful. This facility
is located within the perimeter of the coal yard. Coal dust from the coal yard creates
poor air quality and results in a coal dust coating on everything contained within
this facility. The lack of a vehicle exhaust ventilation system further contributes to
these health concerns.

The above concerns are separate from anticipated repairs and expenditures re-
quired to bring these facilities into compliance with the existing standards estab-
lished by the Occupational Safety and Heath Administration (OSHA).
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Once the Master Plan is completed, it will address how the Capitol Police can best
address resolving these facility issues. These plans would then form the basis for
requesting design funds for new or renovated facilities. These funds are requested
on a ‘‘No Year’’ basis.
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SUMMARY STATEMENT

Senator BENNETT. The subcommittee will reconvene. Our second
witness is the Honorable Gary Sisco, Secretary of the Senate. We
welcome you, sir. This is your second year testifying.

You heard my opening statement where I said the appropriate
nice things about what you have been doing. We will be happy to
hear your testimony.

Mr. SISCO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate those re-
marks. That is on target for what we have been trying to do in run-
ning the office for the time that I have been here.

With me today is Sharon Zelaska, Assistant Secretary, and Stu-
art Balderson, who is the Financial Clerk for the Senate. Unless
we get into questions and details which stump me, I will be the
only one speaking today. But Sharon and Stu represent more than
200 people who work in the Office of the Secretary, who are respon-
sible for delivering day-to-day services to the full Senate. And we
appreciate all the work that they have done.

My full statement has been filed with the committee, and it is
almost identical to the one that we presented to the Rules Commit-
tee, modified by a little more emphasis, obviously, on the finances
and the dollars, with a little more detail there. And the statement
represents reality in terms of how we are trying to operate the of-
fice.

FISCAL YEAR 1999 BUDGET REQUEST

So what I would like to do this morning is just to present the
budget request for fiscal year 1999. I want to discuss the funding
of our two mandated systems, the legislative information system
[LIS] and the financial management information system [FMIS],
and where we stand there and what we have done with the money.
I want to touch on issues of staffing key positions in the legislative
departments and in the Disbursing Office, and then respond to any
questions that you all might have.

I have proposed an operational budget of $15.205 million total for
fiscal year 1999. And as you indicated, it reflects only a 2.9-percent
increase over the fiscal year 1998 budget, which is totally attrib-
utable to our projected COLA. The $1.511 million for expenses is
level funding from last year. We will continue to try to hold the
line on that.
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Through careful management we have consolidated some jobs;
we have consolidated a couple of departments—and, I think,
through just good, old-fashioned hard work on the part of the peo-
ple who work in the Office of the Secretary, we have maintained
the services and tried to improve them, without asking for any ad-
ditional money or any additional positions up to this point.

However, looking down the road, with the work that we have got
to do on these mandated systems, while continuing to do the day-
to-day job, I am asking for up to 15 positions to be created, but no
additional funding for those. We will attempt to—and I think that
we can—absorb those into this funding request that is before you
and that’s the reason I have not asked for any extra money.

Additionally, we are not asking for any additional funding for the
nonpersonnel costs related to the LIS or the FMIS for fiscal year
1999. We believe that we have on hand allocated funds for things
that we need to do and to respond to things that we need to do to
implement those two systems and to operate them.

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Strategic planning is of great interest to the Senate. We are basi-
cally there, looking at trying to take advantage of new technologies.
But also we are trying to keep improving methods of conducting
Senate business. I told someone that this was a pretty good place
before I arrived here, in terms of the way it works and the checks
and balances. So if something is not broken, we are not going to
try to fix it. But we are going to try to adapt new technology where
it makes sense, and bring the Senate forward there.

LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM

And that leads me to systems. For the legislative information
system, we have estimated the total cost through the year 2000 to
be $8.909 million. Now, I have tried to arrive at a total cost for the
system—not only in my budget, but in the Sergeant at Arms’ budg-
et and then the implementation of it—to where we could have a
feel, before we ask for the authorization of a project, what the total
cost to the Senate would be.

Of that, the estimated allocation of $4.104 million would be from
my budget, for the project office and the systems design require-
ments. And $4.805 million was our estimate for what the Sergeant
at Arms would spend for hardware, software procurement, and
then to get the system implemented.

The committee has previously, as you know, provided $5 million
in funding for this system, that was in the emergency supple-
mental appropriation for last year. As I said, we will not ask for
any new money for that. The money that we have spent to date
was derived from transfers and the reappropriation of money that
was previously appropriated for the Senate. So this will not impact
us. It will take about $8.9 million, $4.1 million from my budget and
about $4.5 million from the Sergeant at Arms budget, to get the
LIS implemented, the way we see things currently and looking
down the road.

We have spent $1,052,917 for LIS in fiscal year 1997. This was
done with the committee’s approval from existing appropriations
for our office. It reflected an effort to use available funds, to mini-
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mize any possibility that we would even have to request any more
in the future.

The amount of $518,886 has been expended in the first quarter
of fiscal year 1998. And that, of course, will come out of the $5 mil-
lion.

When LIS is complete, it will provide an online electronic access
to all the legislative information from one source and in one for-
mat. And it will serve as a repository of all of the information in
the legislative process in the Senate.

We are on schedule with that project, I am pleased to say. It has
the benefits of establishing data standards for exchange of informa-
tion between the House and the Library of Congress, the Govern-
ment Printing Office, and eventually, the National Archives, to fa-
cilitate the smooth flow and tracking of information from point A,
at which something is introduced into the system, to point Z, when
it is filed with the National Archives.

AMENDMENT TRACKING SYSTEM

We are beginning to see some benefits from the work that we
have done and the work the staff has done. We have an amend-
ment tracking system that is available now to Members and staff.

In the past, when an amendment was introduced on the floor, it
would be assigned a number, as you know, and then copies would
be made of it. And it would then be hand carried, or picked up,
from each of the offices for anyone who was interested in seeing
what the amendment really said, and to be able to analyze the im-
pact it would have on the bill and to make a judgment call in terms
of what a Senator’s position would be on it. And that would take
some time.

Now, with the amendment tracking system, and with an optical
scanner, when the amendment is assigned a number, up to ap-
proximately 12 pages can be scanned and, within 20 minutes, on
every PC connected within the Senate, the amendment will be be-
fore the legislative assistant, for the Senator to see. That is avail-
able now.

AUTOMATED ROLLCALL VOTES

Also, we have automated the rollcall votes. They are automated
in the same format that they are printed in the Congressional
Record. But instead of having to wait for the next day to see how
a vote turns out or to analyze it or have it available for whatever
purposes, it is available within 1 hour on the system, on the LIS,
right now.

COMMITTEE SCHEDULING

Another innovation this year is the complete committee and sub-
committee schedule. We discussed that some last year. We were
prepared to give a demonstration then, and we are prepared to give
a demonstration now, but there is no hookup in this particular
room to do it. So I invite the committee, anyone individually or col-
lectively from the staff, that at any time you want to have a de-
tailed demonstration of that, you go in, search by the Senator and
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get a complete committee schedule for the committees or sub-
committees that Senator is a member of.

You can go in by committee name, and you can get the schedule
of that committee, as far as they have been reported to the daily
digest, which is within our office and is responsible for tracking all
of the hearings. You can also go in and ask for conflicts, and it will
pull together and print out each of the committees by, say, Senator
Bennett. If you went in under your name and asked for conflicts,
it would print the ones that were all scheduled at the same time.

And we think it is particularly helpful as a planning tool for a
chairman to call a meeting or to see when the members of his com-
mittee might be most readily available to have hearings and to fa-
cilitate the whole process. So that is available.

I have left with the staff, in lieu of a live demonstration, this lit-
tle booklet that I will not attempt to go through today in this hear-
ing, but it shows the reports that are in there. And, again, this was
announced in January and it is available for your staff. And we
stand available and ready to do a live demonstration any time any-
one would want one.

USER RESPONSE

We are regularly surveying legislative directors, secretaries,
chiefs of staff, and obviously Senators, to ask what do you most
need in the legislative system, what would help you do your job
most effectively, what sources are you using now. And we are incor-
porating all those responses into the design of the legislative infor-
mation system.

Our primary question on everything that we are doing is how
does this help an individual Senator do his or her job on a day-to-
day basis, positively, negative or neutral, and then we make a deci-
sion on whether or not to try to do it. Because that is why we are
here.

Senator BENNETT. Do you have any sense of usage?
Mr. SISCO. We do. On the last survey, 52 offices responded. And

87 percent of the respondents used the legislative information sys-
tem, in its current stage of development, as their first and primary
source of inquiry into the whole process. And at this point, obvi-
ously, it is not fully implemented and not fully known, but when
that happens, I think we will see regular usage.

We have got to educate people that the tool is out there to be
used.

Senator BENNETT. Yes; that is my concern, how many offices
know that it is there and pay attention to it and use it in any
sense. I guess you cannot monitor the number of hits you get, be-
cause you get a lot of hits from outside the Senate?

Mr. SISCO. On the home page in the web site, we can monitor
the hits though we do not know the source. But on LIS, the only
way I know to do it is just to continue to announce it, and re-
announce it. We are thinking of putting it on the internal Senate
TV from time to time, and just basically market it as a tool that
is available. And, over time, I think, when people see the benefits
from using it instead of doing things manually, by the old way or
the existing system, then I think it will catch on.

Senator BENNETT. Good.
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

Mr. SISCO. In the financial area, FMIS, I have not put the esti-
mated budget together yet, because we are still in the process of
developing the project plan. However, the requirements for the sys-
tem will be completed next month and signed off on by everybody
in the Senate whom it impacts. And that is everybody in our office,
under the leadership of Stuart, the Financial Clerk, the Sergeant
at Arms people in the computer center, and the Rules Committee.
And, again, we have got a project office that involves Senate input.

But we have $7 million that was first appropriated in fiscal year
1995. And when I arrived about 17 months ago, we had spent
$194,000. We have spent another $10,000 since then. So we have
about $6.8 million of that left. We have spent about $200,000. And,
again, most of the activity has been in terms of coming up with cor-
rect systems design requirements from the people who have been
doing the job in the Disbursing Office, and making sure we have
got the requirements right before we go out and spend the money.

And so your recognition, Mr. Chairman, of the fact that—espe-
cially in the financial area and in every area, where we have got
an impact on these new systems, people have to do the job, but also
they have had this extra burden of designing and making sure
these requirements are what fit the Senate—it is appreciated that
that is recognized. Because it requires a lot of extra work on every-
one’s part.

The financial management information system will take us from
a cash basis to an obligation and accrual basis. It will produce an
auditable financial statement, and it will make a consolidated fi-
nancial statement available for the whole Senate. It will also, being
a replacement system with commercial, off-the-shelf software
where at all possible, solve the year 2000 problems for the financial
system and will take that out of the loop. That is primarily the Ser-
geant at Arms’ responsibility, in terms of making sure that the
hardware and software is year 2000 compliant.

But I will digress from what I want to say here and tell you that
we have looked at the captioners’ equipment, the Official Reporters
of Debates, the library, the Historian’s Office, some of the offices
within our own operations, and have addressed the year 2000 prob-
lems that are not computer based. And we are in good shape there.
They are either already year 2000 compliant, or it is not a problem,
or we have one situation that we will address in the near term.

Before September 30, 1999, as part of FMIS, Stuart and his peo-
ple will replace the general ledger and consolidate the purchasing
system into that system, under the Disbursing Office. And also by
then, we will have the payroll system upgraded, and it will be year
2000 compliant, as I said.

We will then be in a position—after converting everything over,
as much as possible with commercial off-the-shelf software instead
of customized software—to take the Senate operations into post-
year 2000, into the next millennium, and then begin to take advan-
tage of some of the client/server-based software and operations that
we are not able to now with so many of our things that are on the
mainframe. So it will position us to get even greater benefits that
we have not yet identified but that we know are out there.
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So that is the status of the financial management information
system.

SUCCESSION PLANNING

One other thing that I think is key is succession planning. We
have people within the Chamber and within the Disbursing Office,
within all of our offices, who are eligible now to retire or will be
eligible very soon. For some of these jobs, to get to the first posi-
tion, which is very visible in the Chamber, it takes 4 to 8 years,
based on historical facts, for someone to come in, train on the job,
and work themselves up to occupy those chairs. And there is simi-
lar experience that is required in other offices.

So we are looking at that. And what we are trying to do is look
at the average age and the average length of service for the first
person in each of the department head positions, and then the sec-
ond, and on down the line, to where we have succession planning
and we have experienced people in here, so that death or disability
or retirement does not grind the Senate to a halt. Not this budget,
but our future budget will have to take that into account, even
though we will allocate 4 or 5, at this point, of the new 15 positions
that we are requesting, to supplementing those positions. The rest
of them will be in the Disbursing Office.

CAPITOL VISITOR CENTER

Finally, just a word about the Capitol visitor center. It was ad-
dressed by the Capitol Police Board. It was addressed yesterday in
the Rules Committee by the Sergeant at Arms and the Architect
of the Capitol in their testimonies. It is very important. Senate bill
1508 was introduced last fall by Senators Lott, Daschle, and War-
ner, with a lot of work done prior to that being introduced. A lot
of work was done by the Architect, and myself, and the Sergeant
at Arms, and all of our staffs. So it would authorize the Architect
to construct the Capitol visitor center.

There is a House bill that was introduced last year also. I see
the benefits in security—there are great benefits there—but also in
terms of the Capitol, the visitors’ experience to the Capitol, and
how it can be improved to make it a better experience for visitors
who come here from within the country, and also our foreign visi-
tors, just to facilitate the flow of people, with places to eat and to
change diapers of their children, and the restroom facilities, and all
those kind of things.

So I would encourage that the bill be passed. And, in my opinion,
it is long overdue.

On the funding of that, presently the Capitol Preservation Com-
mission has $25.3 million. That was all raised from private fund-
ing. It is invested, and it is growing at about $1 to $1.2 million a
year, depending on the yield they get. That is about one-fifth of the
$125 million, the present estimated cost.

It can be done, in my opinion, and if you look at other projects
around the country, it can be done with private funding. But it
does need to be authorized and dealt with, from an appropriated
funds standpoint, enough to make sure the project is authorized
and gets out of the chute, and then all of the other things can then
kick into place. And I believe it can be funded by private funding.
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There is a bipartisan effort on that within the Senate. And if we
can pass it here, I think it would help to bring the House along
to do their part, and we could go ahead and get on with that
project.

Those are the highlights. I have tried to take out of the full testi-
mony things that I feel relate more to dollars, more to money, and
give just a quick, hard assessment of where we are. I will answer
any questions about the full testimony or anything else.

PREPARED STATEMENTS AND ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Senator BENNETT. Thank you. I appreciate your testimony. I ap-
preciate your diligence. I think you have covered it very well, un-
less anyone on your staff has something to add.

[No response.]
Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much.
Mr. SISCO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much, Mr. Sisco.
[The information follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GARY SISCO

BUDGET SUMMARY

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE SENATE

Amount Percent

Fiscal year 1998:
Payroll Budget ................................................................................................. $13,431,000 89.9
Operating Expense Budget .............................................................................. 1,511,000 10.1

Total ............................................................................................................ 14,942,000 100.0

Suggested fiscal year 1999 budget request:
Payroll Budget ................................................................................................. 13,694,000 90.1
Operating Expense Budget .............................................................................. 1,511,000 9.9

Total ............................................................................................................ 15,205,000 100.0

APPORTIONMENT SCHEDULE

Item

Amount avail-
able fiscal
year 1998

(Public Law
105–55)

Budget esti-
mate fiscal
year 1999

Difference

Historical office:
Books and documents ........................................................... $2,500 .................... ¥$2,500
Photographic supplies ........................................................... 7,000 .................... ¥7,000

Library:
Online information services .................................................. 47,000 .................... ¥47,000
Microform publications ......................................................... 35,000 .................... ¥35,000
Books ..................................................................................... 12,000 .................... ¥12,000
Subscriptions ......................................................................... 20,000 .................... ¥20,000
Standing orders ..................................................................... 20,000 .................... ¥20,000
CD–ROM ................................................................................ 4,000 .................... ¥4,000
Audio/visual materials .......................................................... 500 .................... ¥500

Office of Conservation and Preservation ....................................... 5,000 .................... ¥5,000
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APPORTIONMENT SCHEDULE—Continued

Item

Amount avail-
able fiscal
year 1998

(Public Law
105–55)

Budget esti-
mate fiscal
year 1999

Difference

Book preservation .................................................................. 5,000 .................... ¥5,000
Office of Public Records (Public Law 92–342) .................... 10,000 .................... ¥10,000

Travel and registration fees (Public Law 94–59) ......................... 60,000 .................... ¥60,000
Consultants (not more than two) (Public Law 95–26) ................. 75,000 .................... ¥75,000
Legal reference volumes and dictionaries (Senators’ offices)

(Public Law 92–51) ................................................................... 90,000 .................... ¥90,000
Contractual legal and administrative services and miscellane-

ous expenses ............................................................................. 270,000 .................... ¥270,000
Disbursing office: Payroll forms, notary fees, supplies, and in-

surance ...................................................................................... 15,000 .................... ¥15,000
Orientation and training (Public Law 95–94) ............................... 10,000 .................... ¥10,000
Newspapers .................................................................................... 25,000 .................... ¥25,000
Senate service awards (S. Res. 21, Sept. 10, 1965) ................... 23,000 .................... ¥23,000
Postage ........................................................................................... 1,000 .................... ¥1,000
Education of Senate pages (Public Law 98–51 and Public Law

98–125) (S. Res. 184, July 29, 1983) ...................................... 58,000 .................... ¥58,000
Stationery ....................................................................................... 50,000 .................... ¥50,000
Senate Commission on Art (Public Law 100–696, Nov. 18,

1988) ......................................................................................... 33,000 .................... ¥33,000
Representation expenses (Public Law 100–71, July 11, 1987) .... 50,000 .................... ¥50,000
Office of Captioning Services (Public Law 101–163, Nov. 21,

1989) ......................................................................................... 163,000 .................... ¥163,000
Senate Chief Counsel for Employment .......................................... 420,000 .................... ¥420,000
Executive office .............................................................................. .................... $718,100 ∂718,100
Administrative services .................................................................. .................... 463,800 ∂463,800
Legislative services ........................................................................ .................... 329,100 ∂329,100

Totals ................................................................................ 1,511,000 1,511,000 ....................

LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENTS

BILL CLERK

The Bill Clerk records official actions of the Senate, keeps an authoritative histor-
ical record of Senate business, enters daily legislative activities and votes into the
automated legislative status system, and prints all introduced, submitted and re-
ported legislation. In addition, this office assigns numbers to all bills and resolu-
tions.
Legislative Activity

The legislative materials processed by the Bill Clerk during the first sessions of
the 105th and 104th Congresses is included in Table 1—Legislative summary.
Relations with GPO

The Government Printing Office has responded in a timely manner to the Bill
Clerk’s request for the printing of bills and reports, including the printing of priority
matters for the floor. The record on specific GPO printings for the first session is
summarized below:

—Star Prints: The number of Star Prints (reprints) authorized was 21.
—‘‘Bates List’’: Overnight rush printing was ordered on 51 pieces of legislation.

Legislative Information System (LIS)
LEGIS.—The office continued working with the KPMG Program Office reviewing

the legislative information that is processed by this office, including the redesign of
the status input screens.

Amendment Scanning.—This office began scanning pending proposed amendments
less than 10 pages which can be viewed and printed by all Senate staff via the Sen-
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ate home page on the World Wide Web. During the Second Session, phase two of
the project will include the following improvements:

—The ability to scan all amendments proposed on the Senate floor. This will pro-
vide the Senate public with near real-time access to proposed amendments.

—Data entered into LEGIS will automatically be retrieved into the amendment
scanning system, so duplicate data entry will be eliminated.

DAILY DIGEST

The Daily Digest section of the Congressional Record provides a concise account-
ing of all official actions taken by the Senate on a particular day. All Senate hear-
ings and business meetings (including joint meetings and conferences) are scheduled
through the Daily Digest, reported on daily, and are published in the Congressional
Record.
Chamber Activity

The Senate was in session a total of 153 days, for a total of 1,093 hours and 07
minutes. There were 6 quorum calls and 298 record votes.
Committee Activity

Senate committees held 824 hearings and 247 business meetings (total 1,071),
contrasted with 892 hearings and 278 business meetings (total 1,170) during the 1st
Session of the 104th Congress.

All hearings and business meetings (including joint meetings and conferences) are
scheduled through the Office of the Senate Daily Digest and are published in the
Congressional Record and entered in the LEGIS hearings file. Meeting outcomes are
also published by the Daily Digest in the Congressional Record each day.
Government Printing Office

Continuing a practice in preceding Congresses, the Daily Digest office discusses
with the Government Printing Office problems encountered with the printing of the
Daily Digest section. Corrections or transcript errors have become very infrequent.

ENROLLING CLERK

The Enrolling Clerk prepares, proofreads, corrects, and prints all Senate-passed
legislation prior to its transmittal to the House of Representatives, the National Ar-
chives, the Secretary of State, the United States Claims Court, and the White
House.

During 1997, 50 enrolled bills (transmitted to the President) and 13 concurrent
resolutions (transmitted to Archives) were prepared, printed, proofread, corrected,
and printed on parchment.

A total of 323 additional pieces of legislation in one form or another, was enacted
or agreed to by the Senate, requiring processing and printing from this office.

EXECUTIVE CLERK

The Executive Clerk prepares an accurate record of actions taken by the Senate
during executive sessions (proceedings on nominations and treaties) which is pub-
lished as the Executive Journal at the end of each session of Congress. The Execu-
tive Clerk also prepares daily the Executive Calendar as well as all nomination and
treaty resolutions for transmittal to the President.
Nominations

During the first session of the 105th Congress, there were 825 nomination mes-
sages sent to the Senate by the President, transmitting 25,828 nominations to posi-
tions requiring Senate confirmation and 13 messages withdrawing nominations pre-
viously sent to the Senate during the session. Of the total nominations transmitted,
500 were for civilian positions other than lists in the Foreign Service, Coast Guard
and Public Health Service. In addition, there were 3,105 nominees in the ‘‘civilian
list’’ categories named above. Military nominations received this session totaled
22,223 (8,141 in the Air Force, 6,246 in the Army, 6,157 in the Navy and 1,679 in
the Marine Corps). The Senate confirmed 25,576 nominations this session and 2
nominations were returned to the President pursuant to the provisions of paragraph
6 of Senate Rule XXXI at the sine die adjournment of the 105th Congress.
Treaties

There were 32 treaties transmitted to the Senate by the President during the first
session of the 105th Congress for its advice and consent to ratification, which were
ordered printed as treaty documents for the use of the Senate (Treaty Doc. 105–1
through 105–32).
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The Senate gave its advice and consent to 15 treaties with various conditions, dec-
larations, understandings and provisos to the resolutions of advice and consent to
ratification.
Executive Reports and Roll Call Votes

There were 13 executive reports relating to treaties ordered printed for the use
of the Senate during the first session of the 105th Congress (Executive Reports 105–
1 through 105–13).

The Senate conducted 30 roll call votes in executive session, 22 on or in relation
to nominations and seven on amendments to and final passage of the Chemical
Weapons Treaty.

JOURNAL CLERK

The Journal Clerk takes notes of the daily legislative proceedings of the Senate
in the ‘‘Minute Book’’ and prepares a history of bills and resolutions for the printed
Senate Journal that is the legal record of the Senate. The Senate Journal is pub-
lished each calendar year.

In March of 1997 the Journal unexpectedly lost its Assistant Journal Clerk, Mark
Lacovara, along with his 28 years of knowledge and experience, due to ill health
and an early retirement. The Journal operated with a two-person staff for the next
four months and still has a two-person floor rotation.

Scott Sanborn replaced Mark Lacovara in mid-July and will soon become a part
of the floor rotation. This will bring the office to a three-person rotation, enabling
the Clerks to spend one hour on the floor and two in the office. The three-person
rotation restores early-1997 production capability, and allows work on an extra
project taken on in January 1994 (the typesetting and formatting element).

The 1997 volume will go to the Government Printing Office for distribution no
later than the end of March of this year. The legislative days are finished in their
initial form and the data is entered into our database. This allowed keeping 1998
current. The completion of 1997 will not interfere with progress during 1998.

LEGISLATIVE CLERK

The Legislative Clerk sits at the Secretary’s desk in the Senate Chamber and
reads aloud bills, amendments, the Senate Journal, Presidential messages, and
other such materials when so directed by the Presiding Officer of the Senate. The
Legislative Clerk calls the roll of members to establish the presence of a quorum
and records all yea and nay votes. This office prepares the Senate Calendar of Busi-
ness, published each day that the Senate is in session, and prepares additional pub-
lications relating to Senate class membership and committee and subcommittee as-
signments. The Legislative Clerk maintains the official copy of all measures pending
before the Senate and incorporates into those measures any amendments that may
be agreed to. This office retains custody of official messages received from the House
of Representatives and conference reports awaiting action by the Senate. The office
is also responsible for verifying the accuracy of the information entered into the
LEGIS system by the various offices of the Secretary. In addition, this office is very
involved in the Secretary’s multi-year, comprehensive program to redesign and re-
build the Senate’s system for the collection and management of its legislative infor-
mation (LIS).
Summary of Activity

The first session of the 105th Congress completed its legislative business and ad-
journed on November 13, 1997. During 1997, the Senate was in session 153 days,
for a total of 1,093 hours, and conducted 298 roll call votes. There were 248 meas-
ures reported from committees, 385 total measures passed, and were 111 items re-
maining on the Calendar at the time of adjournment. In addition, there were 1,639
amendments submitted. These and other statistics important to this office are re-
flected in Table 1—Legislative summary.
Legislative Information System (LIS)

The LEGIS Re-engineering or LEGIS 2000 Project has now been absorbed into the
new LIS initiative and the legislative staff has been involved in the development
of the system requirement documents over the past year. When implemented, it will
require training and retraining to convert from the current mainframe to a docu-
ment management system (DMS). Some offices under the Secretary, especially the
Journal Clerks and the Enrolling Clerk, should derive much benefit from the ability
to capture and manipulate data that is currently inaccessible or very difficult to at-
tain. This new system will allow the legislative staff to provide even more informa-
tion to Senate offices and the public in a more timely manner.
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Amendment Scanning
In 1997, the Secretary’s office began scanning amendments, as they are offered,

in the Amendment Tracking System.
Committee Scheduling

Efforts have been under way this year to improve access to the Daily Digest’s
committee scheduling information. During the recess, prior to reconvening, Daily Di-
gest staff and others from the Secretary’s offices attended a demonstration arranged
by the Sergeant at Arms. Vendor representatives demonstrated a product that could
be modified for the Digest.

OFFICE OF OFFICIAL REPORTERS OF DEBATES

The Official Reporters of Debates prepare and edit for publication in the Congres-
sional Record a substantially verbatim report of the proceedings of the Senate, and
serve as liaison for all Senate personnel on matters relating to the content of the
Record. The transcript of proceedings, submitted statements and legislation are
transmitted daily to the Government Printing Office. The Chief Reporter functions
as editor in chief and the Coordinator functions as technical production manager of
the Senate portion of the Record.
Accomplishments

The Official Reporters continue to use the computer-aided transcription system.
During 1997, all verbal proceedings occurring on the floor of the United States Sen-
ate were transcribed and transmitted to the GPO via transcript of proceedings
(paper) and electronically through the fiber-optic system. As mentioned in previous
reports, the workload of this office has not decreased but, by providing GPO elec-
tronic as well as paper copy, the overall workload at GPO is reduced and, thus, the
overall cost of production of the Record should be reduced.

In addition to submitting all verbal proceedings to GPO via electronic means, we
are continuing to encourage all Senate offices to provide, in addition to paper copy,
either by e-mail or disk, an electronic version of all submitted statements. Cur-
rently, approximately 60 to 80 percent of written statements are submitted elec-
tronically. Although the submissions are not at the optimal 90 to 100 percent range,
more Senate offices are cooperating as we continue an ongoing effort to commu-
nicate our needs and educate staff on the process and methods for e-mailing elec-
tronic statements.
Personnel Changes

In September of 1997, we lost the services of Coordinator of the Record Scott
Sanborn, who was selected to become a member of the Office of the Journal Clerk.
Scott was a valuable asset to this office and our loss is definitely the Journal Clerks’
gain. However, Eileen Milton, one of our transcribers and an equally able member
of our staff, was appointed to replace Scott as Coordinator of the Record.

Eileen is a quick study and is performing her tasks exceptionally well. Eileen Mil-
ton’s elevation to Coordinator of the Record left a vacancy in the transcribers’ sec-
tion of this office. In addition, transcriber Don Corrigan announced that he would
be retiring at the end of February, 1998. This will translate to the loss of two of
the three transcribers, with Eileen Connor, the Supervisory Transcriber, the re-
maining transcriber to instruct and guide new transcribers.
Morning Business

The Morning Business Unit has dealt effectively with a marked increase of items
being processed through their office. The number of communications has surged ex-
ponentially since the passage of Public Law 104–121 (the Contract with America
Advancement Act of 1996), and the office processed approximately 800 executive
communication items during the recess period alone. In addition, President’s Mes-
sages are expected to grow in volume due to the passage of Public Law 104–130 (the
line-item veto law), which requires the President to inform the Senate each time he
strikes items from legislation. Recent court decisions concerning the line item veto
may affect the workload.
Goals

The goals for the coming year include continuing to transmit electronic files to
GPO of all verbal proceedings on the floor of the Senate, increasing the volume of
submitted (not spoken on the floor) statements by informing and educating staff of
the e-mail process and the proper format for submitting statements, training re-
placement transcribers in the process of rapidly and accurately producing the
Record, as well as learning other tasks performed by the Coordinator, and looking
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into the possibility of creating a Web page to inform staff of Record format, our e-
mail address, and procedures involved in submitting statements for inclusion in the
Record.

Cost Savings
Amendments.—The text of all amendments are printed under the ‘‘Amendments

Submitted’’ portion of the Record. During 1997, we continued the practice of not
printing amendments over 10 pages in length in the body of the proceedings of the
Senate but only in the ‘‘Amendments Submitted’’ portion. When an amendment over
10 pages is proposed on the floor, it is referenced to the ‘‘Amendments Submitted’’
portion, saving the costs of duplicate printing. Two-thousand and twenty-nine
(2,029) pages of duplicate amendments were not printed, equating to a cost savings
of approximately $123,580. The cost of a Record page, as estimated by the GPO, is
approximately $466 per page for the first two pages and $270 per page for each ad-
ditional page.

Application of provision of paragraph 13 of Laws and Rules for Publication of the
Record.—The effort has continued to enforce the provisions of this paragraph of the
Rules, the so-called two-page rule, which says, in effect, no extraneous matter in ex-
cess of two Record pages shall be printed in the Record without the cost of printing
of the material being announced on the Record at the time of submission. Submis-
sion of material exceeding the two-page rule has declined since the education proc-
ess has started. When Senators are informed of the cost involved, their staff will
either withdraw the material or substantially reduce the size to conform to the two-
page rule.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

The Parliamentarian advises the Chair, Senators and their staff, committee staff,
House members and their staffs, and administration officials on all matters requir-
ing an interpretation of the Standing Rules of the Senate, the precedents of the Sen-
ate, and provisions of public law affecting the proceedings of the Senate.

During the last year the Parliamentarian’s Office continued to perform its normal
legislative duties. These include advising the Chair, Senators and their staff as well
as committee staff, House members and their staffs, administration officials, the
media and members of the general public on all matters requiring interpretation of
the Standing Rules of the Senate, the precedents of the Senate, unanimous consent
agreements, and provisions of public law affecting the proceedings of the Senate.
The Office of the Parliamentarian is responsible for the referral of all legislation in-
troduced in the Senate, all legislation received from the House, and all communica-
tions received from the executive branch. The office worked extensively with Sen-
ators and their staffs to advise them of the jurisdictional consequences of particular
drafts of legislation, and evaluated the jurisdictional effect of proposed modifications
in drafting.

The office continues to analyze and advise Senators on a great number of issues
arising under the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, requiring meetings with com-
peting groups of staff. At every stage of the budget cycle, this office was called upon
to arbitrate large numbers of budget-related questions. The Parliamentarian’s Office
was constantly asked to answer questions during consideration on the Senate floor
of the budget resolution and the reconciliation bill it produced. 1997 has seen the
continued development of Kevin Kayes as the First Assistant Parliamentarian into
an equal partner in the triumvirate of Parliamentarians.

As always, Sally Goffinet, the Parliamentary Assistant, continues to provide in-
valuable service in all administrative and clerical matters. She also performs with
a high degree of professional competency the substantive work of referring to com-
mittee most executive communications received by the Senate, and answering a sig-
nificant number of questions about procedure. These responsibilities often entail leg-
islative or legal research.

PRINTING AND DOCUMENT SERVICES

Printing and Document Services documents Senate printing expenses and func-
tions as GPO liaison to schedule and/or distribute Senate bills and reports to the
Chamber, Senate staff, and the public, provides page counts of Senate hearings to
commercial reporting companies, orders and tracks all paper and envelopes provided
to Senate offices, provides general printing services for Senate offices, and assures
that Senate printing is in compliance with Title 44, U.S. Code, as it relates to Sen-
ate documents, hearings, committee prints, and other official publications.
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Background
Printing and Document Services has the responsibility for coordinating the print-

ing and/or distribution of most of the Senate’s official Title 44 (U.S.C.) printing. The
coordination of all Senate documents, hearings, committee prints, and miscellaneous
publications between the Senate and GPO is our responsibility, as is the distribu-
tion of Senate and House legislation. Virtually all blank paper, letterhead, and enve-
lopes throughout the Senate are ordered through this office. Additionally, commer-
cial reporting companies are remunerated for transcribing all Senate hearings
through our billing verification service.

Efforts are underway to consolidate, restructure, and cross-train personnel. Dur-
ing this past year, two positions have been eliminated through attrition, thereby
saving approximately $40,000 per year.
Total Publications

During the first session of the 105th Congress, 369 publications (hearings, com-
mittee prints, Senate documents, Senate publications) were printed. This compares
with 354 publications printed during the first session of the 104th Congress, or an
increase of about 4 percent.
Hearings Transcripts and Billing Verifications

Billing verifications are the vehicle by which reporting companies request pay-
ment from a committee for their transcription services. During 1997, we provided
commercial reporting companies and the corresponding Senate committees a total
of 1,105 billing verifications of Senate hearings and business meetings (including
hearings which were canceled or postponed, but still requiring payment to the re-
porting company). This averages 53 hearings or meetings per committee. Compared
with 782 billing verifications in 1996, there was an increase of about 41 percent in
the number of hearings processed.

Commercial reporting companies charged the Senate approximately $585,956 to
prepare 89,020 transcript pages of the spoken portions of Senate hearings (com-
pared to 1996 figures of $440,875 to prepare 66,188 transcribed pages) for an aver-
age annual cost of about $29,903 per committee, and an average of 4,239 spoken
transcript pages per committee during 1997. In 1996, the average annual cost per
committee was $16,957, and an average of 2,545 spoken transcript pages.

1996 1997
Increase/de-
crease (per-

cent)

Billing Verifications ........................................................................ 782 1,105 ∂41
Transcribed Pages .......................................................................... 66,188 89,020 ∂34
Average Pages/Committee ............................................................. 2,545 4,239 ∂67
Transcribed Pages Cost ................................................................. $440,875 $585,956 ∂33
Average Cost/Committee ................................................................ $16,957 $29,903 ∂76

Requisitions
Printing and Document Services prepared 5,916 printing requisitions during fiscal

year 1997, authorizing GPO to print the Senate’s work, exclusive of legislation and
the Record. This is an increase of about 14 percent over fiscal year 1996.
Paper, Letterhead and Envelopes

Printing and Document Services provides and maintains an accounting of blank
paper, letterheads, and envelopes for all Senate offices. The total blank sheets and
letterheads ordered in 1997 were about 102.5 million sheets, an increase of 30 mil-
lion sheets compared to 1996. In 1997, the Senate used about 7.9 million envelopes,
compared to 7.6 million in 1996.
Mini Document Room

Printing and Document Services serves the combined leadership by coordinating
the distribution of all Senate-introduced and Calendar bills, reports, resolutions, and
conference reports, including all legislation which has passed the House. Distribu-
tion is made to the Chamber, the Secretary’s Office and leadership offices. Data
entry into the legislative database and DocuTech databases is the responsibility of
this section.
Cost Accounting Projects and Duties

In addition to the ability to advise offices about turnaround and the method of
reproduction, while assuring compliance with Title 44 U.S.C., this office provides ac-
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counting information needed by offices. Ultimately, this data enables the Secretary
to provide oversight information to the Rules Committee and the Joint Committee
on Printing.

The Service Center
In September 1995, at the direction of the Rules Committee and the Joint Com-

mittee on Printing, the Secretary’s Office undertook responsibility for management
of the GPO/JCP Service Center. The Service Center (now located in SH–B07) is
staffed by experienced GPO printing specialists who provide Senate committees and
the Secretary’s Office with complete publishing services for hearings, committee
prints, and preparation of the Congressional Record. Services include keyboarding,
proofreading, scanning and composition.

As a result of these services, committees have been able to decrease or eliminate
overtime costs associated with the preparation of hearings, and can now publish in
a more timely manner. Committees may also realize additional savings because the
work done in the Service Center is chargeable to the committee as performed (as
opposed to having a full-time staff member or detailee assigned to printing func-
tions). Finally, by providing the ability to process what would otherwise be back-
logged work, use of the Service Center may preclude the need to assign additional
staff or GPO detailees to publishing duties.

During 1997, the Service Center assisted 19 committees with the preparation of
263 hearings, committee prints, and Senate documents, including the Tributes to
Senator Thurmond and the Tributes to Senator Tsongas. This represents three-
quarters of all Senate committees which have printing responsibilities. From an-
other perspective, the Service Center has assisted with 71 percent of the publica-
tions printed in 1997.

Congressional Record
In 1997, 13,089 pages were printed for the Senate and 14,203 pages were printed

for the House (including Digest, Extension of Remarks, Proceedings, and Miscellane-
ous pages) for a total of 27,292 pages. This is a total of 867 fewer pages than in
1996. There were a total of 1.4 million copies printed and distributed in 1997, in-
cluding 462,060 to the Senate, 319,115 to the House, and 662,825 to Executive
Branch agencies and the public.

The total approximate cost to produce the Record was $12.8 million. Based upon
the percent of content and distribution quantities, the proportional Senate cost was
$5.9 million, the House was $6.4 million, and all other recipients $532,000. Per copy
cost was about $8.86 (Record costs are based upon GPO estimated appropriation
costs, not including costs to produce the Record Index or microfiche copies).

During 1996, GPO developed separate costs for Record pages which were tele-
communicated to GPO and for those pages keyboarded at GPO. The cost of tele-
communicated pages is $408. Keyboarded pages are $448. These costs apply to all
categories of pages (Proceedings, Digest, etc.) for the House and Senate portions of
the Record. The number of telecommunicated pages is currently available to us, and
we are working with the Joint Committee on Printing to also obtain keyboarded
page information. Once available, the combined figures will enable the Senate,
House, and GPO to pinpoint Record expenses and areas in need of further automa-
tion and expense reduction.

Legislation
The office captures data regarding all printed versions of all measures considered

in the Senate. Beginning this Congress, all versions and distribution of House meas-
ures are included. For the sake of brevity, the following information is summarized
by major category of legislation, such as Senate bills. Each category includes the
successive versions in which all measures were printed during their legislative cycle
(such as a Senate bill which is introduced, reported, and printed as passed), includ-
ing star prints. Information relating to specific versions of all legislation is avail-
able, as is the additional number of copies ordered printed for the Document Room
(see Docutech Project) and committees.

The following table is for the first session of the 105th Congress. The ‘‘Number
of Pages’’ column refers to the number of original pages, including blanks, within
the categories listed. The total number of printed pages is not shown, but is avail-
able. Costs are rounded to the nearest hundred, and are based upon estimated GPO
appropriation rates.
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Measure Count Number
of Pages Senate Cost Total Cost

Senate Bills ............................................................... 1,796 35,986 $2,300,000 $3,400,000
Senate Reports .......................................................... 163 8,541 632,000 875,000
Senate Resolutions .................................................... 210 806 61,500 84,400
S.J. Res ...................................................................... 45 185 12,800 19,400
S. Con. Res ................................................................ 98 535 37,700 54,200
House Bills ................................................................. 3,578 56,072 1,500,000 5,300,000
H. J. Res .................................................................... 137 602 15,400 60,000
H. Con. Res ................................................................ 247 1,095 24,600 111,700
H. Conf. Rept ............................................................. 20 4,572 418,600 473,800
Treaties/Exec .............................................................. 49 2,635 229,400 234,400
Public Laws ............................................................... 72 1,461 208,400 235,700

Totals ............................................................ 6,415 112,490 5,400,000 10,800,000

Document Services
The Document Services section coordinates requests for printed legislation and

miscellaneous publications with other departments within the Secretary’s Office,
Senate committees, and the Government Printing Office, to ensure that the most
current version of all material is available, and that sufficient quantities are in stor-
age to meet projected demand.

The primary responsibility of this section is to provide services to the Senate.
However, the section also serves the general public, the press, and government
agencies. Requests for material are received at the walk-in counter, through the
mail, by fax, and via recorded messages. Recorded and fax messages operate twenty-
four hours a day, and are filled the same day they are received, as are mail re-
quests.

Summary of Annual Statistics
The following chart is a summary of activities and trends in Document Services

from 1987 through 1997.

Calendar year/Congress/session Calls received
(inquiries)

Public mail/
fax requests

Staff phone/
fax requests

Fax request
breakdown

1988: 100th/2nd .................................................... 107,871 20,579 79,163 NA
1989: 101st/1st ..................................................... 114,580 24,415 85,488 NA
1990: 101st/2nd .................................................... 154,497 23,322 96,330 NA
1991: 102nd/1st .................................................... 158,714 29,301 94,503 NA
1992: 102nd/2nd ................................................... 144,478 21,634 64,543 NA
1993: 103rd/1st ..................................................... 135,035 23,679 64,752 NA
1994: 103rd/2nd .................................................... 128,463 20,460 54,919 4,934
1995: 104th/1st ..................................................... 134,062 22,704 45,466 10,182
1996: 104th/2nd .................................................... 110,742 15,140 35,479 8,043
1997: 105th/1st ..................................................... 60,296 12,739 23,672 7,261

It is noted that the decreases for 1997 result from the availability of legislation
on the Internet.

Docutech Project
The following tables summarize quantities and costs associated with on-demand

(supplemental) printing of bills and reports during the second session of the 104th
Congress, and the first session of the 105th Congress. The first table compares work
printed at the request of Document Services during the last two years. The second
and third tables indicate work printed for other government agencies by GPO in
order to more fully employ the machine. Costs are based upon a charge of two cents
per page.
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TABLE 1.—LEGISLATIVE SUMMARY

105th Congress,
First Session

104th Congress,
First Session

Days in Session .............................................................................................. 153 211
Hours in Session ............................................................................................. 1,093 1,839
Measures Passed ............................................................................................ 385 346
Measures Reported ......................................................................................... 248 249
Roll Call Votes ................................................................................................ 298 613
Quorum Calls .................................................................................................. 6 3
Senate Bills Introduced .................................................................................. 1,568 1,514
Senate Joint Resolutions ................................................................................ 39 45
Senate Concurrent Resolutions ...................................................................... 70 37
Senate Resolutions ......................................................................................... 163 206
Amendments Submitted ................................................................................. 1,639 3,113
House Bills ...................................................................................................... 224 204
House Joint Resolutions .................................................................................. 19 16
House Concurrent Resolutions ........................................................................ 44 26
Written Reports ............................................................................................... 158 200

DOCUTECH DATA

Count Run
Length

Original
Pages Printed Pages Cost

Each
Total
Cost

1996:
Totals ..................................... 762 43,710 43,478 3,200,000 $1.46 $63,727
Daily Averages ....................... 4.6 342 225.4 12,784 NA $255.86

1997:
Totals ..................................... 946 31,593 45,832 2,100,000 1.33 41,995
Daily Averages ....................... 4.4 146 212.2 9,712 NA 194.43

AGENCIES PRINTING

Count Run
Length

Original
Pages Printed Pages Cost

Each
Total
Cost

1997:
Totals ..................................... 277 234,764 32,349 3,300,000 $0.28 $65,379
Daily Averages ....................... 2.1 1,792 246.9 24,950 NA 499.08

1996:
Totals ..................................... 284 302,625 84,852 5,100,000 .34 101,834
Daily Averages ....................... 1.8 1,80 527 31,622 NA 632.51

COMMITTEE HEARINGS AND BUSINESS MEETINGS

1997—105th Congress, first
session

1995—104th Congress, first
session

Hearings Business
Meetings Totals Hearings Business

Meetings Totals

January ..................................................... 22 24 46 58 31 89
February .................................................... 57 11 68 82 16 98
March ........................................................ 127 18 145 167 26 193
April .......................................................... 123 8 131 60 10 70
May ........................................................... 99 15 114 137 22 159
June .......................................................... 65 49 114 85 25 110
July ............................................................ 100 48 148 79 20 99
August ...................................................... 2 .............. 2 42 15 57
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COMMITTEE HEARINGS AND BUSINESS MEETINGS—Continued

1997—105th Congress, first
session

1995—104th Congress, first
session

Hearings Business
Meetings Totals Hearings Business

Meetings Totals

September ................................................. 90 31 121 57 48 105
October ..................................................... 110 25 135 40 24 64
November .................................................. 29 18 47 43 22 65
December .................................................. .............. .............. .............. 42 19 61

Totals .......................................... 824 247 1,071 892 278 1,170

OFFICE OF CAPTIONING SERVICES

The Office of Captioning Services provides real-time captioning of Senate floor
proceedings for deaf and hard-of-hearing persons. The office also provides the unoffi-
cial transcripts of Senate floor proceedings to offices via the Senate Intranet.
Overview of Activity

Requests from Senate offices to provide additional services increased during 1997.
We did not provide any additional services when compared to 1996.

We continue to depend on the Senate Library and increasingly on the Internet
to verify information. We added to our reference collection and updated some exist-
ing reference materials in 1997.

Caption quality continues to be our number one priority. We conduct peer reviews
on a weekly basis. The office average for accuracy was up slightly for 1997.
Technology Update

The Senate Recording Studio continues to refine a system that captures Office of
Captioning Services captions and marks them with day/date/time and speaker infor-
mation prior to storage in a database. This database can be searched by Senators
and staff using key words. Once the text is located, a Senator’s speech can be lis-
tened to on computers configured to handle audio events from a web page. Other
enhancements to this service are anticipated during 1998.

Captioning Services’ role in this project has been to identify phrases that trigger
key events in the marking of the captions and reviewing the text for indexing errors.

The technology used for real-time captioning is not WindowsTM compatible and
needs to be updated or replaced. In addition, our current software is believed to not
be year 2000 compliant.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

DISBURSING OFFICE

Front Counter—Administrative and Financial Services
The Front Counter is the main service area of all general Senate business and

financial activity. It is the receiving point for most incoming expense vouchers, pay-
roll actions, and employee benefits-related forms, and is the initial verification point
to insure that paperwork received in the Disbursing Office conforms to all applicable
Senate rules, regulations, and statutes. The Front Counter is the first line of service
provided to Senate Members, officers, and employees. All new Senate employees
(permanent and temporary) who will be working in the Capitol Hill Senate offices
are administered the required oath of office and personnel affidavit and provided
with verbal and written information regarding their pay and benefits. Authorization
is certified to new employees for issuance of their Senate identification card. Cash
advances are issued to Senate staff authorized for official Senate travel and travel-
ers’ checks are available for sale to assist the traveler. Numerous inquiries are han-
dled daily, on subjects ranging from pay, benefits, taxes, Senate laws and regula-
tions, in our commitment to provide the highest degree of customer service. Senate
entities, in the course of their official duties, receive cash and checks as part of their
daily business. The Front Counter maintains the Senate’s internal accountability of
funds used in daily operations. Reconciliation of such funds is executed on a daily
basis. These funds are submitted through the front counter and become part of the
Senate’s accountability of federally appropriated funds and are then processed
through the Senate’s general ledger system.
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Activities
The Front Counter administered oath and personnel affidavits to more than 3,200

new Senate staff, maintained brochures for 26 federal health insurance carriers and
distributed approximately 3,000 brochures to staff during the annual FEHB open
season, issued approximately 1,500 cash advances for official Senate travel and re-
ceived more than 20,000 checks from Senate entities.
Payroll Section

The Payroll Section maintains the Human Resources Management System and is
responsible for: processing, verifying and warehousing all payroll information sub-
mitted to the Disbursing Office by Senators for their personal staff, by Chairmen
for their committee staff, and by other elected officials for their staff, issuing salary
payments to the above employees, maintaining the Automated Clearing House
(ACH) FEDLINE facilities for the normal transmittal of payroll deposits to the Fed-
eral Reserve, distributing the appropriate payroll expenditure and allowance reports
to the individual offices, issuing the proper withholding and agency contributions re-
ports to the Accounting Section and transmitting the proper Thrift Savings Plan
(TSP) information to the National Finance Center (NFC) while maintaining earn-
ings records for distribution to the Social Security Administration, and maintaining
employees’ taxable earnings records for their W–2 statements, which are also pre-
pared by this section. The Payroll Section is also responsible for the payroll portion
of the Report of the Secretary of the Senate.

Activities
January 1997 started with the processing of more than 2,200 open season

changes. The Payroll Section processed all the forms in conjunction with the open
seasons for Federal Employees’ Health Benefits (FEHB), Combined Federal Cam-
paign (CFC), and the Thrift Savings Program (TSP). The year’s second TSP open
season produced an additional 1,200 forms for processing during July and August
1997. During January 1997, 4,500 salary increases in conjunction with the 2.3 per-
cent cost of living increase were also processed.

The U.S. Senate started participating in the National Directory of New Hires for
the Federal Parent Locator Service, a project sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services.

Planning for the transfer of the U.S. Capitol Police payrolls from the U.S. Senate
Human Resources Management system to the National Finance Center began in
September.

The Payroll Supervisor attended the Southern Users’ Integral Conference that
was held in New Orleans, Louisiana. The basic function of the Users Conference
was to prepare Integral users for the final move to year 2000 technology. Although
this was a regional conference, 18 states and the District of Columbia attended.

Upgrade For Year 2000 Compliance
One effective method of handling year 2000 compliance would be to upgrade to

Integral version 9.5.3. The length of the segments has doubled in size. This means
an increase in processing speed and an increase in data being held within each seg-
ment. The programmers will have a definite game plan to follow. Version 9.5.2 has
been Beta tested by a medical research center in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. When
Version 9.5.3 comes up, most of the problems found from the first two updates of
9.5 and the Beta testing will have been resolved. Our programmers will have the
opportunity to review the problems of the Beta tests and the solutions used to cor-
rect the problems.

Future Activities
Payroll will continue with the upgrade to the 9.5 and year 2000 compliance. Pay-

roll will also continue to work with the group of consultants to verify that we are
continuing to move in the right direction for a Human Resources Management sys-
tem. Once Payroll is year 2000 compliant and the FMIS is operational and can be
upgraded to include the entire allowance system, then Payroll will be in the position
to move to client server system and a biweekly payroll if applicable.
Employee Benefits Section

The Employee Benefits Section’s (EBS) primary responsibilities are administra-
tion of Senate employees’ health and life insurance and retirement programs. The
section’s work includes research and verification of prior Senate or other federal
service for new appointees. EBS prepares these forms for payroll input after they
are returned and verifies the accuracy of the information when the Official Person-
nel Folder is received. Employment verifications for loans, the Bar, the Federal Bu-
reau of Investigation, the Department of Defense, and for outside insurance are
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completed in EBS. Unemployment claim forms are completed, and employees are
counseled. Department of Labor billing for unemployment paid to Senate employees
are checked in EBS and submitted by voucher to the Accounting Section to be paid.
Designations of beneficiaries for FEGLI, CSRS, FERS, and for unpaid compensation
are filed and checked by EBS.

Activities
The annual Federal Employees’ Health Benefits (FEHB) Open Season resulted in

more than 600 employees changing plans.
The FEHB Open Season Health Fair was attended by approximately 900 employ-

ees. Because the office has received so many requests for this information, the Fair
was open to all employees on the Hill, including House and Architect employees.

During the two Thrift Savings Plan (TSP) Open Seasons, the employee changes
remained about the same as normal, one change for every seven employees.

Mortgage rates, still dropping, kept employment verifications coming in at a rapid
pace, averaging 140 per month.

Unemployment verifications, termination packages, transcripts of service for em-
ployees going to other federal agencies, and other tasks associated with employees
changing jobs were all heavy this year, as approximately 700 staffers terminated as
of January 2, 1997. Another 700 entered on duty on the new staffs, and this re-
quired prior employment research and verification, new health and life insurance,
retirement, and TSP enrollments, and the associated requests for verification. In ad-
dition, 34 offices requested a Senate transcript of service for all of their active em-
ployees, resulting in approximately 1,500 transcripts.

Seminars were held for outgoing and incoming Members’ staffs, as well as com-
mittees facing reorganization. Information about retirement, health and life insur-
ance, unemployment, and Ramspeck privileges was available at the seminars.

Requests for counseling, retirement planning and processing were very heavy in
1997. Since most of the Members leaving were long term Members who were retir-
ing, our retirement caseload set a new record, with the caseload for January (30
FERS and 50 CSRS) totaling over half of a normal year’s load. Total retirement
cases processed equaled 213 (78 FERS and 135 CSRS), a 63 percent increase over
the previous year and a new record.

The annual Integral Conference was held in San Francisco, California in August.
We used the Conference to review the 9.5 upgrade for our Human Resources Man-
agement System, and to begin planning and strategies to implement it. This related
to the recently completed Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Inc. (BAH) review of the Sen-
ate’s Human Resources (HR) needs and the combined BAH and KPMG reviews of
future directions for our payroll system, as well as system requirements reviews.

The 9.3 release of the Integral Human Resources Management System was fin-
ished, which achieved some of the year 2000 compliance requirements, and up-
graded many aspects of the payroll system processing. The next step, moving to the
full Year 2000 compliant version (9.5) was delayed. During this time, BAH consult-
ants reviewed the Senate’s Year 2000 plans, which was expanded to include a re-
view of the HR needs. The Benefits Section worked with BAH to ensure that the
full implications of the requested changes were included and that the full capacity
of the current system was appreciated. It was finally agreed that the best approach
was to continue with the work on the year 2000 update, which is well on its way.

Next, KPMG was assigned the task of reviewing what system changes could be
added to the 9.5 upgrade without risking the deadline. A payroll cycle change was
reviewed, and the final decision was that time and current resources could not ade-
quately ensure the deadline would be met if the changes were implemented in con-
junction with the year 2000 update. The section has worked as closely as possible
with KPMG to review the changes required to meet these requirements, and work
will progress in 1998. It is anticipated that after the year 2000 update is completed
(by October 1, 1999), work on a new version of the payroll system will begin. A
study is under way to decide whether to keep the system on a mainframe computer
or switch to a client/server environment. In either case, a distributed HR system
will be implemented and a pay cycle change to biweekly can move forward.

With the U.S. Capitol Police transferring from the Senate to the NFC payroll sys-
tem on March 1, 1998, this section has participated in the planning of the transfer.
All aspects of the movement of about 650 staff off the Senate payroll have been ad-
dressed, including all payroll and benefits records and computer data. One major
part of the project completed in 1997 was the generation and correction of retire-
ment records for each of the 650 police personnel. Records required correction due
to the many changes in computer systems and tracking over the years.
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Future Activities
In light of the new Retirement Open Season, which is scheduled for July through

December 1998, the Benefits Section has been evaluating computer modeling pro-
grams to help with the anticipated load of 1,000 employees and Members seeking
information to decide whether to remain in the old Civil Service Retirement System
or to switch to the Federal Employees Retirement System. The section will prepare
and give seminars, set up and staff a PC room so employees can use the computer
models, and counsel these employees and Members to ensure that they have all the
pertinent information required to make an informed choice.

The TSP is scheduled to add two new investment funds in October 1998. The Ben-
efits Section will work with the Computer Center to alter current HRMS screens
and ensure that withholdings and electronic tapes are correct, as well as hold semi-
nars and distribute printed information to all employees and Members to inform
them of the new investment opportunities.
Audit Section

The Audit Section is responsible for auditing vouchers and answering questions
regarding voucher preparation, identifying duplicate payments vouchered by offices,
monitoring payments related to contracts, training new office managers and chief
clerks about Senate financial practices, training office managers in the use of the
Senate Office Accounting System (SOAS), and producing the Report of the Secretary
of the Senate. The Section also maintains the Senate’s central vendor file (Member,
Office Direct Access or MODA) and monitors the Fund Advance Tracking System
(FATS) by ensuring that advances are charged correctly, vouchers repaying such ad-
vances are entered, and balances adjusted for reuse of the advance funds. An
‘‘aging’’ process is also done to ensure that the advance is repaid in the time speci-
fied by the advance regulations.

Activities
This section performed training sessions for individual offices: 37 new office man-

agers/chief clerks and 31 new SOAS users.
The section assisted the audit staff of the Committee on Rules and Administration

with the drafting of the regulations for advance payments for the Senate as author-
ized by the Legislative Branch Appropriations Bill for fiscal year 1998.

The section participated with the team chosen to evaluate the Senate’s business
practices with an eye toward the Senate moving toward ever more efficient business
practices. This involved many meetings with the Sergeant at Arms, Committee on
Rules and Administration, and the consultants from Booz-Allen. Decisions made by
these groups then had to be discussed with the Senate user community for their
input.

With the addition of two staff to the Audit Section, restoring the staffing to nor-
mal levels, the time needed for the payment of expense claims was significantly re-
duced.

A system was established through using cc:Mail and voice mail for the research
of vouchers. Office managers and chief clerks were provided a cc:Mail address and
a phone number to use to make inquiries concerning payment status for an expense.
This procedure allows designated staff, to monitor the inquiry line rather than hav-
ing multiple staff being interrupted as each call was received. This change has in-
creased efficiency in the overall operations of the section.

Another new procedure was established to send messages regarding voucher cor-
rections via cc:Mail to Senate offices. Beginning in May, the Audit Section designed
a standard cc:Mail message with check boxes and fill-in-the-blank areas to inform
Senate offices when corrections were needed on expense vouchers. The message pro-
vided information on the corrections made and on problems with the vouchers that
required action by the office managers. This procedure reduced the amount of time
spent in trying to contact Senate offices and waiting for a response, thereby ena-
bling expense vouchers to be processed more expeditiously. The number of outgoing
messages regarding voucher corrections, from May through December, 1997, was
5,565.

The Audit Section passed a milestone during the April–May time period when
19,000 vouchers were processed, with 11,500 being processed in May alone. The
11,500 represents the highest number of vouchers processed since records have been
kept. The section received 89,685 vouchers for calendar year 1997, which represents
an 8.3 percent increase over figures for the prior year. The totals by office are as
follows: Senators—57,090 (63.5 percent); Sergeant at Arms—14,171 (15.8 percent);
Stationery Room and Gift Shop—8,816 (9.8 percent); all others 9,608 (10.7 percent).
The following figures were also obtained for the period of January–December:
Average number of vouchers received in a week ................................................ 1,736
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Lowest number of vouchers received in a week .................................................. 959
Highest number of vouchers received in a week ................................................. 2,542
Average number of vouchers received in a day ................................................... 361
Lowest number of vouchers received in a day ..................................................... 97
Highest number of vouchers received in a day ................................................... 789

Automation Report
Nearly all Senate offices are now utilizing the SOAS application for electronic

voucher generation, record keeping, and budgeting for the Senators’ official person-
nel and office expense account.

The section made changes to the database system for the generation of the Report
of the Secretary of the Senate to accommodate the changes in the Fiscal Year 1998
Legislative Branch Appropriations Act that now calls for the expenses of franked
mail to be debited against Member and committee funds, not to the official mail ac-
count.
Accounting Section

The Accounting Section compiles the annual operating budget of the Senate for
presentation to the Committee on Appropriations and ensures adherence to appro-
priation limitations established by the Legislative Branch Appropriations Act, and
Title 2 of the U.S. Code. The Accounting Section accomplishes its control of appro-
priation limitations through the maintenance of the general ledger of the Senate.

Activities
During fiscal year 1997, the Accounting Section processed 90,442 expense reim-

bursement vouchers for payment on 61,152 United States Treasury checks issued.
The section also processed 1,548 deposits for items ranging from receipts received
by the Senate operations to canceled subscription refunds from Member offices. Gen-
eral ledger maintenance also prompted the entry of 8,072 adjustment entries that
include all appropriation and allowance funding limitation transactions, all account-
ing cycle closing entries, and all non-voucher reimbursement transactions such as
payroll adjustments, stop payment requests, travel advances and repayments, and
limited payability reimbursements.

Working closely with the Audit Section and with the support of the Secretary of
the Senate, the Accounting Section has worked diligently over the past year to im-
prove service to our customer base: Member offices, committees, leadership and sup-
port offices. Staff attrition in recent years had impacted the timeliness of voucher
payments to staff and vendors. With the support of the Secretary of the Senate, ad-
ditional resources have been acquired and processing time has been improved by
nearly ten business days. Workflow reorganization planned for this year should
maximize our existing resources and this should reflect in customer service. A
voucher payment status line has been implemented in the past year to assist office
managers manage their vendor and staff reimbursement requests. The payment sta-
tus line is a voice mail system that office managers can call to check the status of
payments, which helps the Accounting and Audit Sections manage the flow of calls
and assign specific staff to monitor the line.

Financial Systems
Currently, more than 9,000 active ledger accounts are tracked daily through the

Disbursing Office Voucher Entry System (DOVES). All voucher reimbursement pay-
ments, checks written, deposits and adjustment entries are processed using this sys-
tem. The DOVES system was designed in the late 1980’s to be a short term (2–3
years) general ledger system for the Senate. The system has been modified substan-
tially throughout the years and is functional, but is quickly outliving its usefulness.
Routine system maintenance and modification are performed in conjunction with
staff of the Senate Computer Center and require significant Accounting Section re-
sources. The system currently resides on an outdated 3Com local area network. The
3Com servers used in this LAN are no longer manufactured, necessitating a transfer
to a new operating environment.

Future Financial Systems
While routine maintenance and enhancements to the DOVES system continue,

the primary focus is to prepare for the replacement of the Senate general ledger sys-
tem. The Senate currently operates on a cash basis accounting system. With the im-
plementation of the new general ledger system there will be a conversion to an ac-
crual and obligation basis accounting system. Consequently, current staff must be
trained in use of this system, and new staff must have experience with this system.
The Accounting Section worked closely with Management Concepts, Incorporated to
develop a specialized, week-long course on the government standard general ledger
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and standard government financial reporting. The course included staff from the Ac-
counting, Audit, Payroll and Administrative and Financial Services Sections. This
is the first step in what will become ongoing human resources development and
training of existing and new financial management staff.

Planning for the conversion to the KPMG Federal FAMIS 4.0 general ledger prod-
uct will continue to be the top priority for the Accounting Section management and
staff in the coming fiscal year. Conversion, which is projected to occur during fiscal
year 1999, requires extensive planning and coordination between the FMIS project
office, the Senate Sergeant at Arms staff and the Accounting Section. As part of the
conversion, the Senate’s data classification structure will be significantly altered to
enable the creation of standard financial reports and enhanced expense category
tracking using the Office of Management and Budget’s object classification code
structure. The new general ledger system will also enable the Senate to begin mak-
ing vendor and staff reimbursement payments electronically, which should greatly
enhance customer service. The Accounting Section looks forward to the implementa-
tion of the new general ledger system and planning all aspects of FMIS and continu-
ing to improve our service capabilities to best meet the financial management needs
of the Senate.
Financial Management System Development Section

The Financial Management System Development project team focused on five ac-
tivities this year: Continued support of the Senate Office Accounting System
(SOAS); deployment of the Senate Time and Attendance Reporting System (STAR);
development and implementation of new procedures; development of new processes
and requirements for FMIS; and support of the Disbursing Office LAN.

Activities—Senate Office Accounting System (SOAS)
SOAS, a Paradox-for-DOS-based standalone system, is used by 106 Senate offices

to prepare vouchers and track office accounts. In January 1997, it was installed in
the offices of the 15 newly elected Senators. In the fall, SOAS access to fiscal year
1998 was installed in all offices. For the Secretary, SOAS version 4.0 was installed
in the Historical Office, the Chief Counsel for Employment and the Office of Public
Records.

Senate Time and Attendance Reporting System (STAR)
STAR, a Paradox-for-DOS-based standalone system, is installed in 91 Senate of-

fices to track time and attendance records, and to produce overtime reports submit-
ted to the Disbursing Office to authorize payment for overtime. A number of en-
hancements suggested by offices were implemented this year, assisted by a pro-
grammer from the Senate Computer Center who supports the leave tracking func-
tion of the system. Training sessions for all offices where STAR is used were offered.

Development and Implementation of New Procedures
The Disbursing Office implemented three new procedures that have been very

popular with offices this year. The project team wrote procedures and provided the
technology to make these ‘‘quick hits’’ possible. These were:

—Sending messages regarding voucher corrections via cc:Mail. In May, we de-
signed a standard cc:Mail message with check boxes and fill-in-the-blank areas
that the Audit Section uses to inform offices of corrections on vouchers. The
message provides information on corrections made and on problems for which
the office must respond. This replaced the previous system of ‘‘telephone tag’’
and is very popular among the office managers because they can deal with
voucher problems at their convenience.

—Sending voucher payment data electronically to office managers for use in rec-
onciling SOAS records to DOVES records. This saves office managers a signifi-
cant amount of time because payment data used in their monthly reconciliation
process is posted automatically and therefore, there is no need to re-key the
Disbursing Office payment data.

—Creating two avenues for offices to inquire about voucher status: cc:Mail and
Voice Mail. The Audit and Accounting Sections share responsibility for respond-
ing to these inquiries in a timely manner. This system is popular with office
managers because they can make inquiries outside of the normal Disbursing Of-
fice hours.

Development of New Processes and Requirements for FMIS
During the summer and early fall we worked with Booz-Allen and Hamilton

(BAH) to plan and conduct a series of Business Process Re-engineering sessions at-
tended by staff from the Disbursing Office, Sergeant at Arms (Finance, Purchasing,
and Operations), and the Rules Committee. These daily meetings, during most of
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September and October, resulted in a series of process flows diagrams showing the
steps between purchasing, receiving of goods and services, invoice receipt, voucher
preparation, auditing, sanctioning by the Rules Committee, and payment. The office
supervised the production of minutes and process flow diagrams from these meet-
ings, which were distributed to the participants on paper and through a FMIS home
page on Webster. The process flow diagrams were presented to the FMIS user
group, a small group of office managers and chief clerks who met with staff weekly
during October and November. The processes and discussion at both sets of meet-
ings are forming the basis of a new set of FMIS system requirements.

OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES

The Office of Human Resources implements and coordinates human resources
policies, procedures, and programs for the Office of the Secretary of the Senate in-
cluding hiring, training, performance management, job analysis, compensation plan-
ning, design, and administration, leave administration, records management, job ad-
vertisements and postings, employee handbooks and manuals, employee relations,
and organizational planning and development.
Merit Review Program

The Office of the Secretary designed and implemented a new pay delivery system
in 1997, a merit review (or performance-based) program. As the name implies, this
is an incentive compensation system designed to motivate employees to perform well
and to reward them in relation to their performance. The Office’s merit review pro-
gram will now be conducted annually in the last quarter of each fiscal year. While
some organizations choose to review performance on the anniversary of each em-
ployee’s employment, we have decided to review all employees at the same time
every year to improve the budget planning and utilization processes, to provide
more flexibility for developing compensation strategy from one year to the next, and
to ensure that each employee receives the same opportunity for a salary increase.
Performance Evaluation

The point of reference for performance-based compensation is, of course, a per-
formance appraisal. Formal evaluations of employee performance were sporadic and
infrequent in years past. Therefore, a new evaluation instrument, ‘‘The Employee
Feedback and Development Plan,’’ was developed. The plan is somewhat different
than traditional performance appraisals in that it elicits continuous feedback and
communication. It is used by the supervisor throughout the performance period and
is finalized at year-end. Feedback to employees is timely and nonthreatening, man-
agement has the opportunity to provide adequate direction as employees are per-
forming their jobs, desired performance is identified and reinforced, undesirable per-
formance and results are identified at a time when change can more easily be made,
and the focus of the more formal discussion (at year-end) is the present and the fu-
ture, not the past. The plan also features performance objectives that focus on the
employee’s current work requirements, a non-traditional rating scale that encour-
ages supervisors to ‘‘call it like it is,’’ and rating factors that stress organizational
values.
Intern Program

The Office hosted 30 interns during the summer of 1997. Serving in 13 different
departments, these interns made many worthwhile contributions to the goals and
objectives of our organization and received a unique educational and work experi-
ence.

SENATE LIBRARY

The Senate Library provides legislative, legal and general reference services to
the United States Senate. The core collection consists of a comprehensive collection
of congressional publications dating from the Continental Congress. In addition, the
Library maintains executive and judicial branch materials with an extensive collec-
tion of books on politics, history and biography. These sources plus a wide array of
in-house and commercial online systems, assist Library staff in providing timely and
accurate information services.
Administration

The Library’s major administrative achievement was the implementation of the
merit review program with the development of performance objectives, annual staff
evaluations and an incentive compensation program based on merit. The second sig-
nificant accomplishment was the reduction in Library operating costs by $11,314.21.
These reductions, the most substantial in Library history, were accomplished
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through a strictly focused acquisitions policy which will not compromise service but
will allow for the continued purchase of core materials as the costs increase.
Library Relocation

The Library staff and the Architect of Capitol completed preliminary design plans
in September 1997 for the new Russell building facility and the Capitol suites. The
design firm of Meyer, Sherer and Rockcastle of Minneapolis will assist in the plan-
ning of both the Russell building and the restoration of the Library’s third floor
Capitol rooms. The Russell building work began in late December 1997 and comple-
tion of the project is scheduled for February 1999. The facility will use compact
shelving, provide work areas for 20 Library employees and reading sites for 14 Sen-
ate staff. Upon completion, the entire Library staff and collection will move to the
Russell building and the renovation will begin on the Library’s Capitol rooms. That
work will include upgrades to air handling and electrical systems, extensive plaster
work and new shelving. The proposed completion date for the Capitol project is Au-
gust 1999. With the two facilities, the Library will continue to provide high quality
information services to both the Capitol and the Senate office buildings.
Information Services

Activity for 1997 remained at a high level with over 46,000 requests answered,
over 7,000 items delivered and 5,200 faxes sent. In addition, nearly 9,000 patrons
used Library materials in the Reading Room and staff provided over 41,000 legal,
news and business database searches. Increased use of improved online systems,
particularly LIS, by Senate staff provided quality information resources to the Li-
brary and to the entire Senate. Library service was greatly enhanced through the
use of electronic mail, faxing by personal computer and the installation of a patron
terminal.
Technical Services

In mid-September, DataTrek, the integrated library system, collapsed from a
power supply failure to the server. The reason for the power interruptions was not
determined, though several system and plug-in boards were corrupted. After 11
weeks of attempted solutions, INET and the Senate Computer Center finally de-
cided to replace the server, which brought the system back online. During that time,
work backlogs affected every aspect of operations including cataloging, loan records,
overdue notices, acquisitions, and subscriptions check in. Once operational, the
backlog was completely erased through very dedicated efforts of the Technical Serv-
ices staff.

The Library has also instituted several new and efficient acquisitions procedures.
The Internet is now a purchasing tool for missing and out of print books and also
a primary source for government documents. When these government documents
are downloaded for the collection, the website is included in the catalog record.
Thirdly, the direct delivery of newspapers to the Library has streamlined the claim-
ing of missing issues.

Acquisitions is being impacted by the continued reduction in government printing,
the increased use of microfiche and the increase in desktop publishing in Congres-
sional offices. These developments have placed additional burdens on libraries hop-
ing to maintain their collections. The issues include limited numbers of paper copies
being printed, unpredictable distribution and unreliable Internet sources. The Li-
brary makes a concerted effort to secure copies of essential documents, but we are
discovering that many escape our best efforts, potentially affecting the quality of the
collection. The Library’s comprehensive legislative collections have always served as
the Senate’s internal archives, and as offices, particularly committees, cope with
limited space, the quality and continuity of that collection becomes increasingly
more important.

The 6,700 bibliographic records which were produced and added to the catalog in
1997 was an increase of 16 percent over last year. Technical Services production
was especially impressive when considering the technical problems encountered dur-
ing the fourth quarter. Major cataloging efforts were directed towards older mate-
rials with the long range goal of having the entire collection accessible online. Cur-
rently, patron access to the Library’s online catalog is limited to terminals in the
Library and a near term goal is to provide access to all Senate staff through Web-
ster.

OFFICE OF THE SENATE CHIEF COUNSEL FOR EMPLOYMENT

The Office of the Senate Chief Counsel for Employment (SCCE) is a non-partisan
office established at the direction of the Joint Leadership in 1993 after enactment
of the Government Employee Rights Act (GERA), which allowed Senate employees
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to file claims of employment discrimination against Senate offices. The Congres-
sional Accountability Act of 1995 (CAA) applies the requirements, responsibilities
and obligations of 11 employment laws to Senate offices. The SCCE provides legal
advice and representation of Senate offices in CAA matters.

Background
Each of the SCCE attorneys came to the office after having practiced as employ-

ment law litigators in major national law firms representing Fortune 100 corpora-
tions. The services the office provides are the same legal services the attorneys pro-
vided their clients while in private practice. The activities of the SCCE during 1997
can be divided into the following categories: Litigation (Defending Against Law-
suits), Legal Negotiations of Settlements of Threatened or Extant Lawsuits, Preven-
tive Legal Advice, Union Drives and Negotiations, OSHA/ADA, Layoffs and Office
Closings, Management Training and Administrative/Miscellaneous Matters.

Litigation (Defending Against Lawsuits)
During 1997, the SCCE represented employing offices of the Senate in hearings,

proceedings, investigations, and negotiations relating to labor and employment laws.

Legal Negotiations of Settlements and Preventive Meetings
At times, a Senate office will become aware that an employee is contemplating

suing, and the office will request the SCCE’s legal advice or that the SCCE nego-
tiate with the employee’s attorney to obviate the need for litigation.

On a daily basis, the SCCE advises and meets with Members, chiefs of staff, and
office managers at their request. The purposes of the advice and meetings are to
prevent litigation and to minimize liability in the event of litigation. Since January
1997, the SCCE has had more than 1,671 conferences and over 386 meetings.

Union Drives and Negotiations
During 1997, the SCCE represented Senate offices in connection with union

drives. One drive is ongoing.

OSHA/ADA
In January 1997, OSHA and titles II and III of the ADA became applicable to

the Senate. The SCCE provides advice and assistance to Senate offices by assisting
them with complying with the applicable OSHA and ADA regulations, representing
them during Office of Compliance inspections, advising State offices on the prepara-
tion of the Office of Compliance’s Home State OSHA/ADA Inspection Question-
naires, and assisting offices in the preparation of Emergency Action Plans. Senate
offices request the SCCE to provide legal representation during such inspections to
ensure that they comply with the law and that the Office of Compliance does not
exceed its jurisdiction.

Layoffs and Office Closings
The SCCE has provided legal advice and strategy to individual Senate offices and

Committees regarding how to minimize legal liability in compliance with the law
when offices reduce their forces.

In addition, pursuant to the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act
(WARN), offices that are closing must follow certain procedures for notifying their
employees of the closing and for transitioning them out of the office. The SCCE
tracks office closings and notifies those offices of their legal obligations under the
WARN.

Management Training
The SCCE gives legal advice seminars to Chiefs of Staff and Office Managers on

a group basis to inform them of their legal duties and responsibilities under the
CAA. During 1997, the office averaged two seminars per month. The topics ad-
dressed in the seminars were: preventing and addressing sexual harassment; com-
plying with the Family and Medical Leave Act; complying with the Fair Labor
Standards Act; rights and obligations under union laws; complying with the Ameri-
cans with Disabilities Act; advertising, interviewing and hiring without violating the
law. The office also writes and distributes reference manuals to educate managers
about their obligations under employment laws.

In an attempt to find a more efficient and cost-effective way of providing Mem-
bers’ state offices with this necessary training, the SCCE has begun broadcasting
its seminars to the state offices live via the Internet. The broadcast is both audio
and visual, and it allows two-way communications.
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Administrative/Miscellaneous Matters
The SCCE provides assistance to Senate offices by preparing employee handbooks,

office policies, supervisors’ manuals, sample job descriptions, interviewing guide-
lines, and job evaluation forms to assist Senate offices in complying with employ-
ment laws and thereby minimizing the potential for litigation.

The SCCE also reviews all regulations issued by the Office of Compliance and ad-
vises the Senate as to whether the regulations should be approved, modified, or not
approved.

OFFICE OF CONSERVATION AND PRESERVATION

The Office of Conservation and Preservation develops and coordinates programs
directly related to the conservation and preservation of Senate records and mate-
rials for which the Secretary of the Senate has statutory authority. Initiatives in-
clude mass deacidification, conservation of books and documents, collection surveys,
and contingency planning for disaster response and recovery.
Work prepared for Senate Leadership

For more than twenty years the office has bound a copy ‘‘Washington’s Farewell
Address’’ for the annual Washington’s Farewell Address ceremony. In 1997, the vol-
ume was bound for and read by Senator Bill Frist.

At the direction of the Secretary of the Senate, and through the Office of Inter-
parliamentary Services, marbled paper slipcases were fabricated for the book, ‘‘The
United States Capitol: Photographs’’ by Fred J. Maroon, and these were presented
to 19 dignitaries during Senate trips.

At the request of the Senate Democratic Leadership, 125 folders were embossed
with the name of each Senator. At the request of the Secretary of the Senate, 100
ID cases were embossed with each Senator’s name and home state. Four hundred
ninety-four items were matted and framed, including resolutions, photographs, let-
ters, and photographic compilations for five different Senators.
Inaugural Ceremonies

The office assisted the Inaugural Committee by matting and embossing 305
photos, and embossing 15 photo albums for the Joint Committee on Inaugurations.
Senate Library

In 1997, conservation treatments were completed for 225 volumes of a 7,000 vol-
ume collection. The office also prepared and sent 609 books from the Senate Library
to the Government Printing Office (GPO) for binding.

In consultation with the Senate Librarian, monies from the Book Preservation
Fund helped the Senate Library purchase replacement copies for the Statutes at
Large.
Office of the Senate Curator

The office assisted the Office of the Senate Curator in the preparation and instal-
lation of two exhibits on Isaac Bassert, former doorkeeper, and Arthur Scott, Senate
photographer.

The office also assisted the Office of the Senate Curator and Senator Hutchison’s
Office with matting and framing of 15 historical engravings, 7 oversize Audubon
prints, and 19 architectural drawings, for display in the Senate Courtyard con-
ference rooms, located on the west front of the U.S. Capitol.
Historical Office

This year the office undertook the posterity binding of two oral history interviews:
Brian Hallen, former Senate Enrolling Clerk and William A. Ridgely, former Senate
Financial Clerk and Assistant Secretary of the Senate.
Miscellaneous Projects

The office continues to utilize our spray deacidification system, encapsulator, and
dry mounting press. This year the office deacidified 49 items, encapsulated 51 items,
and dry mounted 156 items.

For the Senate Photographic Studio, the office embossed 22 photo albums illus-
trating a congressional trip to Europe. For Senator Kerrey of Nebraska, our office
fabricated a blue leather retirement book to be presented to Senator Exon of Ne-
braska. For Senator Abraham of Michigan, our office embossed a condolence book
for the Princess of Wales. For Senator Cleland of Georgia, our office matted and
framed a needlepoint and a photograph to be presented to the White House.

The office continues conservation treatment of appropriation bills from 1877–1943.
This year the office completed 49 books. There are approximately 300 books remain-
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ing for treatment. These books are a part of the Appropriations Committee collec-
tion.

OFFICE OF SENATE SECURITY

The Office of Senate Security (OSS) is responsible for the administration of classi-
fied information, personnel security, counterintelligence and classified computer se-
curity programs in Senate offices and committees. OSS also serves as the Senate’s
liaison to the Executive Branch in matters relating to the security of classified infor-
mation in the Senate.
Classified Meetings

OSS secure conference facilities were used on 947 occasions during 1997. This is
a 34.5 percent increase in the use of OSS facilities over 1996 levels.
Document Control

Classified document transactions continue to increase. OSS completed 7,875 docu-
ment transactions for calendar year 1997, which is an increase of 13.8 percent over
1996 levels.
Personnel Security

OSS workload in the personnel security area remained steady during 1997. Per-
sonnel security investigations were initiated on 158 Senate employees. Of those in-
vestigations, 47 were ‘‘periodic reinvestigations’’ to update security clearances grant-
ed five or more years ago. 109 investigations were completed, and the remainder
of the investigations (49) are pending completion by the Department of Defense or
the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Security Education

OSS conducted or hosted 67 security briefings for Senate staff. Topics covered in-
cluded: security managers’ responsibilities, office security management, and intro-
ductory security briefings.

SENATE STATIONERY ROOM

The Senate Stationery Room’s principal functions are to provide for sale station-
ery items for the use of Senate offices and others authorized to use the service, to
maintain an inventory and select a variety of stationery items adequate to meet the
needs of the Senate personnel and purchase supplies either through competitive
bids, GSA or special orders for these same items, to maintain individual stationery
accounts for Senators, Committees, Officers, etc., and to issue bills and statements
and receive reimbursement for all purchases, to deliver merchandise to Senatorial
offices, and to advertise for bids and award contracts for Senate stationery supplies.

Fiscal year 1997 statistical operations
Gross sales ....................................................................................................... $3,243,549
Sales transactions ............................................................................................ 89,567
Generated purchase orders ............................................................................. 6,626
Vouchers processed .......................................................................................... 7,372
Metro fare media sold ..................................................................................... 5,624

The statistical operations of the Stationery Room for fiscal year 1997 saw in-
creases in all categories from the last fiscal year. Gross sales were up by $281,914.
Sales transactions were up by 1,200. Purchase orders generated were up by 1,042.
Vouchers processed for vendor payments were up by 587. Metro Fare Media sold
were up by 77.

For fiscal year 1997, staffing level for the Stationery Room remained at fifteen,
which is down by four staff positions since fiscal year 1994. The Stationery Room
personnel continue to take on multiple job assignments when staff shortages exist
due to illness or vacation.

The Stationery Room customer base consists of approximately 242 offices and
other legislative organizations which are located in nine buildings, many of which
have multiple locations. In addition to offices with official requirements, the Station-
ery Room also accommodates personal purchases from employees within the legisla-
tive community.

The Stationery Room carries nearly 1,290 items, supplied by approximately 200
vendors.

Fiscal year 1997 was a very busy and productive year for the Stationery Room
staff. First and foremost was the production of a welcome package which was pre-
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sented to each new Senator at the orientation program. This package consisted of
information about the Stationery Room and its polices and procedures.

During the second quarter of fiscal year 1997, the Stationery Room was the recipi-
ent of the 1996 Outstanding Sales and Service Award presented by the Washington
Metropolitan Transit Authority for its participation in the Federal Metropool Pro-
gram.

Considerable time was spent during fiscal year 1997 to develop a plan of action
for the implementation of new technology transitions that will occur by the end of
fiscal year 1998. This plan has been devised to provide the least disruption to the
Stationery Room customers, while providing for the office’s transition into the 21st
century.

INTERPARLIAMENTARY SERVICES

The Office of Interparliamentary Services has completed its 16th year of operation
as a department of the Secretary of the Senate. IPS is responsible for administra-
tive, financial, and protocol functions for all interparliamentary conferences in
which the Senate participates by statute, or on an ad hoc basis, and for special dele-
gations authorized by the Majority and/or Minority Leaders. The office also provides
appropriate assistance as requested to other Senate delegations.

The statutory interparliamentary conferences are: North Atlantic Assembly; Mex-
ico-United States Interparliamentary Group; Canada-United States Interparliamen-
tary Group; Interparliamentary Union; and British-American Parliamentary Group.

In May, the 36th Annual Meeting of the Mexico-U.S. Interparliamentary Group
was held in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Arrangements for this successful event were
handled by the IPS staff.

As in previous years, all foreign travel authorized by the Leadership was arranged
by the IPS staff. In addition to official delegations, IPS provided assistance for 17
individual foreign trips by Members. Several other trips were scheduled, but were
canceled or postponed after most of the advance work had been completed. Also,
Senators and staff authorized by Committees for foreign travel continued to call
upon this office for assistance with passports, visas, travel arrangements and report-
ing requirements.

IPS receives and prepares for printing the quarterly financial reports for foreign
travel from all committees in the Senate. In addition to preparing the quarterly re-
ports for the Majority Leader, the Minority Leader, and the President Pro Tempore,
IPS staff also assist Senate staff and committees in filling out the required reports.

Known to many in the Senate as the ‘‘protocol office,’’ Interparliamentary Services
maintains regular contact with the Office of the Chief of Protocol, the Department
of State, and with foreign Embassy officials. Official foreign visitors are frequently
received in this office and assistance is provided to them by the IPS staff. The staff
continues to work closely with other offices of the Secretary of the Senate and the
Sergeant at Arms in arranging programs for foreign visitors. In addition, IPS is fre-
quently consulted by individual Senators’ offices on a broad range of protocol ques-
tions. Occasional questions come from state officials or the general public regarding
Congressional protocol.

On behalf of the Leadership, the staff arranges receptions in the Senate for heads
of state, foreign dignitaries and parliamentary delegations. Required records of ex-
penditures on behalf of foreign visitors pursuant to section 2 of Public Law 100–
71 are maintained in the Office of Interparliamentary Services.

Planning is underway for the 39th Annual Meeting of the Canada-U.S. Inter-
parliamentary Group which will be held in 1998. Also, in 1998, advance work, in-
cluding site inspection, will be undertaken for the 38th Annual Mexico-U.S. Inter-
parliamentary Group Meeting and the 1999 British-American Parliamentary Group
Meeting, both to be held in the United States.

SENATE GIFT SHOP

The Senate Gift Shop, established in October of 1992, provides a variety of gift
items and products, many of which contain educational and historical information
pertinent to the U.S. Senate and the U.S. Congress. Gift Shop services are available
to Congressional members, staff, constituents and visiting tourists.

Two of the most successful new items offered in 1997 were the 105th Congres-
sional Plate and the Capitol Box. These items were created and marketed to benefit
the Capitol Preservation Commission and assist in raising the awareness of the
Capitol Visitor Center Project.

This year marked the completion of the four-year series of the Congressional Holi-
day Ornaments (1994–1997). The 1997 ornament proved to be one of the most popu-
lar ornaments of the series. The Gift Shop is now planning a new four year series
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which will begin in 1998 and will highlight the early years of the republic. The orna-
ments will display images of historical structures that have served the Senate and
House of Representatives and will include Federal Hall (1789–1790) in New York,
Congress Hall (1790–1800) in Philadelphia, and the Capitol Building as it appeared
in 1800. The fourth and final ornament of the series will be of the present day Cap-
itol. All of the various ornaments will be packaged with educational and historical
information.

The Gift Shop in the Capitol has become a distribution point for many educational
and historical brochures. These documents created by the offices of the Senate Cura-
tor and the Senate Historian have proved to be a most popular item with visitors.
The Gift Shop plans to continue expanding this service as more brochures become
available and in the near future expects to have publications in foreign languages.

OFFICE OF PUBLIC RECORDS

The Office of Public Records receives, processes, and maintains records, reports,
and other documents filed with the Secretary of the Senate involving the Federal
Election Campaign Act, as amended, the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995, the Sen-
ate Code of Official Conduct including Rule 34, Public Financial Disclosure, Rule 35,
Senate Gift Rule filings, Rule 40, Registration of Mass Mailing, Rule 41, Political
Fund Designees, and Rule 41(6), Supervisor’s Reports on Individuals Performing
Senate Services, and Foreign Travel Reports.

The office provides for the inspection, review, and reproduction of documents in
accordance with the above statutes and Rules. From October, 1996, through Septem-
ber, 1997, the Public Records office staff assisted more than 3,000 individuals seek-
ing information from reports filed with the office. This figure does not include assist-
ance provided by telephone, nor help given to lobbyists attempting to comply with
the provisions of the new Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995. A total of 140,590 photo-
copies were sold during fiscal year 1997. The office works closely with the Federal
Election Commission, the Senate Select Committee on Ethics, and the Clerk of the
House concerning the filing requirements of the aforementioned Acts and Senate
rules.

Automation Activities
During fiscal year 1997, public financial disclosure reports were scanned using op-

tical imaging technology. With respect to both lobbying and campaign financing fil-
ing areas, the office has worked to develop an automated database that is able to
accept non-paper transmissions (electronic filing) as well as imaged paper filings.

Federal Election Campaign Act, as Amended
The Act requires Senate candidates to file semi-annual reports in a non-election

year. Filings totaled 6,791 documents containing 95,584 pages for fiscal year 1997.

Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995
The Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 replaced the Federal Regulation of Lobbying

Act, substituting organizational registrations instead of individual ones, semi-an-
nual reports for quarterly ones, and inclusion of executive branch lobbying activity.
As of September 30, 1996, 4,051 registrants represented 8,897 clients and employed
14,946 individuals who met the statutory definition of lobbyist. The lobbying reg-
istrations and reports were microfilmed and indexed into a temporary database
pending completion of an automated database system to include imaging (for paper
copies received) and electronic components (discussed above).

Public Financial Disclosure
The filing date for Public Financial Disclosure Reports was May 15, 1997. The re-

ports were available to the public and press by Friday, June 13th. Copies were pro-
vided to the Select Committee on Ethics and the appropriate state officials. A total
of 2,402 reports and amendments were filed containing 12,427 pages. There were
421 requests to review or receive copies of the documents.

Senate Rule 35 (Gift Rule)
On January 1, 1996, the revised Senate Rule 35 took effect as a result of passage

of S. Res. 158 on July 28, 1995. The Senate Office of Public Records received over
2,900 reports totaling 3,100 pages during fiscal year 1997.

Registration of Mass Mailing
Senators are required to file mass mailings on a quarterly basis, and the number

of pages for fiscal year 1997 was 605.
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HISTORICAL OFFICE

Serving as the Senate’s institutional memory, the Historical Office collects and
provides information on important events, precedents, dates, statistics, and histori-
cal comparisons of current and past Senate activities for use by members and staff,
the media, scholars, and the general public. The Office advises Senators, officers,
and committees on cost-effective disposition of their non-current office files and as-
sists researchers in identifying Senate-related source materials. The Office keeps ex-
tensive biographical, bibliographical, photographic, and archival information on the
more than 1,700 former Senators. It edits for publication historically significant
transcripts and minutes of selected Senate committees and party organizations, and
conducts oral history interviews with retired senior Senate staff. The Office main-
tains a collection of approximately 30,000 still pictures, slides, and negatives that
includes photographs and illustrations of most former Senators, as well as news
photographs, editorial cartoons, photographs of committees in session, and other im-
ages documenting Senate history.

Editorial Projects
Vice Presidents of the United States, 1789–1993.—Working with former Senator

Mark Hatfield, the Historical Office prepared a series of forty-four chapter-length
essays tracing the role of each of the nation’s former vice presidents operating with-
in the institutional context of the United States Senate. Each chapter includes bio-
graphical information on the individual, how he came to run for vice president, and
his impact on that office. The Office completed publication arrangements with the
Government Printing Office early in 1997 and the book appeared in April as Senate
Document 104–26.

A History of the Senate Republican Policy Committee, 1947–1997.—To commemo-
rate the fiftieth anniversaries of the Senate Republican and Democratic Policy Com-
mittees, the Historical Office has prepared narrative histories of the committees,
their members, their staffs, and their impact on legislation in the U.S. Senate. In
June the Government Printing Office published the first of these two volumes. Work
is nearing completion on the companion volume on the Democratic Policy Commit-
tee.

Minutes of the Republican and Democratic Party Conferences, 1903–1964.—In
1992 the Senate’s party leaders agreed to a recommendation of the Advisory Com-
mittee on the Records of Congress that the Historical Office preserve, edit, and pub-
lish the official minutes of each party conference, dating from the start of the twen-
tieth century to a period thirty years before the present. The Office completed work
during 1994 on the minutes of the Senate Democratic Conference covering the years
1903–1964. In 1997, the Office concluded work on a companion volume for the min-
utes of the Republican Conference for the years 1911–1964. Both volumes are now
ready for publication, subject to final approval by the respective conferences.

Oral History Program
The Historical Office opened for scholarly research the transcripts of oral history

interviews with Kelly D. Johnston, former Secretary of the Senate and staff director
of the Senate Republican Policy Committee. A series of interviews with Charles Fer-
ris, former staff director of the Senate Democratic Policy Committee, were also com-
pleted and are being processed. Interviews were also conducted with C. Abbott
Saffold, former Senate Democratic Secretary. The Office continues to work with
other oral history projects, at universities and state historical societies, that are fo-
cused on individual Senators’ careers.

Member Services
‘‘Senate Historical Minutes’’.—At the request of the Senate Democratic Leader, the

historian prepared and delivered a ‘‘Senate Historical Minute’’ at each of thirty Sen-
ate Democratic Conference weekly meetings. These 300-word ‘‘minutes’’ are designed
to enlighten members about significant events and personalities associated with the
Senate’s institutional development. Each ‘‘Minute’’ was subsequently published the
day after its delivery in The Hill newspaper and then collected in a booklet, ‘‘Thirty
Minutes of Senate History,’’ that will be distributed to all Senate offices early in
1998.

‘‘Records Management Handbook for United States Senators and Their Archival
Repositories’’ was updated and extensively revised, particularly those sections deal-
ing with electronic records. The Senate Archivist worked with the National Archives
and the Senate Computer Center to revise this work’s electronic records sections.
This publication will be reissued in 1998.
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Educational Outreach
Since September 1996, the Office has produced a Senate home page feature enti-

tled ‘‘This Month in Senate History.’’ The entries for each month highlight approxi-
mately twenty institutionally significant events that occurred during that month in
Senate history. Starting in May 1997, the Office also produced a brochure contain-
ing the same information, which are provided to Senate offices for distribution to
constituents and other visitors.

Work continued on a series of eight-page brochures (one per state) presenting
brief accounts of how each state has been represented in the Senate and Capitol
since its admission to the Union. Each brochure includes names and service dates
of the state’s former members, significant events and personalities in the joint his-
tories of the state and the Senate, references to state-related works of art in the
Capitol, and suggestions for further reading. Text for thirty-three of these brochures
has been completed and edited, and preliminary text has been drafted for the rest.
Several members’ offices have adapted their states’ text for presentation on their
World Wide Web home pages. During 1998 the Office will complete the remaining
brochures and will work with other Senate offices interested in providing the infor-
mation on the Internet.

As part of the staff seminars conducted under the auspices of the Secretary of the
Senate, Historical Office staff have continued to deliver periodic addresses on var-
ious aspects of the Senate’s history. The Historian discussed ‘‘Housing of the Senate,
1789–1983,’’ and the history of the current Senate chamber. The Associate Historian
spoke on ‘‘The Senate and the Press,’’ and ‘‘Senate Investigations,’’ and offered a
tour of historic Congressional Cemetery. The Assistant Historian addressed ‘‘The
Senate and Treatymaking.’’ The Senate Archivist continued regular seminars for
committee and personal staffs on records management and disposition.
Inaugural Proceedings

The Historical Office once again assisted the Joint Congressional Committee on
Inaugural Ceremonies, providing and reviewing historical information for the Inau-
guration Ceremonies Program. Office staff also participated in a ‘‘chat room’’ con-
ducted by C-SPAN on the Internet, answering questions from the public on the his-
tory of inaugural procedures at the Capitol, and explained the historical role of Con-
gress in the inauguration in a C-SPAN broadcast.
Declassified Records

Presidential Executive Order 12958, ‘‘Classified National Security Information,’’
provides for the automatic declassification, in April 2000, of executive branch-cre-
ated classified national security information that is over twenty-five years old, un-
less it has been reviewed and exempted under one of the several categories provided
for in the order. In 1995, the Senate Archivist located all affected materials among
committee records housed at the Center for Legislative Archives. The project contin-
ued in 1996 as each committee was contacted to obtain approval for declassification
review by specialists who will be working in the National Archives. All committees
with such holdings granted approval during 1997, and work has begun at the Cen-
ter with an initial survey by declassification staff of the records of the Joint Atomic
Energy Committee.
Photographic Collections

In 1997, the Office sought to expand its collection by actively seeking photographs
of former Senators, and by creating a photographic record of historically significant
contemporary Senate events. The photo historian worked closely with the Senate
Curator’s Office to develop a photographic exhibit of the work of Arthur Scott, a
former news photographer, Senate official photographer, and the Senate’s first photo
historian. The exhibit, located in the Capitol building, is seen daily by hundreds of
visitors. An on-line exhibit of select Scott photographs was made available on the
Senate’s World Wide Web home page.

OFFICE OF SENATE CURATOR

The Office of Senate Curator, under the direction of the Senate Commission on
Art, administers the museum programs of the Senate for the Capitol and Senate of-
fice buildings. The Curator and staff suggest acquisitions, provide appropriate ex-
hibits, engage in research, and write and edit publications. In addition, the office
studies, identifies, arranges, protects, preserves, and records the historical collec-
tions of the Senate, including paintings, sculpture, and furnishings, and exercises
supervisory responsibility for those chambers in the Capitol that fall under the ju-
risdiction of the Senate Commission on Art.
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Exhibitions and Publications
The office continued to maintain a series of popular exhibitions on Senate art and

history, as well as assisting the Senate Historical Office with a new exhibit. An ex-
planatory panel was installed for the painting The First Reading of the Emanci-
pation Proclamation as part of a continuing effort to provide educational information
to visitors.

The office coordinated efforts to redesign and standardize the many educational
publications issued by the Secretary of the Senate to the public. Brochures prepared
included The Vice President’s Room, The U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
Senate Art in Stamps, and The Vice Presidential Bust Collection. The staff worked
on a new publication, The United States Congress and Capitol: A Handbook For
Conducting Walking Tours, specifically developed and designed to aid Senate staff
in interpreting the Capitol to their visitors.
Historic Chambers

The Curator’s staff continued to maintain the Old Senate and Old Supreme Court
Chambers, coordinating periodic use of both rooms for special occasions.
Collections: Acquisitions and Management

Several significant works were donated to the Senate collection, including an 1897
sterling silver desk set, a bronze bust of Senator Strom Thurmond by artist Fred-
erick Hart, and 12 boxes of historic Inaugural material. Eighteen sketches detailing
the filming of the movie ‘‘Advise and Consent’’ were acquired, as well as 17 histori-
cal engravings and photographs.

The staff processed 29 loans for the Senate leadership, and continued to loan and
monitor the 455 reproduction prints in the Senate collection. The reorganization of
the vice presidential bust collection in chronological order was completed.
Conservation and Restoration

Several significant paintings and frames received conservation treatment, includ-
ing The Electoral Commission of 1877, Leiv Eiriksson Discovers America, Daniel
Webster, and four historical paintings of Revolutionary War scenes by American art-
ist John Blake White. Five marble busts in the Old Supreme Court Chamber re-
ceived conservation, and an historic sideboard in the collection was restored. New
exhibit cases were installed to protect the two Native American sculptures on the
third floor of the Capitol from further damage.

A ‘‘Furniture Conservation Survey Report’’ was completed by an independent con-
sultant for the Senate’s collection of historic furnishings and decorative arts; it docu-
ments the current condition of these works and provides long-term recommenda-
tions for the care of the objects.
Collaborations, Educational Programs, Events

The staff supported the Senate’s seminar program by presenting four new lectures
and assisting with others. At the direction of the Senate Committee on Rules and
Administration the office worked on refurbishing three Senate courtyard rooms. The
staff assisted the Joint Congressional Committee on Inaugural Ceremonies in a va-
riety of capacities.
Automation

The Curator’s home page on the Internet was substantially expanded and as a
result, the site saw an eightfold increase in hits. The office assisted in designing
and posting a virtual tour of the Senate using Quick Time Virtual Reality (QTVR)
technology, and work began on a new interactive exhibition.
Objectives For 1998

Conservation concerns continue to be a priority, with plans to conserve various
marble sculptures. Two new exhibitions are scheduled, along with identification la-
bels for all works of art, and small explanatory pylons for several historic rooms.
Progress will continue on the long-planned Guide to Senate Fine Arts. Work will
proceed on a comprehensive disaster preparedness, management, and response plan
for the Senate collection. A collections management and care policy will be estab-
lished, and a training manual produced. Plans and projects will be developed for the
year 2000 to celebrate the 200th anniversary of the first meeting of Congress in the
Capitol.

SENATE PAGE SCHOOL

The Senate Page School serves all appointed Senate pages. It exists to provide a
smooth transition from and to the students’ home school, providing students with
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a sound program, both academically and experientially during their stay in the na-
tion’s capital, within the limits of the constraints imposed by their work situation.

Schedule
The Senate recess provided the Page School with the opportunity to offer addi-

tional instructional time during the months of October through January. Normally,
school is conducted between the hours of 6:15–9:45 A.M. unless the Senate convenes
early. When the Senate convenes early, the school day is then shortened. For the
three months of recess, school was conducted from 7:15–11:30 A.M. Additionally,
school was in session on two Saturdays for educational field trips to extend the
learning experience.

Field Trips/Speakers
Field trips were taken to Mount Vernon, the White House, the National Aquarium

and the Museum of Art in Baltimore, the Museum of Art, the National Zoo, Inde-
pendence Hall and the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia, Longwood Gardens and the
Hagley Museum, the Folger Shakespeare Library, the Manassas Battlefield, Wil-
liamsburg, and the National Archives. Students attended performances of ‘‘The Cru-
cible’’ at the Theatre on the Hill in Christ Church, ‘‘Paper Moon’’ at Ford’s Theatre,
and ‘‘The Nutcracker’’ at the Warner Theater.

Speakers included ROTC recruiters who provided for interested students informa-
tion about educational opportunities available through the military, and an admis-
sions officer at the College of William and Mary discussed the college admissions
process.

Multi-media/Textbooks
CD’s of ‘‘The Crucible’’ and ‘‘The Scarlet Letter,’’ which are studied as a part of

the American Literature curriculum, were purchased. The color printer was also in-
stalled. A larger CD tower which will allow for greater networking has been or-
dered. Additionally, all school computers were upgraded to Windows 95.

Copies of ‘‘Robert’s Rules of Order’’ were ordered to prepare students to more ef-
fectively utilize the Student Council. All other texts were reviewed and deemed ap-
propriate for continued use.

Testing/Courses/Instructors
A PSAT preparation course was presented to all students this fall by staff and

the PSAT was administered on the national testing date. Foreign language tutors
worked with students in the areas of French, Spanish, German, Russian, and Japa-
nese. The Page School staff remained the same as in the previous year. The four
teachers, Lynne Sacks (English), Michael Bowers (social studies), Stephen
Perencevich (mathematics), and Duncan Forbes (science) taught a combination of
eleven courses this year, and all continue to be effective teachers. Janice Yocco, the
secretary, provides excellent support and service to the principal, the staff, and stu-
dents. Ms. Sacks and Mr. Forbes are pursuing advanced degrees and are enrolled
in graduate courses. Also, Ms. Sacks was the recipient of a National Endowment
for the Humanities (NEH) grant last summer and did an independent study as a
result. All staff participated in extensive computer training offered by the Senate
Computer Center.

Facility
The facility continues to be in fine shape. Built-in office furniture and cabinets

for the school office were installed in November. These new furnishings provide stor-
age, are more professional in appearance, and create a safer work environment be-
cause there are no exposed cords.

Summary of Plans

Schedule
Students completed their semester curriculum and the closing ceremony was con-

ducted on January 23, 1998, the last day of school for the semester. Orientation and
course scheduling for the second semester pages was conducted on Monday, January
26, 1998.

Needs of the incoming students will determine the second semester schedule. Su-
pervised study exists for pages attending Page School less than a semester. Ex-
tended day schedules, tutoring by teachers on an as-needed basis, and individual-
ized small group instruction will continue. These various strategies will provide for
the delivery of the curriculum.
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Field Trips/Speakers
Field trips to the Newseum and Harpers Ferry are planned for the second semes-

ter. The focus is on historic and political significance. College visits are incorporated
where possible as a critical component of the junior year curriculum. Other field
trips will be added as time permits.
Multi-Media/Textbooks

Each year a review is conducted in all subjects to determine which, if any, text-
books need to be replaced. Software will be reviewed and new requests will be inves-
tigated. Bulletin boards and new sturdy computer workstations have been re-
quested. Twelve new Compaq Deskpro 4000 computers and six HP printers will be
installed in mid February.
Testing/Courses/Instructors

Staff development opportunities have been explored and Duncan Forbes will be
attending an Advanced Placement Seminar on Chemistry next summer. Kathryn
Weeden, the principal, is planning to attend a leadership academy presented by the
National Association of Secondary School Principals in July. Foreign language tu-
tors will accommodate the needs of the incoming pages. It is predicted that we will
maintain the services of the French, Spanish, Russian, and German tutors and will
add a Latin tutor as we become aware of foreign language needs in the next page
class.
Evaluation

The Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools sent a team of evaluators
to visit the Page School December 3–5, 1997. An extensive self study was conducted
by the Page School staff prior to the visit. The report from the association will be
received by the end of February. Upon receipt, the report will be read and assessed,
and plans will be made to facilitate any recommendations deemed critical to the im-
provement of the school.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT

The Department of Information Systems provides technical and user support for
the Office of the Secretary of the Senate. Information Systems staff also work close-
ly with the Senate Sergeant at Arms and the Government Printing Office on tech-
nical issues and joint projects. In late 1997 the Information Systems Department
was abolished and the computer support staff were transferred to the Assistant Sec-
retary’s office.
Mission Evaluation and Staffing Changes

The authorized staff level for computer support is four—one supervisor and 3 PC/
LAN specialists. The staff level dropped from five to four when the PC/LAN special-
ist assigned full-time to the Office of Public Records was assigned to that depart-
ment permanently. In 1997 the Secretary’s Office continued to replace nonstandard
systems with Senate-standard technologies, the objective being to rely more on the
technology support contracts of the Sergeant at Arms.
Upgrades and Installations

The Secretary’s Office is moving from the unsupported Novell platform to Senate-
standard Windows NT. In 1997 a new server was purchased for the Secretary’s LAN
and it was installed with the Windows NT Server 4.0 operating system. New Pen-
tium computers and HP printers were purchased for staff in all departments. The
new PC’s with Windows 95 and the Corel WordPerfect 8 Office Suite were installed
for all legislative and Floor staff and configured to connect to the NT server. New
PC’s have been installed in the Offices of the Secretary and Assistant Secretary, the
Office of Human Resources, the Office of the Chief Counsel for Employment, the
Page School, and the Office of Public Records. A schedule has been established to
complete the PC installations and the migration of the rest of the departments on
the Secretary’s Novell LAN to the NT server by the end of June. The installation
of the new PC’s in the Disbursing Office and the upgrade of the Stationery Room
and Gift Shop computer systems are proceeding in coordination with the FMIS of-
fice.

In addition, several items were purchased to assist departments with their indi-
vidual missions. Two scanners were purchased, one for the Historian, who needs to
scan images, and one for the Executive Clerk, who needs to scan the text of nomina-
tions; two color laser printers, one for the LIS project and one for the Curator; and
a variety of high-end graphics items were purchased for the Curator to produce
kiosk exhibits, including a new Macintosh system.
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Office Automation Improvements
The installation of new workstations for the legislative staff presented an oppor-

tunity to review and improve some of the existing workflow processes. This is par-
ticularly true of the Enrolling Clerk’s office, where the Clerks previously had to log
off the network to work on bills in XyWrite and where backups were stored on 90
megabyte Bernoulli disks. The new workstation configuration allows them to access
XyWrite from Windows 95 and the Bernoulli drives were replaced by 1 gigabyte Jaz
Drives. In addition, the Enrolling Clerk used to retrieve the electronic file of a Bill
from GPO via a gateway PC running DOS scripts. An FTP solution was installed
which is faster and more reliable. This FTP solution has proved to be very success-
ful and will soon replace the GPO gateway used by other legislative staff to send
Congressional Record material to GPO.

The Journal Clerk’s operation has been reviewed and will be reworked to provide
more functionality while retaining control over the Journal document. Currently in-
formation is pulled from the Congressional Record and a series of WordPerfect 5.2
macros translate GPO’s microcomp bell codes to WordPerfect formatting codes. The
formatting process will be reworked to use the features of WordPerfect 8 to replace
the outdated macros.
Year 2000 Compliance

A complete inventory of all software and hardware in use in the Secretary’s Office
is being compiled as new PC’s are installed in each department. An initial assess-
ment of the inventory as it relates to Year 2000 compliance has been completed.

Most of the computer hardware in the Secretary’s Office is Year 2000 compliant.
The possible exceptions are some Compaq 386 machines which are being used as
gateways. The low-end Pentiums being swapped-out during the migration this
Spring will replace the 386’s.

The major projects underway in the Senate (LIS, FMIS, and HRIS) will replace
many of the currently non-compliant software systems in the Secretary’s Office.
There remain some commercial off-the-shelf packages and internally-developed ap-
plications are being evaluated for Year 2000 compliance. In many cases vendors
have verbally assured us that their software is compliant, but the Secretary’s Office
is obtaining written assurance from these companies.

INTERPARLIAMENTARY SERVICES—TRIPS IN 1997

May 16–18—Mexico-U.S. Interparliamentary Group; Santa Fe, New Mexico;
Chairman: Senator Hutchison; Vice Chairman: Senator Dodd. (Senators Hutchison,
Hatch, Shelby, and McCain).

May 27–June 1—North Atlantic Assembly—Spring Meeting; Luxembourg, Luxem-
bourg; Chairman: Senator Roth; Vice Chairman: Senator Biden. (Senators Roth and
Hatch).

June 27–July 2—Codel Murkowski; Hong Kong—Handover Ceremonies. (Senators
Murkowski, Glenn, McConnell, Robb, Feinstein, and Thomas).

June 28–July 5—Codel Lott; Scotland, England, Belgium, Hungary, Bosnia-
Herzegovina. (Senators Lott, Hollings, Coats, Lieberman, DeWine, Frist, and Hagel).

July 5–9—Senate NATO Observer Group; Czech Republic and Spain; Chairman:
Senator Roth; Co-Chairman: Senator Biden. (Senators Roth, Biden, Mikulski, and
Smith).

August 24–31—British-American Parliamentary Group; London and York, United
Kingdom; Chairman: Senator Stevens; Vice Chairman: Senator Byrd. (Senators Ste-
vens, Byrd, Sarbanes, Cochran, Gorton, Bryan, Hutchison, and Roberts).

September 11–15—Canada-U.S. Interparliamentary Group; Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island, Canada; Chairman: Senator Murkowski; Vice Chairman:
Senator Murray. (Senators Murkowski, Murray, Sarbanes, Grassley, Coats, Akaka,
DeWine, and Enzi).

October 9–17—North Atlantic Assembly—Fall Meeting; Bucharest, Romania—
Stops also in Estonia and Germany; Chairman: Senator Roth; Vice Chairman: Sen-
ator Biden. (Senators Roth and Bennett).

Nov. 30–Dec. 11—Global Climate Change Conference; Kyoto, Japan; Chairman:
Senator Hagel. (Senators Hagel, Chafee, Baucus, Kerry, Lieberman, and Enzi).

INTERPARLIAMENTARY SERVICES: OFFICIAL FOREIGN VISITORS IN 1997

January 14—Mr. Chee Heung Chor, Member of Parliament of Malaysia (1)
February 4—Delegation of Russian Legislators (4)
February 10—Mr. Vukasin Obradovic, Editor-in-Chief of newspaper in Serbia (1)
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March 11—Secretary General of Mongolian Parliament and Delegation (6)
March 11—His Excellency Mohammed Hosni Mubarak, President of the Arab Re-

public of Egypt (7)
April 3—Members of Parliament of South Africa (8)
April 3—Members of Parliament of Tajikistan (6)
April 8—The Right Honorable Jean Chretien, Prime Minister of Canada (6)
April 8—Canadian Chairmen of Canada-U.S. Interparliamentary Group (2)
April 11—Ms. Wan-chen Chen, Member of Parliament of Taiwan (1)
April 15—Mr. Jose Luis Torres-Ortega, Member of Parliament of Mexico (1)
April 25—His Excellency Ryutaro Hashimoto, Prime Minister of Japan (8)
April 28—Members of Parliament participating in USIA Multi-Regional Project

(12)
April 29—Delegation of Hong Kong Legislative Council Members (8)
April 29—Her Excellency Qian Qichen, Foreign Minister of China (12)
May 1—His Excellency Jose M. Aznar, President of Spain (5)
May 13—His Excellency Vaclav Havel, President of the Czech Republic (7)
May 14—Members of Parliament, Senate of Italy (7)
June 3—Members of Parliament, Near Eastern Arabic-Speaking Countries (5)
June 18—His Excellency Armando Calderon Sol, President of El Salvador (5)
June 19—Speaker and Clerk of Malawi National Assembly (2)
June 24—Defense and security analysts from Former Soviet Union and China (19)
June 26—His Excellency John Howard, MP, Prime Minister of Australia (7)
July 14—Deputy Principal Clerk, Senate of Canada (1)
July 16—Deputy Clerk of Legislative Assembly of Victoria, Australia (1)
July 17—His Excellency Eduard Shevardnadze, President of Georgia (10)
July 24—His Excellency Prof. Dr. Roman Herzog, Federal President of the Fed-

eral Republic of Germany (9)
July 28—Delegation of National Assembly Members of the Republic of Korea (5)
August 8—Members of Parliament, Taiwan Senate (11)
September 9—Members of Parliament, French Senate (8)
September 10—Delegation of Hong Kong Officials (6)
September 18—His Excellency Yaakov Neeman, Minister of Finance of Israel (6)
September 19—General Secretary of the Scottish Labor Party (1)
September 23—Delegation of European Parliament Members (11)
September 30—His Excellency Laszlo Kovacs, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Hun-

gary; His Excellency Dariusz Rosati, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Poland; Mr.
Karel Kovanda, Deputy Foreign Minister of the Czech Republic (14)

October 6—Delegation of Japanese Diet Members (8)
October 6—Chief of Staff of Parliament, Republic of Georgia (3)
October 8—His Excellency Ezer Weizman, President of the State of Israel (9)
October 9—Delegation from Santa Domingo (51)
October 30—His Excellency Jiang Zemin, President of the People’s Republic of

China (23)
November 10—Delegation of Japanese Diet Officials (21)
November 12—Members of Parliament of Turkey (3)
December 4—President of National Council of Slovenia (1)
December 4—Delegation of Kuwaiti Junior Diplomats (15)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STUART F. BALDERSON

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to present to your Committee, the
Budget of the United States Senate for fiscal year 1999.

Mr. Chairman, the fiscal year 1999 budget estimates for the Senate have been in-
cluded in the Budget of the United States Government for fiscal year 1999. This
Budget has been developed in accordance with requests and proposals submitted by
the various offices and functions of the Senate. The total budget estimates for the
Senate are $527,292,000, which reflect an increase of $23,855,000, or 4.74 percent
over the amount appropriated for fiscal year 1998 and does not reflect any adjust-
ments to these estimates which may be presented to your Committee during these
hearings. The total appropriations for the Senate for fiscal year 1998 are
$503,437,000. An individual analysis of the budget estimates for all functions and
offices has been included in the Senate Budget Book, previously provided to your
Committee.

The budget estimates for fiscal year 1999 are divided into three major categories
as follows:
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Senate Items .......................................................................................... $84,582,000
Contingent Expense Items .................................................................... 397,410,000
Joint Items of the Senate ...................................................................... 45,300,000

Specifically, Mr. Chairman, the increase for fiscal year 1999 over the fiscal year
1998 enacted levels is a result of: (1) $13,068,624 increase in the budget estimate
for Senators’ Official Personnel and Office Expense Account to fully fund the allow-
ances which are under-funded as a result of the consolidation of population cat-
egories, increases in the populations of various states, and the increase in the Legis-
lative Assistance Allowance authorized in the Legislative Branch Appropriations
Act, 1993, and increases in the Official Office Expense Allowance to incorporate the
allowance for franked mail expenses authorized by the Legislative Branch Appro-
priations Act, 1998; (2) $5,680,500 for the anticipated 3.1 percent cost of living in-
crease for fiscal year 1999, and the annualization costs of the fiscal year 1998 cost
of living adjustment; (3) $1,755,376 for personnel adjustments other than the cost
of living, attributable primarily to the budget request of the Sergeant at Arms
(which was offset by a reduction in administrative expenses), the budget request of
the Capitol Police, including $1,270,000 for pay differentials and $104,000 for Cap-
itol Police comparability increases, and the reduction in the budget request for Ex-
penses of Inquiries and Investigations; (4) $3,697,500 increase in agency contribu-
tions applicable to the cost of living adjustments and other personnel increase re-
quests; (5) $347,000 decrease in non-payroll expense requests, attributable primarily
to a decrease in the budget request for the Sergeant at Arms.

Mr. Chairman, I submit for the consideration of your Committee, the Budget of
the United States Senate for fiscal year 1999.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Question. When will the Senate be able to produce auditable financial statements?
Answer. The first auditable financial statements will be for fiscal year 2000. Dur-

ing fiscal year 1999, the Disbursing Office will install the new Senate general ledger
and procurement systems, convert to obligation- and accrual-basis accounting, and
conform back office policies and procedures as the first phase of FMIS. The next
phase will incorporate other modules of an integrated system necessary to produce
financial statements, such as a fixed asset module which will enable determination
of the cost basis and depreciation schedule of assets to be capitalized on the balance
sheet of the Senate.

Question. Please update the Committee on the status of the appointment of a new
Comptroller General of the United States.

Answer. The Comptroller General is appointed to a 15-year term by the President,
with the advice and consent of the Senate. Because the General Accounting Office,
which the Comptroller General heads, exists primarily to provide research, review,
and analysis for Congress, the applicable statute, 31 U.S.C. 703, establishes a bi-
cameral commission to recommend three or more individuals to the President for
appointment. I am assisting the Majority Leader in his capacity as chairman of the
commission. The commission has carefully reviewed the qualifications of a large
field of candidates, and, on January 22, 1998, recommended three individuals to the
President. All three are highly-qualified and are supported by a majority of the com-
mission. To date, the President has not acted on the commission’s recommendation.

Question. The Secretary’s testimony indicates that some statutory changes may be
required to modify the way in which expense categories for Senators are prepared
in order to convert to an OMB object classification. Are there any other changes of
this type which may be required in order to implement FMIS? When do you expect
to submit recommendations?

Answer. At this point, the system design and requirements and the project plan
for FMIS are not ready. When a draft project plan is ready, we will prepare a list
of statutes and practices of the Senate that could be reviewed in connection with
the FMIS implementation, whether to meet current federal financial accounting
standards or to facilitate use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software. That list
will be transmitted to your Committee and to the Committee on Rules and Adminis-
tration. Close consultation with both Committees will lead to recommendations as
to whether the Senate should consider changing existing statutes or practices, or
should modify the project plan.

Question. In your testimony you mention that succession planning will be impor-
tant for your office to fulfill its constitutional responsibilities in the future. Do you
have a plan? Does your fiscal year 1999 budget request include any funds for your
succession planning? If so, how much? What will this cost in future years?
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Answer. The fiscal year 1999 budget request for the Office of the Secretary does
not include any funds specifically for succession planning. We have, however, re-
quested authorization for up to fifteen new positions, primarily in the Disbursing
Office to implement FMIS, but partly to plan for succession in selected departments.
To the extent possible, the costs of these new positions will be absorbed within the
requested budget. The basic plan is to ensure that each department, and particu-
larly the thirteen in which the department head is already eligible to retire, is
staffed with one and preferably two individuals who have the institutional knowl-
edge, skills, and abilities required to assume the responsibilities of the department
head; in many cases, to acquire such knowledge, skills and abilities takes several
years of on-the-job training and experience. To that end, we are promoting from
within as much as possible, and we are selecting highly-qualified new hires who are
committed to the Senate as a career. We are also studying other employee develop-
ment and progression alternatives with a view toward developing generalists in the
legislative departments who could be capable of succeeding more than one depart-
ment head. Succession planning will impact future years’ budgets in that staffing
requirements in some departments will be determined by both the immediate work-
load and the need to ensure that one or two individuals are trained to assume the
department head position.

Question. What is the status of S. 1508, the Visitor Center legislation? What is
the House’s position?

Answer. The Capitol Visitor Center Authorization Act has been introduced as
H.R. 20 by Representative John Mica, and as S. 1508 by Majority Leader Trent
Lott, Democratic Leader Thomas Daschle, and Chairman John Warner of the Com-
mittee on Rules and Administration. S. 1508 is now before the Rules Committee.
H.R. 20 was the subject of a hearing before the House Transportation and Infra-
structure Subcommittee on Public Buildings and Economic Development on May 22,
1997, at which witnesses from inside and outside Congress all agreed on the need
for the visitor center.

While both the House and Senate bills contemplate that the capital construction
costs (including the initial furnishing and equipping) will be provided by the exist-
ing Capitol Preservation Fund, and by additional private fund-raising overseen by
the appropriate House and Senate committees, questions continue to be raised con-
cerning the Capitol Visitor Center’s follow-on costs, including care, maintenance,
staffing, and educational programs. In the successful effort to eliminate the federal
budget deficit, Congress has set the example by holding the line on Legislative
Branch appropriations. Accordingly, there may be some reluctance to proceed with
the project if to do so would incur substantial operating expenses with long-term
impact on the Legislative Branch budget. Both H.R. 20 and S. 1508 take this con-
cern into account by providing that the Capitol Visitor Center will not become a new
item in the Legislative Branch appropriations. Rather, a new account for visitor cen-
ter revenues and expenses is to be established, separate from the existing House,
Senate, and joint item accounts. The visitor center will produce substantial revenue
from retail operations serving the public, specifically restaurants and a sales shop,
and a preliminary assessment by the Architect of the Capitol indicates that those
revenues, estimated conservatively, will more than offset operating expenses. More-
over, the visitor center is a vital part of the Capitol Police Board’s long-term plans
for the security of the Capitol Building and Grounds. If it is not constructed, post-
2000 expenditures for security, which must be funded from Legislative Branch ap-
propriations, will be significantly higher than amounts reflected in the fiscal year
1999 appropriations bills.

To resolve these questions, last October, Chairman Walsh of the Legislative
Branch subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropriations, recommended the
hiring of an independent consultant to prepare a detailed evaluation of the full costs
of the Capitol Visitor Center project, considering all relevant matters including the
costs of operating the center as intended, the projected revenues from retail oper-
ations, and the costs and benefits of integrating the security plans. I am advised
that the Senate Rules Committee, concurring with Chairman Walsh and in order
to expedite the overall project, intends to contract for the study from the Senate con-
tingent fund, possibly before the end of March 1998.

Question. Congratulations on your progress with LIS. It is a system which will
be very useful for the Senate far into the future. Given that it is relatively new and
you are continually making significant improvements, what efforts are being taken
to keep staff informed about developments with this new resource?

Answer. Thank you for your complimentary remarks. LIS is one the very most
important technological innovations in the history of the Senate. When the system
is fully implemented and its capabilities are fully known on the part of Senate staff,
LIS will be an extremely valuable tool to virtually every individual staff member
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who has legislative responsibilities. The Office of the Secretary is, therefore, build-
ing upon and expanding its efforts to fully inform the entire Senate community of
the LIS features and capabilities. We are also making special efforts to publicize
new developments in the system.

One such effort is to conduct surveys, which serve the dual purposes of informing
Senate staff of available features and assessing user needs. About half of all Senate
offices participated in the most recent survey, with detailed responses coming from
legislative directors, legislative assistants, legislative correspondents, research as-
sistants, and others. The responses clearly confirm that the ability to retrieve infor-
mation on-line is a significant requirement for Senate staff to carry out their duties,
as two-thirds of respondents use the existing services multiple times each day and
virtually all do so at least several times a week. The survey asked detailed ques-
tions about the types of legislative information that offices need on-line. Nearly all
respondents say that they ‘‘always need’’ or ‘‘often need’’ summaries and analyses
of legislation, votes taken, and legislative status and calendar information. Most in-
dicate that they ‘‘always’’ or ‘‘often’’ need full texts of legislation, full texts of reports,
full texts of the Record, member statements in the Record, and news articles.

The survey further found that the existing LIS, even with its limited capabilities
at this stage of development, is used by 87 percent of respondents—a far higher
usage rate than for any commercial source. Asked for one preferred source of on-
line legislative information, more respondents indicated LIS than the combined re-
sponses favoring the three commercial sources in use in the Senate (Lexis-Nexis,
CQ/Westlaw, Legi-Slate). The reasons given for preferring LIS included ‘‘easy use,’’
‘‘quick response time,’’ ‘‘has the information I require,’’ and ‘‘the search system does
what I need.’’

In another effort to promote LIS, the Project Office has prepared an LIS brochure,
describing the system services that are currently available. The brochures have been
distributed to all Senator and Committee offices, the cloakrooms, and the Demo-
cratic and Republican Policy Committees, and are also available at convenient sites
such as the Copy Center. The Project Office has also circulated ‘‘Quick Cards’’ that
briefly and conveniently instruct how to access the Amendment Tracking System,
Committee Scheduling Information, and Vote Information. An innovation still in
progress is an electronic mailing list, to be used to inform staff of new developments
and upgrades to LIS, and also inform staff of scheduled training classes.

Training classes, a function of the Project Office and the Senate Computer Center,
provide instruction geared to Senate staff at all levels. Attendees receive LIS train-
ing materials and reference manuals that they may retain as information sources
for use by the entire staff in their offices.

Because of the critical importance of LIS, the Office of the Secretary is adding two
staff positions to focus on LIS communications, education and training.

Finally, and in addition to all of the organized efforts, I will continue to brief Sen-
ators personally concerning the progress of LIS, and will be pleased to arrange LIS
demonstrations for Senators.

Question. $5 million of fiscal year 1997 funds were provided for LIS to remain
available until September 30, 2000. How much of those funds have been obligated
to date?

Answer. $3,051,903. The total obligations for LIS to date are $4,104,000. In fiscal
year 1997, however, $1,052,917 was obligated and expended for LIS from other ap-
propriations to the Office of the Secretary, with the Committee’s approval. The use
of other available funds in fiscal year 1997 reflected an effort to minimize any possi-
bility that we may have to request additional appropriations earmarked for LIS be-
fore the system is implemented.

Question. $7 million of fiscal year 1992 funds were provided for FMIS to remain
available until September 30, 2000. How much of those funds have been obligated
to date?

Answer. $204,574; however, new contract terms awaiting finalization will imme-
diately obligate an additional $536,000.

Question. Last year this Committee questioned whether the Office of Reporters of
Debate and Captioning Services would be consolidated. Have you taken any action
in that regard?

Answer. Consolidation of the Official Reporters and the Captioners was consid-
ered by my predecessor, but no action was taken. It is my feeling that any possible
consolidation of these two departments should be considered in conjunction with the
new technologies that are appearing on the fairly short-term horizon. Technological
change that allows for continuous speech recognition holds out the prospect of revo-
lutionizing the way in which the Record is produced. For the present, it seems that
the most appropriate course is to defer any permanent restructuring of the reporting
function while we monitor progress in the technologies.
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CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

STATEMENT OF JUNE E. O’NEILL, PH.D., DIRECTOR

ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES BLUM, DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Senator BENNETT. Our third witness is Dr. June O’Neill, Director
of the Congressional Budget Office.

Dr. O’Neill, we welcome you here today. We appreciate your pa-
tience, and apologize for the interruption in the hearing because of
the vote. But we are delighted you are here and look forward to
your testimony.

Dr. O’NEILL. I am certainly very pleased to be here today, Mr.
Chairman. And James Blum, who is our Deputy Director, is ap-
pearing with me.

I will move straight to a summary of our budget request for fiscal
year 1999 and submit my formal statement for the record, if that
is all right.

Senator BENNETT. Absolutely.
Dr. O’NEILL. We have also brought today copies of our annual re-

port on the economic and budget outlook and our annual report on
our activities for 1997. I brought those for the committee members.

Senator BENNETT. Do you agree we are going to have a balanced,
unified budget this year?

Dr. O’NEILL. Well, it certainly looks like that.
Senator BENNETT. OK. The President is busy spending it.
Dr. O’NEILL. It is always a problem, I guess, when you see that

success is at hand.
Senator BENNETT. This is the nice way to be a politician, when

you have a little money to spend.

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE’S FISCAL YEAR 1999 REQUEST

Dr. O’NEILL. Our budget request for fiscal year 1999 is $25.9 mil-
lion. And that allows for a net increase of 4.6 percent, or $1.1 mil-
lion, over our fiscal year 1998 appropriation. Personnel costs ac-
count for 85 percent of the total CBO budget, and they are driving
our requests. Nearly 96 percent of the approximate $1.5 million in
gross cost increases facing CBO in fiscal year 1999 are increases
associated with pay and benefits.

In order to offset the pay and benefit increase that we anticipate,
CBO has reduced other parts of its budget. We have been able to
absorb more than 20 percent of the personnel cost increases, pri-
marily by cutting spending for automated data processing [ADP]
equipment. And we have cut that spending by $305,000, which is
close to a 13-percent reduction in ADP. Our request funds our staff
ceiling of 232 full-time equivalent positions. And we are not asking
for any additional positions.
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Although CBO should be able to maintain its current workload
with the funds requested here, the agency does confront several un-
certainties in fiscal year 1999. And I will briefly point those out.

AREAS OF CONCERN SURROUNDING THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
OFFICE’S BUDGET REQUEST

A principal concern is our ability to offer the salaries and bene-
fits needed to remain competitive in today’s tight labor market. The
current job market compels CBO and other employers to worry
about both the recruitment of new workers and the retention of
current employees. The problem is particularly acute at CBO, be-
cause our work requires a staff of economists and other quan-
titatively skilled professionals, all of whom are in particularly high
demand right now. Newly minted economists now command sur-
prisingly high salaries. Recruitment has become time consuming
and often very frustrating as more and more often we lose qualified
people to employers who can sometimes pay as much as 50 percent
more in compensation.

The difficulty of attracting new staff has added to pressure to re-
tain our experienced employees. Retention, however, has also be-
come more difficult as our experienced analysts have become the
focus of other employers’ recruiting efforts. In the past few months,
for example, CBO has lost three of its managers to more senior and
higher-paying positions.

We are not suggesting that because of our turnover rates we de-
serve extraordinary consideration. Nevertheless, we operate under
something of a disadvantage compared with other Federal employ-
ers who are able to provide locality pay increases and give lump-
sum bonuses to attract and retain exceptional workers. Given those
circumstances, I believe CBO’s merit pay request for fiscal year
1999 is critical to our remaining competitive in the employment
market.

A further concern for CBO is the uncertain costs associated with
relocating important ADP systems. At present, CBO relies on the
mainframe computer of House Information Resources [HIR] to run
its budget data base applications. However, the HIR mainframe is
slated to be retired, and CBO, along with other users, will have to
make other arrangements. HIR and its mainframe computer have
provided excellent service. Our challenge is to duplicate, as closely
as possible with a new vendor, the service we currently receive
from HIR.

We do not yet have a firm estimate of how much it will cost to
evaluate our options for moving CBO’s systems or to prepare for
the transition; both types of costs are likely to occur in fiscal year
1999. Our request includes $100,000 for those purposes, although
that could prove to be a conservative estimate.

CONCLUSION

CBO is keenly aware of the Congress’ intention to restrain Fed-
eral spending, including that in the legislative branch. In response,
CBO’s recent budget requests have been quite modest, with re-
quested increases usually less than the projected rate of inflation.
Our present request is our best estimate of the amount we need to
provide our current level of services. We try to be prudent, and we
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plan to absorb over 20 percent of our mandatory pay and benefit
increases through reductions in other parts of our budget. We be-
lieve, however, that our requested increase of 4.6 percent is nec-
essary if we are to continue to serve the Congress in the manner
it has come to expect.

PREPARED STATEMENT AND ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I will be happy to answer any
questions you may have.

[The information follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUNE E. O’NEILL

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to present the
fiscal year 1999 budget request for the Congressional Budget Office (CBO). The mis-
sion of CBO is to provide the Congress with the objective, timely, nonpartisan analy-
sis it needs for economic and budget decisions, and the information and estimates
required for the Congressional budget process. CBO does not make policy rec-
ommendations; instead, it presents the Congress with options and alternatives in
a wide range of subject areas, all of which have economic and budgetary impacts.

Our fiscal year 1999 request is for $25,938,000, an increase of 4.6 percent, or $1.1
million, over our fiscal year 1998 appropriation of $24,797,000. The level of funding
we are requesting would support 232 full-time-equivalent positions (FTE’s), our cur-
rent staff ceiling. No additional staff are requested. The 1999 request includes a 7
percent increase in spending for personnel, which comprises 85 percent of CBO’s
budget. That increase is partially offset by a 13 percent drop in spending for auto-
mated data processing (ADP), updates to computer systems, and data purchases.
Administrative spending increases by 3 percent in our budget, about the same rate
as inflation.

Although the amount we are requesting is our best estimate of the resources
needed to maintain CBO’s current level of services, we are aware of some uncertain-
ties that could affect our resource needs. CBO’s experience with hiring during the
past year has heightened our concern about being able to offer the salaries and ben-
efits necessary for us to remain competitive in the job market. CBO is also facing
the relocation of important data processing systems, at an unknown cost, as the
House moves to eliminate its mainframe computer by 2000. In addition, the Con-
gress continues to consider expanding the private-sector mandate provisions of the
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995, which could increase CBO’s duties under
the act.

Before discussing our fiscal year 1999 request—and the uncertainties surrounding
it—in more detail, I would like to talk a moment about the state of the federal budg-
et and CBO’s budget estimates, which may have caused some Congressional con-
cerns last year. I would also like to tell you about CBO’s Web site, launched last
September, which should help us meet the demand on Capitol Hill for more imme-
diate access to our information.

BUDGET DEFICIT OUTLOOK AND RECENT CBO ESTIMATES

The federal budget deficit narrowed significantly in fiscal year 1997, and the
budget outlook for the baseline projection period through 2008 now appears quite
bright. Unfortunately, those favorable developments were not foreseen early in 1997
either by CBO’s estimators or by other forecasters in the government or the private
sector.
The Economic and Budget Outlook

On January 28, at a hearing before the Senate Budget Committee, the Congres-
sional Budget Office released the first volume in its series of annual reports to the
Congress, ‘‘The Economic and Budget Outlook: Fiscal Years 1999–2008.’’ CBO
projects single-digit deficits for fiscal years 1998, 1999, and 2000, followed by a
small surplus in 2001 and growing surpluses through 2008. Continued good news
about the economy and other factors that affect revenues and spending are respon-
sible for the further improvement in the budget outlook since CBO’s last baseline
report in September 1997.

However, as CBO pointed out in its September report, there are three reasons to
be cautious about the current bright outlook for the next 10 years. First, the eco-
nomic and other assumptions underlying CBO’s baseline could prove to be too opti-
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mistic. For several years, the economy has performed better and budget outcomes
have been more favorable than CBO and other forecasters anticipated. But the next
few years could mirror the early 1990’s, a period in which the economic and budget
outlook sharply deteriorated. For example, a significant worsening of the Asian cri-
sis could slow economic growth in the United States to a greater degree than CBO
now expects.

Second, CBO’s baseline projections assume that the Congress and the President
will comply with the provisions of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997. The caps on
discretionary spending called for by the act require that appropriations in 2002 be
held to a level about 10 percent below the level needed to keep pace with anticipated
inflation between now and 2002. Between 1990 and 1997, total discretionary spend-
ing dropped by 12 percent in real terms, with real increases in nondefense appro-
priations offset by substantial cuts in defense spending. Cuts of that kind are un-
likely to be repeated in the coming years. Indeed, over the next five years, it seems
inevitable that pressures for additional discretionary spending will arise, making it
difficult to adhere to the budget agreement.

A third reason for caution is that a problem still looms beyond the 10-year horizon
because of the retirement of the baby-boom population and the continued growth ex-
pected in the costs per beneficiary of federal health programs for the elderly. Legis-
lation to constrain Social Security and Medicare spending to sustainable levels is
required to prevent spiraling deficits in the next century.

Compounding the problem for policymakers, who must rely on specific budget pro-
jections, is the volatility of federal spending and revenues. As recent experience has
vividly demonstrated, projecting federal revenues and spending accurately is a dif-
ficult job, even in the current fiscal year.
Recent CBO Estimates

Last year at this time, CBO estimated that the 1997 deficit would be $124 billion.
The actual deficit was only $22 billion. Although that outcome was good news for
the budget, budget estimators, including those at CBO, were surprised by the turn
of events.

Three major factors contributed to the lower-than-estimated deficit in 1997. First,
the economy performed much better than expected, raising the level of taxable in-
come as measured by the government’s national income and product accounts. Sec-
ond, a soaring stock market also expanded the tax base through increased realiza-
tions of capital gains; moreover, a growing share of income was earned by people
at the top of the income ladder who are taxed at higher rates. Those two factors
led to revenues that were $72 billion higher than CBO had estimated a year ago
in January. Third, outlays were $30 billion less than expected, primarily as a result
of lower costs for a variety of entitlement programs.

Estimating errors as large as $100 billion are unusual. But with total revenues
and outlays each approaching $1.7 trillion, small percentage deviations from the
amounts projected at the beginning of the year can easily swing budgetary outcomes
by tens of billions of dollars. An examination of the historical track record for both
CBO and the Office of Management and Budget shows that a 2 percent error for
both revenues and outlays is not uncommon.

We have made every effort to learn from last year’s estimating mistakes, yet it
seems inevitable, given the perils of projecting, that large errors will occur from
time to time. However, we are taking steps to provide an early-warning mechanism
that will signal when actual receipts and outlays are deviating from our estimates
for the current fiscal year. In that regard, we are making public our analysis of the
Daily and Monthly Treasury Statements, which appears in our Monthly Budget Re-
view report.

CBO ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB

In response to requests for additional access to its information, CBO is now mak-
ing its documents available on the World Wide Web (at http://www.cbo.gov/). Our
Web site was launched in September following a year-long development effort. (The
Web site replaces a gopher server that CBO has used since 1995 to distribute elec-
tronic versions of its published studies and reports.) CBO now offers four electronic
file formats at its Web site and has expanded the types of documents it can make
available.

In addition to published reports and studies, CBO is making all of its general
work products available on the Web, including papers and memorandums, testi-
monies, unfunded mandates statements, and federal bill cost estimates, as well as
special analyses such as the Monthly Budget Review and reports on the current sta-
tus of discretionary appropriations. In the future, we hope to increase the usefulness
of the site by offering appropriate data in spreadsheet format.
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Our first priority for posting at our site is currently produced material. However,
as time and resources permit, we are also including certain CBO publications issued
before last September.

Work on the CBO Web site has been closely coordinated with the developers of
the Legislative Information System (LIS) to ensure technical compatibility of Con-
gressional systems and responsiveness to the needs of the Congress. The recent re-
design of the cost estimates section of the site uses as its model the search interface
of the LIS and Thomas Web sites. Additionally, we incorporated suggestions from
the staffs of the budget committees that will allow them to design their searches
to retrieve the cost estimate information they want most. Further, the site is
equipped with a notification feature that alerts subscribers by E-mail when a docu-
ment in their area of interest has been added to the site. At this time, more than
300 CBO documents are available on-line.

The response to the Web site has been quite positive, both from technicians, such
as those developing the LIS, and from visitors, who find it easy to use. In terms
of demand, we have received nearly 100,000 requests for information since Septem-
ber. Many of those requests come from civilian or military employees of the federal
government, although most visitors to the site are from the private sector and edu-
cational institutions. We have also had numerous requests for information from
users in countries around the world, including Japan, Canada, France, Germany,
the United Kingdom, Sweden, Australia, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Italy.

FISCAL YEAR 1999 REQUEST

As I indicated previously, Mr. Chairman, CBO’s fiscal year 1999 request is for
$25,938,000, an increase of 4.6 percent, or $1.1 million, over our fiscal year 1998
appropriation. That request funds our staff ceiling of 232 full-time-equivalent posi-
tions. We are not asking for any additional positions. Specifically, our request in-
cludes the following:

—$1,404,000 in pay and benefit increases, the major components of which are (a)
$606,000 for the annualization of fiscal year 1998 pay raises; (b) $471,000 for
a projected 3.1 percent employment cost index adjustment in January 1999; and
(c) $267,000 for merit increases (the increases are budgeted at 3.4 percent of
base salaries, with 27 percent of the increases assumed to be offset by turnover
savings, resulting in net costs of 2.4 percent of CBO’s total pay base);

—$62,000 in various price increases ranging from printing to ADP time-sharing;
and

—a reduction of $305,000 (13 percent) in spending for equipment, primarily ADP
hardware and software, which would return such spending to its historical level
after an increase of 14 percent in fiscal year 1998. The increase in 1998 resulted
from the two ADP projects that triggered the reprogramming request recently
approved by the Committee. The projects involve replacing the collection man-
agement system in the CBO library and completing the upgrade to our network
wiring that was started by House Information Resources (HIR).

Personnel costs account for 85 percent of the total CBO budget. Nearly 96 percent
of the $1,466,000 in cost increases facing CBO in fiscal year 1999 are increases asso-
ciated with pay and benefits. CBO has reduced other parts of its budget to absorb
more than 20 percent of the increases, primarily by cutting spending for ADP equip-
ment by one-third. At 8.1 percent of CBO’s budget, ADP spending is at a historical
low. Moreover, administrative expenses—6.5 percent of the total budget—are below
their historical average.
Areas of Concern Surrounding CBO’s Budget Request

Although CBO should be able to maintain its current workload with the funds re-
quested here, the agency, as I noted earlier, confronts several uncertainties in fiscal
year 1999. Principal among our concerns is our ability to offer the salaries and bene-
fits needed to remain competitive in today’s tight labor market.

The current job market compels CBO and other employers to worry about both
the recruitment of new workers and the retention of current employees. CBO’s staff
includes economists and other quantitatively skilled professionals, all of whom are
in particularly high demand. Newly minted economists now command surprisingly
high salaries. Recruitment has become a time-consuming and frequently frustrating
process as more and more often we lose qualified people to employers who can some-
times pay as much as 50 percent more in compensation.

Paralleling our recruitment activities is our need to retain current employees.
CBO’s reputation for high-quality analysis and budget work has made our experi-
enced analysts the focus of other employers’ recruiting efforts. As an example, in
the past few months CBO has lost three of its managers to more senior and higher-
paying positions. We are not suggesting that because of our turnover rates we de-
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serve extraordinary consideration. Nevertheless, we operate under something of a
disadvantage compared with other federal employers that can provide locality pay
raises and lump-sum bonuses to attract and retain exceptional workers. Given those
circumstances, we believe CBO’s merit pay request for fiscal year 1999 is a critical
element in our remaining competitive in the employment market.

A further concern for CBO is the uncertain costs associated with relocating impor-
tant ADP systems. Currently, CBO relies on the mainframe computer of House In-
formation Resources (HIR) to run its budget database applications. However, the
HIR mainframe is slated to be retired, and CBO, along with other users, will have
to make other arrangements. CBO uses the HIR mainframe for a variety of analyt-
ical work, but the applications related to our budget database are particularly criti-
cal for providing timely support to the House and Senate Budget and Appropriations
Committees. We use such applications to track and analyze Presidential spending
proposals and subsequent Congressional action. The HIR mainframe is the reposi-
tory of the President’s annual budget, CBO’s baseline budget projections, numerous
data sets used by the House and Senate Budget Committees in developing annual
budget resolutions, and data sets that track appropriation and other spending bills
along with associated CBO estimates of outlays.

HIR and its mainframe computer have provided excellent service, with the follow-
ing attributes being of particular importance:

—Computer response time, for both interactive and batch turnaround, is very
good.

—The computer is extremely reliable; it almost never goes down.
—HIR and CBO are in the same building, making it much easier to retrieve large

reports quickly for delivery to the budget and appropriations committees as well
as other Congressional clients.

—HIR has been helpful in expediting printing and in extending service hours dur-
ing periods of heightened Congressional activity.

—HIR technical support staff are excellent and very responsive.
With the scheduled retirement of the HIR mainframe, CBO’s challenge is to dupli-

cate, as closely as possible with a new vendor, the service it currently receives from
HIR. We believe we can accomplish that by moving our budget analysis applications
to the same provider of mainframe services that the HIR Legislative Information
Management System (LIMS) intends to use, and we are currently discussing the
feasibility of that option with the House. In general, CBO believes that a mainframe
computer provider serving both the House and CBO will be better able to ensure
that we can continue to meet the special needs of the Congress. However, if for some
reason CBO’s computer applications cannot follow the remaining HIR mainframe
work, we will seek the assistance of the HIR systems programming and communica-
tion staff to move our operations to another vendor.

We do not yet have a firm estimate of how much it will cost to evaluate our op-
tions for moving CBO’s systems or to prepare for the transition; both types of costs
are likely to occur in fiscal year 1999. Our request includes $100,000 for those pur-
poses, although that could prove to be a conservative estimate.

Finally, some Members of Congress have voiced the intent to expand the scope
of the information that CBO provides under the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of
1995 regarding the costs of private-sector mandates. We do not anticipate at this
time that those increased duties will necessarily require additional resources or a
further diversion of resources from our regular budget work. We would continue to
do our best to provide the Congress with good mandates cost data, although in cer-
tain cases, some information may be slow in coming or less specific than might be
desired.
Costs Associated with CBO’s Web Site

Designing, developing, implementing, and maintaining a World Wide Web site re-
quires a commitment of significant resources. CBO devotes two full-time employees
to the operation, maintenance, and further development of the site, with other em-
ployees around the agency also contributing their time. In addition to those direct
costs, CBO may soon face some indirect costs associated with the Web site.

It is unclear, for instance, how the increased availability of CBO documents in an
electronic format will affect demand for paper copies of our products. It could cut
demand, in the same way that more widespread availability of fax machines reduced
the need for couriers. Or it could stimulate demand: by raising the visibility of the
many different types of products available from CBO—which the Web site is likely
to do—the demand for paper copies of those products could rise. That last effect has
been the experience of the National Academy of Sciences. As we assess the impact
of the Web site on demand for paper documents, we will continue to manage our
printing and mailing costs very closely. Last year, we culled our mailing list signifi-
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cantly, which should reduce both printing and mailing costs on a per-publication
basis this year. Also, during this start-up period for the Web site, we can respond
to any increase in demand for paper copies of our published reports and studies by
asking the Government Printing Office to make more of them available for sale in
its bookstores.

Operating a public Web site has made us more aware of the opportunities that
Internet technologies afford for sharing information among different kinds of com-
puters and systems. That capability can be particularly useful in an organization
such as ours, in which the basic currency is information but the means used to
produce it comprise a wide variety of computers and applications. Another attractive
feature of the Internet technologies is the ability to standardize and share adminis-
trative information and functions electronically. We plan to begin assessing the
value of a CBO Intranet this year.
Year 2000 Update

CBO, like other computer users, must make sure that its systems can accurately
recognize and accommodate dates beyond 1999—the so-called Year 2000 problem. To
that end, we have established a committee composed of representatives from all of
CBO’s divisions. Given the nature of CBO’s work and its reliance on other agencies
for its administrative support in such areas as personnel, payroll, and contracting,
CBO’s Year 2000 problem is small relative to that of other agencies. Nevertheless,
11 of our 39 computer systems are critical to our budgetary and analytical mission,
and we are working to make the changeover as smooth and as trouble-free as pos-
sible. To date, four of the 11 mission-critical systems have been reprogrammed, six
are awaiting assessment, and one is being repaired.

The Budget Analysis Data System, which runs on the HIR computer, is the larg-
est of the four systems that have been reprogrammed. However, that work is still
to be tested because the operating system of the HIR computer is not yet Year 2000
compliant. Once the HIR computer has been reprogrammed, we will begin testing
to ensure that our systems are ready for operation under the new requirements. In
the unlikely event that the systems fail those tests, we have contingency plans
ready to prevent any interruption in the services we provide to the Congress.

In addition to the activities just noted, CBO has taken other steps to prepare for
the coming transition. Beginning in fiscal year 1998, all of our purchase orders and
contracts relating to hardware, software, and data have called for Year 2000 compli-
ance. Our computer personnel have also tested all of our microcomputers to ensure
their readiness, and those that were found not to be compliant have been repaired.
We will also test any new computers that we receive and return any that fail such
testing to the manufacturer. During fiscal year 1998, we plan to establish a Year
2000 testing facility for network-related hardware and software. Finally, CBO sub-
scribes to the Gartner Group’s Year 2000 service and will use that consulting re-
source during the Year 2000 transition period.
CBO’s Response to the Committee’s Directive on Financial Management

The Committee included language in last year’s report encouraging all legislative
branch entities to adopt the goals and objectives of the Legislative Branch Financial
Managers Council, which was formed to promote effective financial management
practices across the legislative branch. CBO has participated in the Council’s activi-
ties since its inception, and we have recently adopted its statement of vision and
goals. Accordingly, our budget request includes funds for preparing and issuing au-
dited financial statements for fiscal year 1999.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, CBO is keenly aware of the Congress’s intention to balance the
budget and downsize the federal government, including the legislative branch. In re-
sponse, CBO’s recent budget requests have been quite modest, with requested in-
creases usually being less than the projected rate of inflation. Our present proposal
represents our best estimate of the amount necessary to maintain our budget at the
current-services level. It is a prudent budget in which we absorb over 20 percent
of our mandatory pay and benefit increases through reductions elsewhere. We be-
lieve, however, that our requested increase of 4.6 percent is necessary if we are to
continue to serve the Congress in the manner it has come to expect.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Question. In testimony you mentioned that CBO has experienced some problems
in retaining and hiring qualified economists due to the tight labor market and
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CBO’s inability to remain competitive with salaries and benefits. However, there is
no request for funds or legislative language to alleviate that problem. Is this a prob-
lem Congress needs to consider and if so, what are some of the possible options?

Answer. We believe that our having the authority to provide lump-sum bonuses
for recruitment and retention would make CBO more competitive with other federal
employers. But the House does not appear to agree.

In terms of pay and benefit privileges, according to our enabling legislation, CBO
employees are treated as if they work for the House of Representatives. The House
does not provide moving expenses for new employees, nor does it give lump-sum bo-
nuses to its workers. We have requested lump-sum bonus authority in the past, but
the House has not been disposed to make that change or to make an exception for
CBO.

Salary compression is another problem. The annual salaries for CBO’s Director
and Deputy Director are tied to Executive Levels III and IV, respectively. As a re-
sult, our division directors are now paid more than the Deputy Director. The recent
2.3 percent pay raise awarded to Executive Schedule staff provided a small cushion,
but federal salaries for senior managers and executives lag well behind private-sec-
tor pay for comparable positions.

Starting salaries for economists, especially in the fields of health and macro-eco-
nomic analysis, are a further problem. The salaries offered to new Ph.D. economists
in 1998, especially by consulting firms, are much higher than the salaries paid to
comparably trained CBO staff with two or three years of experience. For example,
Charles River Associates and the National Economic Research Association offer
starting salaries of over $90,000. Starting salaries at the Federal Reserve Board are
in the $70,000 to $72,000 range. The top salary offered by the executive branch
(GS–12, step 10) is $61,190. We are offering salaries in the $60,000 to $65,000
range.

As our statement notes, the current job market compels CBO to worry about the
recruitment of new workers as well as the retention of current employees. We would
rather not propose a quick fix that might result in unintended, longer-term con-
sequences. Pay inequities such as those described above can exacerbate turnover
rates.

Question. How much do you estimate to be the cost of preparing and issuing au-
dited financial statements for fiscal year 1999? Is this amount included in your
budget request?

Answer. We have included $30,000 for the audit of our fiscal year 1999 financial
statements. That preliminary estimate is as low as it is because we assume that
the audit will be done by the same accounting firm that audits the financial state-
ments of the Library of Congress and that its testing of the financial management
system we share with the Library will reduce the final cost.

Question. The House has decided to eliminate its mainframe computer by the year
2000. CBO relies on the House mainframe computer for its data processing systems
and has included $100,000 in its budget proposal to evaluate options and prepare
for the transition. Has a decision been made as to when the HIR systems will be
replaced and whether CBO will continue to run these critical applications on the
replacement system? If this decision has not been made, why not?

Answer. The House has given us a response that makes the answer to your ques-
tion subject to interpretation. At this time, we are uncertain about exactly what
Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) Jay Eagen means by the following:

CBO’S use of the HIR mainframe computer for budget analysis.—HIR can pro-
vide technical assistance to CBO in following a systems development life cycle
policy and procedures to ensure the most effective solution for your needs. HIR
can also work with your staff to identify vendors who can assist in the reloca-
tion of your system and then provide technical information concerning your ex-
isting system to your vendor.

That same response (word for word) was given in answer to our request to use
the House Information Resources (HIR) mainframe computer for statistical analysis.

The CAO may be saying that HIR will help CBO move its applications to the
same location used by the Legislative Information Management System (LIMS). Our
objective is to follow the LIMS, but currently we have no commitment for support
from the CAO. If that commitment is not obtained, we may have to move our appli-
cations to a location different from where LIMS will ultimately reside.

Question. When do you expect to have a plan in place?
Answer. At this point we are dependent on HIR, which is apparently waiting for

the House Inspector General to issue the report of a study performed by Price
Waterhouse on the future of the HIR mainframe computer. Before devising a plan,
we would need to clarify the CAO’s response; then, assuming that we are permitted
to follow LIMS, we would need to review the Inspector General’s report. However,
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we believe it is necessary to decide soon about whether we should count on following
LIMS or develop a plan to strike out on our own.

Question. Is it realistic to think that $100,000 will be adequate to resolve this
problem in fiscal year 1999—waiting until the fiscal year 2000 budget to request
the funds necessary to implement the change would leave only 3 months for instal-
lation of a new system before Jan. 1, 2000.

Answer. If CBO’s applications can follow LIMS and we receive support from HIR
staff, then $100,000 should be enough. However, if we must hire a vendor to assist
us in moving our systems, then no matter where they are moved, $100,000 will be
too small a sum. If we cannot follow the LIMS migration and are left to obtain our
own service outside of a House contract, we expect to see an adverse impact on our
future budget requests.

As you note, waiting until fiscal year 2000 to implement another plan would not
leave us enough time. This decision must be made in the very near future—cer-
tainly during this fiscal year.

Question. CBO has expanded the use of its Web site to include testimony, cost
estimates, and reports. Obviously there is an increased cost associated with this
function. Does CBO publish everything it produces on its Web site? If not, what is
the criteria for whether an item will be posted?

Answer. Our first priority for posting on our site is all general work products as
they are released. As time and resources permit, we are also including certain CBO
publications issued before the Web site was activated, as well as expanding the
available file formats in order to post spreadsheets, where appropriate. Although the
response to our Web site has been quite positive thus far and we have received
nearly 100,000 requests for information since September, it is not yet clear whether
the demand for printed copies of our publications will drop.

The growing use of the Internet as both a source of and distribution tool for infor-
mation has affected our budget primarily through the purchase of the hardware,
telecommunications services, software, and Web development expertise needed to es-
tablish and maintain our link to the network.

Question. Your testimony notes that you plan to assess the value of a CBO
Intranet this year. What type of functions do you envision the Intranet serving?

Answer. CBO plans to move existing systems—some of which are automated,
some manual, but all of which are antiquated—to the Web-based Intranet tech-
nology. For example, CBO currently tracks its incoming correspondence using an old
microcomputer database program; that correspondence-monitoring system would
eventually be moved to the CBO Intranet. In the process, the system would be en-
hanced to meet new requirements that have emerged since the original system was
developed and to exploit features offered by the newer technology. Another example
is the way CBO currently satisfies internal requests for administrative support.
Under the present system, requests for support are made via phone or E-mail to
the unit within CBO that is responsible for providing the requested goods or serv-
ices. With an agencywide Intranet application, CBO users could use their computers
and a standard interface (an Internet browser) to request service. The system would
determine who should receive the work order and would automatically provide inter-
nal management controls such as notifying the responsible manager when a request
was made and tracking its fulfillment (including who does it and how long it takes).
The system would also provide a real-time summary of requests; in addition, aging
reports would be available to identify any outstanding requests that had not been
completed. All of that information could be requested by authorized CBO personnel
through the CBO Intranet. Yet another planned application is the redesign and relo-
cation of the CBO project information control system, which is currently a main-
frame-based system. There are other applications, internal to individual divisions,
that are also envisioned for the CBO Intranet.

CBO has established an internal World Wide Web steering committee with rep-
resentatives from all divisions within the organization. All requests for Internet or
Intranet applications must be presented to and approved by the committee before
any development activity begins.

Question. Does CBO have a plan to make its systems year 2000 compliant?
Answer. CBO does have a plan to make those of our systems that are under our

direct control Year 2000 compliant. Some portions of that plan have been presented
verbally to the General Accounting Office (GAO), and some have been provided in
writing. The plan is currently in a format that is more informal than the one pre-
scribed by GAO in its Year 2000 Computing Crisis: An Assessment Guide. More-
over, we have not carried out all of the recommended Year 2000 activities outlined
in the guide. Because of the nature of CBO’s information systems and the agency’s
small size, we do not currently have the resources nor do we feel it necessary to
produce the same response expected of a larger agency.
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Many of our important systems operate by means of interagency and commercial
computing resources. For example, our Budget Analysis Data System runs on the
House Information Resources computer, our payroll and personnel systems are han-
dled by the National Finance Center, and our financial management system runs
on a Library of Congress computer. We have other systems that rely on proprietary
data models provided by commercial vendors. To the extent that we can influence
the Year 2000 compliance issue through contracting language, we have done so. We
also plan to send letters of inquiry to all interagency and commercial vendors con-
cerning their Year 2000 status and plans, which we will monitor. On the one hand,
we have little control in the final analysis over whether those systems will or will
not be Year 2000 compliant. On the other hand, we have contingency plans for some
of those systems that will be activated if necessary. For the other systems, such as
payroll, personnel, and financial management, we are forced to rely on the service
agency. For the systems that are within our control, we have developed compliance
plans, some of which were addressed in our hearing statement.

Question. What is the strategy for testing renovated systems for compliance?
Answer. We plan to simulate the year 2000 by advancing the system clock; we

will then run the software on a program-by-program basis. However, until HIR sup-
ports an operating system platform that is Year 2000 compliant, we are unable to
test those of our renovated programs that require that computing resource.

Question. How many data interfaces does CBO have with external organizations?
Describe how CBO is working with those organizations to develop mutually agreed-
to data formats for exchanging information after Jan. 1, 2000.

Answer. Current CBO systems exchange data with the following interagency orga-
nizations: HIR, the House Appropriations Committee, the National Finance Center,
the Library of Congress, the Treasury, the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), and the Census Bureau. Of those systems, only the OMB and HIR systems
are critical to CBO’s mission. The OMB interface currently allows for a four-digit
year, and the HIR interface has been renovated and awaits testing.

Although CBO has many data interfaces with commercial vendors, only three are
mission critical: Haver Analytics, General Electric Data Services, and Data Re-
sources Incorporated. We believe those systems are Year 2000 compliant already be-
cause they provide economic forecasting data beyond 2000.

CBO is also a member of the Legislative Year 2000 Committee sponsored by the
House and Senate. The committee identifies and monitors Congressional systems
that interact and share information for the purpose of determining whether they
need Year 2000 renovation.

We are satisfied that no changes are needed in the data format. We have included
Year 2000 language in our contract renewals that make compliance a condition of
the contract.

Question. What is your estimated total cost to address the year 2000 problem?
Answer. We have no accurate estimate at this time, given the uncertainty of the

HIR mainframe relocation and whether we will follow LIMS with HIR assistance.
Question. What has been spent to date?
Answer. To date, we have spent funds only for personnel. But we have budgeted

$180,000 to replace our library collection management system during fiscal year
1998.

Question. What is requested in your fiscal year 1999 budget?
Answer. We are not requesting separate funds for Year 2000 activities at this

time. However, we have asked for $100,000 for the mainframe conversion, and some
of that effort will include Year 2000 activities.

Question. What is your cost estimate beyond fiscal year 1999?
Answer. Given the uncertainty surrounding the move of our key mission-critical

system, which currently runs on the HIR mainframe computer, we have no estimate
beyond fiscal year 1999 at this time. The decision regarding our request to follow
the House Legislative Information Management System will strongly influence that
matter. If CBO must obtain vendor support to move its mainframe systems and can-
not benefit from HIR’s work in the Year 2000 area, additional funds will certainly
be necessary.

Question. When will CBO publish the reestimate of the President’s budget?
Answer. The projected release date for CBO’s analysis of the President’s budget

is March 31, 1998. A preliminary report of our analysis was released on March 4.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR BYRON DORGAN

Question. Dr. O’Neill, would you explain to the subcommittee what is meant by
dynamic scoring and to what extent CBO does it now?
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Answer. The term ‘‘dynamic scoring’’ has several interpretations. Many people
mistakenly believe that estimates prepared for the Congress of the budgetary effects
of spending or tax proposals do not take into account the changes in behavior that
could result from passage of those proposals. In fact, all Congressionally mandated
budget estimates—whether the spending estimates required of CBO or the esti-
mates of receipts prepared by the Joint Committee on Taxation—employ the same
basic estimating conventions. Such conventions incorporate assumptions about how
changes in taxation or government spending might change individual behavior in
response to new economic incentives.

Those behavioral and other estimating assumptions cover a wide variety of micro-
economic effects and reflect the best available research and estimating methods. For
example, the estimate for a proposal to subsidize health insurance for early retirees
would include the additional costs that would result from the likely increase in the
number of early retirees. Similarly, the estimate for a proposal to increase the excise
tax on tobacco products would take into account the resulting decrease in cigarette
consumption.

In most instances, the estimating conventions used in producing cost estimates of
bills are not controversial. However, questions may arise in two types of situations.
First, estimators sometimes disagree about the magnitude of microeconomic re-
sponses, such as the extent to which an increase in excise taxes would reduce con-
sumption. Second, some proposed legislation could give rise to macroeconomic ef-
fects, which are not included in routine cost estimates. That is, a major tax or
spending measure might affect saving, investment, or work effort and thus affect
the potential growth rate of the economy. In that sense, critics sometimes argue
that the assumptions used for budget estimates are not dynamic enough.

Although estimating the effect of proposed legislation on the macroeconomy may
appear desirable, it is impractical, particularly for routine bill cost estimates, for a
number of reasons. In some cases, little or no research may be available on which
to base an estimate. In other instances, even when research bearing on a topic is
available, economists disagree so much about the magnitude of macroeconomic ef-
fects that no single estimate can be meaningfully treated as a consensus. In addi-
tion, CBO often lacks sufficient time and resources to produce the complex estimates
required. And finally, long-run changes in macroeconomic variables could be invisi-
bly small in the five- or 10-year period used for budget estimates, even if they were
likely to be significant in later years. In consequence, routinely incorporating macro-
economic effects into budget estimates would create considerable uncertainty and
possibly endless controversy.

CBO has, however, provided information about the possible macroeconomic effects
of major legislation in a number of its analytical studies. Those studies were feasible
because an extensive economics literature was available for reference and because
CBO had sufficient time and resources for proper analysis. Moreover, unlike bill cost
estimates, studies allow for a range of results. For example, CBO included an analy-
sis of the macroeconomic effects of the 1997 budget reconciliation package in the up-
dated economic and budget outlook published last September. Last year, CBO also
published a study of the possible economic effects of comprehensive tax reform. In
addition, the budget resolution for fiscal year 1998 incorporated assumptions made
by CBO on the macroeconomic effects of balancing the budget. That produced a so-
called fiscal dividend that reduced the magnitude of the policy changes needed to
reach budgetary balance.

Question. You mentioned in your prepared statement that some Members of Con-
gress have proposed expanding certain provisions of the Unfunded Mandates Re-
form Act. Would you describe some of these proposals and tell us which ones might
have an impact on your budget.

Answer. The proposal that has garnered the most attention is S. 389, the Man-
dates Information Act of 1997 (sponsored by Senator Abraham and others). S. 389
would set new procedural constraints for private-sector mandates and direct CBO
to provide additional types of cost information about those mandates. Specifically,
for any private-sector mandate with estimated costs above the threshold of $100
million a year (in 1996 dollars, adjusted annually for inflation), CBO would be re-
quired to analyze the impact on consumers, workers, and small businesses, includ-
ing any disproportionate impact on particular regions and industries. The analysis
would cover the effects on consumer prices, workers’ wages and benefits, employ-
ment opportunities, and the profitability of small businesses.

In previous testimony, we have indicated that we do not expect those increased
duties from S. 389 to necessarily require additional resources or a further diversion
of resources from our budget work. Some other bills, however, could pose a more
significant burden.
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H.R. 2591, the Regulatory Accountability Act of 1997 (proposed by Congressman
Lamar Smith and others), would impose significant new duties on CBO to prepare
regulatory cost analyses. That bill would expand the Unfunded Mandates Reform
Act in three important ways: by broadening the definition of costs to include ‘‘social,
environmental and economic’’ costs; by including indirect effects of private-sector
mandates; and by requiring cost analyses of existing rules and regulations when leg-
islation is reauthorized. CBO could not fulfill those requirements without sustaining
substantial damage to its primary functions. In fact, it is not an exaggeration to say
that meeting those requirements might be an impossible task, particularly consider-
ing the short time frame that characterizes most legislation.

In addition, the following bills could have relatively minor effects on CBO:
H.R. 1704, to establish a Congressional Office of Regulatory Analysis, would allow

the director of the proposed office to obtain information from CBO and to utilize
CBO’s ‘‘services, facilities, and personnel with or without reimbursement.’’

H.R. 62, the Unfunded Federal Mandates Relief Act of 1997 (introduced by Con-
gressman Herger), would require CBO to prepare an annual report estimating the
total amount of additional costs that state and local governments would incur as a
result of regulations promulgated during the previous year.

H.R. 2708, to provide a framework in which the legislative and executive branches
could consider unilateral economic sanctions (introduced by Congressman Hamilton
and others), would identify a bill that imposed such sanctions on a foreign country
as a private-sector mandate and require CBO to analyze the likely short-term and
long-term costs to the U.S. economy from those sanctions.

SUBCOMMITTEE RECESS

Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much, Dr. O’Neill, for your
testimony.

At this time, if there is no further business to come before the
subcommittee, the hearing is recessed.

[Whereupon, at 12:33 p.m., Thursday, February 26, the subcom-
mittee was recessed, to reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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LEGISLATIVE BRANCH APPROPRIATIONS FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1999

THURSDAY, MARCH 12, 1998

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met at 9:39 a.m., in room SD–116, Dirksen

Senate Office Building, Hon. Robert F. Bennett (chairman) presid-
ing.

Present: Senators Bennett and Dorgan.

JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

STATEMENT OF HON. JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

ACCOMPANIED BY CHRIS FRENZE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT F. BENNETT

Senator BENNETT. The subcommittee will come to order. I apolo-
gize for being tardy. You are not interested in my explanations but
you should get my apologies.

This morning we are going to hear from the joint committees, the
Sergeant at Arms of the U.S. Senate, the Library of Congress, the
Congressional Research Service, and the Office of Compliance, so
we have a fairly full schedule ahead of us.

I want to highlight for the agencies testifying today my particu-
lar interest in the year 2000 problem. Those who follow my activi-
ties are discovering that this is something of a broken record with
me, but I am convinced that this is a very serious challenge not
only for the Government but for the economy as a whole.

The majority leader has asked me to take the lead in seeing to
it that both the legislative and executive branch agencies are pre-
pared for this challenge and I will use this forum and any other
that I can appropriately get to respond to that task from Senator
Lott.

Now, our first witness this morning is Hon. Jim Saxton, chair-
man of the Joint Economic Committee, and he will be followed by
Hon. John Warner, chairman of the Joint Committee on Printing,
and I appreciate the attendance of both of our colleagues here.

Senator Dorgan, do you have any opening comments?
Senator DORGAN. Mr. Chairman, I do not have an opening com-

ment. Let us hear from the witnesses. I am pleased that we are
holding the hearing today, and we have some interesting state-
ments, so let us get on with it.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
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Congressman Saxton, we welcome you, and appreciate you com-
ing across the Capitol to testify. I should say that when he arrives
our third witness will be Senator Bill Roth, who is chairman of the
Joint Committee on Taxation.

Congressman Saxton, we appreciate you being here and look for-
ward to your comments.

MR. SAXTON’S OPENING STATEMENT

Mr. SAXTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Dorgan. I
am pleased to be here today to bring you up to date on our activi-
ties, and to talk for just a minute about our budget request for the
next fiscal year.

In light of the fact that Senator Warner is here and it sounds
like you have a busy schedule, I will ask unanimous consent that
my entire statement be placed in the record and just say a couple
of things.

Senator BENNETT. Without objection, it will be inserted.
Mr. SAXTON. The budget request this year will enable the Joint

Economic Committee to continue its mission of providing quality
research and policy analysis for the Congress as well as for the
public. The committee has been very, very productive, and we are
naturally pleased that the Joint Economic Committee research
projects and hearings have been well-received.

The Joint Economic Committee’s research and activities have
been cited in the New York Times, the Financial Times, the Wall
Street Journal, the Washington Post and Time magazine, among
other publications. Over the last 12 months the Joint Economic
Committee has been busy. We have released more than 25 studies
and reports, and we have held 17 hearings. The JEC studies cov-
ered a variety of topics, including taxation, the budget, monetary
policy and other issues such as the IMF, with which we are cur-
rently very much engaged.

The research program of the committee was designed to ensure
that these studies provide useful information related to the policy
issues before Congress.

Mr. Chairman, I will just leave the rest of my statement for the
record, and just say that the recent history of the funding of the
JEC has been interesting and, perhaps, in some respects unique.

In fiscal year 1995 we had a total budget of just over $4 million.
By 1996, the total budget that we had to operate with was about
$3 million. We took an additional $250,000 reduction in fiscal year
1997, and have been steady through fiscal year 1998.

PREPARED STATEMENT

This year, we are asking for a small increase of $46,000 to keep
pace with inflation, that is about 1.6 percent.

[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN JIM SAXTON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, it is a pleasure to present my
strong support for the fiscal year 1999 budget request of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee (JEC).

This budget request will enable the JEC to continue its mission of providing qual-
ity research and policy analysis for the Congress and the public. The goals of maxi-
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mum efficiency, quality, and productivity have guided the Committee in meeting re-
source constraints and managing Committee functions and procedures.

As a result, the Committee has been very productive, and we are naturally
pleased that JEC research products and hearings have been well received. JEC re-
search and activities have been cited in The New York Times, The Financial Times,
The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, Time and many other publications.

Over the last 12 months, the JEC released more than 25 studies and reports and
held 17 hearings. These JEC studies covered a variety of topics including taxation,
budget, monetary policy, and other issues. The research program of the Committee
was designed to ensure that these studies provided useful information related to the
policy issues before Congress.

A number of JEC studies have analyzed various tax issues from an economic per-
spective. This series of tax papers has examined the economic criteria that should
guide tax policy, and applied them to specific tax issues before Congress. For exam-
ple, several studies examined the taxation of personal saving and capital gains, and
how this might be affected by proposed changes in tax law. The JEC also recreated
a Treasury Department data base to show in a more complete way its measurement
of distributional effects under the 1997 tax law. Another JEC study analyzed the
economic effects of broad versus narrowly targeted tax incentive policies.

A special research program in monetary policy generated six studies on various
issues related to maintaining low inflation and low interest rates. In brief, this re-
search found that the thrust of Federal Reserve monetary policy in recent years has
been to bring inflation and interest rates down, improving the operation of the price
system, and sustaining the economic expansion and its associated employment
gains. This research also suggested consideration of inflation targeting, a procedure
used formally by several central banks in other nations. In testimony before the
JEC last fall, Chairman Greenspan indicated that he agreed that this was essen-
tially the approach used by the Federal Reserve in recent years, and that he was
sympathetic with legislation that provides for inflation targeting.

In recent months, the JEC has examined the complicated issues associated with
the financial problems in Asia and the efforts of the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) to contain them. In recent weeks, the JEC held a hearing on IMF financing,
and also issued a study on this subject. Our research concludes that the IMF should
become more open and should discontinue its practice of subsidizing its loans with
below market interest rates.

We have planned an aggressive research agenda for 1998 that builds on our 1997
research program. Several new studies on various tax issues are under preparation,
as are new studies on monetary policy, regulation, and the impact of government
on the economy. The need for quality information and policy analysis in the years
ahead will continue to require adequate funding of the Joint Economic Committee.

Thank you.

YEAR 2000 ISSUE

Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
I talked about the year 2000 issue. Have you looked into your

computers and have a feel for how compliant your committee may
be with respect to year 2000 issues?

Mr. SAXTON. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Chris Frenze
is with me. He is the executive director of the committee, and let
me just ask, if it is all right with you——

Senator BENNETT. Surely.
Mr. SAXTON [continuing]. If he might respond to that question.
Mr. FRENZE. We have been contacted by some of the same people

who likely have contacted you about this. Our own internal com-
puter system has some of the same problems that other congres-
sional entities have.

I would suggest that the committee, in the next Congress, would
be an ideal forum for looking into the larger economic impacts of
this problem as we lead up to the year 2000.

Senator BENNETT. That was going to be my next comment. Ex-
perts that have appeared before my subcommittee on banking,
where we are focusing primarily on financial systems, have told us
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that there is approaching a 50–50 chance that the year 2000 prob-
lem will trigger a worldwide recession.

It would seem to me that the Joint Economic Committee is con-
cerned with economic trends in the business cycle should be paying
some attention to this, so I will use this opportunity to put in a
plug for that kind of a hearing and assure you that if it takes place
I will be there.

I appreciate serving on that committee. It has been one of the
more interesting challenges I have had since I have come to the
Senate.

Senator Dorgan, do you have any questions?

STAFFING LEVEL

Senator DORGAN. Just a quick question. What is the current
staffing level on the Joint Economic Committee?

Mr. FRENZE. The amount of slots that we have informally allo-
cated from the House Appropriations Committee is about 38. My
understanding is the accounting system is a little different in terms
of the way the Senate views the staffing issue, but 38 staff slots
reflect a significant reduction from about 50 just a few years ago.
As with all committees, the staff goes up and down, and right now
it is around 30, committeewide.

Senator DORGAN. All right. Thank you
Senator BENNETT. I understand you have an aggressive research

agenda for this year, Mr. Chairman. Studies on tax issues, mone-
tary policy, regulation, impact of the Government on the economy.
As I say, I would hope you would add to that a hearing on the year
2000 situation.

Mr. SAXTON. We will be happy to do that. It is obviously a very
important issue which, as you suggest, has all kinds of implications
for the economy. It is something that we are certainly willing to
look at, in which we would like to be a partner. We will be happy
both to take the lead on the House side if you think that is appro-
priate, and to work through this with you beginning this year.

Senator BENNETT. Very good.
Senator DORGAN. Let me just ask one additional question, if I

might. I, too, served on the committee some years ago, and I got
the feeling—I do not know what it is now, but I got the feeling at
one point in time that the committee staff kind of divided into two
camps and were putting out competing different studies and results
to serve partisan ends on both sides.

Has that abated some? Because the committee in years past used
to be a very respected committee that was very bipartisan, and I
think it changed some some years ago. What is the situation there
now?

Mr. SAXTON. I think the fact that you asked that question, sug-
gests that you have probably noticed that we have tried to make
it a more bipartisan effort. There is no question that there are dif-
ferences of opinion on economic issues, and those differences of
opinion manifest themselves from time to time, but by and large
the tone of the committee has been much more bipartisan.

I cannot think of a time this year when we had rancor in the
ranks of the committee, in either public hearings or in private. We
work well together with Members of both parties and, as I said,
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have from time to time expressed different opinions on economic
matters, but we do it in as good-natured and as bipartisan a way
as is possible.

Senator DORGAN. Well, I think that is helpful. I think it is an
important committee and an important forum in which to evaluate
some very difficult economic issues, and I think the tradition over
many years has been that Congress in a bipartisan way sinks their
teeth into these things and tries to get the best analysis possible,
and I kind of regretted there was a period of time, probably rather
short period, in which it kind of became a ping pong ball back and
forth for partisan purposes.

But I appreciate your answer, and you are right, the reason I
asked the question is I have not heard much in that respect re-
cently, and I think that is good news.

Thank you very much.
Mr. FRENZE. I would like to add that our research agenda is very

carefully designed to avoid any conflicts of that kind. If you look
at our reports you will see—you may not agree with what we are
saying, but it is presented in a nonpartisan way.

We are focusing on economics, not on politics at the committee.
Just yesterday a JEC report was released that was co-released by
two Democratic and two Republican Senators, and one House Mem-
ber, the majority leader of the House, Mr. Armey, with Congress-
man Moran also participating. That is the kind of thing that we
are trying to do.

Senator DORGAN. Well, the Asian financial crisis and the uncer-
tainty that it provides for our economy and a range of things like
that represent the reasons I think we ought to have a committee
of this type, so I am glad to hear your response and wish you well.

Senator BENNETT. I can comment that when I went on the com-
mittee as a freshman Senator 5 years ago I was a little bit stunned
and appalled at the shouting matches that went on both publicly
and privately when we met as members of the committee to discuss
committee administration.

I will say that it was all confined to the House side. [Laughter.]
I did not notice any Senators yelling at each other, but there

were calls for abolition of the committee if the chairman did not
change his position and responses in kind, and since some of the
leadership has moved on to other challenges at least in the period
that Congressman Saxton and before him Senator Mack have pre-
sided over the committee there has been a serious diminution in
that kind of activity, and I for one welcome it tremendously. I ap-
preciate your raising it.

Senator DORGAN. Thank you.
Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for com-

ing. We appreciate your request. We appreciate your responsibility
in holding the line on the budget. You set a good example for the
other committees with which we deal.

Mr. SAXTON. Thank you very much.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
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JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN WARNER, CHAIRMAN

ACCOMPANIED BY ERIC PETERSON, STAFF DIRECTOR

Senator BENNETT. Chairman Warner.
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Your wonderful

staff instructed me to submit my testimony and answer one ques-
tion. The answer to the question is, I hope in a few weeks we will
be able to.

Senator BENNETT. We would not instruct you to do anything, Mr.
Chairman. We would respectfully request.

Senator WARNER. You see that picture on the wall behind you?
I have had to deal with him for 19 years, a little longer than you.
Why is it your witnesses sit down on the floor so that they can
barely look over the table? Did we not give you some good chairs
for this room? [Laughter.]

Senator DORGAN. Mr. Chairman, it was a fast shutter that
caught him smiling. [Laughter.]

He is a good guy, but that is an unusual pose. [Laughter.]
Senator BENNETT. I will not comment on any of this.
Senator WARNER. You should have been with us last night to fin-

ish up the highway bill. Oh, boy. That is about it.
This is Mr. Peterson, our wonderful staff director, and we are

moving to disestablish the committee. It has been in existence a
long time. How long has it been in existence?

Mr. PETERSON. Over 150 years.

PREPARED STATEMENT

Senator WARNER. Oh, really, over 150 years, so a little progress
is being made. Title 44, I hope we will be able to move that. My
distinguished ranking member, Senator Ford, indicates that he is
working through some problems on his side. We do not have any
problems on our side, so there she be.

[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN WARNER

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Legislative Branch Appro-
priations, thank you for the opportunity to present testimony on behalf of the Joint
Committee on Printing.

Last year, when I came before this committee, I outlined four key initiatives the
Joint Committee would undertake. Those initiatives included:

—Improved compliance by Executive Branch agencies with Title 44 of the U.S.
Code;

—The development and implementation of a standard generalized markup lan-
guage to facilitate electronic creation and retrieval of legislative information
and documents;

—An accommodation on a privatization study requested by this subcommittee
from the Government Printing Office; and,

—The writing of legislation to reform Title 44.
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Today, I am pleased to inform you that real progress has been made on each of
these initiatives. By the end of my tenure as chairman of the Joint Committee on
Printing, I am confident that all these initiatives will be complete.

As part of the effort to reform Title 44, the Committee has devoted much atten-
tion to preparing the Government Printing Office (GPO) for the day when there will
be no Joint Committee on Printing to oversee GPO operations, or to run interference
for the agency with its customers and potential customers.

The management review, which was ordered in GPO’s fiscal year 1998 appropria-
tion, is an important part of this transition. On behalf of the members of the Joint
Committee, thank you for your support of that important undertaking.

I believe that when the General Accounting Office and its contractor complete
their work, the GPO will have a sound plan which will enable it to successfully op-
erate in a business-like fashion, providing for the printing needs of Congress, pro-
curing publishing services for Executive and Judiciary branch agencies, and assur-
ing permanent public access to the Government’s publications.

Over the past year, the staff of the Committee, working closely with the staff of
the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration, has labored to craft a proposal
reforming Title 44. As advertised from the outset, this effort has been a consensus
building process in which all interested parties have been invited to participate.

With much patience and determination, the staff has listened carefully to the sug-
gestions, comments and concerns of all who sought input. As a result, a solid, work-
able proposal which offers something for everyone concerned has been developed.

The measure will solve the Constitutional issue of separation of powers raised by
the Justice Department.

It will provide a transition to enable the government to take full advantage of the
rapid evolution in electronic publishing and dissemination technology.

It will ensure that the Government’s publications are produced and disseminated
in the most cost effective manner possible, placing heavy emphasis on giving the
private sector full and fair opportunity to compete for the government’s printing and
publishing needs.

And it will ensure that the Government’s publications continue to be permanently
accessible to the American public.

It is my hope that in the next few weeks this proposal will be unveiled. Following
a hearing, markup, and Senate passage, and consideration and passage in the
House of Representatives, I have confidence the President will sign this reform
measure into law.

The Congress has a unique opportunity to complete the work of hundreds—if not
thousands—of people who, for at least three decades, have labored to reform Title
44. With good will and honest intentions, I believe the job will be done this year.

Senator BENNETT. We appreciate your desire. Do you have any
questions, Senator Dorgan?

Senator DORGAN. No; whatever works for the Senator works for
me. He is one of the more distinguished Members of our body, and
we are pleased by the numbers we see in the request. It is a very
responsible budget request. We are very pleased with it.

Senator WARNER. Hopefully, we can return it all back.

TITLE 44

Senator BENNETT. It is my understand that you plan to introduce
your bill to revise title 44 in a couple of weeks?

Senator WARNER. Yes, that is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENNETT. That is the one question we were focusing on.

Thank you very much.
Senator WARNER. Thank you, and I thank your staff for working

with us in preparation for this hearing.
Senator BENNETT. Your full statement will be included in the

record.
Senator WARNER. Thank you. We will all stand, salute, and de-

part. [Laughter.]
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Senator BENNETT. With Senator Warner’s unsenatorial dispatch
we have not eaten up the time that would normally keep us occu-
pied until Senator Roth appears.

Senator DORGAN. Let us skip ahead. What do you think?
Senator BENNETT. Shall we move ahead to the Sergeant at Arms,

with the understanding that when Senator Roth appears you would
give way to the distinguished chairman of the Joint Committee on
Taxation, not to mention the chairman of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee.
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U.S. SENATE

OFFICE OF THE SERGEANT AT ARMS AND DOORKEEPER

STATEMENT OF GREGORY S. CASEY, SERGEANT AT ARMS AND DOOR-
KEEPER

ACCOMPANIED BY LARRY HARRIS, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

SUMMARY STATEMENT

Senator BENNETT. Our next witness is Hon. Greg Casey, Ser-
geant at Arms of the U.S. Senate.

Mr. Casey has been very busy this year reorganizing his oper-
ation, like everything else it needs to be reorganized from time to
time and brought up to date. This is not a criticism of past Ser-
geants at Arms, but Mr. Casey has been very vigorous in accepting
the responsibility that comes with this position, and we are grate-
ful to him.

Mr. Casey, I understand you found some additional savings in
your budget. This is always good news, and we look forward to
hearing from any witness who thinks he can help save the Senate
some money.

Senator Dorgan, do you have any comment, or should we go di-
rectly to Mr. Casey’s statement?

Senator DORGAN. Why don’t we proceed to the testimony.
Mr. CASEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a very brief state-

ment that I will make even briefer. You are correct that we have
been working over the last year to basically enact what we told you
we were going to do last year. As I said last year, we had about
20 years’ worth of consultant reports saying we had to change
things. We appeared here last year and told you what we intended
to do to make that change. I am very pleased to be able to come
before you today and tell you that the reorganization of the Ser-
geant at Arms office is complete. We think what we have struc-
tured now is going to be able to provide excellent customer service,
the kind of support that we need for our mission-critical systems
we will talk about in a moment, and to assure you that these sys-
tems are secure from threat, available on demand, and year 2000
compliant.

Senator BENNETT. Very good.
Mr. CASEY. It is worth remembering, though, that we are build-

ing this reorganization on three basic management principles. One
is, understand our customer needs and keep in touch with those ex-
pectations, two, develop and maintain a motivated and skilled work
force, and three, use best management practices and rigorously
evaluate what we do against those beset management practices.

To do the first, which is dealing with our customers, we have de-
veloped a customer relations department which is now in place,
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which provides a single point of contact for all services and prod-
ucts that the Sergeant at Arms provides.

We have an ongoing quality assurance council comprised of rep-
resentatives from Member offices, committees, and other support
units here in the Senate. Their job is to make sure we continually
improve. We have a reinvigorated human resource operation to pro-
vide management training. We have pay, performance, retention,
and recruitment programs for our employees, while we are still
meeting the rather rigorous standards of the Accountability Act.

To do the third, which is the management part, evaluation part,
we are migrating some of our financial operations, as you know, to
the Secretary of the Senate in his role as the chief financial officer,
and we are converting our financial operations office into a man-
agement review office.

This is a project tracking activity report that we are trying to get
out quarterly. Obviously, one of the major functions of our manage-
ment office is to make sure that you get the kind of information
on tracking our projects and the expenditures of our dollars on a
quarterly basis. That is helpful to you. It is also helpful to us in
managing this operation.

During the course of last year, we have actually consolidated our
operations division and eliminated a lot of duplication of services.
That is where some of that $3 million in our reduced budget comes
from. We have added two new departments, however. We have
added the office of project management, which adds a new dis-
cipline to the way in which we actually manage projects up here
in the Senate, and the office of the systems architect.

It is that systems architect’s job to make sure that the technology
infrastructure of the Senate remains visionary, not only with an
eye to what we have to accomplish today, but to try to get us on
the cutting edge for what we have to do in the decade to come.

We are also pursuing and trying to finish the joint office of edu-
cation and training.

As we discussed here last year, one of our primary objectives is
to try to invest in our human resource, something we have not
done as good a job as we should have. That is what part of this
education and training program is all about.

We have also been tasked as part of the ongoing strategic plan
with the accomplishment of four goals.

Mr. CASEY. As part of that strategic plan—I will not go into
those in great detail—we did have——

Senator BENNETT. Can we interrupt here and come back to you
Mr. Casey? This is an appropriate time. Senator Roth has just
come in and we want to accommodate his schedule, so we will sus-
pend the Sergeant at Arms presentation and go to the Joint Com-
mittee on Taxation.
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LINDY PAULL, CHIEF OF STAFF
MARY SCHMITT, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, LAW
BERNIE SCHMITT, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, REVENUE ANALYSIS
MICHAEL BOREN, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Senator BENNETT. We welcome the distinguished chairman of
that committee, the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,
Senator Roth from Delaware.

Senator ROTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Senator
Dorgan. I appreciate the opportunity to appear today before this
Subcommittee on the Legislative Branch on behalf of the fiscal year
1999 appropriation request for the Joint Committee on Taxation.

Congressman Bill Archer and I submitted a written statement,
and I ask that this statement be made a part of the record.

Senator BENNETT. Without objection, it will be part of the record.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, the operations of the Joint Com-

mittee on Taxation are vital to the tax legislative process. For ex-
ample, the Joint Committee staff played a critical role last year to
help the Congress enact the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, which
began the process of returning to the American people some of
their hard-earned dollars.

This tax bill, which provided the biggest tax cut Americans re-
ceived in 16 years, included such major tax benefits as the child
tax credit, the opportunity to save for retirement in tax-deferred
IRA’s, significant education tax incentives, relief from confiscatory
estate and gift taxes for small businesses and family farms, as well
as substantial reductions on capital gains.

During 1997, the Joint Committee staff prepared more than
2,000 revenue estimates in response to Member requests and in
connection with committee markups drafted 14 committee and con-
ference reports, drafted 8 tax treaty executive reports, published 92
documents made available to the Congress and the general public,
as well as reviewed the work of the IRS on more than 600 large
income tax refund and 64 large deficiency cases.

During 1998, the Joint Committee staff will be front and center
on our efforts to reform and restructure the IRS.

The Joint Committee staff has also been devoting significant re-
sources to analyzing the various proposals to restructure the Fed-
eral tax system and will take a lead role in providing assistance
to the Congress as we consider fundamental tax reform, hopefully,
in the not-too-distant future. These tax reform proposals will re-
quire the Joint Committee staff to provide comprehensive economic
and legal analysis of a wide range of issues, including complex
transition issues.
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REVENUE ESTIMATES

Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak just a minute on the impor-
tant role of the Joint Committee on Taxation in the preparation of
revenue estimates for pending revenue legislation.

As you know, under the Congressional Budget Act, the Joint
Committee on Taxation has the sole responsibility for preparing
revenue estimates for all tax legislation considered by the Con-
gress. As I mentioned, during 1997, the staff responded to over
2,000 requests for revenue estimates from Members of Congress,
including estimates prepared in connection with committee mark-
ups.

Current staffing levels permitted the Joint Committee staff to re-
spond to approximately 66 percent of the requests received from
Members. During 1998, the Joint Committee staff expects to re-
ceive at least 1,500 requests for revenue estimates.

In addition, during 1998, the Joint Committee staff will continue
to proceed with the work necessary to develop the capability to in-
corporate macroeconomic effects into the revenue estimates of
major tax legislation. I think this is a very important initiative,
and as part of this effort, the Joint Committee has contracted with
two major macroeconomic forecasting firms to help in the develop-
ment of a prototype macroeconomic model.

In addition, the Joint Committee staff consults regularly with the
economists who serve on the Joint Committee’s revenue estimating
advisory board with respect to this important effort.

As I said, I want to emphasize the importance that I place on de-
veloping macroestimating capabilities. I think it is crucial to our ef-
forts to restructure the Federal tax system that we have the ability
to understand how the economy will perform when we replace the
current income tax system.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to address specifically a concern
raised by this subcommittee during last year’s appropriation proc-
ess: that the Joint Committee on Taxation staff did not respond
adequately to requests from Members of Congress who do not sit
on the tax-writing committees. Included in my written testimony is
a table that provides information on the Joint Committee staff re-
sponses to revenue estimate requests during the 104th Congress,
and for the first session of the 105th.

The Joint Committee on Taxation staff receives a large number
of requests each year, and responds to approximately, as I said,
two-thirds of them. As attachment D to my testimony shows, the
response to nontax-writing committee members during the last
Congress was pretty close to that of tax-writing committee mem-
bers. However, I am concerned that the data for the first session
of this Congress is showing some disparities in the response to non-
writing committee members.

I believe it is imperative that the revenue-estimating process of
the Joint Committee be above criticism. Therefore, when I recently
named Lindy Paull, who is our new chief of staff, to take over as
chief of staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, I directed her to
undertake a review of the revenue-estimating function of the Joint
Committee and closely monitor requests so that all Members are
treated fairly.
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FISCAL YEAR 1999 REQUEST

Mr. Chairman, Senator Dorgan, the fiscal year 1999 appropria-
tion request for the Joint Committee is $6,018,000. This amount is
a net increase of $202,500 over the fiscal year 1998 appropriation,
and $1,000 less than the fiscal year 1995 appropriation for the
Joint Committee. This increase is attributed solely to projected
cost-of-living adjustments as provided to the Joint Committee by
the House Finance Office, and a 1-percent merit increase for per-
sonnel expenses for the Joint Committee staff.

The funding we have requested for the Joint Committee on Tax-
ation represents, we believe, the minimum amount necessary to fi-
nance the operations of the committee for fiscal year 1999. The
Joint Committee provides essential services to the Congress that
are not duplicated by any other congressional or executive branch
office.

PREPARED STATEMENT

In closing, I want to thank the subcommittee for its continued
recognition of the important role that this committee plays. Thank
you.

[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BILL ROTH AND CONGRESSMAN BILL ARCHER

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to submit this written testimony to
the Subcommittee on Legislative of the Senate Committee on Appropriations on be-
half of the fiscal year 1999 appropriation request for the Joint Committee on Tax-
ation (the ‘‘Joint Committee’’).

The funding we are requesting for the Joint Committee on Taxation represents
the minimum amount necessary to finance the operations of the Joint Committee
for fiscal year 1999. The Joint Committee provides essential services to the Congress
that are not duplicated by any other Congressional or Executive Branch office. Fail-
ure to provide the requested funding will jeopardize the ability of the Joint Commit-
tee to provide these necessary services.

We want to thank the Subcommittee for its continued recognition of the important
role that the Joint Committee plays in the development of revenue legislation. We
are pleased that the Subcommittee has repeatedly acknowledged the needs of the
Joint Committee, and we hope that the Subcommittee will understand the critical
need for funds for the Joint Committee for fiscal year 1999.

Key points relating to the appropriation request are as follows:
We are requesting a fiscal year 1999 appropriation for the Joint Committee of

$6,018,000. This amount is a net increase of $202,500 over the fiscal year 1998 ap-
propriation and $1,000 less than the fiscal year 1995 appropriation for the Joint
Committee. This increase is attributable solely to cost-of-living adjustments and a
1-percent merit increase for personnel expenses for the Joint Committee staff.

In the last Congress, we asked the Joint Committee staff to assume additional
responsibilities. In addition to the traditional role of the Joint Committee staff in
the development, drafting, and estimating of proposed revenue legislation and the
review of large income tax refund cases, the Joint Committee staff is now respon-
sible for determining the possible unfunded mandates contained in revenue legisla-
tion and identifying, beginning in 1997, the limited tax benefits subject to the Line
Item Veto Act. As you know, the Joint Committee staff identified over 70 provisions
in the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 that were limited tax benefits and the President
exercised his authority under the Line Item Veto Act to cancel two of these provi-
sions.

The Joint Committee staff provides unique and essential services to both the
House of Representatives and the Senate at every stage of the tax legislative proc-
ess. The Joint Committee staff, comprised of highly qualified lawyers, accountants,
and economists, is involved in the development, marking up, and drafting of tax
bills and in writing all tax Committee Reports and Conference Reports. In addition,
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the Joint Committee staff devotes substantial resources to the preparation of reve-
nue estimates, distributional analyses, and other economic analyses relating to pro-
posed legislation. The refund office of the Joint Committee reviews large proposed
tax refunds as part of the Congressional oversight of the executive branch. The
Joint Committee is charged by statute with oversight of the administration of the
Federal tax system. The services of the Joint Committee are central to the tax legis-
lative process.

Additional details relating to this appropriation request are provided below.

SUMMARY OF FISCAL YEAR 1999 BUDGET REQUEST

The following summarizes the Joint Committee’s budget request for fiscal year
1999:
Personnel Funding ................................................................................. $5,433,000
Non-Personnel Funding:

Travel .............................................................................................. 12,000
Rent, Communications, Utilities ................................................... 88,000
Other Services ................................................................................. 95,000
Supplies and Materials .................................................................. 130,000
Equipment ....................................................................................... 260,000

Total fiscal year 1999 Request ................................................... 6,018,000
The fiscal year 1995 appropriation for the Joint Committee on Taxation was

$6,019,000. The House-passed legislative branch funding bill for fiscal year 1996
froze the Joint Committee appropriation at the fiscal year 1995 level ($6,019,000).
The final version of this legislation reduced the Joint Committee’s appropriation for
fiscal year 1996 by 15 percent to $5,116,000. This reduction was the result of a pro-
vision in the Senate bill, adopted in conference, which generally reduced appropria-
tions of all Senate committees. This appropriation was lower than the Joint Com-
mittee’s budget in each of the last 5 fiscal years. The fiscal year 1997 appropriation
for the Joint Committee was $5,470,000. The fiscal year 1998 appropriation for the
Joint Committee is $5,815,500, which is still below the fiscal year 1995 funding
level.

DETAILS OF FISCAL YEAR 1999 APPROPRIATION REQUEST

Personnel Expenses
We are requesting an appropriation for fiscal year 1999 for the Joint Committee

that is $202,500 more than the fiscal year 1998 appropriation, but only $1,000 more
than the fiscal year 1995 appropriation. This increase is attributable solely to cost-
of-living adjustments to current personnel expenses plus a 1-percent increase for
merit pay increases. As instructed by the House Finance Office, we are requesting
$52,606 (attributable to a 1-percent merit increase) and $149,622 (which represents
annualization of the fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999 cost-of-living adjust-
ments). These amounts are determined for the Joint Committee by the House Fi-
nance Office because they provide to us both the compensation base and the per-
centage adjustments.

This request does not include any specific requested amount for possible overtime
pay. During calendar year 1997, the Joint Committee on Taxation paid over $13,000
in overtime pay. The Joint Committee has a policy of minimizing the amount of
overtime pay that support staff employees earn by utilizing compensatory leave to
the extent permitted under the law.
Nonpersonnel expenses

We are requesting no increase in nonpersonnel expenses for fiscal year 1999.
The amount requested for travel expenses ($12,000) will be used to reimburse the

economists who comprise the Joint Committee on Taxation revenue estimating advi-
sory board for their expenses to travel to Washington, DC for advisory board meet-
ings. In addition, this amount will be used to send Joint Committee attorneys and
economists to educational conferences to improve their understanding of the Federal
tax laws and to reimburse Joint Committee employees and prospective job appli-
cants for travel expenses incurred in connection with the recruitment of new em-
ployees.

The amount budgeted for other services is primarily for consulting services. The
needs of the Members for immediate responses to requests for revenue estimates
and the substantial volume of requests for revenue estimates that the Joint Com-
mittee staff receives places tremendous burdens on the estimating staff. To perform
efficiently, the staff of the Joint Committee has found it necessary to contract from
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time to time with certain private sector organizations to do work that the Joint
Committee staff does not have the time or the resources to do otherwise. In addi-
tion, the Joint Committee has contracted with a number of firms to help investigate
issues involved in incorporating macroeconomic effects in the revenue estimates of
certain major proposed tax law changes.

The purchase of equipment represents the single largest item of nonpersonnel ex-
penses. The large volume of documents that the Joint Committee is required to
produce during the legislative process requires that the Joint Committee staff have
computer equipment necessary to produce documents quickly. In addition, the Joint
Committee devotes significant resources to the preparation of revenue estimates,
distribution analyses, and other economic analyses relating to proposed legislation.
The nature of this work and the speed with which the staff is normally asked to
complete its analyses requires that the Joint Committee staff utilize the most so-
phisticated and technologically advanced equipment. Thus, the staff finds it nec-
essary to upgrade computer software and hardware frequently to enable the staff
to provide the service required and expected by the Members of Congress.

REVIEW OF JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION OPERATIONS DURING CALENDAR YEAR 1997

Attachments A through D provide a summary of the activity of the Joint Commit-
tee for calendar year 1997. During 1997, the Joint Committee staff drafted fourteen
Committee and Conference Reports (Statements of Managers) for the House Ways
and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee. In addition, the staff
drafted eight tax treaty Executive Reports for the Senate Foreign Relations Commit-
tee. A list of these committee reports and treaty Executive Reports is contained in
Attachment A.

In 1997, the Joint Committee staff was actively involved in preparing materials
for numerous tax committee hearing and markup documents, as well as committee
and conference report explanations on tax-related legislation and tax treaties.

Tax legislative reports worked on by the Joint Committee staff relating to legisla-
tion enacted in 1997 included:

—Temporary extension of Airport and Airway Trust Fund excise taxes (H.R. 668).
—Taxpayer Browsing Protection Act (H.R. 1226).
—Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 (H.R. 2014), which included tax credits for children

and college education expenses, other education tax incentives, expansion of
IRA’s, capital gains and alternative minimum tax provisions, estate and gift tax
revisions, extensions of certain expiring tax provisions, D.C. tax incentives, a
welfare-to-work tax credit, expansion of empowerment zones, extension and
modifications to the Airport and Airway Trust Fund excise taxes, certain cor-
porate and other tax reforms, numerous tax simplification provisions, pension
and employee benefit changes, extensive Line Item Veto Act analysis, and tech-
nical corrections for 1996 tax legislation.

—Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (H.R. 2015), which included revenue provisions re-
lating to Medicare Medical Savings Accounts, tax treatment of certain hospitals,
unemployment tax provisions, and increased tobacco excise tax rates.

—Temporary extension of Highway Trust Fund (sec. 9 of S. 1519).
In addition, the Joint Committee staff worked on several other tax committee re-

ports on legislation that were considered by the tax-writing committees in 1997 but
not enacted as of the end of the First Session of the 105th Congress. These included
the following areas of tax legislation (also listed in Attachment A):

—H.R. 2513 (restore and modify two revenue provisions canceled under the Line
Item Veto Act in H.R. 2014), which was passed by the House.

—H.R. 2621 (revenue offset provision to the Reciprocal Trade Agreement Authori-
ties Act of 1997).

—H.R. 2644 (revenue offset provision to the United States-Caribbean Trade Part-
nership Act).

—H.R. 2645 (Tax Technical Corrections Act of 1997), which was included as an
amendment to H.R. 2676 as passed by the House.

—H.R. 2646 (Savings Act for Public and Private Schools Education), which was
passed by the House.

—H.R. 2676 (Internal Revenue Service Restructuring and Reform Act of 1997),
which was passed by the House.

—S. 1173 (Intermodal Surface Transportation Revenue Act of 1997), which was
approved by the Senate Finance Committee.

Further, the Joint Committee staff prepared hearing pamphlets and executive re-
ports on 8 tax treaties for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. On a less formal
basis, the Joint Committee staff assisted various nontax-writing Committees of the
House and Senate during 1997. Specifically, the Joint Committee staff prepared cer-
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tain written materials for the House Subcommittee on Housing and Community Op-
portunity of the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services with respect
to certain HUD programs (and Joint Committee Chief of Staff Kenneth J. Kies testi-
fied before that Subcommittee). In addition, the Joint Committee staff prepared a
study on utility restructuring for the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Re-
sources, and provided extensive support to the House and Senate Committees with
jurisdiction over the District of Columbia in connection with the work of the Con-
gress relating to the District, in addition to testifying before the House Subcommit-
tee on the District of Columbia.

In addition to its work on committee and conference reports, the Joint Committee
staff published 92 documents during 1997, including pamphlets and other docu-
ments prepared for committee hearings and markups and conference action (see At-
tachment B). Included in these documents was the General Explanation of Tax Leg-
islation Enacted in 1997, a 549-page comprehensive explanation of all tax legislation
enacted in 1997.

The 1997 publications included the Joint Committee staff’s annual report on esti-
mates of Federal tax expenditures for fiscal years 1998–2002. Other publications in-
cluded an analysis of the provision of the Line Item Veto Act relating to limited tax
benefits, a staff study of entity classification and partnership tax issues, and a staff
review of Federal income tax issues arising in connection with proposals to restruc-
ture the electric power industry. Also included in 1997 publications was a document
regarding the Joint Committee staff’s Tax Modeling Project and Tax Symposium Pa-
pers, which discussed the feasibility of incorporating macroeconomic effects into
Joint Committee staff revenue estimates.

During 1997, Joint Committee staff members spent extensive time conducting an
investigation of whether the Internal Revenue Service’s (‘‘IRS’’) selection of tax-ex-
empt organizations described in Internal Revenue Code sections 501(c)(3) and
501(c)(4) (and individuals associated with such organization) for audit has been po-
litically motivated, including an analysis of the selection of such tax-exempt organi-
zations for audit for reasons related to their alleged political or lobbying activities.
We, along with Senator Moynihan and Congressman Rangel, directed the Joint
Committee to conduct this investigation in March 1997; this investigation rep-
resents an important exercise of the Joint Committee on Taxation’s statutorily pre-
scribed duty of oversight of the administration of the Federal tax system. The Joint
Committee staff spent extensive time during the spring and fall of 1997 on this in-
vestigation. The investigation involves the review and inspection of several hundred
boxes of IRS case files, as well as the interview of IRS personnel, taxpayers, and
taxpayer representatives. While much of the work can be performed in Washington,
D.C., travel to other parts of the country to interview witnesses and review files is
also required.

The Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 imposed certain procedural require-
ments in the House and Senate with respect to mandates imposed on either the pri-
vate sector or on State and local governments. Under procedures developed in co-
ordination with CBO, the Joint Committee staff is required to provide an estimate
to the CBO of the direct costs of complying with any such mandates contained in
revenue legislation considered by the Congress.

During 1997, the Joint Committee received over 2,000 requests for revenue esti-
mates (see Attachment C). Many of the requests received in 1997 involved complex
proposals relating to alternative tax structures and proposals under consideration
as part of the Taxpayer Relief Act, the Balanced Budget Act, and restructuring of
the IRS, all of which required significant time on the part of the Joint Committee’s
legal and economics staff. In the course of considering the Joint Committee’s fiscal
year 1998 appropriation request, questions were raised as to whether the Joint
Committee staff was providing adequate assistance to all Members of Congress re-
questing it. We are attaching (Attachment D) to this letter a summary of Joint Com-
mittee responses to revenue estimate requests broken down by Ways and Means
Committee, Senate Finance Committee, Non Ways and Means Committee, and Non
Senate Finance Committee and subdivided further into Democrats and Republicans.
Current staffing and funding levels for the Joint Committee on Taxation enable the
Joint Committee staff to respond to approximately 66 percent of revenue estimate
requests; Attachment D demonstrates that the Joint Committee staff responds to re-
quests received from all Members of Congress. Although the Joint Committee staff
response rate is slightly higher for tax-writing committee members, we believe this
is principally attributable to the large number of amendments that are considered
when either of the tax-writing committees marks up revenue legislation.

One of the statutorily mandated functions of the staff of the Joint Committee is
the review of IRS refunds or credits of income tax, estate and gift tax, or any tax
on public charities, foundations, pension plans, or real estate investment trusts in
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excess of $1,000,000. The Joint Committee staff reports on each such refund case
and makes comments or recommendations with respect to the proposed refund case
to the IRS. During 1997, the Joint Committee refund staff reviewed 602 cases in-
volving $6.1 billion in proposed refunds. The Joint Committee staff raised concerns
in 88 cases (or approximately 15 percent of the cases). Errors identified by the Joint
Committee staff produced a net reduction in refunds of $14.3 million in 1997; the
average annual reduction in refunds for the last 7 years is $9.8 million. One IRS
region reported to the Joint Committee refund review staff that savings in excess
of $20 million had been achieved from corrections made before cases were submitted
to the Joint Committee as a result of memoranda that had been written in earlier
cases. A copy of the Joint Committee staff’s 1996 Refund Review Operations Report
(other than sections containing confidential taxpayer information) is included as At-
tachment E.

SUMMARY OF ANTICIPATED WORKLOAD OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION FOR
CALENDAR YEAR 1998

During 1998, it is expected that the Congress will return to consideration of var-
ious alternatives to the present income tax laws (such as flat taxes and different
types of consumption taxes) that have been or will be introduced. Some background
work on such tax restructuring proposals has been done in recent years, but we ex-
pect that this work will be intensified in 1998, as new proposals are introduced and
existing proposals are refined and modified. Because these proposals involve a com-
plete restructuring or replacement of the current Federal tax system, the economic
and legal analysis of such proposals can be extraordinarily complex, requiring sub-
stantial staff time. We expect that Congressional consideration of these initiatives
will place critical and unique demands on the staff of the Joint Committee to pro-
vide revenue estimates and legal and economic analyses.

It is also expected that legislation to reform and restructure the IRS, which was
passed by the House in 1997, will be considered by the Senate and enacted in 1998.
This is a major piece of legislation, involving the complete restructuring of the way
in which the IRS is managed by the Executive Branch and Congress, and contains,
as well, an array of taxpayer rights and protections and the modification of present-
law IRS procedures relating to collection and enforcement of taxes. Not only will the
Joint Committee staff be responsible for the development of this legislation, but, if
enacted with provisions similar to those in the House bill, the legislation will place
new burdens on the Joint Committee staff. The Joint Committee has estimated that
the version of the legislation passed by the House will initially require the resources
of a minimum of 3.5 FTE’s. Over the long term, we estimate that this legislation
would require on an ongoing basis a minimum of 2.5 FTE’s. The new burdens that
would be placed on the Joint Committee staff include the requirement to prepare
new studies and reports, oversee joint hearings of Congressional committees with
jurisdiction over IRS matters, and prepare a tax complexity analysis with respect
to every piece of tax legislation.

As mentioned above, along with Senator Moynihan and Congressman Rangel, we
have directed the staff of the Joint Committee to investigate whether the IRS’s se-
lection of tax-exempt organizations described in Internal Revenue Code sections
501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) (and individuals associated with such organization) for audit
has been politically motivated, including an analysis of the selection of such tax-ex-
empt organizations for audit for reasons related to their alleged political or lobbying
activities. This investigation was initially begun in 1997, and it was initially ex-
pected that the investigation, as well as the written findings, would be completed
during 1997. However, work on the investigation had to be suspended during the
summer of 1997 because of the work of the Congress on the Taxpayer Relief Act
of 1997. Work on the investigation is again continuing, and will be completed in
1998. The investigation involves the review and inspection of several hundred boxes
of IRS case files, as well as the interview of IRS personnel, taxpayers, and taxpayer
representatives. While much of the work can be performed in Washington, D.C.,
travel to other parts of the country to interview witnesses and review files is also
required. The investigation and preparation of the written report involves the work
of approximately 5.0 FTE’s.

The Joint Committee devotes substantial resources to the preparation of revenue
estimates, distribution analyses, and other economic analyses relating to proposed
revenue legislation. During 1997, Members of Congress were increasingly interested
in the revenue estimation process, particularly the possibility of incorporating mac-
roeconomic effects in revenue estimates, and we expect that this interest will con-
tinue in 1998. Determining whether this can be done and, if so, how to do it, will
require substantial resources. Currently accepted estimation processes do not ac-
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count for macroeconomic effects, and there is no consensus in the economic commu-
nity about how, and whether to, account for such effects. The Joint Committee staff
has already taken steps to improve the estimating process and determine the fea-
sibility of incorporating macroeconomic effects. These steps include providing more
disclosure regarding the estimation process to Members of Congress, determining
whether proposals are likely to have significant macroeconomic effects, consultation
with the Joint Committee on Taxation revenue estimating advisory board as to the
feasibility of incorporating macroeconomic effects in revenue estimates, and con-
tracting with macroeconomic forecasting firms for the purpose of developing estimat-
ing models that might be used to estimate the macroeconomic effects of certain pro-
posed major changes in the Federal tax laws. The Joint Committee staff held a con-
ference of economic advisors in 1997 to review the results of the macroeconomic
forecasting firms. It is anticipated that this review will help determine the feasibil-
ity of using such forecasting models and aid in the development of models that may
be used by the Joint Committee staff. The ability of the Joint Committee staff to
continue these efforts in 1998 will be impaired if funding at the requested level is
not provided.

The Line Item Veto Act of 1996 imposed a new statutory responsibility on the
Joint Committee staff to identify limited tax benefits contained in any Conference
Report considered by the House or Senate and to prepare a statement for inclusion
in every Statement of Managers to identify any limited tax benefit. The Joint Com-
mittee was required to exercise this statutory responsibility for the first time in
1997. While the amount of time the Joint Committee is required to devote to com-
plying with the requirements of the Line Item Veto Act will vary depending on the
nature of tax legislation considered and adopted by the Congress, the experience of
the Joint Committee staff in 1997 demonstrates that the Act imposes substantial
burdens on the Joint Committee. Identifying the list of limited tax benefits for inclu-
sion in the Statement of Managers involves complicated analyses by almost every
member of both the legal and economics staff of a nature not generally otherwise
required in the consideration of revenue legislation. In addition to preparation of the
this statement, Members of Congress have begun to request determinations of
whether proposals under consideration would be identified as limited tax benefits.
Providing this information to Members involves the same analysis required in prep-
aration of the formal list of limited tax benefits. Finally, in the event items identi-
fied as limited tax benefits are vetoed by the President, the Joint Committee staff
is involved in the reconsideration and modification of the vetoed provisions.

After the publication of the President’s fiscal year 1999 budget, the Joint Commit-
tee will be required to provide its own analysis and revenue estimates of the reve-
nue provisions of the budget.

During 1998, the requirements imposed under the Unfunded Mandates Reform
Act of 1995 will give rise to a continuing responsibility of the Joint Committee staff
to provide an estimate to the Congressional Budget Office of the direct costs of com-
plying with mandates on the private sector or on State and local governments that
are contained in revenue legislation considered by the Congress.

Under the regulatory reform bill recently enacted, a process of Congressional dis-
approval applies to certain executive branch regulations, rulings, and other pro-
nouncements. The House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Com-
mittee have asked the Joint Committee staff to review all tax regulations and simi-
lar guidance submitted to the Congress under the regulatory reform legislation and
to report to the Committees on any issues that might be appropriate for Congres-
sional disapproval.

To fulfill the goals of the House and the Senate to make Congressional informa-
tion more accessible, the Joint Committee recently set up its own internet web site.
This enables individuals not only to obtain information about the Joint Committee
and certain Joint Committee publications and activities, it also provides links to the
sites of Members of the Committee. It is expected that work perfecting this web site
will continue in 1998, and that regular updates will be provided in order to make
current information available. Although this is not a significant component of the
Joint Committee staff work, maintaining this web site in order to provide current
information about the work of the Joint Committee for the benefit of Members of
Congress, their staffs, and the general public will require some additional staff time.

As always, the Joint Committee staff will continue to have an integral role in tax
aspects of Federal budget deliberations and in any tax legislation considered by the
Congress. It is anticipated that the Joint Committee staff will assist in the develop-
ment and analysis of legislative proposals, and prepare markup documents, Com-
mittee reports and conference reports (Statements of Managers) with respect to any
tax legislation.
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CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, we will continue to rely on the staff of the Joint Committee to pro-
vide us with their technical support. This superb staff has a demonstrated track
record of service to the Congress. The appropriation request for fiscal year 1999 is
intended merely to provide the necessary resources for the Joint Committee staff to
respond promptly and adequately to the requests for assistance that it receives from
the Members of Congress and to maintain its current level of services.

We respectfully urge the Members of your Subcommittee to respond favorably to
the Joint Committee’s request for funding for fiscal year 1999.

ATTACHMENT A.—1997 TAX-RELATED LEGISLATIVE REPORTS WORKED ON BY THE
STAFF OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

TAX COMMITTEE AND CONFERENCE REPORT EXPLANATIONS

H.R. 668 (Airport and Airway Trust Fund Reinstatement Act of 1997). H. Rept.
105–5 (House Ways and Means Committee report on bill to provide temporary ex-
tension of Airport and Airway Trust Fund excise taxes).

H.R. 1226 (Taxpayer Browsing Protection Act of 1997). H. Rept. 105–51 (House
Ways and Means Committee report on bill to prevent unauthorized inspection of tax
returns or tax return information).

H.R. 2014 (Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997). H. Rept. 105–148 (House Budget Com-
mittee report on revenue reconciliation provisions as approved by the House Ways
and Means Committee).

H.R. 2014 (Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997). H. Rept. 105–220 (Conference report on
the Taxpayer Relief Act).

H.R. 2015 (Balanced Budget Act of 1997). H. Rept. 105–149 (House Budget Com-
mittee report on revenue provisions of budget reconciliation provisions as approved
by the House Committee on Ways and Means).

H.R. 2015 (Balanced Budget Act of 1997). H. Rept. 105–217 (Revenue provisions
of conference report on the Balanced Budget Act).

H.R. 2513 (Restore and modify revenue provisions canceled under the Line Item
Veto Act). H. Rept. 105–318, Part I (House Ways and Means Committee report on
restoring two revenue provisions canceled under the Line Item Veto Act).

H.R. 2621 (Reciprocal Trade Agreement Authorities Act of‘1997). H. Rept. 105–
341, Part I (House Ways and Means Committee report on revenue offset provision
in trade ‘‘fast track’’ bill).

H.R. 2644 (United States-Caribbean Trade Partnership Act). H. Rept. 105–365
(House Ways and Means Committee report on revenue offset provision of Caribbean
trade bill).

H.R. 2645 (Tax Technical Corrections Act of 1997). H. Rept. 105–356 (House Ways
and Means Committee report on tax technical corrections).

H.R. 2646 (Savings Act for Public and Private Schools Education). H. Rept. 105–
332 (House Ways and Means Committee report on bill to allow tax-free expenditures
from education accounts for elementary and secondary school expenses).

H.R. 2676 (Internal Revenue Service Restructuring and Reform Act of 1997). H.
Rept. 105–364, Part I (House Ways and Means Committee report on bill to restruc-
ture the IRS and reform IRS procedures).

S. 949 (Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1997). S. Rept. 105–33 (Senate Finance
Committee report on revenue reconciliation provisions).

S. 1173 (Intermodal Surface Transportation Revenue Act of 1997). Explanation for
the Congressional Record of Senate Finance Committee amendment to S. 1173, pro-
viding a revenue title to extend the Highway Trust Fund and Trust Fund taxes.

TAX TREATY EXECUTIVE REPORTS

Taxation Agreement With Turkey. Exec. Rept. 105–6 (Executive report for the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee).

Taxation Convention With Austria. Exec. Rept. 105–7 (Executive report for the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee).

Taxation Convention With Luxembourg. Exec. Rept. 105–8 (Executive report for
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee).

Taxation Convention With Thailand. Exec. Rept. 105–9 (Executive report for the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee).

Tax Convention With Switzerland. Exec. Rept. 105–10 (Executive report for the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee).
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Tax Convention With South Africa. Exec. Rept. 105–11 (Executive report for the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee).

Tax Protocol With Canada. Exec. Rept. 105–12 (Executive report for the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee).

Tax Convention With Ireland. Exec. Rept. 105–13 (Executive report for the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee).

ATTACHMENT B.—JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

JCS–97 DOCUMENTS

JCS–1–97—Analysis Of Provisions Contained In The Line Item Veto Act (Public
Law 104–130) Relating To Limited Tax Benefits. January 3, 1997

JCS–2–97—Description And Analysis Of Tax Proposals Relating To Individual
Saving And IRA’s. Scheduled for a Hearing Before the Senate Committee on Fi-
nance on March 6, 1997. March 3, 1997

JCS–3–97—Analysis Of Proposed Tax Incentives For Higher Education. Sched-
uled for a Hearing Before the House Committee on Ways and Means on March 5,
1997. March 4, 1997

JCS–4–97—Tax Treatment Of Capital Gains And Losses. Scheduled for a Public
Hearing by the Senate Committee on Finance on March 13, 1997. March 12, 1997

JCS–5–97—Description And Analysis Of Tax Proposals Relating To Savings And
Investment (Capital Gains, IRA’s, And Estate And Gift Tax). Scheduled for a Public
Hearing Before the House Committee on Ways and Means on March 19, 1997.
March 18, 1997

JCS–6–97—Review Of Selected Entity Classification And Partnership Tax Issues.
April 8, 1997

JCS–7–97—Description And Analysis Of Proposals Relating To Estate And Gift
Taxation. Scheduled for a Public Hearing Before the Senate Committee on Finance
on April 10, 1997. April 8, 1997

JCS–8–97—Impact On Individuals And Families Of Replacing The Federal In-
come Tax. Scheduled for a Public Hearing Before the House Committee on Ways
and Means on April 15, 1997. April 14, 1997

JCS–9–97—Analysis Of Proposed Tax And Savings Incentives For Higher Edu-
cation. Scheduled for a Public Hearing Before the Senate Committee on Finance on
April 16, 1997. April 15, 1997

JCS–10–97—Description And Analysis Of Certain Revenue-Raising Provisions
Contained In The President’s Fiscal Year 1998 Budget Proposal. April 16, 1997

JCS–11–97—Comparison Of Revenue Provisions Of H.R. 2014 As Passed By The
House And The Senate. Prepared for the Use of the House and Senate Conferees.
July 10, 1997

JCS–12–97—Explanation Of Proposed Income Tax Treaty Between The United
States And The Republic Of Austria. Scheduled for a Hearing Before the Committee
on Foreign Relations, United States Senate on October 7, 1997. October 6, 1997

JCS–13–97—Explanation Of Proposed Income Tax Treaty And Proposed Protocol
Between The United States And The Republic Of Turkey. Scheduled for a Hearing
Before the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate on October 7,
1997. October 6, 1997

JCS–14–97—Explanation Of Proposed Income Tax Treaty Between The United
States And The Grand Duchy Of Luxembourg. Scheduled for a Hearing Before the
Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate on October 7, 1997. October
6, 1997

JCS–15–97—Explanation Of Proposed Income Tax Treaty Between The United
States And The Republic Of South Africa. Scheduled for a Hearing Before the Com-
mittee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate on October 7, 1997. October 6,
1997

JCS–16–97—Explanation Of Proposed Income Tax Treaty And Proposed Protocol
Between The United States And The Swiss Confederation. Scheduled for a Hearing
Before the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate on October 7,
1997. October 6, 1997

JCS–17–97—Explanation Of Proposed Income Tax Treaty And Proposed Protocol
Between The United States And Ireland. Scheduled for a Hearing Before the Com-
mittee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate on October 7, 1997. October 6,
1997

JCS–18–97—Explanation Of Proposed Income Tax Treaty Between The United
States And The Kingdom Of Thailand. Scheduled for a Hearing Before the Commit-
tee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate on October 7, 1997. October 6, 1997
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JCS–19–97—Explanation Of Proposed Protocol To The Income Tax Treaty Be-
tween The United States And Canada. Scheduled for a Hearing Before the Commit-
tee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate on October 7, 1997. October 6, 1997

JCS–20–97—Federal Income Tax Issues Arising In Connection With Proposals To
Restructure The Electric Power Industry. October 17, 1997

JCS–21–97—Joint Committee On Taxation Tax Modeling Project And 1997 Tax
Symposium Papers. November 20, 1997

JCS–22–97—Estimates Of Federal Tax Expenditures For Fiscal Years 1998–2002.
Prepared for the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee
on Finance. December 15, 1997

JCS–23–97—General Explanation Of Tax Legislation Enacted In 1997. December
17, 1997

JCX–97 DOCUMENTS

JCX–1–97—Description Of Title III (‘‘Affordable College Act’’) Of S. 1 (‘‘Safe And
Affordable Schools Act Of 1997’’). January 21, 1997

JCX–2–97—Description Of S. 2 (‘‘American Family Tax Relief Act’’). January 21,
1997

JCX–3–97—Background Information On Federal Air Transportation Excise Taxes
And The Airport And Airway Trust Fund. Scheduled for a Public Hearing Before
the Senate Committee on Finance on February 4, 1997. February 3, 1997

JCX–4–97—Background Information On Federal Air Transportation Excise Taxes
And The Airport And Airway Trust Fund. Scheduled for a Public Hearing Before
the House Committee on Ways and Means on February 5, 1997. February 4, 1997

JCX–5–97—Reinstatement Of Air Transportation Excise Taxes And Transfer Of
Excise Tax Revenues To The Airport And Airway Trust Fund. Scheduled for a
Markup by the Senate Committee on Finance on February 5, 1997. February 4,
1997

JCX–6–97R—Description Of Revenue Provisions Contained In The President’s
Fiscal Year 1998 Budget Proposal. February 10, 1997

JCX–7–97—Reinstatement Of Air Transportation Excise Taxes And Transfer Of
Excise Tax Revenues To The Airport And Airway Trust Fund. Scheduled for a
Markup by the House Committee on Ways and Means on February 12, 1997. Feb-
ruary 10, 1997

JCX–8–97—Estimated Budget Effects Of The Revenue Provisions Contained In
The President’s Fiscal Year 1998 Budget Proposal. February 27, 1997

JCX–9–97—Comparison Of Certain Proposed Tax Incentives For Higher Edu-
cation. Scheduled for a Hearing Before the House Committee on Ways and Means
on March 5, 1997. March 4, 1997

JCX–10–97—Description And Analysis Of Certain Revenue-Raising Provisions
Contained In The President’s Fiscal Year 1998 Budget Proposal. Scheduled for a
Public Hearing Before the House Committee on Ways and Means on March 12,
1997. March 11, 1997

JCX–11–97—Unauthorized Inspection Of Tax Returns Or Tax Return Informa-
tion. Scheduled for Markup Before the House Ways and Means Committee on April
9, 1997. April 7, 1997

JCX–12–97—Description Of S. 436 (The ‘‘Intercity Passenger Rail Trust Fund Act
Of 1997’’) And Of Present-Law Provisions Relating To Federal Excise Taxes Imposed
On Transportation Motor Fuels. Scheduled for a Public Hearing Before the Senate
Committee on Finance on April 23, 1997. April 21, 1997

JCX–13–97R—Present Law And Legislative Background Relating To The Low-In-
come Housing Tax Credit. Scheduled for a Public Hearing Before the Subcommittee
on Oversight of the House Committee on Ways and Means on May 1, 1997. April
30, 1997

JCX–14–97—Description Of The Administration’s Proposals Relating To The
Earned Income Credit. Scheduled for a Public Hearing Before the House Committee
on Ways and Means on May 8, 1997. May 7, 1997

JCX–15–97—Written Testimony Of The Staff Of The Joint Committee On Tax-
ation Regarding President Clinton’s Tax Proposals For The District Of Columbia for
a Hearing of the Subcommittee on the District of Columbia of the House Committee
on Government Reform and Oversight, 105th Congress on May 22, 1997. May 22,
1997

JCX–16–97—Oral Testimony Of The Staff Of The Joint Committee On Taxation
Regarding President Clinton’s Tax Proposals For The District Of Columbia for a
Hearing of the Subcommittee on the District of Columbia of the House Committee
on Government Reform and Oversight, 105th Congress on May 22, 1997. May 22,
1997
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JCX–17–97—Description Of Health-Related Tax Proposals. Scheduled for Markup
Before the Health Subcommittee of the House Committee on Ways and Means on
June 4, 1997. June 3, 1997

JCX–18–97—Estimated Revenue Effects Of Health-Related Tax Proposals. Sched-
uled for Markup Before the Health Subcommittee of the House Committee on Ways
and Means on June 4, 1997. June 4, 1997

JCX–19–97—Description And Analysis Of Proposals Relating To The Deduction
For Health Insurance Expenses Of Self-Employed Individuals, Worker Classifica-
tion, Taxation Of Home Office Expenses, And Electronic Filing. Scheduled for a Pub-
lic Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Taxation and IRS Oversight of the Senate
Committee on Finance on June 5, 1997. June 4, 1997

JCX–20–97—Description Of Chairman’s Mark Relating To Revenue Reconciliation
Provisions. Scheduled for Markup Before the House Committee on Ways and Means
on June 11, 1997. June 9, 1997

JCX–21–97—Description Of Chairman’s Mark Relating To Tax Simplification Pro-
visions. Scheduled for Markup Before the House Committee on Ways and Means on
June 11, 1997. June 9, 1997

JCX–22–97—Description Of Chairman’s Mark Relating To Technical Correction
Provisions. Scheduled for Markup Before the House Committee on Ways and Means
on June 11, 1997. June 9, 1997

JCX–23–97—Estimated Budget Effects Of Chairman’s Mark Relating To Revenue
Reconciliation Provisions. June 9, 1997

JCX–24R–97—Description Of Human Resources-Related Tax Proposals. Sched-
uled for Markup Before the House Committee on Ways and Means on June 10,
1997. June 9, 1997

JCX–25–97—Estimated Budget Effects Of Chairman’s Mark Relating To Earned
Income Credit Compliance Proposals. June 9, 1997

JCX–26–97—Estimated Revenue Effects Of A Chairman’s Mark In The Nature Of
A Substitute Regarding The Budget Reconciliation Human Resources Subcommittee
Items. Scheduled for Markup Before the House Committee on Ways and Means on
June 10, 1997. June 10, 1997

JCX–27–97—Description Of The Modifications Contained In An Amendment In
The Nature Of A Substitute To The Chairman’s Mark Relating To Revenue Provi-
sions As Released To Members Of The Committee On Ways And Means On June
9, 1997. Scheduled for Markup Before the House Committee on Ways and Means
on June 11, 1997. June 11, 1997

JCX–28–97—Estimated Budget Effects Of An Amendment In The Nature Of A
Substitute To The Chairman’s Mark Relating To Revenue Reconciliation Provisions.
June 11, 1997

JCX–29–97—Description Of Senate Finance Committee Chairman’s Mark Relat-
ing To Revenue Reconciliation Provisions. Scheduled for Markup Before the Senate
Committee on Finance on June 19, 1997. June 17, 1997

JCX–30–97—Description Of Senate Finance Committee Chairman’s Mark Relat-
ing To Tax Simplification Provisions. Scheduled for Markup Before the Senate Com-
mittee on Finance on June 19, 1997. June 17, 1997

JCX–31–97—Description Of Senate Finance Committee Chairman’s Mark Relat-
ing To Technical Correction Provisions. Scheduled for Markup Before the Senate
Committee on Finance on June 19, 1997. June 17, 1997

JCX–32–97—Estimated Budget Effects Of Chairman’s Mark Relating To Revenue
Reconciliation Provisions. June 17, 1997

JCX–33–97—Estimated Budget Effects Of Chairman’s Mark Relating To Tax Sim-
plification Provisions. June 17, 1997

JCX–34–97—Distributional Effects Of The Revenue Reconciliation Provisions Con-
tained In The Senate Finance Committee Chairman’s Mark. Scheduled for Markup
Before the Senate Finance Committee on June 19, 1997. June 17, 1997

JCX–35–97—Estimated Budget Effects Of The ‘‘Taxpayer Relief Act Of 1997’’.
Scheduled For Consideration By The House Of Representatives On June 26, 1997.
June 25, 1997

JCX–36–97—Estimated Budget Effects Of The Revenue Provisions In H.R. 2014
As Passed By The Senate On June 27, 1997. July 1, 1997

JCX–37–97—Comparison Of The Estimated Budget Effects Of The Revenue Provi-
sions Of H.R. 2014 As Passed By The House And The Senate. July 10, 1997

JCX–38–97—Disclosure Report For Public Inspection Pursuant To Internal Reve-
nue Code Section 6103(p)(3)(C) For Calendar Year 1997. July 14, 1997

JCX–39–97—Estimated Budget Effects Of The Conference Agreement On The
Revenue Provisions Of H.R. 2014, The ‘‘Taxpayer Relief Act Of 1997’’. July 30, 1997

JCX–40–97—Summary Of Revenue Provisions Of H.R. 2014 (‘‘Taxpayer Relief Act
Of 1997’’). August 1, 1997
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JCX–41–97—Distributional Effects Of The Conference Agreement On The Reve-
nue Reconciliation Provisions Of H.R. 2014, The ‘‘Taxpayer Relief Act Of 1997’’. Sep-
tember 4, 1997

JCX–42–97—Description Of Revenue Provisions To Be Considered In Connection
With A Markup Of Trade Matters. Scheduled for Markup by the Senate Committee
on Finance on September 11, 1997. September 9, 1997

JCX–43–97—Estimated Revenue Effects Of Trade-Related Tax Proposals. Sched-
uled for Markup by the Senate Finance Committee on September 11, 1997. Septem-
ber 9, 1997

JCX–44–97—Description And Analysis Of Proposals Relating To The Rec-
ommendations Of The National Commission On Restructuring The Internal Reve-
nue Service On Executive Branch Governance And Congressional Oversight. Sched-
uled for Public Hearings Before the House Committee on Ways and Means on Sep-
tember 16, and 17, 1997. September 16, 1997

JCX–45–97—Written Testimony Of The Staff Of The Joint Committee On Tax-
ation With Respect To Certain Provisions Of H.R. 2292 (the ‘‘Internal Revenue Serv-
ice Restructuring And Reform Act Of 1997’’) Before a Hearing of the Committee on
Ways and Means. September 17, 1997

JCX–46–97—Written Testimony Of The Staff Of The Joint Committee On Tax-
ation Regarding Federal Income Tax Aspects Of Proposals To Restructure Certain
FHA-Insured Multifamily Mortgage Portfolios for a Hearing of the Subcommittee on
Housing and Community Opportunity of the House Committee on Banking and Fi-
nancial Services on September 17, 1997. September 17, 1997

JCX–47–97—Description Of Legislation To Restore And Modify Provisions In The
Taxpayer Relief Act Of 1997 Canceled Pursuant To The Line Item Veto Act. Sep-
tember 19, 1997

JCX–48–97—Chairman’s Amendment In The Nature Of A Substitute Relating To
Provisions In The Taxpayer Relief Act Of 1997 Canceled Pursuant To The Line Item
Veto Act. September 23, 1997

JCX–49–97—Background And Description Of Proposals Relating To Taxpayer
Protection And Rights (Title III Of H.R. 2292). Scheduled for a Public Hearing Be-
fore the Subcommittee on Oversight of the House Committee on Ways and Means
on September 26, 1997. September 25, 1997

JCX–50–97—Extension of Highway Trust Fund Excise Taxes and Related Trust
Fund Provisions. Scheduled for a Markup by the Senate Committee on Finance on
October 1, 1997. September 29, 1997

JCX–51–97—Estimated Revenue Effects Of An Extension Of Highway Trust Fund
Excise Taxes And Related Trust Fund Provisions. Scheduled For Markup By The
Senate Committee On Finance On October 1, 1997. September 29, 1997

JCX–52–97—Revised Estimated Revenue Effects Of An Extension Of Highway
Trust Fund Excise Taxes And Related Trust Fund Provisions. Scheduled For Mark-
up By The Senate Committee On Finance On October 1, 1997. October 1, 1997

JCX–53–97—Testimony Of The Staff Of The Joint Committee On Taxation Before
The Senate Committee On Foreign Relations Hearing On Tax Treaties And Proto-
cols With Eight Countries. October 7, 1997

JCX–54–97—Revenue Offset To Trade Bill. Scheduled for Markup by the House
Committee on Ways and Means on October 8, 1997. October 8, 1997

JCX–55–97—Estimated Revenue Effects Of The Revenue Offset For H.R. 2621.
Scheduled for Markup by the Committee on Ways and Means on October 8, 1997.
October 8, 1997

JCX–56–97—Description Of Chairman’s Mark Of The ‘‘Tax Technical Corrections
Act Of 1997’’. Scheduled for Markup by the House Committee on Ways and Means
on October 9, 1997. October 8, 1997

JCX–57–97—Revenue Offset For U.S. Caribbean Basin Trade Partnership Act.
Scheduled for Markup by the House Committee on Ways and Means on October 9,
1997. October 8, 1997

JCX–58–97—Estimated Revenue Effects Of A Revenue Offset For The ‘‘United
States-Caribbean Basin Trade Partnership Act’’. October 8, 1997

JCX–59–97—Description Of Education Savings Act For Public And Private
Schools And A Revenue Offset. Scheduled for Markup by the House Committee on
Ways and Means on October 9, 1997. October 8, 1997

JCX–60–97—Estimated Revenue Effects Of The ‘‘Education Savings Act For Pub-
lic And Private Schools’’. Scheduled for Markup by the Committee on Ways and
Means on October 9, 1997. October 8, 1997

JCX–61–97—Chairman’s Amendment In The Nature Of A Substitute To H.R.
2646 Relating To Definition Of Qualified Education Expenses. October 9, 1997
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JCX–62–97—Description Of The ‘‘Internal Revenue Service Restructuring And Re-
form Act Of 1997’’. Scheduled for Markup by the House Committee on Ways and
Means on October 22, 1997. October 21, 1997

JCX–63–97—Description Of Changes To JCX–62–97 Made By The Amendment In
The Nature Of A Substitute To Be Offered By Chairman Archer. October 22, 1997

JCX–64–97—Estimated Revenue Effects Of An Amendment In The Nature Of A
Substitute To H.R. 2676, The ‘‘Internal Revenue Service Restructuring And Reform
Act Of 1997’’. October 22, 1997

JCX–65–97—Description Of The Tax Provisions Of The Empowerment Zone/En-
terprise Community Program And H.R. 1031, The ‘‘Renewing American Commu-
nities Act Of 1997’’. Scheduled for a Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Oversight
of the House Committee on Ways and Means on October 28, 1997. October 24, 1997

JCX–66–97—Description Of Revenue Offset In Amendment To H.R. 2621, The
‘‘Reciprocal Trade Agreement Authorities Act Of 1997’’ As Reported By The Commit-
tee On Ways And Means. November 7, 1997

JCX–67–97—Estimated Revenue Effects Of The Revenue Offset In An Amend-
ment To H.R. 2621, The ‘‘Reciprocal Trade Agreement Authorities Act Of 1997,’’ As
Reported By The Committee On Ways And Means. November 7, 1997

JCX–68–97—Description Of Amendment To H.R. 2513 As Reported By The Com-
mittee On Ways And Means. November 7, 1997

JCX–69–97—Estimated Revenue Effects Of Amendments To H.R. 2513, As Re-
ported By The Committee On Ways And Means, To Restore And Modify Provisions
In The ‘‘Taxpayer Relief Act Of 1997’’ Canceled Pursuant To The Line Item Veto
Act. November 7, 1997

ATTACHMENT C.—Joint Committee on Taxation revenue estimate requests
Calendar year No. of requests

1985 ......................................................................................................................... 348
1986 ......................................................................................................................... 474
1987 ......................................................................................................................... 420
1988 ......................................................................................................................... 900
1989 ......................................................................................................................... 1,290
1990 ......................................................................................................................... 1,286
1991 ......................................................................................................................... 1,461
1992 ......................................................................................................................... 2,350
1993 ......................................................................................................................... 2,380
1994 ......................................................................................................................... 1,259
1995 ......................................................................................................................... 2,278
1996 ......................................................................................................................... 1,792
1997 ......................................................................................................................... 2,079

ATTACHMENT D.—CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST AND REPLY DATA 1

Requestors

104th Congress 105th Congress (as of Dec. 18, 1997)

Requests Replies Percent
replies Requests Replies Percent

replies

Ways and Means Committee:
Republicans ......................... 627 394 62.8 367 190 64.3
Democrats ............................ 360 216 60.0 196 106 69.9

Senate Finance Committee:
Republicans ......................... 1,053 731 69.4 516 305 70.5
Democrats ............................ 421 268 63.7 291 156 73.2

Non-Ways and Means Committee:
Republicans ......................... 308 210 68.2 272 152 61.4
Democrats ............................ 226 141 62.4 153 57 54.9

Non-Senate Finance Committee:
Republicans ......................... 200 136 68.0 207 106 59.9
Democrats ............................ 209 128 61.2 133 72 61.7

Others ........................................... 31 25 80.6 24 15 62.5
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ATTACHMENT D.—CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST AND REPLY DATA 1—Continued

Requestors

104th Congress 105th Congress (as of Dec. 18, 1997)

Requests Replies Percent
replies Requests Replies Percent

replies

Total ................................ 3,435 2,249 65.5 2,159 1,159 65.9

1 Totals include both revenue and non-revenue requests.

ATTACHMENT E.—MEMORANDUM

DECEMBER 18, 1997.
To: Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on Taxation
From: Senior Refund Counsel
Subject: Refund Section—Calendar Year 1998 Operations Report

This is a report on the more significant developments in this Office during the
past calendar year.

SUMMARY

Volume.—Refund Cases—602 reports were received during the year. The total dol-
lar amount of refunds was $6,101,259,628.

Reports received 1994 1995 1996 1997

Examination Division ..................................................................... 482 425 375 457
Appeals Division ............................................................................ 147 132 101 124
Department of Justice ................................................................... 18 20 25 18
Chief Counsel ................................................................................ 6 2 5 3

Total ................................................................................. 653 579 506 602

Concerns 1 ...................................................................................... 69 79 104 88

1 Includes 8 post review deficiency cases for 1994, 12 for 1995, 16 for 1996 and 4 for 1997.

Post Review.—The Service reports 64 large deficiency cases to us annually for post
review. Four of these cases generated concerns this year.

Other Action.—(1) We transmitted for consideration of legislative action 10 issues
that arose in various cases.

(2) We transmitted 2 memoranda suggesting corrections were needed in computer
programs to ensure correct reporting of tax liability.

Exhibits and Appendices provide detailed information on most of the foregoing.
Errors identified by us in 1997 and prior years, and agreed to by the Service in

1997 produced a net reduction in refunds of $14.3 million. The average annual re-
duction for the last 7 years is $9.8 million. Such corrections also reduced
ATNOLCF’s, $355.9 million, AMFTC’s $23 million, and regular tax FTC’s $8.5 mil-
lion. In addition, one region informed us of savings in excess of $20 million from
corrections made before cases were submitted to us, that resulted from memoranda
we had written in earlier cases.

We hope that in spite of our decreased staffing we are satisfactorily accomplishing
our assigned portion of the Committee’s mission and meeting your expectations. We
look forward to a productive, challenging year.

EXHIBIT I.—REPORTS TO JC AS REQUIRED BY IRS CODE SECTION 6405
[Calendar year 1997]

Month
No. of
cases

received

Cumulative
total

Cumulative
monthly
average

Dollar receipts Cumulative dollar
receipts

January .......................................... 48 48 48 $1,260,468,739 $1,260,468,739
February ......................................... 46 94 47 347,028,954 1,607,497,693
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EXHIBIT I.—REPORTS TO JC AS REQUIRED BY IRS CODE SECTION 6405—Continued
[Calendar year 1997]

Month
No. of
cases

received

Cumulative
total

Cumulative
monthly
average

Dollar receipts Cumulative dollar
receipts

March ............................................ 40 134 44 518,379,068 2,125,876,761
April ............................................... 55 189 47 342,716,526 2,468,593,287
May ................................................ 59 248 49 701,795,817 3,170,389,104
June ............................................... 54 302 50 520,878,723 3,691,267,827
July ................................................ 81 383 54 824,954,395 4,516,222,222
August ........................................... 54 437 54 547,160,557 5,063,382,779
September ..................................... 40 477 53 370,329,743 5,433,712,522
October .......................................... 56 533 53 210,074,744 5,643,787,266
November ...................................... 26 559 50 179,610,623 5,823,397,889
December ...................................... 43 602 50 277,861,739 6,101,259,628

EXHIBIT II.—JOINT COMMITTEE CASES RECEIVED IN BY TYPES OF TAXPAYER AND SOURCE—1997

Amount Percent Amount Percent

TYPES OF TAXPAYERS SOURCE OF REPORTS
Individuals ............................... 26 4.32 Examination ............................ 457 75.91
Estates ..................................... 7 1.16 Appeals ................................... 124 20.60
Trusts ....................................... 2 .33 Justice ..................................... 18 2.99
Corporations ............................ 567 94.19 Tax Court ................................ 3 .50

Total ........................... 602 100.00 Total .......................... 602 100.00

EXHIBIT III.—JOINT COMMITTEE MONTHLY RECEIPTS—REFUND REPORTS FROM EXAMINATION AND
APPEALS

[Calendar year 1997]

Month Examina-
tion Cumulative Appeals Cumulative

January ................................................................................... 31 31 13 13
February ................................................................................. 39 70 6 19
March ..................................................................................... 33 103 6 25
April ....................................................................................... 44 147 10 35
May ........................................................................................ 36 183 17 52
June ........................................................................................ 44 227 9 61
July ......................................................................................... 60 287 19 80
August .................................................................................... 38 287 14 94
September .............................................................................. 31 356 8 102
October ................................................................................... 45 401 9 111
November ............................................................................... 20 421 6 117
December ............................................................................... 36 457 7 124

EXHIBIT IV.—1997 JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION CONCERNS 1 ON REFUND REPORTS FROM IRS

Examinations Appeals Total No. of con-
cerns issued

Number of concerns issued ............................................... 54 29 83
Percent of total concerns issued ....................................... 65 35 100
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EXHIBIT IV.—1997 JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION CONCERNS 1 ON REFUND REPORTS FROM
IRS—Continued

Examinations Appeals Total No. of con-
cerns issued

Total reports received ........................................................ 457 124 581

1 Number of Concerns does not include 4 on deficiency cases and 1 on a Justice case.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are appre-
ciative of your efforts to be fiscally responsible and hold down your
expenses, and this committee is particularly appreciative of your fo-
cusing on our request of last year dealing with requests for esti-
mates from those who are not members of either the Ways and
Means Committee or the Finance Committee.

We had something of a wrangle in the subcommittee with your
predecessor over this issue, and I at least know of Lindy Paull’s
background and great talent. I think you have made a very wise
choice——

Senator ROTH. Thank you. I think so, too.
Senator BENNETT [continuing]. In putting Ms. Paull in this as-

signment.
I will note the percentage, at least, of response to requests for

estimates has gone up from the 104th Congress to the 105th Con-
gress on the part of members of the tax-writing committees. It has
unfortunately gone down with respect to other members, and that
was the source of the concern we had last year.

You undoubtedly read the language that we put in the conference
report. The conferees expect the Joint Committee to be both re-
sponsive and timely in its responses to Members of Congress who
do not serve on the revenue committees. It is the intent of the con-
ferees to carefully monitor the responsiveness of the Joint Commit-
tee to determine if statutory language will be required next year.

The wrangle was, are we going to force the committee to accept
additional FTE’s with the understanding that they would be dedi-
cated solely to responding to Members of Congress who are not
members of the tax-writing committees?

Your predecessor said, give us 1 year to prove ourselves, and in-
terestingly they did not say, give us the additional people. They
were willing to give up the additional people in order to avoid the
restrictive language.

As I say, statistically the responsiveness has gone down. I think
the one area that is statistically the largest decline is the House
non-Ways and Means Committee Democrats which went from 62
percent replies in the 104th Congress down to 55 percent in the
105th, and others, although the number is very low, 80 percent
reply in the 104th has gone down to 62 percent in the 105th.

The Senate non-Finance Committee Republicans are the second
group that has had the biggest decline, from 68 percent in the
104th down to roughly 60 percent in the 105th.

I am willing to accept your assurances of focus on this issue,
again as an expression of my confidence in Ms. Paull and her back-
ground and history in working with Members of the Senate, but we
will, true to the comment in the conference report, continue to
monitor this very closely because it is a matter that we have heard
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from other Members of Congress about, and we would be derelict
in our duties if we did not stay on top of it.

Senator Dorgan, do you have any questions?
Senator DORGAN. Mr. Chairman, I think the budget request is

very reasonable and it reflects some real prudence here. I served
on the House Ways and Means Committee for 10 years, so I know
a fair amount about the service given Members, especially tax com-
mittee members, by the Joint Committee on Taxation, and I also
know that there is a fair part of the year when they work literally
day and night, and they do not have a huge staff, but they put in
about as many hours as anybody on Capitol Hill during certain pe-
riods, and I have always deeply appreciated the sacrifice and the
effort they make.

I think the expression that we made last year as a subcommittee
was very important, however. I discovered that there are several
stages of responses. Chairmen of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee and the Finance Committee always get immediate re-
sponses.

Members of the tax-writing committees get pretty good re-
sponses, and other Members had a little more difficult time, and
I think all we were trying to say was that Members not able to
serve on the tax-writing committees also need that service, and I
think what we did last year and your response to that has been
helpful and thoughtful, and we very much appreciate it.

Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman and Senator Dorgan, I appreciate
what you are saying and fully agree as to the importance that ev-
erybody have access. I have some of the same experiences some-
times with CBO, so I know of what you speak.

Senator BENNETT. You want us to pass that on to CBO when
they appear for their appropriation?

Senator ROTH. You might give them a nudge.
But let me say that Senator Dorgan is 100 percent correct when

he talks about the workload on these people. First of all, I think
we are very fortunate in being able to maintain the quality person-
nel that we have and the fact that they work day and night at
times I think is not understood or appreciated on the part of many,
so I would just like the record to reflect that we are fortunate in
having a group of economists, accountants, and lawyers that do
great work, and we will certainly try to watch this and make sure
that there is fair access to everybody.

Obviously, when there is a markup and some of those situations,
a priority is established, but if you have any problems during the
year I would hope both of you gentlemen would call it to either
Lindy or my attention.

Senator DORGAN. Could I ask one additional question?
Senator BENNETT. Surely.
Senator DORGAN. This is one of the areas in which institutional

knowledge I think is critical. To the extent that you have people
on your staff who are permanent and have been there a long while
and understand not only what happened last year but 5 years ago
and 20 years ago in some of these difficult tax issues is very impor-
tant, and we are going to have testimony a little later this morning
by the Congressional Research Service in which they are concerned
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about the retirements that will occur, and what it will take away
from their agency in terms of institutional knowledge.

Have you taken a look at your staff? Is your circumstance such
that you have a pretty good feeling about the continuation of insti-
tutional knowledge, given the permanent staff you have?

Ms. PAULL. We have quite a few members of our staff who have
been on the staff for at least a decade and then we have a mix of
people. We have a few senior people who have been on even longer
than that, so we do have really good institutional knowledge, a
very high quality professional staff, and we will try to maintain
that.

Senator DORGAN. Thank you very much.
Senator ROTH. I asked Lindy to introduce some of our top people

who we have here.
Ms. PAULL. We have some of our top people here. Mary Schmitt,

who is in charge of all our legal staff, and Bernie Schmitt, who is
in charge of our economic and revenue-estimating function, and Mi-
chael Boren, who is our top administrator.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much. Very good. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. We appreciate your efforts and congratulate you
again on your choice of a chief of staff.

Senator ROTH. I appreciate that. Thank you.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much.
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U.S. SENATE—Continuing

OFFICE OF THE SERGEANT AT ARMS AND DOORKEEPER—Continuing

Senator BENNETT. All right. We now will go back to the Sergeant
at Arms. They are about to make a chart presentation and, as I
said, Mr. Casey, you need not feel quite as rushed as you might
of before, because Senator Roth has come and gone. We appreciate
your courtesy in allowing us to accommodate the chairman.

Mr. CASEY. It is not everyone who gets to be sandwiched in be-
tween Senator Warner and Senator Roth. That is not bad company,
actually.

SERGEANT AT ARMS STRATEGIC PLANNING GOALS

Provide the Senate with technologies that are year-2000 compliant.
Provide the Senate with a secure IT environment that protects sensitive in-

formation and ensures data integrity.
Provide the Senate with:
—outstanding IT service and support
—responsive computing and communications technology
—optimum use of emerging technologies, including internet
—improved IT management processes.
Establish a centralized procurement function which will assure performance

that satisfies customers, protects Senate interests, and obtains best values.

I was just discussing at the moment of the break that we had
four strategic goals that were assigned to us by the ongoing Senate
strategic plan. That is that chart there. We reported to the Rules
Committee on those goals the first week in February. I would be
glad to make available to you the substance of our report on the
progress of meeting that strategic plan, if the committee would like
to have that——

Senator BENNETT. Thank you. We will put it in the committee
files.

Mr. CASEY. You will note the first of those goals, Mr. Chairman,
is year 2000.

We can talk a lot about the organizational items in the Sergeant
at Arms, but I think there are a couple of these items like year
2000 of particular interest to this committee, so let us get to that.

We feel there is no more important task for us to be successful
at than making sure that the Senate is year 2000 compliant. Ex-
perts have suggested to us—and we have ongoing consultants
working with us on year 2000. They suggest that what is com-
plicated about this particular problem is not the technical fix to ei-
ther the hardware or the software, but the complexity and the
enormity of the task of managing year 2000 compliance.
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In October 1996 we began using the GAO model, the five-phase
structured model on how to approach the year 2000 problem.

The five phases are awareness, assessment, renovation, valida-
tion, and, of course, the last one is implementation.

Phase 1 is awareness. That is what everybody has been doing,
what we continue to do. We have got an ongoing outreach program
to Senate offices not only to be aware of what the overall systems
are, year 2000, but what unique applications they may have on
their own systems that are year 2000 that they are going to have
to take a look at as well.

We have an outreach page on Webster, so we are continuing to
try to drive home the message to be aware of what is going.

We have identified in the second phase, our core business appli-
cations, our systems. We have done an inventory of our computers
and our vulnerabilities, and we have prioritized their conversion
and their replacement.

As a side note in response to a question asked by Congressman
Saxton, the Joint Economic Committee has 77 computers in the
Senate side, 28 of which are already compliant, 24 of which are
compliant-ready, and 5 which are not, so that is his status. That
comes about by the assessment phase that we have completed.
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Phase 3 is renovation. Obviously, the renovation is the conver-
sion, the replacement, the elimination of either the applications,
the systems, or the hardware that causes the problem.

Our renovation strategy for four of the mission-critical state-
ments is as follows. On the office automation networks and desktop
computers, we will basically make them compliant through routine
life cycle replacements, or BIOS upgrades.

In plain English, the vast majority of all of our desktop systems
and computers will only require an upgrade on the software.

I notice everybody looking at that chart. That which is green is
good. It is done. That which is yellow is not quite as good, but pret-
ty good. It means that they are compliant-ready and they will be
ready to take the upgrade. That which is red is bad. As you can
see in the PC’s and gateways, 15 percent are already completed.

In terms of numbers, Mr. Chairman, that is 1,370 of our PC’s are
compliant. You are right to say that in December we were at 63.
We are now capable and turning PC’s that are compliant-ready into
compliant to about the tune of 500 a week.

The yellow, that which is compliant-ready, is the universe we are
working on now, and the red, of course, is that which is noncompli-
ant, which means they have to be replaced or retired.

And the MAC’s you see up there, I know there are some MAC
offices. Basically we have 15 MAC’s.

Mr. CICCOLELLA. Twelve that are not compliant. The others are
compliant.

Mr. CASEY. It is 500 a month, is how we are turning the compli-
ant-readies.
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Senator BENNETT. Do you have enough months? I guess you do.
Ten months gives you 5,000, so you end this year with 2,200.

Mr. CASEY. We basically have 15 months to go.
Senator BENNETT. OK.
Mr. CASEY. Laptops are the largest noncompliant area. Mainly

that is because of the nature of the laptop. Laptops go places, go
home, get in the car. They do not become the critical device that
people use for computing. Basically the red is going to be replaced.
Those are the 286’s and 386’s. We cannot make them compliant-
ready. They will be replaced.

The file servers, the same situation there exists. We will replace
14 of them. We have got 8 percent already compliant, and the oth-
ers are getting ready to be compliant.

In the core business applications, here we are talking about our
financial management, legislative information, et cetera. Both
Mitretek and GAO tell us that this is where our greatest problems
lie.

Our strategy here, however, is total replacement, and we are in
the process of doing that. From a hardware perspective the nec-
essary mainframe hardware upgrade has been accomplished and is
being tested now, so it is the applications that we have to put on
that hardware system.

Data and telecommunications networks are being addressed in a
previously approved and previously funded 5-year plan, and gen-
erally they are compliant. As you can see there, there is a very
small sliver at both the data network and the voice network where
we have problems in the States, and the State PBX’s and modems
will just simply have to be replaced.

There are a couple of items up there. There is a large red box
at the bottom. During the course of the assessment we basically
isolated those things that are critical mission core functions. Those
are the ones we are looking at now.

Obviously, when the year 2000 comes there will be some things
that will not make it through the window. We would like to ad-
dress them. We would like to take care of all that, but in terms of
the red at the bottom, those are those that are nonmission critical.
If we finish the rest of our mission-critical on-time, and the way
we hope we can get it accomplished, we will be addressing those.

The last one up on top, core business applications and
mainframes, there was the issue of the Capitol Police. We found a
patch, or a way to bring the Capitol Police’s mainframe networks
into compliance for the year 2000, so we found a way to fix that
problem.

Phase 4 is validation. We are not there yet. And phase 5 of this
program is the full implementation, or the use of contingent plans
where necessary.

So currently we are in the process with Mitretek on board and
GAO validating our methodologies to address the year 2000 issue.
There are the numbers.

PREPARED STATEMENT

I have a secret weapon as well. We hired a chief of operations,
Mr. Chick Ciccolella, who comes to us after a distinguished career
in the Army. He is a world-class manager. He has taken over the
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operations division. He has a task force at the highest level in the
operations division whose sole purpose it is to continue focusing on
the year 2000 issue.

I can answer questions at the end, if you want me to stop.
[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. GREGORY S. CASEY

Mr. Chairman, it is an honor for me to appear before the committee today to dis-
cuss the operations and budget of the Sergeant at Arms and to restate our commit-
ment to quality service to our Senate customers.

First, a brief status report on our operations. In my testimony a year ago, I sum-
marized twenty years worth of consultant reports recommending changes in the way
the Senate Sergeant at Arms does business. I also outlined how we intended to reor-
ganize the Sergeant at Arms organization to make it the customer focused, quality
driven operation described in the Senate’s emerging strategic plan.

Today I am pleased to report this reorganization is complete. We believe today’s
Sergeant at Arms is structured to provide outstanding customer service to support
the Senate’s mission critical systems, to provide state of the art office automation,
constituent response programs, and assurance these systems are secure from threat,
available on demand, and are Year 2000 compliant.

Our success in meeting both the Senate strategic plan and our own admittedly
ambitious objectives is based on remaining focused on three management principles:
understand customer needs and keep in touch with those expectations; use best
management practices and rigorously evaluate every process; and develop and main-
tain a motivated and skilled workforce.

We have created a new Customer Relations Department that will provide a single
point of contact for all customer concerns about services, quality, and new product
and support requirements. We have a Quality Assurance Council, comprised of rep-
resentatives from member offices, committees, and other service and support offices
within the Senate; their chief function is focused on continuous improvement.

We have a reinvigorated Human Resource Office providing management training,
establishing career ladders, pay for performance, recruitment and retention pro-
grams for our employees, and meeting the requirement of the Congressional Ac-
countability Act.

As we migrate some of our financial operations to the Secretary of the Senate,
we are converting our financial operations office to a management review office to
ensure our Quarterly Report will become increasingly more detailed and valuable—
for you and for us.

We have consolidated our Operations Division and eliminated duplication of serv-
ices. To this division, we added two new departments: (1) the Office of Program
Management, adds new discipline to project management, (2) the Office of the Sys-
tems Architect will ensure our information technology infrastructure remains vision-
ary with an eye toward, not only our current, but future technology needs.

And, in conjunction with the Secretary of the Senate, we are developing a Senate
Joint Office of Education and Training. As we discussed here last year, we must in-
vest much more in our human resources.

In addition to doing that which we do to support our Senate customers, we’ve also
been tasked with implementing our share of the emerging Senate Strategic Plan.
The Sergeant at Arms has the responsibility for implementing these four (on chart)
specific goals as well as providing all the technology for the Secretary’s mission criti-
cal systems.

Mr. Chairman, each of our strategic goals were discussed in great detail with the
Strategic Planning Task Force in February. I would be pleased to make a copy of
our report available to you.

Operationally speaking, this is not the same Sergeant at Arms it was a year ago.
But rather than talk generally, I know a couple of the tasks we are currently in-
volved with that are of particular concern to you.

There isn’t a task more important for us to succeed at than meeting the chal-
lenges of making the Senate Year 2000 compliant. Experts suggest, what is so com-
plicated about the Year 2000 problem is not the technical fix to a particular com-
puter or piece of software—but the complexity of managing the enormous scale of
the project.

In October of 1996 we began implementation of a structured and disciplined Year
2000 program which comports to best practices as identified by the General Ac-
counting Office.

The program is a five phase approach (chart).
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Phase one is Awareness.—On this, we have been working with Senate offices over
the past year to make them aware of Year 2000 issues including those which may
be unique to their offices.

Phase two is Assessment.—We have identified core business applications and sys-
tems, completed a hard inventory and prioritized their conversion or replacement.
These are the systems and tools that support the critical operations of the Senate.

Phase three is Renovation.—Converting, replacing or eliminating applications and
systems and modifying their interfaces. Our renovation strategy for the mission crit-
ical systems are as follows:

—Office automation networks and desktop computers will be compliant through
routine life-cycle replacements and ‘‘bios’’ upgrades. In plain English, the vast
majority of our desktop computers will only require a software upgrade to the
operating system to become compliant.

—Core business applications, like the Senate’s financial management and legisla-
tive information systems, have been identified by our Y2K consultant, Mitretek,
and the GAO, as our most problematic Y2K issue. The Senate’s strategy here
is total replacement of these applications and hardware. On the hardware side,
the SAA Operations Division, is already testing a newly installed mainframe
and related operating system.

However, the software for the financial management and legislative informa-
tion systems is complicated. The Sergeant at Arms is working with the project
sponsor and the project team to develop contingency plans to mitigate the risk.

—Data and telecommunications networks are being addressed in our previously
approved 5 year network upgrade program. They are generally compliant or are
being upgraded with assistance from our network vendors.

Phase four is Validation.—Test, verify and validate applications and systems.
Phase five is Implementation.—Follow our plan or, if need be, implement contin-

gency plans if necessary.
We are currently validating our methodologies and project status with our Y2K

consultant, Mitretek, and the GAO. Additionally, we have completed the ‘‘hard’’ in-
ventory developed in the assessment phase. The ongoing effort at renovation allows
me to advise you today, of the 8,258 desk and laptop computers currently in the
inventory, 615 are already compliant, 6,184 are compliant ready.

Second to Y2K in importance to the Senate Community, is Information System
Security or INFOSEC. Consultants and GAO have been recommending an
INFOSEC initiative for years.

Last year my office obtained the services of an exceptional professional from the
National Security Agency, who has spent several months assisting us in developing
policy, structure, guidelines and recommendations. The Rules Committee recently
authorized the implementation of an Information Systems Security plan based on
that work and we are now in the process of selecting an INFOSEC Director.

I also want to touch briefly on the issue of the Internet. We’ve been using one
of the nation’s foremost Internet consultants in helping us understand where tech-
nology will take us in the next millennium. One of their comments bring a shocking
perspective to our task in this area. ‘‘The Internet will swallow up telephone and
TV * * *.’’

Last year, we facilitated 15 million outside email contacts with Senate offices.
This year, we expect that number to double as the volume of Internet users in the
United States doubles.

How we accommodate this increase, and harness this communication tool, will be
critical to the success of every Senate customer from now on.

Last week we put the finishing touches on an ambitious tactile plan for putting
the Senate at the front end of this technological marvel before the beginning of the
next Congress. We think this $2 million initial effort can be funded through the ex-
isting Sergeant at Arms budget.

Now, speaking of the budget, this is where the rubber meets the road. Are you
getting what you pay for?

First, in terms of efficiency, our original fiscal year 1999 budget request developed
last fall, was the same as this year’s budget—$97.9 million, that number was a real
$2 million less than the previous year.

Since then, we have settled our reorganization and began to more fully reengineer
what we do. That has lead to a revised budget request for $94.9 million—a full $3
million less than our original request. This savings results from a combination of
operational efficiencies and the re-evaluation of projects. The reduced fiscal year
1999 budget request of $94.9 million consists of $34.4 million in salaries and $60.5
million in expenses. Salaries increased by $1.4 million or 4 percent from last year,
with a corresponding decrease in expenses. The expense request is for $60.5 million,
$4.4 million or nearly 7 percent below fiscal year 1998. Expense savings are
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achieved by better managing ongoing activities and a careful evaluation of new tech-
nology projects. We have deferred several initiatives in favor of more cost effective
solutions and have deferred others for which there is insufficient customer demand.

Second, we will operate with the same 780 FTE’s we had this year—47 FTE’s less
than 1997, while still implementing a new Education and Training Office, an all
new project management office, a new INFOSEC office, a new systems architect, a
fully staffed customer service division, and a new office dedicated to inter and
intranet development.

Third, we continue to make progress on our new strategic projects, including year
2000 compliance, improved information security, and upgrades to our infrastructure
which allows us to take full advantage of current and emerging technologies.

To understand how we link our strategic initiatives to the budget, you first need
to understand the budget.

—35 percent supports state offices ($22 million);
—16 percent D.C. office equipment and communications;
—13 percent supports CSF ($8 million); and
—9 percent produces the ID’s, issues the parking permits, produces graphics, tele-

vises the Senate, and pays the Doorkeepers.
In other words, 86 percent of the fiscal year 1999 budget request is consumed in

day-to-day operations.
Key to linking dollars to the strategic plan is implementing strategic updates as

a recurring business strategy. Included in the above is exactly that. Replacement
of non-Y2K compliant desktop computers with those that are Y2K, etc.

Mr. Chairman, let me just say how proud I am of the managers and employees
of the Sergeant at Arms. We embarked on an ambitious organizational remake less
than a year ago. We set out to change the structure and culture.

That asked a lot of our people and they have performed wonderfully. Few will
ever know or appreciate how difficult this task has been—but I do—and I thank
them all.

Senator BENNETT. I congratulate you on the thoroughness and
specificity of your assessment. We are, as Chairman Greenspan
told us in the Banking Committee—I know that is a name that will
get Senator Dorgan awake simply by invoking it.

We are engaged in a truly unique situation in history. We have
no prior experience with this, and I think Murphy is probably pre-
dominant in all of these operations, so the more time you can give
yourself for testing at the back end of this process the better off
you are going to be.

You may be in compliance with the GAO windows. The message
is that we have no idea that those windows are really the right
windows. We have never done anything like this before, and you
do everything you can to see that the testing phase of the imple-
mentation and validation, to use their terms, is as long as possible,
because the concern that I have Government-wide as I look at this
is that everyone is saying, we can be ready by this date to start,
and you look at the amount of testing time they have, and it is
very narrow. Particularly, DOD has a very narrow testing phase.

So, with that concern, Senator Dorgan, do you have any ques-
tions on this before we go to the next?

Senator DORGAN. It was a good presentation.
Thank you, Senator.
Mr. CASEY. Thank you, sir.
Second, too, the importance of year 2000 is another issue that we

need to take care of, which is systems information security, or
INFOSEC. This is something the GAO has been telling us we have
needed to do for a long time.

Last year, with the work of the Rules Committee, we brought in
a professional from the National Security Agency, Pam Kelly. She
spent several months preparing recommendations on how we can
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put together an INFOSEC office for the U.S. Senate. The Rules
Committee recently authorized the implementation of that plan.
We are now in the process of selecting and hiring an INFOSEC di-
rector.

I would like to touch briefly on the issue of the Internet, and I
know we do not have a lot of time. Suffice it to say we have got
a world-class consultant also dealing with us on intranet and Inter-
net. One of the comments that they made to us sort of puts this
into a stark perspective, as well: The Internet will soon swallow up
television and telephones.

So we are aware of that. And we have put the finishing touches
on an ambitious tactical plan for putting the Senate on the sort of
leading edge of the Internet technology before the beginning of the
next Congress. There is a $2 million initiative that we are funding
inside the budget of the Sergeant at Arms.

Speaking of budget, first, in terms of our efficiency, Mr. Chair-
man. This year’s budget was $97.9 million, which itself was a $2
million reduction over last year. Since we submitted our original
request for the same as we had last year, we have settled our reor-
ganization. And because of that, we have been able to fully reengi-
neer some of our services. This has led to a revised budget request
of $94.9 million, or $3 million less than we asked for last fall.

The savings result from a combination of our operational effi-
ciencies and the reevaluation of some of the projects. It consists of
$94.9 million; $34.4 million of it is salaries—that is an increase of
4 percent, or $1.4 million; and a decrease of $4.4 million, or 7 per-
cent, in the area of expenses. And on the expense side, we have
achieved that, again, by better managing some of our ongoing
projects and by analyzing and deferring some of the initiatives or
eliminating or reducing some of those initiatives where we simply
found no customer or insufficient customer demand.

We will operate at the same 780 FTE’s in the coming year that
we had last year. That is 47 FTE’s less than we had the year be-
fore. We are going to be able to do that with the 780 FTE’s while
at the same time bringing online the new Office of Education and
Training, the new Project Management Office, the new INFOSEC
Office, the new systems architect, a fully staffed customer service
division, and a dedicated Internet and intranet department.

Third, we will continue to make progress on our strategic initia-
tives, including year 2000, basically, by making sure that the dol-
lars that we spend are strategically linked to the dollars that we
spend on our ongoing activities. And in my prepared text I talk to
you about how our budget basically breaks down. It basically works
this way: 86 percent of all the money that we expend are in the
day-to-day operations. That leaves a very small sliver of dollars to
address strategic initiatives. So what we are doing is linking those
dollars to our reoccurring business strategy.

Year 2000 is a perfect case in point. As we move the old comput-
ers, the old systems, out, we bring in those that are part of the
strategic initiative. And that is what we are using Mr. Chris Day,
who was our financial officer, who is now our management officer,
to make sure that we do—that we bring some of our discipline on
our strategic planning to our everyday operational expenses.
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Also, we are pursuing the IT protocol, which we believe is a
partnering effort with all of the Senate family, the Senate offices,
who have initiatives that they would like to see in their individual
offices. That helps us develop a picture of the architect for the fu-
ture, and helps us expend dollars through the individual office CSF
accounts, computer accounts, to also help us meet the strategic
planning objectives.

Mr. Chairman, that would conclude my prepared testimony. I
stand ready to answer any questions you may have. But I would
like to say that I have been blessed with a tremendous staff. We
started a very, very aggressive reorganization in the last year. We
set out to change the culture and the structure of a very large orga-
nization. We asked a lot of our people. And our people performed
magnificently, and sometimes under very difficult circumstances.
Those people are here. And if I could ask them to stand so that you
could see who these people are.

Senator BENNETT. Very good.
Mr. CASEY. Thank you.
They have done a very magnificent job, and I am very proud of

what they have been able to accomplish in the last year.

SERGEANT AT ARMS FISCAL YEAR 1999 BUDGET REQUEST
[Dollars in millions]

Description
Fiscal year— Original

fiscal
year 1999

Revised
fiscal

year 19991995 1996 1997 1998

Salaries ......................................... $32.7 $31.9 $34.0 $33.0 $34.4 $34.4
Expenses ........................................ 74.9 61.3 65.9 64.9 63.5 60.5

Total Budget .................... 107.6 93.2 99.9 97.9 97.9 94.9

Staffing (FTE’s) ............................. 888 824 827 780 780 780

Senator BENNETT. Thank you. I am impressed by the numbers
on your chart. I notice that all of the numbers are down except the
FTE’s and the salaries. I would be interested to know, if by main-
taining the FTE’s at the same level and the salary number at the
same level, how you are handling the mandatory COLA increases?

Mr. CASEY. It is built into the budget. The mandatory COLA is
built into the budget.

Senator BENNETT. Well, how does that work, if you have the
same number of people as you had last year?

Mr. CASEY. We are increasing the salary component. As we did
last year, we increased it.

Senator BENNETT. Well, here, the salary component is flat. Oh,
I see. I apologize. I am going from original to revised. I should go
from 1998 to revised. OK. That helps me. Thank you. I apologize
for missing that point.

Senator Dorgan, do you have any questions?
Senator DORGAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Casey has

done a good job as Sergeant at Arms. And I think this presentation
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is an effective presentation. You certainly continue to exhibit some
restraint. I like the reforms that you have implemented.

Let me also say that this office was extraordinarily helpful last
spring when our State was hit with this disaster. They were quick
to help us provide some mobile office space, and it was enormously
helpful. And we appreciate that.

But you not only gave an effective presentation on the year 2000
issue, but I think that all of us take some heart in recommenda-
tions that hold the line on staffing and pretty much hold the line
on salaries, with the exception of the COLA. We appreciate that
kind of recommendation. And I think that you are making some
much-needed improvements in the organization. And I do not have
any tough, probing questions.

To the extent that I go through and find some additional inquir-
ies, I would like to be able to send them to you. But, generally
speaking, I am pleased and impressed with the work that your of-
fice has done.

Mr. CASEY. Thank you.
Senator BENNETT. We had a question last year. It is a ticky-

tacky kind of question.
Mr. CASEY. It will come out. It will go to the GPO next week.

[Laughter.]
It will be in the hands of everybody within 30 days. But all the

current numbers are currently posted daily on Webster.
Senator BENNETT. OK. So that the record will be clear, I was in-

deed going to ask the question about the updated phone book.
[Laughter.]

BEAUTY AND BARBER SHOPS

Another area that has attracted some attention, I think far be-
yond that which it deserves, in terms of the amount of money, but
for some reason has attracted publicity. Will you comment on the
consolidation of the beauty and barber shops?

Mr. CASEY. I would be glad to, Mr. Chairman.
At the direction of a number of individuals on the Rules Commit-

tee, we looked into trying to eliminate what had become a rather
significant deficit. We had a couple of recommendations on how to
proceed. One of them was to consolidate the operations, eliminating
duplicative administrative staff, eliminating duplicative reception
staff, combining the two shops basically into one shop, so that we
could obtain some efficiencies in ordering product and scheduling
customers, or going to an outsourcing.

It was determined by the Rules Committee that the proper way
to go was to try to get the operation on a break-even basis or close
to a break-even basis without outsourcing those services. We pro-
ceeded to do that. And on January 1, we switched over to the new
process.

Now, although a couple of months does not a year make, we have
seen the monthly deficit go from roughly $39,000 in the first month
that we have figures, to about $9,000. So we have turned the cor-
ner on that, and I hope are still able to provide a high level of serv-
ice.

Senator BENNETT. And you raised the prices, which I noted.
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Mr. CASEY. We did a survey as to what our prices looked like
compared to the private sector and found out that in not all seg-
ments, but in some segments we were low, and we raised the prices
to a competitive basis.

Senator BENNETT. Well, I appreciate your attention to that. I
know it can be a highly emotional issue for Members back home,
who like to grandstand on their willingness to accept austerity. But
many times they get carried away with campaign rhetoric and get
away from reality. So I appreciate your willingness to focus on that
and bring it to the competitive arena the way you have.

Now, I am going to raise a really small issue, but, nonetheless,
it could be symptomatic of the challenges of running a bureaucracy,
even as lean as you are running this bureaucracy. And I certainly
compliment you on the direction and efficiencies that you have es-
tablished. But this is the price you pay for responding to a public
body like the Senate.

CELLULAR PHONES

The Appropriations Committee—I cannot resist, sitting under the
portrait of our chairman—recently received quotes for a Startac cel-
lular phone. And the Senate Telecommunications Office provided a
quotation of $800 for a Startac phone, with lithium battery, vibrate
ring, two lines, and a 3-year warranty. And members of the Appro-
priations Committee got on the telephone, called around. Bell At-
lantic Mobile quoted over the phone a price of $600 for an identical
phone.

This is not the Pentagon, with a $700 toilet seat, but, nonethe-
less, this is the kind of thing that also gets into newspapers if it
does not get addressed and dealt with. And I am giving you an op-
portunity to respond here.

You are familiar with this disparity?
Mr. CASEY. We are.
Senator BENNETT. I thought you might be.
Mr. CASEY. We are. You said a 3-year guarantee if I am not mis-

taken, there is also a 3-year signup charge to use it. No? He has
an answer.

Senator BENNETT. OK, fine.
Mr. RAVENBERG. Yes, Senator. Usually there is a signup charge

for these, depending upon the pricing. Companies do offer special
pricing as an incentive for you to sign up for it. If there is not a
minimum amount of time that you have to sign up for, there is
usually a minimum billing amount for each month.

Other things that you do not get with the Bell Atlantic special,
if you will, you do not get the ability to dial 5-digit numbers on the
Senate and Hill with that. You also do not get the ability to dial
0 and get the Capitol operator or any of the other services that the
Senate plan offers.

I can tell you that our people are constantly pressuring the ven-
dors to get the prices down, so that there is a standard price. We
do not offer specials, but the price you get through the Sergeant
at Arms is the same price every single day.

Senator BENNETT. Well done.
Mr. RAVENBERG. Thank you, Senator.
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Mr. CASEY. That was a guest appearance by Duane Ravenberg,
Deputy Chief of Operations.

PROCUREMENT OPERATION

I would also comment. One of the goals that we are charged
with, under the strategic plan, is to develop a state-of-the-art, cut-
ting-edge procurement operation. We have hired a procurement
specialist, with about 20 years of practice in this area. We have
found that we do have some outdated procurement policies and pro-
cedures—severely outdated. And we are in the process of rewriting
those procurement processes such that when there is an oppor-
tunity for us to take advantage of lower costs or other alternatives,
we will be able to move to that.

Right now, we simply cannot do it as easily as we would like. We
recognize that. And one of the things we find out from our cus-
tomers is while they may be happy with a lot of the service they
get, once they buy the Startac, it is the entry into getting that
product that is providing us some problems. So we are aware of
that and trying to fix that on a broader scale.

DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

Senator BENNETT. Let us go to the other end of the equation, the
disposal of items. What is the procedure for items to be surplused?

Mr. CASEY. That is a difficult situation. We have a number of
computers that are beginning to back up now, and we have guid-
ance, legislative guidance, to make sure that those go to edu-
cational institutions. It is vague as to how we are supposed to do
that. And we are currently just storing them at the GSA pending
a solution to that.

Mr. HARRIS. And we are currently in negotiations with GSA.
There is an executive branch program for computers to schools. We
are working out, with GSA, a process by which the Senate, in the
legislation which Mr. Casey referred to, that we are meeting the
spirit and the letter of that law.

One thing we did not want to do is replicate the administrative
process, and bring on another responsibility, where we could lever-
age an asset within the executive branch.

Mr. CASEY. Simply speaking, we could give these to GSA, and
they could go ahead and send them wherever they wanted to. What
we would like to do is to have a little bit more specific control as
to where these items go. There is a cost involved in moving them.
And we would like to have a little more clarification of that. So
that if there is some needy school in Utah, we would be able to ex-
cess them a little more specifically.

Senator BENNETT. I hesitate to burden you with personal experi-
ence, but I cannot resist. GSA is not the most efficient way of get-
ting rid of surplus equipment. When I was in the Nixon adminis-
tration, the Under Secretary in the Johnson administration of the
Department of Transportation had a particular chair that he want-
ed. And he got GSA to buy it for him. It was a magnificent Her-
man-Miller piece of furniture. The then-Under Secretary, when I
was serving, did not like the chair. He wanted something more tra-
ditional. And he disposed of it in the very efficient way of putting
it in the hall.
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Well, he got the kind of chair and desk that he wanted. I saw
it, lusted after it, and asked if I could have it as my chair. I was
told, absolutely, we want to get it out of the hall. And I wheeled
it into my office and sat it in the glory for the 2 years that I served
in the Nixon administration.

When I left, I was told no one else wanted this particular chair,
because it was completely nonstandard of anything in Government,
and I said, fine, let me buy it. No; it had to go to GSA. It had to
be put in a warehouse. It had to be put up for bids. There had to
be proposals all the way around it. And I was told that the chair
will be worn out by the time you can get your hands on it, and the
cost will be enormous.

I think, if you can stay out of the clutches of GSA when it comes
to disposing of furniture or other items, you are going to be a lot
better off.

Mr. CASEY. Could you describe the chair, Mr. Chairman? [Laugh-
ter.]

Senator BENNETT. I have done my best, Herman-Miller, leather
and chrome. It was really wonderful.

One comment back on the disposal of the computers. Does this
mean the schools are going to get computers that are not year 2000
compliant?

Mr. CASEY. If they are 386’s and before; that is correct.
Senator BENNETT. So we are giving them something that will be

good for about 12 months?
Mr. CASEY. Well, I would say that we have a lot of non-386’s. Of

course, there will probably be 486’s that are noncompliant, too.
Senator BENNETT. OK.
Senator Dorgan, do you have any other questions?
Senator DORGAN. No.
Senator BENNETT. Fine. Thank you very much.
Mr. CASEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Dorgan. I appre-

ciate it.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Senator BENNETT. Once, again, Mr. Casey, we congratulate you
on the job you and your staff are doing. And these are very good
numbers, indeed.

Mr. CASEY. Thank you.
[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were

submitted to the Department for response subsequent to the hear-
ing:]

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Question. When will the Senate be able to produce auditable financial statements?
Answer. The first auditable financial statements will be for fiscal year 2000. Dur-

ing fiscal year 1999, the Disbursing Office will install the new Senate general ledger
and procurement systems, convert to obligation- and accrual-basis accounting, and
conform back office policies and procedures as the first phase of FMIS. The next
phase will incorporate other modules of an integrated system necessary to produce
financial statements, such as a fixed asset module which will enable determination
of the cost basis and depreciation schedule of assets to be capitalized on the balance
sheet of the Senate.

Question. Please update the Committee on the status of the appointment of a new
Comptroller General of the United States.
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Answer. The Comptroller General is appointed to a 15-year term by the President,
with the advice and consent of the Senate. Because the General Accounting Office,
which the Comptroller General heads, exists primarily to provide research, review,
and analysis for Congress, the applicable statute, 31 U.S.C. 703, establishes a bi-
cameral commission to recommend three or more individuals to the President for
appointment. I am assisting the Majority Leader in his capacity as chairman of the
commission. The commission has carefully reviewed the qualifications of a large
field of candidates, and, on January 22, 1998, recommended three individuals to the
President. All three are highly-qualified and are supported by a majority of the com-
mission. To date, the President has not acted on the commission’s recommendation.

Question. The Secretary’s testimony indicates that some statutory changes may be
required to modify the way in which expense categories for Senators are prepared
in order to convert to an OMB object classification. Are there any other changes of
this type which may be required in order to implement FMIS? When do you expect
to submit recommendations?

Answer. At this point, the system design and requirements and the project plan
for FMIS are not ready. When a draft project plan is ready, we will prepare a list
of statutes and practices of the Senate that could be reviewed in connection with
the FMIS implementation, whether to meet current federal financial accounting
standards or to facilitate use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software. That list
will be transmitted to your Committee and to the Committee on Rules and Adminis-
tration. Close consultation with both Committees will lead to recommendations as
to whether the Senate should consider changing existing statutes or practices, or
should modify the project plan.

Question. In your testimony you mention that succession planning will be impor-
tant for your office to fulfill its constitutional responsibilities in the future. Do you
have a plan? Does your fiscal year 1999 budget request include any funds for your
succession planning? If so, how much? What will this cost in future years?

Answer. The fiscal year 1999 budget request for the Office of the Secretary does
not include any funds specifically for succession planning. We have, however, re-
quested authorization for up to fifteen new positions, primarily in the Disbursing
Office to implement FMIS, but partly to plan for succession in selected departments.
To the extent possible, the costs of these new positions will be absorbed within the
requested budget. The basic plan is to ensure that each department, and particu-
larly the thirteen in which the department head is already eligible to retire, is
staffed with one and preferably two individuals who have the institutional knowl-
edge, skills, and abilities required to assume the responsibilities of the department
head; in many cases, to acquire such knowledge, skills and abilities takes several
years of on-the-job training and experience. To that end, we are promoting from
within as much as possible, and we are selecting highly-qualified new hires who are
committed to the Senate as a career. We are also studying other employee develop-
ment and progression alternatives with a view toward developing generalists in the
legislative departments who could be capable of succeeding more than one depart-
ment head. Succession planning will impact future years’ budgets in that staffing
requirements in some departments will be determined by both the immediate work-
load and the need to ensure that one or two individuals are trained to assume the
department head position.

Question. What is the status of S. 1508, the Visitor Center legislation? What is
the House’s position?

Answer. The Capitol Visitor Center Authorization Act has been introduced as
H.R. 20 by Representative John Mica, and as S. 1508 by Majority Leader Trent
Lott, Democratic Leader Thomas Daschle, and Chairman John Warner of the Com-
mittee on Rules and Administration. S. 1508 is now before the Rules Committee.
H.R. 20 was the subject of a hearing before the House Transportation and Infra-
structure Subcommittee on Public Buildings and Economic Development on May 22,
1997, at which witnesses from inside and outside Congress all agreed on the need
for the visitor center.

While both the House and Senate bills contemplate that the capital construction
costs (including the initial furnishing and equipping) will be provided by the exist-
ing Capitol Preservation Fund, and by additional private fund-raising overseen by
the appropriate House and Senate committees, questions continue to be raised con-
cerning the Capitol Visitor Center’s follow-on costs, including care, maintenance,
staffing, and educational programs. In the successful effort to eliminate the federal
budget deficit, Congress has set the example by holding the line on Legislative
Branch appropriations. Accordingly, there may be some reluctance to proceed with
the project if to do so would incur substantial operating expenses with long-term
impact on the Legislative Branch budget. Both H.R. 20 and S. 1508 take this con-
cern into account by providing that the Capitol Visitor Center will not become a new
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item in the Legislative Branch appropriations. Rather, a new account for visitor cen-
ter revenues and expenses is to be established, separate from the existing House,
Senate, and joint item accounts. The visitor center will produce substantial revenue
from retail operations serving the public, specifically restaurants and a sales shop,
and a preliminary assessment by the Architect of the Capitol indicates that those
revenues, estimated conservatively, will more than offset operating expenses. More-
over, the visitor center is a vital part of the Capitol Police Board’s long-term plans
for the security of the Capitol Building and Grounds. If it is not constructed, post-
2000 expenditures for security, which must be funded from Legislative Branch ap-
propriations, will be significantly higher than amounts reflected in the fiscal year
1999 appropriations bills.

To resolve these questions, last October, Chairman Walsh of the Legislative
Branch subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropriations, recommended the
hiring of an independent consultant to prepare a detailed evaluation of the full costs
of the Capitol Visitor Center project, considering all relevant matters including the
costs of operating the center as intended, the projected revenues from retail oper-
ations, and the costs and benefits of integrating the security plans. I am advised
that the Senate Rules Committee, concurring with Chairman Walsh and in order
to expedite the overall project, intends to contract for the study from the Senate con-
tingent fund, possibly before the end of March 1998.

Question. Congratulations on your progress with LIS. It is a system which will
be very useful for the Senate far into the future. Given that it is relatively new and
you are continually making significant improvements, what efforts are being taken
to keep staff informed about developments with this new resource?

Answer. Thank you for your complimentary remarks. LIS is one the very most
important technological innovations in the history of the Senate. When the system
is fully implemented and its capabilities are fully known on the part of Senate staff,
LIS will be an extremely valuable tool to virtually every individual staff member
who has legislative responsibilities. The Office of the Secretary is, therefore, build-
ing upon and expanding its efforts to fully inform the entire Senate community of
the LIS features and capabilities. We are also making special efforts to publicize
new developments in the system.

One such effort is to conduct surveys, which serve the dual purposes of informing
Senate staff of available features and assessing user needs. About half of all Senate
offices participated in the most recent survey, with detailed responses coming from
legislative directors, legislative assistants, legislative correspondents, research as-
sistants, and others. The responses clearly confirm that the ability to retrieve infor-
mation on-line is a significant requirement for Senate staff to carry out their duties,
as two-thirds of respondents use the existing services multiple times each day and
virtually all do so at least several times a week. The survey asked detailed ques-
tions about the types of legislative information that offices need on-line. Nearly all
respondents say that they ‘‘always need’’ or ‘‘often need’’ summaries and analyses
of legislation, votes taken, and legislative status and calendar information. Most in-
dicate that they ‘‘always’’ or ‘‘often’’ need full texts of legislation, full texts of reports,
full texts of the Record, member statements in the Record, and news articles.

The survey further found that the existing LIS, even with its limited capabilities
at this stage of development, is used by 87 percent of respondents—a far higher
usage rate than for any commercial source. Asked for one preferred source of on-
line legislative information, more respondents indicated LIS than the combined re-
sponses favoring the three commercial sources in use in the Senate (Lexis-Nexis,
CQ/Westlaw, Legi-Slate). The reasons given for preferring LIS included ‘‘easy use,’’
‘‘quick response time,’’ ‘‘has the information I require,’’ and ‘‘the search system does
what I need.’’

In another effort to promote LIS, the Project Office has prepared an LIS brochure,
describing the system services that are currently available. The brochures have been
distributed to all Senator and Committee offices, the cloakrooms, and the Demo-
cratic and Republican Policy Committees, and are also available at convenient sites
such as the Copy Center. The Project Office has also circulated ‘‘Quick Cards’’ that
briefly and conveniently instruct how to access the Amendment Tracking System,
Committee Scheduling Information, and Vote Information. An innovation still in
progress is an electronic mailing list, to be used to inform staff of new developments
and upgrades to LIS, and also inform staff of scheduled training classes.

Training classes, a function of the Project Office and the Senate Computer Center,
provide instruction geared to Senate staff at all levels. Attendees receive LIS train-
ing materials and reference manuals that they may retain as information sources
for use by the entire staff in their offices.

Because of the critical importance of LIS, the Office of the Secretary is adding two
staff positions to focus on LIS communications, education and training.
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Finally, and in addition to all of the organized efforts, I will continue to brief Sen-
ators personally concerning the progress of LIS, and will be pleased to arrange LIS
demonstrations for Senators.

Question. $5 million of fiscal year 1997 funds were provided for LIS to remain
available until September 30, 2000. How much of those funds have been obligated
to date?

Answer. $3,051,903. The total obligations for LIS to date are $4,104,000. In fiscal
year 1997, however, $1,052,917 was obligated and expended for LIS from other ap-
propriations to the Office of the Secretary, with the Committee’s approval. The use
of other available funds in fiscal year 1997 reflected an effort to minimize any possi-
bility that we may have to request additional appropriations earmarked for LIS be-
fore the system is implemented.

Question. $7 million of fiscal year 1992 funds were provided for FMIS to remain
available until September 30, 2000. How much of those funds have been obligated
to date?

Answer. $204,574; however, new contract terms awaiting finalization will imme-
diately obligate an additional $536,000.

Question. Last year this Committee questioned whether the Office of Reporters of
Debate and Captioning Services would be consolidated. Have you taken any action
in that regard?

Answer. Consolidation of the Official Reporters and the Captioners was consid-
ered by my predecessor, but no action was taken. It is my feeling that any possible
consolidation of these two departments should be considered in conjunction with the
new technologies that are appearing on the fairly short-term horizon. Technological
change that allows for continuous speech recognition holds out the prospect of revo-
lutionizing the way in which the Record is produced. For the present, it seems that
the most appropriate course is to defer any permanent restructuring of the reporting
function while we monitor progress in the technologies.

Question. Has the SAA completed an inventory of all information systems sup-
porting the Senate, including the 161 Senate offices?

Answer. Yes, the SAA has a completed inventory of all information systems sup-
porting the Senate. Attachment I contains the overall inventory as requested by
GAO during their audit.

Question. Does the Office have a documented project plan for year 2000 compli-
ance? If not, when will it be completed? If so, does this plan include schedules for
renovating, validating, and implementing each mission critical system, including
mainframe applications?

Answer. Yes, the SAA has a documented project plan for year 2000 compliance.
We are providing a copy of it to the General Accounting Office and will submit it
to the Committee. The plan does include schedules for renovating, validating, and
implementing each mission critical system, including mainframe applications. As
specified below, some areas of the plan are more detailed than others.

Utilizing the GAO five-phase approach, the Senate’s status on each of those
phases is listed below.
Awareness

This phase began in August, 1996, when the initial Year 2000 compliance project
was initiated. Letters were sent to each Senate office informing them of the Year
2000 project and requesting information on any non-standard products that might
be in use in their office. Letters were sent to departmental directors requesting that
each establish a Year 2000 program.

Since that time, a new user outreach program has been initiated with the Cus-
tomer Relations Department. This program will include monthly columns in The
Inkwell, a briefing of key Senate user groups such as the Senate Systems Adminis-
trators Association, periodic updates to the user community, a Y2K page on the
SAA’s Intranet site, Webster, and more. This program will be ongoing throughout
the Y2K project.
Assessment

Preliminary and follow-up inventories of PC hardware and mainframe applica-
tions have been conducted. Risk assessments are now an ongoing function at the
individual project level to ensure that contingency plans are developed and imple-
mented if needed. The project office continues to update all inventories to reflect
current status.

The Senate’s strategy is to replace the major or core business systems that reside
on the mainframe. To this end, the Senate has established two major development
projects—LIS and FMIS and is creating two additional, non-mission critical
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projects—HRIS and MIS. In addition, we have begun the upgrade of the Senate pay-
roll system to a Year 2000 compliant version.

As the Senate has standardized on Compaq equipment, the majority of our desk-
top and LAN-based systems are Year 2000-ready and can be made fully compliant
by applying a simple software upgrade currently available free-of-charge from
Compaq. We currently have 1,480 pieces of fully compliant hardware in the Senate
and that number increases daily. Based on our current rate of installation, all OA
equipment should be fully compliant by August 1999.

Our contract with Mitretek Systems, to conduct an independent assessment of our
inventories and Y2K strategies, will be expanded in scope to include assistance with
development of Y2K testing and validation methodologies as well as compliancy
definitions and a more formal framework in which to work. While they are still in
a fact-finding mode, Mitretek has completed a preliminary assessment and we an-
ticipate a final report on their findings and recommendations in April.
Renovation

In preparation for supporting Year 2000 compliant applications, we are upgrading
our mainframe. The installation of mainframe components for the new OS/390 year
2000 compliant upgrade to the operating system was completed in November, 1997.
Customization and integration testing of system components are currently ongoing.
A fully operational system will be available by the original March deadline.

Our core business systems applications (LIS and FMIS) are already undergoing
renovation by doing a full-scale replacement of these mainframe legacy systems. The
development phase of these replacement programs should be shortened by our use
of COTS, or commercial off the shelf, software products. In addition to these major
system replacements, our current payroll system is also undergoing renovation sole-
ly to make it Year 2000 compliant. The scheduled completion date is the fall of
1999.
Validation

The Senate has not reached this stage for any of its core business software appli-
cations. However, the need for confirming test and validation plans is clear and will
be addressed shortly under the auspices of the Year 2000 program. With regard to
the OA equipment portion of Y2K compliancy, our Technical Review personnel have
begun a project to validate and test the efficacy of the Compaq-provided BIOS up-
grades which are necessary to make some of our older Compaq hardware compliant.
Implementation

Implementation plans are currently the responsibility of each application project.
Guidelines for acceptance testing, data conversion and exchange issues, and contin-
gency planning will be provided to project managers and system users by the Y2K
project office.

Question. The budget states that the Operations Division will increase its staff by
3, primarily for year 2000 compliance. Please explain what functions those staff will
perform.

Answer. The additional staff will support the Y2K project and the establishment
of an information security (INFOSEC) initiative. The staff will consist of a director
and professional staff. They will be responsible for implementing the information se-
curity plan recommended by a specialist from the National Security Agency. They
will provide turn-key solutions, technical and policy advice to Senate offices.

Question. Last year the Sergeant at Arms indicated that he would look into elimi-
nating areas of overlapping management between his office, the Secretary of the
Senate, and the Architect of the Capitol. What has come of that inquiry?

Answer. The Sergeant at Arms remains committed to the efficient delivery of
services to the Senate community. As the Committee correctly suggests, redundant
and overlapping responsibilities lead to poor service and unnecessary costs to the
taxpayer.

—Internally, the Sergeant at Arm’s has completed a reorganization and is in the
process of reengineering its operations. We have already identified and elimi-
nated numerous redundancies between the various Sergeant at Arms depart-
ments. This includes the consolidation of technical, administrative and customer
support units which have led to reduced costs, increased productivity and high-
er quality of service.

—The Sergeant at Arms has also been an active participant in the Rules and Ad-
ministration Committee’s effort to ‘‘strategically align’’ the services and oper-
ations of the Senate’s support offices. This has included a review of functional
responsibilities of the Sergeant at Arms and the Secretary of the Senate.

As a result of this review, the Sergeant at Arms will transfer several financial
functions to the Secretary of the Senate in his role as chief financial officer. Ad-
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ditionally, human resource management functions will be consolidated under
the Secretary of the Senate. Information technology functions have been consoli-
dated under the Sergeant at Arms.

The need for Senate wide education and training will be met by establishing
a single office of Education and Training. This office will be jointly managed by
the Sergeant at Arms and the Secretary of the Senate.

—Additionally, the Sergeant at Arms and the Architect of the Capitol are develop-
ing plans to consolidate and or transfer duplicative support functions like fur-
niture and cabinet shop services.

The Sergeant at Arms and the Architect have also agreed to develop a single
unified customer service and ‘‘help desk’’ operation which will result in a single
point of contact for all service available to the Senate community.

The Sergeant at Arms will submit each of the final plans to the Committee on
Rules and Administration and the Subcommittee on Legislative Branch Appropria-
tions prior to their implementation.

Question. The Appropriations Committee has noticed that certain standard equip-
ment supplied by the Sergeant at Arms is more expensive and more fully featured
than some of the more basic, non-standard equipment that is available on the open
market. For example, the Committee has found lower cost, non standard cell phones
and fax machines that might be sufficient for occasional, low volume usage. Does
the SAA plan to make available more basic, lower cost equipment?

Answer. It is our policy to provide the highest quality and most reliable equip-
ment that is available. We believe that is what is required by most Senate offices.
We will over the next year review our standard products and services with the goal
of increasing flexibility to satisfy the needs of Members and Committees.

Question. What are the current procedures and policies surrounding when an of-
fice returns to inventory the following items: cellular phones, computers, office fur-
niture? What is the procedure for items to be surplused?

Answer. We follow the same procedures and policies for cellular phones, comput-
ers, and office furniture. When equipment is returned from a Senate office to the
SAA inventory, each item is examined to determine if it is re-usable. A permanent
record is created for every disposed item.

If items are obsolete, damaged beyond repair, or in poor working condition, they
are disposed of using one of the methods listed below. These procedures are also fol-
lowed for items declared surplus and made available to Senate staff.

—Sale through GSA.
—Transfer through GSA to another government agency.
—Salvage all usable parts with remainder to be ‘‘Junked’’.
—Trade-in to Vendor.
—Sale to a Senator or Senate employee.
—Sale to a Firm or Individuals other than a Government Agency.
If items are re-usable, they are cleaned, checked for proper working order and re-

issued as needed.
For your information, we have included the disposal policy as listed in the Senate

Handbook:

TITLE 2—THE CONGRESS

CHAPTER 4—OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES OF SENATE AND HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

§ 59c. Disposal of used or surplus furniture and equipment.
Effective October 1, 1981, the Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper of the Senate is

authorized to dispose of used or surplus furniture and equipment by trade-in or by
sale directly or through the General Services Administration. Receipts from the sale
of such furniture and equipment shall be deposited in the United States Treasury
for credit to the appropriation for ‘‘Miscellaneous Items’’ under the heading ‘‘Contin-
gent Expenses of the Senate’’. (Oct. 1, 1981, Pub. L. 97–51, § 118, 95 Stat. 964.)

Question. Please provide a copy of the charts used at the hearing.
Answer. The information follows:
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ATTACHMENT I

Mainframe ap-
plications and
operating envi-

ronment

Office automa-
tion systems—
PC’s, laptops,

file servers

Communication
networks—data

and voice

Total number of agency systems ....................................... 34 10,612 2
Number of mission-critical systems .................................. 6 10,612 2
Total number of mission-critical systems ......................... 6 10,612 2
Number already compliant ................................................. 1 1,480 ........................
Number being replaced ...................................................... 4 1,019 2
Number being repaired ...................................................... 2 8,113 ........................
Number being retired ......................................................... ........................ ........................ ........................

COMPLETED

Milestones for mission-critical systems:
Assessment ............................................................... 6 10,612 2

Percent ............................................................. 100 100 100
Renovation ................................................................. 1 1,480 ........................

Percent ............................................................. 16 14 ........................
Validation .................................................................. ........................ 1,480 ........................

Percent ............................................................. ........................ 14 ........................
Implementation ......................................................... ........................ 1,480 ........................

Percent ............................................................. ........................ 14 ........................

COST

Fiscal year:
1996 .......................................................................... NA NA NA
1997 .......................................................................... $2,000,000 $7,600,000 $1,700,000
1998 .......................................................................... 5,900,000 4,600,000 900,000
1999 .......................................................................... 6,500,000 5,400,000 1,900,000
2000 .......................................................................... NA NA NA

Total ...................................................................... 13,900,000 17,600,000 4,600,000
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OPENING REMARKS

Senator BENNETT. Our fifth panel is headed by the Honorable
James Billington, the Librarian of Congress, and Mr. Dan
Mulhollan, Director of the Congressional Research Service [CRS].
General Scott, you are going to join us, and we appreciate that, as
well.

Gentlemen, we thank you for your patience as we have worked
through the other witnesses.

We understand from the GAO, Dr. Billington, that the Library
has been working hard to solve its year 2000 problem. And we com-
mend you for getting in front of the curve on this issue. We under-
stand that the Library has been busy taking steps to respond to all
of the requirement of the electronic age, not just the year 2000.

I should report that I have had a meeting with the CRS, outside
of this formal hearing process. And I have been impressed with
how the CRS is managing its work force to be responsive to the
Congress, and designing a plan to address the problems of respon-
siveness. We look forward to hearing the details of that plan, par-
ticularly with respect to the succession problem that has been re-
ferred to otherwise.

Now, with the darkening of the room, I understand you have
some show and tell, in the true spirit of the electronic age, in elec-
tronic fashion, so, Dr. Billington, we are in your hands, unless,
Senator Dorgan, you have any comments.

Senator DORGAN. Why don’t you proceed.
Welcome, Doctor.

OPENING REMARKS OF DR. JAMES H. BILLINGTON

Dr. BILLINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Senator.
First, I think everyone who is here has previously appeared be-

fore the committee, with the possible exception of Elizabeth Zaic,
Acting Director, Integrated Support Services, in the Library. And
I do have, first, an announcement, Mr. Chairman. We have just re-
ceived in writing from the General Services Administration con-
firmation that our rent bill will be reduced by $800,000. And as a
result, our budget request for fiscal year 1999 can be reduced by
subtracting the $800,000 from our ‘‘Rental of space’’ account. We
ask that this savings be applied to our request for additional talk-
ing book machines. We will provide the committee with further in-
formation on this matter.
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Senator BENNETT. I congratulate you for reducing the budget by
the full $800,000. There are many agencies that would reduce it by
$200,000, and consider they are a hero.

Dr. BILLINGTON. Well, thank you.
Senator BENNETT. According to the clock and the buzzers, we’re

going into the end of morning business. All right, good.
Dr. BILLINGTON. Well, let me just highlight just a few points

from my full statement before showing the committee a very short
video on the electronic aspects of the Library, and then asking our
magnificent Deputy, General Scott, to make a few brief remarks,
if that is agreeable, Mr. Chairman. We will try to keep this very
short.

LIBRARY’S MISSION

The Library is, as you know, a totally unique institution, with a
national mission to serve the Congress and to facilitate the creative
use of the world’s knowledge for the good of our Nation.

Senator BENNETT. There is a rollcall vote. And I think the best
thing for us to do is simply recess the subcommittee, run over and
vote, and return as quickly as we can.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator BENNETT. The subcommittee will come to order.
Our apologies. The business of the Senate sometimes does in-

trude on the business of the Senate. That is one of the scheduling
problems we wish we could solve, but we cannot. So we are in your
hands, Dr. Billington.

Dr. BILLINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
A key problem in our time is that the very nature of collections

is changing. Knowledge is increasingly being generated and com-
municated in electronic and ephemeral forms. With a growing flood
of unsorted electronic information that is becoming available today,
the Congress and the Nation, I believe, needs more than ever, a
trusted knowledge navigator—which is what we believe the Library
of Congress to be—to help sustain our knowledge-based democracy.

Our public culture, moreover, is, Mr. Chairman, in danger of
moving back down the evolutionary chain from knowledge to infor-
mation, from information down into miscellaneous and often totally
unfiltered broad and unverifiable raw data, and perhaps, beyond
that even, just to an unsorted and often ungrammatical stream of
consciousness that is flooding into the Internet. So there is really
a major problem here.

We may be sinking down rather than rising up to the twin peaks
of wisdom and creativity that rise above a plateau of knowledge
and which have really made democracy dynamic in this country.
After all, the whole country was invented by people who were root-
ed in knowledge and had some of those qualities.

LIBRARY’S CHALLENGES

To sustain all this, basically, a knowledge-based democracy, in
an information-inundated and unvalidated world, the Library of
Congress has to collect, preserve, make secure and accessible this
rapidly proliferating, often confusing, electronic universe, while
still protecting intellectual property rights—our constitutional
mandate—and, at the same time, continuing to collect and service
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nonelectronic materials, the volume of which also continues to in-
crease, as whole new streams, cultures, participants in the intellec-
tual knowledge-generating business come all over the world.

This gives us a daunting set of challenges. And I am glad to re-
port that, overall, we are doing more, for more people, with 12 per-
cent fewer staff than in 1992. We are enormously grateful for this
committee’s support, and particularly for the integrated library sys-
tem last year, which is enabling us to build a platform on which
all further progress will be based.

The institution is, however, severely stretched by its necessary
commitment both to sustain traditional services and to effect our
transition to an increasingly electronic world.

We are, I think, in many ways, national leaders, and even world
leaders, in some of our electronic delivery activities. We are getting
500,000 hits internally, here in Washington, and another 2 million
hits every day more broadly from around the Nation and the world.
We need the committee’s continued support, including funding
mandatory pay increases and unavoidable price level increases,
which is well over one-half of our increased request this year, plus
$2 million for the replacement of personal computers that will not
work after the year 2000.

General Scott will talk more about that in a minute.

LIBRARY’S BICENTENNIAL

Last year, we celebrated the 100th anniversary of the Thomas
Jefferson Building, so magnificently restored by the Congress, and
inaugurated the Library’s bicentennial efforts for the year 2000,
which will be our 200th anniversary. They are being carried almost
entirely by private funds.

Our theme for the bicentennial is gifts to the Nation, which is
what the Congress has done by creating, sustaining and sharing
with the broader American public both the mint record of America’s
creativity, through the copyright deposit, and the greatest collec-
tion of knowledge ever assembled in one place on this planet, which
is one way of defining the nearly 113 million items in all formats
and languages the Library has.

We hope to both dramatize and demonstrate the essential role
that the Library of Congress and all libraries of our unique library
system, of which we are an integral key part, play in keeping de-
mocracy dynamic. I hope we can have the committee’s support. We
appreciated your support in the past, and I would appreciate it con-
tinuing so that the Library can head into the 21st century, with ex-
panded digital holdings and with the systems in place that can
maximize service to the Congress and to all Americans in the local-
ities where they live across this Nation.

Each of you have a packet of materials providing further infor-
mation about the Library. We have a short video to give the com-
mittee a quick look at the real progress we are making, and ex-
plaining one of our emerging electronic services to the Congress
and to the Nation.
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PREPARED STATEMENTS

And then General Scott will have a few words. And then we will
be glad to answer your questions, Mr. Chairman.

[Whereupon, a videotape was shown.]
[The statements follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES H. BILLINGTON

The Library of Congress, the oldest Federal cultural institution in the country,
will be 200 years old on April 24 in the year 2000. With congressional support and
direction, the Library has developed a massive collection of more than 113 million
items, a superbly knowledgeable staff, and cost-effective networks for gathering in
the world’s knowledge for the nation’s good.

The Library has a proven record of making knowledge and information accessible
to users everywhere—evidenced by the exponential rate of growth in the Library’s
Internet transactions and the wide public acclaim of its website. The Library di-
rectly serves the Congress and the entire nation with the most important commodity
of our time: information. The Library’s critical role as a trusted knowledge navigator
for the Congress and the nation is made more important than ever by the growing
flood of unsorted information available today.

The Library’s mission is to make its resources available and useful to the Con-
gress and the American people and to sustain and preserve a universal collection
of knowledge and creativity for future generations. The Library’s first priority is to
make knowledge available and useful to the United States Congress. This primary
purpose can be realized only if the Library continues to acquire, organize, preserve,
secure, and sustain its incomparable collections for present and future use. These
are the top priorities in the Library’s 1997–2004 Strategic Plan (see attachment 1),
closely followed by the imperative to make the Library’s unique collections and re-
sources maximally accessible to the American people.

Funding the Library’s fiscal 1999 budget request is critical to our current efforts:
to provide and enhance service to the Congress, to add content to the National Digi-
tal Library, to continue arrearage reduction, to maintain a modern copyright sys-
tem, to ensure strong collections security, to maintain service to blind and physically
handicapped people, and to implement preservation improvements, particularly for
the Library’s audio-visual materials. The Library’s budget request for fiscal year
1999—$369.3 million in net appropriations and $27.7 million in authority to use re-
ceipts—supports these and other strategic priorities. This is a net increase of 6.5
percent over fiscal 1998, which includes $12.8 million to fund mandatory pay raises
and unavoidable price-level increases and $9.6 million to meet critical growing
workload increases (net of program decreases).

As the Library moves towards its Bicentennial in the year 2000, we are working
to develop a substantive program focused on leveraging private-sector support that
will result in significant Gifts to the Nation. The Congress has made its Library
over the years a cornerstone in our unique national library system. The Library pro-
vides services that save other libraries millions of dollars a year: inexpensive cata-
loging information, free surplus books, free inter-library loans, and 23 million free
items every year to the blind and physically handicapped. All of this and more are
directed to, and reach the American people through, other libraries.

The historic investment the Congress has made in the Library’s staff, collections,
and facilities is now bringing rapidly increasing benefits to people in their localities
all over America as access grows daily to the Library’s information about the Con-
gress and to the content of the Library’s collections via the Internet. In the scant
three-and-one-half years since we launched on-line the National Digital Library, the
popular response to the content we are offering has continued to astound us. In fis-
cal 1996, our Internet transactions numbered 134 million; in fiscal 1997, they more
than doubled to 345 million. By late 1997, the Library was receiving some two mil-
lion Internet electronic transactions every day (in addition to more than 500,000 in-
ternal electronic transactions that are handled every workday).

The National Digital Library program is our major gift to the nation, which will
make millions of interesting and important items in a variety of media available on-
line in local communities throughout America by the year 2000. Open access is the
basic principle of our public library system—and is more important than ever in
helping prevent a division between information ‘‘haves’’ and ‘‘have-nots’’ in the elec-
tronic age. The Congress, through its library, is ensuring that the tools of learning—
and of learning about America—will be universally accessible in the next millen-
nium.
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To continue to move forward—for the Congress and the nation—the Library re-
quests funding for the following major new items or initiatives in the fiscal 1999
budget: (1) additional automation hardware, software, and services to ensure that
the Library’s operations continue and that on-line access is available electronically
after the Year 2000 century change; (2) implementation of key elements of our secu-
rity plan, including additional security aides to operate X-ray scanners at public
building entrances and anti-theft devices for the collections; (3) additional funds for
the Congressional Research Service to support a staff succession plan to help ensure
continuity of high-quality congressional services; (4) funding for off-site collections
storage at Fort Meade, Maryland (print materials) and Culpeper, Virginia (audio/
visual materials); and (5) the purchase of an additional 5,000 talking book machines
to ensure their reliable availability for blind and physically handicapped people.

In this time of budget constraints, the Congress has continued to be very support-
ive of the Library, increasing our budget over the past several years. However, the
actual number of appropriated full-time equivalent (FTE) positions has declined by
539 or 11.9 percent since fiscal 1992. The Library’s fiscal 1999 budget asks for a
partial recapture of the FTE’s lost since fiscal 1992 by requesting funding for 42 ad-
ditional FTE’s (net of program reductions)—a level that is still 9.3 percent lower
than fiscal 1992. The Library is not requesting additional FTE’s to operate off-site
collections storage sites. We plan to use contract support for these new activities.

The Library is working on ways to carry out its mission in a more economical
manner by re-engineering major business processes. Because the Library’s services
are extremely labor intensive (some 70 percent of our budget is for payroll costs),
future economies must come primarily from redesigning or modifying our major op-
erations and from investing further in automation; both will improve the productiv-
ity of our staff. Implementation of the Legislative Information System (LIS), the In-
tegrated Library System (ILS), the Electronic Cataloging in Publication (ECIP) sys-
tem, the Copyright Office Electronic Registration, Recordation and Deposit System
(CORDS), and the Global Legal Information Network (GLIN) will make it possible
for the Library to do more for less in the future. However, these initiatives will not
provide significant financial savings in fiscal 1999.

Funding our fiscal 1999 budget request, including provisions for mandatory pay
and price-level increases, will enable the Library to sustain its basic services while
continuing to build more modern operations needed for an increasingly electronic fu-
ture. In short, we believe the Congress should sustain its fruitful investment in the
Library, which has historically been a gift to the nation and will be even more im-
portant for the next millennium.

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS DURING FISCAL 1997

During fiscal 1997, the Library developed a 1997–2004 Strategic Plan, a Security
Plan, and a Year 2000 Plan; provided objective, timely, nonpartisan, and confiden-
tial legislative support to the Congress on a wide range of issues; reduced our
uncataloged backlog by another million items; completed key provisions of the Li-
brary’s long-standing Cook class action settlement agreement—making back-pay
awards, promotions, and reassignments; received an unqualified ‘‘clean’’ audit opin-
ion on the Library’s fiscal 1996 consolidated financial statements; strengthened the
security of our collections; celebrated the 100th anniversary of the Thomas Jefferson
Building; and inaugurated the Library’s Bicentennial efforts.

The Library improved services to the Congress and the nation through tech-
nology—installing the first release of the legislative information retrieval system,
recording dramatic increases in Internet usage, and receiving many Internet awards
(see attachment 2). The Library is making tangible progress towards meeting our
Strategic Plan objectives and preparing for the 21st century.

LIBRARY’S BICENTENNIAL AND THE INFORMATION AGE

Planning for the Bicentennial commemoration in 2000 began in 1997 with the ap-
pointment of a steering committee of senior Library managers under the leadership
of the Librarian of Congress. The Bicentennial goal is ‘‘To inspire creativity in the
century ahead by stimulating greater use of the Library of Congress and libraries
everywhere.’’ The Library’s 200th anniversary is a unique opportunity to revalidate
the historical role of libraries as centers of learning and to reinvigorate the nation
through greater use of libraries and wider access to knowledge. The Bicentennial
theme of ‘‘Libraries—Creativity—Liberty’’ reflects the essential role that the Library
of Congress and all libraries play in a dynamic democracy.

To ensure that the Library’s operations continue and materials remain available
electronically after the Year 2000 century change, to improve automation security
and planning, and to continue critical automation projects, the Library is requesting
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an increase of $3,281,395 (net of a $2,040,000 planned reduction for the Integrated
Library System). Major elements of this increase are:

Computer Workstations and Equipment.—The Library is dependent on computer
workstations as the primary tool to perform most tasks and requires an increase
of $2,000,000 to fund the replacement of 700 computer workstations. The Year 2000
century change makes a number of early model computers unusable and requires
the Library to accelerate their replacement. The Library also requires $1,200,000 to
purchase additional server and storage equipment. The growth in on-line content
and the transition from the traditional computer mainframe environment to the
more modern client/server-model which utilizes large UNIX servers and magnetic
disk storage devices require more equipment to store, process, and deliver ever-in-
creasing quantities of current and historical information.

Computer Security.—Increased use and dependence on computer technology and
integration and connection of automated systems via networks have increased the
importance of computer security. The Library is requesting $668,784 to fund two
FTE’s, software, and disaster recovery contract services. The Library needs to focus
additional resources on both preventing a potential disaster through improved secu-
rity and implementing disaster recovery plans.

Information Technology Services FTE’s.—The Library’s workload has increased in
areas such as legislative information retrieval system support, technology planning,
and electronic mail support. The Library requests funding for six FTE’s and
$506,352 to ensure that critical automation projects for the Congress and the Li-
brary have sufficient technical support.

Law Library Automation Support.—The Library is requesting three FTE’s
($240,201) and $100,000 in contractor support to make possible the Law Library’s
ability to make the transition to an increasingly digital environment. Twenty per-
cent of legal information used to respond to congressional requests is now available
only in electronic form; and this percentage is growing. Automation support is cru-
cial if the Law Library is to keep up with this rapid change and provide more access
to more information with limited resources.

Integrated Library System.—Implementation planning for an Integrated Library
System (ILS) began in 1997. An ILS will provide a computer platform that is Year
2000-compliant and will improve Library operations and collections security. Library
staff are evaluating responses to the Request for Proposals (RFP) issued last year
and will present an implementation plan for Congressional approval prior to pro-
curement of the system. The fiscal 1999 budget includes $3,544,000 (a reduction of
$2,040,000 from fiscal 1998) for annual system maintenance charges and software
fees, for additional computer equipment, and for contract services to convert massive
manual files.

SECURITY OF LIBRARY STAFF, COLLECTIONS, AND FACILITIES

A highlight of fiscal 1997 was the completion of a comprehensive Library Security
Plan, which was approved by the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration
on February 2, 1998. The plan provides a framework for the physical security of the
Library’s collections, facilities, staff, visitors and other assets. Collections security
is the centerpiece. The plan was developed by a team of security professionals, cura-
tors, and senior librarians. The plan articulates a collections prioritization scheme
that establishes five different levels of risk, providing the strongest protection for
the Library’s Treasures and other rare items and appropriate degrees of security
controls for other parts of the Library’s collections. The process of assessing the sta-
tus of collections security within custodial divisions has been initiated, and the com-
pleted assessments enable the Library to prioritize the use of limited security re-
sources.

Consistent with security planning, the Library is requesting an increase of
$2,458,331 to enhance entry security, to record ownership markings on materials as
early in the acquisition process as possible, and to conduct additional detailed risk
assessments within areas that process, store, serve, and transport collections mate-
rials.

For entry security, the Library needs 13 additional FTE’s ($355,331) to staff X-
ray scanners and metal detectors at public entrances, which would bring our entry
security up to the standards outlined in our plan. The budget also includes funding
for X-ray scanners and upgraded metal detectors ($627,000).

The security plan highlights the vulnerability of items that are in process prior
to their marking and tagging. The Library is requesting $993,500 in the Copyright
Office appropriation for theft detection devices and contract staff to apply them.
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OFF-SITE STORAGE AND PRESERVATION

The Library’s preservation and arrearage reduction efforts are linked to the devel-
opment of secondary storage sites to house processed materials and to provide for
growth of the collections through the first part of the 21st century. The first storage
module at the Fort Meade, Maryland campus, which employs cardboard boxes on
wide-span shelving and houses paper-based collections (primarily books) is sched-
uled for occupancy by the end of fiscal 1999. In addition, the Library’s Audio Visual
Conservation Center in Culpeper, Virginia is scheduled for acquisition by gift during
1999. The Library is requesting $1,320,724 for start-up costs at Fort Meade, Mary-
land and for six months’ funding at both of these off-site storage locations. The Ar-
chitect of the Capitol is also requesting a new operating allotment for the Culpeper
Center in the amount of $119,000 and an increase of $81,000 for electricity and fuel
oil costs in the ‘‘Capitol Power Plant’’ appropriation to cover the Culpeper facility’s
utility costs.

AUDIO/VISUAL EQUIPMENT

The Library is requesting an increase of $643,000 for the Motion Picture Broad-
casting and Recorded Sound (MBRS) equipment base (from $232,700 to $875,700)
to replace old, failing equipment. MBRS equipment provides research access for
media formats which are no longer produced, and the replacement of equipment is
critical to continuing access to audio-visual materials for researchers and staff. The
current base cannot handle the replacement of 70 equipment pieces that are either
in danger of imminent failure or approaching that category.

LAW LIBRARY

The Law Library of Congress maintains the largest collection of legal materials
in the world and also houses a unique body of foreign-trained lawyers to supply
legal research and analysis, primarily for the Congress on the laws of other nations,
international law, and comparative law. More than 200 jurisdictions are covered or
some 80 percent of the sovereign entities of the world that issue laws and regula-
tions. The Law Library utilizes this talent to maintain and develop the breadth and
depth of a demanding collection, as well as to provide reference services whenever
and for as long as either chamber is in session (as mandated by the Congress).
These are daunting responsibilities. The U.S. Courts, the executive branch, and the
legal community also depend heavily on the Law Library’s collections.

The Law Library’s FTE’s have declined from 98 in fiscal 1992 to 91 in fiscal 1998.
While the Law Library has been creative in attempting to meet its responsibilities,
particularly with the development of its Global Legal Information Network (GLIN),
a multinational legal database, funding for five FTE’s ($251,750) is crucially re-
quired. The five FTE’s would restore reference services to an acceptable level, in-
crease the number of legal research courses taught to congressional staff, improve
book retrieval services (which improves all activities), and expedite legal report
preparation for the Congress.

COPYRIGHT OFFICE

The Library’s Copyright Office promotes creativity and effective copyright protec-
tion—annually processing more than 620,000 claims, of which 560,000 are reg-
istered for copyright, and responding to more than 420,000 requests for information.
More than 850,000 works received through the copyright system are transferred to
the Library, forming the core of the Library’s immense Americana collections.

The Library is requesting an increase of $1,266,000 to improve the security of the
collections by tagging and marking Copyright Office materials upon receipt, by con-
ducting additional risk assessments, and by implementing the automated reader
registration system. All of the Copyright Office’s security initiatives are consistent
with the Library’s security plan (discussed above) and are critical to the protection
of the nation’s intellectual heritage.

The Library is requesting two changes in its authority to use Copyright Office re-
ceipts. First, a reduction of $2,340,000 is requested to reflect the end of receipts ac-
companying filings from the GATT Uruguay Round Agreements Act (Public Law
103–465). Second, an increase of $1,000,000 is requested for additional discretionary
fee charges (e.g., special services). The Library is requesting authority to use the
additional $1,000,000 in projected receipts to support the Copyright Office Electronic
Registration, Recordation, and Deposit System (CORDS) project ($356,058) and to
improve the registration process ($643,942). The additional receipts for CORDS
would expand development and testing efforts.
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CORDS is the electronic future of the Copyright Office and provides the public
with an electronic means to submit copyright claims and documents which stream-
line internal processing. Development as well as testing will continue through suc-
cessive phases culminating in a significant number of electronic registrations over
the Internet in fiscal year 2000. In the year 2004, the Library expects to receive
at least 100,000 works in digital form: census data, films, music, encyclopedias, sci-
entific papers, legal documents, and much else.

The Congress revised the structure by which statutory fees are determined four
months ago (Public Law 105–80, November 13, 1997). The new law authorizes the
Register of Copyrights to increase statutory fees; to do this, a cost study is required
along with an economic analysis of the proposal, which explains the various consid-
erations, for example, in addition to cost, operational factors, and public policy con-
cerns. Taking into consideration the timetable for comments from public hearings,
the economic analysis, and Congressional review, the Library did not include a stat-
utory fee increase in the fiscal 1999 budget.

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE

As a shared source of nonpartisan analysis and information, CRS is a valuable
and cost-effective asset to the Congress. CRS provides every Member and committee
with support at all stages in the legislative process, from the formulation of ideas
through oversight of programs previously created. In expanding the CRS mission in
1970, Congress embraced and implemented the concept of a cost-effective, pooled re-
search effort in support of lawmaking at all stages. Now more than ever, CRS’s im-
portance to the Congress has grown as Congress grapples with increasingly complex
legislation, does so with fewer Committee staff, and seeks efficient ways to acquire
the objective analysis and information needed to conduct its legislative business.

The Library is requesting $871,770 to support the hiring of 20 additional CRS an-
alysts to ensure the continuity of congressional services. Half of CRS’s staff will be
eligible to retire by the year 2006, and according to a staff survey, nearly two-thirds
of those eligible plan to do so in that time period. The loss of such a large number
of experienced staff poses a threat to CRS’ ability to maintain the current level of
service to Members and committees in a wide variety of subject areas. The succes-
sion plan is designed to provide time to train entry-level staff and build their exper-
tise and knowledge of the legislative process in time for them to take over from spe-
cialists who have provided such research and analysis for 20 to 25 years.

I am continually impressed with the uniqueness of the services that CRS provides
and its importance to the Congress. No one else does or can do what CRS provides
you daily: namely, impartial analysis of the full variety of the knowledge and opin-
ion bearing on legislation. It combines true objectivity with a range of opinion rep-
resenting diverse scholarship. The expertise required to provide these services has
to be learned in the act of doing it—because this type of work is simply not done
anywhere else. Therefore, if we are to provide future Congresses with what you
have today, we must be able to initiate this replacement process and mentoring
plan.

NATIONAL LIBRARY SERVICE FOR THE BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

The Library administers a sixty-six-year-old cooperative effort with state and local
agencies and the United States Postal Service to provide a free national library pro-
gram of braille and recorded materials for blind and physically handicapped per-
sons. The Library selects and produces full-length books and magazines in braille
and on recorded disc and cassette and provides special playback equipment. Reading
materials and playback machines are distributed to a network of cooperating re-
gional and subregional (local) libraries where they are circulated to eligible borrow-
ers and returned to libraries by postage-free mail.

The current budget level (fiscal 1998) for talking book machines would provide for
the purchase of some 56,000 cassette book machines (CBM) in fiscal 1999, but the
Library projects that $1,250,000 is necessary to purchase another 5,000 CBM’s to
ensure the continued availability of the machines for blind and physically handi-
capped individuals.

LIBRARY BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

The Architect of the Capitol (AOC) is responsible for the structural and mechani-
cal care and maintenance of the Library’s buildings and grounds. In coordination
with the Library, the AOC has requested a capital budget of $6,474,000, an increase
of $3,964,000. The AOC capital budget includes funding for 11 projects totaling
$4,002,000 in appropriations that were requested by the Library. In addition, the
Library is proposing, as another project, the transfer of $1,500,000 in gift funds to
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the AOC for the National Audio-Visual Conservation Center at Culpeper, Virginia.
Library-requested projects, as well as AOC identified projects, are prioritized based
on critical need and in accordance with both the Library’s Strategic and Security
Plans. The projects (1) improve the security of our staff and the collections by pro-
viding additional electronic card readers, sensor devices and other protections; (2)
support the preservation of the Library’s collections including improved environ-
mental conditions; and (3) ensure the life and safety of the Library’s staff and visi-
tors. Properly storing the Library’s collections in a secure, safe, and environmentally
sound facility is the most important step toward preserving our collections for future
generations.

I urge the Committee to support the Architect’s Library Buildings and Grounds
budget and his position that reinvestment in the existing infrastructure is necessary
and a prudent measure to support program operations and to avoid future costly
facility costs.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION

The Library has submitted three legislative proposals to our authorizing commit-
tees. First, the authorization for the American Folklife Center (AFC) expires on Sep-
tember 30, 1998. The AFC’s Board of Directors and the Library are seeking perma-
nent authorization for the AFC. There is consensus within the folklore community
on the need for this legislation.

Second, in connection with its Bicentenary, the Library is seeking legislation that
would provide appropriate Congressional oversight for the observance and all activi-
ties associated with it.

Third, the Library has requested authorization of a revolving fund for fee-based
activities as recommended by the General Accounting Office. The Library appre-
ciates the Committee’s support last year of a new revolving fund for the Cooperative
Acquisitions Program, and we believe that more comprehensive revolving fund au-
thority will permit the Library to operate its fee-based activities in a more business-
like manner, while enhancing the accountability of these programs.

SUMMARY

The Library’s proposed fiscal 1999 budget supports the Library’s mission and stra-
tegic plan. The leadership role that the Library requests the Congress to support
in the new electronic environment is the needed and logical extension of the historic
role that the Library was asked to play in the era of print for the nation: champion-
ing public access to knowledge, setting bibliographic standards, and supplying bib-
liographic data to all libraries. Broadening access to knowledge is increasingly im-
portant to any responsible democracy and modern economy, which must be increas-
ingly information-based. Libraries are a link in the human chain that connects what
happened yesterday with what might take place tomorrow; they are the base camps
for new discovery in the Information Age.

By funding the Library’s fiscal 1999 budget request, the Congress would prevent
further staff reductions, ensure continued operations after the Year 2000 century
change, enable the Library to improve the security of its staff and collections, and
permit the Library to head into the 21st century with expanded digital holdings to
provide the maximum service to the Congress and to Americans in the localities
where they live across the nation.

For fiscal 1999, we submit a budget request that will enable the Library of Con-
gress to continue to make major contributions to the work of the Congress and to
the creative life of the American people.

ATTACHMENT 1.—LIBRARY OF CONGRESS STRATEGIC PLAN (1997–2004)

MISSION

The Library’s mission is to make resources available and useful to the Congress
and the American people and to sustain and preserve a universal collection of
knowledge and creativity for future generations.

VALUES

The eight values of the Library of Congress are: Service, Quality, Effectiveness,
Innovation, Fairness, Participation, Communication and Excellence.
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PRIORITIES/OBJECTIVES

The first priority of the Library of Congress is to make knowledge and creativity
available to the United States Congress.

—To fulfill all Congressional mandates so well that the Congress confidently con-
tinues to rely upon the Library to meet those needs;

—To meet or exceed needs and expectations of the Congress for legislative re-
search, analysis and information services at a level of sustained excellence; and

—To assure that the Congress is fully cognizant of the services and resources of
the Library of Congress, and has ready and reliable access to them.

The second priority of the Library of Congress is to preserve, secure, and sustain
for the present and future use of the Congress and the Nation a comprehensive
record of American history and creativity and a universal collection of human
knowledge.

—To develop and maintain the Library’s universal collections in all formats and
languages, acquiring them through copyright, gift, exchange purchase, and
transfer, in the most timely and cost-effective manner to support the Library’s
mission;

—To ensure that the Library’s collections, both physical and electronic, are appro-
priately secure;

—To achieve arrearage reduction goals;
—To provide innovative and effective bibliographic, intellectual, and physical con-

trol that is appropriate, timely, and of high quality for all of the Library’s collec-
tions;

—To ensure the preservation of the Library’s collections for current and future
use, using appropriate preservation treatment and technologies;

—To lead the development, maintenance, and dissemination (both nationally and
internationally) of standards needed for: effective electronic interchange of docu-
ments and bibliographic data; preservation; and the theory and practice of cata-
loging; and

—To organize, sustain and make more usable the record of American creativity
through copyright registration, deposit, and recordation systems.

The third priority of the Library of Congress is to make its collections maximally
accessible to Congress, the U.S. government more broadly, and the public.

—To lead in the area of electronic outreach by contributing to a national digital
library that provides both broad access to the Library’s collections and links to
other significant, publicly available information, regardless of its location and
format;

—To make the Library’s collections available both nationally and internationally
through use of digital technology, lending, and document delivery;

—To provide high-quality service to users accessing the Library by telephone, cor-
respondence, and electronic means;

—To sustain high-quality service to users of the Library’s reading rooms, research
areas, and collections;

—To broaden awareness and use of the Library’s special and foreign-language col-
lections and reading rooms;

—To sustain and improve high-quality service to blind and physically handi-
capped patrons; and

—To develop a plan to continue the National Digital Library Program beyond the
year 2000.

The fourth priority is to add interpretive and educational value to the basic re-
sources of the Library in order to enhance the quality of the creative work and intel-
lectual activity derived from these resources, and to highlight the importance of the
Library to the nation’s well-being and future progress.

—To foster creative scholarship in the Library’s unique collections including for-
eign-language and special-format materials; and

—To promote awareness of the Library and fuller and more varied use of its re-
sources through national and international copyright services, exhibits, con-
certs, publications, associations, conferences, colloquia, and other interpretive
programs.

The Enabling Infrastructure.—To accomplish its mission the Library must have
an efficient and effective infrastructure.
Financial Services

To provide financial services (budget, accounting, disbursing and travel) to its cli-
ents and to conduct program activities, allocate resources, and ensure accountabil-
ity; and

To improve the Library’s financial and legal framework, policies and procedures.
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Human Resources
To provide human resources leadership in service to the Library’s internal con-

stituency;
To formulate and put in place a comprehensive personnel program that will sig-

nificantly improve timeliness, efficiency and responsiveness to client needs; and
To promote equal employment opportunity at the Library of Congress and facili-

tate resolutions of disputes fairly and quickly.
Security

To ensure the security of Library staff, visitors, facilities, collections, and other
assets.
Support Services

To promote occupational health and safety and to provide a healthy, safe environ-
ment for staff and visitors;

To provide facility management, space, and interior design support;
To provide procurement and logistic support; and
To provide records management, mail distribution, printing, and transportation

services.
Technology

To align the Library’s current information technology resources with its overall
priorities and develop technological architecture that will support the Library’s ob-
jectives;

To improve information technology customer satisfaction; and
To establish and enforce information technology standards that will ensure com-

patibility of information technology systems.

ATTACHMENT 2.—LIBRARY OF CONGRESS SELECTED LISTING OF AWARDS TO NATIONAL
DIGITAL LIBRARY PROGRAM

[American Memory, including Learning Page and Today in History]

Time Magazine Best Web Site of 1996 Award (one of ten sites).—Time Magazine
rated American Memory among the ten best Web sites of 1996. December 23, 1996,
page 84.

New York Times ‘‘Internet Hit’’.—New York Times, Article about LCWeb and
American Memory, ‘‘Library of Congress Is an Internet Hit’’. Sunday, Feb. 16, 1997,
p. A18. URL: http://www.nytimes.com/ (Select ‘‘search’’; then enter ‘‘congress’’ ‘‘inter-
net’’ ‘‘hit’’ select ALL words.)

PC Magazine Top 100 Web Sites Hall of Fame.—PC Magazine, Includes both
American Memory and THOMAS in its Top-100 list, Hall of Fame. American Mem-
ory and THOMAS are two of twenty-four sites listed as ‘‘Five time champs’’, making
the cut every time, from the first Top-100 listing in July 1996 to the current Top-
100 listing in August 1997. URL: http://www.zdnet.com/pcmag/special/web100/
lhalloffame.htm. American Memory Review: URL: http://www8.zdnet.com/pcmag/
special/web100/lcweb.htm.

Britannica’s 40 Best Sites on the Web.—Britannica’s Internet Guide selected 40
websites, out of the 64,000 they indexed, as the ‘‘best of the web’’. American Memory
is one of the forty. URL: http://www.ebig.com/best.html.

Lycos Top 5 percent of the Internet Award.—Lycos award given to websites, judged
to be in the top five percent of the Internet. The LOC web site, including American
Memory, received an overall rating of 97 based on a scale of 0–100. URL: http://
point.lycos.com/categories/.

NII Finalist for Education.—1996 National Information Infrastructure (GII)
Awards recognized and honors superior accomplishments in applications of the
Internet. American Memory was one of six National Finalist in the Education Cat-
egory. URL: http://www.gii.com/nii/.

Magellan Internet Guide Four Star Reviews.—Magellan Internet Guide rated
American Memory four stars out of four. URL: http://www.mckinley.com/magellan/
Reviews/NewslandlReference/ (select ‘‘Libraries and Reference’’, select ‘‘Librar-
ies’’, select ‘‘US/Public Libraries’’).

Net Guide Best of the Web.—Five stars awarded to American Memory. URL: http:/
/www.netguide.com/Site/Detail?siteId=12712. Three stars awarded to the Learning
Page. URL: http://www.netguide.com/Site/Detail?siteId=95532.

American Library Association 50∂ Great Sites for Parents and Kids.—American
Library Association guide to quality family-friendly websites for kids. American
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Memory: URL: http://www.ssdesign.com/parentspage/greatsites.50.html. Today in
History is listed. URL: http://www.ssdesign.com/parentspage/greatsites/50.html.

History Channel Recommended Web Site.—The History Channel On-line includes
American Memory in: U.S. History, General Resources section of its ‘‘recommended’’
history websites. URL: http://www.historychannel.com/histlists/us.html.

Blue Web’n Library of Blue Ribbon Learning Sites on the Web.—Pacific Bell, with
its Education First initiative and its Knowledge Network Explorer rated the Learn-
ing Page a five-star Resource application. URL: http://www.kn.pacbell.com/wired/
bluewebn/.

Web Top 40 Education Sites.—Syllabus Web, published by Syllabus Press, lists
the Learning Page in its Syllabus Web Top 40 Education Sites. Syllabus Press is
an educational publisher. URL: http://www.syllabus.com/top40.htm.

The Scout Report.—The Scout Report, published by Internic, is a weekly publica-
tion offering a selection of new and newly discovered Internet resources of interest
to researchers and educators, featured The Learning Page on March 15, 1996. URL:
http://www.cs.wisc.edu/scout/report/archive/scout-960315.html.
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eries’’ (U.S. Constitution, Article I, Section 8)

WELCOME

Hours of service and location
Speeches & testimony, Press releases, international meetings, seminars, lectures

WHAT’S NEW

Project Looking Forward, Copyright Office
Creates Online News List, Copyright
Legislation, New and Pending

U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE GENERAL INFORMATION AND PUBLICATIONS

Copyright Basics
Copyright Law
Compendium II Copyright Office Practices
Copyright Registration
Copyright Application Forms
Copyright Information Circulars
Form Letters—In Answer to Your Query
Mandatory Deposit Requirements of the U.S. Copyright Law
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Copyright Office Records—How to conduct a search
Copyright Office Announcements, including Federal Regulations
CARP & Licensing Information
Fax on Demand—Copyright information via fax
U.S. Copyright Office Creates Online News List
Copyright Office FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

OTHER COPYRIGHT TOPICS

Copyright Office Reports
Copyright Legislation—New and Pending
World Intellectual Property Organization Diplomatic Conference Preparatory Doc-

uments
World Intellectual Property Organization Diplomatic Conference—New Treaties
CORDS (Copyright Office Electronic Registration, Recordation & Deposit System)
URAA, GATT amends U.S. law
Internet Resources Related to Copyright

COPYRIGHT OFFICE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION, RECORDATION AND DEPOSIT SYSTEM
HOME PAGE

Goal.—The goal of the CORDS project is to develop and test a system for copy-
right registration and recordation with copyright applications, copies of works, and
copyright related documents transmitted in digital form over communications net-
works such as the Internet.

The Copyright Office and the Library of Congress will also cooperatively establish
the policies and operating procedures necessary for both the Office and the Library
to create secure digital repositories to store, retrieve, and use digitized copyrighted
materials in accordance with the terms and conditions of access and use established
by copyright owners.

Benefits.—Creators will register their works electronically, transmitting both the
application and the works in digital form, with registration information then incor-
porated into the centralized online database of copyright registration records.

—Copyright owners and agents will record electronically documents pertaining to
transfers of copyright ownership (such as assignments, licenses, and security in-
terests) which will be accessible in an online database.

—CORDS will test a Copyright Office repository for registered digital works
where access will be governed by the law and regulations. CORDS will also test
a Library of Congress repository for digital works selected for its collections. Ac-
cess to the repository may be available in accordance with the authors’ or other
copyright owners’ terms and conditions.

—Copyrighted works in digital form will be available for the benefit of research,
education, and other purposes.

Background.—Since the establishment of the U.S. Copyright Office in the 1800’s,
the Office has manually handled all the materials submitted for copyright and de-
posit, as well as the documents submitted for recordation of ownership transfers
such as assignments and exclusive licenses.

Description.—Since fiscal year 1993, the U.S. Copyright Office, the Library of Con-
gress, and the Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI) have been co-
operating on the development of the testbed Copyright Office Electronic Registra-
tion, Recordation & Deposit System (CORDS). CNRI is developing the testbed sys-
tem under contract with the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and the
Library of Congress.
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The system architecture includes these components:
1. Electronic Registration and Recordation System.—This system consists of the

hardware and software that will enable copyright applicants to prepare their copy-
right applications and deposit materials in machine readable formats, to sign their
submissions digitally using public key/private key encryption technology, and to
send applications, deposits, and documents to the Copyright Office via the Internet,
using Privacy enhanced Mail (PEM). This system will enable the Copyright Office
to receive digital submissions via the Internet, verify that each one is authentic and
complete, debit fees from the applicant’s deposit account with the Copyright Office,
create an electronic tracking record, acknowledge receipt of the application or docu-
ment, provide for online processing of applications, deposits, and documents by ex-
aminers and catalogers, and notify applicants electronically that the registration or
recordation has been completed. The Copyright Office digital repository will hold
these digital copyright deposit materials in a secure and verifiable manner.

2. Existing Copyright Office Systems.—The system components that process digital
applications will interface with existing Copyright Office in-process (COINS) and
cataloging (COPICS) automated systems. CORDS records will be compatible and in-
tegrated with existing automated Copyright Office records.

3. Handle Management System.—Each digital object registered with the Copyright
Office will have a single unique identifier called a ‘‘handle.’’ The handle is used to
locate the digital object and its associated rights and permissions information.

Testbeds.—A testbed copyright registration system with electronic deposits will be
available in mid to late 1995 for trial use for copyright registration of a limited
number of digital works. Thereafter, a testbed recordation system will be developed
and tested as well. As part of the testbed process, the Copyright Office will define
the policies and procedures that permit the Office to receive and process copyright
registrations and recordations of documents electronically.

Future plans.—After completion of the registration and recordation testbeds, the
Copyright Office plans to build on the basic system if sufficient funds are appro-
priated and available in fiscal year 1996 and thereafter to support further develop-
ment. After analyzing the testbed project results, the Office plans to incorporate
necessary changes and to expand the program systematically in phases, testing elec-
tronic submission of other formats of copyrighted materials submitted by represent-
ative groups of copyright owners.
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THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS HOME PAGE

AMERICAN MEMORY

Documents, photographs, movies, and sound recordings that tell America’s story.
Resources for Educators: The Learning Page. New Collections: America from the
Great Depression to World War II: Photos from the FSA-OWI, 1935–1945 and An
American Ballroom Companion: Dance Manuals, ca. 1490–1920. Collection Pre-
views: Railroad Maps: 1828–1900 and Buckaroos in Paradise: Ranching Culture in
Northern Nevada, 1945–1982. New Feature: Today in History.

THOMAS: LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION

Full text access to current bills under consideration in the U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives and Senate.

EXHIBITIONS

You may have missed them on display in Washington, D.C. but now open indefi-
nitely on the Internet. Updated: American Treasures of the Library of Congress.

LIBRARY SERVICES

Resources for libraries, information professionals, and researchers. These include:
Acquisitions, Cataloging, Cataloging Distribution Service, Preservation, Reading
Rooms, Research and Reference, Special Programs and Services, Standards, Library
of Congress Catalogs, Access to Catalogs at Other Libraries.

RESEARCH TOOLS

Resources for researchers and information professionals. These include the cata-
logs of the Library of Congress and other libraries, databases on special topics, and
other Library of Congress Internet resources.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS FISCAL 1999 BUDGET
[Dollars in millions]

Amount Percent

Library of Congress salaries and expenses ......................................................... $239.4 60.3
(Receipts) ..................................................................................................... (6.5) ....................

Copyright Office salaries and expenses ............................................................... 35.3 8.9
(Receipts) ..................................................................................................... (21.2) ....................

Congressional Research Service salaries and expenses ..................................... 68.5 17.3
National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped salaries

and expenses ................................................................................................... 48.1 12.1
Furniture and furnishings .................................................................................... 5.7 1.4

Total appropriated (BA) 1 ........................................................................ 397.0 ....................

1 Includes $27.7 million in receipts.

Source: Fiscal year 1999 budget, p. 1.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS FISCAL 1999 BUDGET—ALL SOURCES
[Dollars in millions]

Amount Percent

LOC appropriation ................................................................................................... 1 $397 75.3
Revolving funds ...................................................................................................... 12.8 2.4
Gift and trust funds ............................................................................................... 14.6 2.8
Reimbursable prog ................................................................................................. 87.0 16.5
AOC appropriation .................................................................................................. 16.1 3.0
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LIBRARY OF CONGRESS FISCAL 1999 BUDGET—ALL SOURCES—Continued
[Dollars in millions]

Amount Percent

Total funds available ................................................................................ 527.5 ....................

1 Includes $27.7 million in receipts.

Source: Fiscal year 1999 budget, p. 7.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS YEAR 2000 PROJECT
[Percent of 103 Library of Congress mission-critical systems by disposition]

Amount Percent

Systems to be repaired .......................................................................................... 33 32
System to be retired ............................................................................................... 1 1
Systems still being analyzed .................................................................................. 3 2
Systems already compliant .................................................................................... 34 33
Systems to be replaced .......................................................................................... 32 31

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARYBETH PETERS, REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS, COPYRIGHT
OFFICE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I appreciate the opportunity
to present the budget request of the Copyright Office for fiscal year 1999. 1997 was
an important year; it was the 100th anniversary of the Copyright Office and of the
position of Register of Copyrights. During these 100 years the role of the Office has
been one of leadership in the establishment of U.S. copyright policy and service to
the nation. The record has been one of solid achievement, and this year is no dif-
ferent.

The Office processed 627,864 claims, registered 569,226 which represented over
700,000 works, recorded 16,548 documents with more than 250,000 titles, collected
over $15,000,000 for our services and obtained over 850,000 copies of works worth
over $25,000,000 for the collections of the Library. Additionally, we handled 421,150
requests for information, and the Licensing Division collected approximately
$185,000,000 in royalty fees.

The copyright-based industries once again were at the forefront of our economy.
They grew twice as fast as the rest of the economy as a whole and surpassed every
other export sector except automotive and agriculture. These creative industries de-
pend on strong copyright protection here and abroad.

Copyright protects works of authorship which comprise a wide variety of products
and services. These include traditional products, such as print materials, films,
sound recordings, photographs, sculptures, maps and television programs and elec-
tronic products, such as computer programs and databases. Digital technology and
the growth of computer and telecommunications networks, particularly, the Inter-
net, have posed many challenges to the protection and enforcement of copyright.
These are of critical concern to authors, owners of copyright, as well as to users of
copyright material, and the Copyright Office as well as the Congress spent many
hours on ‘‘digital agenda’’ issues in 1997.

In fiscal year 1999 the Copyright Office will focus on three major initiatives—
—CORDS (the Copyright Office Electronic Registration, Recordation and Deposit

System)
—Security of materials
—Planning for a new schedule of statutory fees and revising the discretionary fee

schedule for special services.
With respect to CORDS, there were significant achievements in 1997. Stanford

University and MIT Press joined Carnegie Mellon University as test sites and
proved the concept of the system. The system’s capabilities were expanded to cover
additional classes of works, multiple hardware platforms and operating environ-
ments, as well as multiple Internet browsers. Planning was done to begin accepting
electronic applications with traditional deposits, and a long-range business plan
analyzing the costs and benefits was completed. A batch mode interface was created
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to support publishers who submit large numbers of claims, and an extensive out-
reach effort to gain new partners for the full or the partial system is underway.

The Copyright Office and its expert consultants will continue to build on and en-
hance the basic production system, incorporating changes from the test results as
well as the latest advances in technology. The Office must expand the program sys-
tematically in a series of carefully constructed test phases; consequently, we are re-
questing authority, funded through increased fee receipts, to add up to three pro-
gram analysts and three computer specialists to deal with an increasing workload.

CORDS will play an important role in our networked digital world. It is essential
to the future of the Copyright Office. It will also serve as an important electronic
acquisition tool for the Library, and an essential component in rights management
systems throughout the world.

Let me turn to security. Over a million copies of works come in to the Copyright
Office for possible use by the Library of Congress in its collections or exchange pro-
grams. Keeping those copies secure is our duty; this year we again made a number
of improvements including naming a Security Manager to coordinate our security
initiatives, which are part of the Library’s Security Plan.

A key component of the plan is expanding the theft detection and accession (own-
ership) marking programs, and the Office is seeking $993,521 to ensure the applica-
tion of anti-theft devices and the marking of all materials. Additionally, when the
Library installs its reader registration system in the Madison Building, the Office
plans to automate its manual reader registration system in five public service areas.
Consequently we are requesting $47,000 for required computer software and equip-
ment.

Also, the Copyright Office is participating in the Library’s Risk Assessment pro-
gram which will assess vulnerabilities of theft, damage and physical deterioration
to the Library’s Heritage Assets. In 1997 a risk assessment of CD’s and CD–ROM’s
in the Office was conducted. We are requesting $225,000 to conduct five additional
assessments to identify control weaknesses and develop a plan of action.

Last year I reported on our attempts to get additional fee setting authority. I am
happy to report that such authority was enacted into law on November 13 in a tech-
nical amendments act (Public Law 105–80). The Office can propose fees up to full
cost recovery; however, these fees must be fair and equitable and must give due con-
sideration to the objectives of the copyright system. The proposed statutory fee
schedule, which is to be accompanied by an economic analysis, is to be given to the
Congress; the fees can go into effect 120 days after the schedule is submitted to the
Congress unless during that 120 day period a law is enacted stating in substance
that the Congress does not approve the fee schedule.

In anticipation of this legislation, the Copyright Office began the process of deter-
mining the costs of registering claims, recording documents and providing related
services by hiring a consulting firm with expertise in cost accounting and an expert
in the new Federal Managerial Cost Accounting Standards and establishing a Copy-
right Office Fee Analysis Task Group. The Office believes that certain expenses, e.g.,
those related to obtaining copies of works for the Library through the mandatory
deposit provisions of the law and the Office’s policy program are not, and should
not be, recoverable through fees. These activities would continue to be funded by
appropriations.

The consulting firm was guided by the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory
Board (FASAB) cost accounting standards which require measuring, recognizing and
reporting the full cost of programs. Full cost is defined as the value of all resources
that were applied to the production and delivery of an activity, good, or service.
Thus, costs must be identified and recognized regardless of which government entity
funded the expenses. This is true even if only a portion of the full cost can be recov-
ered.

With respect to the statutory fees, the Office plans to meet with the copyright in-
dustries, authors’ groups and other affected parties. The fee structure is com-
plicated; therefore, the Office will publish a list of questions with one or more pos-
sible fee schedules and formally seek input through public hearings and public com-
ment. Some of the questions are: Should the registration fee differ according to the
type of material being registered? Should a motion picture cost the same as a news-
paper or a song? Should a computer program cost the same as a photograph? Should
a distinction be made depending on whether the work is published or unpublished
or whether the work is one that is made for hire? After considering the cost study,
the operational and policy issues as well as the input from the public, the Office
will prepare the required economic analysis and propose a schedule of statutory fees
to the Congress. Because of these various factors, the fiscal 1999 budget does not
include statutory fee increases.
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Another provision of the new law allows for a percentage of our prepaid fees to
be invested in U.S. securities and the interest earned can be used to improve the
Office’s operational efficiency. We are implementing this, and it will be operational
in fiscal year 1999. The potential annual interest is between $30,000 and $50,000.

The Office is also in the process of raising its discretionary fees for existing special
services and imposing several new fees. These services are varied and include, for
example, expedited handling and first and final appeals of refusals to register. We
anticipate that we might receive as much as $1,000,000 in additional receipts from
these fees; however, we are reducing our request for spending authority by
$1,340,000 because of reduced GATT receipts. In 1995 and thereafter the Office
sought additional spending authority in anticipation of an unknown but potentially
large increase in work brought about by the GATT Uruguay Round Agreements Act,
Public Law 103–465, 108 Stat. 4809 (1994). Authors from World Trade Organization
countries and countries that are members of the Berne Convention for Literary and
Artistic Works had copyright protection restored for many of their works that were
in the public domain in the United States. During a specified two year period own-
ers of such works can file notices of intention to enforce their rights with the Copy-
right Office. For most countries, the filing period was January 1, 1996 to December
31, 1997; consequently, it has expired. The Office requested spending authority for
fiscal years 1996, 1997, and 1998 based on potential filings that in fact never mate-
rialized; thus, the Office had higher spending authority than what proved necessary.
Since few will be eligible to file notices of intent to enforce their copyright, any fu-
ture GATT filings will have little effect on the budget. The bottom line is that due
to higher fees but reduced anticipated GATT receipts, we are requesting spending
authority of only $16,000,000.

Let me conclude with the provision in the technical amendments act that author-
izes the Copyright Office to pay arbitrators directly. As you know, the Office over-
sees Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panels (CARP’s), which handle distribution pro-
ceedings of royalties collected under certain statutory licenses. In distribution pro-
ceedings, the Copyright Office is now empowered to pay the arbitrators directly with
funds from the relevant royalty pool. Previously, the parties were billed by the arbi-
trators, and the parties paid the arbitrators. Because of this change we will need
the authority Congress initially approved in fiscal year 1998 to expend up to $1.8
million from offsetting collections to pay the arbitrators engaged in distribution pro-
ceedings in fiscal year 1999.

Thank you, and I welcome your questions which I would be pleased to answer now
or more fully in writing.

OPENING REMARKS BY GEN. DONALD SCOTT

Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
General SCOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to

appear with Dr. Billington to present our fiscal year 1999 budget
request.

This committee’s approval of our fiscal 1997 and 1998 funding
levels helped us to establish better management practices and to
develop our work force so that they will be more efficient and effec-
tive in the new millennium. Mr. Chairman, I would like to high-
light a few of those accomplishments that we had last year.

LIBRARY’S ACCOMPLISHMENTS

First, we were able to take Dr. Billington’s vision, and the guid-
ance provided by Congress, and to come up with a strategic plan
that takes us out to and through the year 2004. As you saw in the
video, we have made the Library’s holdings more available through
electronic means, and we will continue to migrate our systems, so
that they can be more compatible with the information age and
technology in that regard.

The legislative information system that we put online at the be-
ginning of the 105th has dramatically improved communication be-
tween the Congress and other legislative branch agencies. We also
managed to educate most of the 560 managers and supervisors that
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we have in the Library of Congress. We provided them techniques
on how they can get better results and improve the work environ-
ment at the same time.

We are currently offering a class for our staff. This is a 1-day
class. They will have access to the same information that we hope
will help us to better prepare them to do the job for now and the
21st century.

And in the area of financial management, we are very, very
pleased to announce that the Library achieved its first ever un-
qualified, clean audit opinion on our consolidated financial state-
ments from an independent firm. This has been a lot of work, but
it helps us show that we are more accountable for the funds that
are entrusted to our care, whether appropriated or gift or trust
funds. We will work very hard to try to stay in that elite fraternity.

We also managed to cut the arrearage by another 1 million items
during last year.

So, in short, Mr. Chairman, we have realized several goals last
year that helped our management practices. We think it will con-
tinue to improve and modernize our work force so that they can
render better service to the Congress and to the American people.

PRIORITY BUDGET ITEMS

Now, as Dr. Billington pointed out, we will continue to need the
support and assistance of this committee. Included in this budget
request, we have five items that we believe are critical if we are
to continue to make progress in this area. First and foremost, we
have placed at the highest priority our effort to make sure that all
of our automated systems are year 2000 compliant. In that regard,
the integrated library system that this committee approved for us
last year, which is year 2000 compliant, is scheduled to be installed
by the 1st of October, 1999.

That is going to help us improve our collection security. It is also
going to help us have a better inventory and help us connect the
other operational processes throughout the Library.

Also, we have formed an integrated library system project team
that is headed up by a noted and respected librarian, who under-
stands computers. That system is moving ahead. We are currently
reviewing requests for proposals. We will present, within the next
month, an implementation plan for the Congress to approve prior
to us going out to purchase this system.

To complete our year 2000 compliance needs, we have also in-
cluded in this budget a request for $2 million, that will purchase
computers. The computers that we purchase will replace a like
number that we have assessed as not economically feasible to fix.
So we are asking for $2 million to help with this effort.

We have four other items that we are asking for, that we think
are very important. In the area of security, we are asking for $2.5
million to fund key elements in our security plan. In the area of
offsite storage, we are asking for $1.3 million to begin operations
at two offsite collection and storage facilities. And for talking
books, we have reduced our request from $1,250,000 to $450,000.
We would like your approval to apply the $800,000 in rental sav-
ings toward the purchase of additional talking book machines for
the blind and physically handicapped.
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Finally, in the area of congressional staff succession, we are ask-
ing for $872,000 for the Congressional Research Service, to support
our staff succession plan, which we believe is very necessary to pro-
vide the same high level of service that the Congress now receives
and has grown to expect from the Congressional Research Service.

In total, we are asking for a 6.2-percent net increase, which is
$21.6 million over what we asked for last year. Now, 57 percent of
that number is for wage and price increases, which continues to be
the largest portion of our budget.

Further details that you might ask for, Mr. Chairman, are in Dr.
Billington’s formal statement and in our budget justification. So my
colleagues and I would welcome any questions.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
Mr. Mulhollan.

OPENING REMARKS BY DANIEL P. MULHOLLAN

Mr. MULHOLLAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Dorgan.
I am pleased to be here to discuss the fiscal year 1999 budget

request for CRS. First and foremost, I want to assure you that we
will continue to focus our efforts on offering support for the legisla-
tive work of the Congress within the fiscal decisions you make.

I know your time is short; I will be brief.

CRS MISSION

Mr. Chairman, Senator Dorgan, the CRS statutory mission is to
provide Congress with, and I quote, ‘‘analysis, appraisal, and eval-
uation of legislative proposals in estimating the probable results of
such proposals.’’ In other words, what are the unanticipated con-
sequences of the measure?

To fulfill that mission, it is vital that we maintain without fur-
ther diminution our analytic and research capacity. Crucial to that
purpose, our budget has two requests. First and most importantly,
is our request for funding to cover our mandatory costs for person-
nel, which constitutes 90 percent of the service’s total operating
budget. The other 10 percent of those costs are allocated for the
tools required to perform research and produce analysis. We are
also asking that the fiscal year 1999 appropriations cover cost in-
creases due directly to the effects of inflation.

Second, we are asking that the Congress help us to implement
part of our succession initiative. Let me stress here that we are not
asking the Congress to support the full initiative. We are undertak-
ing most of the activities in support of succession within our cur-
rent resources. What we are asking, however, is that the Congress
assist us for a limited time to add 20 staff in each of the fiscal
years, 1999 to 2001, and allow us to use the subsequent 5 years
to reduce staff back to current levels.

We seek this assistance because, by 2006, one-half of CRS’s cur-
rent staff will be eligible to retire. Nearly two-thirds of those, about
250 staff, plan to leave in that timeframe. These losses pose a
major challenge to our ability to ensure the continuation of our
analytic services to you. Some of the losses are right around the
corner. By 2000, expert staff who cover such areas as monetary af-
fairs, crime and criminal justice, congressional committee oper-
ations, global climate, and defense policy and budget, will leave.
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These losses will accelerate, affecting such areas as tax policy, So-
cial Security, and pensions, legislative and budget procedures and
processes, and Asian affairs.

By 2006, virtually all areas of legislative support that CRS now
provides will be in jeopardy.

Finally, as my written statement emphasizes, we are taking full
advantage of the efficiencies and opportunities that existing and
emerging technologies provide. As we do, we are concentrating CRS
resources on direct service to the Congress. It is, therefore, my re-
sponsibility to call to your attention the possible consequences of
legislation introduced in both the Senate and the House that, if
adopted, could divert our focus away from the immediate legislative
needs of Members.

CRS ISSUE BRIEFS AND REPORTS ONLINE

This legislation would require CRS to make all of its issue briefs
and reports, which appear on our congressional web site, directly
available to the public. Now, we appreciate the compliment inher-
ent in the proposals. CRS has traditionally played an important
role in assisting Members in providing their constituents with rel-
evant information and analysis on public policy, and remains com-
mitted to doing so.

Last year, 749,000 CRS reports and issue briefs were distributed
to Members and committees. A good portion of those were used to
inform constituents. Developments in web technology make it pos-
sible for CRS to further assist Members and committees in the
electronic distribution of CRS products at your election. I believe
that the direct disclosure of the information residing on the CRS
home page could have significant congressional, operational, and
legal implications both for the service and the Congress.

To briefly summarize this concern: First, the proposal may affect
your relationship with your constituents, who have historically
gone directly to you when they have questions on legislation. Sec-
ond, it may also change the way CRS frames and analyzes legisla-
tive issues. Third, the proposal raises legal questions, such as those
related to protection of confidentiality under speech and debate,
and copyright obligations. Finally, the proposal could have signifi-
cant operational costs for CRS.

Mr. Chairman, I would have similar concerns if we were discuss-
ing direct public access to the legislative information system. I
would like to submit for the record and your consideration, addi-
tional materials considering the estimated cost of implementing the
legislation, the history of congressional actions on this issue, and
legal and constitutional issues involved for CRS and the Congress.

PREPARED STATEMENT

I would be pleased to discuss further any part of our budget re-
quest, as well as answer any questions you may have.

Thank you.
[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DANIEL P. MULHOLLAN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am very pleased to appear
here today to discuss the fiscal year 1999 budget request for the Congressional Re-
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search Service. I would like to outline briefly the accomplishments of the Service,
to discuss the challenges facing us in the near future, and to assure you that we
have and will continue to focus our efforts on supporting the legislative work of the
Congress in an effective manner within the fiscal decisions you make.

SUSTAINING THE QUALITY AND SCOPE OF CRS SERVICES

The budget we submit for your consideration today is based on our statutory mis-
sion to assist the Congress in the analysis of legislative proposals. To fulfill that
mission, it is vital that we maintain, without further diminution, our analytic and
research capacity. To do this, we seek funding for three purposes: first, to cover
mandatory personnel costs; second, to begin a succession initiative to address the
likely loss of a large number of CRS experts between now and 2006; and third, to
fund the price level increases which support the conduct of our research and the
delivery of our products.

Ninety percent of the CRS budget funds personnel; therefore, the most significant
item in our request is for mandatory personnel costs. As part of a legislative civil
service, we are required, by law, to make mandated pay raises and to provide with-
in-grade increases and promotions when staff meet the standards of their position
plans. As you know, since 1992, CRS staffing has decreased by nearly 100 people
due to funding constraints. If these costs are not fully funded, we will have no choice
but to reduce our staff further. While we have striven to manage reductions in the
past so as to avoid dramatic cuts in service, the cumulative effect of less than full
funding for all mandatories is a systematic reduction in our capacity to provide
analysis on legislative proposals. In short, further cuts to staff threaten our ability
to fulfill our statutory mission.
Succession initiative

Our budget request also seeks funding to assist us in carrying out our succession
initiative, which is designed to address an additional threat to our analytic capacity.
As I stated in my testimony before this Committee last year, by 2006, half of CRS’s
current staff will be eligible to retire. Nearly two-thirds of those eligible, about 250
people, have told us that they indeed plan to leave during that time frame. These
losses pose a major challenge to our ability to ensure the continuation of our ana-
lytic services to the Congress.

The risk CRS faces today is the result of two circumstances. First, the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1970 expanded the statutory mission of the Congressional Re-
search Service to provide the Congress with ‘‘analysis, appraisal, and evaluation of
legislative proposals’’ in order to assist the Congress in: (A) determining the advis-
ability of enacting such proposals; (B) estimating the probable results of such pro-
posals and alternatives thereto; and (C) evaluating alternative methods for accom-
plishing those results; and, by providing such other research and analytical
services * * * appropriate for these purposes, otherwise to assist in furnishing a
basis for the proper evaluation and determination of legislative proposals and
recommendations * * *.

Based on an underlying belief that the Congress needed this expertise, and that
it could most effectively and efficiently meet that need through a nonpartisan,
shared pool of experts, the Congress subsequently provided funding for a significant
increase in CRS staff capacity to implement the Act. Many of the staff hired to ful-
fill these responsibilities have stayed to make CRS what it is today and are now,
or will soon become, eligible to retire.

The second circumstance is the one which has prevented us from fully addressing
this demographic situation before now. As a result of the budget constraints we
have experienced since 1992, the Service has been unable to fill behind most of the
resignations, deaths or retirements of analysts and specialists. Therefore, CRS does
not have sufficient staff ready to take over many of the complex areas of analysis
as our most experienced staff leave. But for this downsizing, CRS would now have
on its staff a greater number of junior and mid-level analysts and information spe-
cialists developing their subject expertise, analytic skills, and knowledge of the leg-
islative process and congressional environment. If we had been able to replace staff
who left as a result of normal attrition over this time period, we would be in a bet-
ter position to sustain our analytic capacity even as our most senior people retired.

Our first step in managing such a wholesale loss of senior experts was to develop
and implement a continuous process to assess the risks associated with this loss—
a risk that is particularly threatening at a time when the Congress faces relatively
high turnover in staff and Members, and the complexity of public policy debates in-
creases. We conducted a staff survey to determine the scope of the problem, and un-
dertook a subsequent assessment of the impact of each individual’s retirement plan
on the Service’s overall analytic capacity, by subject area, between now and 2006.
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The results of this risk assessment indicate that, as early as the year 2000, CRS
will experience diminished capacity in a growing number of subject areas, including
civil rights, crime and criminal justice programs, congressional committee oper-
ations, executive management and personnel, global climate change and earth
science, and defense policy and budgets. After the year 2000, the losses in analytic
and research capacity accelerate, affecting areas such as tax, legislative and budget
processes, elections, social security and pensions, and expertise on Asia. By 2006
virtually all areas of legislative support that CRS provides to the Congress would
be affected.

The CRS staff eligible to retire in the next six years are our most senior, inde-
pendent, and authoritative analysts and specialists. Unless we can get a ‘‘head
start’’ on replacing them, we will have to wait until the year they retire, and hire
their replacements without sufficient lead-time to bring those replacements up to
the level of competence necessary to sustain our current analytic and research serv-
ices. Under this scenario we would have to hire replacement staff at the mid- or
senior-levels to minimize service disruptions. Our experience hiring at these levels
results in concern that we would be less likely to find a sufficient degree of diversity
in the applicant pool than would be the case with entry-level hires. In addition, mid-
and senior-level experts may not have all of the quantitative skills that are now
standard requirements in public policy graduate schools. These skills have become
increasingly critical to serving the Congress as we analyze research and information
and formulate methodologies to analyze alternative methods for approaching public
policy issues like health, social security, transportation, and tax.

To address this risk, we have adopted a number of strategies within our current
resources. We developed procedures to provide more flexibility in assigning work to
staff on-board, including formal assignments and professional details; we also have
undertaken organizational adjustments. We have provided upward mobility to staff
through formal programs including participation in the National War College, the
Industrial College, and the Fulbright fellowship program. In addition, we have re-
instated the Graduate Recruit Program—a program that allows us to hire a limited
number of students enrolled in graduate programs who anticipate completion of
their graduate degrees during the subsequent academic year. We also are using a
formal resource allocation process to fill vacancies in the highest risk areas and
track the outcome of these hiring decisions.

In developing our succession initiative, we examined extensively other public and
private sector succession efforts. We were careful in our design to minimize the like-
lihood of creating another workforce cohort that would cause the need for future
succession planning of this scope. The combination of hiring at the entry-level (our
intentions for the succession plan included in the budget request), and hiring at
mid- and senior-levels (for some types of positions) will help us avoid creating a
similar ‘‘bulge’’ in the future. This initiative represents our best thinking on how
we can address the concentrated loss of expert staff while sustaining our analytic
capacity in those subject areas most heavily affected.
Objectives and Structure of the Succession Plan

The plan is designed to bring new staff to CRS before our experts retire so that
their institutional memory on issues, their knowledge of the legislative process, and
the CRS service qualities of confidentiality, objectivity, timeliness, accuracy, and re-
sponsiveness can be passed on. We have tried to minimize the additional resources
needed from the Congress for this plan by managing most of the succession initia-
tive within current CRS resources. The assistance that we are requesting from the
Congress through our budget request for fiscal 1999 would temporarily increase our
staff by 60 over a three year period (fiscal 1999–2001) then reduce staff by ten each
year for the following four fiscal years and by twenty in the final year of the plan
(fiscal 2006). By 2006 CRS would return to the fiscal 1997 authorized staff level.
We believe that our succession plan is fiscally sound and limited in scope—we are
asking for only 60 staff to transition through the potential loss of nearly 250. In
addition, our analysis supports the conclusion that we can achieve the out-year re-
ductions in staff through expected retirements. The Service’s fiscal 1999 appropria-
tion submission requests 20 FTE’s and $871,770 to implement Phase I.

During the fiscal 1999 to fiscal 2001 period the new staff hired under the plan
would work closely with senior analysts in an apprenticeship capacity, whereby the
senior staff could share their knowledge and experience in their discipline within
the legislative context. While entry-level staff will come with strong analytic and re-
search skills, their academic training must be supplemented with on-the-job train-
ing and experience within the legislative environment. To maximize the develop-
ment of subject expertise and knowledge of the legislative environment, our experi-
ence has been that the best training is working through budget and appropriation
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cycles and reauthorizations of major legislation. This work exposes new staff to the
type of analysis that uniquely informs the various stages of legislation—from policy
formulation and conceptualization to introduction and analysis of various bill pro-
posals to hearings to committee reporting to floor debates to conference consider-
ation to final passage to implementation and finally to oversight.

Our experience has shown that the development of these unique skills takes four
to five years. During this time staff learn how to work independently. They acquire
and refine skills and develop the ability to (1) understand the legislative and budget
procedures as practiced; (2) examine issues from an unbiased, nonpartisan perspec-
tive; (3) present analysis and research in a manner and form that best meets the
clients’ legislative needs; (4) develop and maintain contacts with subject experts in
academia, government agencies, and elsewhere; and (5) perhaps most importantly,
develop trust relationships with Members and staff. Each of these attributes is criti-
cal if CRS is to continue the close support on which the Congress has come to rely.
Price Level Increases

The third item in our budget request is for funding to cover price level increases
which support the conduct of our research and the delivery of our products. A sig-
nificant element of this support is technology and the opportunities it provides to
the Service to more effectively carry out our statutory mission. It is in this context
that I offer the following summary of some of the many uses CRS is making of our
electronic resources:

The CRS Home Page.—This secure web site makes key CRS services available to
the Congress electronically through the CAPNET. We are continually enhancing the
CRS Home Page to offer the Congress a dynamic, hyperlinked, and interactive plat-
form that makes available the latest information and analysis to assist the Congress
in its legislative work. Congressional users can access the full text of Issue Briefs
and selected reports and the weekly Legislative Alert. In 1998, we hope to expand
the Home Page to provide the Congress with the full text of more of our congres-
sional distribution products. We are also designing ‘‘Electronic Briefing Books’’—a
new concept that will integrate key information and analysis on active legislative
issues and present them in easy to use electronic formats. In addition, we are ex-
ploring new ways of preparing reports, taking advantage of electronic capabilities
in graphics, map designs, and interlinking among information resources, particu-
larly with the Congress’ Legislative Information System.

Enhanced security of computer and information systems.—CRS is working dili-
gently to protect information from unauthorized access, to assure that congressional
users will be provided uninterrupted service, and to plan for disaster recovery. Work
is well under way in this area and is being led by a CRS Systems Security Team.
This team has undertaken an agency-wide security assessment and has consulted
with the National Security Agency; designed and delivered a program to educate all
CRS staff on security matters; developed a formal process for reporting and tracking
unusual activity on our electronic systems; and instituted strict password protocols
for all CRS systems.

Year 2000 Compliance.—CRS has been aware of the implications of Y2K compli-
ance for several years and has been formulating plans to test, certify, and replace
our systems for some time. CRS prepared a report for the Congress in 1996 on the
implications of Y2K for computer systems nation-wide. This report is cited in S. 22,
a bill to establish a commission on the Year 2000 computer problem, sponsored by
Senator Moynihan. We also have been developing contingency planning to address
disruptions that might occur to the critical systems within our control. Our goal is
to confirm Y2K compliance for all our systems by the end of this year.

The Legislative Information Retrieval System (LIS).—The Service also remains
committed to assisting the House and Senate refine its Legislative Information Re-
trieval System, the LIS, to advance the timely availability of and accessibility to
critical legislative information. The LIS offers a wealth of information to the Con-
gress and to legislative branch agencies on current legislation, floor action, amend-
ments, the full text of the Congressional Record, and its links to other legislative
agency Internet sites. The Senate Committee on Rules and Administration and the
Committee on House Oversight established policies and provided oversight as CRS
worked with the Library of Congress’ Information Technology Office to design, de-
velop, and deliver the first release of the retrieval system at the start of the 105th
Congress. CRS continues to work closely with these committees, the officers of the
House and Senate, and with congressional users to enhance the system so that it
can replace the previous systems by the start of the next Congress. The most recent
enhancements to the LIS, specifically designed for the Senate, are links to informa-
tion on recorded votes and amendments pending on the Floor. I am also pleased to
report that the Congress has chosen to include in the LIS several sites on the CRS
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Home Page, including our appropriations page, our appropriations status table, the
Legislative Alert, our Public Policy Literature file, our guide to the legislative proc-
ess, and our legislative reference sources and law sources.

I also would like to draw your attention to the results of a recent survey initiated
by the Secretary of the Senate. The survey indicates that 92 percent of the Senate
respondents go on-line, either often or always, for analysis and summary informa-
tion about legislation. The LIS is the most cited resource for that information. I also
found encouraging that when the respondents cannot find certain legislative infor-
mation on-line, they most frequently go to CRS for assistance.

DISTRIBUTION OF CRS WRITTEN PRODUCTS TO THE PUBLIC

As my testimony today has emphasized, we are making every effort to concentrate
CRS resources on direct service to the Congress and to take full advantage of exist-
ing and emerging technologies. It is therefore my responsibility to call to your atten-
tion the possible consequences of a proposal which, if adopted, could divert our focus
significantly away from the immediate needs of the Congress.

As the Members of this Committee are aware, legislation has been introduced—
S. 1578 in the Senate and H.R. 3131 in the House—requiring that all CRS issue
briefs and reports, which appear on our congressional Web site, be made directly
available to the public by CRS via the Internet. While my colleagues and I appre-
ciate the compliment inherent in the proposal for direct dissemination, I believe it
is important to bear in mind the implications of such a major change in congres-
sional policy.
Implications for Member-Constituent Relations

First and foremost, I am concerned that this proposal threatens the important re-
lationship that Members have with their constituents. Historically, constituents
have gone to Members of Congress when they have questions about legislation. As
such, the Congress has reserved for itself the right to distribute CRS materials to
the public (either by utilizing the contents of a CRS analysis, forwarding the analy-
sis in whole or in part, or downloading sections of an electronic version of the CRS
analysis to be incorporated into the response). Likewise, receiving constituent cor-
respondence directly assists Members in their understanding of constituent aware-
ness, concerns, and preferences regarding public policy decisions. The wholesale di-
rect dissemination of CRS products to the public would bypass this longstanding re-
lationship by denying constituents the benefit of their Members’ additional insights,
party viewpoints, or regional perspectives on CRS analyses.
Consequences for CRS Operations

In addition to these direct impacts on Members, CRS believes that wholesale di-
rect dissemination of CRS products would have serious consequences for the Service
itself, requiring us to divert scarce resources away from our statutory mission. Our
analysts inevitably would have to shift the focus of much of their work away from
the direct needs of the Congress to address the much more diffused and varied per-
spectives and interests of the public. Currently, CRS is the only organization, public
or private, that continually updates the same product to focus our analysis on the
point where congressional decision-making in each Chamber is occurring at the mo-
ment. In order to meet the immediate demands of a pressed congressional calendar,
CRS authors often provide minimal context and background in their analyses, as-
suming the congressional reader’s knowledge of the various stages of the legislative
process, the distinctions between authorizing and appropriating decisions, and simi-
lar matters. Were CRS authors to broaden the coverage and scope of their products
to meet the needs of an expanded, non-congressional audience, they would do so at
the expense of refined, concise analysis targeting the needs of Members and staff
working directly in the legislative arena. Simply put, working for an audience of 535
Members is quite different from working for 535 million individuals, or whatever
the world-wide Internet audience is today.

Another consequence of wholesale dissemination is that much of the efficiency en-
visioned in our business plan to deliver services in an electronic environment would
be lost. We have designed our Home Page to make our reports, issue briefs, and
services readily available and to present them in a format that can be customized
by each congressional client, allowing the user to draw from it that information of
greatest value, modify it, and easily explore related topics both within CRS and
through links to outside sources. Increasingly, the analytic products created by CRS
are drafted with the full expectation of the augmentation possible through those
electronic links. As an evolving interactive, interconnected and constantly updated
resource tool for the Congress, our Home Page is not merely a repository for com-
pleted documents; nor is it primarily a document delivery system. Having a second
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CRS Web site directly available to the public, which cannot take advantage of such
links will require us to establish two vehicles of service, and, given limited re-
sources, will diminish our effectiveness in meeting your legislative needs.
Legal Issues

Additionally, S. 1578 and its companion House bill raise significant legal issues
for CRS. Wholesale dissemination of CRS products could bring into question the
availability of speech or debate clause protection undermining the presumption of
confidentiality, which is so crucial to the trust relationship between CRS and our
congressional clients. Relevant Supreme Court rulings indicate that the dissemina-
tion to the general public of CRS products would not be considered a legislative act
but would be viewed by the courts as an exercise of Congress’ representational func-
tion, for which speech or debate immunity is not available. Those engaged in the
preparation and public distribution of CRS products could be vulnerable to a variety
of judicial and administrative proceedings. Wholesale dissemination also carries
with it the risk of copyright infringement claims. If access to CRS products is broad-
ened, our ability to use copyrighted material in our reports might be restricted or
denied altogether.
Cost Factors

A final concern posed by S. 1578 involves the costs to CRS of implementing this
legislation. Some of these ‘‘costs’’ are quite difficult to quantify, such as the effects
of possible loss of speech or debate protection or the consequences of diminishing
the constitutional role of Members as direct providers of information to their con-
stituents. In other areas, although cost estimates may be more feasible, they must
be regarded as somewhat speculative, inasmuch as CRS has no previous experience
dealing with direct large-scale dissemination of our products and thus cannot read-
ily anticipate the behavior of Members and the public in this context.

With these caveats, and recognizing that our analysis is still ongoing, I can say
to you with confidence that enactment of legislation such as S. 1578 would require
a substantial commitment of CRS resources in four key areas:

First, staff time would have to be devoted to creating and maintaining a separate
CRS Web site for dissemination to the public.

Second, additional costs can be expected to handle the anticipated, and indeed in-
evitable, large increase in direct contacts between CRS and the general public re-
sulting from wholesale direct dissemination.

Third, we anticipate that the heightened public profile of our reports and issue
briefs, combined with the fact that many non-congressional users do not have the
capacity to down-load documents or may hear of CRS products but have no Internet
access available to them, will lead to an increased demand for the paper copy of
CRS products in the form of Member requests to CRS on behalf of their constitu-
ents.

Finally, Members themselves, concerned that our products will be circulated far
more extensively than in the past, would likely place many more requests for tai-
lored, confidential memoranda in order to afford themselves the opportunity to re-
flect upon and consider questions emerging from legislative proposals before having
to respond to public inquiries. Confidential memoranda designed for a single client,
which cannot be released to other Members without the requestor’s consent, are far
more expensive on a per-unit basis than products which can be available (either
electronically or in hard copy) to all interested congressional offices.

Mr. Chairman, in recent years the Congress has assumed proportionately larger
cuts than the Executive Branch, thereby reducing the overall resources available for
congressional operations. I am deeply concerned that the enactment of S. 1578
would create a new public mission for CRS that inevitably would divert precious
funds from what must remain our primary mission—to provide analysis and infor-
mation to assist you in understanding and assessing the consequences, both in-
tended and unintended, of the legislative proposals before you.

To summarize our position on this issue, we believe that S. 1578 raises significant
issues, both for the Congress and for CRS, which you and your colleagues may wish
to consider before you decide to change the policy governing the dissemination of
our products. My testimony today does not represent a CRS position on this issue,
for this decision clearly rests with the Congress, However, it is my responsibility
to inform you of possible unintended consequences or implication of such a change
in policy. To assist you in your deliberations, I would like to submit for the record
additional materials concerning the history of congressional action on this issue, the
legal and constitutional issues involved, the estimated cost of implementing this leg-
islation, as well as the more general question of Members’ potential liability for dis-
seminating material over the Internet.
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In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, CRS submits to you today a budget that takes into
account the efforts throughout the legislative branch to adapt to continuing fiscal
constraints. We ask you today to consider the three elements in our request: (1) to
provide us funds to support increases in mandatory staff costs; (2) to support our
succession initiative by permitting us to temporarily increase our staff size to ensure
the availability of expertise to the Congress; and (3) to fund price level increases.
The goal of this budget request is to support our critical programs within limited
resources, and allow us to continue fulfilling our statutory mission. We want the
Congress to turn to CRS first when legislative research and analysis are needed,
and we keep this focus as we work each day with you and your staff.

Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to discuss these issues in more detail and to
answer any questions that Members of the Subcommittee might have.

CONGRESSIONAL POLICY CONCERNING THE DISTRIBUTION OF CRS WRITTEN
PRODUCTS TO THE PUBLIC—JANUARY 2, 1998

The following discussion reviews congressional policy concerning distribution of
CRS products to the public and addresses issues for consideration by the Congress
in determining whether to alter current policy regarding public availability of var-
ious CRS products, such as Reports and Issue Briefs.

As set forth below, CRS at present is precluded by law from general public dis-
tribution of its materials without prior approval by a congressional oversight com-
mittee. The Congress has actively exercised its oversight authority regarding CRS
publication practices and has developed and promulgated standards to be applied
in evaluating specific proposals. Current guidelines from the Joint Committee on the
Library and other congressional bodies, issued in 1980, restrict the vast majority of
CRS written products to congressional use and distribution to the public on a selec-
tive basis only.

Many years of congressional consideration of this issue reveal serious concerns
about the institutional and legal consequences likely to result from the wholesale
direct public distribution of CRS products with a potentially large circulation (e.g.,
CRS Reports and Issue Briefs).

BACKGROUND ON CURRENT CONGRESSIONAL POLICY CONCERNING THE DISTRIBUTION OF
CRS WRITTEN PRODUCTS TO THE PUBLIC

Summary
Congress has historically reserved to itself control over the dissemination of CRS

products to the public on the principle that CRS, as an extension of congressional
staff, works exclusively for the Congress.

To maintain congressional control over dissemination, a provision has been in-
cluded in CRS annual appropriations acts since fiscal year 1952 requiring prior
oversight committee approval for any CRS publication (as noted above, ‘‘publication’’
refers to wholesale release of CRS products directly to the public).

Congress has never authorized the wholesale public dissemination of CRS analyt-
ical products such as Reports or Issue Briefs (and has seldom authorized publication
of other products), whether by CRS or the Congress, but rather has preferred to rely
on congressional release of individual products on a case-by-case basis.

To further indicate the degree of congressional control over CRS products, Con-
gress, the courts, and administrative tribunals have declared CRS communications
to the Congress to be privileged under the Speech or Debate Clause of the Constitu-
tion and to be under the custody and control of the Congress. These determinations
have assured the maintenance of confidentiality in CRS relationships with congres-
sional clients, a critical element of CRS effectiveness and an expectation of those
who seek its assistance.
Current Restrictions and Guidelines.

At present, CRS is precluded by law from general public distribution of its mate-
rials without prior approval by one of its two congressional oversight committees.
This restriction results from a limitation that has appeared in CRS’ annual appro-
priations acts in each year since fiscal year 1952. This provision reads as follows:

‘‘Provided, that no part of this appropriation may be used to pay any sal-
ary or expense in connection with any publication, or preparation of mate-
rial therefor (except the Digest of Public General Bills), to be issued by the
Library of Congress unless such publication has obtained prior approval of
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either the Committee on House Oversight or the Senate Committee on
Rules and Administration.’’ 1

The most recent policy statement from Congress regarding the publication of CRS
written products came in 1980. In a communication, dated March 21, 1980, the
Joint Committee on the Library reaffirmed:

‘‘Congressional policy that the circulation of CRS materials prepared spe-
cifically for congressional use be limited to the Congress, and that the long-
standing policy of confidentiality in the work of CRS for individual congres-
sional clients should be maintained. We believe that, as in the past, CRS
and its oversight committees should consider the publication of only those
CRS products whose release to the general public would be compatible, both
in terms of cost and product content, with the CRS’s obligations to the Con-
gress.’’

The 1980 guidelines were developed subsequent to a 1978 proposal to CRS by the
National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) under which CRS would have re-
ceived access to the files of State research materials abstracted by the NCSL, and
also would have had the opportunity to order copies of desired items for use in an-
swering congressional inquiries. In return, CRS would have provided the NCSL with
periodic listings of CRS Reports (called ‘‘multiliths’’ at that time) and with only one
copy of those CRS Reports which the NCSL requested. Under this proposal the
NCSL also would have gained access to certain files from the Library of Congress’s
SCORPIO system, including CRS Issue Briefs.

On September 27, 1978, the Joint Committee on the Library held a hearing to
consider the CRS-NCSL exchange proposal. At the hearing, the Committee con-
cluded that any transmission of CRS material contained in SCORPIO to non-con-
gressional users via computer terminal would constitute a ‘‘publication’’ and thus,
under the terms of the language contained in CRS’s annual appropriations legisla-
tion (noted above) would require the prior approval of either the Committee on
House Administration or the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration. More-
over, members of the Joint Committee expressed serious reservations about any ac-
tivity that might divert CRS resources and priorities from its statutory responsibil-
ities to Congress. Finally, members of the Committee expressed the view that it was
appropriate for Members of Congress, rather than CRS, to determine whether and
to what extent various CRS products should be publicly disseminated. As a result,
no action was taken to implement the proposed CRS-NCSL exchange.

The March 21, 1980 guidelines were followed later that month (March 27, 1980)
by enactment of a Senate Resolution. (S. Res. 396, 96th Congress). The Senate re-
solved:

‘‘That it is the determination of the Senate that the communications of
the Congressional Research Service to the members and committees of the
Congress are under the custody and control of the Congress and may be re-
leased only by the Congress, its Houses, committees and members, in ac-
cordance with the rules and privileges of each House.’’ 2

Senate Majority Leader Byrd, in introducing the Resolution, noted CRS’ role in
advising members and committees on legislative issues and that CRS ‘‘thereby pro-
vides a service to the Members and committees of Congress which is equivalent to
that performed by the staffs of Members and committees.’’ 3

Over the years, and at the request of CRS, the Joint Committee on the Library
has authorized a very limited number of CRS publications for broader distribution
through depository libraries, the sales program of the Superintendent of Documents,
and to the public through individual purchases. In addition, several CRS products
are published as the result of specific statutory authorization: the Digest of General
Public Bills and Resolutions (Bill Digest); 4 and three publications for which CRS
has been given responsibility by the Librarian of Congress: the Constitution of the
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United States of America, Analysis and Interpretation (Constitution Annotated); 5

and the national high school and college debate topic manuals.6

Current Accessibility of CRS Written Products
With few exceptions, congressional offices are the exclusive source for distributing

CRS Reports and Issue Briefs to the public. Member offices use CRS products to
develop their own understanding of policy issues and options and to inform their
constituents regarding these issues and options. The principles of representative
government and of legislative accountability hold that representatives have an obli-
gation to provide their constituents with the information and understanding re-
quired in order to exercise democratic citizenship; that is, the democratic idea that
the authority of those who govern rests on the consent of those who are governed,
calls for democratic consent to be fully informed and enlightened.

It is well known, both in Washington, D.C. and by interested parties throughout
the country, that constituents may obtain copies of CRS written products through
a Member or Committee of Congress. In addition, congressional offices often respond
directly to constituent requests for information on particular subjects by sending
copies of CRS Reports and Issue Briefs. For example, during fiscal year 1996,
690,000 copies of CRS Reports and Issue Briefs were sent to congressional offices.
Some percentage of these are sent on to constituents—either because constituents
asked for them specifically or as a means of answering constituent requests for in-
formation.7

Moreover, current technology now enables Members and Committees to make
CRS products available to constituents in electronic format through congressional
Homepages. Recent enhancements to the CRS Issue Brief system, initially released
to Congress on the CRS Homepage and now available also through the new Legisla-
tive Information System, make CRS Issue Briefs available in World Wide Web for-
mat (HTML). This upgrade makes it easier for Members and Committees to add
Issue Briefs to their own Homepages for their constituents to the extent such avail-
ability is deemed appropriate by Members and Committees. Selected CRS Reports
are also available to the Congress electronically through the CRS Homepage.

ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE WHOLESALE RELEASE OF CRS PRODUCTS TO THE PUBLIC

Institutional Issues
The direct, wholesale dissemination by Congress of Reports and Issue Briefs

would have significant effects on the policies, resources, and institutional culture
that CRS utilizes in serving the Congress.

First, CRS’ mission is to support the Congress exclusively. Given its limited re-
sources, CRS can undertake services to non-congressional entities (such as the pub-
lic) only at the expense of direct support of the Congress. While the direct and indi-
rect costs associated with disseminating Reports and Issue Briefs are difficult to es-
timate with precision, it is clear that significant resources would have to be diverted
from congressional services. For example, with wider product distribution, particu-
larly to users of the Internet/World Wide Web, CRS is more likely to get calls, com-
ments, and requests for additions and changes that would place a burden on CRS
analysts, distracting them from their work for Congress. In particular, outside par-
ties may judge and question CRS papers on the basis of standards other than the
standards CRS has developed to meet congressional needs (e.g., timeliness, non-par-
tisanship, balance, objectivity). It is reasonable to anticipate that the volume of com-
munications between CRS and the public, currently manageable, would rise sub-
stantially and affect the Service’s ability to meet the needs of congressional re-
quester. Any mechanisms developed by CRS to shield analysts from these demands
would of course also involve resource commitments.

Second, CRS analysts now direct their writings, focused on legislative issues, to
congressional audiences. The closeness of CRS to the legislative process and the sen-
sitivity of the Service’s traditional culture of exclusively supporting Congress’ legis-
lative needs shape the nature and content of its written products. If CRS written
products were routinely available on a wholesale basis to academic and other profes-
sional peers outside the Congress, CRS analysts might become more conscious of the
need to address views, methods, disciplines, and expectations of non-congressional
professional peers, with the result that CRS written work could shift away, or ap-
pear to shift away, from its current emphasis on the congressional audience.
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determination as to whether the extent of distribution by the Public Printer and the Super-
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more extensive * * *.’’ 566 F.2d at 718. Apparently the only copies distributed outside the fed-
eral government in the events that precipitated the suit in McMillan were approximately 172
of 796 copies that had been distributed to various federal agencies.

With an awareness that a CRS Report would be disseminated to the public, Mem-
bers may increase the number of confidential requests that they place with CRS in
order to ensure that they are provided an opportunity—should they so desire—to
reflect and consider questions that emerge from evolving legislative proposals before
they have to respond to public inquiry about the resulting issues. This increase in
confidential requests requiring more tailored responses would diminish the ability
of CRS analysts to prepare reports that are generally available to Congress and that
serve a broader congressional audience. With this increase in tailored analysis
would come the necessity of duplicating more analysis because of the demand of
those Members who request that their examination of a legislative proposal remain
confidential at that point in the legislative process.

A third, related concern is potentially increased pressure from interest groups and
lobbying organizations on CRS analysts concerning the content of their reports and
the impact this pressure may have on serving the direct needs of the Congress for
analysis and information that is non-partisan, objective, and balanced. Enhanced in-
ternal mechanisms would have to be developed to ensure that communications with
interested parties did not deflect CRS analysts from producing products that are
free from advocacy and bias, resulting in a further diversion of resources from direct
service to Congress.

Fourth, CRS staff serve by statute as an extension of Member and committee
staff. The release by Congress of CRS Reports and Issue Briefs may set a precedent
leading to greater pressure to have studies prepared by congressional staff for Mem-
bers’ exclusive use (e.g., committee staff studies distributed to entire committee
membership) to be disseminated directly to the general public. It might be difficult
for Congress to articulate a convincing rationale for granting public access to the
Service’s work but denying equivalent access to materials prepared by other shared
staff (e.g., committee staff) that are distributed to more than one Member. Thus, a
policy of providing Members’ constituents with the same materials that Members
themselves draw upon to make legislative decisions could have serious implications
for the functions of staff and their relationship with Members.
Legal Issues

This section considers three pertinent legal issues associated with the wholesale
dissemination of CRS products to the public. The first two issues involve the speech
or debate clause of the Constitution and the third deals with intellectual property
questions.

1. Widespread electronic dissemination to the general public of CRS Reports and
Issue Briefs would be more likely than dissemination pursuant to current policy to
precipitate litigation in which speech or debate clause immunity would not be a de-
fense.

Since its 1972 ruling in United States v. Brewster, the Supreme Court has limited
the immunity afforded under the speech or debate clause 8 to ‘‘legislative acts,’’
which were distinguished from a range of activity described as ‘‘entirely legitimate’’
but unprotected by the speech or debate clause because it was considered to be ‘‘po-
litical in nature.’’ 9 In several cases relevant to the applicability of speech or debate
immunity to the public distribution of CRS products, the Court has relied on the
dichotomy established in Brewster to hold that congressional activities intended to
inform the general public are outside the scope of the speech or debate clause. Nota-
bly, in Doe v. McMillan, the Court found that the clause might not protect the Pub-
lic Printer and the Superintendent of Documents from liability for distribution of
a committee report, which contained material alleged to have invaded individual
privacy rights, beyond ‘‘the legitimate legislative needs of Congress * * *.’’10

The dissemination (by Members and/or their aides, by CRS, or by a congression-
ally designated entity) to the general public of CRS products would not be viewed
as a legislative act but would be considered to be an exercise of Congress’ represen-
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11 See, e.g., Doe v. McMillan, supra; Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 443 U.S. 111 (1979).
12 As one legal journal has observed, in addressing the Internet and other computer-related

issues, the courts are on ‘‘uncharted water.’’ Thou Shalt Not Trespass—Even in Cyberspace, New
Jersey Lawyer, Sept. 1, 1997, at p. 10.

13 See, e.g., Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. v. Williams, 62 F.3d 408 (D.C.Cir. 1995).
14 Discovery attempts to obtain CRS file materials have often been defended by the offices of

House General Counsel or Senate Legal Counsel. See, e.g, S. Res. 291, 101st Cong. (resolution
directing Senate Legal Counsel to represent a CRS attorney in Smith v. IRS, No. 3778–89 (Tax
Ct. 1990)).

15 See In re Grand Jury Investigation, 587 F.2d 589 (3d Cir. 1978); United States v. Eilberg,
507 F. Supp. 267 (E.D.Pa. 1980).

16 See, e.g., Benford v. American Broadcasting Co., 98 F.R.D. 42 (D.Md. 1983), rev’d on other
grounds sub nom. In Re Guthrie, 733 F.2d 634 (4th Cir. 1984).

17 See, e.g., United States v. Helstoski, 442 U.S. 477, 488 n.7 (1979).
18 The courts are divided on the question of whether the speech or debate clause was intended

to ensure confidentiality for legislators. Compare Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 62 F.3d
at 420 with In re Grand Jury Investigation, 587 F.2d at 597.

19 See Webster v. Sun Oil, 731 F.2d 1 (D.C.Cir. 1984) and 790 F.2d 157 (D.C.Cir. 1986) (com-
munications to CRS analyst are within scope of common law privilege for communications to
a legislative body); In re Exxon Corporation, 95 F.T.C. 919 (1980) (FTC subpoena for CRS docu-
ments barred by speech or debate immunity and separation of powers doctrine; CRS performs
an ‘‘essentially legislative function’’).

tational function, for which speech or debate immunity is not available.11 Those en-
gaged in public distribution of CRS products, as well as CRS analysts who prepare
the products, may be vulnerable to a variety of administrative and judicial proceed-
ings. In such actions, litigants might seek, for purposes of discovery, the files of CRS
analysts or litigants might ask for damages or injunctive relief barring further dis-
tribution of a particular report or issue brief. Litigants might also claim damages
in suits alleging copyright infringement.

It would seem that these kinds of actions would be more likely to occur as a result
of widespread electronic dissemination to the general public of CRS products than
from the current practice of limited distribution (e.g., dissemination by a congres-
sional office of a single hard copy of a particular CRS product to a constituent or
incorporation of a CRS product in a committee report or hearing).

2. Widespread electronic public dissemination of CRS products would jeopardize
the confidentiality of CRS files and hamper a claim of constitutional immunity by
CRS.

Widespread electronic circulation of CRS products to the general public could set
CRS on a course accompanied by uncertain legal consequences.12

An inevitable consequence of widespread distribution of CRS products to the gen-
eral public would be an increase in public awareness of the research and analysis
prepared by the Service for Congress, which could escalate the efforts of litigants
to obtain, for purposes of discovery, CRS analysts’ files. These discovery attempts
might seek not only information and data used to develop CRS Reports and Issue
Briefs but also related material from the Service’s files.

Speech or debate immunity may provide a valid defense in such discovery pro-
ceedings if the subject of the proceedings is a protected legislative act.13 However,
it is noted that, even in those cases in which CRS succeeded in defending against
discovery efforts, the litigation would place a burden on CRS and other congres-
sional resources 14 and could put judges in the position of arbitrating disputes con-
cerning the confidentiality of communications between CRS and Congress.15 Claims
of speech or debate immunity would be subject to review by the courts, potentially
including in camera inspection of material as to which a claim of privilege is made 16

and segregation of protected from non-protected material.17 Arguably, this type of
judicial sifting of legislative branch materials would impinge upon the interest in
confidentiality served by the speech or debate clause.18

Further, for two reasons, it is uncertain whether Congress would prevail in liti-
gating such matters. First, it is possible that a court would not precisely differen-
tiate among the information in the superficially similar types of documents in a
CRS subject file and would grant litigants access not only to publicly available infor-
mation but also to confidential communications between the Service and congres-
sional offices. Second, in previous instances in which CRS has been involved in liti-
gation or agency proceedings, the judicial or agency decision has emphasized that
CRS performs a legislative function and that its staff functions as an adjunct of
Member and committee staff.19 With wider dissemination of CRS products to the
general public, this longstanding perception of the Service and the nature of its com-
munications to the Congress could be altered, eventually putting at risk speech or
debate protection for the Service’s confidential work. In other words, extensive in-
volvement by CRS in the direct public information function could lead courts and
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20 See, Doe v. McMillan, note 9, supra.
21 17 U.S.C. § 105.
22 The legislative history of the Copyright Act contains the following statement:
The committee here observes: (1) there is nothing in section 105 that would relieve the Gov-

ernment of its obligation to secure permission in order to publish a copyrighted work; and (2)
publication or other use by the Government of a private work would not affect its copyright pro-
tection in any way. (H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 60 (1976)).

23 Although CRS obtains permission to reproduce certain copyrighted works, the permissions
are generally based on legislative use and the expectation that dissemination is limited to Mem-
bers of Congress.

24 Copyright Act of 1976, Act October 19, 1976, Pub. L. No. 94–553 (codified as amended at
17 U.S.C. §§ 101 et seq.). See 17 U.S.C. § 107.

25 17 U.S.C. §§ 106, 106A.
26 17 U.S.C. §§ 107–120.
27 See H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 65 (1976); S. Rep. No. 473, 94th Cong., 1st

Sess. 61–62 (1975) quoting REPORT OF THE REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS ON THE GEN-
ERAL REVISION OF THE U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 24 (Comm. Print
1961) (hereafter REGISTER’S REPORT).

28 See H.R. Rep. No. 1476, Id. at 73.
29 Moreover, if CRS products were generally available to the public, the construction of these

products may be affected, with the potential consequent loss when material, such as copyrighted
maps or graphs, may be withheld in the writing of the paper with the foreknowledge that the
paper could be widely disseminated and thereby subject to different ‘‘fair use’’ guidelines than
those applicable to work for legislative use only. Therefore, public availability may perforce
shape selected CRS products so that their contents no longer bring to bear the best information
and analysis to assist Members in their decisionmaking.

administrative agencies to reconsider their perception of CRS as playing a signifi-
cant and unique support role in the legislative process, and thus some day might
hamper a claim of immunity even in an instance in which CRS was fulfilling its
legislative function.20

3. There is some risk of assertion of copyright infringement if CRS materials are
made available online to members of the general public.

United States copyright protection is not available for U.S. Government works.21

Those portions of a public document authored by the U.S. Government are in the
‘‘public domain’’—freely and widely available to the public without restrictions
placed on their dissemination. However, the government’s inclusion of copyrighted
material in a government publication does not thrust that material into the public
domain or impair the rights of the copyright owner.22

CRS may incorporate preexisting material in its written responses to congres-
sional requests. Although such material is often from public domain sources, in cer-
tain instances the material, appropriately credited, may be from copyrighted
sources. To the extent that the material is copyrighted, CRS either: obtains permis-
sion for the use; 23 considers its information-gathering function protected by the
speech or debate clause; or believes that the use falls under the ‘‘fair use’’ doctrine
of the Copyright Act 24 as applied in the context of the legislative process.

The exclusive rights 25 of the copyright owner are qualified or limited by enumer-
ated exceptions.26 Unless excused by a statutory exception, the unauthorized use of
a copyrighted work is considered an infringement. Fair use is one of the limitations
on the copyright owner’s exclusive rights and may be invoked as an affirmative de-
fense to a claim of copyright infringement.

The copyright statute does not expressly include congressional use of copyrighted
works as a fair use. However, both the House and Senate Reports on the Copyright
Act of 1976 include the ‘‘reproduction of a work in legislative or judicial proceedings
or reports’’ among examples of fair use.27 The legislative history also contains an
observation that publication of copyrighted material in Congressional documents
would constitute fair use ‘‘[w]here the length of the work or excerpt published and
the number of copies authorized are reasonable under the circumstances, and the
work itself is directly relevant to a matter of legitimate legislative concern * * *.’’ 28

Thus, in an infringement action, a court might regard the publication of copy-
righted material in a Congressional document for legitimate legislative purposes as
a ‘‘fair use.’’ If, however, the use is outside of such legislative purposes, it is possible
that a traditional fair use analysis might result in liability for copyright infringe-
ment. Wider dissemination outside the confines of Congress would further com-
plicate the ‘‘fair use’’ question.29

The copyright laws do not contain an exemption from copyright infringement for
unauthorized use of copyrighted materials by the U.S. Government. Subsection
1498(b) of Title 28 of the U.S. Code provides that the exclusive remedy of a copy-
right owner for copyright infringement by the United States is an action against the
United States in the U.S. Court of Federal Claims ‘‘for the recovery
of * * * reasonable and entire compensation * * * including the minimum statu-
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30 As originally enacted, § 1498 applied only to suits for patent infringement against the
United States. In 1960, Congress amended § 1498 to give its consent to suits for copyright in-
fringement against the United States; Section 2 of Pub. L. 86–726 provided:

Nothing in this Act shall be construed to in any way waive any immunity provided for Mem-
bers of Congress under article I of section 6 of the Constitution of the United States.

Section 2 was added to the House bill by Senate amendment in order ‘‘to emphasize the fact
that no immunities for Members of Congress under article I of section 6 of the Constitution shall
be waived by the enactment of this legislation.’’ See S. Rep. No. 1877, 86th Cong., 2d Sess.
(1960) as reprinted in 1960 U.S.C.A.A.N. 3444. Presumably, speech or debate clause protection
would protect Congressional use of copyrighted material that is used to further legitimate legis-
lative activities that are part of the legislative processes (e.g., copyrighted material inserted into
the Congressional Record or congressional document). See Copyright Office Memorandum of
May 26, 1958 reprinted in 1960 U.S.C.A.A.N. at 3456. Congress did not waive its speech or de-
bate clause immunity when it amended § 1498. However, insofar as activities outside of the leg-
islative sphere (e.g., political activities or public information activities) are concerned, it would
appear that § 1498(b) would not shield Congress from a copyright infringement action.

31 17 U.S.C. §§ 106(4),(5).
32 17 U.S.C. § 106(1), (3).
33 17 U.S.C. §§ 101,106(3).

tory damages * * *.’’ Speech or debate clause immunity is not waived under
§ 1498(b); however, activities outside of the legislative sphere would not be shielded
from a copyright infringement action.30

In summary, where permission has been granted to CRS to use copyrighted mate-
rial, it has likely been based on legislative purpose and limited to selective distribu-
tion of hardcopy by Members of Congress. If access is broadened to wholesale re-
lease to members of the general public, such release may be outside the scope of
‘‘legitimate legislative purpose.’’ If a CRS product, containing substantial copy-
righted material (albeit with appropriate credit) is made available to the general
public without permission and outside the confines of traditional fair use, liability
is possible. In this regard, distinctions can be made between the selective distribu-
tion of hardcopy CRS products by Members and Committees and wholesale, poten-
tially world-wide distribution of CRS products on the Internet. Violation of any of
the exclusive rights of the copyright owner may give rise to an action for copyright
infringement. Although the extent of copyright owners’ rights in the online environ-
ment is still evolving, wholesale distribution of CRS products via the Internet—un-
like the current practice—would likely implicate copyright owners’ performance and
public display rights,31 as a matter of direct infringement, and may implicate rights
of reproduction and public distribution 32 either as a matter of direct, vicarious or
contributory infringement. On the other hand, under a ‘‘fair use’’ analysis, there is
likely less effect upon the potential market of the copyright owner in the case of
selective hardcopy distribution than in the case of wholesale distribution on the
Internet. Selective distribution of hardcopy CRS products by Members may not con-
stitute ‘‘publication’’ in the copyright sense.33

CONCLUSION

To review, Congress has historically regarded CRS as an extension of its own
Member and committee staff. CRS’ relationship with Congress is confidential and
exclusive; in order to preserve this relationship, Congress has determined as a mat-
ter of policy that CRS products are to be distributed to non-congressional users
through congressional offices on a selective basis. Proposals to disseminate CRS
products directly to the public would fundamentally change this longstanding con-
gressional policy, with potentially significant institutional and legal consequences
for CRS and current congressional operations and practices.

LEGAL ISSUES PRESENTED BY PROPOSALS FOR THE GENERAL RELEASE OF CRS
PRODUCTS TO THE PUBLIC—FEBRUARY 24, 1998

This paper considers significant legal issues implicated by proposals involving the
general release of Congressional Research Service (CRS) products such as Reports
and Issue Briefs. (Issues of policy and technology posed by the general release of
CRS products are beyond the scope of this analysis.) Specifically, attention is given
to three pertinent legal issues, the first two involving the Speech or Debate Clause
and the third dealing with intellectual property questions. This study assumes that
CRS products would be published by CRS itself and identifies adverse legal con-
sequences that would result from such publication. Publication of CRS products by
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34 This study addresses, inter alia, issues relating to the speech or debate clause that were
raised in the statement of Senator McCain upon introduction of S. 1578, 105th Cong. (providing
that the Director of CRS is to make specified CRS products, including Reports and Issue Briefs,
available on the Internet) and in a letter inserted by Senator McCain in the Congressional
Record from Stanley Brand, former General Counsel to the House of Representatives (hereafter,
Brand letter). 144 Cong. Rec. S123–25 (daily ed. Jan. 28, 1998).

35 The Internet has been described by the Supreme Court as ‘‘a unique and wholly new me-
dium of worldwide human communication.’’ Reno v. American Civil Liberties Union, 117 S. Ct.
2329, 2334 (1997). Commentators have observed that ‘‘novel and unsettled’’ legal questions are
raised by cyberspace (Decisions Reflect Nature of Media, National Law Journal, Aug. 11, 1997,
at p. B8) and that in addressing the ‘‘Internet and computer-related issues’’ the courts are on
‘‘uncharted water.’’ Though Shalt Not Trespass—Even in Cyberspace, New Jersey Lawyer, Sept.
1, 1997, at p. 10.

36 United States v. Johnson, 383 U.S. 169, 178 (1966)(footnote omitted). See also United States
v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501, 507 (1972).

37 Gravel v. United States, 408 U.S. 606, 618 (1972).
38 See, e.g., United States v. Johnson, 383 U.S. 169, 180 (1966); Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103

U.S. 168, 203–04 (1880).
39 For a detailed historical review of the restricted reading placed upon the clause by the

courts, see Walker, Constitutional Law: Narrowing the Scope of Speech or Debate Clause Immu-
nity, 68 Temple L. Rev. 377 (1995).

40 408 U.S. 501, 509 (1972).
41 Id. at 512.
42 Gravel, 408 U.S. at 625.
43 408 U.S. at 512.
44 In dicta in Brewster, the Court indicated that newsletters to constituents, news releases,

and speeches delivered outside of Congress would not be protected by speech or debate immu-
nity. Id.

45 Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 443 U.S. 111 (1979). See also Chastain v. Sundquist, 833 F.2d 311
(D.C.Cir. 1987) (Member’s press release and communications to executive branch not protected
by speech or debate immunity or common law official immunity), cert. denied, 487 U.S. 1240
(1988). In a recent ruling in a defamation suit based on a Member’s statement in a television
interview concerning the status of an appropriations bill, speech or debate immunity was not
available but the Member successfully invoked a statutory mechanism (28 U.S.C. § 2679

the Congress would have corresponding legal consequences but these would be exac-
erbated in the case of direct public dissemination by CRS itself.34

1. Dissemination of CRS products on the Internet 35 would not be cloaked with
constitutional immunity.

Members of Congress are protected by art. I, § 6, cl. 1, of the Constitution, which
provides in part that ‘‘for any speech or debate in either House, [Senators and Rep-
resentatives] shall not be questioned in any other place.’’ The clause performs two
related functions. First, it protects the ‘‘independence and integrity of the legisla-
ture,’’ and second, it ‘‘reinforce[s] the separation of powers * * *.’’ 36 The clause ‘‘ap-
plies not only to a Member but also to his aides insofar as the conduct of the latter
would be a protected legislative act if performed by the Member himself.’’ 37

In early decisions, the Supreme Court interpreted the clause broadly and consid-
ered it as protecting activity beyond the walls of the chamber.38 However, in recent
years the Court has constricted the range of actions shielded by the constitutional
provision.39 Beginning with its decision in 1972 in United States v. Brewster, the
Court has limited the protection of the clause to ‘‘legislative acts.’’ 40 In that case,
the Court explained that ‘‘a legislative act has consistently been defined as an act
generally done in Congress in relation to the business before it. In sum, the Speech
or Debate Clause prohibits inquiry only into those things generally said or done in
the House or the Senate in the performance of official duties and into the motivation
for those acts.’’ 41 In another frequently quoted description of the scope of the privi-
lege, the Court declared that, in addition to actual speech or debate in either House,
the clause applies only to acts which are ‘‘an integral part of the deliberative and
communicative processes by which Members participate in committee and House
proceedings with respect to the consideration and passage or rejection of proposed
legislation or with respect to other matters which the Constitution places within the
jurisdiction of either House.’’ 42

In Brewster, the Court distinguished protected legislative acts from a range of ac-
tivity described as ‘‘entirely legitimate’’ but unprotected by speech or debate immu-
nity because it was considered to be ‘‘political in nature.’’ 43 In several cases of rel-
evance to the applicability of speech or debate immunity to the general public dis-
tribution of CRS products, the Court has relied on the dichotomy established in
Brewster to hold that congressional activities intended to inform the general public
are outside the scope of the speech or debate clause.44 Thus, the Court has held that
the clause did not protect a Member from liability for allegedly defamatory remarks
in newsletters and press releases based almost entirely on the Member’s statement
to the Senate, which had appeared in the Congressional Record.45 The Court has
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(Westfall Act)) providing for substitution of the United States as the defendant. Williams v.
United States, 71 F.3d 502 (5th Cir. 1995).

46 Gravel, 408 U.S. at 609–10, 622.
47 412 U.S. 306, 315, 324 (1973). However, the Court held that the actions of the Members,

their staffs, and consultants in preparing the report and ordering that it be printed were pro-
tected by speech or debate immunity. Id. at 313.

48 Id. at 328. Justice Blackmun, in an opinion concurring in part and dissenting in part that
was joined by Chief Justice Burger, considered the informing function to be ‘‘an essential at-
tribute of an effective Legislative Branch,’’ and believed that the opinion of the Court effectively
curtailed that function and thereby violated ‘‘the historical tradition signified textually by the
speech or debate clause and underlying our doctrine of separation of powers.’’ Id. at 334. The
suggestion in Justice Douglas’s concurrence that speech or debate immunity should protect the
informing function has not been adopted by the Court in subsequent cases. In fact, in Hutch-
inson v. Proxmire, 443 U.S. at 130, the majority opinion approved the views expressed in Justice
White’s opinion for the Court in McMillan.

49 412 U.S. at 324–25.
50 374 F. Supp. 1313 (D.D.C. 1974), aff’d, 566 F.2d 713 (D.C.Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S.

969 (1978). Based on affidavits submitted by the Public Printer, other material in the record,
and a memorandum of the Public Printer filed upon appeal of the district court’s ruling, ‘‘it was
determined that in addition to 2,557 copies of the report distributed within the Congress and
its staff, 796 copies were distributed to various federal government agencies based on statutory
requirements and standing orders. Another 796 copies were retained in a security cage [and
were not distributed because of the litigation]. * * * About 54 ‘extra’ copies were retained by
the Printer for internal use and for distribution in case of spoilage.’’ 566 F.2d at 715. Apparently
the only copies distributed outside the federal government were approximately 172 of the 796
copies that had been distributed to various federal agencies. Specifically, ‘‘about 92 copies were
distributed to members of the public who maintained standing orders for all committee reports’’
and ‘‘about 80 copies were automatically delivered to foreign legations with standing orders for
all committee reports under 44 U.S.C. § 1717 * * *.’’ Id. at 716.

51 Id. at 718.
52 See Doe v. McMillan, 412 U.S. at 318 (immunity of Superintendent of Public Documents

and of Public Printer was coextensive with that of Members of Congress whom they served).
53 Under the Court’s holding in Gravel, 408 U.S. at 618, speech or debate immunity applies

to a Member’s aide ‘‘insofar as the conduct of the * * * [aide] would be a protected legislative
act if performed by the Member himself.’’

54 In determining whether the extent of distribution exceeds the legislative needs of Congress,
and thus is outside the bounds of speech or debate immunity, the courts may consider various
factors relating to the distribution, including the number of copies circulated and the purposes
for which they were circulated. See Doe v. McMillan, 374 F. Supp. 1313 (D.D.C. 1974), aff’d,
566 F. 2d 713 (D.C.Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S. 969 (1978).

further held that the clause did not preclude a grand jury from questioning a Mem-
ber’s aide in regard to possible criminal liability for arranging for the private publi-
cation of the Pentagon Papers, which previously had been inserted by the Member
in a subcommittee hearing record.46

Perhaps most importantly, in Doe v. McMillan, a suit filed against, inter alia, var-
ious Members, their staffs and consultants, the Public Printer, and the Superintend-
ent of Documents, seeking declaratory and injunctive relief and damages based on
the publication of an official committee report that included material alleged to in-
vade plaintiffs’ privacy, in an opinion written by Justice White, the Court held that
individuals ‘‘such as the Superintendent of Documents or the Public Printer or legis-
lative personnel, who participate in distribution of [legally] actionable material be-
yond the reasonable bounds of the legislative task, enjoy no speech or debate clause
immunity.’’ 47 Justice Douglas, in a concurring opinion joined by Justices Brennan
and Marshall, would have extended speech or debate immunity to ‘‘a legislator’s
function in informing the public’’ because that task ‘‘is essential to maintaining our
representative democracy.’’ 48

The Court in McMillan remanded for a determination as to whether the extent
of distribution by the Public Printer and the Superintendent of Documents had ex-
ceeded ‘‘the legitimate legislative needs of Congress, and hence the limits of immu-
nity.’’ 49 On the remand, after a detailed factual inquiry which revealed that there
had been quite limited public distribution of the report, the lower courts upheld the
claim of immunity as to the Public Printer and Superintendent of Documents.50 The
court of appeals on the remand expressly reserved the question of the availability
of immunity ‘‘in a case where distribution was more extensive, was specially pro-
moted, was made in response to specific requests rather than standing orders, or
continued for a period after notice of objections was received.’’ 51

Under the caselaw reviewed above, the dissemination to the general public of CRS
products—by CRS 52 or by Members and/or their aides 53—would not be considered
a legislative act 54 but would be viewed by the courts as an exercise of Congress’
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55 In his remarks upon the introduction of S. 1578, Senator McCain observed that, by provid-
ing for the dissemination of CRS research products via the Internet, Members would be fulfilling
their role of informing the public. Senator McCain recognized that an issue exists as to the ap-
plicability of speech or debate immunity to exercises of the informing function. 144 Cong. Rec.,
supra note 1, at S123.

56 See Doe v. McMillan, supra (invasion of privacy).
57 Id.
58 The Brand letter proposes that the quoted language be included in S. 1578, 105th Cong.

See note 1, supra.
59 See notes 11–18 and accompanying text, supra.
60 See pp. 5–8, infra.
61 See In the Matter of Exxon Corporation, et al., FTC Docket No. 8934, Application of Novem-

ber 6, 1978, at p. 18 (at request of respondents in agency proceeding, FTC administrative law
judge issued subpoena seeking discovery of, inter alia, CRS ‘‘reports on the oil industry in con-
nection with House and Senate subcommittee studies of the oil industry and in connection with
congressional preparation of bills relating to energy matters’’), subsequent ruling, In re Exxon
Corporation, 95 F.T.C. 919 (1980); Chapman v. Space Qualified Systems Corp., 647 F. Supp.
551, 552 (N.D.Fla. 1986) (seeking discovery from GAO investigator of various materials, includ-
ing ‘‘all working documents’’ related to a GAO investigation conducted at the request of a con-
gressional committee, executive branch inspector general reports provided to GAO, and commu-
nications to GAO from Congress or congressional staff). See also Smith v. IRS, No. 3778–89 (Tax
Ct. 1990) (litigants obtained subpoena calling for the testimony of an attorney in the American
Law Division of CRS and for the production of background materials used by the attorney in
preparing a memorandum for a Member of the Senate). It might be noted that, with some fre-
quency, litigants are seeking in discovery not only documents and depositions from congressional
support agencies but also from Members of Congress and congressional staff. See, e.g., Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corp. v. Williams, 62 F.3d 408 (D.C.Cir. 1995); In the Matter of the Appli-
cations of the City of El Paso, Texas, 887 F.2d 1103 (D.C. Cir. 1989); Minpeco, S.A. v.
Conticommodity Services, Inc., 844 F.2d 856 (D.C.Cir. 1988); Miller v. Transamerican Press, Inc.,
709 F.2d 524 (9th Cir. 1983); United Transportation Union v. Springfield Terminal Ry., 132
F.R.D. 4, 6 (D.Me. 1990) (litigant who had previously engaged in ‘‘sweeping discovery,’’ including
depositions from, and document production by, House and Senate aides, also sought internal
congressional communications); Common Cause v. Bolger, 574 F. Supp. 672, 673–74 (D.D.C.
1982) (three-judge court), aff’d mem., 461 U.S. 911 (1983).

representational function, for which speech or debate immunity is not available.55

Those engaged in public distribution of CRS products, as well as CRS analysts who
prepare the products, may be vulnerable to a variety of judicial and administrative
proceedings. In such actions, litigants might seek, for purposes of discovery, the files
of CRS analysts or litigants might ask for damages 56 or injunctive relief barring
further distribution of a particular report or issue brief.57 Litigants might also claim
damages in suits alleging copyright infringement. It would seem that these kinds
of actions would be more likely to occur as a result of widespread electronic dissemi-
nation to the general public of CRS products than from limited distribution (com-
mon under current practice) by a congressional office of a single hard copy of a par-
ticular CRS Report or Issue Brief to a constituent.

It has been suggested that speech or debate clause concerns raised by legislation
providing for the dissemination of certain CRS products via the Internet might be
addressed by including in such legislation language stating that ‘‘nothing herein
shall be deemed or considered to diminish, qualify, condition, waive, or otherwise
affect applicability of the Constitution’s speech or debate clause, or any other privi-
lege available to Congress, its agencies or their employees, to any CRS product
made available on the Internet under this bill.’’ 58 The effect of the suggested lan-
guage is uncertain. (1) Would the courts characterize the language as ‘‘self-serving’’
and disregard it? (2) Even if not disregarded, would the effect of the language be
to deny immunity to the dissemination of CRS products on the Internet? The sug-
gested language would not immunize CRS products but would simply seek to have
the courts treat ‘‘any CRS product made available on the Internet’’ in the same way
that they would treat any other information disseminated by Congress or its agents
to the general public—i.e., as unprotected.59 (3) Because the proposed language ap-
plies only to CRS products made available on the Internet, would it have any impact
on concerns with regard to the effect of dissemination of Service products to the gen-
eral public on attempts to gain access to CRS files? 60

2. Public dissemination of CRS products might jeopardize the confidentiality of
CRS files and hamper a claim of constitutional immunity by CRS.

Extensive distribution of CRS products to the general population would increase
public awareness of the research and analysis prepared by the Service for Congress
and could thereby intensify efforts by litigants to obtain, for purposes of discovery,
the files of CRS analysts who prepare the products. These discovery attempts might
seek not only information and data used to develop CRS Reports and Issue Briefs
but also related material from the files.61
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62 See, e.g., Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., supra (exercise of Congress’ investigative
power). The speech or debate clause has been held to be a valid defense in an attempt to obtain
access to CRS materials prepared to aid Congress in considering legislation. See In Re Exxon
Corporation, supra. The role of the speech or debate clause as a defense in such litigation is
discussed in the Brand letter, supra note 1.

63 In actions in which litigants have sought access to its files, CRS has generally been rep-
resented by the Office of Senate Legal Counsel or the House General Counsel. For example, in
Smith v. IRS, supra, the CRS employee involved was represented by the Senate Legal Counsel
pursuant to S. Res. 291, 101st Cong.

64 See In re Grand Jury Investigation, 587 F.2d 589 (3d Cir. 1978); United States v. Eilberg,
507 F. Supp. 267 (E.D.Pa. 1980).

65 In United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 703–05 (1974), the Court rejected the President’s
contention that the separation of powers doctrine barred judicial review of a claim of executive
privilege, and in support of judicial authority in such a case the Court cited several speech or
debate clause cases in which it had interpreted the immunity of Members. Id. at 704, citing Doe
v. McMillan; Gravel; Brewster; and Johnson.

66 ‘‘Courts have conducted in camera hearings, with participation by adverse parties, to deter-
mine whether materials subpoenaed from Members of Congress were within the speech or de-
bate privilege.’’ Raveson, Unmasking the Motives of Government Decisionmakers, 63 N.C.L.Rev.
879, 968 n.523 (1985) (citing In Re Grand Jury Investigation, 587 F.2d 589, 596–97 (3d Cir.
1978); In Re Possible Violations of 18 U.S.C. 201, 371, 491 F. Supp. 211, 213–14 (D.D.C. 1980)).
The Brand letter, supra note 1, states that in camera review is not routinely used by the courts
to settle disputes concerning the applicability of speech or debate immunity. If in camera review
is employed relatively infrequently, congressional concern over the judiciary’s use of this tech-
nique may be alleviated but not eliminated.

The case of Benford v. American Broadcasting Co., 98 F.R.D. 42 (D.Md. 1983), was cited in
a previous CRS discussion of the possibility of in camera inspection of material when a claim
of privilege is raised. The Brand letter comments that in camera inspection of House documents
was not ordered by the court in that case. It is correct that the court did not order such an
inspection. However, in denying a congressional committee’s motion to intervene to obtain a pro-
tective order from a litigant’s subpoena seeking in discovery material as to which speech or de-
bate immunity was claimed, the district court stated that it ‘‘should examine the relevant
documents * * * in camera * * *.’’ Id. at 45 n.2. (The opinion in Benford is convoluted because
of the procedural complexity of the lengthy litigation involved. However, the court’s position
with regard to in camera review is clarified by a subsequent ruling in the same litigation, in
an opinion by the same judge. Benford v. American Broadcasting Co., 565 F. Supp. 139, 141
(D.Md. 1983), rev’d on other grounds sub nom. In Re Guthrie, 733 F.2d 634 (4th Cir. 1984). In
that subsequent ruling, the court expressly reserved ‘‘the right to examine in camera’’ docu-
ments as to which a claim of speech or debate privilege was raised. Id. at 143.)

67 The Court in Nixon upheld the authority of the district court to segregate privileged mate-
rial (to be returned to the President) from material that would be admissible in the judicial pro-
ceedings for which they had been subpoenaed. 418 U.S. at 714–16. Segregation of protected from
non-protected material has also been upheld in the speech or debate context. See, e.g., United
States v. Helstoski, 442 U.S. 477, 488 n.7 (1979).

68 See generally Evidentiary Implications of the Speech or Debate Clause, 88 Yale L.J. 1280,
1286–87 n.30 (1979). The courts are divided on the question of whether the speech or debate
clause was intended to ensure confidentiality for legislators. Compare Brown & Williamson To-
bacco Corp. v. Williams, 62 F.3d at 420 with In re Grand Jury Investigation, 587 F.2d at 597.

69 For example, an analyst may prepare a CRS Report on the economic implications of a tax
cut on the basis of, inter alia, academic studies on the subject and some of the general factual
information and analysis that had been included in a confidential memorandum previously pre-
pared for a Member of the Ways and Means Committee who requested an assessment of a draft

Continued

The speech or debate clause may provide a valid defense in such discovery pro-
ceedings if the subject of the proceedings is a protected legislative act.62 However,
even in instances in which CRS succeeded in defending against such discovery ef-
forts, such litigation would place a significant burden on congressional resources 63

and could make judges the arbiters of disputes concerning the confidentiality of
communications between CRS and Congress.64 Claims of speech or debate immunity
would be subject to judicial review 65 which might include in camera inspection of
material as to which a claim of privilege is made 66 and segregation of protected
from non-protected material.67 Such judicial screening of legislative branch mate-
rials arguably impinges upon the interest in confidentiality served by the speech or
debate clause.68

Moreover, there is no assurance that CRS would prevail in litigating such mat-
ters. Two concerns might be highlighted. The first stems from the mix in CRS files
which commonly include, inter alia, material from research sources in the public do-
main, confidential CRS memoranda for Congress, and communications between Con-
gress and the Service. Because the information contained in the different types of
documents in a particular CRS subject file is superficially similar, and because the
Service’s work for Congress is cumulative in nature (i.e., a CRS Report often builds
upon the general analysis developed in response to specific requests from Members
and congressional staff),69 there may be a risk that a court would not precisely dif-
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bill. Of course, because of the confidential relationship of CRS with its congressional clients,
none of the specific analysis of the draft bill included in that memorandum would appear in,
or be reflected, in the CRS Report.

70 See Webster v. Sun Oil, 731 F.2d 1 (D.C.Cir. 1984) and 790 F.2d 157 (D.C.Cir. 1986) (com-
munications to CRS analyst are within scope of common law privilege for communications to
a legislative body); Smith v. IRS, No. 3778–89 (Tax Ct. 1990) (protecting from compulsory proc-
ess background materials used by CRS staff in preparing reports and memoranda for Members);
In re Exxon Corporation, 95 F.T.C. 919 (1980) (FTC subpoena for CRS documents barred by
speech or debate immunity and separation of powers doctrine; CRS performs an ‘‘essentially leg-
islative function’’). Cf. Browning v. Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives, 789 F.2d 923, 929
(D.C.Cir.) (personnel actions held to be protected by speech or debate immunity if the ‘‘employ-
ee’s duties were directly related to the due functioning of the legislative process’’) (emphasis in
the original), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 996 (1986).

71 For example, prior CRS Reports; other government publications.
72 CRS’s uses of copyrighted material are appropriately credited.
73 Although CRS obtains permission to reproduce certain copyrighted works, the permissions

are generally based on legislative use and do not explicitly cover electronic dissemination.
74 U.S. Const., art. 1, § 6, cl. 1. Speech or debate clause protection extends to activities within

the sphere of legitimate legislative activity (generally considered to be matters that are an inte-
gral part of the deliberative process by which members participate in legislative proceedings)
rather than activities that are representational or political in nature. When CRS performs a leg-
islative function, the speech or debate clause shield provides protection from copyright infringe-
ment claims. See CRS’s purposes and duties as set forth in 2 U.S.C. § 166(d); see also Webster
v. Sun Oil, supra n.27.

75 Copyright Act of 1976, Act October 19, 1976, Pub. L. No. 94–553 (codified as amended at
17 U.S.C. §§ 101 et seq.). Fair use is a judicial doctrine codified for the first time in the Copy-
right Act. See 17 U.S.C. § 107. Although the Act does not define ‘‘fair use,’’ the Act lists four
illustrative factors, based on prior case law, to be considered when determining whether a use
made of a work is a fair use: (1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such
use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes; (2) the nature of the copy-
righted work; (3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copy-
righted work as a whole; and (4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value
of the copyrighted work.

76 17 U.S.C. § 105. Sec. 101 defines a ‘‘work of the United States Government’’ as ‘‘a work pre-
pared by an officer or employee of the United States Government as part of that person’s official
duties.’’ While works of the U.S. Government are not protected under U.S. copyright laws, pro-
tection may be available under the statutes of certain other countries.

77 The legislative history of the Copyright Act contains the following statement:
The committee here observes: (1) there is nothing in section 105 that would relieve the Gov-

ernment of its obligation to secure permission in order to publish a copyrighted work; and (2)
publication or other use by the Government of a private work would not affect its copyright pro-
tection in any way. (H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 60 (1976).)

ferentiate among the types of documents and would grant litigants access not only
to publicly available information but also to confidential communications between
the Service and congressional offices.

The second concern arises from the fact that, in previous instances in which CRS
has been involved in litigation or agency proceedings, the judicial or agency decision
has emphasized that CRS performs a legislative function and that its staff functions
as an adjunct of Member and committee staff.70 With wider dissemination of CRS
products to the general public, this longstanding perception of the Service and the
nature of its communications to the Congress could be altered, eventually putting
at risk speech or debate protection for the Service’s confidential work. In other
words, extensive involvement by CRS in the direct public information function could
lead courts and administrative agencies to reconsider their perception of CRS as
playing a significant and unique support role in the legislative process, and thus
some day might hamper a claim of immunity even in an instance in which CRS was
fulfilling its legislative function.

3. There is some risk of assertion of copyright infringement if CRS materials are
made available on-line to members of the general public.

CRS may incorporate preexisting material in its written responses to congres-
sional requests. Although such material is often from public domain sources,71 in
certain instances the material may be from copyrighted sources.72 To the extent
that the material is copyrighted, CRS either: obtains permission for the use; 73 con-
siders its information-gathering function protected by the speech or debate clause; 74

or believes that the intended use falls under the ‘‘fair use’’ doctrine of the Copyright
Act.75

United States copyright protection is not available for U.S. Government works.76

Those portions of a public document authored by the U.S. Government are in the
‘‘public domain’’—freely and widely available to the public without restrictions
placed on their dissemination. However, the government’s inclusion of copyrighted
material in a government publication does not thrust that material into the public
domain or impair the rights of the copyright owner.77
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78 17 U.S.C. §§ 106, 106A.
79 17 U.S.C. §§ 107–120.
80 A bright-line approach to fair use is difficult if not impossible; courts examine the fair use

defense on a case-by-case basis.
81 See H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 65 (1976); S. Rep. No. 473, 94th Cong., 1st

Sess. 61–62 (1975) quoting REPORT OF THE REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS ON THE
GENERAL REVISION OF THE U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 24 (Comm. Print
1961) (hereafter REGISTER’S REPORT).

82 See H.R. Rep. No. 1476, Id. at 73. A ‘‘matter of legitimate legislative concern’’ is not defined.
In a speech or debate clause context, protection extends to activities within the sphere of legiti-
mate legislative activity which is generally considered to be matters that are an integral part
of the deliberative and communicative processes by which members participate in legislative
proceedings. Such matters are distinguished from those activities that are political in nature
and further interests distinct from legislative responsibility. See Gravel v. United States, supra
n.2; United States v. Brewster, supra n.1. The republication of intra-Congressional material out-
side Congress has been held not to be a protected legislative activity. See Miller v. Trans-
american Press, Inc., supra n.21; Hutchinson v. Proxmire, supra n.10 at 127–28 (1979). Although
obtaining information pertinent to potential legislation is one of the ‘‘things generally done in
a session of the House’’ concerning matters within the ‘‘legitimate legislative sphere’’ (see
Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168, 204 (1881)), Congress’s ‘‘informing function’’ protected by
the speech or debate clause as part of the legislative function is that of informing itself about
subjects susceptible to legislation, not that of informing the public. See Hutchinson v. Proxmire,
at 132–33.

83 Damages are limited to ‘‘reasonable and entire compensation.’’ The available remedies do
not include the other remedies for infringement available under the Copyright Act against in-
fringing parties such as: injunctions; impoundment and disposition of the infringing articles; re-
covery of full costs and attorney’s fees.

The subsection provides that before such an infringement action is instituted, ‘‘the head of
the appropriate department or agency of the Government, as the case may be, is authorized to
enter into an agreement with the copyright owner in full settlement and compromise for the
damages accruing to him by reason of such infringement and to settle the claim administratively
out of available appropriations.’’

84 As originally enacted, § 1498 applied only to suits for patent infringement against the
United States. In 1960, Congress amended § 1498 to give its consent to suits for copyright in-
fringement against the United States; Section 2 of Pub. L. 86–726 provided: Nothing in this Act
shall be construed to in any way waive any immunity provided for Members of Congress under
article I of section 6 of the Constitution of the United States.

Continued

The exclusive rights 78 of the copyright owner are qualified or limited by enumer-
ated exceptions.79 Unless excused by a statutory exception, the unauthorized use of
a copyrighted work is considered an infringement. Fair use is one of the limitations
on the copyright owner’s exclusive rights and may be invoked as an affirmative de-
fense to a claim of copyright infringement.80

The copyright statute does not expressly include congressional use of copyrighted
works as a fair use. However, both the House and Senate Reports on the Copyright
Act of 1976 include the ‘‘reproduction of a work in legislative or judicial proceedings
or reports’’ among examples of fair use.81 The legislative history also contains an
observation that publication of copyrighted material in Congressional documents
would constitute fair use ‘‘[w]here the length of the work or excerpt published and
the number of copies authorized are reasonable under the circumstances, and the
work itself is directly relevant to a matter of legitimate legislative
concern * * *.’’ 82]

In an infringement action, a court might regard the publication of copyrighted ma-
terial in a Congressional document for legitimate legislative purposes as a ‘‘fair use.’’
If, however, the use is outside of such legislative purposes, it is possible that a tradi-
tional fair use analysis might result in liability for copyright infringement. Wider
dissemination outside the confine of Congress would further complicate the ‘‘fair
use’’ question. While courts appear to be applying the same fair use analysis in in-
fringement actions involving the electronic environment as in more traditional envi-
ronments, the application of fair use in the electronic environment is still develop-
ing.

The copyright laws do not contain an exemption from copyright infringement for
unauthorized use of copyrighted materials by the U.S. Government. Subsection
1498(b) of Title 28 of the U.S. Code provides that the exclusive remedy of a copy-
right owner for copyright infringement by the United States is an action against the
United States in the U.S. Court of Federal Claims ‘‘for the recovery
of * * * reasonable and entire compensation * * * including the minimum statu-
tory damages * * *.’’ 83 Speech or debate clause immunity is not waived under
§ 1498(b); however, activities outside of the legislative sphere would not be shielded
from a copyright infringement action.84 The one case interpreting § 1498(b) narrowly
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Section 2 was added to the House bill by Senate amendment in order ‘‘to emphasize the fact
that no immunities for Members of Congress under article I of section 6 of the Constitution shall
be waived by the enactment of this legislation.’’ See S. Rep. No. 1877, 86th Cong., 2d Sess.
(1960) as reprinted in 1960 U.S.C.A.A.N. 3444. Presumably, speech or debate clause protection
would protect Congressional use of copyrighted material that is used to further legitimate legis-
lative activities that are part of the legislative processes (e.g., copyrighted material inserted into
the Congressional Record or congressional document). See Copyright Office Memorandum of
May 26, 1958 reprinted in 1960 U.S.C.A.A.N. at 3456. Congress did not waive its speech or de-
bate clause immunity when it amended § 1498. However, insofar as activities outside of the leg-
islative sphere (e.g., political activities) are concerned, it would appear as if § 1498(b) would not
shield Congress from a copyright infringement action.

85 Auerbach v. Sverdrup Corp., 829 F.2d 175 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (holding that the government
only waives immunity under § 1498(b) for third-party infringements that are authorized or con-
sented to by the government rather than for any copyright infringement that a third party may
choose to undertake). The Auerbach case, relying on the legislative history of this provision, is
the sole case construing § 1498(b). Sec. 1498(a), the sister provision waiving immunity for patent
infringements, has been interpreted more often—courts holding that such waiver is limited to
direct governmental infringement.

86 In December 1996, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) adopted two new
intellectual property treaties—the WIPO Copyright and WIPO Performances and Phonograms
Treaties. The Copyright Treaty covers copyright protection for computer programs and for data-
bases as intellectual works, and uses of copyrighted works in digital electronic environments,
including transmissions over the Internet. The Administration’s treaty implementation bills (S.
1121 and H.R. 2281) were introduced at the end of July 1997. Alternative WIPO implementation
bills (S. 1146 and H.R. 2180) also address additional Internet policies issues. See U.S. Library
of Congress. Congressional Research Service. World Intellectual Property Organization Perform-
ances and Phonograms Treaty: An Overview (CRS Report for Congress 97–523A); and U.S. Li-
brary of Congress. Congressional Research Service. Online Service Provider Copyright Liability:
Analysis and Discussion of H.R. 2180 and S. 1146 (CRS Report for Congress 97–950A). See also
H.R. 3048, introduced in November 1997, which implements the WIPO treaties and updates
United States copyright laws to accommodate the developments of digital technology (address-
ing, e.g., ‘‘fair use,’’ ‘‘first sale,’’ and distance learning). H.R. 2652, the ‘‘Collections of Informa-
tion Antipiracy Act’’ would create sui generis protection, distinct from copyright protection, for
collections of facts, data or works of authorship. Government collections of information are ex-
cluded. Exceptions address acts such as the extraction of insubstantial parts of collections of in-
formation; independent gathering of information; non-profit educational, scientific or research
uses; and extraction for news reporting. The bill responds to the Supreme Court’s decision in
Feist Publications v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340 (1991) which held that com-
prehensive collections of facts arranged in conventional formats were not protected and could
not be constitutionally protected under copyright. For an overview of legislative proposals intro-
duced in the 104th Congress, see U.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service.
Copyright Proposals for the National Information Infrastructure (CRS Report for Congress 95–
1166A).

87 Liability, however, would be limited by the exclusive remedies provided for in 28 U.S.C.
§ 1498(b). Copyright owners may not wish to assume the costs associated with § 1498(b) litiga-
tion in light of the limited damages that are available under this section.

88 REGISTER’S REPORT, supra n.39 at 6:
Within reasonable limits, the interests of authors coincide with those of the public. Both will

usually benefit from the widest possible dissemination of the author’s works. But it is often cum-
bersome for would-be users to seek out the copyright owner and get his permission. There are
many situations in which copyright restrictions would inhibit dissemination, with little or no
benefit to the author. And the interests of authors must yield to the public welfare where they
conflict. * * * While some limitations and conditions on copyright are essential in the public
interest, they should not be so burdensome and strict as to deprive authors of their just
reward * * *.

construed the governmental waiver—relying on general construction of such waivers
and on prior interpretation of a similar provision.85]

The protection of intellectual property rights in the information age and the bal-
ance between copyright owners’ exclusive rights to control the uses of their creative
works and the public’s right of fair use of and access to copyrighted works are being
addressed by Congress 86 and the courts.

In summary, where permission has been granted to CRS to use copyrighted mate-
rial, it has likely been based on legislative purpose and limited to the print (rather
than the electronic) environment.

If access is broadened to members of the general public, congressional release may
be outside the scope of ‘‘legitimate legislative purpose.’’ In such cases, a traditional
fair use analysis may not provide an affirmative defense to an infringement action
and liability could attach.87

The copyright law is intended to foster the creation and dissemination of intellec-
tual works for the public welfare and to reward authors for their contribution to so-
ciety. Striking a fair balance between the authors’ exclusive rights to control the dis-
semination of their works and the public interest 88 is ever more challenging in the
electronic environment.
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89 For example, notifying the public that although there are no restrictions on the replication
of CRS materials—copyrighted materials contained therein may not be used without permission
of the copyright owner.

90 Reno v. American Civil Liberties Union, 117 S. Ct. 2329, 2334 (1997).
91 Decisions Reflect Nature of Media, National Law Journal, Aug. 11, 1997, at p. B8.
92 Art. I, § 6, cl. 1.
93 United States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501, 509 (1972). See also Walker, Constitutional Law:

Narrowing the Scope of Speech or Debate Clause Immunity, 68 Temple L. Rev. 377 (1995).
94 See, e.g., Doe v. McMillan, 412 U.S. 306 (1973), a suit filed against various Members, their

staffs and consultants, the Public Printer, and the Superintendent of Public Documents, seeking
declaratory and injunctive relief and damages based on the publication and distribution of an
official committee report that included material alleged to invade plaintiffs’ privacy.

95 833 F.2d 311 (D.C.Cir. 1987), cert. denied, 487 U.S. 1240 (1988).

Public interest in dissemination of government documents must be weighed
against the legitimate governmental purposes that are served in the Government’s
exercise of due diligence in not infringing copyrights (e.g., restricting the public’s
use of proprietary information incorporated in a government document). Although
it may be possible to limit liability to some extent by taking certain diligent meas-
ures,89 some degree of liability may continue to exist. There is some risk of assertion
of copyright infringement if CRS materials containing proprietary material (and in-
tended to support congressional needs) are made available on a wholesale basis on-
line to members of the general public.

MEMORANDUM

FEBRUARY 24, 1998.

Subject: Immunity Issues Related to Dissemination by Members of Material on
Their Home Pages

From: Jay R. Shampansky, Legislative Attorney, American Law Division
The Supreme Court recently described the Internet as ‘‘a unique and wholly new

medium of worldwide human communication.’’ 90 Cyberspace is new technology
which raises ‘‘novel and unsettled’’ legal questions.91 This memorandum provides a
brief overview of some of the major immunity issues potentially raised in a case in
which a Member uses his home page to disseminate materials (e.g., legislative docu-
ments, legislative agency products, executive branch reports, information about
state governments, press releases, newspaper and magazine articles) to the general
public or to provide links to other Web sites. The same basic legal issues discussed
below may be presented when Members use means other than their home pages to
disseminate information to the general public. However, the potential for liability
may be increased when documents are circulated on the Web because of the vast
audience.
Speech or Debate Clause Immunity

Dissemination of material via the Internet would not be cloaked with constitu-
tional speech or debate clause immunity.92 The Supreme Court in recent years has
narrowed its interpretation of the speech or debate clause so as to limit its protec-
tion to ‘‘legislative acts.’’ 93 Dissemination by a Member of material on the Internet
would not be considered a legislative act, but would be viewed as an exercise of Con-
gress’ informing function, for which constitutional immunity is not available. In the
absence of constitutional immunity, a Member and/or his aides engaged in public
distribution of materials would be vulnerable to a variety of proceedings in which
plaintiffs might seek damages or injunctive relief barring further distribution of a
particular document.94 Litigants might also claim damages in suits alleging defama-
tion or copyright infringement, or they might seek discovery of documents from con-
gressional files.
Other Possible Defenses

In some cases defenses other than the speech or debate clause may be raised. Of
course, the defenses asserted will depend on the particulars of a case. Two of the
major defenses are sketched below.

Absolute and qualified immunity.—In several cases, Members have argued that
although certain official communications (such as with the press and constituents)
are not protected by the speech or debate clause, they are nonetheless shielded by
the judicially-created absolute and qualified immunity doctrines available in certain
circumstances to executive branch officials. Such a claim of immunity by a Member
in a defamation action was rejected in the leading case of Chastain v. Sundquist,95

in which the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit found that
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96 Pub. L. No. 100–694, 102 Stat. 4563 (1988), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671–80.
97 71 F.3d 502, 503 (5th Cir. 1995).
98 The Westfall Act was recently successfully invoked in a Member’s defense of a defamation

action based on remarks he had made to the media in regard to pending legislation. Operation
Rescue National v. United States, 975 F. Supp. 92 (D.Mass. 1997).

this immunity would not be warranted in light of Supreme Court treatment of suits
against Members.

Westfall Act.—The Federal Employees Liability Reform and Tort Compensation
Act,96 commonly referred to as the Westfall Act, allows for the substitution of the
United States for individual federal employees in certain tort suits and provides for
immunity for the defendant employees. However, the immunity afforded by the
Westfall Act is of limited scope. (1) It applies only to common law torts (e.g., defa-
mation), not to actions alleging violation of constitutional or statutory rights. (2) The
immunity only affects a suit for money damages. It does not preclude a suit seeking
injunctive or other equitable relief against the United States or an individual fed-
eral employee. Thus, it would not bar a suit to enjoin distribution of material on
a Member’s home page. (3) Application of the act is contingent upon certification by
the Attorney General that the defendant employee was acting within the scope of
his office or employment at the time of the incident out of which the claim arose.
Although it appears that Members are covered by the Westfall Act, it is uncertain
to what extent the act may apply to Members’ communications with the public. In
Williams v. United States,97 it was held that the defendant Member ‘‘was acting
within the scope of his employment * * * at the time he allegedly made defama-
tory statements * * * [about the plaintiff] during a television interview * * *.’’
The Member’s comments concerned the status of an appropriations bill.98

MEMORANDUM

FEBRUARY 25, 1998.

Subject: Estimate of financial costs of implementing bills which would require publi-
cation of certain CRS products on the Internet.

From: Daniel P. Mulhollan, Director
This memorandum is a response to congressional requests for an estimate of the

costs CRS would incur in implementing legislation (S. 1578 and H.R. 3131) which
would require the Director of CRS to make various specified CRS products available
to the general public on the Internet.

This estimate is based on three major components: costs of meeting technological
requirements for implementation; costs of handling increased direct contacts with
the general public; and costs resulting from changes in the number and type of con-
gressional requests for CRS services. Before proceeding to the estimate, however, it
is important to summarize explicitly the premises and the framework on which this
analysis is based, as well as certain limitations resulting from the nature of the
issues presented.

First, certain significant costs associated with the bills—indeed the most signifi-
cant ones in terms of CRS’ continued ability to serve the Congress efficiently and
effectively—cannot be quantified and thus are not included in these estimates. Im-
portant costs of this type include the possible loss of Speech or Debate protection
for CRS’ confidential communications to Members. Another significant non-quantifi-
able cost is the loss to the Congress and the nation resulting from the diminution
of the role of Members as direct providers to their constituents of information about
legislative proposals. Yet another cost of the proposal appears likely to be long-term
and not readily measured: the shift in the mission of CRS, from serving the Con-
gress directly and exclusively by meeting evolving congressional needs throughout
the legislative process to serving broader, more diffused objectives, including prepar-
ing products informative to and suitable for the general public.

Second, certain of the cost estimates which we have prepared must be regarded
as somewhat speculative, inasmuch as CRS has no previous experience dealing with
large-scale direct dissemination of its products to the public and thus cannot readily
anticipate the behavior of Members and the public under such circumstances. (It is
reasonable and prudent, however, to anticipate that wholesale dissemination on the
Internet would vastly increase the circulation of CRS products over the volume that
circulates to the public under the current policy of selective dissemination by Mem-
bers). This analysis presents the assumptions on which the estimates are based. We
believe these assumptions are consistent with very conservative cost estimates and
that actual financial costs could be substantially greater, perhaps on the order of
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multiples of estimated amounts. The estimating approach used throughout assumes
that we would maintain current services to the Congress, except for the attending,
non-quantifiable reductions in the quality and character of service noted in the pre-
vious paragraph.

Third, we have not undertaken an analysis of all possible options which might be
available to CRS in implementing these bills. Instead, we have limited ourselves to
what we currently regard as our most feasible course of action, based upon the need
to maximize the use of our resources in directly supporting congressional legislative
needs, as well as the importance of complying with the language and intent of the
bills. If these bills were enacted, CRS management would necessarily conduct a
thorough examination to develop options and strategies for implementation. Based
upon our review to date, however, we believe any alternative approaches would like-
ly be accompanied by substantial financial costs.
Costs of Technological Requirements for Implementation

We currently provide CRS products to the Congress via the Web in several ways:
(1) as electronic documents in HTML format that allows congressional users to move
from CRS products to other continually updated information sources (e.g., Bill Di-
gest); (2) as electronic documents (HTML) that link to each other and to static sites
and references; and, (3) as stand-alone products displayed in PDF format for view-
ing, downloading, and printing.

All CRS issue briefs, and 13 appropriations reports are displayed on the Web in
both PDF and HTML formats. An additional 200 to 300 CRS reports that are also
available via the Web are in PDF format only. (These reports are replaced and up-
dated to reflect changing legislative developments). The PDF version is ‘‘stand
alone’’ and does not ‘‘link’’ out to other documents or places; the HTML version on
the other hand is really an electronic road map that links to other documents and
sites within and outside of CRS.

A challenge in providing the public with the HTML version of CRS products is
the 30-day delay contained in the bills. While we are withholding the HTML docu-
ment from distribution, the status of the legislation discussed is marching ahead
and the bill status ‘‘connection’’ is faithfully recording its progress. Thirty days later
the HTML document is made available, linked to the status site, and is ‘‘still’’ dis-
cussing the situation as it existed 30 days earlier while the link now reflects current
information such as the status of legislation today.

The only format that is common to all CRS Web products is PDF. This is the
prime format for the 200 to 300 ‘‘flat’’ reports we maintain on the Web, and is also
an alternative format we offer for issue briefs and the appropriations papers. Our
PDF documents have no internal links: they are facsimiles of the hard copy. The
PDF format has certain features that could be used in implementing the bills. PDF
displays documents as they appear in print, and includes all tables, charts, graphs,
and pictures. This format prints at remote locations, and can be viewed using free
Adobe software now in wide use. At this time, the PDF format of our Web products
is the one we could offer the public in the event the bills were enacted. A limitation
of making a commitment to the PDF format, however, would be reduced flexibility
in developing products for the Congress whose usefulness might depend on live links
to sources which could not be made available to the public such as subscription data
bases and full texts of copyrighted sources.

In implementing the bills we would distribute the designated CRS products in a
PDF format from the CRS public Web site. The 30-day delay restriction, however,
is a serious consideration and introduces complexities we have not encountered be-
fore. We have not yet determined the actual technique we would use to delay releas-
ing public versions while continuing to provide Congress with the most recent ver-
sions. In estimating the cost, to the Library’s Office of Information Technology Serv-
ices (ITS) and to CRS, in very general terms, we assume that the public versions
of products would be exactly the same as the congressional versions, that no editing
would be required for the public versions to address copyright concerns or to limit
public access to CRS authors. ITS and CRS would need to design and program a
system to display the PDF files with an index of some kind and also develop a main-
tenance system to keep track of the various dates of release. We estimate initial
building efforts would require a GS–14 level programmer devoting full time for at
least three months, at a cost of about $21,000. ITS and CRS would need to build
a transfer and maintenance capacity to the public location; work the uploading and
updating activities into the existing production streams; and develop a capacity to
maintain the files, i.e., check, correct, add, delete, move, etc. For the continuing
maintenance aspect of the project, we estimate it would occupy one person at the
GS–13 level assigned to work full-time on this project, at an annual salary and ben-
efits cost of about $72,000. Should it be determined to be necessary to edit products
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to create public versions, the costs of maintaining the public CRS Web site would
be substantially greater.
Costs of Increased Direct Contacts between CRS and the General Public

Although S. 1578 and H.R. 3131 seek to preclude the general public from submit-
ting comments directly to CRS about its products, we nevertheless anticipate in-
creased public telephone calls and e-mail communications as a result of greater
awareness of CRS and its publications. Our conclusion that CRS cannot in fact pre-
vent such an increase in non-congressional calls is based on two considerations.
First, we doubt that the Congress would wish CRS staff to summarily terminate all
public callers without providing information of any sort. Second, we assume that
many callers who were not satisfied by CRS would contact their Members’ offices,
and that in most cases their concerns or questions would ultimately be assigned to
CRS as constituent requests, to which we would be obligated to respond.

We currently receive over 7,000 telephone calls annually from the public, 5,000
of which are automatically routed to recorded announcements through a phone tree.
The remaining 2,000 callers reach the main congressional inquiry telephone line
with questions which cannot be satisfactorily answered by these announcements.
Public callers want: to express their comments about the substance of CRS products;
to speak directly with CRS analysts about products and to discuss research strate-
gies; to invite CRS staff to speak to their organizations about public policy issues;
to ask CRS to consider additional material or points of view in products; to obtain
information on when new products will be available or updated; and to learn about
CRS products on particular issues.

CRS inquiry staff often spend up to 10 minutes or longer with each public caller
and therefore are less able to assist congressional callers with urgent requests for
research and analysis. With increased public awareness of CRS products on the
Web, we would likely receive a higher volume of public calls with questions such
as those described above. In addition, we would expect public calls for technical in-
formation or ‘‘troubleshooting’’ assistance. For example, questions about which
search terms to use to find reports on particular topics, how to download and print
reports and tables contained in them, requests for hard copy of reports for public
callers who do not have printers, and so forth. Because the Web is accessible glob-
ally, we also expect a volume of international callers. Responding to noncongres-
sional calls would require additional staff time or result in delays when congres-
sional callers try to reach CRS.

To estimate the number of additional public contacts that might be generated, one
useful comparison can be made to the THOMAS legislative information system. The
Library’s Office of Information Technology Services (ITS) receives approximately
1,000 e-mail inquiries about THOMAS every month and we expect that CRS could
receive at least this number of inquiries by telephone or e-mail. We estimate the
annual cost of this activity, based upon one staff member at the GS–11 level, at
about $55,000.

In addition to public calls and e-mail received and answered through established,
centralized processes, we anticipate that more members of the public would want
to contact CRS staff who have written the reports. These added public calls could
potentially distract CRS staff from meeting pressing congressional deadlines. Fur-
ther, the public could also e-mail questions and comments to CRS analysts who
could potentially be swamped with comments and questions. The complications re-
sulting from mixing increased communications from the public with those from con-
gressional clients would require us to consider modifying CRS communications sys-
tems and systems for recording and tracking requests assigned to researchers/attor-
neys. Moreover, the long-standing practice of identifying the authors of CRS prod-
ucts for the convenience of the Congress, might need to be modified for public ver-
sions of CRS products, a costly process as noted above.
Costs Associated with Changes in the Number and Type of Congressional Requests

for CRS Services
Increased Congressional Requests for Tailored Analyses

The closeness of CRS to the legislative process and the sensitivity of the Service’s
traditional culture of directly and exclusively supporting Congress’ legislative needs
currently shape the nature and content of its written products. If, however, CRS
written products were routinely and readily available to the general public, includ-
ing academics, other professional peers, and interest groups outside the Congress,
CRS analysts would likely become more sensitive to addressing views, methods, dis-
ciplines, and expectations of non-congressional audiences. Congressional offices
would be expected to contribute directly and indirectly to this shift of focus and em-
phasis as they would place more requests for CRS assistance in responding to com-
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munications from non-congressional readers of CRS products. As a consequence of
accommodating needs of the general public, CRS written work would shift away, or
appear to shift away, from its current emphasis on immediate, legislative needs of
the congressional audience. Members would be expected to meet their legislative
needs more often by relying on confidential memoranda and briefings which are in-
dividualized and tailored to respond to their specific needs.

Members may also increase the number of requests for CRS confidential analyses
to ensure that they are provided an opportunity—should they so desire—to reflect
and consider questions that emerge from evolving legislative proposals before they
have to respond to public inquiry about related issues. We recognize that the 30-
day delay provision included in both bills is intended to address this issue by giving
Members a period during which dissemination of CRS products would be limited.
In our judgment, however, the knowledge that wholesale public distribution would
ultimately occur within a relatively short period of time (long before most legislative
issues are resolved) would persuade many Members to regard confidential memo-
randa and briefings as preferred vehicles for meeting their legislative needs.

Thus, expanding the audience for CRS products to incorporate the general public
simultaneously would diminish the value of one of our most cost-effective activities
in meeting the needs of the Congress (creation of products intended for distribution
to all interested congressional offices) and magnify the demand for one of our most
costly labor-intensive activities (tailored analyses for individual Members through
memoranda or in-person briefings). With the increase in tailored products would
come the necessity of duplicating work because of the demand of those Members
who request that their examination of a legislative proposal remain confidential at
that point in the legislative process.

Estimating Costs of Increased Congressional Requests for Tailored Analyses
We acknowledge that the estimates of costs associated with increased tailored

analyses are imprecise, but we believe the methodology is sound and the estimates
of increased workload are conservative. We assume that these tailored analyses
would be in addition to the work currently performed by analysts, which includes
the creation of approximately 1,000 CRS Reports and issue briefs per year. We esti-
mate that 50 percent to 75 percent of those products are related to areas of active
legislative interest; therefore, 500 to 750 products would generate proprietary inter-
ests on the part of some congressional clients who would want confidential, tailored
analyses addressing their own concerns about the issues. We also make a conserva-
tion assumption that each of the 500 to 750 products would generate 2 to 5 added
requests of this type across the Congress as a whole, or a total of 1,000 to 3,750
additional requests for tailored analyses. Actual demand in certain areas could be
quite high, for example, as many as 25 members of a congressional committee or
subcommittee might request individual tailored products on various aspects of an
issue at hand.

To estimate the additional staff required to handle this additional workload (with-
out sacrificing current services to Congress), we begin with the average number of
the tailored analyses prepared by the 300 CRS analysts/lawyers. For fiscal year
1997 the total number of such responses in 5,680 and the average was 19. On this
basis, we estimate that it would take an additional 52 to 196 analysts/attorneys to
meet the added workload needs. Recognizing, however, that CRS staff spend time
producing both customized products and general distribution products, we arbitrar-
ily halve that number and estimate that CRS would need an increase of 26 to 83
analysts to handle the estimated increased workload. Based on average compensa-
tion (salary plus benefits) of $87,700, total cost of the added staff would be from
$2,280,000 to $7,279,000.

Constituent Requests for New or Updated Products
We anticipate that congressional demand would result in an increased workload

with concomitant costs, some of which can be estimated and some of which are un-
known. For example, having CRS products available to the public via the Internet
is likely to result in requests by constituents to their Members for new general dis-
tribution products or updates to existing products. These constituent requests might
involve areas without legislative activity for which no CRS products or updates are
being considered. Costs for these activities are unknown because it is difficult to
predict how many requests to CRS from congressional offices might be generated
from this constituent demand, or how much time would be spent in completing the
requests or negotiating with congressional offices if legislative priorities and CRS
staff resources preclude honoring the requests. Similarly, it is difficult to predict
how many complaints CRS might receive from congressional offices on behalf of con-
stituents or to estimate the costs of time spent on dealing with such complaints.
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1 These cost estimates must be regarded as somewhat speculative, inasmuch as CRS has no
previous experience dealing with large-scale direct dissemination of its products to the public.
We believe that the assumptions on which the estimates are based are consistent with very con-
servative estimates and that actual financial costs could be substantially greater, perhaps on
the order of multiples of estimated amounts. Significant costs in terms of CRS’ continued ability
to serve the Congress efficiently and effectively cannot be quantified and thus are not included
in these estimates.

Increased Demand for Paper Copies of CRS Products
Making even a limited group of CRS reports and issue briefs available to the pub-

lic on the Internet would raise the public profile of both CRS and its products as
sources of information. We recognize that vast majority of the public who have
Internet access and may be equipped to print CRS products from their own PC’s.
Nonetheless, the literature indicates that a significant percentage of the public
would not be able to print CRS products from their Internet workstations. The
heightened public profile and the problems associated with the public’s ability to
print CRS products from the Internet combine to lead us to assume that demand
for the paper copies of CRS products would increase in the form of Member requests
to CRS on behalf of their constituents. With no experience in responding to whole-
sale public awareness of CRS products, it is difficult to predict how large an in-
crease in demand for printed copies might be, but the increase relative to current
demand would certainly be substantial. At the rate the public currently uses Li-
brary’s THOMAS legislative information system, if one-half of one percent of acces-
sions to CRS products on the Internet resulted in just one additional printed copy
of a CRS product, CRS distribution of printed copies of its products would double.
CRS currently distributes about 750,000 copies of products to the Congress, about
550,000 of which are printed copies.

Estimated added costs for personnel, paper and printing supplies are $215,000 for
a 50 percent increase in printing copies and distributing them through established
congressional channels. The cost would be $416,000 for a doubling in the number
of copies printed and distributed. Printing costs are based on the following
consumables (per page): toner ($0.00183), staples ($0.000919), developer
($0.000323), paper ($0.0044) and equipment cost ($0.0112519). A major factor in the
personnel costs is that CRS not only produces and maintains a large number of ti-
tles, about 1,000 new titles each year, but also frequently updates and revises prod-
ucts after their release. This aspect of operations has evolved to support the special
legislative needs of the Congress and may be unique to CRS, at least on the scale
at which CRS carries out this practice.
Summary of Estimated Financial Costs 1

Costs of Technological Requirements for Implementation
GS–14 level programmer for three months (a one-time cost): $21,000.
GS–13 level staffer full time (recurring cost): $72,000 annually.

Costs of Increased Direct Contacts between CRS and the General Public
GS–11 level staffer, 500 hours per year (recurring cost): $55,000 annually.

Costs Associated with Changes in the Number and Type of Congressional Re-
quests for CRS Services.

26 to 83 analysts/lawyers full-time (recurring cost): range from $2,280,000 to
$7,279,000 annually.

Added printing costs including personnel, paper and printing supplies would be
$215,000 for a 50 percent increase in printed copies and $416,000 for a doubling in
the number of printed copies.

CONCERNS OF PUTTING CRS REPORTS ONLINE

Senator BENNETT. Senator Dorgan.
Senator DORGAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I regret I have to leave for something that is an obligation that

I just must get to. But I want to ask a couple of questions. I met
with both Dr. Billington and Mr. Mulhollan yesterday. And I want
to ask a question about this issue of the CRS online.

When CRS does a report for Congress—lets say I intend to ask
CRS for a very brief report this afternoon on something—when you
do a report for Members of Congress, and I use that report, it be-
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comes part of the public domain, because I have made it part of
the public domain. If, however, someone had access to that report
this afternoon and you update that report next Friday, when an-
other Member asks a similar question and events have transpired,
the report is different, is it not?

Mr. MULHOLLAN. That is correct.
Senator DORGAN. The reports that you are doing for us rep-

resent, effectively, staff work that changes over time. And my con-
cern about this online approach is that someone might well take
a CRS report that seems to be supportive of their position, because
they have pulled it off the computer, and they discover that is
something you have said, not understanding or probably not caring
that you said something much different 1 month later because cir-
cumstances changed and you had another report on the same thing
that was vastly different.

It seems to me that characteristic of your work for Congress
makes it much different than, for example, a GAO that formally
publishes a study, and that study represents exactly what they did
and for whom and what the study was about. Yours is different,
is it not?

Mr. MULHOLLAN. I would quite agree, sir. What I would like to
emphasize that the change is not so much in the analysis, but the
focus of the analysis. One may, at a committee design stage, be
talking about eight different options, but later you are focusing on
two, so you drop the other six options in the discussion, and elabo-
rated on the two. What CRS does on a consistent basis is to try
to focus on the stage of the decisionmaking process, so that we can
be as concise and timely as possible.

And it differs. As a result, you can have, within 1 week’s period
of time, an issue brief updated each day, if, in fact, the issue is
changing quickly from subcommittee, to coming out of the commit-
tee, to moving to the other Chamber. It is our job to help you with
that.

Senator DORGAN. Dr. Billington, you are involved in a very ag-
gressive approach, one that this committee very much appreciates,
to try to move information and provide public access to information
through the Internet and so on. You know of the case Mr.
Mulhollan makes in the question I just asked. What is your opinion
of that?

Dr. BILLINGTON. Well, I share the concerns of the Director of
CRS. I think the difficulty with all of this is that the Nation and
our thought processes have not yet come to grips with the implica-
tions of what this new technology is doing. I mean there is a broad-
er philosophic risk, that you might get into a situation almost of
plebiscitary democracy, where the representational process gets al-
most cut out of the decisionmaking process. There is already the
rapid electronic media, television, which has, in fact, changed the
deliberative processes of our form of Government.

I am not necessarily offering a net judgment on this particular
matter; it is for the Congress to decide how we should serve it—
but it does seem to me that the issue raises real problems for the
representational function, we have a representative Government,
we do not have a direct plebiscitary system of Government. And
the deliberative function of the Congress will be altered, if the
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Members are, in effect, responding not only to the running requests
at different levels of committee and individual Member deliberation
and between the two Houses, and if they are, in some sense, also
responsive to a direct communication with a national audience. If
the public can obtain such information without going through the
Representatives for whom we work, then the Representatives have
made a decision, in effect, to change the way they do business. And
it is going to change the nature of the reports, necessarily, that the
Congress will get.

And I think it could interfere, unless there is very great expendi-
ture involved. And it runs the risk of interfering with their direct
constant responsiveness to you. This is a system that has been
functioning for more than—well, it is 80 years now. It is really
unique. And it is fascinating to see how many other countries are
interested in finding some way of replicating this kind of service—
because legislation, more than ever, has to be based on knowledge
and analysis. Things are so complex; there are so many players;
there is so much international interaction with our economy, and
so forth.

So it seems to me that you should keep the focus on your rep-
resentational function. These are entirely decisions for you to
make—it is for you to decide how we best serve you. But I do think
it raises—and in a sense, risks prejudging the effects before we
really have any sense of, or any full analysis or understanding of
what the effects would be.

There is an old statement: If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. You have
something that is not only not broke, but it is functioning, I think,
quite well and responsively for the Congress in a time when you
really need this kind of analysis on a pooled, efficient basis.

So I would be reluctant to superimpose this added thing, just
thinking that it is a question of putting it up online, because it is
going to change the nature of the work that they will do. And it
is also going to change the expense of it, because you will be flood-
ed with all kinds of informational requests and we will end up hav-
ing to respond to all kinds of things, whereas now we just respond
to you, and you make the decision as to how to further distribute
it.

Senator DORGAN. Well, that is why I asked the question: Will it
change the nature of the work, and the type of work, done by CRS?
I mean I think the motives are just fine of people who are asking
this question. Because I think that much of what we do and much
of what we produce as a Government should be made available as
quickly as possible and as easily as possible to the American peo-
ple.

But, for example, if in the spirit of openness one suggested that
really everything that is written in Senator Bennett’s office with
respect to any issue between him and his staff and so on should
be made available to anyone so they can have a better sense of how
he is making his decisions—what kind of advice is he getting from
staff and so on—I suspect he would be troubled by that. I certainly
would be. Because there is a lot of informal communication back
and forth.

And I am wondering here about the nature of CRS being essen-
tially a staff function of the Congress that produces reports that
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are constantly changing—by necessity, constantly changing, be-
cause the requests from Congress on different days, with different
nuances, on complicated issues—in some cases dealing with foreign
affairs and defense issues and weapons programs and so on—I
would worry very much about someone saying, well, let us just
shove all of this out there, and wonder what the consequences
would be if someone who next, then, is answering a very technical
and very difficult question from Senator Bennett or myself, and
thinking to themselves, how can I write this now because I know
this is going to be put up on the web tomorrow; gee, I do not think
I can say it quite as candidly as I might have said it before because
someone will misinterpret it.

So the reason I ask this question is I think the people who raise
this do so in good faith, but I think this might be an area where
we want to be very careful about what we decide to put on the web.
Every Member of Congress has the capability of taking this infor-
mation, a CRS report, and putting it on their web page or making
it accessible in one way or another to their constituents.

Dr. BILLINGTON. Senator, there is one other point that is worth
making. I think—because I am sure those that are suggesting this
are concerned with getting more information out and getting as
much as possible. The Library of Congress, as an institution, is ca-
pable of directly responding to the public. We answer 1 million in-
quiries a year from all over the country. We are the library of last
resort for most other libraries and other sources of information
needs. If people do not think they are getting enough information,
well, you can direct them to the Library—that is part of our job as
it exists.

Moreover, there is the Thomas system of getting congressional
information out, which we are making much more user friendly.
Usage quadrupled from September 1996 to September 1997. We
are getting out a great deal of information about the Congress—but
these are finished products of the Congress, that are going to en-
able ordinary citizens to decipher and get the kind of information
they want to know about voting records, about the status of bills,
about the bill digest, that kind of information.

So we are, in fact, getting a lot more information out. We are
able to answer, through our regular system, general inquiries that
people have. So I think we are not talking about not getting more
information out to the American people; we are talking about a
question of whether this particular dedicated, unique service that
CRS represents should be opened up, and if so, in what manner
and with what resources. Because the other point does have hidden
costs that you cannot anticipate until you get into it. And so that
should be taken into consideration.

Senator DORGAN. Well, I thank you for your responses.
Mr. Chairman, thanks for your generosity.
Senator BENNETT. Let me comment before you have to leave on

the same issue as I have thought it through. And I think Dr.
Billington’s comments were very helpful.

The Library of Congress currently is staffed to the Congress. The
net effect of this proposal would be, in the eyes of some, to make
them the authority and us subject to charge if we did not do what
they told us ought to be done. I am thinking of an experience
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where I made, for me, a fairly major speech on the economy, and
I turned to the Library of Congress for data.

Very appropriately, some of the people in the Library of Congress
who provided that data said the data demonstrates thus and such.
I said, no, the data does not. In my opinion, the data demonstrates
thus and such, and we hammered it out. And I took the Library
of Congress data as the basis of my speech, but not necessarily the
conclusion that the particular staffer had come to.

I could see a situation where my opponent in the next election
grabs hold of this and says, you have deliberately distorted the au-
thoritative information—the Library of Congress told you that is
the way the economy works and you chose to disagree with it, and
make them the ultimate decisionmaker when, in fact, we should be
the ultimate decisionmakers, and they function in a staff position.

This particular woman, very quickly, when she realized the di-
rection which I was trying to go, said, oh, you are right if you are
pursuing that part of the economy, this data does not apply. But
that was a conversation that was not evidenced in the written re-
port provided. And I think that is a very dangerous position to put
you in—you, the Library of Congress—because we do get to the
point where you have direct democracy of the kind Alexander Ham-
ilton was most afraid of: We do not have a representative republic
where we are the ones who are responsive.

Dr. BILLINGTON. You will tend to get a more pablumized product,
basically.

Senator BENNETT. Yes; to avoid that very thing.
Dr. BILLINGTON. To avoid that, so that nobody——
Senator BENNETT. Yes.
Senator DORGAN. And that means less useful product, in my

judgment. And the reason I asked this question—I met with both
of you yesterday and talked a bit about your organizations—and
the chairman will likely have some questions about your organiza-
tions—but both CRS and the Library of Congress provide invalu-
able service to Congress and we very much appreciate that.

I regret that I must leave. And I appreciate the chairman’s gen-
erosity.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you. I appreciate your question.
Let me run through a few of these rather quickly. Dr. Billington,

you are planning a celebration for the bicentennial, as well you
should. This is something that is deserving of celebration. Can we
anticipate a request for appropriated funds to deal with that oppor-
tunity?

Dr. BILLINGTON. Well, we are relying primarily, certainly up to
this point, on private funding. We have raised, thanks largely to
the generosity of our Madison Council, about $1.5 million for this.
And we would, I think, plan to primarily rely on the private fund-
ing for this. I do not think we can confidently give an absolutely
categorical answer on that, but we are certainly going to make
every effort to fund this ourselves. We have so far.

And we are very interested in congressional participation, be-
cause we hope to have programs that will relate to every congres-
sional district in every State in the country. Because the theme is
gifts to the Nation. And so we want to work very closely with the
Congress on this. We have asked for authorization for an official
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recognition by the Congress of the bicentennial. The Joint Commit-
tee on the Library is the oldest joint committee of the Congress. We
came into being as the Congress did—and for nearly a century in
the Capitol Building.

So we will want to work very closely with the Congress on this.
And I would not absolutely say that we may not have some needs
that we would want to discuss with you. But our plan has been,
and so far, we have been dealing only with private funds.

Senator BENNETT. OK. Thank you.
Congress has provided you authority for a transfer of a facility

in Culpeper, VA, to the Library. We need not address it here, but
I would hope you would submit for the record a summary of the
Culpeper transaction so that we can have it as part of our record.

Dr. BILLINGTON. Yes, sir, I would be glad to do that.
[The information follows:]

SUMMARY OF CULPEPER AUDIO-VISUAL CONSERVATION CENTER TRANSACTION

Legislation authorizing the Architect of the Capitol (AOC) to acquire the property
in Culpeper for use as the National Audio-Visual Conservation Center was signed
by the President on December 15, 1997. The Packard Foundation is proceeding to
secure necessary environmental and due diligence studies under the direction of the
AOC and anticipates purchasing the property by April 1998. A master plan, which
will describe the work necessary to make the facility fully operational, is due in
June 1998. Once the AOC and Library have analyzed the master plan, we will
present options to the appropriate committees for a date of transfer of the property
from the Packard Foundation to the AOC. At the request of the Senate Rules Com-
mittee, the Library and AOC will provide joint monthly status reports on the
Culpeper project to the appropriate Congressional committees.

The Culpeper facility will enable the Library to centralize in a secure and envi-
ronmentally suitable facility all of its existing audio-visual collections—now stored
in five locations: Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio; Suitland, Maryland; Boyers, Pennsyl-
vania; Landover, Maryland; and Capitol Hill.

Senator BENNETT. And you are requesting slightly over $1 mil-
lion to begin operation of your first offsite collection storage facility
at Fort Meade. When do you expect to occupy the Fort Meade facil-
ity?

General SCOTT. We have projections from the Architect of the
Capitol that the first module would be ready by July 1999. Our
plans are to move in and take occupancy of that space by Septem-
ber of that year, 1999.

Senator BENNETT. And do you plan additional storage modules?
And if so, on what time schedule?

General SCOTT. In our strategic plan, we have one more module
scheduled for fiscal year 2001—module No. 2. And then, following
that, in fiscal year 2003, module three and module four are sched-
uled.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

[CLERK’S NOTE.—The statement submitted by the American Bar
Association previously mentioned will be inserted in the record at
this point.]

[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, the American Bar Association
(ABA) appreciates the opportunity to provide written testimony supporting the fiscal
year 1999 budget of the Library of Congress and its Law Library. My name is Janet
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S. Zagorin. I am Chair of the American Bar Association (ABA) Standing Committee
on the Law Library of Congress. This testimony is being submitted on behalf of the
ABA at the request of Jerome J. Shestack, President of the Association.

With over 391,000 members, the ABA is the world’s largest professional organiza-
tion. Due in large part to a sophisticated volunteer network, the ABA has been able
to play an important role in ensuring that our government is committed to leader-
ship in the development and maintenance of a first-rate library. It is the ABA’s hope
that you will continue to grant adequate funding for the Library to continue to build
its leading presence on the Internet and preserve its treasures for future genera-
tions.

The ABA has given special focus to the Law Library of Congress through its
Standing Committee on the Law Library of Congress, which was created in 1932
because the Association was committed to its growth as the nation’s principal repos-
itory of legal literature and sources. And we have watched in awe as that collection
has become one of the most prestigious and comprehensive legal collections in the
world. It is an archive of the best that the world’s legal minds have produced, com-
plemented by a unique corpus of foreign-trained lawyers that apply expert legal re-
search and analysis on laws of other nations, international law and comparative
law, making it also a living resource that reflects and helps to exert our vision of
democracy and promotion of the rule of law throughout the world.

As Americans consider the globalization of our economy, the spread of democracy,
and the advancement of fundamental freedoms and human rights, the world’s reli-
ance on the Law Library of Congress becomes more imperative. Congress’ continued
support of the Law Library of Congress is a testament to other countries of our de-
votion to freedom of information and access to the laws of our land. Lawmakers of
other countries increasingly are relying on the resources of the Law Library of Con-
gress as they attempt to use the American legal system and its commitment to
transparency as a role model for their own lands.

Since 1993, the Library has creatively absorbed the impacts of a flat budget, but
it has been forced to reduce valuable staff and services, and now, as it prepares for
the challenging information demands of the next century, there is no flexibility left.
While we appreciate Congress’ continued interest and support for the Library of
Congress during these austere fiscal times, the ABA urges you to prevent further
erosion of its workforce and resources by granting the Library of Congress the re-
sources it needs to address these demands.

The Law Library, bolstered by its masterful inroad into the electronic age through
the development and leadership of an international cooperative effort for a multi-
national legal database—the Global Legal Information Network (GLIN), in effect
represents the Congress in a global outreach project to bring all of the world’s legis-
lative bodies into closer and more informed exchange of legislative solutions to
worldwide problems. GLIN is an innovative effort involving government partners
throughout the world who share via the Internet the full, official text of their na-
tion’s laws and regulations. It performs the dual function of expediting the Law Li-
brary’s research services to Congress as well as promoting international communica-
tion, exchange, and comprehension of legal information. The funding requested for
the Library’s automation projects including GLIN will undoubtedly strengthen and
enhance its efficiency and effectiveness internally and globally, in serving the Con-
gress, in expanding public access to its invaluable collections, and in sustaining its
leading role as steward of this vast knowledge.

As the Library of Congress continues to meet new technological demands, its chal-
lenge to remain a leader in serving the Congress and the nation, without adequate
resources, becomes more difficult. While economic realities are forcing our major
public institutions to be more competitive, information technology simultaneously is
providing unlimited opportunities to be not only cost-effective, but also innovative.
GLIN, a promising part of the entire digital effort of the Library of Congress, re-
flects the Law Library’s commitment toward that end. Moreover GLIN, a true multi-
national database, enables the Law Library of Congress to enhance its leadership
role in providing expertise on legal matters of interest to Congress and the nation.

Although the Congress is the priority client of the Library of Congress and its
Law Library, I know that you will agree that this important institution renders a
great deal of valuable service to the nation. That service should be supported by the
Congress because it enhances the lives of all of us. Given the challenges of today’s
world and the great resources of the Library, it should be made more—not less—
accessible.

I know that you are facing many difficult choices as you continue to search for
ways to contain the Legislative Branch budget, but I hope that you will spare our
nation’s Library in that search. During the last several years, the Library has cre-
atively coped with a flat budget as it joined the campaign for a smaller government,
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but the bottom line has been that important services are now lacking and there are
too few staff to strategically plan for the rapidly increasing demands of its resources
in an increasingly digital world. Giving the Library of Congress and its Law Library
the support it now needs to, for example, restore depleted reference services, expe-
dite legal analysis and report preparation, and strengthen the Law Library’s pres-
ence on the Internet would be a significant and timely gift to our nation.

As we celebrate the valiant restoration and reopening of the Thomas Jefferson
Building and approach the Library’s Bicentennial in 2000, we are reminded that the
Library of Congress is a tremendous source of pride for the nation and a true sym-
bol of its founding ideals. At a time when nations all over the world are questioning
their leaders, their systems of justice, and their very foundations, it is imperative
that we support the primary institution that preserves the knowledge and ideas
that sustain us as a community and a nation.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, the American Bar Association
appreciates your courtesy in allowing me to submit this testimony. We hope that
you will look most favorably upon the budget request of the Library of Congress and
its Law Library. The information concerns of the next century demand it.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Senator BENNETT. OK. Well, we may have some other questions
that we would submit to you in writing, but we thank you for your
presentation here today. We thank you for your diligence in presid-
ing over what truly qualifies as a national treasure. There was a
time in the rhetoric of this country when those words were some-
what debased with overuse. But the phrase ‘‘national treasure’’ cer-
tainly applies here if it applies anywhere.

And you have a most significant stewardship, Dr. Billington, and
you have discharged it well. And we in the Congress are grateful
to you for that.

Dr. BILLINGTON. Thank you. I would just like to say that the big-
gest treasure we have is the people that work at the Library. I
mean when you consider that our staff set the world’s record of cat-
aloging, with many less people than they have had in the past.
Just to take one example of the kind of work of the people that do
not get to appear here, but behind me are not only these wonderful
people that are leading the different divisions of the Library, but
a very, very dedicated staff.

And I know that all of them tremendously appreciate the support
and the encouragement they get from all of you here in the Con-
gress. So we do thank you. And thank you for this opportunity to
be here.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much.
General SCOTT. Sir, thank you.
Mr. MULHOLLAN. Thank you.
[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were

submitted to the Department for response subsequent to the hear-
ing:]

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

INTEGRATED LIBRARY SYSTEM

Question. Congress provided $5.5 million for an Integrated Library System in fis-
cal year 1998. Please update the Committee on the progress and status of that
project. Please address how requirements identified in the conference report were/
will be met. In addition, please provide an updated time line for the project.

Answer. Beginning with management issues, an Integrated Library System (ILS)
Project Office has been established, headed by a senior-level staff person reporting
directly to the Deputy Librarian and Associate Librarian for Library Services. The
Office Director has created a robust project management structure, and has already
filled three key ILS management positions. An RFP has been issued and responses
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have been received. Vendors have presented on-site capability demonstrations to the
Library’s technical evaluation committee, who are completing their final reports and
scores. Vendors’ ‘‘best and final’’ offers are scheduled to begin March 30, 1998, and
run three to four weeks. The Library plans to award a contract in late April or early
May.

Regarding the requirements of the conference report, the ILS Program Office is
completing the ILS Implementation Plan for presentation to Congress in April. The
plan will address all requirements in the Conference Report, including tracking and
reporting benefits and costs.

The ILS time line follows:
—March–April 1998—Form implementation teams
—April 1998—Brief Congressional committees
—Late April–early May 1998—Award Contract to ILS vendor
—May 1998–October 1999—Deliver schedule products (Milestones from Schedule

F—Delivery Schedule—from the RFP)
—October 1999—Make all ILS modules operational; turn off legacy systems
—November 1999—Begin Business Process Improvement analysis
Question. Please explain how the new Integrated Library System (ILS) schedule

slippage affected your Year 2000 program.
Answer. The ILS Program remains on schedule for implementation in October

1999, before the Year 2000. The only change in the ILS schedule was a minor ad-
justment in the date for awarding the contract; and the Library made this change
to accommodate requests from vendors. In our opinion, that short extension of time
to allow vendors to prepare extensive on-site capability demonstrations was nec-
essary and will shorten the time required for ILS implementation. The Library is
developing contingency plans for mission-critical automation functions. The Library
expects the ILS to be operational in October 1999.

LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM

Question. Working with Senate staff, the Library and CRS have developed an in-
tegrated legislative information retrieval system to provide better access to informa-
tion needed for congressional work. The Library is requesting two additional posi-
tions in the 1999 budget to continue development of this system. What is the status
of the Legislative Information System and why are two additional positions needed?

Answer. The Library absorbed the cost of developing and operating the Legislative
Information System (LIS) which depends heavily on the design and development
work done to create and maintain THOMAS. There are currently 10 FTE’s (in ITS)
and another 2.5 FTE’s (in CRS) assigned to LIS/THOMAS. The LIS has been oper-
ational since the start of the 105th Congress, and is being steadily expanded with
new information files and new functionality—especially enhanced searching capa-
bilities. LIS will replace some of the current House and Senate legacy systems as
they are retired over the course of next year. A detailed plan projecting the LIS de-
velopment schedule for new capabilities has been reviewed by Senate Rules and will
be presented to House Oversight soon. Two additional positions are needed to de-
liver this projected development workload and to absorb the increased maintenance
workload which results from new development and the consequent larger base sys-
tem.

GLOBAL LEGAL INFORMATION NETWORK

Question. The Law Library is developing an automated network to receive the
laws of other nations. Eleven nations are now sending their laws to the Library’s
network electronically via the Internet. The Library’s request includes $356,000 to
support the Law Library’s automation efforts. What are the Library’s plans for ex-
panding the legal network and how will the additional funds be used?

Answer. A significant expansion of the Global Legal Information Network (GLIN)
is proposed by:

—The Law Library working with the Parlamento Latinoamericano (Latin Amer-
ican Parliament comprising 22 nations of Latin America and the Caribbean) to
encourage all their members to join GLIN. These countries would contribute
their own current laws, and as that potential is realized, Law Library staff can
concentrate on adding retrospective material from the Law Library’s collections
as part of its overall digitization effort.

—The Law Library working with the U.S. Department of State to encourage
GLIN membership for the 18 economies of APEC.

The additional requested funds will be used to establish the minimum level of
technical support within the Law Library to sustain and enhance the digital Law
Library. The new automation staff will: Maintain and enhance the Law Library’s
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Internet site including the GLIN application which provides for input, update and
retrieval of official legal information and digitized documents; and develop capabili-
ties to acquire and to control an increasing number of legal sources that exist only
in digital form (currently established at 20 percent of total).

YEAR 2000

Question. Has the Library initiated the development of contingency plans to be
prepared in the event of systems failure on Jan. 1, 2000. Please explain.

Answer. Yes, contingency planning has been initiated at the Library. The Deputy
Librarian designated Library business unit leaders as responsible for contingency
planning associated with each of the Library’s mission-critical systems. GAO has
just issued, as an exposure draft, their guidance on contingency planning. We are
studying that draft and are using that guidance in preparation of our contingency
plans.

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE

Question. At the Library’s hearing before the House Appropriations Subcommittee
on Legislative, the issue was raised whether CRS is duplicating estimating work
done by the Joint Committee on Taxation. Is there a duplication?

Answer. CRS complements the work of the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT)
but does not duplicate it. Official revenue estimates are provided exclusively by the
Joint Committee on Taxation. If CRS is asked for revenue estimates, it provides
those issued by the Joint Committee.

CRS provides economic and legal analysis on tax issues for Members and commit-
tees, including the Joint Committee on Taxation, the Ways and Means Committee,
and the Finance Committee. It supports the JCT by providing technical or factual
information in areas requiring expertise available in CRS but not routinely needed
by the committee staffs (e.g. the relationship of tax provisions to campaign financ-
ing). CRS also uses tax and subject area expertise to analyze the total Federal com-
mitment and approach to specific public policy areas (e.g., child care).

CRS and the Joint Committee have differing and unique roles—as do CBO and
GAO. Individual Members of Congress, in placing their requests, make the judg-
ment as to who can best meet their support needs. CRS staff remain in contact with
staff of the Joint Committee as well as staff of other committees and agencies in
order to provide support and to avoid duplication. When CRS gets questions which
clearly fall within another entity’s unique mission, CRS refers the requester to that
entity to avoid duplication.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR BYRON DORGAN

LIBRARY SECURITY

Question. Dr. Billington, two years ago, this subcommittee directed the Library to
develop an extensive security plan. My understanding is that you have submitted
that plan and that it was recently approved by the Senate Rules Committee. Accord-
ingly, the Library is requesting $2.5 million to improve the security of its staff, col-
lections, and facilities. The Architect of the Capitol is requesting another $2 million
in addition to your request of $2.5 million, to improve Library security. How do the
funds requested address the tasks listed in your security plan? What has the Li-
brary done to address the recommendations contained in GAO and consultant re-
ports?

Answer. The funding addresses three top priorities cited in the Library Security
Plan: $982,000 for entry security to bring the Library up to the standard used by
other Capitol Hill Buildings—which includes the use of x-ray scanners and metal
detectors; $993,000 to mark and to apply detection devices on 1.2 million items re-
ceived through the Copyright Office; and $435,000 to conduct eleven risk assess-
ments of key processing and custodial divisions.

The Library responded to GAO recommendations and consultants by implement-
ing over 200 specific recommendations listed in the 1996 Computer Science Corpora-
tion security survey and by developing a comprehensive collections security plan.
The plan identifies potential threats and vulnerabilities and calls for specific mini-
mal thresholds of security for segments of the collections. While the Library reacts
to instances of theft and mutilation of the collections by seeking identification and
prosecution of the criminal, the Security Plan is now the basis for comprehensive
decision-making.

Part of the funds sought by the Library will be used for collection risk assess-
ments. The risk assessments are an intensive examination of all the controls and
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processes in place to protect the collections. Recommended actions based on the risk
assessments will be integrated into the Library Security Plan for implementation.

COLLECTIONS SECURITY

Question. Last year, a theft of materials from the Library’s rare book collection
was uncovered when a book dealer in Massachusetts reported that someone was try-
ing to sell items belonging to the Library. How is the Library responding to this
theft and what steps are being taken to prevent future thefts?

Answer. The Library’s policy is to pursue aggressively instances of theft or mutila-
tion of its collection. The specific case was resolved on March 12, 1998, when the
court accepted a guilty plea; sentencing is scheduled for July 8, 1998. Within the
Rare Book and Special Collections Division, controls have been tightened by chang-
ing processing activities. Items are now stamped with Library ownership marks im-
mediately upon accessioning; signature are required as items move through the
processing phases. During the past year, 600,000 items have been stamped and a
complete inventory of the collection has commenced.

The overall security for the collections is outlined in the Library’s Security Plan
approved by the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration. The Security Plan
categorizes the Library’s collections into a hierarchy of five risk levels, with the
strongest protection accorded the Library’s ‘‘Treasures’’ and other rare items. Lesser
degrees of security controls are applied to the general collections. The Library is cur-
rently applying the minimal standards to all collections on Capitol Hill; the results
of the analysis will be used to assess any vulnerabilities and to rank protective rem-
edies.

NATIONAL DIGITAL LIBRARY

Question. Dr. Billington, the National Digital Library was approved by the Con-
gress in 1996 with the understanding that for every Federal dollar the private sec-
tor would contribute three dollars. In total, the $45 million of the estimated $60 mil-
lion project was to be funded by private contributions. What is the status of the pri-
vate sector contributions towards this project?

Answer. At the close of fiscal 1997, we had raised $28 million. Further, we are
proud to report that with recent pledges, we will meet our $45 million goal well
ahead of schedule. Just last month, John Kluge, Chairman of our James Madison
Council, issued a challenge at our Madison Council meeting in by pledging up to
$5 million in a $2 match for every $1 we raise to complete the funding for this
phase of the NDL.

COPYRIGHT OFFICE

Question. Ms. Peters, late last year, the Copyright Office was given new authority
to adjust statutory registration fees after the completion of a cost study and final
review by the Congress. Higher registration fees would lower the need for appro-
priations. The Library’s fiscal 1999 budget does not include a request for additional
authority to spend receipts from registration fees. When does the Copyright Office
plan to adjust its registration fees?

Answer. I will propose a schedule of statutory fees to Congress in fiscal 1999, to
go into effect July 1, 1999—these fees not reflected in the fiscal 1999 budget. We
need to evaluate the sensitivity of higher statutory registration fees on the public
demand and to consider operational and policy issues. The fiscal 2000 budget sub-
mission will reflect these new statutory fees. New discretionary fees will be imple-
mented on July 1, 1998, and are reflected in the fiscal 1999 budget submission.

Statutory fees are filing fees for registration of claims and recordation of docu-
ments. The legislation permitting the Office to increase statutory fees requires a
cost study, economic analysis and that consideration be given to the objectives of
the copyright system. Public hearings will be conducted to solicit comments from the
copyright community. Revised statutory fees may be instituted after the end of 120
days after the schedule is submitted to the Congress, unless within that 120-day
period, a law is enacted stating the Congress does not approve the schedule. Due
to the complexity of this process, the Copyright Office does not plan to implement
new statutory fees until July 1, 1999. Discretionary fees are service fees for special
or expedited handling that account for approximately 10 percent of fee revenue.
Since they do not involve public hearings, economic analyses or mandatory congres-
sional review, they will be implemented in July 1998.
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YEAR 2000

Question. Dr. Billington, I know the Library is taking steps to ensure that its
automated systems will work after the Year 2000 century change. GAO has reported
that a number of agencies are not fixing their mission critical systems fast enough
which may result in program failures in the year 2000. Please provide the sub-
committee with a description of the steps that the Library is taking to ensure that
the Library’s systems will be working in the Year 2000?

Answer. The Library is devoting maximum available resources to its Year 2000
effort, and has tasked its Information Technology Services group with leading this
initiative and performing the central coordination function. In addition, Library
managers in each of the other service and support units have also been assigned
responsibility for Year 2000 planning and results specific to their units.

The steps being taken to ensure that the Library’s systems will be working in the
Year 2000 follow GAO guidance, and are: inventory; analysis; modification or up-
grade; testing; and implementation. Each step involves a series of tasks with target
completion dates. Dependencies have been identified as part of the inventory and
analysis phases, so that tasks associated with subsequent steps can be accomplished
in parallel, as much as possible.

GAO guidance indicates that all agencies should complete all phases or steps sev-
eral months before Library plans indicate will be possible. While the Library would
like nothing better than to plan for completion of all Year 2000 renovation work ear-
lier, it is simply not realistic to do so. Some Library systems are already Year 2000
compliant, some will be completed well within GAO’s suggested targets, and some
will be completed several months later than GAO suggests. Because we have made
every effort to prepare realistic plans, we cannot honestly report that we will meet
the GAO targets in every case. However, we fully expect to complete all renovation,
upgrade, or replacement of all Library mission-critical systems, before Year 2000
program failures become a problem.

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE

Question. Mr. Mulhollan, last year the Congress did not fund your proposal to hire
additional staff for a succession initiative. CRS is again requesting funding of the
succession initiative which would overlap critical analytical staff slated for retire-
ment. Why do you believe the succession initiative is a critical budget item? Since
last year’s budget, do you have additional information that would further support
your request?

Answer. We resubmitted the succession initiative for a number of reasons. We un-
derstood that Congress’ decision not to fund the succession initiative last year did
not necessarily speak to the merits of the proposal but rather reflected the severe
budgetary constraints on the fiscal 1998 Legislative Branch budget. By 2006, half
of CRS’s current staff will be eligible to retire. Nearly two-thirds of those eligible,
about 250 people, plan to leave during that time frame. These losses pose a major
challenge to our ability to ensure the continuation of our analytic services to the
Congress. In many dozens of meetings I have had with Members over the last year,
I have heard great concern over the impending loss of CRS experts on whom Mem-
bers rely. Many Members have expressed their support for the initiative the Service
has shown to deal with this serious problem, as well as for the specifics of the plan.
While we recognize that budget constraints are still a concern, as we move a year
closer to those retirements, it is our responsibility to address such concern of Mem-
bers, and to avoid, if at all possible, a significant reduction in our analytic support
to Members.

The CRS staff eligible to retire in the next six years are our most senior, inde-
pendent, and authoritative analysts and specialists. Unless we can get a ‘‘head
start’’ on replacing them, we will have to wait until the year they retire, and hire
their replacements without sufficient lead-time to bring those replacements up to
the level of competence necessary to sustain our current analytic and research serv-
ices. Under this scenario we would have to hire replacement staff at the mid- or
senior-levels to minimize service disruptions which raised concerns that we would
be less likely to find a sufficient degree of diversity in the applicant pool than would
be the case with entry-level hires. In addition, mid- and senior-level experts may
not have all of the quantitative skills that are now standard requirements in public
policy graduate schools and which are needed as we analyze research and informa-
tion and formulate methodologies to analyze alternative methods for approaching
public policy issues like health, social security, transportation, and tax.

Question. As you are aware, Senator McCain has introduced a bill, S. 1578, which
would make certain information available for access and retrieval by the public—
on the Internet—through the Congressional Research Service web site. Please pro-
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vide the subcommittee your views on this legislation and any ideas you have on an
alternative to this issue.

Answer. As I indicated in my written testimony before your Subcommittee, we be-
lieve that S. 1578 raises significant issues, both for the Congress and for CRS,
which you and your colleagues may wish to consider before you decide to change
the policy governing the dissemination of our products. I should emphasize that
CRS has no position on this issue, for this decision clearly rests with the Congress.
However, it is my responsibility to inform you of possible unintended consequences
or implications of such a change in policy. For more detailed information on this
matter, I would refer you to the materials which I submitted for the record with
my statement concerning the history of congressional action on this issue, the legal
and constitutional issues involved, the estimated cost of implementing this legisla-
tion, as well as the more general question of Members’ potential liability for dis-
seminating material over the Internet.

Implications for Member-Constituent Relations.—First and foremost, I am con-
cerned that this proposal threatens the important relationship that Members have
with their constituents. Historically, constituents have gone to Members of Congress
when they have questions about legislation. The wholesale direct dissemination of
CRS products to the public would bypass this longstanding relationship by denying
constituents the benefit of their Members’ additional insights, party viewpoints, or
regional perspectives on CRS analyses.

Consequences for CRS Operations.—In addition to these direct impacts on Mem-
bers, CRS believes that wholesale direct dissemination of CRS products would have
serious consequences for the Service itself, requiring us to divert scarce resources
away from our statutory mission. Our analysts inevitably would have to shift the
focus of much of their work away from the direct needs of the Congress to address
the much more diffused and varied perspectives and interests of the public. In order
to meet the immediate demands of a pressed congressional calendar, CRS authors
often provide minimal context and background in their analyses, assuming the con-
gressional reader’s knowledge of the various stages of the legislative process, the
distinctions between authorizing and appropriating decisions, and similar matters.
Were CRS authors to broaden the coverage and scope of their products to meet the
needs of an expanded, non-congressional audience, they would do so at the expense
of refined, concise analysis targeting the needs of Members and staff working di-
rectly in the legislative arena.

Another consequence of wholesale dissemination is that much of the efficiency en-
visioned in our business plan to deliver services in an electronic environment would
be lost. We have designed our Home Page to make our reports, issue briefs, and
services readily available and to present them in a format that can be customized
by each congressional client, allowing the user to draw from it that information of
greatest value, modify it, and easily explore related topics both within CRS and
through links to outside sources. Having a second CRS Web site directly available
to the public, which cannot take advantage of such links will require us to establish
two vehicles of service, and, given limited resources, will diminish our effectiveness
in meeting your legislative needs.

Legal Issues.—Additionally, S. 1578 and its companion House bill raise significant
legal issues for CRS. Wholesale dissemination of CRS products could bring into
question the availability of speech or debate clause protection undermining the pre-
sumption of confidentiality, which is so crucial to the trust relationship between
CRS and our congressional clients. Relevant Supreme Court rulings indicate that
the dissemination to the general public of CRS products would not be considered
a legislative act but would be viewed by the courts as an exercise of Congress’ rep-
resentational function, for which speech or debate immunity is not available. Those
engaged in the preparation and public distribution of CRS products could be vulner-
able to a variety of judicial and administrative proceedings. Wholesale dissemina-
tion also carries with it the risk of copyright infringement claims. If access to CRS
products is broadened, our ability to use copyrighted material in our reports might
be restricted or denied altogether.

—Cost Factors.—A final concern posed by S. 1578 involves the costs to CRS of im-
plementing this legislation. With the caveat that some of these ‘‘costs’’ are dif-
ficult to quantify (e.g. the possible loss of speech or debate protection), and rec-
ognizing that our analysis is still ongoing, I can say to you with confidence that
enactment of legislation such as S. 1578 would require a substantial commit-
ment of CRS resources in four key areas:
—First, staff time would have to be devoted to creating and maintaining a sepa-

rate CRS Web site for dissemination to the public.
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—Second, additional costs can be expected to handle the anticipated, and indeed
inevitable, large increase in direct contacts between CRS and the general pub-
lic resulting from wholesale direct dissemination.

—Third, we anticipate that the heightened public profile of our reports and
issue briefs will lead to an increased demand for the paper copy of CRS prod-
ucts in the form of Member requests to CRS on behalf of their constituents.

—Finally, Members themselves, concerned that our products will be circulated
far more extensively than in the past, would likely place many more requests
for tailored, confidential memoranda in order to afford themselves the oppor-
tunity to reflect upon and consider questions emerging from legislative pro-
posals before having to respond to public inquiries. Confidential memoranda
designed for a single client, which cannot be released to other Members with-
out the requestor’s consent, are far more expensive on a per-unit basis than
products which can be available (either electronically or in hard copy) to all
interested congressional offices.

Alternatives.—We believe that greater public access to CRS products could be ob-
tained under the current policy of selective congressional dissemination, without en-
countering many of the costs, legal issues and institutional difficulties attendant
upon legislation such as S. 1578.

Under present guidelines, congressional offices serve as the disseminators of CRS
products to the public. During fiscal year 1997, CRS sent almost 750,000 copies of
our Reports and Issue Briefs to congressional offices. We believe that a significant
proportion of these were used in responding to constituent inquiries, including spe-
cific requests for our products as well as general inquiries on various topics.

Moreover, current technology now enables Members and committees to make ap-
propriate CRS products available to constituents in electronic format through their
respective congressional home pages. We learned from a recent informal survey that
all 100 senators, 350 House Members, and 44 committees now have their own Web
sites, evidence that there is ample capacity to make our materials widely available
to the public on a selective basis within current policy guidelines.

To assist in achieving this objective, CRS is prepared to assist our oversight com-
mittees in working with Member offices and committees in identifying those of our
products which would be suitable for placement on their Web sites. CRS can also
provide advice on the technical aspects of transferring CRS documents to congres-
sional web sites. Finally, CRS is available to advise congressional offices of any pos-
sible issues of legal liability which might arise from the dissemination of any mate-
rials over the Internet.

A final point is that this alternative does not present several of the issues and
concerns raised by S. 1578. To summarize briefly:

—Since Members themselves would continue to make our products available, their
direct relationship with constituents would not be affected.

—Continuation of a policy of selective dissemination would limit direct dissemina-
tion to products appropriate for such treatment, thereby reducing the need for
major changes in the content and focus of our materials.

—Eliminating the requirement for a Web site maintained by CRS, and preserving
a policy of selective congressional dissemination, make it less likely that the
confidentiality of our products under the speech or debate clause would be suc-
cessfully challenged.

—Retention of current policy eliminates the costs associated with maintaining a
separate CRS public web site, and lessens the likelihood that Members would
request many more confidential memoranda.
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OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE

STATEMENT OF RICKY SILBERMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Senator BENNETT. Our final witness of the day is Ms. Ricky Sil-
berman, the Executive Director of the Office of Compliance. We
thank you for your patience. It has been kind of a long morning.

We note, Ms. Silberman, that you are proposing a reduction of
7 percent from your fiscal year 1998 level. That always comes as
a pleasant surprise. And we commend you for adjusting your re-
quest to reflect actual needs.

We will be happy to hear from you.
Ms. SILBERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
At this time I would like to also introduce two of our statutory

appointees, who have been here before, and also we have a new
General Counsel whom I would like you to meet. Pam Talkin, our
Deputy Executive Director for the Senate, you are all familiar with;
Jim Stephens, our Deputy Executive Director for the House; and
Gary Green is the new General Counsel. And we are delighted to
have him on board and to have the benefit of his 27 years in this
field. And then, Beth Brown, who works very closely with this com-
mittee, is our Administrative Officer.

I am pleased to present our 1999 budget request of $2.286 mil-
lion, the 7-percent decrease, which you noticed, from our fiscal year
1998 appropriations.

Senator BENNETT. We always notice decreases.
Ms. SILBERMAN. Well, we tried.
As you know, Congress established the Office of Compliance in

1995. And as a new institution, with neither track record nor even
direct model, our first two budget requests were necessarily based
on guesstimates. And we did them kind of holding our breath. Hap-
pily, we are now able to rely on 2 years’ experience with the actual
workload and, more importantly, on our analysis and evaluation of
what it takes to get the job done efficiently and effectively.

I would call to your attention the two reports for calendar years
1996 and 1997, on employee use of the office, which are attached
to the submission. These reports are required by the Congress
under 301(h) of the act. And they demonstrate the efficiency and
effectiveness of the counseling and mediation process which Con-
gress provided legislative branch employees in the CAA.

COUNSELING AND MEDIATION PROCESSES

In this process, our counselors are always available to give infor-
mal advice and information to both employees and employing of-
fices on the procedures of the office and the rights and protections
and responsibilities under the act. It is important to note that if
an employee goes further in the process and files a formal request
for counseling, which is what actually begins the process, these
counselors then evaluate the alleged violation, advise the employee
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of his or her rights and responsibilities under the CAA, and at-
tempt to facilitate the early resolution of disputes, which is such
an important feature of the act.

The fact that the vast majority of employees who contact our of-
fice do not initiate formal proceedings is, I believe, testimony to the
effectiveness of the counselors’ work.

The mediation program has proved similarly effective and effi-
cient. Early on, we decided that the mediation function was best
outsourced to recognized, experienced, independent mediators upon
whom we could call on an as-needed basis. The mediations which
have taken place under that system have a very high rate of settle-
ment. But one of the things that I wanted to bring to your atten-
tion is that we can always do better. And to that end, we have
identified several factors which we believe create the most favor-
able climate and environment for settlement.

For instance, we have found that mediation works best when the
decisionmakers in employing offices actively participate in all medi-
ating sessions. In this way, the mediator works with the employee
and employing office in finding ways to resolve the dispute short
of adjudication or litigation. We are, therefore, looking at how to
ensure that decisionmakers are present at all mediation sessions
conducted under the auspices of the Office of Compliance.

A Senate employee actually said it best in a letter which she
wrote the office earlier this year. She wrote, and I quote, that the
Office of Compliance counselor had saved her life and sanity. Be-
cause of the efforts of our office, she said, her employer had partici-
pated in the mediation. The dispute was resolved. And she remains
happily and productively on the job.

Mr. Chairman, we have resolved scores of cases. And each case
represents the realization of the promise of the CAA. And I can
think of no better illustration of the good work of this office.

Before closing, I just want to reiterate the caveat that has been
included in each of the office’s three budget submissions. Our pro-
jections are based on present workload. And that present workload
is based on what the CAA has given us to do in terms of the Con-
gress. The instrumentalities have come on on a serial basis. The
1999 budget request takes into account that the Library of Con-
gress and the General Accounting Office are presently covered only
under certain provisions of the CAA.

However, the reason I bring this up is that a question has been
raised as to whether employees of these instrumentalities have not
only the substantive rights conferred under the CAA but also pro-
cedural rights, which would mean that we would receive their
charges. We have issued a notice of proposed rulemaking so that
interested parties can comment on the question.

Whatever the outcome of that rulemaking, should Congress de-
cide—and the Congress is the one that is going to have to do it—
that the GAO, the GPO, and/or the Library should fall under the
purview of the office more comprehensively than they do at
present, we probably will need additional staff and funding. And
we will be coming to you at that point.
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PREPARED STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to testify here
today, and I really want to express my appreciation to Christine
Ciccone and to the staff of this committee. Their unfailing assist-
ance has made it possible for us to be able to do the job that we
have done. And we appreciate it very much.

[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICKY SILBERMAN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to present the
budget request of the Office of Compliance (Office) for fiscal year 1999. The Office
was established as an independent agency within the legislative branch by the Con-
gressional Accountability Act of 1995 (CAA), which generally applies the rights and
protections of eleven labor and employment laws to more than 20,000 covered con-
gressional employees and employing offices. The CAA vests authority in the Office
to administer and enforce the Act, to establish a confidential, timely and neutral
dispute resolution and adjudication process for claims arising under the Act and to
provide education and information about the rights and protections provided under
the Act.

To carry out these functions, the Office is requesting $2,286,000 for fiscal year
1999, a 7 percent decrease from the agency’s fiscal year 1998 appropriation, with
no increase in staff. This budget request is based on the agency’s actual expendi-
tures during its first two years of operation. The request includes funding for 19
full-time equivalent positions (FTE’s), funding for a 3 percent cost of living increase
for salaries, a reduction of 7 percent in personnel benefits, and a 17 percent reduc-
tion in other services, primarily for hearing officers, mediators, and court reporting
services.

As mandated in the CAA, the Office is, as of January 1, 1998, fully operational.
On January 23, 1996, most provisions of the law took effect, covering the House of
Representatives, the Senate, the Capitol Guide Service, the Capitol Police, the Con-
gressional Budget Office, the Office of the Architect of the Capitol, the Office of the
Attending Physician, the Office of Compliance, and their employees. Additional pro-
visions involving labor management relations went into effect on October 1, 1996,
the OSHA and ADA public access provisions on January 1, 1997, and the section
relating to safety and health was applied to the Library of Congress (Library) and
the General Accounting Office (GAO) on December 30, 1997. The reports on the use
of the Office by covered employees during calendar years 1996 and 1997 that were
mandated by section 301(h) of the CAA are attached to this submission. These re-
ports document the efficiency and effectiveness of the systems and processes which
have been put in place.

As in our prior submissions, this request is based on two assumptions: that the
Office of Compliance will remain in its present location in the Library of Congress;
and that our caseload will remain at roughly current levels. Additional funding and
staffing will be requested should either of these assumptions change. Further, this
1999 budget request takes into account that employees of the Library of Congress
and the General Accounting Office will be covered under certain provisions of the
CAA in fiscal year 1999. However, should Congress decide that GAO, GPO and/or
the Library are to fall under the purview of the Office of Compliance more com-
prehensively than at present, additional funding and staffing will be required.

OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE’S AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Congressional Accountability Act of 1995 established the Office of Compliance
as an independent agency in the federal legislative branch. In addition to the five-
member Board of Directors who serve on a part-time basis, the CAA establishes four
statutory officers: the Executive Director, the Deputy Executive Directors for the
House and Senate, and the General Counsel.

Under the CAA, the Office is charged with establishing and administering an al-
ternative dispute resolution process which provides counseling, mediation and adju-
dicative hearings and appeals for covered legislative branch employees. The CAA re-
quires the Office’s Executive Director, subject to Board approval, to adopt rules gov-
erning the procedures of the Office, and requires the Board to adopt substantive reg-
ulations for implementation of the CAA. The Office is also charged with providing
education and information to Members of Congress, other employing offices, and em-
ployees of the legislative branch. The Office of the General Counsel is charged with
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enforcement of the sections of the CAA dealing with unfair labor practices, safety
and health, and disability access. This includes investigation and prosecution of
claims under these sections, and periodic inspections to ensure compliance with
health and safety, as well as disability access requirements.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS

REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION, COUNSELING, AND MEDIATION

The Office provides covered employees in the legislative branch with a neutral,
confidential, efficient process for resolving disputes relating to employment rights
and protections. Employees and employing offices may, at any time, seek informal
advice and information on the procedures of the Office and the rights, protections,
and responsibilities afforded under the CAA. The Office responds to all inquiries on
a confidential basis, and tracks both the number and the nature of the inquiries.

Before filing a formal complaint alleging a violation under the CAA, employees
must request counseling and mediation which is provided under the auspices of the
Office of Compliance in a neutral, confidential setting. During the 30-day counseling
period, the counselor evaluates the alleged violation, advises the employee of his or
her rights and responsibilities under the CAA, and facilitates resolution of the prob-
lem. If the counseling does not resolve the employee’s concerns, the Office provides
neutral, trained mediators to assist the parties in resolving the dispute. The period
for mediation is generally 30 days, but may be extended at the request of the par-
ties.

ADJUDICATION

After counseling and mediation, if the dispute remains unresolved, the employee
may choose either to pursue the claim through the adjudicative hearing process
under the auspices of the Office, or file suit in Federal District Court. An employee
who elects the adjudicative procedures of the Office files a formal complaint with
the Office. The Executive Director appoints an independent Hearing Officer to con-
sider the case and render a written decision, which may be appealed to the Office’s
Board of Directors. The Board of Directors issues written decisions, which may then
be appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. The administrative
hearing process offers speedier resolution and confidentiality, while offering the
same remedies as civil action.
Accomplishments in fiscal year 1997

Dispute Resolution Process.—Fiscal year 1997 was the first full fiscal year of oper-
ation of the Office’s alternative dispute resolution process. The vast majority of
workplace disputes received by the Office of Compliance are resolved in the first
stages of the dispute resolution system prior to adjudication or litigation. During fis-
cal year 1997, a total of 1,716 calls for information were made to the Office directly,
or to the Office’s information line. In fiscal year 1997, a total of 165 formal counsel-
ing requests were filed, compared to 61 in our first 8 months of operations (in fiscal
year 1996). Of the 61 filed in fiscal year 1996, 15 cases were pending in counseling
as of October 1, 1996. A total of 158 requests for mediation were received in fiscal
year 1997. Of the 184 cases that were either pending in counseling or mediation at
the start of the fiscal year, or received as new requests for counseling, many of the
cases (i.e., 75) were resolved during, or were not pursued past, this stage of the al-
ternative dispute resolution process. At the end of fiscal year 1997, there were 14
cases in which the mediation period had recently ended and the period for filing a
complaint remained open, and 32 cases which remained in mediation.

A total of 12 complaints were pending on October 1, 1996, and 6 new complaints
were filed during fiscal year 1997. Six hearing officer decisions were issued on 13
cases; 5 appeals of hearing officer decisions were filed; and 2 Board decisions were
issued on 9 cases.

Labor Management Relations.—The Office carries out the Board’s investigative
authorities under section 220(c)(1) of the CAA, involving issues concerning the ap-
propriateness of units for labor organization representation, the duty to bargain,
and exceptions to arbitrators’ awards. The Office achieved several additional signifi-
cant accomplishments related to union representation matters in fiscal year 1997.
Four representation petitions were filed, and two pre-election investigatory hearings
were held. Based on records developed during the pre-election investigatory hear-
ings, two Board Decisions and Directions of Election were issued. One election
agreement was entered into by the parties and approved by the Executive Director
on behalf of the Board. Elections were held in all three of these cases, in addition
to a runoff election in one of the three. Two cases were pending at the end of fiscal
year 1997: a representation petition seeking to organize a unit of approximately 35
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employees, and a unit clarification petition seeking to include additional employees
in a unit certified in fiscal year 1997.

Plans for fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999
The number of mediations conducted in fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999 is

projected to increase from fiscal year 1997. The number of mediation requests re-
ceived in the last half of fiscal year 1997 was much higher than in the first half.
This may indicate a trend which would result in a moderately increased workload
in this area. An increase in the number of mediations may also result in a higher
number of unresolved disputes. Accordingly, the numbers of complaints and hear-
ings are also projected to increase.

In fiscal year 1998, as collective bargaining agreements are negotiated and as par-
ties begin the bargaining process, disputes may arise as to an employing office’s
duty to bargain over a proposal. If an employing office declares a proposal non-nego-
tiable, the labor organization may petition the Board for review, and the Board will
issue a decision in the matter. After the collective bargaining agreements are in
place in fiscal year 1998 or in fiscal year 1999, the Board may be called upon to
review arbitrators’ awards. Either party to an arbitrator’s award can file an excep-
tion to the award claiming that the award is deficient under section 220 of the CAA,
and the Board will make a determination on the matter.

Additionally, under Section 220 of the CAA, the Board exercises the authorities
of the Federal Services Impasses Panel to resolve impasses which may arise in the
collective bargaining process in the legislative branch. The Board may exercise that
authority in a number of ways: the Board can ask the Executive Director to appoint
a mediator; Board members can also act as arbitrators or hold hearings. Since the
Board has not yet been called upon to make determinations in these areas, it is dif-
ficult to project if additional resources will be required.

INSPECTIONS, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, AND INVESTIGATIONS

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

Periodic Inspection.—The CAA requires the General Counsel of the Office of Com-
pliance to inspect facilities in the legislative branch for compliance with safety and
health standards at least once each Congress, and report the findings to Congress.
The first inspection is taking place during the 105th Congress, a two-year period
that runs from January, 1997 through December, 1998.

Approximately 20 million square feet of space are included in the inspection, in-
cluding the Capitol Power Plant, and numerous carpentry, paint finishing and metal
shops. Questionnaires survey the safety and health conditions of more than 1,000
District offices throughout the country. Employing offices are informed of any defi-
ciencies identified, so that hazards can be corrected as soon as possible. As man-
dated in section 215 of the CAA, the report to Congress will describe the status of
compliance with safety and health laws and identify those violations that have not
been corrected. Section 215(e)(3) of the CAA requires that citations be issued for vio-
lations identified in the inspection that have not yet been corrected by the time the
report is submitted.

Requests for Safety and Health Inspections.—On January 1, 1997, the CAA’s safe-
ty and health provisions became effective, including a provision giving covered em-
ployees the right to request inspections of possibly hazardous conditions in work
areas. Except for situations involving imminent danger, when a request for an in-
spection is received, the General Counsel notifies the employing office of the allega-
tion. Employing offices are given the opportunity to resolve the alleged violation and
provide the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) with the information necessary for
the Office to determine that appropriate action has been taken.

In the event that the employing office responsible for abating a condition that vio-
lates an OSHA standard is unable to correct the problem within a specified time,
the OGC inspects and issues citations and/or notifications, as appropriate. If, after
issuing a citation, the General Counsel determines that a violation has not been cor-
rected, the General Counsel may file a complaint with the Office which is submitted
to a hearing officer. If correcting hazardous conditions frequently results in cases
going to hearing, additional personnel may be needed for such litigation.

Technical Assistance.—Like OSHA, the OGC has the responsibility for providing
compliance assistance to employing offices and covered employees. The OGC also
provides interpretations of OSHA standards to employing offices upon request, as
well as information about proposed OSHA regulations that affect their operations.
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Accomplishments in fiscal year 1997
During fiscal year 1997, virtually all of the non-office space was inspected, includ-

ing the Capitol Power Plant, off-site warehouses at Blue Plains, Fort Meade, and
Alexandria, electrical rooms, and mechanical shops; these are the areas in which
most deficiencies would reasonably be expected to be concentrated. In the inspec-
tions conducted to date for the 105th Congress, some 50 conditions serious enough
to constitute violations of OSHA safety and health standards have been identified.
If these hazards are not remedied in a timely fashion, citations will be issued and
litigation to enforce the citations could be necessary.

During the last nine months of the fiscal year, the OGC received 15 requests for
inspection, and resolved ten of the cases.

During fiscal year 1997, the OGC responded to 72 requests for technical assist-
ance about workplace safety and health concerns, such as the need for respirators
to protect against harmful chemical exposures and the need for building evacuation
plans. The OGC has also recently prepared information explaining OSHA’s proposed
new requirements to control the spread of tuberculosis to employing offices, includ-
ing the Office of the Attending Physician and the Capitol Police.
Plans for fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999

As of January 1, 1998, both the Library of Congress and the General Accounting
Office are covered by the safety and health provisions of the CAA. Thus, an addi-
tional 5.5 million square feet of space are now required to be in compliance with
the safety and health standards, and the number of employees who are covered by
the safety and health provisions is increased over 40 percent, from 20,000 to 28,000.
For this reason, an additional $20,000 has been requested for the safety and health
consultant, both for conducting the inspections and for providing the technical as-
sistance necessitated by the additional 8,300 covered employees. For example, the
OGC plans to assist in the development of programs to reduce occupational injuries
in legislative branch agencies that have high lost time injury and illness rates.

If citations and litigation are necessary in cases of noncompliance, the workload
of the OGC could necessitate increased funding. This will be addressed in a supple-
mental request for funding, should it become necessary.

The number of requests for inspections may be higher in fiscal year 1999. In the
first five months of fiscal year 1998, nine requests have been received, as compared
to the 15 received in the last nine months of fiscal year 1997. In addition, as of Jan-
uary 1, 1998, the 8,300 additional employees of the Library and the GAO have been
added to the pool of potential complainants, which will likely result in an increase
in requests for inspection. If citations and litigation are necessary in cases of non-
compliance, an increased workload for the OGC could necessitate additional staff
and/or funding in the future.

PUBLIC SERVICES AND ACCOMMODATIONS UNDER THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES
ACT

Inspections.—Pursuant to section 210 of the CAA, the Office of the General Coun-
sel conducts inspections at least once each Congress to determine compliance with
the rights and protections against discrimination in the provision of public services
and accommodations established by the Americans with Disabilities Act. The inspec-
tion cycle is similar to the cycle for the safety and health inspections described
above. However, since only public areas, and not those areas used exclusively by em-
ployees, are subject to this provision of the CAA, less space is inspected—an esti-
mated 8 million square feet rather than the 20 million feet inspected for safety and
health.

Technical Assistance.—The CAA directs the OGC to provide employing offices
with technical advice to assist them in complying with disability access require-
ments. In addition, the OGC routinely answers questions from and provides infor-
mation to Congressional offices on disability access laws.
Accomplishments in fiscal year 1997

In fiscal year 1997, the OGC received 67 requests for information about disability
access requirements. These included questions such as: the wording that should be
used in notices for town meetings about accommodations available for individuals
with disabilities, the type of auxiliary aids that Congressional offices are required
to make available upon request, and whether disability access laws require that Dis-
trict offices in inaccessible buildings relocate.

The OGC also prepared and distributed materials explaining the disability access
requirements that typically apply to Congressional offices and the public services
and activities they undertake. This information is also published on the Office of
Compliance web page (www.compliance.gov).
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Plans for fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999
Funding to fulfill the disability access provision of the CAA is expected to remain

at roughly its current level in fiscal year 1999, unless CAA coverage is expanded
to the Library or GAO. In fiscal year 1997, considerable assistance was received
from the Department of Justice and the Access Board. If this assistance were no
longer available to the OGC, it is estimated that an additional 150 consulting hours
at roughly $80 per hour would be necessary to fulfill the mandatory functions. This
will be addressed in a supplemental request for funding, should it become necessary.

UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES

The General Counsel is responsible for receiving and investigating allegations of
unfair labor practices filed under section 220 of the CAA, and for filing and pros-
ecuting complaints of unfair labor practices with the Office.
Accomplishments in fiscal year 1997

A total of ten charges of unfair labor practices were submitted to the OGC for in-
vestigation during the fiscal year. The OGC also received 22 requests for assistance
or information about labor-management relations issues covered by section 220.
Plans for fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999

The trend in charge filing indicates that the OGC’s unfair labor practice workload
will likely increase in fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999. During the first five
months of fiscal year 1998, nine charges were submitted, nearly as many as were
submitted in all of fiscal year 1997. Additionally, during fiscal year 1997, none of
the charges filed proceeded to the complaint and hearing, either because the parties
resolved the dispute or because the General Counsel determined after investigation
that the evidence was insufficient to warrant the filing of a complaint. Although the
policy of encouraging settlement prior to the filing of a complaint is expected to con-
tinue, there will most likely be cases in which settlement cannot be achieved. In this
event, after the General Counsel files a complaint, the Executive Director will as-
sign a hearing officer to hear the complaint.

EDUCATION AND INFORMATION

Under the CAA, the Office of Compliance provides education and information to
Congress, other employing offices of the legislative branch, and covered employees.
In order to fulfill its mandate to inform covered employees and employing offices of
their rights, protections and responsibilities under the CAA, the education and in-
formation program distributes written materials and publications, conducts brief-
ings, maintains a web site on the Internet and provides counseling, referrals, and
information to employees and employing offices on an individual basis.
Accomplishments in fiscal year 1997

The first annual report, presenting statistics on the use of the Office of Compli-
ance, was submitted to Congress on October 1, 1997. The report covers the period
from January 23, 1996, when the CAA went into effect, to December 31, 1996.

The CAAnews, a newsletter published quarterly and containing updated informa-
tion on the CAA and the Office of Compliance, was mailed to the residences of
20,000 covered employees throughout the year.

Briefings were presented twice a month by the Office to new Senate employees
in order to familiarize them with the CAA and the Office of Compliance. Regularly
scheduled monthly briefing were conducted for House employing office senior staff.
These briefings have focused on specific areas of the CAA, including Office of Com-
pliance dispute resolution procedures, the mediation process, the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act, and the Family and Medical Leave Act.

The Office of Compliance world wide website disseminates information via the
Internet. The website (www.compliance.gov), located on a GPO server and accessible
via GPO’s Access system, is updated on an ongoing basis. It currently includes the
400 page ‘‘Guide to the Congressional Accountability Act’’ manual, employee rights
and protections brochures, regulations promulgated by the Board of Directors, deci-
sions by the Board, and information on ADA public access and accommodations and
OSHA compliance.

The Office reference manual, ‘‘A Guide to the Congressional Accountability Act’’,
includes summaries of the laws applied by the CAA, question and answer sections
for each law, and a complete set of the Office’s procedural and substantive rules.
Updates to the manual were distributed throughout the year. Two copies of the
manual were provided to newly elected members of the 105th Congress, for their
Capitol and District offices.
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A new rights and protections brochure containing summaries of the three laws ap-
plied by the CAA after January 23, 1996 was mailed to all covered employees. On
a monthly basis, the Office mailed its two rights and protection brochures to all new
covered employees. The Office of Compliance revised procedural rules were pub-
lished in booklet format. In addition, several Office publications advising employees
of their rights and notifying them of upcoming elections were developed, and they
were translated into Spanish for one of the union elections held in fiscal year 1997.

An interactive telephone information line directed callers to recorded information
(this data was included in the annual report to Congress), or to an Office staff mem-
ber who discussed claims and provided resource referrals.
Plans for fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999

In fiscal year 1998, for the first time, approximately 8,300 employees of the Gen-
eral Accounting Office and the Library of Congress will be covered under certain
sections of the CAA. The Office will prepare, publish and distribute new written ma-
terials to meet its congressional mandate to ‘‘educate and inform’’ this specific group
of covered employees. Employees will be mailed a separate rights and protections
brochure, a special edition of the Guide to the Congressional Accountability Act re-
source manual will be produced for GAO and the Library, and informational posters
will be printed and distributed to GAO and the Library for posting.

The CAAnews, with additional information on the CAA and the Office of Compli-
ance, will continue to be published on a quarterly basis and mailed to covered em-
ployees’ residences.

The ‘‘Guide to the Congressional Accountability Act’’ manual will be distributed
to new members of the 106th Congress and updated as needed. Throughout the
year, new employees covered under the CAA will be mailed employee rights and
protections brochures.

In fulfilling its statutory responsibilities, the education and information program
will continue to update, reprint and distribute existing materials and produce new
publications, fact sheets, posters and updates for more than 28,000 covered employ-
ees and employing offices (a 40 percent increase in covered employees from fiscal
year 1997).

REGULATION WRITING

The CAA requires the Executive Director, subject to Board approval, to adopt
rules governing the procedures of the Office. The CAA further requires the Board
to adopt, subject to Congressional approval, substantive regulations implementing
sections of the CAA that apply rights and protections of the Fair Labor Standards
Act, the Family and Medical Leave Act, the Employee Polygraph Protection Act, the
Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act, Titles II and III of the Ameri-
cans with Disabilities Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, and the Federal
Service Labor-Management Relations Statute.
Accomplishments in fiscal year 1997

The regulations for the implementation of two of the laws made applicable by the
CAA, i.e., OSHA and Titles II and III of the ADA, were finalized and adopted by
the Board in December, 1996. The Office developed amendments to extend those
provisions of its substantive regulations that relate to the CAA sections made appli-
cable to GAO and the Library of Congress, and proposed them in September of
1997. (The Board subsequently adopted these amendments in October, and they are
currently awaiting Congressional approval.) Amendments to the procedural rules to
include GAO and the Library were also developed, and the Notice of Proposed Rule-
making was signed by the Executive Director on September 30 and published for
comment in the Congressional Record on October 1, 1997. As a result of the submis-
sion of the Library of Congress, the Office has published a further notice of proposed
rulemaking requesting further comment on the issues raised by the Library.
Plans for fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999

The Board’s substantive regulations will be periodically reviewed and updated to
take into account any amendments made to the executive agency regulations on
which the Board’s regulations are based. In the first such update, signed on October
31, 1997, the Board adopted amendments to update its regulations implementing
section 215 (Occupational Safety and Health).

Further, if Congress amends the CAA to expand the Office’s responsibilities with
respect to GAO and the Library of Congress, or to give the Office responsibilities
with respect to GPO, amendments to the Board’s substantive regulations and to the
Executive Director’s procedural rules will be needed. The nature, extent, and timing
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of these amendments would depend on the terms of the statutory amendments by
which the Office’s expanded responsibilities are established.

STUDIES AND REPORTS

Section 230 of the CAA mandates a study on the application of the rights, protec-
tions, and procedures under the eleven employment and labor laws in the CAA to
the General Accounting Office, the Government Printing Office, and the Library of
Congress and their employees. Section 102(b)(2) of the CAA requires the Board to
submit a report to Congress on the applicability to the legislative branch of any em-
ployment laws not contained in the CAA, beginning on December 31, 1996, and
every two years thereafter.

Sections 210(f)(2) and 215(e)(2) of the CAA require the General Counsel of the Of-
fice to submit, at least once every Congress, a report to Congress and the Office of
the Architect of the Capitol containing the results of the periodic inspections re-
quired by the CAA. This study, discussed in the Inspections, Technical Assistance,
and Investigations section above, must also outline the steps necessary to remedy
a violation, describe the consequences of each violation, and estimate the cost and
time needed to correct the violation.

Accomplishments in fiscal year 1997
The section 102(b) and section 230 studies were submitted to Congress in fiscal

year 1997. The Board is conducting an additional study to examine in-depth those
sections of the laws applied to the legislative branch by the CAA that were not origi-
nally applied in the CAA, and make recommendations, as necessary. This study was
begun in fiscal year 1997, and it will be issued prior to December 31, 1998.
Plans for fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999

Section 102(b) requires that the Board submit a report to Congress every two
years, on whether and to what degree federal employment and public disability ac-
cess laws apply to the legislative branch, and whether such laws that do not apply
should be made applicable. At a minimum, the December 1998 report will address
those federal laws that were enacted or amended since the issuance of the December
1996 report. The Board may also consider whether to focus in-depth on one or sev-
eral categories of laws that do not now apply to the legislative branch as part of
the 1998 or subsequent biennial studies. It may then make recommendations to
Congress to apply additional provisions of law to the legislative branch.

The reports required by sections 210(f)(2) and 215(e)(2) of the CAA will be submit-
ted by the General Counsel, at least once every Congress, to Congress and the Office
of the Architect of the Capitol; these reports will contain the results of the periodic
inspections required by the CAA.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL IMPROVEMENTS

Accomplishments in fiscal year 1997
The Office developed and distributed to all staff a Financial Directive on procure-

ment procedures that ensures that appropriate checks and balances are maintained
on expenditures of appropriated funds, and that such expenditures comply with Fi-
nancial Acquisition Regulations (FAR). All contracts and contracting procedures
were also standardized to comply with the Financial Directive and FAR.

The Executive Director approved the Vision, Goals and Strategies statement pre-
pared by the Legislative Branch Financial Managers Council and endorsed by the
House Appropriations Committee in its report on the Legislative Branch Appropria-
tions Bill. Preliminary steps were taken to comply with its tenets, including cross-
servicing disbursements and other financial services with the Library. In addition,
a five-program budget structure was developed and implemented that facilitates
both tracking expenditures and accurately projecting future costs, devised as a first
step to eventual compliance with FASAB cost accounting standard 4, i.e., ‘‘Manage-
rial Cost Accounting Concepts and Standards for the Federal Government.’’ Finally,
in partnership with the Library, an auditable consolidated financial statement is
currently being prepared using fiscal year 1997 data.

To prepare for Year 2000 system demands, the Office started to upgrade its equip-
ment and software during fiscal year 1997. Previous equipment had been obtained
from the former Office of Technology Assessment, and it was inadequate to make
the transition to year 2000 data, and unable to run 32-bit Windows 95 software. The
Office procured a new Compaq server for its local area network that is equipped
with RADE technology (i.e., technology by which data files are redundantly stored
on multiple hard drives) to protect against data loss, and began to replace its 486
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computers with pentium computers. The Office’s furniture and equipment inventory
was completely updated, as well.

The Office also developed and installed external e-mail as well as dial-up
connectivity with the Architect of the Capitol. These system enhancements are via
stand-alone computer, in order to continue to protect the strict confidentiality re-
quired by section 416 of the CAA. The Office of the General Counsel developed its
own data entry and database management application for the OSHA and ADA ques-
tionnaire data, using Access software.

In order to ensure consistency with statutory timeframes, efficiently manage and
report to Congress as mandated, the Office’s extensive computerized case-tracking
system was completed. This system generated the first report to Congress on the
use of the Office by legislative branch employees, as mandated by section 301(h) of
the CAA.

Building on the early accomplishments of the Office, several cost-containing meas-
ures we initiated in this fiscal year. Printing costs were reduced significantly by
having the Office’s publications published through contracts negotiated by the Gov-
ernment Printing Office; a group contract rate was negotiated with Westlaw Publi-
cations, which significantly reduced the costs anticipated in last year’s budget for
this purpose; the Office replaced the large Kodak copier we had procured earlier
with three small Kodak copiers at no additional expense, facilitating more in-house
copying and resulting in considerable savings.
Plans for fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999

The Office has entered into a partnership with the Library of Congress Financial
Services Division to prepare a consolidated financial statement for fiscal year 1997.
This agreement was included in our Interagency Agreement with the Library for fis-
cal year 1998, and it is the Office’s next step in implementing the Vision, Goals and
Strategies of the Legislative Branch Financial Managers Council.

The letter writing capability of the Office’s case tracking application will be up-
graded in fiscal year 1998 to be compatible with Windows 95 and the new 32-bit
Paradox and WordPerfect software. Pentium computers will be procured and in-
stalled for staff who have not yet received the Office’s upgraded software and hard-
ware, thus ensuring that the Office is prepared for the challenge of the year 2000.

The Office’s employee manual will be revised to incorporate additional informa-
tion, including the Office’s flexiplace, travel and e-mail policies and procedures.

AWARDS AND SETTLEMENTS APPROPRIATION

Section 415 of the CAA established ‘‘an account of the Office in the Treasury of
the United States for the payment of awards and settlements * * * under this
Act,’’ and further authorized to be appropriated ‘‘such sums as may be necessary to
pay such awards and settlements.’’ Section 415 stipulated that awards and settle-
ments under the CAA should only be paid from that account, which is to be separate
from the operating expenses account of the Office of Compliance established under
section 305 of the CAA. The Executive Director approves all such awards.

The Legislative Branch Appropriations Acts of 1996, 1997, and 1998 have appro-
priated funds for awards and settlements under the CAA. Section 305 of the fiscal
year 1998 appropriation bill contained the following language:

Such sums as may be necessary are appropriated to the account described
in subsection (a) of section 415 of Public Law 104–1 to pay awards and set-
tlements as authorized under such subsection.

Awards and settlements are paid by means of a disbursement process designed
to safeguard the confidentiality of the settlements and the parties involved. Only
one non-Office employee (who has signed a confidentiality agreement) has access to
information about claimants.

In fiscal year 1997, a total of $39,429 was awarded and disbursed under six settle-
ments made under section 415 of the CAA. To date in fiscal year 1998, a total of
$73,700 has been awarded and disbursed under 11 settlements.

OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE’S BUDGET REQUEST FOR FISCAL YEAR 1999

The Office of Compliance’s fiscal year 1999 budget request of $2,286,000 reflects
a $193,000 (¥7 percent) decrease from the fiscal year 1998 appropriation of
$2,479,000.

Staffing levels are projected at the same level as in fiscal year 1998. However,
additional staff would be required, should Congress decide to expand the coverage
of employment and safety laws in the CAA for employees of the General Accounting
Office, the Government Printing Office, and the Library of Congress.
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Employee benefit ratios for the Office continue to be lower than those experienced
by most federal agencies for several reasons. More employees are covered by the
FERS retirement system than are covered by CSRS, and neither workers’ compensa-
tion payments nor payments to retirees have been made to date. For these reasons,
$27,000 less is requested for employee benefits than in fiscal year 1998.

A decrease of $8,000 is requested for travel in fiscal year 1999 based upon fiscal
year 1997 actual expenditures. The request for rent, communication and utilities is
$21,000 less than in fiscal year 1998 as a result of the agreement negotiated with
Westlaw Publishing. Virtually all online services Westlaw provides are covered
within a group rate under this agreement.

In the fiscal year 1999 request, a total of $114,150 is requested for mediators,
$19,000 more than the actual fiscal year 1997 expenditures of $95,150. This request
is higher because the number of mediations requested in the last half of fiscal year
1997 was much higher than in the first half, which indicates a trend which is ex-
pected to result in an increased workload in this area.

Based on actual expenditures, we are requesting a total of $90,780 for hearing of-
ficers, and $23,180 for the services of court reporters. Although these costs are
slightly higher than the actual costs for fiscal year 1997 of $75,780 and $19,200,
respectively, they are about half of the fiscal year 1998 budget request for these
services. They are projected to increase in response to the trend in requests for me-
diation discussed above.

The Office is requesting an increase of $7,000 for supplies primarily for materials
needed to fulfill our statutory mandate for education and information. Every report
as well as all new and revised regulation must be produced and distributed for all
Members of Congress, and other employing offices. As discussed above, provisions
of the CAA now apply to 8,300 additional employees of GPO and the Library, all
of whom will receive publications as well.

Since its inception, the Office has been located in the Adams building of the Li-
brary of Congress. Pursuant to an agreement with the Library, the space was ex-
panded to accommodate our initial operations. On the basis of this occupancy, no
additional funding for moving expenses, rent, utilities, or system and phone wiring
has been included in this request. If the Office is required to relocate in fiscal year
1999, additional funding will be sought in a supplemental request.

CONCLUSION

In the two years since this Office was established much has been accomplished.
As of January 1, 1998, the Office is fully operational, all regulations have been ap-
proved by the Board, procedures are established, and all systems are up and run-
ning. Whereas in the past we have had to rely largely on conjecture, this year’s
budget request is based on almost two years of experience with what our actual
workload is, and what it costs to do the job efficiently and effectively. The effective-
ness of the alternative dispute resolution process that Congress envisioned and set
forth in the CAA has now been documented. All of this speaks not only to the good
work of the Office, but, more importantly, to the commitment of Congress to the im-
portant principles of the Congressional Accountability Act.

OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE SECTION 301(h) REPORT TO CONGRESS—JANUARY 23, 1996–
DECEMBER 31, 1996

INTRODUCTION

The Congressional Accountability Act (CAA) generally applies provisions of eleven
federal labor and employment laws to over 20,000 covered congressional employees
and employing offices. The CAA establishes the Office of Compliance (Office), an
independent agency in the legislative branch of government, to administer and en-
force the CAA and provide a process for speedy, confidential resolution of workplace
disputes. Section 301(h) of the CAA requires that the Office of Compliance:

‘‘* * * compile and publish statistics on the use of the Office by covered em-
ployees, including the number and type of contacts made with the Office, on the
reason for such contacts, on the number of covered employees who initiated pro-
ceedings with the Office under this Act and the result of such proceedings, and
on the number of covered employees who filed a complaint, the basis for the
complaint, and the action taken on the complaint.’’

This first report provides the information for the period from January 23, 1996
through December 31, 1996. Future reports will be issued soon after the end of each
calendar year, beginning in January 1998. The report begins with a summary of the
authority and responsibilities of the Office of Compliance.
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OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The CAA establishes the Office of Compliance with a Board of five members, who
serve on a part-time basis, and four statutory appointees: the Executive Director,
Deputy Executive Director for the Senate, Deputy Executive Director for the House,
and the General Counsel. The Office is charged with providing alternative dispute
resolution procedures, as well as adjudicative hearings and appeals, for covered leg-
islative branch employees and education and information on the CAA to members
of Congress, other employing offices, and employees of the legislative branch. The
Board is required to adopt substantive regulations for implementation of certain
provisions of the CAA. The Executive Director is required to adopt rules governing
the procedures of the Office. The Office of the General Counsel enforces the provi-
sions of sections 210 and 215, relating to health and safety and public access re-
quirements, including investigation and prosecution of claims under these sections,
and periodic inspections to ensure compliance. Additionally, the General Counsel in-
vestigates and prosecutes unfair labor practices under section 220 of the CAA.

The CAA applies the rights and protections of provisions of the following eleven
labor and employment statutes to covered employees within the legislative branch:
title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
of 1967, title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, the Fair Labor Standards
Act of 1938, the Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1988, the Worker Adjustment
and Retraining Notification Act, chapter 43 of title 38 of the U.S. Code (relating to
veterans’ employment and reemployment), the Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 relating to public services and accommodations, the Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970, and chapter 71 of title 5 of the U.S. Code (relating to federal
service labor-management relations).

On January 23, 1996, key provisions of the law took effect covering the House of
Representatives, the Senate, the Capitol Guide Service, the Capitol Police, the Con-
gressional Budget Office, the Office of the Architect of the Capitol, the Office of the
Attending Physician, the Office of Compliance, and their employees. On October 1,
1996, section 220, the labor management section of the CAA took effect, as did the
OSHA and ADA sections on January 1, 1997.

USE OF THE OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE

Section 301(h) of the Congressional Accountability Act mandates that the Office
of Compliance:

‘‘* * * compile and publish statistics on the use of the Office by covered em-
ployees, including the number and type of contacts made with the Office, on the
reason for such contacts, on the number of covered employees who initiated pro-
ceedings with the Office under this Act and the result of such proceedings, and
on the number of covered employees who filed a complaint, the basis for the
complaint, and the action taken on the complaint.’’

The following statistics provide this data on the use of the Office by covered em-
ployees from January 23, 1996, when the CAA generally took effect, to December
31, 1996. (Given the statutory time frames, proceedings initiated in 1996 may still
be in the dispute resolution process as of December 31, 1996.)

Number and Types of Contacts Received: 1,677
Employees and employing offices may, at any time, seek informal advice and in-

formation on the procedures of the Office and the rights, protections, and respon-
sibilities afforded under the CAA. The Office responds to all inquiries on a confiden-
tial basis.

1,677 requests for information from covered employees, employing offices, the pub-
lic, unions, and the press were made by phone and in person from January 23, 1996
to December 31, 1996. Contacts were made by:

Employees ............................................................................................................... 652
Employing offices ................................................................................................... 603
Public ...................................................................................................................... 107
Unions ..................................................................................................................... 36
Press ........................................................................................................................ 44
Recorded information line ..................................................................................... 235

Total requests for information ................................................................... 1,677
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1 Aggregate numbers will not necessarily match totals as a single contact may involve more
than one section or subsection of the CAA, and/or more than one issue or alleged violation.

Reasons for Employee Contacts
652 covered employees contacted the Office asking questions under the following

sections:1

Section Description Contacts

201 Rights and protections under title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Dis-
crimination in Employment Act of 1967, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and title I
of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 ............................................................ 112

202 Rights and protections under the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 ...................... 26
203 Rights and protections under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 .............................. 155
204 Rights and protections under the Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1988 ............... ................
205 Rights and protections under the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act ... 73
206 Rights and protections relating to veterans’ employment and reemployment ................. 3
207 Prohibition of intimidation or reprisal ............................................................................... 8
210 Rights and protections under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 relating to

public services and accommodations; procedures for remedy of violations ................ 1
215 Rights and protections under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970; proce-

dures for remedy of violations ....................................................................................... 4
220 Application of chapter 71 of title 5, United States Code, relating to federal service

labor-management relations .......................................................................................... 13
230 Study and recommendations regarding General Accounting Office, Government Printing

Office, and Library of Congress ..................................................................................... 9
CAA Questions regarding the general application of the CAA .................................................. 128

Additionally, the office received 150 questions from employees on matters which
were not cognizable under the CAA.

The 652 employee contacts were for information regarding:
Assignments ........................................................................................................... 4
Belo contracts ......................................................................................................... 14
Benefits ................................................................................................................... 1
Compensatory time off ........................................................................................... 9
Compensation ......................................................................................................... 29
Demotion ................................................................................................................. 8
Discipline ................................................................................................................ 2
Equal pay ................................................................................................................ 1
Evaluation .............................................................................................................. 2
Exemptions under the Fair Labor Standards Act ............................................... 42
General questions regarding statutory requirements ......................................... 102
Harassment ............................................................................................................ 14
Hiring ...................................................................................................................... 3
Hours of work ......................................................................................................... 28
Inspections .............................................................................................................. 1
Interns .................................................................................................................... 1
Leave ....................................................................................................................... 14
Leave eligibility ...................................................................................................... 4
Office operations .................................................................................................... 1
Overtime pay .......................................................................................................... 32
Promotion ............................................................................................................... 12
Reasonable accommodations ................................................................................. 12
Record keeping ....................................................................................................... 4
Recruitment ............................................................................................................ 1
Reinstatement ........................................................................................................ 6
Rulemaking ............................................................................................................ 3
Scheduling .............................................................................................................. 34
Severance ................................................................................................................ 1
Termination ............................................................................................................ 119
Terms and conditions of employment ................................................................... 14
Time-off ................................................................................................................... 1
Requests for written materials ............................................................................. 58
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2 See footnote 1.
3 See footnote 1.

Number of Proceedings Initiated by Covered Employees: 95
Pursuant to title IV of the CAA, the Office of Compliance provides dispute resolu-

tion in the form of counseling and mediation. A proceeding under the CAA is initi-
ated by a request for counseling alleging a violation of the CAA.

95 employees from the following offices filed requests for counseling:
The Architect of the Capitol .................................................................................. 34
Capitol Guide Service ............................................................................................ 6
Capitol Police .......................................................................................................... 2
Congressional Budget Office ................................................................................. 1
House of Representatives (non-member or committee offices) ........................... 39
House of Representatives (member offices) ......................................................... 7
Senate Committee .................................................................................................. 1
Senate (non-Senator offices) .................................................................................. 2
Senator .................................................................................................................... 3

Total employee counseling requests .......................................................... 95
These 95 requests for counseling alleged violations under the following sections

of the Congressional Accountability Act: 2

Section Description Contacts

201 Rights and protections under title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Dis-
crimination in Employment Act of 1967, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and title I
of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 ............................................................ 82

202 Rights and protections under the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 ...................... 8
203 Rights and protections under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 .............................. 12
205 Rights and protections under the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act ... 35
207 Prohibition of intimidation or reprisal ............................................................................... 22

Workplace issues raised by the 95 employees requesting counseling fell into the
following categories: 3

Assignments ........................................................................................................... 7
Compensatory time off ........................................................................................... 1
Compensation ......................................................................................................... 24
Discipline ................................................................................................................ 13
Fair Labor Standards Act exemptions ................................................................. 2
Harassment ............................................................................................................ 20
Hiring ...................................................................................................................... 4
Hours of work ......................................................................................................... 5
Leave ....................................................................................................................... 2
Overtime pay .......................................................................................................... 3
Promotion ............................................................................................................... 11
Reasonable accommodation ................................................................................... 1
Reassignment ......................................................................................................... 1
Reinstatement ........................................................................................................ 1
Termination ............................................................................................................ 47
Terms and conditions of employment ................................................................... 17
Results of the Proceedings

Counseling.—Of the ninety-five counseling requests received between Jan. 23 and
Dec. 31, 1996: twenty-six cases closed during or after counseling with no request for
mediation; twenty-nine cases were pending at various stages in the counseling proc-
ess at the end of 1996; and forty requests for mediation were filed.

Mediation.—Of the forty mediation requests received between Jan. 23 and Dec.
31, 1996: fourteen cases closed during or after mediation (eight cases were formally
settled and in six cases, no further action was taken by the covered employee after
mediation ended); five cases were in mediation on December 31, 1996; eight cases
had completed mediation and were in the time period when a complaint could be
filed; and thirteen complaints were filed after mediation.

Complaints and Hearings.—If the dispute remains unresolved after counseling
and mediation, an employee may elect to file a civil action in the district courts of
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the United States or to file a complaint with the Office. If a complaint is filed with
the Office, a Hearing Officer is appointed to hear the case and issue a decision.

Of the thirteen complaints filed after mediation (between Jan. 23 and Dec. 31,
1996): five hearings were scheduled for twelve cases (8 cases being consolidated for
one hearing); and one complaint was pending.

Of the five hearings: four hearings were completed, covering eleven cases, and
Hearing Officer decisions were issued in those four hearings; and one hearing was
scheduled but not completed as of December 31, 1996.
Basis of Complaints

The thirteen complaints filed involved the following issues: Worker Adjustment
and Retraining Notification Act: eleven complaints; alleged sexual harassment, re-
prisal, and hostile work environment: one complaint; and alleged denial of pro-
motion because of color and religion and discrimination based on gender: one com-
plaint.
Action Taken on Complaints

Any party aggrieved by a Hearing Officer’s decision may file a petition for review
of the decision by the Board of Directors of the Office.

As of December 31, 1996, of the four Hearing Officer decisions issued: two peti-
tions for review had been filed with the Board; and the appeal period for the other
two decisions was still open.

No Board decisions were issued in 1996; to our knowledge, no civil actions were
filed in Federal Court in 1996 by covered employees.

OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE SECTION 301(h) REPORT TO CONGRESS—JANUARY 1, 1997–
DECEMBER 31, 1997

INTRODUCTION

The Congressional Accountability Act (CAA) generally applies provisions of eleven
federal labor and employment laws to over 20,000 covered congressional employees
and employing offices. The Office of Compliance (Office), an independent agency in
the legislative branch of government, was established in the CAA to administer and
enforce the Act and provide a process for the timely and confidential resolution of
workplace disputes. Section 301(h) of the CAA requires that the Office of Compli-
ance:

* * * compile and publish statistics on the use of the Office by covered em-
ployees, including the number and type of contacts made with the Office, on the
reason for such contacts, on the number of covered employees who initiated pro-
ceedings with the Office under this Act and results of such proceedings, and on
the number of covered employees who filed a complaint, the basis for the com-
plaint, and the action taken on the complaint.

This second annual report provides information for the period from January 1,
1997 through December 31, 1997. The report begins with a summary of the author-
ity and responsibilities of the Office of Compliance.

OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The CAA establishes the Office of Compliance with a Board of five members, who
serve on a part-time basis, and four statutory appointees: the Executive Director,
Deputy Executive Director for the Senate, Deputy Executive Director for the House,
and the General Counsel. The Office is charged with providing alternative dispute
resolution procedures, as well as adjudicative hearings and appeals, for covered leg-
islative branch employees and education and information on the CAA to members
of Congress, other employing offices, and employees of the legislative branch. The
Board is required to adopt substantive regulations for implementation of certain
provisions of the CAA. The Executive Director is required to adopt rules governing
the procedures of the Office. The Office of the General Counsel enforces the provi-
sions of sections 210 and 215, relating to health and safety and public access re-
quirements, including investigation and prosecution of claims under these sections,
and periodic inspections to ensure compliance. Additionally, the General Counsel in-
vestigates and prosecutes unfair labor practices under section 220 of the CAA.

The CAA applies the rights and protections of provisions of the following eleven
labor and employment statutes to covered employees within the legislative branch:
title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
of 1967, title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, the Fair Labor Standards
Act of 1938, the Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1988, the Worker Adjustment
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and Retraining Notification Act, chapter 43 of title 38 of the U.S. Code (relating to
veterans’ employment and reemployment), the Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 relating to public services and accommodations, the Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970, and chapter 71 of title 5 of the U.S. Code (relating to federal
service labor-management relations.)

SECOND ANNUAL REPORT—JANUARY 1, 1997–DECEMBER 31, 1997

Number of Contacts Received by the Office of Compliance: 1,439
Employees and employing offices may, at any time, seek informal advice and in-

formation on the procedures of the Office and the rights, protections, and respon-
sibilities afforded under the CAA. The Office responds to all inquiries on a confiden-
tial basis.

1,439 requests for information from covered employees, employing offices, the pub-
lic, unions, and the press were made by phone and in person from January 1, 1997
through December 31, 1997. Contacts were as follows:

Employees ............................................................................................................... 501
Employing offices ................................................................................................... 263
Public ...................................................................................................................... 69
Unions ..................................................................................................................... 12
Press ........................................................................................................................ 11
Recorded information line ..................................................................................... 583
Reasons for Employee Contacts

501 covered employees contacted the Office asking questions under the following
sections: (note: aggregate numbers will not necessarily match category totals as a
single contact may involve more than one section or subsection of the CAA, and/or
more than one issue or alleged violation).

Section Description Contacts

201 Rights and protections under title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Dis-
crimination in Employment Act of 1967, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and title I
of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 ............................................................ 211

202 Rights and protections under the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 ...................... 50
203 Rights and protections under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 .............................. 105
204 Rights and protections under the Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1988 ............... 1
205 Rights and protections under the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act ... 1
206 Rights and protections relating to veterans’ employment and reemployment ................. ................
207 Prohibition of intimidation or reprisal ............................................................................... 14
210 Rights and protections under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 relating to

public services and accommodations; procedures for remedy of violations ................ 1
215 Rights and protections under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970; proce-

dures for remedy of violations ....................................................................................... 4
220 Application of chapter 71 of title 5, United States Code, relating to federal service

labor-management relations .......................................................................................... 29
NA Questions regarding the general application of the CAA .................................................. 87
NA Questions on matters not cognizable under the CAA ........................................................ 11

The 501 employee contacts were for information regarding:
Assignments ........................................................................................................... 11
Belo contracts ......................................................................................................... 4
Benefits ................................................................................................................... 1
Compensatory time off ........................................................................................... 10
Compensation ......................................................................................................... 13
Demotion ................................................................................................................. 4
Discipline ................................................................................................................ 15
Evaluation .............................................................................................................. 3
Exemptions under the Fair Labor Standards Act ............................................... 23
General questions regarding statutory requirements ......................................... 120
Harassment ............................................................................................................ 37
Hiring ...................................................................................................................... 28
Hours of work ......................................................................................................... 9
Interns .................................................................................................................... 2
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1 It should be noted that the alleged unlawful application of a single policy of an employing
office may involve multiple individual claims.

Layoff ...................................................................................................................... 1
Leave ....................................................................................................................... 50
Leave eligibility ...................................................................................................... 4
Notice posting ......................................................................................................... 1
Overtime pay .......................................................................................................... 30
Promotion ............................................................................................................... 13
Reasonable accommodations ................................................................................. 15
Reassignment ......................................................................................................... 5
Recordkeeping ........................................................................................................ 3
Reinstatement ........................................................................................................ 5
Rulemaking ............................................................................................................ 1
Scheduling .............................................................................................................. 10
Termination ............................................................................................................ 44
Terms and conditions of employment ................................................................... 38
Requests for written materials ............................................................................. 26
Number of Proceedings Initiated by Covered Employees: 152

Pursuant to title IV of the CAA, the Office of Compliance provides dispute resolu-
tion in the form of counseling and mediation. A proceeding under the CAA is initi-
ated by an individual employee’s request for counseling alleging a violation of the
CAA.1

152 formal requests for counseling were filed by employees from the following em-
ploying offices:
The Architect of the Capitol .................................................................................. 77
Capitol Guide Service ............................................................................................ ............
Capitol Police .......................................................................................................... 42
Congressional Budget Office ................................................................................. 2
House of Representatives (non-member or committee offices) ........................... 8
House of Representatives (member offices) ......................................................... 8
Senate (non-Senator or committee offices) ........................................................... 11
Senate (member offices) ........................................................................................ 4

These 152 requests for counseling alleged violations under the following sections
of the Congressional Accountability Act: (please see note above regarding aggregate
numbers).

Section Description Contacts

201 Rights and protections under title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Dis-
crimination in Employment Act of 1967, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and title I
of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 ............................................................ 134

202 Rights and protections under the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 ...................... 4
203 Rights and protections under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 .............................. 30
207 Prohibition of intimidation or reprisal ............................................................................... 24

Workplace issues raised by employees requesting counseling under the CAA fell
into the following categories: (please see note above regarding aggregate numbers).
Assignments ........................................................................................................... 23
Classification .......................................................................................................... 2
Compensatory time off ........................................................................................... 1
Compensation ......................................................................................................... 63
Demotion ................................................................................................................. 1
Discipline ................................................................................................................ 10
Harassment ............................................................................................................ 19
Hiring ...................................................................................................................... 11
Hours of Work ........................................................................................................ 27
Layoff ...................................................................................................................... 1
Leave ....................................................................................................................... 5
Overtime Pay .......................................................................................................... 28
Promotion ............................................................................................................... 16
Reasonable accommodations ................................................................................. 13
Reinstatement ........................................................................................................ 1
Retirement .............................................................................................................. 1
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Termination ............................................................................................................ 27
Terms and conditions of employment ................................................................... 7
Results of the Proceedings

Counseling.—Of the 152 counseling requests received between January 1, 1997
and December 31, 1997, and the 29 counseling requests pending on January 1, 1997:
13 cases closed during or after counseling, but before mediation—1 was settled and
12 sought no further action; 11 cases were pending at the end of 1997; and 157 re-
quests for mediation were filed.

Mediation.—157 mediation requests were received between January 1, 1997 and
December 31, 1997. In addition, on January 1, 1997 there were 5 cases pending in
mediation, and 8 cases which had completed mediation and were in the open period
for filing a complaint. Of those 170 cases: 139 cases closed during or after mediation
(62 cases were settled; in 20 cases, no further action was taken by the covered em-
ployee after mediation ended; and 57 civil actions were filed in District Court); 11
cases were pending in mediation on December 31, 1997; 14 cases had completed me-
diation and were in the time period when a complaint could be filed; and 6 com-
plaints were filed after mediation ended.

Complaints and Hearings.—If the dispute remains unresolved after counseling
and mediation, an employee may elect to file a civil action in the district courts of
the United States or to file a complaint with the Office. If a complaint is filed with
the Office, a Hearing Officer is appointed to hear the case and issue a decision.

Complaints.—6 complaints were filed between January 1, 1997 and December 31,
1997 and 2 complaints were pending on January 1, 1997.

Basis of Complaints.—The complaints filed during 1997 involved the following
issues:

—alleged harassment and discrimination in terms and conditions of employment
based upon race and religion and in reprisal for opposition to practices made
unlawful by the CAA: 2 complaints

—alleged retaliation against an employee for having initiated a proceeding under
the CAA: 2 complaints

—alleged discriminatory discharge based on race: 1 complaint
—alleged discriminatory discipline and termination based upon age and race and

in reprisal for having taken family and medical leave: 1 complaint.
Action Taken on Complaints.—Any party aggrieved by a Hearing Officer’s decision

may file a petition for review of the decision by the Board of Directors of the Office.
Hearings.—3 Hearing Officer decisions were issued; 4 cases were settled before

the hearings concluded; and 1 complaint was pending with a hearing scheduled for
early 1998.

Appeals.—4 petitions for review of Hearing Officer decisions covering 11 cases
were filed with the Board (in addition, 2 petitions were pending on January 1,
1997); and 1 Hearing Officer decision was not appealed and became the final deci-
sion of the Office.

Board action.—3 Board decisions were issued in 1997 covering 10 cases; and 3 pe-
titions for review of Hearing Officer decisions were pending on December 31, 1997.

Judicial review.—1 petition for review was filed; and no court decision was issued.
Labor-Management Relations

The Office carries out the Board’s investigative authorities under section 220 of
the CAA, involving issues concerning the appropriateness of bargaining units for
labor organization representation, the duty to bargain, and exceptions to arbitrators’
awards.

January 1, 1997–December 31, 1997.—3 representation petitions were filed; 1 pre-
election investigatory hearing was held; 2 Board decisions and Directions of Election
were issued; 1 election agreement was entered into by the parties and approved by
the Executive Director on behalf of the Board; 3 elections were conducted and one
case required a run-off election. (As a result of the elections, 3 different labor organi-
zations were certified as the bargaining representatives of employees in the three
units in which the elections were conducted); and 2 petitions were pending on De-
cember 31, 1997: a representation petition filed by a labor organization seeking to
represent a unit of approximately 35 employees, and a unit clarification petition
seeking to include additional employees in a bargaining unit certified in 1997.
The Office of the General Counsel

The Office of the General Counsel is responsible for matters arising under three
sections of the CAA: section 210—Public Services and Accommodations under the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990; section 215—Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970; and section 220—unfair labor practices under chapter 71, of
title 5, United States Code.
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JANUARY 1, 1997–DECEMBER 31, 1997

Section Description Requests

Requests for Information and Technical Assistance
210 Public Services and Accommodations under the Americans with Disabilities Act of

1990 ............................................................................................................................... 60
215 Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 .................................................................... 89
220 Unfair labor practices under chapter 71, of title 5, United States Code ......................... 23

Total requests ....................................................................................................... 172

Requests for Inspection, Charges Filed with the General Counsel
210 Cases filed .......................................................................................................................... ................

Cases closed .............................................................................................................. ................
Cases pending as of December 31, 1997 ................................................................ ................

215 Requests for inspection filed ............................................................................................. 22
Cases closed .............................................................................................................. 10
Cases pending as of December 31, 1997 ................................................................ 12

220 Unfair labor practices charges filed .................................................................................. 18
Cases closed .............................................................................................................. 10
Cases pending as of December 31, 1997 ................................................................ 8

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Senator BENNETT. Thank you. I appreciate your courtesy in men-
tioning that. We appreciate Christine, as well, on this side of the
table.

We have some additional questions that we will submit to you for
a written response.

Unfortunately, I have another conflict, as well, and I am going
to have to move along. But I want to thank you for highlighting
your past success and the manner in which you go about your du-
ties. And as one of the strong supporters of the Congressional Ac-
countability Act, I am delighted to have this report that indicates
that things are, in fact, working out.

So thank you for your statement. And I look forward to receiving
the answers to our questions, which I am sure you will be respon-
sive to.

[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were
submitted to the office for response subsequent to the hearing:]

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Question. In your testimony you state that if you are required to move out of the
facilities provided by the Library of Congress, you will need additional funds. Is
there talk of the Office moving?

Answer. The Office of Compliance has been located within the Adams Building
of the Library of Congress since the Office opened. This arrangement has not been
formalized, therefore we make note of it each year in our budget submission. Should
we have to move, we have estimated that the cost of rent and utilities for this agen-
cy would be approximately $268,000 per year.

Question. Funds are provided to the Office of Compliance for witness fees and
mileage. The Congressional Accountability Act requires that witnesses be paid for
fees and mileage. The Office of Compliance has refused to pay witness fees or ex-
penses for Senate witnesses. It has taken the position that it has the discretion
whether to pay and has adopted a policy not to pay. Please explain the reason for
that policy.

Answer. The Congressional Accountability Act authorizes the expenditure of funds
for employing offices to pay for witness fees and allowances. Such funds are not ex-
pressly provided to the Office of Compliance for the use of covered employing offices.
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In July 1997, the representative of an employing office asked the Office of Compli-
ance to pay for witnesses who were being called to testify by and on behalf of the
employing office. An Office of Compliance staff attorney researched the request and
prepared the attached memorandum. The memorandum reflects the rationale un-
derlying the Office’s decision not to pay fees for witnesses appearing before the Of-
fice, whether those witnesses appear on behalf of a covered employee or an employ-
ing office.

[The information follows:]

MEMORANDUM

JULY 30, 1997.
To: Ricky Silberman
From: Nicola Goren
Re: Payment of Witness Travel Expenses under Section 305(c) of the CAA
Issues Presented

(1) Is the Office of Compliance (Office) required to pay the travel expenses for cov-
ered employees under section 305 of the CAA?

(2) Are former employees ‘‘covered employees’’ under section 305(c) of the CAA?
Background

In the context of a case before a Hearing Officer of the Office of Compliance (Of-
fice), the Senate Chief Counsel for Employment (SCCE) decided to call several
former employees, including one who currently resides in Arizona, as witnesses. The
SCCE called the Office to arrange for payment of travel expenses for those former
employees. The Office maintained that those expenses were not the Office’s respon-
sibility. The SCCE informed the Office that they had checked with an auditor at
the Senate Rules Committee who informed them that no appropriation other than
the Office’s was available to pay for travel expenses of witnesses in cases before the
Office. The SCCE then petitioned the Hearing Officer in the case to order the Office
to pay the expenses. The case settled before the issue had to be finally decided.

In light of the legal research and analysis below, section 305(c) should not be read
to require the Office to pay for travel expenses of covered employees who serve as
witnesses. Moreover, legal precedent and policy arguments dictate against such a
reading.
Review and Analysis of the SCCE’s Arguments

The SCCE argues that, pursuant to section 305, the Office must pay the travel
expenses for the former employees in question.

Section 305(c) of the CAA reads as follows:
WITNESS FEES AND ALLOWANCES.—Except for covered employees, wit-

nesses before a hearing officer Board in any proceeding under this Act other
than rulemaking shall be paid the same fee and mileage allowances as are
paid subpoenaed witnesses in the courts of the United States. Covered em-
ployees who are summoned, or are assigned by their employer, to testify in
their official capacity or to produce official records in any proceeding under
this Act shall be entitled to travel expenses under subchapter I and section
5751 of chapter 57 of title 5, United States Code.

(The SCCE’s petition involves solely the second sentence of this section, with re-
spect to covered employees. The SCCE makes no argument on the issue of who
should pay witness fees and expenses for non-covered employees.)

‘‘Covered Employees’’ Includes Former Employees
The SCCE claims that the former employees in question should be treated as cov-

ered employees under the second part of section 305(c), because the CAA defines
‘‘covered employees’’ as including former employees. The SCCE argues that section
101 of the CAA defines covered employees as including former employees, ‘‘[e]xcept
as otherwise specifically provided in this Act.’’ The SCCE notes further that nothing
in section 305 specifically provides that the term ‘‘covered employee’’ is to be inter-
preted differently than throughout the rest of the CAA.

Although ordinarily this argument would prevail, here the context of section
305(c) requires a different reading of the statute. The first sentence of section 305(c),
by its terms, applies to non covered employees, and entitles them to witness fees
and travel expenses when called as witnesses before a Hearing Officer or the Board.
The second sentence of the section applies to covered employees, and entitles them
only to travel expenses under title 5, United States Code, in connection with their
appearance as witnesses in any proceeding under the CAA. Title 5, United States
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Code, covers rights and protections of federal employees. The difference in treatment
between employees and non employees stems from the fact that, under 5 U.S.C.
§ 5537, government employees, including most legislative branch employees, may
not receive fees for ‘‘service as a witness on behalf of the United States or the Dis-
trict of Columbia.’’ The prohibition stems from the prohibition against being on two
government payrolls simultaneously. Thus, government employees called as wit-
nesses as part of their official duties cannot accept a witness fee for their participa-
tion—only travel expenses. On the other hand, non government employees are enti-
tled to a witness fee as well as travel expenses. The drafters of section 305(c) could
not have intended that ‘‘covered employees’’ be read to include former employees in
this context, entitling individuals no longer on the legislative branch’s payroll only
to travel expenses, and not the witness fee that ordinary non-government employees
earn as witnesses.

Section 305 does not require the Office expenses
If one assumes that the individuals in question are covered employees under sec-

tion 305(c), who is authorized and/or required to pay their expenses as witnesses?
As indicated above, the second sentence of section 305(c) states that ‘‘[c]overed em-
ployees who are summoned, or are assigned by their employer, to testify in their
official capacity or to produce official records in any proceeding under this Act shall
be entitled to travel expenses under subchapter I and section 5751 of chapter 57
of title 5 of the United States Code.’’ The CAA, itself, is silent as to who bears fiscal
responsibility for those expenses. Section 5751 of title 5, United States Code, how-
ever, provides the answer to this question.

5 U.S.C. § 5751 and appropriations law
Section 5751 of title 5, United States Code, entitles employees summoned, or as-

signed by their agency, ‘‘to testify or produce official records on behalf of the United
States,’’ to travel expenses under subchapter I of title 5. Section 5751 then specifies
the following:

If the case involves the activity in connection with which [the employee]
is employed, the travel expenses are paid from the appropriation otherwise
available for travel expenses of the employee * * *. If the case does not in-
volve its activity, the employing agency may advance or pay the travel ex-
penses of the employee, and later obtain reimbursement from the agency
properly chargeable with the travel expenses.

This section clearly indicates the following: if an employee is called as a witness
to testify in his official capacity in a case in which the employing office is being sued
(or is suing), the employing office would be responsible for that employee’s travel
expenses. However, if, for example, an employee of an agency is called to testify in
his official capacity in a case brought by the Department of Justice against a private
sector company, perhaps as an expert witness, the Department of Justice ultimately
would be responsible for the travel expenses, although the employing agency would
be authorized to pay the expenses and then obtain reimbursement from the Depart-
ment of Justice. Consequently, either the employing office, or the office responsible
for the legal action, may have to pay the expenses. However, in no event is the
court, or other venue, required to pay them.

This reading of the statute is supported by several Comptroller General opinions
interpreting 5 U.S.C. § 5751, as well as the Department of Justice’s regulations
issued pursuant to that section. In 23 Comp. Gen. 47, 49 (1943), the Comptroller
General held that ‘‘the employing agency is required to pay * * * the traveling ex-
penses incurred by the witness * * * where the information or facts ascertained by
the employee as part of his official duties forms the basis of the case * * *.’’ In 39
Comp. Gen. 1, 2 (1959), the Comptroller General determined that if an employee
testifies to facts and information he or she acquires in the course of his or her as-
signed duties, the employing agency is responsible for the payment of that employ-
ee’s travel expenses. (Both these cases are cited in 28 C.F.R. § 21.2(d)(1) supporting
the Department of Justice’s interpretation that these expenses are payable by the
employing agency.)

In 66 Comp. Gen. 269 (1990), the Comptroller General held that ‘‘the statutory
provision in 5 U.S.C. § 5751, authorizing reimbursement of travel expenses of gov-
ernment employees called as witnesses * * * [is] applicable to discrimination hear-
ings before an Administrative Judge of the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission (EEOC).’’ In that case, a current employee of the Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) was summoned to testify at the EEOC regarding his official duties at
his former agency, the Coast Guard. The VA contended that the Coast Guard should
pay the travel expenses for the employee. The Coast Guard argued that either the
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EEOC (the venue for the proceeding) or the other party to the case should pay for
travel expenses. The Comptroller General held that the Coast Guard, the employing
office whose activity was at issue in the case, was ultimately responsible for paying
the travel expenses for the employee but that the VA could pay them initially to
avoid disrupting the process and then obtain reimbursement from the Coast Guard.
The EEOC was never considered as a potential payor of these expenses.

In short, the CAA specifically cites 5 U.S.C. § 5751 as the applicable standard for
payment of travel expenses. That section and Comptroller General precedent estab-
lish that the employing office must pay the travel expenses for their employees sum-
moned as witnesses to testify before a Hearing Officer at the Office. In this case,
the Capitol Guide Board should ultimately be responsible for paying these expenses,
as it is the employing office whose activity is in question here and in connection
with whom the employee would be testifying in his or her official capacity.

The Office’s appropriation is not the only available appropriation
The SCCE contends that neither it, nor any other Senate office, has authority to

pay for these travel expenses. This is erroneous.
First, as discussed above, the cases interpreting 5 U.S.C. § 5751 indicate that

travel expenses for an employee testifying in this type of situation are to be paid
out of the employing office’s appropriation for official employee travel. Virtually
every employing office in the legislative branch, including the Capitol Guide Board
and the SCCE, is authorized to spend funds on official employee travel.

Second, the U.S. Senate Handbook specifically authorizes the payment of legal ex-
penses (which would include travel expenses for witnesses) by Senate offices. See
p. 11–30.

Section 305 authorizes expenditures by the Office as well as other expenditures
in connection with activities under the CAA

The SCCE contends that section 305 authorizes expenditures by the Office and
thus requires the Office to pay witness travel expenses as well, by virtue of section
305(c). This is erroneous.

Section 305 is entitled ‘‘Expenses’’ and not ‘‘Expenses to Be Paid by the Office’’.
The drafters clearly did not intend section 305 only to cover expenses to be paid
by the Office. Each subsection of section 305 authorizes specific expenditures and
indicates what appropriation is available to pay for them. Subsection 305(a) author-
izes appropriations for the Office’s expenses. Subsection 305(b) authorizes the Office
to contract for goods and services pursuant to the same authorization as agencies
in 31 U.S.C. 1535 and 1536. This subsection specifically states that this is an ex-
pense of the Office and, thus, expenses would be paid out of the Office’s appropria-
tion for expenses. Subsection 305(c) authorizes expenditures to be made for witness
fees and expenses for non-covered employees, as well as witness expenses for cov-
ered employees pursuant to the same authorization as in 5 U.S.C. 5751, which, as
discussed above, specifies that the employing office is to be responsible for these ex-
penses. Further, nowhere in that subsection is there any indication that this is to
be an expense of the Office.

Office Policy Concerns
The SCCE’s contention that the Office should be responsible for paying travel ex-

penses for covered employees called as witnesses raises several important concerns.
First, the sentence entitling covered employees to payment for travel expenses in-

curred when serving as witnesses does not limit the entitlement only to cases before
the Office. The section entitles covered employees to travel expenses ‘‘in any pro-
ceeding under this Act.’’ If one accepts the SCCE’s position that the Office is to pay
for these expenses, this would require the Office to pay for travel expenses for cov-
ered employees testifying in court, when the Office is no longer even involved in the
case in any capacity. The drafters could not have intended such a result.

Second, shifting the responsibility for payment of these expenses to the Office
would essentially remove any check on the employing office’s ability or need to call
witnesses. The employing office would be free to call as many witnesses as it liked,
without having to be accountable for the cost. This would put the Office in the un-
tenable position of having to subsidize unlimited numbers of witnesses from a very
limited appropriation, and would potentially tie up the system with innumerable
witnesses. The drafters could not have intended this result either.

Third, reading the statute as requiring the Office to pay the travel expenses of
witnesses would necessarily include covered employees called as witnesses by both
the employee and the employing office. Again, this could potentially subject the Of-
fice to enormous unforeseeable expenditures.

Finally, if the statute, or the appropriations act, is amended to require the Office
to assume responsibility for these expenses, this may result in the Office being re-
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sponsible for witness fees and expenses for non-covered employees under the first
sentence of section 305(c) too—which clearly was not intended in the CAA.
Conclusion

The law and policy concerns require that the Office not be held responsible for
payment of travel expenses for covered employees called as witnesses in proceedings
under the CAA. The employing office, as well as the SCCE, have authorization and
the responsibility to pay these expenses in this case. If the purpose of the CAA is
for Congress to be treated like private sector employers, the statute cannot be read
to require the Office to pay travel expenses for witnesses: private sector (and other
public sector) employers do not enjoy that benefit.

SETTLEMENTS AND AWARDS

Question. Under the Congressional Accountability Act, funds are provided for the
payment of settlements and awards. It is this committee’s understanding that there
have been instances when the Office of Compliance has refused to pay all costs asso-
ciated with a settlement agreement. For instance, fees associated with training re-
quired as part of the settlement agreement. Please explain the Office of Compli-
ance’s policy in this regard.

Answer. Section 415(a) of the Congressional Accountability Act provides for the
establishment of an Office of Compliance account for the payment of awards and
settlements. Settlements requiring any expenditure of funds from that account must
be approved by the Executive Director under section 414 of the CAA. Under the
terms of various settlements approved over the past two years, covered employees
have received payment of back pay and attorney’s fees from the account. Such pay-
ments were made only when the parties to the approved settlement specifically
agreed to the precise amounts to be expended for those purposes.

In addition to the payment of awards or fees, employing offices often agree, as
part of a settlement, to undertake other efforts and obligations in the workplace in
order to amicably resolve disputes and comply with the CAA. For example, employ-
ing offices have agreed to provide training, revise personnel policies and manuals,
re-evaluate and reconsider employees, and issue guidance and memoranda to staff.
Such activities often involve some personnel or budgetary expenditures for employ-
ing offices. In one instance, an employing office agreed to provide sensitivity train-
ing to a disabled employee’s co-workers. Several months after the matter was set-
tled, the employing office submitted an ‘‘invoice’’ to the Office of Compliance request-
ing payment to the consultant the employing office had retained to conduct the
training. The attached letter to the employing office’s representative from this Of-
fice’s General Counsel (redacted to protect the confidentiality of the matter and the
parties) reflects this Office’s policy with respect to the payment of costs associated
with complying with the CAA, as opposed to payment from the awards and settle-
ments account for specified, agreed upon amounts to individuals and/or their attor-
neys.

OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE,
Washington, DC, February 11, 1998.

JEAN M. MANNING, ESQ.
Senate Chief Counsel for Employment, Office of the Secretary,
Washington, DC.

DEAR MS. MANNING: Ms. Silberman has forwarded your February 5 letter to me
for response. In that letter, you note that [deleted] agreed, as a condition of the July
1997 Settlement Agreement herein, to conduct one or more training seminars for
all [deleted] employees regarding subjects specified in the Agreement. Your letter
contains an invoice from the consultant retained by [deleted] for this purpose, and
requests that the Office of Compliance arrange for payment of this invoice by the
Treasury of the United States, pursuant to Section 415(a) of the Congressional Ac-
countability Act, 2 U.S.C. Sec. 1415(a).

Your request is hereby denied. While your letter asserts that Congress approved
such funds ‘‘* * * to pay settlement expenses * * *’’, the CAA expressly limited
the use of such appropriated funds to the payment ‘‘* * * of awards and settle-
ments under this Act.’’ To interpret the language of 415(a) as your letter does seems
impermissibly to expand upon the reach of the Act.

On the other hand, Section 415(b) expressly authorizes certain ‘‘expenses’’ of em-
ploying offices ‘‘* * * which are needed to comply with this Act.’’ The funds to pay
the training program invoice therefore appear to be authorized pursuant to Section
415(b) for the employing office to pay. Indeed, it may well be that the parties to
the Agreement had this in mind when they agreed that the ‘‘Employer
shall * * * conduct one or more training seminars * * *’’ (Agreement, Sec. 2.7),
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especially since the Agreement provides, in Section 6.4, that ‘‘each party shall bear
his/its own costs, expenses and attorneys’ fees * * *.’’

Sincerely,
GARY GREEN,
General Counsel.

SUBCOMMITTEE RECESS

Senator BENNETT. The subcommittee stands in recess.
Ms. SILBERMAN. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:53 a.m., Thursday, March 12, the subcommit-

tee was recessed, to reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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LEGISLATIVE BRANCH APPROPRIATIONS FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1999

THURSDAY, MARCH 19, 1998

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., in room SD–116, Dirksen Sen-

ate Office Building, Hon. Robert F. Bennett (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Bennett and Dorgan.

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL

STATEMENT OF ALAN M. HANTMAN, AIA, ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL

ACCOMPANIED BY:
STUART PREGNALL, BUDGET OFFICER
HERBERT M. FRANKLIN, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
LARRY STOFFEL, SUPERINTENDENT, SENATE OFFICE BUILDINGS
AMITA POOLE, SUPERVISING ENGINEER, CAPITOL BUILDING

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT F. BENNETT

Senator BENNETT. This is the last of our subcommittee hearings
on the fiscal year 1999 budget, and this morning we will hear from
the Architect of the Capitol, the General Accounting Office, and the
Government Printing Office.

It will come as no surprise that I will be talking about the year
2000 problem. I think each agency knows in advance, and is pre-
pared to address it.

Before we begin I will note that the American Bar Association
has provided testimony to be included in the record in support of
funding for the Law Library of Congress. If there is no objection,
it will be included at the end of the Library of Congress hearing.

Now, our first witness this morning is the Honorable Alan
Hantman, Architect of the Capitol.

Mr. HANTMAN. Good morning.
Senator BENNETT. We are grateful to have you here, sir. We

thank you for your efforts. You have been here, what——
Mr. HANTMAN. One year.
Senator BENNETT [continuing]. One year, and it has been a long

year in some ways, but you have done an excellent job. We appre-
ciate your willingness to listen to the concerns of this committee,
and become personally involved.

The good news that I will share with you publicly, is that GAO
has given us an analysis of all of the agencies under the Legislative
Branch Subcommittee’s jurisdiction with respect to the year 2000,
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and the Office of the Architect of the Capitol comes out on top as
the best prepared.

You started the earliest, and have the best plan in place, as well
as some contingency plans, and we are delighted to note that, and
appropriately issue thanks to you for it.

Senator Dorgan, do you have any——
Senator DORGAN. Mr. Chairman, I do want to make a comment

when the GAO comes before us, and it is relative to the selection
of the Comptroller General. You know my frustration with that
process.

Senator BENNETT. Which I share.
Senator DORGAN. I may have a suggestion or two, but we will

talk about that in the future, because I do not want to take up a
great deal of time. At this time, I look forward to the testimony of
the Architect of the Capitol, Mr. Hantman.

Senator BENNETT. Yes.

AGENCY OVERVIEW

Senator BENNETT. Mr. Hantman.
Mr. HANTMAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to

come before the subcommittee again.
May I introduce, please, Stuart Pregnall, our Budget Officer;

Larry Stoffel, our Superintendent, Supervising Engineer for the
Senate office buildings; and we have some of our other staff to an-
swer specific questions that you may have.

As you are aware, I have been immersed in learning and evaluat-
ing the complexities of this agency, while also initiating concrete
action in response to Congress’ imperatives to find cost-effective
quality service in support of its day-to-day activities.

I have heard Congress’ mandate loud and clear, and I have fo-
cused in on rebuilding this agency into a unified and flexible, re-
sponsive, and quality-oriented instrument of the Congress.

With that philosophy of openness and shedding daylight on our
operations, I have presented a two-part presentation, one basically
to give a kind of a state-of-the-agency overview; some issues that
are not quantifiable in purely budget terms, but they are impor-
tant, I believe, to hear; and then we will get into the budget area
itself.

If I need to talk more quickly, please let me know, Mr. Chair-
man.

Senator BENNETT. You are doing fine.
Mr. HANTMAN. Thank you.
With respect to last year’s budget, we were given some $33 mil-

lion by this committee last year to deal with capital projects. We
have initiated the planning, drawings, contracts, and construction
work for that $33 million, some $4 million in design at this point
in time, $12 million under contract for construction, some $16 mil-
lion in project development.

Also, we have completed construction documents for renovation
of the U.S. Botanic Garden Conservatory, and this project is now
being advertised for bidding, and we have better than 20 bidders
at this point in time.
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We expect to award that in June of this year, as well as the con-
tiguous privately funded National Garden, which is in the process,
and will also follow shortly.

Another significant project is the rehabilitation of the U.S. Cap-
itol dome. Initial portions of the study for necessary renovations of
the dome have been completed, while others are still in process.

I would like to thank you Mr. Chairman and Senator Dorgan for
supporting the inclusion of this project in the emergency supple-
mental bill.

As you know, the $7.5 million will perform the complex task of
removing lead-based paint in the interstitial space between the
inner and outer domes, and after study, repainting of the metal.
This will permit the necessary detailed inspection of all cast iron
elements to clearly define the total scope of the work for subse-
quent phases.

On the operations side, we have initiated programs to select and
begin the introduction of a computer-aided facility management
system to track and coordinate, record, and evaluate work manage-
ment costs and staffing data throughout the campus, as well as to
provide enhanced space management capabilities.

We have also improved communications between this agency and
our oversight entities, our clients, and other arms of the Congress,
something which clearly is an ongoing process.

We have upgraded our internal administrative systems, as you
pointed out, Mr. Chairman, for the year 2000 fix. We have initiated
an agencywide strategic planning process, reorganized our central
staff to better support the work of all of our jurisdictions.

And we are rebuilding our human resources management divi-
sion to fulfill the imperatives of the AOC Human Resources Act,
and the Congressional Accountability Act. We have also created
task forces to investigate alternative means of providing more cost-
effective quality services in many areas of the agency.

Mr. Chairman, I believe it is important to know the philosophical
underpinnings of these efforts, the foundation we are building on,
because there is no quick fix to the solution for rebuilding and re-
engineering business practices in this agency.

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Through our strategic planning process we are building an orga-
nization that will be able not only to support the day-to-day work-
ings of both Houses of the Congress, but one that will go on per-
forming its duties long after all of us in this room are gone.

Our new vision statement, which is the first board over here, ba-
sically talks about our philosophy, our vision.
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ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL VISION STATEMENT

We will be an innovative and efficient team dedicated to service excellence
and to preserving, maintaining, and enhancing the national treasures en-
trusted to our care.

CORE VALUES

Service Excellence
Stewardship
Integrity
Professionalism

Creativity
Loyalty
Respect and Diversity
Teamwork

It states that ‘‘We will be an innovative and efficient team, dedi-
cated to service excellence, to preserving, maintaining, and enhanc-
ing the national treasures entrusted to our care.’’

We also have a set of core values that go along with this, service
excellence, stewardship, integrity, professionalism, creativity, loy-
alty, respect and diversity, and teamwork.

Mr. Chairman, change is necessary to ensure that this agency
makes these values and this vision part of our corporate culture,
so that all staff members truly make them the foundation of how
we work, the basis for how we do business.

This agency is undergoing an intensive review of its operations,
with the goal of continuously refining and improving the quality of
our services to Congress and to our visitors. As part of this review
we are investigating how to keep costs down, and most efficiently
deliver our services in fulfillment of our fiduciary responsibilities to
the American taxpayer.

If any of these initiatives involve staffing reductions, it is our
recommendation that this agency be authorized to implement
early-out and buyout programs for affected employees. As you are
aware, this was a successful program that we used with the Senate
restaurants this year, and we should actually be in the black by
$200,000 this year and $600,000 next year, instead of a consistent
loss.

FISCAL YEAR 1999 OPERATING AND CAPITAL BUDGET

I would like to turn now, if I can, specifically to our budget for
fiscal year 1999. Our first board shows the operating and capital
budgets by categories, on the left side, the capital budget of $87.5
million, which we will talk about in a little while. I would like to
start off with the operating budget of $153.8 million.
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This is basically a 5.8-percent increase over last year. It would
basically be 5 percent, if we did not have an election move cycle
included in the costs right now, and about two-thirds of the costs
here, the increase, is due to COLA’s, mandated pay, and benefits
increases.

We also have some 6 percent in there for an agencywide uniform
program. I am not sure if we have any of our staff in here with
our uniforms. It has been a very successful program, and we are
hoping to extend that throughout the campus to instill a sense of
pride, organization, and quality service from all of our people, and
recognition of who is providing those services.

On our next chart, let us talk a little bit about our FTE employee
budget.

Architect of the Capitol full-time equivalent employment budget
[16.4 percent reduction from 1992–99]

Fiscal year FTE’s

1992 ................................................................................................................ 2,407
1993 ................................................................................................................ 2,383
1994 ................................................................................................................ 2,347
1995 ................................................................................................................ 2,311
1996 ................................................................................................................ 2,151
1997 ................................................................................................................ 2,034
1998 ................................................................................................................ 2,012
1999 ................................................................................................................ 2,012

FTE EMPLOYMENT

This indicates that there has been a 16.4-percent reduction in
FTE count from 1992, to date, a very significant decrease, and
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many very positive reengineering efforts have been achieved to con-
tinue providing quality service to the House and the Senate in a
responsible manner, shop consolidations to reduce supervisors,
crosstraining, so that air-conditioning system people on the second
and third shifts can also do electrical and plumbing work, and not
have overtime for lots of other people as well.

This chart represents a maximum number of FTE’s for fiscal
year 1999. If we can, let us go to our next chart.

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL FISCAL YEAR 1999 OPERATING AND CAPITAL BUDGET
[In millions of dollars]

Fiscal year—

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Capital ...................................... 32.8 23.6 27.9 17.3 47.9 33.9 62.1
Operating .................................. 137.0 141.3 148.3 141.1 139.0 145.4 153.8

Subtotal ....................... 169.8 164.9 176.2 158.4 186.9 179.3 215.9

Security ..................................... ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 25.4

Total ............................ 169.8 164.9 176.2 158.4 186.9 179.3 241.3

OPERATING AND CAPITAL BUDGET

This chart basically deals with our operating and capital budget,
and shows that operations costs have been relatively level over the
past 6 years. Most of the inflationary costs, utility increases,
COLA’s, et cetera, have been absorbed through decrease in work
level forces.

The more significant changes have occurred in the capital side of
the budget. In fiscal year 1999, a major component of the increase
is shown for some $25 million in security-related projects.

Let us take a look at the breakdown on the capital side requests.
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CAPITAL PROJECTS

It is broken down into two basic areas. On the left side we see
new facilities, some 18 projects, representing $26.9 million.

A part of this, of course, is the proposed Capitol square perimeter
security project, accounting for some $20 million of these costs. I,
as a member of the Capitol Police Board, would like to thank you,
Mr. Chairman and Senator Dorgan, for your support of this project
in the supplemental bill.

The larger portion of the pie chart represents some 142 reinvest-
ment projects, worth some $60.4 million, from which also we can
subtract the $7.5 million for the Capitol dome, which, again, is part
of the supplemental now.

All of these areas are broken down by ADA, life safety, capital
projects, cyclical maintenance projects, technology and manage-
ment, and we can review each one of them with you relative to its
merits, and they have been structured this way so that we can take
a look at priorities. The requested increase in the capital projects
portion of the budget is very significant, but the magnitude of the
total for reinvestment cyclical maintenance projects is very much
in line, Mr. Chairman, with the benchmark analysis we discussed
last year with you.

That analysis indicated that a campus-like complex of this age,
monumental quality and magnitude, could expect to conservatively
expend approximately 1.7 percent of the replacement value of the
buildings and infrastructure.

This is the same chart we talked about last year, and at that
time, Mr. Chairman, you asked us to verify that relative to other
major Federal projects.
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Architect of the Capitol benchmark data
[Fiscal year 1999 funding levels]

Current Facility Replacement Value ........................................ $3,600,000,000

Annual renewal
percentage

AOC Benchmark (Based on Universities of Illinois, Michi-
gan, and Stanford and the Army Corps of Engineers) ........ 1.7

Army Corps of Engineers (Budget Objective) .......................... 1.75
University Federal Research Cost Recovery (OMB A–21) ...... 2.0
Conservative Commercial Depreciation at 40 Years (IRS will

accept a faster depreciation rate) .......................................... 2.5
National Research Council of the Academy of Sciences:

Low Range ........................................................................... 1.5
High Range .......................................................................... 3.0

Fiscal year 1999 Capital Request (Request $60,478,000 Less
$27,000,000 Security and Additional Facilities) .................. 1.7

REINVESTMENT BENCHMARK

We, in fact, checked out the Ronald Reagan International Trade
Center, and if we would have used the type of benchmarks for cost
of data approved for their project, this cost would be, rather than
$3.6 billion for the appraised value, more like $4 billion.

We also took a look at GSA standards and measured them rel-
ative to the different quality of spaces they use for their court-
houses, et cetera, and that cost would be in the range of $3.1 bil-
lion.

So we are very comfortable with the concept of $3.6 billion as a
base number, and the 1.7 percent basically, as we discussed last
year, we also feel very comfortable with that number.

The next chart basically updates last year’s presentation, and
plots the 1.7 percent reinvestment benchmark against actual rein-
vestment, from 1993 to 1998, and it adds in the 1999 request for
cyclical maintenance.
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CYCLICAL MAINTENANCE REINVESTMENT

It shows that the 1.7 percent in 1993 equated to $49.6 million,
and escalated at 3 percent per year, to $57.5 million in 1998.

This totaled some $321 million in potential need for reinvestment
for this period, but the red line plots actual reinvestment, from
some $25.3 million, down to $14.5 million in 1997, including the
$33.5 million for the Botanic Garden, that brought it to $47.9 mil-
lion.

In 1998, it shows an increase from $14.5 million to $33.7 million,
which this committee allocated, reversing the downward trend in
recognition of the very real need to be responsible stewards of these
national treasures.

I think it is important to note, however, that the total reinvest-
ment made in the Capitol complex between 1993 and 1998 amounts
to just under $175 million, some 54 percent of the $321 million
benchmarked for that period.

The approximate $150 million difference between the benchmark
and the actual expenditures accounts for the pent-up need for so
many long deferred projects to finally be funded.

I believe that we would be in a lot worse shape, Mr. Chairman,
if the day-to-day maintenance efforts by Larry Stoffel and our staff
had not helped to extend the life expectancy of building systems
and components way beyond what could reasonably be expected.

As this chart shows, our 1999 request for reinvestment funding
of $60.5 million is within 2 percent of the $59.3 million benchmark.
Each project must, of course, stand on its own merits and needs,
but the overall magnitude is in line. We stand ready to discuss the
validity of the projects at your convenience. The next chart basi-
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cally breaks it down into the areas of life safety, ADA, security, et
cetera.

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL FISCAL YEAR 1999 BUDGET REQUEST BY CATEGORY

Category Fiscal year
1999 request

Per-
cent

No. of
projects

Per-
cent

Excluding House office buildings

Fiscal year
1999 request

Per-
cent

No. of
projects

Per-
cent

Life safety ................................... $11,025,000 12.6 30 18.8 $7,796,000 10.4 23 17.8
ADA ............................................. 2,125,000 2.4 7 4.4 1,725,000 2.3 6 4.7
Security ....................................... 25,382,000 29.0 14 8.8 25,382,000 34.0 14 10.9
Cyclical maintenance/improve-

ment ....................................... 13,320,000 15.2 6 3.8 11,670,000 15.6 4 3.1
Cyclical maintenance ................. 22,258,000 25.4 65 40.6 15,958,000 21.4 49 38.0
Technology/management sys-

tems ....................................... 2,035,000 2.3 8 5.0 2,035,000 2.7 8 6.2
Improvement:

AOC .................................... 3,655,000 4.2 13 8.1 3,480,000 4.7 11 8.5
Client ................................. 7,660,000 8.8 17 10.6 6,658,000 8.9 14 10.9

Total .............................. 87,460,000 100.0 160 100.0 74,704,000 100.0 129 100.0

PREPARED STATEMENT

I readily acknowledge that the amount requested is large and
understand the pressures to achieve a balanced Federal budget in
fiscal year 1999. As you are well aware, however, Mr. Chairman,
the need for these projects do not go away, since they are needed
to maintain our aging infrastructure.

I would be more than happy, Mr. Chairman, to address any ques-
tions, comments, whatever.

[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALAN M. HANTMAN, AIA

GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to once again appear before this Committee to
present the budget for the Architect of the Capitol, one year, one month and sixteen
days after I officially assumed my duties on February 3rd of 1997. As you are
aware, I have been immersed in learning and evaluating the complexities of this
agency, while also initiating concrete action in response to Congress’ imperative to
provide cost effective, quality service in support of its day to day activities. I heard
Congress’ mandate ‘‘loud and clear’’ and have focused in on rebuilding this agency
into a unified, yet flexible, responsive and quality oriented instrument of the Con-
gress. A brief summary of actions to date includes:

Capital Projects.—Initiating the planning, drawings, contracts and construction
for work on the $33 million of capital projects funded in fiscal year 1998 such as:

—$3 million in projects under contract for design: Senate Legislative Garage; Cap-
itol Dome; and Dirksen Building Telecommunications and Fire Sprinkler

—$12 million in projects under contract for construction: Jefferson Building Roof
and Elevator Modernization

—$18 million in project development: Power Plant East Chiller Replacement and
ADA Improvements

Also, we have completed construction documents for renovation of the U.S. Bo-
tanic Garden Conservatory, and this project is now being advertised for bid. The
contiguous privately funded National Garden is in process and will follow shortly.
Another significant project is the rehabilitation of the U.S. Capitol Dome. Initial
portions of the study for necessary renovations of the Dome have been completed
while others are still in process. This fiscal year 1999 budget recommends allocating
$7.5 million to perform the complex task of removing lead-based paint in the inter-
stitial space between the inner and outer domes, and, after study, repainting the
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metal. This will permit the necessary detailed inspection of all cast iron elements
to clearly define the scope of work for subsequent phases.

Operations, Personnel Policies and Procedures.—On the operations side we have
initiated programs to:

—Select and begin the introduction of a computer aided facility management sys-
tem (CAFM) to track, coordinate, record and evaluate work management cost
and staffing data throughout the campus, as well as to provide enhanced space
management capabilities

—Improve communications between the agency and our oversight entities, our cli-
ents, and other arms of Congress

—Upgrade internal administrative systems to achieve a Year 2000 fix for our pro-
curement, financial and inventory operations

—Initiate an agency wide strategic planning process
—Facilitate initiatives with the Senate Sergeant at Arms, the Secretary of the

Senate, as well as their counterparts on the House side, and the Capitol Police,
to coordinate services, and eliminate overlapping functions

—Reorganize Central Staff to better support the work of all of our jurisdictions
—Rebuild our Human Resources Management Division
—Create task forces to investigate alternative means of providing more cost effec-

tive and quality services in many areas of the agency
—Develop standardized policies and procedures for use by all AOC jurisdictions

across the campus
—Provide management training programs for managers at all levels, as well as

developing training opportunities to further enhance the trade and professional
skills of our employees.

Vision and Goals
I believe, Mr. Chairman, that it is important for the Congress to know the philo-

sophical underpinnings of these efforts, the foundation we are building upon, be-
cause there is no ‘‘quick fix’’ solution to what is needed in rebuilding and re-engi-
neering business practices in this agency. Through our strategic planning process,
we are building an organization that will be able not only to support the day to day
workings of both houses of the Congress in an equitable and professional manner,
but one that will go on performing its duties long after all of us in this room are
gone. It is important for us to build not only for today but also for the future—not
only in our capital and maintenance projects, but also to build the proper team to
perform the necessary day to day functions and services of this agency. This would
include developing the proper mix of in house staff, vendors, indefinite quantity
service contracts, and temporary employees to be called upon as work load neces-
sitates. Our new Vision Statement commits us to this: ‘‘We will be an innovative
and efficient team dedicated to service excellence and to preserving, maintaining,
and enhancing the national treasures entrusted to our care.’’

Our ongoing strategic planning process also produced a set of core values that we
will use to guide us in our planning and our day to day activities: Service Excel-
lence; Stewardship; Integrity; Professionalism; Creativity; Loyalty; Respect; Diver-
sity; and Teamwork.
Congressionally Mandated Changes

Change is necessary to assure that this agency makes these values and the vision
part of our ‘‘corporate culture’’ so that all staff members truly make them the foun-
dation of our work, the basis for how we do business. Many issues were identified
and mandated for change in the Architect of the Capitol Human Resources Act, and
in the Congressional Accountability Act. These include the requirement to develop
human resources management programs consistent with the practices common
among other federal and private sector organizations. In response, this agency has
begun initiatives to:

—more clearly define job descriptions and job expectations so that everyone will
know the requirements to successfully perform their jobs.

—create a viable job performance and evaluation system so that constructive feed-
back can be given to improve performance where necessary, and to recognize
and acknowledge those who provide quality service and work towards the
achievement of our vision and goals.

—assure that uniform and fair standards are developed, implemented and used
throughout the Agency to the greatest extent possible with respect to working
conditions, job postings, upward mobility, etc.

—create a viable equal employment and conciliatory programs function that can
fairly and efficiently address employee concerns in line with the Congressional
Accountability Act.
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—provide training opportunities to further enhance the trade and professional
skills of our employees, including helping supervisors better communicate with,
and monitor the work of, those who report to them.

These initiatives are all in process and are part of the foundation that this Agency
is being rebuilt on. The Congressional Accountability Act also created the Office of
Compliance with the powers to monitor compliance with the intent of the Act, and
also granted the employees of this agency, among others on Capitol Hill, the right
to form unions. As you are aware, at this point AFSCME Council 26 has been des-
ignated to represent over 600 of our custodial and labor employees, and we are in
the process of working with the union on a range of issues.
Review and Evaluation Methodology

In order to address these realities and comply with these laws, this Agency is un-
dergoing an intensive review of all of its operations with the goal of continuously
refining and improving the quality of our services to Congress and our visitors to
Capitol Hill, while at the same time responding to the imperatives of the laws dis-
cussed above. As part of this review we are investigating how to keep costs down
and most efficiently deliver our services in fulfillment of our fiduciary responsibil-
ities to the American Taxpayer.

This is in line with House recommendations over the past two years regarding
future restructuring of the Office of the Architect of the Capitol, which discussed
looking for sensible ways to streamline the Architect’s operation and logical areas
in which to involve the private sector. Specifically, consideration of the private sec-
tor was suggested for routine maintenance and remedial work, in addition to the
major AOC projects for which this is now routinely done. Our on-going investigation
therefore includes in-depth evaluations of: Logical areas in which to involve the pri-
vate sector; internal opportunities to re-engineer and consolidate existing staff; and
opportunities to eliminate duplication of services with other arms of the House and
Senate.

If any of these initiatives result in staffing reductions, it is our recommendation
that this agency be authorized to implement early out and buy out programs for af-
fected employees. There are three basic components to this review and evaluation:
Impartial peer group benchmarking for best business practices; Intra-Agency infor-
mation gathering and assessment; and customer feedback.

These will be discussed in more detail under Goals and Processes for Sensible
Agency Re-engineering.
Fiscal Year 1999 Budget Overview

I would like to briefly address our fiscal year 1999 budget request. The Operating
Budget requested for fiscal year 1999, $153,812,000, represents a 5.8 percent in-
crease in operating costs, two-thirds of which are due to mandated pay and benefits
costs, 12 percent to election move cycle costs, and 6 percent to an agency-wide uni-
form program based on the pilot program currently underway in the Senate. Cost
savings will be achieved through re-engineering efforts planned in fiscal year 1998
and implemented in fiscal year 1999, and will be reflected in savings in subsequent
budgets.

The requested increase in the Capital Projects portion of the budget is significant,
but the magnitude of the total for cyclical maintenance projects is very much in line
with the benchmark analysis discussed last year. That analysis indicated that a
‘‘campus-like’’ complex of this age, monumental quality and magnitude could expect
to expend annually approximately 1.7 percent of the replacement value of the build-
ings and infrastructure. Based upon an estimated replacement value of $3.6 billion,
1.7 percent would equate to a target reinvestment level of $59.3 million with 3 per-
cent escalation to fiscal year 1999. Each project must of course stand on its own,
but the overall magnitude of our request of $60.5 million, correlates directly with
the 1.7 percent benchmark of $59.3 million and we stand ready to discuss the valid-
ity of each of the 228 projects at your convenience. They have been categorized into
Life Safety, Security, etc., for the purpose of analysis and decision making.

There have been unanticipated project cost increases included in this request,
such as the Capitol Square Perimeter Security Improvements. Further, the ongoing
study of the necessary repairs and repainting of the Capitol Dome has led to the
conclusion that this project also has increased in complexity, scope, and therefore,
cost. These two projects alone account for $27.5 million of the fiscal year 1999 budg-
et request. The overall budget request is discussed in detail below.

I would like at this point to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the members and staff
of this Committee for providing your support and input during this process. The dia-
logue that we began last year has continued unabated and I believe that together
we have created a foundation of communication and commitment to efficient quality
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service that has already begun to show positive results. I look forward to working
with you and this Committee in the coming year.

ROLE OF THE OFFICE OF THE ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL

Mr. Chairman, I would like to take a brief moment to describe broadly the role
of the agency before I describe our fiscal year 1999 budget request and the changes
that I see on the horizon. By law, the Office of the Architect of the Capitol (AOC)
is the agency responsible for the structural and mechanical care, maintenance,
cleaning, and operation of the buildings and facilities supporting the Congress, in-
cluding the Capitol Power Plant. This responsibility extends to the Botanic Garden,
the structural and mechanical care and maintenance of the Library of Congress
Buildings and Grounds, as well as the Supreme Court Building and grounds. The
office also undertakes the design and construction of new facilities and the alter-
ation of existing facilities.

Over the past year, this agency has focused significant energy on its first strategic
planning process. The first steps of this process involved seeking and considering
guidance from this Committee as well as our other oversight bodies, and have led
to the development of a vision of how we should proceed to structure our organiza-
tion to deliver quality services to the Congress. The next steps in this process in-
clude developing specific action plans to achieve our stated goals. A guiding philoso-
phy in this strategic planning process includes the need to be responsive to our over-
sight bodies.

In performing our mission, the AOC utilizes staff and consultant architectural, en-
gineering and professional expertise to provide the Congress with appropriate, time-
ly and cost effective recommendations. The AOC also manages trade and service
personnel who are charged with ensuring that the building systems operate effi-
ciently and reliably in support of Congressional activities. The AOC also administers
a wide variety of contracts for facility maintenance, professional design, technical
and other services.

Critical to achieving this mission is the institutional knowledge that has accrued
in the agency. The value of the long term role of the Architect as an advocate for
the physical environment was recognized by the Congress when it established a ten
year renewable term for the Architect. Such an advocacy role is no less appropriate
for the core professional and trades staff. The merit of maintaining a long-term view
for preserving and protecting the historical environment is self-evident. To the cred-
it of the agency, Congressional activities have never been interrupted by failure of
any major building system. I might add parenthetically at this time that I have
learned in the past year that institutional knowledge does in fact run deeply in this
agency. In a sensitive operation such as ours, those who provide the services are
our greatest asset in carrying out our mission to the Congress. Any re-engineering
efforts we undertake should recognize the devotion and service of our employees to
the agency over many years and treat them in a considered, caring and humane
manner.

It goes without saying that many of the Congressional buildings are national
treasures and require intimate knowledge and significant planning for their preser-
vation. The U.S. Capitol, which is ‘‘the people’s building,’’ for example, is a unique
combination of National capitol, museum, office building, meeting center, ceremonial
site, and tourist attraction. The building’s systems are required to support all of
these activities, and its architectural design, decorative arts and historical signifi-
cance must all be carefully considered before undertaking any work or implementing
any changes to the building.

Another benefit of the neutral, bicameral role of the AOC is the ability to provide
technical and professional coordination of ‘‘joint’’ activities. Over the years, the role
of the office has broadened as a result. There are now functions and activities, such
as the shuttle service and telecommunications, as well as Inaugural and Rotunda
ceremonies, conducted or supported by the AOC, that are often not recognized as
being within the scope of the office’s professional, architectural and engineering
roles, yet the Congress has acknowledged the merit of the AOC’s neutral, bicameral
coordination capacity.

For over 200 years, an officer discharging the role of the Architect of the Capitol
has provided to the Congress credible expertise on these matters. During this time,
the ongoing and ever-changing institution of the Congress has been served by an
agency that has responded to changing Congressional needs, and will continue to
do so.
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FISCAL YEAR 1999 OPERATING BUDGET

Last year’s appropriations request was based on a comprehensive agency-wide
planning and coordination process including all cyclical maintenance projects and
building system enhancements. The thorough, systematic and programmed analysis
led to a proposed five-year capital budget based on that planning. At the House Sub-
committee on Legislative Branch Appropriations direction, I evaluated the five-year
capital budget and especially the projects requested for fiscal year 1998 to determine
if the previous effort was valid and the resulting request realistic. I did so, person-
ally evaluating each of the 205 projects in the five year plan. I also re-prioritized
the request, re-defining them into categories such as Life Safety, Security, Cyclical
Maintenance, Technology and Management Systems, etc. This is the same approach
I have taken this year and I will now discuss our fiscal year 1999 budget request
in detail. There are two major components to this budget request: an Operating
Budget and a Capital Budget, as described below. The total budget that I bring to
this Committee today amounts to $241,272,000, comprised of $153,812,000 for oper-
ating costs and $87,460,000 for capital costs.

Increases in the costs that comprise the operating budget totaling $153,812,000—
that is, those costs that support operations and maintenance, including salaries, are
relatively small, 5.8 percent overall. If the one time election year costs totaling
$1,000,000 for all activities are reduced from the operating request for fiscal year
1999, the increase amounts to approximately five percent. The operating budget also
reflects several years of gradual declines in real dollars appropriated for operating
the Capitol complex. Although there are several small increases requested for var-
ious operating allotments, the majority have been continued at the current funding
level without adjusting them for inflation. Of our 170 annual allotment lines in this
request, which include personnel compensation and benefits, 95 lines or 56 percent
were either reduced or are unchanged from the current fiscal year.

There are opportunities for savings within our operations budget, some of which
will require modest investments to achieve, and others which we are proceeding
with at this time. Under the overall category of ‘‘utilities,’’ we are confident that in-
vesting in modern automated control systems at the Power Plant will lead to more
efficient use of fuels, and eliminate the need for staff that presently manually mon-
itor the heating and cooling equipment. Additionally, we are nearly complete with
the installation of energy efficient lighting fixtures across the campus. These light-
ing fixtures are already saving electrical energy. But the true savings will not be
realized until after the contractor is reimbursed for the installation cost. Clearly the
largest portion of our operating budget is invested in our budget for salaries and
benefits, and that is where the greatest opportunity for savings lies. I will have
more to say about the operating budget and describe how we are exploring specific
options that may lead us to achieve greater efficiency and cost effectiveness later
in my testimony.

The requested increase for fiscal year 1999 falls into several categories. Nearly
two-thirds of the requested operating increase is due to mandated pay costs and the
government’s share of benefits costs. Nearly twelve percent of the requested operat-
ing budget increase relates to the one time election move cycle costs: these occur
every other year to meet the need to house Senators and other staff based on room
assignments arising out of the elections. An agency-wide uniform program is being
proposed based on the pilot program now underway in the Senate, and this accounts
for six percent of the requested increase.

The following table indicates these increases by appropriation.

Base costs
Fiscal year 1998 budget Fiscal year 1999 request Change

FTE Amount FTE Amount FTE Amount

Capitol Buildings: Operating Budget .................. 388 $29,977,000 388 $33,165,000 .......... ∂$3,188,000
Capitol Grounds: Operating Budget .................... 75 4,966,000 75 5,313,000 .......... ∂347,000
Senate Office Buildings: Operating Budget ........ 609 37,063,000 609 38,831,000 .......... ∂1,768,000
House Office Buildings: Operating Budget ......... 649 28,906,000 649 31,042,000 .......... ∂2,136,000
Capitol Power Plant: Operating Budget .............. 97 32,382,000 97 32,627,000 .......... ∂245,000
Library Buildings and Grounds: Operating Budg-

et ..................................................................... 144 9,063,000 144 9,665,000 .......... ∂602,000
Botanic Garden: Operating Budget ..................... 50 3,016,000 50 3,169,000 .......... ∂153,000

Total ........................................................ 2,012 145,373,000 2,012 153,812,000 .......... ∂8,439,000
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FISCAL YEAR 1999 FIVE YEAR CAPITAL BUDGET

The fiscal year 1999 capital budget request I present to you today flows from the
first five-year capital budget presented last year by this agency. It is grounded in
a comprehensive and systematic agency-wide planning effort with in-depth involve-
ment by all of the agency’s clients. On the Senate side we included the Sergeant
at Arms and the Secretary of the Senate. On the House side, we included the Ser-
geant at Arms, the Chief Administrative Officer and the Clerk of the House. The
U.S. Capitol Police provided a detailed outline of their needs, and the Librarian of
Congress was also extensively involved. A total of 228 capital projects have been
identified for the five year period.

As discussed last year, there is a need to provide the Congress with such a five-
year capital improvement budget to assist the Congress in making the wisest and
best informed financial judgments based on a formal evaluation of future cost impli-
cations and with the assurance that we have undertaken a rigorous examination of
related needs.

The projects included in this budget, therefore, reflect all the needs that have
been identified to date. We reviewed all of the projects that were requested and not
funded last fiscal year to determine if they should be included in this year’s request.
We also closely examined all those projects that, based on last year’s plan, had been
projected for this fiscal year’s request to make sure that their inclusion was also
still valid. As stated above, also included are several significant new projects that
were not even envisioned last year. We have adjusted the out years accordingly and
I will continue to evaluate these needs and to update them to ensure that the cap-
ital budget is responsive to budgetary issues, programmatic changes, the condition
of the buildings and their systems, and any other needs that may arise.

At last year’s hearing, we discussed the potential of a future ‘‘balloon payment’’
that might result from the accumulated costs of deferred maintenance. I indicated
that based on several infrastructure reinvestment models we were targeting ap-
proximately 1.7 percent of the replacement value as an order of magnitude funding
level for the Capitol complex. Last year that figure amounted to roughly $52 million,
which was in line with the $52,151,000 that we had requested for reinvestment. The
actual funding that was approved totaled $33,872,000, thus leaving a reinvestment
funding gap of $20,279,000. Once that figure is adjusted for the Botanic Garden
Conservatory request of $8,300,000, which was provided for in the fiscal year 1997
emergency supplemental, the reinvestment gap reduced to $11,979,000. We have re-
initiated our request for $8,235,000 of these projects in the fiscal year 1999 request.

The capital budget that is being presented today is part of a multi-year funding
plan that provides the Congress a clear view of what it will cost to maintain the
Legislative Branch infrastructure in proper operating condition. The capital budget
also identifies improvements that respond to new legally imposed standards and
guidelines, such as improvements to meet the requirements of the Americans with
Disabilities Act and the Occupational Safety and Health Act. There are also several
projects that will enhance the operations of the Congress, as well as new projects
requested by our clients to serve their programmatic needs. Balancing the needs of
maintaining the existing infrastructure while keeping pace with technological en-
hancements and program needs is clearly costly and it is sometimes difficult to
spread these costs out over time in order to avoid significant peaks in the budgeting
process. But I firmly believe that deferring these infrastructure reinvestment costs
in the short to mid term can ultimately lead to far greater costs in the future. We
are all also aware of the effect that technological pressures can have on aging build-
ing systems, especially from the perspective of being capable of delivering new tele-
communications technologies.

As discussed above, these projects have been categorized into similar types of
projects that reflect various initiatives that we are now faced with. These include
categories such as Life Safety, ADA, Security, Cyclical Maintenance, Improvement,
and Technology—Management Systems. When a particular project category has
been requested to meet specific client needs, the category will note ‘‘client.’’ When
a particular project category has been initiated by this office, it is noted ‘‘AOC.’’ A
more detailed explanation of these categories follows.

Life Safety.—These are programs essential for complying with the Occupational
Safety and Health Act, environmental and hazardous material protection, fire code
compliance, and other regulatory matters affecting the general health and welfare
of building occupants. The Congressional Accountability Act has placed significant
emphasis on ensuring that the Capitol complex is free of hazards to the Senators,
Members, staff and visitors.

ADA.—These are programs essential for complying with the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act of 1990. Passage of the Congressional Accountability Act has reinforced
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the resolve to ensure that the Capitol complex is free of barriers to the Members,
Senators, staff and visitors.

Security.—These are programs to meet the needs created by increased terrorist
activity throughout the world. As a result there is a heightened sensitivity toward
threats to security at the Capitol complex. In addition there are security needs to
protect property such as the collections at the Library of Congress.

Cyclical Maintenance.—Several of the buildings in the Capitol complex are reach-
ing an age and condition that necessitate major renovation or replacement of build-
ing systems. Various improvements are recommended to assure that these building
systems continue to provide service to occupants.

Improvement.—Technology is changing far more rapidly than our existing building
infrastructures can support and adapt to. This is especially true in the rapidly ex-
panding area of telecommunications, but there is a corollary effect that is felt in any
building system that uses any sort of electronic technology for operation or support.
These are programs that reflect either the replacement of existing building systems
to generate a significant operational improvement or benefit, or the installation of
a new type of technology or system to create such an improvement or benefit.

Technology—Management Systems.—These are programs that reflect the internal
(AOC) use of computer applications and telecommunications systems to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of operations.

It is important to note that over $34 million of the nearly $87 million requested
in fiscal year 1999 is for capital projects related directly to client requests, i.e.,
$4,022,000 for the Library of Congress and $23,745,000 for the U.S. Capitol Police.
In fact two major costs account for 30 percent of the budget: the Perimeter Security
Project ($20 million)—and the first year major increment for the Capitol Dome
Project ($7.5 million), which is based on the part of the ongoing project studies that
has been completed to date.

The fiscal year 1999 budget request for the Architect of the Capitol also has been
prioritized as directed by the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations. I
have sub-divided the former three-tiered system further to give greater detail to the
Committees for their decision-making. The requested items now are identified by
the following priority levels: 1–A, 1–B, 1–C, and 2–A, 2–B, and so on through 3–
C at the lowest end of the priority scale.

Both the categories and priorities will assist the Committee in its decision-making
process. Clearly this request is large, and I am aware of the overall budgetary con-
straints and the realities of additional funding beyond modest increases. I want to
assure the Committee that we will work with you and provide our best rec-
ommendations as the budget review process proceeds.

It is also important to recognize that these requirements do not simply disappear
if deferred. If projects requested for fiscal year 1999 are deferred, the costs to accom-
plish them will rise due to added deterioration, increased maintenance costs to sus-
tain the systems in the interim, inflation, and fluctuations in market conditions.
The deferred projects also will then add to the fiscal year 2000 funding need much
as the 1998 deferred projects are adding to this budget.

In last year’s testimony, I detailed many of the reasons that there was such a
large increase in the funding level required for the maintenance of our campus in-
frastructure. Rather than repeat those reasons verbatim, I will highlight them here:

Replacement of Aging Building Systems.—Several of the buildings in the Capitol
complex are reaching an age and condition that require major renovation or replace-
ment of building systems.

Technological Advances.—Technology, especially in telecommunications, is chang-
ing far more rapidly than our existing building infrastructures can support and
adapt to.

Regulatory Compliance Requirements.—Programs essential for complying with the
Americans with Disabilities Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, security,
and environmental and hazardous material protection have received very high prior-
ity in terms of advancing the timetables for completion due largely to passage of
the Congressional Accountability Act.

Security.—Terrorist activity throughout the world has increased, and as a result
there is a heightened sensitivity toward threats to security at the Capitol complex.

Infrastructure Reinvestment.—Replacement Value—We have developed an annual
investment rate of 1.7 percent of the replacement value of the Capitol complex as
an order of magnitude guide for capital funding levels. In comparison, the fiscal year
1999 request related to existing facilities of $60.5 million is right on target.

The following table summarizes the funding levels presented in the five-year cap-
ital budget by category. Again, these categories include Life Safety, ADA, Security,
Cyclical Maintenance requirements, Technology and Management Systems, and in-
frastructure Improvements. These five year projections will be reviewed, modified
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and updated each year as new information becomes available through detailed stud-
ies and evolving needs and priorities.

FIVE YEAR CAPITAL PROJECTIONS

Category
Fiscal year—

Five year total
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

Life Safety ...................................... $11,025,000 $9,734,000 $10,848,000 $2,247,000 $400,000 $34,254,000
ADA ................................................. 2,125,000 1,545,000 1,225,000 1,225,000 1,225,000 7,345,000
Security .......................................... 25,382,000 3,095,000 6,905,000 500,000 .................... 35,882,000
Cyclical Maintenance-Improve-

ment .......................................... 13,320,000 12,220,000 12,220,000 2,450,000 2,225,000 42,435,000
Cyclical Maintenance ..................... 22,258,000 31,655,000 23,065,000 14,372,000 13,012,000 104,362,000
Technology/Management Sys-

tems ........................................... 2,035,000 2,210,000 840,000 840,000 391,000 6,316,000
Improvement—AOC ....................... 3,655,000 7,536,000 10,560,000 6,470,000 2,180,000 30,401,000
Improvement—Client ..................... 7,660,000 43,941,000 27,850,000 34,800,000 5,000,000 119,251,000

Total .................................. 87,460,000 111,936,000 93,513,000 62,904,000 24,433,000 380,246,000

Mr. Chairman, I also wish to point out that this budget was prepared with the
intent of requesting planning and design funding well in advance of large renovation
and construction project such as upgrading the cable television system, roof fall pro-
tection, optimization of the chilled water distribution system, and window replace-
ment in the Capitol Building. Only design funding is requested for these large cap-
ital projects in fiscal year 1999 in order to prepare detailed designs and firm cost
estimates for justifying appropriations requests for construction in later years.

The following table indicates the capital budget increases for fiscal year 1999.
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Mr. Chairman, I should point out that there is one project that is specifically not
included in this capital budget request, and that is the Capitol Visitors Center. At
this point, as you are aware, legislation has not yet been approved that would per-
mit us to proceed with this project.

I assure you that I will continue to work closely with you and the Committee to
review these requests to achieve a rational and adequate funding level to support
the needs of Congress.

STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLANNING EFFORT: GOALS AND PROCESSES FOR SENSIBLE AGENCY
REENGINEERING

Clearly one of the greatest challenges facing this agency has been to respond to
the question of how to determine the appropriate resource levels necessary to meet
our customers’ needs. How many FTE should we have and what funding level is
needed to maintain and operate the Capitol complex? In terms of FTE levels, it
should be noted that over the past six years we have cut FTE by over 16 percent.
It is necessary to determine if this means we are as ‘‘lean and mean’’ as we can
get, or are there areas where we should see further re-engineering? Conversely, are
there areas where we have cut too far? What funding levels are necessary to meet
customer demands in a timely manner, and how well are we doing at providing
quality service? In order to find answers to these questions we began a thorough
re-examination of our agency through a management-wide strategic planning proc-
ess. A second major aspect of this process has been to strengthen lines of clear and
open communications between this agency and other support agencies as well as key
Committees and staff. A third aspect of this process has been to begin implementa-
tion of necessary modern and efficient business procedures and systems to bring this
agency into the 21st century.

Over the past year, we have addressed these concerns at every level, and I would
like to describe in some detail the results of our efforts thus far. In order to make
reasoned and balanced recommendations to Congress I initiated a review and eval-
uation of three basic sources of information, each of which is required in order to
develop a balanced profile of how the agency should be constituted and what policies
and recommendations should be formulated. The first source of information was to
speak with every individual within the agency. I met personally with every key
manager, and scheduled ‘‘town hall’’ type of meetings with all other members of the
agency. I sought to hear what every AOC person thought about the present status
of the agency and what the future direction of the agency should be. I encouraged
communication, in private if necessary, on areas where staff were aware or sus-
picious or fraudulent, wasteful or abusive actions, and I also encouraged open ex-
pression of their views of how the agency’s policies, procedures and management
level respected employee rights and promoted a productive and positive workplace.

The second source of information was through meeting with Members and their
staffs to see how well we were performing in terms of customer satisfaction. I also
opened dialogues with my fellow Senate and House officers, including the Senate
Sergeant at Arms and the Secretary of the Senate, seeking areas where we might
together improve service delivery, or align our missions and structures more logi-
cally to eliminate duplicative efforts. Finally, the third source of information was to
continue reviewing and analyzing outside impartial resource information. I have
broadened the scope of our preliminary peer group benchmarking analyses to in-
clude virtually all maintenance and technical functions. To carry out this peer group
benchmarking, we have embarked on a series of interviews with major corporations,
building management and trade research organizations, and government agencies to
see how we compare in terms of organizational philosophy, the relative mix of in-
house and outsourced functions, the use of computerized facility management sys-
tems, and the types of maintenance and operations standards and performance
metrics they use. I will provide for the Record a compilation of all the government,
and private sector organizations we have consulted with to date. Benchmarking and
information gathering efforts will continue and be constantly updated.

Over the past year, I have been reviewing and evaluating our operations, espe-
cially as they relate to quality service delivery, efficiency and who delivers each
service. The process has involved a task force composed of the Superintendents of
the Senate and House Office Buildings, and the Capitol Building, as well as the
other jurisdictional areas within the agency. What I found was that significant re-
engineering has already occurred throughout many areas of our jurisdiction. Some
general examples include:

—Changing tours of duties to accommodate reduced FTE’s and still respond to
Congressional needs
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—A consolidation of shops within both the Senate and House office buildings al-
lowed for a reduced number of supervisors

—A cross-trained workforce in areas such as the Senate upholstery shop which
has been trained to handle window treatment and carpeting requests, and the
House air conditioning shop, which has been trained to handle electrical,
plumbing, and elevator service calls during the second and third shifts

—Increased internal controls over inventory, tools and equipment
—By using a consolidated shop approach, we are able to respond to service calls

after hours with the consolidated shop staff rather than having to have each
separate shop keep staff late unnecessarily

—Also, we are now using Job Order Contracts to perform small renovation
projects where it is more advantageous to have private sector involvement rath-
er than using our in house forces

—We have outsourced many areas of technical expertise, using private sector con-
tractors for design, estimating, legal and dispute resolution services

—We have increased our use of the private sector vendors for custodial services,
having contracted out Webster Hall and Postal Square on the Senate side, the
Ford Building on the House side and at the U.S. Botanic Garden as well

—We also use temporary staff for seasonal, short term, and renovation work rath-
er than staffing with long term FTE.

These new processes have been tested and implemented, best business practices
confirmed with other facility managers, economic savings verified, and will be used
as models as we continue our evaluations.

I believe that the final configuration of this agency will maintain continuity of
services by using a balanced mix of core staff with their institutional knowledge,
quality assurance and dedication of service, as well as a flexible mix of outside ven-
dors, private sector contractors, and temporary staff to provide cost effective, quality
service to the Congress.

Steps taken toward this goal also include acting to improve customer service with-
in the Capitol itself. In our other areas of jurisdiction, further changes in operations
are being investigated and their associated recommendations for several pilot initia-
tives are being prepared by the task force. I will be happy to provide this Committee
with the detailed proposals once the pilot programs have been crafted. Any propos-
als that might impact the role of the agency or how it relates to other Congressional
entities will be brought to the appropriate oversight bodies for consideration.

HUMAN FACTOR

Last year the Senate authorized a limited two year buy out and early retirement
program for the Senate Restaurants. The goal was to quickly reduce the number
and cost of FTE supporting that function since reductions through attrition were
minimal and the operation was losing money. That process was sensitively handled
in conjunction with OPM, and many employees opted to take early outs and buy
outs. The process successfully reduced our losses and yielded an expected savings
of $250,000 in 1998—projected savings in 1999 total over $600,000. We learned
through this experience that with proper planning and implementation these are ef-
fective tools for re-engineering, and I propose using this program as a model should
it be necessary for future efficiency initiatives. The existing buy out authority covers
only the Senate Restaurants. I will be providing requested modifications to that buy
out authority to remove the cap of 50 positions, make that coverage available for
all AOC employees, and to extend the availability of the program two additional
years, through 2001.

I have already stated that as a result of our strategic business planning efforts
we have some specific pilot actions underway to validate results in areas that we
have identified as having the potential for more efficient or cost effective service de-
livery. We intend to test those pilots during the balance of this fiscal year, and it
is projected that the portion of the budget presented here today related to staffing
and operating costs thus will be a worst case scenario for fiscal year 1999. Clearly
if we identify areas that could be re-engineered, we need funding for existing staff
until the re-engineered functions are in place. At that point, we also would require
funding, although at a hoped-for reduced level, for the re-engineered functions. Fur-
ther, if the results of our pilot initiatives determine that a re-engineered and small-
er workforce may be more cost effective while delivering quality service levels, then
we would need to implement a buy out and early out program to reduce the work-
force. As with the Restaurant program, funding for early out and buy out packages
would be derived from the existing staff’s budgeted costs for that fiscal year. The
following fiscal year would be the point where any significant cost savings would
begin to accrue as a result of such re-engineering. Once the results of our pilot stra-
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tegic business planning initiatives are known and evaluated, I will present them for
your consideration.

This type of program has been successfully used by the Library of Congress, the
Government Printing Office, and especially by the General Accounting Office, which
has given us much valuable information for their recent re-engineering efforts. The
success already experienced in these several areas demonstrates that such programs
are a valid way to achieve re-engineering and staffing mix and grade level adjust-
ments. Significant re-engineering must take into account succession planning to re-
tain skills and knowledge lost when senior and long term staff leave. Some of that
succession planning requires retraining existing staff to become multi-skilled work-
ers to take on a multitude of tasks. Some retraining is also needed to respond to
new technologies that are advancing, especially in the areas of computer aided fa-
cilities management.

There are two reasons why buy out and early out programs might need to be
made available to our employees, one legal, one philosophical. First, our employees,
unlike those in the Senate and House, are covered under title 5 of the U.S. Code,
the AOC Human Resources Act of 1995, and other statutes governing our employ-
ees’ rights. The philosophical difference between our employees and those of the
Senate and House is that our employees are employed as civil service career employ-
ees: they are hired, earn their pay, contribute to the government retirement fund,
and after a long career, retire with federal pensions. On the other hand, many Sen-
ate and House employees come and go as their Senators and Members are re-elect-
ed.

CONCLUSION

The task of completing the assessment of the agency’s strengths and weaknesses,
viewing them from a fresh perspective and striving to implement sensible and real-
istic conclusions is complex, but much progress has been made. I will continue with
this rigorous examination of our services, how they compare with the private sector,
and how the delivery of those services is viewed by our clients. This is an ongoing
process.

In conclusion, with respect to the capital budget, I readily acknowledge that the
amount requested is large, and understand the pressures to achieve a balanced Fed-
eral budget in fiscal year 1999. The nature of our aging facilities, security and tech-
nology improvement needs, life safety and other mandated issues, all legislate for
the recommended projects. I know that this Committee and the Congress realize,
that many of these projects are clearly necessary to properly conserve the ‘‘peoples
building’’ and supporting structures for future generations.

With respect to the operations budget as it relates to our mission and services,
I am committed to continuing the process of re-engineering the agency to develop
an organization that will deliver efficient and cost effective services in an equitable
and bicameral manner. If the requested modifications to the authority for buy outs
in the Senate Restaurant are granted, we will be able to use it agency-wide to pro-
mote quality service in a cost effective manner. There may be additional legislative
adjustments identified as this process unfolds. However, I will not propose them if
I am not convinced of their need.

I will continue to report periodically on our progress as we examine these issues.
I believe that we can become more effective and more cost-efficient and still con-
tinue to fulfill the core mission of the agency. With respect to our dedicated employ-
ees, I believe that we can be sensitive and humane as we proceed. The Office of the
Architect of the Capitol will continue to be professional and effective in meeting the
challenges ahead.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement and I shall be pleased to respond to
any questions that you and the Committee may have.

FUTURE SHORTFALL

Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much. Let’s go back one chart.
Looking at this chart by itself, you can say we got away with stay-
ing under the $1.7 million, and only began to approach it in fiscal
year 1997 and again in fiscal year 1999.

I would like, if not here, then at some future point, for you to
go out a few years, I realize this will require some guesswork, and
we will not hold you to the exact specifics, but I have the feeling,
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from what you are saying, that the years of shortfall are going to
produce spikes above the blue line in future years.

If that is not true, we cannot justify going to the blue line, just
because it is a nice statistical measure, but if it is true that we are
going to have red spikes that go up above that, then the blue line
becomes a prudent management kind of tool. I think this commit-
tee needs that sort of predictive analysis in order to justify a $1.7
million automatic kind of number.

Just because that is what it costs to keep up the University of
Illinois, or whoever, it does not necessarily mean that is what it
should cost us.

Intuitively, I think you are right. I think the $1.7 million makes
sense. But I would like some guesses as to where the spikes are
going to come from in the future to make us pay for the shortfall.
If they are not there, then we ought to rethink the $1.7 million
number.

Mr. HANTMAN. Mr. Chairman, your instincts are right on line.
We, in fact, have information going forward for a 5-year master
plan, which do indicate significant spikes, and we would be more
than happy to sit down and explain what the nature of those
projects are, and what fits with that 1.7 percent line.

Senator BENNETT. We need to be forewarned about them, be-
cause we are going to have to come up with the money for the
spikes.

I remember some criticism when we came up with the money for
the Botanic Garden, because people have their eye on the lower red
line there on the chart and said, What is the matter? We give you
chairmanship of this committee, and you run right out and spend
an extra $30 million.

The forewarning will be very helpful to us, as we deal with the
challenge that you have.

Mr. HANTMAN. We will come back to you with that information,
Mr. Chairman.

[The information follows:]
The table below indicates the current projections for the total funding related to

the five year capital budget. A similar table is presented in our Opening Statement.
The total capital budget includes not only reinvestment costs but new facility and
security projects as well. The new facility and security costs in the table below have
been subtracted out of the totals at the bottom of the table, leaving just the rein-
vestment costs required to maintain existing facilities. As noted by the Chairman,
there is clearly a ‘‘spike’’ in the out-years. The fiscal year 1999 request of
$60,478,000 is right in line with the benchmark reinvestment level of $59.3 million.
In fiscal year 2000, the projected benchmark level is $61 million, and the currently
projected reinvestment request would exceed $92 million. This large spike is largely
due to the number of reinvestment projects that are currently under design with
funding appropriated in fiscal year 1998; once design is completed accurate cost esti-
mates can be made and the present ‘‘marker’’ estimates will be replaced with accu-
rate cost projections based on complete design. The projected benchmark level for
fiscal year 2001 is $62.9 million and the currently projected reinvestment funding
request ‘‘marker’’ estimate would total $64,258,000, which again exceeds the bench-
mark.

Clearly, as decisions are made with respect to the fiscal year 1999 request, a re-
evaluation of the out-year portion of the budget will be made. Some projects that
may be deferred during action on the fiscal year 1999 request will have to be re-
requested in fiscal year 2000, adding to the spike. Likewise, some projects now pro-
grammed for fiscal year 2000 may be moved out one more year depending on actual
circumstances. But the general point of there being a budgetary spike in the current
planning is real and must be dealt with in order to prevent deterioration to the Cap-
itol complex infrastructure.
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A graphic presentation of the projected benchmark reinvestment level and the
funding currently included in the five year capital budget follows.

BOTANIC GARDEN PROJECT

Senator BENNETT. Senator Dorgan, do you have any questions?
Senator DORGAN. Can you tell us the status of the Botanic Gar-

den project? My understanding is that the time situation has
slipped. Were we not talking about completion of the structure be-
fore 1999? What is the reason that the time line has slipped on
that?

Mr. HANTMAN. Lynne Theiss, who is our Executive Officer, and
responsible for that specific project.

Ms. THEISS. Senator, the original time line for construction was
a 2-year construction project itself. What was not calculated in the
original presentation given to the committee was the time it takes
for the bid and to put all four phases of the original drawings into
a good-sized package.

If you recall, the original presentation said that we had four dif-
ferent projects going on at one time. When that material was put
together we realized that the time for our consultants—DMJM is
the acronym that we have for them—to get their team assembled
and our team assembled, extended that time line, so we are on
track right now for completion including replanting, for September
of the year 2000.

Senator DORGAN. Thank you.
Senator BENNETT. Will the slippage in the completion date for

the Botanic Garden project result in any cost increases?
MS. THEISS. No; the Botanic Garden project will be complete on

time and within budget.

EMERGENCY SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING

Senator DORGAN. Are there recommendations in the supple-
mental that deal with security and also repairs to the dome, or in-
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vestment there that will be taken out of this budget if the supple-
mental passes and, if so, how much?

Mr. HANTMAN. Absolutely. There are $20 million in for the pe-
rimeter security program, $4 million of which will be sent over to
the Capitol Police themselves for their electronic components of
that. There is also $7.5 million for this study of the interstitial
space that is also in this budget right now, so $27.5 million comes
right off—off of——

Senator DORGAN. Assuming the supplemental is passed.
Mr. HANTMAN. Assuming the supplemental is passed.
Senator DORGAN. All right.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CAPITAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Senator BENNETT. Thank you. You have funding for a number of
capital projects here, and you have made your case for the money,
now, without questioning about your capability to manage that
many projects simultaneously, do you want to make a comment on
that point?

Mr. HANTMAN. There are really three ways that we are planning
to deal with whatever level of funding you give us for these new
capital projects.

The mission of our architects, our engineers, our construction
management people needs to change, it needs to change to be more
project management oriented, rather than being on the boards and
doing the drawings themselves. So we are training some of our peo-
ple in both architecture and engineering to do just that.

We also are requesting in this budget additional funds to retain
architectural and engineering firms in indefinite quantity-type con-
tracts, so they can do some of the drawing for us, and have us over-
see them on that work.

We have also included in some of these projects the issues of hav-
ing actual design funds as part of the projects themselves, so,
again, the design work will be taken away from our people, and we
will be able to monitor them more effectively through that staff.

We have the capability of increasing our core staff of about 30
project contract managers in our construction division right now.
These are temporary employees, and we can hire people and charge
them to the projects themselves to oversee these, and have those
people come on as long as we need them.

We are going to be expanding our staff with temporary people,
as opposed to adding permanent people to our staff, to accomplish
this.

AUDITABLE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Senator BENNETT. OK. When do you anticipate having auditable
financial statements?

Mr. PREGNALL. Mr. Chairman, we are currently working with the
financial management division of the General Accounting Office.
We presented them with a plan that will have an implementation
of a standard general ledger sometime in fiscal year 1999.

We propose, if that were feasible, to have an audited financial
statement made available for fiscal year 2000. That is our current
timetable.
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Senator BENNETT. What is your estimated cost to address the
year 2000 problem? What downward dip can we look for at some
future point, when that problem is taken care of? Do you have a
single number for it?

Mr. PREGNALL. We do not have a single number for all of the as-
pects that were covered in the GAO report for collecting that data;
we can provide that for the record.

I have spoken with our director of IRM, who has headed up this
very important project. Most of the funds that they have expended
have come out of our maintenance budget.

On our local network, we have a cyclical life cycle replacement
process where older PC’s are changed out regularly to keep up with
technology. We have used the FAR language to make sure that all
our new PC’s acquired are year 2000 compatible. Rick Kashurba
and his staff have made sure that all of the operating systems are
year 2000 compatible. We are still catching up on some of the engi-
neering functions.

We do have maintenance funds for most of those systems and the
vendors do have fixes in place where they are developing them.
And as you know, we are monitoring that, we are creating contin-
gency plans just in case the vendors do not come through.

Senator BENNETT. OK. Thank you. I salute you for your diligence
on that.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Mr. Hantman, again, we thank you for a year’s worth of good
stewardship and a fast learning curve. It is not a criticism of your
predecessors to say that you inherited a serious challenge, because
this job always carries with it a serious challenge, but you did come
into a situation that did not allow any coasting, and we are grate-
ful to you for the professional manner in which you discharge your
duties.

Mr. HANTMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were

submitted to the Architect for response subsequent to the hearing:]

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

UNIFORM PROGRAM

Question. The AOC has requested approximately $575,000 for an agency-wide uni-
form program. This was based on a pilot project providing uniforms for Senate Of-
fice Building employees. Please summarize for the record the results of that pilot
project, and if a final report was issued, include the final report for the record.

Answer. Approximately 60 percent of the employees in the Senate Office Buildings
are currently in uniform. In general the employees are pleased with the uniforms.
Twenty-six boxes of uniforms are missing from the vendor with no time estimate
of when this will be resolved. Several factors contributed to a rugged start, such as:
the absence of a secure area to issue and control the distribution of uniforms, some
fitting problems, white identification embroidery on all the uniforms including those
with white shirts, and the Contractor’s (Cintas) organization and support was not
up to what was expected by the Architect’s office.

PRIVATIZATION

Question. Last year the Architect indicated that the Office was still collecting data
about possible areas of privatization. Please update the Committee on the results
of this effort.
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Answer. The Office has continued to collect data over the past year about possible
areas of privatization. At this time, the Office has compiled enough data to develop
firm scopes of service in order to implement controlled pilot programs in the areas
listed below. It is anticipated that implementation will begin as early as April 1998
in some areas.

Capitol Grounds—Out Parcel Maintenance; Parking Lot Maintenance; Fire Extin-
guisher Inspection and Charging; Chandelier Cleaning; Restaurant Support; and
Plant growing for the Capitol grounds.

Additional data is still being collected in order to develop firm scopes of services
in the following areas.

Custodial; Shuttle Service; Vehicle Maintenance; Elevator Inspection and Mainte-
nance; and Re-Lamping.

FORT MEADE PROJECT

Question. When will the Fort Meade project be completed and available for occu-
pancy by the Library?

Answer. The drawings are nearing completion and bidding is expected to start in
April. Occupancy is slated for the end of summer 1999.

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Question. When do you anticipate presenting your strategic business planning ini-
tiatives?

Answer. Last Fall the agency embarked on its first ever Strategic Planning effort.
After a series of preparatory meetings, nearly 30 senior managers met for three
days and developed a Vision Statement, Mission Statement and Core Values. The
group also identified several Critical Success Factors necessary to meet the Goals
and Objectives. Since that time, the group has been extended to lower level manage-
ment. It is fair to say that the agency’s program is gaining momentum. As of April
3, 1998 the newest suggestions and concerns will have been incorporated into the
Plan for evaluation by the entire group of 60. We will be happy to share both the
information on our process, our programs and our proposed implementation as they
develop.

COMPUTER-AIDED FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

Question. Please update the Committee on the status of the computer aided facili-
ties management system (CAFM) project. The AOC’s Office indicated recently that
it is estimated to save 10–15 percent in maintenance costs. Please identify how
those savings will be accomplished.

Answer. Two phases of CAFM are currently in the implementation phase.
Phase 1 will implement Space Management for the Senate Office Buildings and

Senate side of the Capitol. It is now 85 percent complete. Currently the AOC is
working with the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration to finalize ad hoc
and customized reports.

Phase 2 which will implement Work Management and development is 30 percent
complete in the Senate Office Buildings. Recently a reprogramming was requested
to implement Work Management in the Capitol and House Office Buildings as well.
Currently work processes are being standardized. The automated work management
module will be implemented during June 1998. The first part of this module which
is work requests (year 2000 problem with existing system) will be operational by
August 1998.

With respect to the reported possibility of a 10–15 percent savings, a projection
of actual savings cannot be currently determined until workload data is collected
and analyzed to determine areas where preventive maintenance and service work
requests can be made more efficient.

RENOVATION OF THE CANINE FACILITY

Question. Last year the Police Board requested and the AOC included in its budg-
et request $350,000 for fiscal year 1998 and $350,000 for fiscal year 1999 to fund
the renovation of the K–9 facility. The Appropriations Committees provided
$200,000 in fiscal year 1998. Since last year, the police officers have done a substan-
tial amount of the work at the K–9 facility themselves. Has the AOC’s Office done
any work with the $200,000 provided? Has the cost of that project been reevaluated
in light of the work that has been done?

Answer. Although the U.S. Capitol Police have performed a creditable job in
cleaning out the existing facility, none of the mechanical, electrical, plumbing or
other repairs have been undertaken. These are presently under design. The plan for
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fiscal year 1998 is to renovate the portion of the building that accommodates the
canines by replacing the heating, ventilating and air conditioning system, upgrading
the electrical system, installing adequate kennel drainage and plumbing, resur-
facing the floor, and replacing doors, door frames, windows, etc. as required to per-
mit housing of canines in the building. During fiscal year 1999, the administrative
portion of the building will be renovated with the $200,000 funding increment pro-
grammed for that year. The fiscal year 2000 increment will focus on exterior site
problems, especially drainage around the building and the training field. The final
programmed increment of $100,000 in fiscal year 2001 will complete the site work
by addressing the parking, relocation of the trailers, and any final work required.

OFF-SITE DELIVERY CENTER

Question. In fiscal year 1998, Congress provided $100,000 of a $150,000 request
for OSHA repairs to the off-site delivery facility. The budget requests the additional
$50,000 this year. Of the original $100,000 provided, what work has been completed
by the AOC’s Office to date? Is the total $50,000 still required to complete the
project?

Answer. A preliminary survey of the off-site delivery facility (P St. Warehouse)
has been completed and a scope of services has been developed. An architect/engi-
neer will be retained to complete a phased plan for implementation of the OSHA
repairs and related improvements. Phased implementations of the repairs will begin
in late spring or early summer. The additional $50,000 requested in fiscal year 1999
will be required to complete the project.

CAPITAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Question. The Architect indicated in the hearing that it is the Office’s intention
to manage, if provided, the increase in projects and funds, with outside contractors.
Are the funds required for these contractors provided in the budget as a separate
management cost, or are they built into the cost estimate provided for each project?

Answer. Funding for the hiring of consultants for planning, design and estimating
of some projects is requested as a separate budget item and as a specific phase of
the project. For example, design for the Senate Chamber improvements project has
been requested as a separate budget item in order to fully develop drawings, speci-
fications and cost estimates for that project. This process is followed when a project
is of such a magnitude in cost or scope that a specific consultant is needed to bring
particular expertise to carry out the design. For other more routine type projects,
in the past in-house staff were tasked with performing actual design work. However,
in order to more efficiently utilize existing staff resources, we are refocussing our
staff into more of a project manager role. In this role, our staff will oversee several
different design efforts undertaken via indefinite quantity (IDQ) service contracts
for architectural, engineering and estimating services. There are similar contracts
in place with the General Services Administration (GSA), and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The AOC is looking into the possibility
of using existing IDQ contracts with these agencies rather than going through a
similar procurement process. Funds totaling $350,000 have been requested as a new
operating allotment in the Capitol Buildings appropriation to support contractual
services for architectural and engineering services, and funds totaling $80,000 have
been requested in the same appropriation for contractual estimating services.

Once design is completed and funding is made available for actual work, the cost
of managing the construction process is charged against the project funds and is ac-
counted for within the project estimate and budget. The AOC’s Construction Man-
agement Division (CMD) is composed largely of temporary project managers, inspec-
tors and other construction project administrative staff whose costs are borne by ac-
tual projects. In this manner, the staffing level can be added to when more projects
are being performed, and reduced when fewer projects are funded.

AUDITABLE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Question. What has been accomplished by your office in the area of financial man-
agement for fiscal year 1997 and fiscal year 1998 to date.

Answer. In fiscal year 1997, the agency developed the first AOC Financial Man-
agement Improvement Program (FMIP) Strategic Plan. The FMIP Plan will be re-
vised annually to reflect current and future strategy.

Also the AOC is the first Legislative Branch agency to complete a Y2K upgrade
of existing support software for its financial operations (accounts payable, inventory,
procurement, funds control). Existing staff accomplished the design, development,
testing, data conversion, and installation of software in only six months (4/1/97–9/
30/97). Staff accomplished the effort while maintaining critical day-to-day financial
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operations at the same time they supported the necessary Y2K upgrade effort. The
Y2K upgrade was accomplished with minimal vendor support costs. This upgrade
improved financial operations by migrating from a ‘‘home grown, stovepipe’’ finan-
cial system environment to an off-the-shelf integrated processing environment. The
new system will help to create a framework for more timely and useful budget and
other financial information, and enable the AOC to reduce duplicate data entry and
data redundancy within its systems and financial processing, especially in the areas
of funds control and accounts payable.

In fiscal year 1998, the agency will strengthen the AOC financial organization,
both in terms of personnel and operations. We are currently working with the Gen-
eral Accounting Office to prepare an implementation plan for installing a JFMIP-
compliant Standard General Ledger (SGL) that seamlessly integrates with other
AOC financial applications. Financial software currently available on Financial
Management Services’ (FMS) Financial Management Systems Software (FMSS)
Schedule will be reviewed to ensure that a JFMIP-compliant SGL (and related con-
tract support) is purchased by the AOC. In addition, the AOC will explore cross
servicing possibilities. This plan will identify the need for necessary staff, contractor
and vendor resources.

Also, the agency will work with the current environment to employ more refined
cost finding techniques for improved AOC project cost reporting and for improved
AOC facilities management operational cost reporting.

Question. In fiscal year 1998, $650,000 was provided for financial management.
Please identify where those funds have been spent or are expected to be spent.

Answer. Approximately half of the funds have been obligated for continued tech-
nical support by the vendor and creating a redundant environment for the Y2K com-
pliant system. Technical support of the system will be shared by the existing AOC
IRM staff once full transition of all applications off the Unisys mainframe is accom-
plished. The balance will be used to continue refining reports generated from the
system as well as pursuing the installation of a Standard General Ledger.

Question. The AOC budget request for fiscal year 1998 included a total cost of
$1.650 million for an integrated management system (financial management sys-
tem). The budget request for fiscal year 1999 includes a total cost of $2.850 million
for the same project. Please identify what has changed to increase the cost of this
project.

Answer. There are several reasons for the increase in the cost of the project. The
interim Year 2000 fix for the core financial systems used in the agency temporarily
delayed the development of IMS requirements. The agency has now presented to the
GAO a draft accelerated implementation plan for adopting a JFMIP-compliant
Standard General Ledger system that will lead to the ability to develop and audit
financial statements. At the recommendation of several Legislative Branch agencies
who had already gone through similar conversion processes, an additional year of
implementation funding was reflected to provide sufficient resources to this effort.
At the same time, the agency has accelerated its implementation of a computer-
aided facility management system (CAFM). The complexity of capturing data from
both financial and facility management systems and incorporating it into an overall
Integrated Management System (IMS) led to an increased out-year support cost.

Based on the pending recommendations from the GAO related to the implementa-
tion of an SGL, it is anticipated that the AOC will revise its initial implementation
costs and out-year projections. These revised costs will be presented to the Commit-
tee as soon as possible.

YEAR 2000 PROBLEM

Question. What is your estimated total cost to address the year 2000 problem?
What has been spent to date, and what is requested in fiscal year 1999? What is
your cost estimate beyond fiscal year 1999?

Answer. The following table summarizes the estimated costs to date and beyond.

1997 1998 1999 Total

IRM ......................................................................................... ................ $193,000 $100,000 $293,000
ENGR ...................................................................................... ................ 35,000 ................ 35,000
ACCTG .................................................................................... $112,500 ................ ................ 112,500
SEN REST ............................................................................... ................ 50,000 ................ 50,000
TECH. SUPP ............................................................................ ................ 30,000 ................ 30,000

Totals ........................................................................ 112,500 308,000 100,000 520,500
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The funding identified for fiscal years 1997, 1998 and 1999 are provided for in
the base maintenance accounts.
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GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

STATEMENT OF JAMES F. HINCHMAN, ACTING COMPTROLLER GEN-
ERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

ACCOMPANIED BY:
BRIAN P. CROWLEY, ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER GENERAL FOR

PLANNING AND REPORTING
JOAN M. DODARO, ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER GENERAL FOR OP-

ERATIONS
RICHARD L. BROWN, CONTROLLER

OPENING REMARKS

Senator BENNETT. Our second witness is Mr. James Hinchman,
the Acting Comptroller General. It is no criticism of Mr. Hinchman
that he remains with that adjective.

Mr. HINCHMAN. You are very kind, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENNETT. Yes; I will say that over the last year this

committee has had to look to GAO for expertise in a wide variety
of areas just after this committee went through the process of cut-
ting you back by 25 percent.

For me, you have risen to the challenge extremely well, and I am
very grateful to you personally and professionally for the way you
have taken on this assignment, particularly with respect to the
year 2000 problem.

We continue to get in my other subcommittee chairmanship first-
class work out of GAO with respect to the year 2000 problem, and
that is attributed, Mr. Hinchman, to you, and to the dedicated peo-
ple who assist you, and I will be grateful if you would pass on to
them my personal thanks for all they have done.

Mr. HINCHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I will be happy to do
that. It is the greatest satisfaction of our work to know that. I ap-
preciate that very much.

Senator BENNETT. Now, having said that, I will recognize Sen-
ator Dorgan to give a speech with which I will associate myself in
advance.

NEED TO APPOINT COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Senator DORGAN. Well, you may or may not. Mr. Chairman, let
me just vent for a moment on this issue, and I will be very brief.

Mr. Hinchman, I think, has done a remarkable job, and I have
great respect for his work for the organization, the GAO. I think
they serve Congress admirably, they do very professional work, and
we could not do without them.

The former Comptroller General, Charles Bowsher, left 19
months ago. We knew 1 year before that exactly when he was
going to leave, because his term was up and he was going to be
gone. So for 21⁄2 to 3 years we have known that we need a Comp-
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troller General. Nineteen months after it became vacant, we do not
have a Comptroller General.

Mr. Hinchman is an awfully good leader, in my judgment, but he
is not a Comptroller General, because he has not been appointed.
It is outrageous, in my judgment, that we have not found a mecha-
nism or some method to appoint a new Comptroller General.

Let me just read the people who are supposed to be doing this,
just so that we all understand: Speaker Gingrich, Senator Thur-
mond, Senator Lott, Senator Daschle, Congressman Armey, Con-
gressman Gephardt, Senator Thompson, Senator Glenn, Congress-
man Burton, and Congressman Waxman. They comprise the com-
mission that is responsible to develop the names to send to the
President for this appointment.

This commission, for whatever reason, has been unable to reach
agreement. It is true that the vice chair and chair of the commis-
sion have now sent three names to the White House; it is not true
that the commission has sent names to the White House, because
they have been unable to agree.

I am thinking of a couple of suggestions, which I will not offer
today, but which I will intend to offer on the floor of the Senate
either when this subcommittee sends the bill to the floor, or before.

One is, perhaps if this commission is unworkable, and maybe 19
months, or 29 months, demonstrates that, then we should abolish
this commission, and say, If you cannot do your job, we will con-
struct something that can do the job, so essentially firing the com-
mission, or second, simply say that those who have not performed
are not able to access information from the GAO until they do.

Well, I say that, understanding that the chairman just said he
has agreed with everything I will say, knowing that he likely would
not want to join me in that recommendation, but—[Laughter.]

Senator BENNETT. I will take it under serious consideration.
[Laughter.]

Senator DORGAN. I say to the leadership on both sides, who con-
struct this commission, that they have a job to do. They have not
done the job. It is embarrassing and it is outrageous. And in my
judgment, it shortchanges a very important agency. This country
deserves a Comptroller General. We ought to make this selection.

There are men and women of great quality and high character,
and men and women that are of great distinction who can become
candidates for this, and among which we can select a Comptroller
General. And maybe your names are among that list; I do not
know.

But look, my point is, I want this group to do its job, and if they
will not do their job, I will recommend that we reconstitute a dif-
ferent commission with people who can do the job, and the sooner,
the better.

Having said that, Mr. Hinchman, again, you have done an excel-
lent job, but we need whoever runs that organization to have the
title Comptroller General, and the full force and authority of what
that title implies.

Senator BENNETT. I agree with everything you say. We will take
under consideration your proposal, and maybe the proposals that
you and I get to pick it after 60 days, or some such number.
[Laughter.]
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Mr. Hinchman, we are looking forward to hearing what you have
to say.

Mr. HINCHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a prepared
statement, with your permission I would like to summarize
that——

Senator BENNETT. Absolutely.
Mr. HINCHMAN [continuing]. And if that is acceptable, I would

ask that the statement be put in the record.
Senator BENNETT. Without objection.

STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Mr. HINCHMAN. With me is Joan Dodaro, our Assistant Comp-
troller General for Operations, Brian Crowley, our Assistant Comp-
troller General for Planning and Reporting, and Dick Brown, our
Controller.

I have only one brief point to make. GAO’s mission is service to
the Congress. A year ago we told you that our overriding internal
management goal was to stabilize the operations of our agency fol-
lowing our downsizing, so that we could create the environment in
which we could recruit and retain the talented staff we need to ful-
fill that mission, and provide the organizational and support struc-
tures that they need to do that job successfully.

I want to thank this committee for the $8.5 million increase
which we received last year under your leadership. With those
funds we have been able to pursue that mission of stabilization. In
particular, we have instituted a limited hiring program to address
our most acute staffing shortages and have also been able to begin
modernization of our information technology infrastructure.

Our budget request for this year continues that goal of stabiliza-
tion. To pursue that goal, we are again seeking an increase in our
budget. That increase would go for only three purposes. One-half
of it would go to meet mandatory and price level increases we can-
not control.

The second part would go to pay for a portion of the cost of our
information technology infrastructure modernization. That mod-
ernization, by the way, is critical to our plans for becoming year
2000 compliant. We are absorbing most of the cost of that mod-
ernization within our current funding level, but we do need some
help.

The third component would go for a staffing increase to help
move us toward our goal of a 3,450 staff level. We established that
goal when we began our downsizing. It represents a one-third re-
duction from our 5,300 level, which is where we were at the begin-
ning of that downsizing. We are currently below that level, and it
is becoming increasingly difficult for us to meet growing demands
for work in some critical areas.

You have already referred to the most critical of those. We have
limited staff who can do the work we are trying to accomplish in
the area of the year 2000 compliance, both within Government and
our country as a whole. The demands for work in this area are
growing daily.

But there are other demand areas. We are being inundated with
requests for work in the area of telecommunications policy, an area
in which we have had little or no expertise since we began our
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downsizing. The demands for us to do work in the area of oversight
of international and multinational organizations has also been
growing over the last couple of years. We are facing exploding de-
mands for work in the area of Medicare financing, particularly
since the creation of the commission on the future of Medicare.

We know that resources are limited, and we are doing everything
that we can to control costs. For example, at your suggestion, we
entered into a lease with the Army Corps of Engineers for one floor
of our headquarters building so that we can reduce the cost of
maintaining that facility. We are also working hard to improve pro-
ductivity and, through process reengineering, have made signifi-
cant gains in that area.

But notwithstanding these efforts, if we are going to continue to
be a strong and viable organization that can fulfill our mission of
serving the Congress, we are going to again need an increase in our
funding for the coming year. We are hopeful that it is going to be
possible for us to get those funds.

PREPARED STATEMENT

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to an-
swer any questions you have.

[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES F. HINCHMAN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: Thank you for the opportunity
to be here today to testify on the General Accounting Office’s (GAO’s) fiscal year
1999 budget request. GAO’s request reflects a continuation of our effort to stabilize
agency operations following our downsizing. This year, with the resources provided
by this committee, we have begun taking the steps necessary to achieve this end.
In particular, we have embarked on a major modernization of our information tech-
nology systems and normalization of our hiring, promotion, and employee recogni-
tion programs. Our 1999 request will enable GAO to sustain this effort and main-
tain its capacity to serve the Congress effectively.

FISCAL YEAR 1997 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND HIGHLIGHTS

GAO is proud of its long tradition of service to the Congress and the contributions
it has made toward improving federal government operations. The issues we exam-
ined during fiscal year 1997 spanned the breadth of national and international con-
cerns, including aviation safety and security, financial management and account-
ability, health care financing, income security, information technology, national se-
curity, tax administration, and many others. Eighty-three percent of our work was
done at the request of the Congress or in response to a statutory mandate.

As a result of our audits and evaluations, the legislative and executive branches
took actions last year resulting in financial benefits of nearly $21 billion—over $50
for every dollar that you appropriated to GAO. These actions included budget reduc-
tions, costs avoided, appropriation deferrals, and revenue enhancements that are di-
rectly attributable to or were significantly influenced by GAO’s work. For example,
the Congress and the Department of the Treasury reduced the Internal Revenue
Service’s proposed fiscal year 1997 tax systems modernization appropriation by a
total of $514 million as a result of GAO reporting on problems associated with the
modernization effort. As another example, the Congress terminated the Housing and
Urban Development’s mortgage assignment program after GAO found the program
was not successful and was costly to run. The estimated benefits over 2 years are
about $1.3 billion.

We also had other findings and recommendations that resulted in or contributed
to improvements in the effectiveness and efficiency of government operations and
services that cannot be quantified in monetary terms. Their impact is nonetheless
significant because they lead to a better-run, more streamlined government. For ex-
ample, as a result of GAO’s work, the Federal Aviation Administration has in-
creased its inspections of foreign air carriers to ensure that they comply with inter-
national safety standards. In addition, to help ensure compliance with the Govern-
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ment Performance and Results Act, we issued a guide for the Congress and agencies
to use in reviewing agency strategic plans and reported on agencies’ progress in im-
plementing the act. Past experience shows that about 75 percent of GAO’s key rec-
ommendations usually are implemented within 4 years, through the passage of im-
plementing legislation and agencies’ corrective actions.

Overall, we produced 1,337 audit and evaluation products during fiscal year 1997.
These products included 975 reports to the Congress and agency officials, 149 formal
congressional briefings, and 182 congressional testimonies delivered by 65 GAO ex-
ecutives before 81 congressional committees or subcommittees. We also provided 14
statements for the record to congressional committees and subcommittees. In addi-
tion, we produced 2,386 legal decisions on matters involving government revenues
and expenditures, such as protests against the award of federal government con-
tracts.

During fiscal year 1997, we undertook a wide range of initiatives aimed at making
GAO more responsive to the Congress and enhancing the quality and timeliness of
our products and the efficiency of our services, while also expanding staff capability
and improving human resource management. In addition, we have further refined
our quality control program to ensure that high-quality products are consistently
produced and meet professional standards. We also fully implemented a reengi-
neered job process management system that has increased the efficiency in which
we conduct our reviews and the quality and timeliness of the products created. Com-
pared to fiscal year 1996, the cost of our assignments in fiscal year 1997 was re-
duced by nearly 25 percent and their duration by about 20 percent.

FISCAL YEAR 1999 BUDGET REQUEST

GAO’s fiscal year 1999 request is necessary to maintain our capacity to serve the
Congress effectively and to support our efforts to stabilize agency operations follow-
ing our downsizing. We are asking that the committee consider a fiscal year 1999
budget of $369.7 million. The increase included in this request is for three principal
purposes: mandatory pay and benefits and uncontrollable costs increases; technology
modernization and upgrades to replace outdated technology and ensure year 2000
compliance; and funding to move closer to our employment goal of 3,450.

Mandatory pay and benefit increases are the most important and account for the
largest part of our request. These increases are necessary to cover uncontrollable
costs, such as cost-of-living, locality pay, and personnel benefits increases. GAO’s
staff, its most valuable resource, accounts for about 80 percent of its budget dollars.
It is also important to offset other uncontrollable inflationary increases, such as the
higher cost of contract services, travel, printing, supplies, and other mission essen-
tial support services. Without additional funding to cover these costs, our capacity
to function effectively will be impaired.

We need to continue efforts to modernize our technology to maintain the produc-
tivity and timeliness gains that such technology has thus far made possible. Invest-
ments required in fiscal year 1999 will replace outdated software and hardware and
will ensure that GAO is year 2000 compliant.

This year, GAO has begun efforts to correct the skill imbalances resulting from
our downsizing. Our recruiting plan calls for us to replace attrition and gradually
move closer to the agreed upon 3,450 employment level by the end of fiscal year
1999. We are requesting funds to provide for personnel compensation, benefits, and
related costs to make this possible.

GAO’s fiscal year 1999 budget request does not include funding for the GAO head-
quarters building renovation program. Last year, at your request, we analyzed our
facilities requirements to determine whether we could lease any excess space in our
headquarters building and use the revenue generated from that lease to renovate
the two remaining unrenovated floors and supporting infrastructure of the building.
On the basis of that analysis, negotiations are now underway for the Army Corps
of Engineers to lease the entire third floor of the building. This lease should provide
the funds necessary to permit completion of our renovation program.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

GAO’s fiscal year 1999 budget request will position the agency to move into the
21st century with the staff, technology, facilities, and other resources needed to ef-
fectively and efficiently serve the Congress and to contribute to the improvement of
government operations and services. The increase in our budget is essential to cover
mandatory increases in people-related costs and inflationary increases in the prices
of the goods and services we buy, continue GAO’s efforts to upgrade its technology
and information systems, ensure year 2000 compliance, and stabilize GAO’s work-
force.
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This concludes my statement. I would be pleased to answer any questions the
Members of the Subcommittee may have.

YEAR 2000 COMPLIANCE

Senator BENNETT. Thank you. It will come as no surprise that
with my dedication to the year 2000 issue I will do what I can to
see to it that you do not get shortchanged there, because we repeat
the obvious, we have no flexibility at the back end of that.

Do you have a sense of the total cost it is going to take for your
2000 problems?

Mr. HINCHMAN. I think the incremental cost above work that we
would do anyway is about $500,000, it is not a large cost. This is
principally because the biggest part of our compliance plan is the
replacement of our personal computers, the hardware for the local
area network, which links those computers, and replacement of the
software that operates on those computers.

We need to do this anyway to provide the level of information
technology support which our staff needs; that has been the plan
on which we have been working. Our current system is not year
2000 compliant, but the new one will be, and that is part of our
information technology budget.

But there are other things that we have to do as well. As you
know, we need to repair other systems throughout our agency. We
need to do some work with other agencies and provide for inter-
faces and data exchanges. In total, these efforts are going to cost
us about $500,000.

DESKTOP VIDEO

Senator BENNETT. Last year you told us you were doing a pilot
program on desktop video in the Seattle field office and in three
sublocations. How did the pilot work out? Is it going to save you
any money?

Mr. HINCHMAN. The use of our video conferencing system contin-
ues to grow. I think there are going to be questions, but the use
of those video systems is a success and has produced significant
savings in our travel budget, in addition, of course, to staff time,
which does not have to be spent on airplanes.

Senator BENNETT. Do you want to say anything specific about
the desktop?

Ms. DODARO. The use of desktop video conferencing is inconclu-
sive at this point. Video conferencing in and of itself, as Mr.
Hinchman has said, has been very successful and has been saving
money. We have not yet reached a conclusion on the desktop por-
tion.

Senator BENNETT. So you have not decided——
Ms. DODARO. No.
Senator BENNETT [continuing]. That it does not work, and

you——
Ms. DODARO. No; we have neither decided it is nor have we de-

cided that it is not in any way appreciably better than our agency
facilities, the broad facilities that we have rather than people hav-
ing them locally at their desks.
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COMPUTER LEASING

Senator BENNETT. OK. You have been very creative about leasing
computers. Perhaps you could give us a comment about that as an
example for other agencies who are facing similar kinds of prob-
lems.

Mr. HINCHMAN. When we decided we had to embark on a re-
placement for our current computers, we, in consultation with ex-
perts in the field, concluded we needed to study whether it would
be more cost efficient to buy new computers or lease them. I think
that it is fair to say that virtually all of our consultants told us
that the fiscally prudent thing to do is to lease those computers so
that you can avoid the substantial investment in equipment that
becomes obsolete so quickly.

When we lease equipment, it continues to belong, obviously, to
the lessor. When it becomes obsolete, it is the lessor’s problem and
not ours; and we are free to move on to new systems.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, part of the reality of the informa-
tion technology business today is that systems and the software
that operates on them are changing so rapidly. It is very difficult
to choose not to move with that change, because you quickly find
yourself in a situation in which you cannot maintain your systems.
After that study, we concluded that we needed to lease our new
equipment, and that is what we are doing.

Senator BENNETT. I concluded with my family, I just do not need
to buy it, it will be obsolete by the time we pay for it, so then I
do not need to buy the next one, because it will be obsolete. My
children disagree with that.

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Thank you very much. Again, Senator Dorgan’s comments, as
well as my own, demonstrate the confidence this subcommittee has
in your stewardship, and our gratitude for all the work you are
doing, and we will try to get a permanent title, either for you or
somebody else, between now and the next time we meet.

Mr. HINCHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were

submitted to the Office for response subsequent to the hearing:]

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Question. Please update the Committee on the status of your Year 2000 conver-
sion plans.

Answer. GAO has identified the Year 2000 problem as one of its most serious
operational challenges and ranks its Year 2000 Compliance Project as the highest
information technology priority. To date, GAO has developed a detailed Year 2000
plan that includes schedules for converting or replacing all mission critical systems
that are Year 2000 non-compliant. We have completed an agencywide inventory of
66 systems and identified 28 of those systems as mission critical. All mission critical
systems have been assessed for Year 2000 compliance: 9 are compliant, 5 are being
repaired, and 14 are to be replaced.

The main component of GAO’s effort to repair or replace non-compliant systems
is its long-planned technology modernization project. GAO plans to repair or replace
all of the non-compliant systems well before the Year 2000.

Other Year 2000 actions that GAO has taken include the identification of all data
exchanges and development of data exchange agreements and plans for making ex-
ternal systems compliant. We have also documented a Year 2000 test strategy,
which includes approaches for testing network-based applications and corporate in-
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formation systems, such as payroll and personnel systems run at the National Fi-
nance Center. In addition, we have begun developing contingency plans to ensure
continuing core business operations in the event of Year 2000-induced failures.

Question. What did GAO spend in fiscal year 1997 for information technology, and
what do you plan to spend in fiscal years 1998 and 1999?

Answer. Our information technology budget funds a variety of services underlying
agency operations including mainframe computing services, data and voice commu-
nications, video conferencing services, network customer support, and maintenance
and support for hardware and software. In fiscal year 1997, GAO spent $21.9 mil-
lion on information technology (IT). The current estimate for IT spending is $26.4
million for fiscal year 1998 and $27.8 million for fiscal year 1999.

GAO requested a $1.4 million increase in its technology budget for fiscal year
1999, as part of continuing its technology modernization project to replace outdated
hardware and software and to ensure GAO is Year 2000 compliant. The hardware
and software replacements are for GAO’s existing information and communications
infrastructure and are needed to support the new workstation and network plat-
forms to which the agency is migrating. A very small amount will be used to fund
development efforts for GAO’s mission tracking (audit work) systems.

Question. GAO cut 25 percent from its budget and reduced staff by 33 percent be-
tween fiscal years 1996 and 1997. The stabilization level established at the begin-
ning of the downsizing was 3,450 FTE’s. GAO effectively downsized and has oper-
ated with increased productivity levels since fiscal year 1997. Given this experience,
is 3,450 FTE’s the optimal level for GAO to serve Congress’ needs?

Answer. At this point in time, GAO believes that 3,450 FTE’s will enable it to
meet Congress’ current needs. In fiscal year 1997, GAO completed its downsizing
efforts that began in fiscal year 1992 with a GAO-wide hiring freeze. By the begin-
ning of fiscal year 1997, GAO’s staffing had declined almost 35 percent from a 1992
level of 5,325 to its planned stabilization level of 3,500 staff (3,450 FTE’s). Since
then, higher than normal attrition has further reduced GAO staffing and caused
staff shortages in critical program areas, such as financial auditing, information
management, telecommunications’ infrastructure, and Medicare and Commerce-re-
lated issues.

In fiscal year 1998, GAO began implementing a recruiting plan to replace attri-
tion, correct the skills imbalance resulting from our downsizing, and gradually re-
build to the 3,450 employment goal. GAO is concerned about its ability to quickly
respond to Congressional needs in critical areas if unable to implement this recruit-
ing plan.

Question. What is your estimated total cost to address the Year 2000 problem?
What has been spent to date, and what is requested in your fiscal year 1999 budget?
What is your cost estimate beyond fiscal year 1999?

Answer. Many of GAO’s Year 2000 issues are being corrected through its long-
planned technology modernization project. This project is replacing obsolete hard-
ware and software and providing additional capacity that would have been done re-
gardless of Year 2000 issues. Without the resources needed to implement the mod-
ernization project, GAO will not be Year 2000 compliant.

In addition to the modernization project that indirectly addresses most Year 2000
issues, GAO estimates that about $500,000 will be spent directly for Year 2000 ef-
forts related to upgrades/fixes for its Financial Management System and a number
of small database system, and the replacement of voice mail processing systems. Of
the $500,000, $33,000 was spent in fiscal year 1997, while the remainder will be
spent in fiscal year 1998. There are no funds included in the fiscal year 1999 budg-
et, nor are there costs estimated beyond fiscal year 1999 that are directly attrib-
utable to correcting Year 2000 issues.

Question. What are the highest risk areas confronting GAO in completing its Year
2000 program on time?

Answer. GAO believes the highest risk to timely completion of its Year 2000
Project is with major systems that are outside of GAO’s direct control and that GAO
relies on to carry out its functions. These major systems include the pay computa-
tion and EFT systems; telecommunications carriers that provide nationwide commu-
nications for GAO’s data, voice and video systems; and infrastructure utilities that
support our facilities—electrical, power, and water.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR BYRON DORGAN

Question. As you are aware, a provision was included in the Fiscal Year 1998
Treasury and General Government Appropriations Act, which allows a six-month
‘‘open-season’’ for Federal employees who wish to switch their retirement system
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from CSRS to FERS. I believe the chairman of the committee was the sponsor of
that amendment, and I believe its purpose was to allow those who might somehow
be disadvantaged under CSRS to switch to FERS during this six-month window this
year. As I understand it, this could amount to a substantial cost for large agencies
and departments of the Federal government.

Do you have any ideas as to the number of GAO personnel who, at the present
time, are under CSRS and who might take this opportunity to change to the FERS
system?

What would be the cost, if any, to your budget for any employee who did so, and
what would be the total anticipated cost?

Answer. GAO projects that at July 1, 1998, the beginning of the 6-month ‘‘open-
season’’ period, it will have 1,880 employees covered under the CSRS retirement
system who could switch to the FERS system. It is difficult to predict how many
employees will switch when provided the opportunity.

Currently, GAO’s contribution towards Medicare and retirement benefits for an
employee who participates in the CSRS retirement system is about 10 percent of
the employee’s annual salary. GAO’s contribution towards social security and retire-
ment benefits for an employee in FERS is about 23 percent of the employee’s annual
salary. Therefore, the additional cost to GAO for any employee who switches from
CSRS to FERS could be about 13 percent of their salary. The actual cost per em-
ployee will depend upon the employee’s actual earnings and level of participation
in the Thrift Savings Plan.

To estimate the potential cost impact to GAO of the ‘‘open-season’’, GAO has de-
veloped estimates assuming that 5, 10, or 20 percent of the eligible employees would
transfer from CSRS to FERS. GAO’s estimate of the number of employees and the
related cost impact under these assumptions are shown in the following table. At
the time GAO’s fiscal year 1999 budget request was submitted, the President’s veto
of the open season provision had not been set aside. GAO’s fiscal year 1999 budget
request, therefore, does not include any funds to cover this potential cost increase.

ESTIMATED COST INCREASE IF GAO EMPLOYEES SWITCH FROM CSRS TO FERS DURING JULY–
DECEMBER 1998 ‘‘OPEN SEASON’’

If 5 percent
of eligible

staff switch

If 10 percent
of eligible

staff switch

If 20 percent
of eligible

staff switch

Estimated number of staff transferring from CSRS to FERS ....... 94 189 375
Annual cost increase beginning in fiscal year 1999 1 ................. $790,024 $1,595,186 $3,163,950

1 Cost estimate assumes that eligible employees have transferred from CSRS to FERS by the beginning of the fiscal
year.
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GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL F. DIMARIO, PUBLIC PRINTER
ACCOMPANIED BY:

ROBERT MANSKER, DEPUTY PUBLIC PRINTER
FRAN BUCKLEY, SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS
WILLIAM M. GUY, BUDGET OFFICER

OPENING STATEMENT

Senator BENNETT. Our third witness is the Honorable Michael
DiMario, the Public Printer, representing the Government Printing
Office [GPO].

Mr. DIMARIO. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENNETT. Good morning. In the last year there have

been some large projects involving the Government Printing Office
that I trust you will hear about. GAO has been coordinating a man-
agement review, which is not before us, but I understand will be
completed shortly.

The Joint Committee on Printing has been working on title 44
legislation, expected to be introduced in a few weeks, which will
also affect your lives in a variety of ways. So we look forward to
hearing your testimony.

Mr. DIMARIO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman and
members of the subcommittee, thank you for inviting me to be with
you this morning to present the funding requirements of the Gov-
ernment Printing Office for fiscal year 1999. With me are my Dep-
uty Public Printer, Bob Mansker, to my right; the Superintendent
of Documents, Fran Buckley, to my left; and my Budget Officer,
Bill Guy, also to my right.

Both Bob Mansker and Fran Buckley are newcomers to GPO,
Bob spent many years as a staff member of the House, and later
on the Joint Committee on Printing. Fran comes from the library
community, where he was associate director of the Detroit Public
Library, and later director of the Shaker Heights Public Library.

I am extremely happy to have them onboard at GPO, and I be-
lieve that they will be a real asset in our day-to-day dealings with
both Congress and the public.

In the interest of time, I will summarize my prepared statement,
which I have submitted for the record.

Senator BENNETT. Without objection, it will be printed.

PUBLIC PRINTER’S STATEMENT

Mr. DIMARIO. For fiscal year 1999 we are requesting a total of
$114.2 million for those programs that require appropriations di-
rectly through GPO. The request includes $84 million for the con-
gressional printing and binding appropriation, and $30.2 million
for the salaries and expenses appropriation for the Superintendent
of Documents. This is an increase of $3.5 million, or about 3.1 per-
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cent, over the level of funding approved for fiscal year 1998, includ-
ing the one-time transfer of approximately $11 million from our re-
volving fund to the congressional printing and binding appropria-
tion.

The congressional printing and binding appropriation is critical
to the maintenance and operation of our in-plant capacity, which
is structured to serve the information product needs of the legisla-
tive process in Congress. The majority of the Superintendent of
Documents salaries and expenses appropriation is for the deposi-
tory library program.

While some of the funding for this program is for salaries and
benefits, most is for producing and disseminating publications to
depository libraries, including publications in CD–ROM’s and on-
line formats.

This appropriation also provides the majority of the funding for
the operation of GPO Access, which is the basis for our ability to
transition the depository program to an electronic future.

We are cooperating with the General Accounting Office in its ef-
forts to assess the status of year 2000 readiness in all legislative
branch agencies following your direction, Mr. Chairman. Our pro-
posal to bring our mainframe operating system into year 2000 com-
pliance has been approved. We have formed an internal year 2000
program management office to work with GAO, and have appointed
year 2000 coordinators throughout GPO.

We are undertaking efforts to convert, replace, or retire existing
systems to ensure that they are year 2000 compliant, and we are
assuring that all ongoing and planned improvements to our com-
puter systems are year 2000 compliant. We are confident that the
steps we are taking now will ensure the continuity of product and
service provision to Congress, Federal agencies, and the public.

PREPARED STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my opening statement, and I will
be happy to answer any questions you may have.

[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL F. DIMARIO

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to be here today
to present the funding requirements of the Government Printing Office (GPO) for
fiscal year 1999.

GPO KEEPS AMERICA INFORMED

An abiding commitment to public access to Government information is deeply
rooted in our system of Government. GPO is one of the most visible demonstrations
of that commitment. For more than a century, our mission under the public printing
and documents statutes of Title 44, U.S. Code, has been to fulfill the needs of the
Federal Government for information products and to distribute those products to the
public.

Formerly, GPO’s mission was accomplished through the production and procure-
ment of traditional printing technologies. However, a generation ago we began mi-
grating our processes to electronic technologies, and in 1993 Congress amended Title
44 with the GPO Electronic Information Access Enhancement Act (Public Law 103–
40), which requires us to disseminate Government information products online. This
Act is the basis of GPO Access, our Internet information service.

Today, GPO is dedicated to producing, procuring, and disseminating Government
information products in a wide range of formats—print, CD–ROM, and online. In
GPO the Government has a unique asset that combines a comprehensive range of
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conventional production and electronic processing, procurement facilitation, and
multi-format dissemination capabilities to support the information life cycle needs
of Congress, Federal agencies, and the public:

—We provide print and electronic information products and services to Congress
and Federal agencies through inplant processes and the purchase of information
products from the private sector. For Congress, we maintain a capability to fully
support the information product needs of the legislative process, working in
close cooperation with leadership offices, committees, Members, and staffs in
each Chamber.

—We disseminate Government information to the public in print and electronic
formats through a low-priced sales program and a reimbursable program, and
to Federal depository libraries nationwide where the information may be used
by the public free of charge. We catalog and index Government information
products so they can be identified and retrieved by users.

—We also disseminate a massive volume of information online via the Internet
with GPO Access. Recent data show that more than 10.5 million documents are
retrieved by the public every month using this system. We strongly support the
increased dissemination of Government information in electronic formats, and
GPO Access today is one of the leading Federal sites on the Internet. Our home
page, at www.access.gpo.gov, provides free public access to more than 70 Fed-
eral databases from all three branches of the Government, a growing number
of agency Government Information Locator Service (GILS) sites, and associated
locator and Pathway aids.

We provide all of our services in a non-partisan, service-oriented environment that
emphasizes the primacy of the customer’s requirements for timeliness, quality, secu-
rity, and economy. We are committed to achieving the greatest access and equity
in information dissemination through printed publications, CD–ROM, and online in-
formation technologies. Our electronic and traditional technologies simultaneously
enable us to facilitate the re-engineering of information products to satisfy the Gov-
ernment’s changing information requirements, and to preserve and protect public
access to Government information for all of our citizens.

At the bottom line, our programs reduce the need for duplicative production facili-
ties throughout the Government, achieve significant taxpayer savings through a
centralized production and procurement system, and enhance public access to Gov-
ernment information, which is increasingly valuable to all Americans in the Infor-
mation Age.

More than a century ago, Congress in its wisdom designed a system in GPO for
keeping America informed. That system continues to serve a vital purpose today.

FISCAL YEAR 1999 APPROPRIATIONS REQUEST

For fiscal year 1999, we are requesting $114.2 million for those programs that re-
quire annual appropriations directly to GPO. The request includes $84 million for
the Congressional Printing and Binding Appropriation and $30.2 million for the Sal-
aries and Expenses Appropriation of the Superintendent of Documents.

Our total request is an increase of $3.5 million, or 3.1 percent, over the level of
funding approved for fiscal year 1998. Our fiscal year 1998 funding includes a one-
time transfer of approximately $11 million from our revolving fund to the Congres-
sional Printing and Binding Appropriation. As our budget submission shows on
pages I–2 and I–3, GPO’s appropriations have remained relatively stable for several
years (in fact, declining by 7 percent from fiscal year 1993 through fiscal year 1998),
and have declined substantially in real purchasing power.

The Congressional Printing and Binding Appropriation is critical to the mainte-
nance and operation of our inplant capacity, which is structured to serve Congress’
information product needs. The appropriation covers the costs of congressional print-
ing such as the Congressional Record, bills, reports, hearings, documents, and other
products. Each year, a substantial volume of this work is requisitioned. In fiscal
year 1997, more than 1.3 billion copy pages of congressional products were produced
at an average cost of less than 4 cents per page, inclusive of all prepress work,
printing, binding, and delivery. This appropriation also covers database preparation
work on congressional publications disseminated online via GPO Access.

The majority of the Superintendent of Documents Salaries and Expenses Appro-
priation is for the Federal Depository Library Program (FDLP). While some of the
funding for this program is for salaries and benefits, most is for printing and dis-
tributing publications (including publications in CD–ROM and online formats) to de-
pository libraries. This appropriation also provides the majority of funding for the
operation of GPO Access.
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CONGRESSIONAL PRINTING AND BINDING APPROPRIATION

Our request of $84 million for the Congressional Printing and Binding Appropria-
tion is an increase of $2.3 million, or 2.9 percent, over the total amount approved
for fiscal year 1998, which includes the transfer from the revolving fund. The items
covered by the request are as follows:

[In millions of dollars]

Estimated
Category Requirement

Committee hearings ............................................................................................... 19.7
Congressional Record (including the online Record, the Index, and the bound

Record) ................................................................................................................ 18.8
Miscellaneous Printing and Binding (including letterheads, envelopes, blank

paper, and other products) ................................................................................ 15.4
Bills, resolutions, amendments ............................................................................. 12.8
Miscellaneous Publications (including the Congressional Directory, the U.S.

Code, and serial sets) ......................................................................................... 5.2
Committee Reports ................................................................................................ 3.2
Business and Committee Calendars ..................................................................... 2.0
Documents .............................................................................................................. 2.0
Details to Congress ................................................................................................ 1.8
Committee Prints ................................................................................................... 1.6
Document Envelopes and Franks ......................................................................... 1.5

Total ............................................................................................................. 84.0
Product prices are anticipated to increase by approximately 4.7 percent overall

due to the increased costs of employee compensation and benefits, utilities, mainte-
nance, materials, and supplies. We are continuing to work to reduce these costs with
savings from technological improvements and adjustments to staffing requirements.

The impact of price increases will be offset by a 1.8 percent reduction overall re-
sulting from decreased workload volume in several product categories. Based on his-
torical data, in the first session of the 106th Congress we expect to see decreases
in workload for the Congressional Record, business and committee calendars, details
to Congress, document envelopes and franks, committee prints, hearings, and docu-
ments. Historical data suggest there will be increases in miscellaneous publications
(because of the production of the Congressional Directory and other publications for
the new Congress), miscellaneous printing and binding, bills, resolutions, and
amendments, and committee reports. While these estimates are based only on his-
torical factors and represent our best estimates as to the projected workload for the
first session of the 106th Congress, actual workload may vary.

We have been participating with both the House and the Senate in the develop-
ment of new legislative information systems that will expand the capability to cre-
ate and utilize electronic information products in Congress and potentially reduce
GPO’s printing costs. One objective of these systems is the adoption of Standard
Generalized Markup Language (SGML) to permit the submission of machine-read-
able keystrokes requiring less processing by GPO prior to final production. We sup-
port initiatives in both Chambers to facilitate the sharing of information. In addi-
tion, we are now placing all Senate Appropriations Committee hearings online.

SALARIES AND EXPENSES APPROPRIATION

Our request of $30.2 million for the Salaries and Expenses Appropriation of the
Superintendent of Documents is an increase of $1.1 million, or 3.9 percent, over the
amount approved for fiscal year 1998. The increase is due to increases in mandatory
pay and related costs, price level changes, and workload changes. The component
programs covered by the request are as follows:

[In millions of dollars]

Estimated
Program Requirements

Federal Depository Library Program ................................................................... 25.8
Cataloging and Indexing Program ........................................................................ 3.5
International Exchange Program ......................................................................... .5
By-Law Distribution Program .............................................................................. .4

Total ............................................................................................................. 30.2
Price level changes and cost increases due to pay raises and related expenses rep-

resent $818,000, or about 73 percent of the requested increase of $1.1 million. The
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majority of this amount, $570,000, is for price level changes calculated at the as-
sumed rate of inflation for the year, or 2.6 percent. Approximately $225,000 is for
enhancements to GPO Access to facilitate the continuing transition of the FDLP to
a predominantly electronic basis. The balance is for capital expenditures for GPO’s
Library Programs Service.

We are requesting the Appropriations Committees to increase the statutory limi-
tation on travel expenses under the Salaries and Expenses Appropriation from
$150,000 to $180,000, in order to fund increased travel for depository library out-
reach, including instruction and training on the use of GPO Access.

BOUND CONGRESSIONAL RECORD

House Report 104–657, accompanying H.R. 3754, the Legislative Branch Appro-
priations Act for 1997, directed GPO to reduce the distribution of paper copies of
the bound Congressional Record beginning with the 105th Congress, and to produce
a new CD–ROM format for this publication. A total of $100,000 was earmarked for
the fiscal year 1997 Congressional Printing and Binding Appropriation for a more
limited number of printed copies of the bound Record to be distributed at the direc-
tion of the Joint Committee on Printing (JCP).

The JCP has directed the distribution of about 205 sets of the bound Record to
be funded from GPO appropriations, estimated to cost about $313,000. This includes
$179,000 from the Congressional Printing and Binding Appropriation and $134,000
from the Salaries and Expenses Appropriation. In addition, we estimate that about
190 sets will be ordered and paid for by other Federal agencies and the public. Con-
sistent with the direction of House Report 104–657, we plan to produce the sets on
demand from an electronic database utilizing high-speed reproduction technology.
This strategy will produce the relatively small number of copies required at a much
greater savings. We have received the approval of the House Subcommittee on Leg-
islative Appropriations to spend an additional $79,000 from our fiscal year 1997
Congressional Printing and Binding Appropriation and $134,000 from the Salaries
and Expenses Appropriation for this purpose. Sufficient funds are available for this
purpose.

CONGRESSIONAL SERIAL SETS

House Report 104–657 also directed us to reduce the production and distribution
of bound Congressional Serial Sets beginning with the 105th Congress. The direc-
tion was to convert most sets to CD–ROM format and to limit the distribution of
bound sets to regional depository libraries, plus one depository in each state without
a designated regional depository (including the District of Columbia), and to inter-
national exchange libraries.

We formulated a plan for the implementation of this directive that subsequently
was approved by the JCP. The bound Serial Set will be distributed to all designated
regional depository libraries and one library in each of seven states that do not have
a designated regional depository. In addition, the international exchange libraries,
the Library of Congress, the National Archives Library, the Senate Library, the
House Library, and the Public Documents Library Collection (now housed within
the National Archives and Records Administration) will continue to receive bound
versions of the Serial Set. An estimated 105 copies of each volume of the set will
be produced and distributed to these recipients. This quantity is 344 copies less per
volume than was distributed prior to the 105th Congress (a total of 128 volumes
are estimated for a Serial Set for an entire Congress).

The Superintendent of Documents has surveyed depository libraries to allow them
the opportunity to add the initial slip distribution of the documents and reports of
the 105th Congress in paper format, since the bound Serial Set will not be an option
for most of them. In addition, we have accepted the suggestion of the Government
Documents Roundtable of the American Library Association to make available cop-
ies of the Serial Set title pages (including the contents listing for each volume) to
depository libraries that request them. We are also offering the bound Serial Set for
the 105th Congress for sale through the Superintendent of Documents sales pro-
gram.

At this time, it is not possible to create a complete electronic Serial Set with all
the requisite capabilities, since many documents and reports are not currently avail-
able electronically and are too graphically intense to convert to an electronic format.
We will work with the Clerk of the House of Representatives and the Secretary of
the Senate, as well as ongoing efforts associated with information systems planning
in both Chambers, toward the eventual production of a complete electronic Serial
Set.
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TRANSITIONING THE DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM

We are continuing to transition the FDLP to a predominately electronic basis, as
directed by the Legislative Branch Appropriations Act for 1996, and as set forth in
the plans contained in the Study to Identify Measures Necessary for a Successful
Transition to a More Electronic Federal Depository Library Program (June 1996).
The transition process was estimated to require from five to seven years beginning
in fiscal year 1996. The transition includes the dissemination of both tangible elec-
tronic Government information products, such as CD–ROM’s, as well as online data-
bases and locator services provided via GPO Access, our online Internet service.
GPO Access is the principal delivery vehicle for online Government information to
depository libraries and the public. Current trends indicate that online formats will
eventually be the dominant means of electronic dissemination.

A key highlight of the transition process this past year was the development of
the ‘‘collection management’’ concept for GPO Access, which establishes that we will
manage the various electronic Government information products made permanently
accessible via GPO Access as a library-like collection. This concept will consist of
four elements: (1) core legislative and regulatory GPO Access products that will re-
side permanently on GPO servers; (2) other remotely accessible products either
maintained by GPO or other institutions with which GPO has established formal
agreements; (3) the tangible electronic Government information products distributed
to Federal depository libraries; and (4) remotely accessible electronic Government
information products which GPO identifies, describes and links to but which remain
under the control of the originating agencies. Portions of the collection, other than
the core legislative and regulatory GPO Access products, may be maintained at
partner institutions, including other Federal agencies, depository libraries, consor-
tia, or other institutions.

In 1997, we established the first partnerships under the collection concept with
the University of Illinois-Chicago, the University of North Texas, and the Online
Computer Library Center (OCLC) Inc., to handle permanent public access to data-
bases originating with the State Department, the now-defunct Office of Technology
Assessment, and the Education Department, respectively. We have also developed
a partnership with the Department of Energy for the electronic dissemination of its
reports in image format. In a related effort, we are piloting a project with the Na-
tional Technical Information Service (NTIS) of the Commerce Department to make
available certain NTIS image files to depository libraries.

REVOLVING FUND

Operation of the Revolving Fund.—Instead of receiving direct appropriations to
cover the cost of the products and services GPO provides, our revolving fund accepts
reimbursements from other appropriations and the public that place orders for GPO
products and services. The fund pays for work performed prior to receiving reim-
bursement from the customer. The fund must have sufficient cash to pay private
sector printers and GPO operating expenses prior to receiving reimbursement from
the ordering agencies or the public. In the case of the sales program, the fund pur-
chases copies of publications for the sales inventory and receives payment when the
publications are sold. The fund also makes expenditures for equipment and other
capital improvements. The cost of capital improvements is reimbursed gradually to
the fund over their useful lives from the benefiting customers. The four programs
financed through the revolving fund are plant printing, printing procurement, sales
of publications, and agency distribution services. The Congressional Printing and
Binding Appropriation is used to reimburse the fund for the cost of services provided
to Congress. The Salaries and Expenses Appropriation of the Superintendent of Doc-
uments is used to reimburse the fund for the cost of services provided in the dis-
tribution of publications as required by law.

Fiscal Year 1997 Financial Performance.—We are pleased to report that GPO’s re-
volving fund generated consolidated net income from continuing operations of $11.6
million for fiscal year 1997, compared with a loss of $16.9 million for fiscal year
1996. However, the Department of Labor (DOL) has revised its estimate of GPO’s
long-term liability for workers’ compensation, which could cause an increase of $23.9
million in accrued expenses for fiscal year 1997. We have requested a clarification
of this estimate from DOL. In addition, the General Accounting Office has stated,
in decision B–259508 (April 4, 1996), that GPO, pursuant to section 8147c of Title
5, U.S.C., is not required to pay an additional fee to the DOL’s Office of Workers’
Compensation Programs (OWCP) to cover its administrative costs. We have been
seeking to obtain a refund of the amounts erroneously collected by the OWCP.

DOD Payment Issues.—We have been experiencing payment problems with one of
our largest customer agencies, the Defense Department. In our view, these problems
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stem largely from the creation of the Defense Printing Service, now known as the
Defense Automated Printing Service (DAPS). At the end of fiscal year 1992, GPO’s
accounts receivable from DOD were about $32 million. Unpaid DOD invoices over
60 days old amounted to about $9 million, or 28 percent of the total. Since 1993,
total receivables and delinquencies from DOD have been increasing. As of December
31, 1997, total DOD receivables reached $52.7 million with unpaid invoices over 60
days amounting to $24.3 million, or 46 percent. Since then we have received several
payments from DOD, reducing their receivables to approximately $37 million. Al-
though we have made several changes to our accounting system to assist DOD in
improving their payment record, none of these initiatives has been fully imple-
mented by DOD. DOD’s payment record is directly impacting our cash flow and cre-
ating the prospect of a cash shortage in our revolving fund. In an effort to stream-
line the accounting practices at DOD and end the late payment problems, GPO has
developed an automated deposit account system that virtually eliminates GPO in-
voices. If DOD would use deposit accounts, it would save the taxpayers millions of
dollars annually.

GAO Management Audit.—We are currently cooperating within the GPO manage-
ment audit ordered by Congress in House Report 105–254, accompanying H.R. 2209,
the Legislative Branch Appropriations Act for 1998. The audit is being conducted
by Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc., under contract with the General Accounting Office.
We have also implemented reforms to our sales program to assure that all disposals
of excess stock comply with established guidelines.

Year 2000 Compliance.—We are cooperating with the General Accounting Office
in its efforts to assess the status of year 2000 readiness in all legislative branch
agencies, following the direction of the Chairman of this Subcommittee in a letter
dated October 30, 1997. Our proposal to the JCP to bring our mainframe operating
system into year 2000 compliance has been approved. We have formed an internal
year 2000 program management office to work with the GAO, and have appointed
year 2000 coordinators throughout GPO. We are continuing to conduct a review of
all GPO computer systems to determine which systems will be converted, replaced,
or retired. We estimate that the total cost of assuring year 2000 compliance at GPO,
including the cost of all associated computer improvements that are either ongoing
or planned—and which also must be year 2000 compliant—will be $8 million this
fiscal year and $4 million in fiscal year 1999. These costs will be financed through
our revolving fund. We are confident that the steps we are taking now will ensure
the continuity of product and service provision to Congress, Federal agencies, and
the public.

Future Capital Expenditure Requirements.—Capital expenditures for major build-
ing repairs and maintenance, information systems, and production equipment will
be a considerable drain on the revolving fund. GPO’s buildings are old and require
substantial maintenance. These services are not provided by the Architect of the
Capitol but are financed by GPO. Over the next two years, necessary capital invest-
ments include about $6 million for replacement of air conditioning equipment. Ele-
vator, roof, and electrical systems need repair, which will cost additional millions
of dollars over the next few years. Information systems also account for major cap-
ital investment requirements. This year we will be implementing an information
processing system for the Superintendent of Documents, at a cost of about $10 mil-
lion. We will replace our mainframe computer with an enterprise server that will
be year 2000 compliant, at a cost of about $1.8 million. As noted above, other signifi-
cant expenditures will be required to bring all GPO computers and software into
compliance with year 2000 requirements. Production equipment requirements in-
clude $1.6 million for computer-to-plate systems and $3.6 million for a passport
printing and binding line. These expenditures will have to be funded either through
GPO’s revolving fund or through an alternative mechanism such as a line item ap-
propriation, which was how GPO’s air conditioning improvements during the 1970’s
were funded.

Statutory FTE Limitation.—For fiscal year 1999, we are requesting the deletion
of the statutory limitation on our full-time equivalent employment (FTE’s). GPO has
reduced employment by more than 25 percent since early 1993. This reduction was
accomplished through attrition and successfully lowered our costs while preventing
interruptions in service to Congress, Federal agencies, and the public. However,
some critical GPO areas, including those that serve Congress, are now fully reduced
and cannot withstand further reductions without impairing performance and service
provision. GPO is now at its lowest employment level in this century. Allowing us
to manage our FTE resources within the constraints of our available funding, rather
than under a statutory limit, will give us the flexibility necessary to continue pro-
viding essential services.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, this concludes my prepared
statement. I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

REVOLVING FUND

Senator BENNETT. Thank you. Did GPO report losses in fiscal
year 1997, and do you estimate any for fiscal year 1998?

Mr. DIMARIO. We did report losses in fiscal year 1997, as a result
of a recalculation that was done of obligations to the Department
of Labor, and I think Mr. Guy may be able to speak more specifi-
cally to those.

Mr. GUY. In fiscal year 1997, the Department of Labor indicated
that we should increase our liability under workers compensation
by about $25 million. If we have to do that, and we are looking at
that very carefully, then that may cause us to have to report a loss
in 1997. If we do not have to increase our liability by that mag-
nitude, then we would not be reporting a loss for 1997. As far as
this year, we have lost some money in the revolving fund, to date.
We are hoping that we can turn that situation around.

Senator BENNETT. Let me go back to the $25 million. Is that a
one-time hit, or is that an indication you have to adjust your alloca-
tion for the liability for all future years?

Mr. GUY. It is an adjustment of our estimated liability in the fu-
ture. The annual amount that we pay is about $6 million a year,
and we have already established a future liability of about $25 mil-
lion. The Department of Labor has given us figures saying that we
need to double that estimate of our future liability.

Senator BENNETT. But I am still not understanding. Can you get
to the future liability of, say, $50 million, total, assuming they are
correct, and I understand you are challenging their number——

Mr. GUY. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. Let us assume for a moment they are correct

with the $50 million number, can you get there with a one-time hit
of $25 million, or are you saying you are going to spread the $25
million out over a number of fiscal years, so there will be, say, a
$4 million hit for 1997, and so on, until you get——

Mr. GUY. That is correct. We would actually pay it on a cash out-
lay basis over a number of years into the future, but they are tell-
ing us to recognize that liability now. It is a change in estimate at
this time, but we would be able to pay it out over——

Senator BENNETT. On your books, do you have it reserved for the
liability?

Mr. GUY. We do not have a cash reserve for it, no, sir. It would
have to be paid out of available revolving fund cash. We have re-
ported so far a $25 million liability, and we have taken that out
of fund equity, as we report it.

Senator BENNETT. Do you have an existing $25 million——
Mr. DIMARIO. Yes, sir; our revolving fund has a substantial

amount of assets. Against the total value of the revolving fund we
have certain obligations that are booked against it. The $25 million
is among those obligations. The total revolving fund assets includes
a cash balance in Treasury, like a bank account. There are limits
to the amount of available cash that we have. The fund is used to
pay our contractors and others before we get reimbursed for the
work from the agencies.
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Senator BENNETT. I understand that.
Mr. DIMARIO. I think the answer is, in my mind at least, there

is not a specific cash reserve for the Department of Labor issue, but
we do have sufficient resources in the revolving fund for that obli-
gation.

Senator BENNETT. Well, let me understand it. I do not mean to
get into arcane issues of accounting.

Mr. DIMARIO. Well, our accountant——
Senator BENNETT. But how big is the amount of cash in your re-

volving fund?
Mr. GUY. We have a cash balance of about $75 million.
Senator BENNETT. OK. Now, what portion of that is encumbered

with requirements like this?
Mr. GUY. I would say that about one-half of that is encumbered,

and we feel that it is other people’s money, in that sense, and, in
fact, GAO told us that some of that cash is not available.

Senator BENNETT. Now, can you use any of that in an emer-
gency, even though it is encumbered, in effect, borrow it?

Mr. DIMARIO. Some we can, and some we cannot. There are mon-
eys that we, as an example, have received from customers against
deposit accounts, and have not yet received requisitions for work.
That money is not available for us to borrow. It is still the cus-
tomer’s money; it is just on deposit with us.

At a point at which we receive an order the money becomes
available to us even though we have not yet paid a contract or ex-
pended that money. We would be able to use that money.

Where we have sold subscriptions and have not yet fulfilled the
subscriptions, we have those moneys, and some of those may be
limited in terms of what we can do, and GAO has spoken to that
specific limitation.

Senator BENNETT. Are you earning interest on those balances,
even though you cannot touch them?

Mr. DIMARIO. No, sir; they are just accounts against the Treas-
ury of the United States.

YEAR 2000 COMPUTER PROBLEM

Senator BENNETT. I see. I see. How much in your current budget
do you think is going for the year 2000 problem?

Mr. DIMARIO. For fiscal 1996 it was estimated to cost $328,000;
in fiscal 1997, it was $5.9 million; and in fiscal 1998, the current
budget, it is $8.2 million. We have scheduled work over a period
of time, reflecting what we believe is going into the year 2000 prob-
lem. Most of that money is previously allocated money for ongoing
programs.

Senator BENNETT. What incremental costs do you have? I under-
stand you are going to solve the year 2000 problem in part with
money that you would have spent anyway——

Mr. DIMARIO. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT [continuing]. Only you are dedicating it to the

year 2000 problem, but there has to be some incremental money on
top of that. Do you have any, and do you know how much it is?

Mr. DIMARIO. In a ball park sense, based on what we have at
this point, we believe that we are approaching $19 million in total
costs. Of those costs most are for upgrading existing systems. Most
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projects have been approved, like the integrated processing system
for the Superintendent of Documents sales program. That has al-
ready been delivered by the contractor, and is, at this point, being
tested. We are training on that. We have approval, as I mentioned
in the statement, for a new mainframe. That is about $1.8 million.

So when you get to the incremental costs out of the $19 million
in total costs for new hardware and software, not associated with
either existing labor costs or ongoing projects, we are talking about
$3.5 million. That is our best estimate.

Senator BENNETT. OK.
Mr. MANSKER. Senator, if I could backup just a moment.
Senator BENNETT. Sure.

CASH REQUIREMENTS

Mr. MANSKER. When you were talking about the revolving fund,
I do not want us to leave with the impression that of the $75 mil-
lion in the revolving fund, we only have categories of restricted
funds.

The cash balance in the revolving fund is not readily available
where we can just feel free to spend it, because we have also a com-
mitted unrestricted amount of funding for other things that we
would have to borrow against, as you say, to get readily available
cash to operate.

Our last report said, from our comptroller’s office, that the un-
committed, unrestricted funds that we have to use for future in-
vestment and capital expenditures, and so forth, is actually a nega-
tive figure in January. We are borrowing against unrestricted com-
mitted funds at this time, and one of the reasons for that, if I
might get a little historical, is the $11 million that was——

Senator BENNETT. That was going to be my next question.
Mr. MANSKER. That has put a very severe cramp on our avail-

ability of funds for future capital expenditures. Right now we are
actually in a negative posture. We think that will come around, to
show a better situation, when Congress gets in full gear, which
they have not been for the first 5 months of our fiscal year; but,
we will start getting income to generate that figure up into a posi-
tive mode. But——

Senator BENNETT. Do you mean Congress will require more serv-
ices?

Mr. MANSKER. Correct.
Senator BENNETT. OK.
Mr. MANSKER. Correct. And we could charge against the CP&B

fund. But right now, I would not want to leave you with the im-
pression that we have $40 million to spend for capital expendi-
tures; we do not have that. The cash availability for future expend-
itures is very severely cramped.

Mr. DIMARIO. The revolving fund itself was established primarily
to take care of the peaks and valleys in printing, and also to pro-
vide for capital funding. Over a period of time, we have depleted
that fund substantially, so we have reached a point where we are
very reluctant to put obligations against it that we believe other-
wise should be funded through a specific appropriation.

Senator BENNETT. I can understand that.
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ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

I have no further questions. Thank you very much. We appre-
ciate the hard work you have put in, and the service you have pro-
vided Congress.

Mr. DIMARIO. Thank you very much.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
[The following questions were not asked at the hearing, but were

submitted to the Office for response subsequent to the hearing:]

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Question. Does GPO estimate losses for fiscal year 1998?
Answer. Through January of the current fiscal year, the revolving fund lost $7.8

million on revenue of $258.3 million. GPO’s long-term financial goal is to generate
a small net income of about 1–2 percent in order to allow for capital replacement.
This goal may be very difficult to attain this year, in view of the results to date.
GPO’s plans to improve financial results include major information systems up-
grades, investments in more productive equipment and technology, a strengthened
marketing program, and continued cost reductions. Many important external factors
are largely beyond GPO’s control, such as congressional workload, compliance with
printing statutes, and paper prices. Rate adjustments may also be required.

Question. How much has GPO included in its budget request for the year 2000
conversion?

Answer. For fiscal year 1999, we estimate that the year 2000 conversion cost for
all GPO activities will be $4,390,500 in the revolving fund.

Question. What is the status of the ESOP language that GPO requested last year
and was going to work with the Commerce Committee to pass?

Answer. GPO anticipated that legislation would be passed in the last session of
Congress to include GPO in the National Energy Conservation Policy Act provisions
authorizing energy savings performance contracts. Staff from the House Committee
on Commerce were in contact with GPO regarding this effort. However, this legisla-
tion was not enacted and GPO is not aware of any current efforts in this area.

Question. In response to Mr. DiMario’s letter of November 25, 1997, transmitting
the Inspector General’s Semi-annual report to Congress, his letter states that GPO
has initiated some corrective actions on all four reportable conditions from GPO’s
fiscal year 1995 financial statements. Please note for the record what corrective ac-
tions GPO has not taken identifying where staffing constraints or operating prior-
ities have limited GPO’s ability to completely resolve the reportable condition.
Please note where applicable what resources would be necessary to resolve the con-
dition.

Answer. Management’s position is that two corrective actions recommended by Ar-
thur Andersen have not been fully implemented. They would require that a central-
ized computer security function be established to strengthen authorization and ac-
cess controls over applications and to strengthen contingency plans and backup pro-
cedures for critical EDP systems. Full implementation of these recommendations
would require additional staffing and overhead cost. Moreover, a complete back-up
is not feasible at present. Additional time will be required to replace old legacy sys-
tems for which a practical off-site back-up is not available because the technology
is obsolete.

Both Booz-Allen & Hamilton and KPMG Peat Marwick are assessing the status
of GPO’s implementation of corrective actions related to these reportable conditions.
The Booz-Allen report draft is due to GPO for comment in April 1998, and the
KPMG review will be delivered in final by then.

Question. Has the Inspector General completed his year 2000 assessment? If so,
please provide the assessment for the record.

Answer. The Inspector General has not yet conducted a formal assessment of the
program. At the time of the last semi-annual report, the Acting Inspector General
indicated that the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) was preparing an advisory
report to assess the current posture of GPO’s efforts to address the year 2000 prob-
lem. Subsequently, the OIG became aware that GAO initiated a review. The Inspec-
tor General Act requires that the OIG avoid duplicating the effort of GAO.

Question. Does the year 2000 problem present any risks to GPO’s ability to print
and distribute the Congressional Record?
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Answer. No, the software used in the processing of the Congressional Record was
repaired, tested, and verified as year 2000 compliant in February, 1998. The hard-
ware utilized for Record processing was tested and found to be year 2000 compliant.

Question. What is your estimated total cost to address the year 2000 problem?
What are the cost estimates for each of GPO’s mission critical systems? What has
been spent to date on your year 2000 effort? What is requested in your fiscal year
1999 budget? What is your cost estimate to complete year 2000 work beyond fiscal
year 1999?

Answer. At this time, we estimate that our total cost to address the year 2000
problem will be about $19.3 million. The cost estimates for each of GPO’s mission
critical systems are indicated in the attached schedule, which shows the breakout
of cost by fiscal year for the various replacements, upgrades, and repairments.

Through fiscal year 1997, a total of $6.2 million has been incurred for our year
2000 efforts. During fiscal year 1998, we estimate another $8.2 million will be spent.
Our fiscal year 1999 budget estimates for the revolving fund include a total of about
$4.4 million for Year 2000 efforts. At the present time, our cost estimates for year
2000 work beyond fiscal year 1999 are about $431,000.

Question. Has GPO completed a documented plan for making its mission critical
systems year 2000 compliant, including schedules for renovating, validating and im-
plementing each mission critical system. If so, please provide this plan for the
record.

Answer. GPO has issued an agency directive that states its year 2000 plan for
making all mission critical systems year 2000 compliant. A copy is attached. We are
also submitting two schedules which show for each mission critical system the tar-
get date for completion and implementation for all repairments and replacements.

Question. Has GPO developed a contingency plan in the event of systems failures
on January 1, 2000? If so, please provide a copy of the plan for the record.

Answer. GPO’s recently issued directive for the year 2000 establishes the require-
ment for the development of contingency plans for all mission critical systems with
a target date for completion beyond March 31, 1999. The responsible managers are
currently preparing those plans for submission to the year 2000 Program Manage-
ment Office for consolidation in an overall GPO Contingency Plan. We will be glad
to submit this overall plan to the committee when it is finished.

Question. Please explain how GPO’s printing procurement program runs a deficit?
Isn’t there a surcharge placed on each printing job to recover the cost of the pro-
gram? Does GPO have a plan for turning this situation around?

Answer. GPO’s costs to administer the printing procurement program are recov-
ered from a surcharge on the cost of the procured printing. The surcharge will re-
cover GPO’s costs if the dollar volume of printing is about $500 million per year.
While the program operated in the black during fiscal year 1995 and fiscal year
1996, it has had losses since then because workload and paper prices declined. Some
agencies are sending less of their printing to GPO, which they either produce in-
house or purchase themselves, at higher cost and, in certain cases, in conflict with
law. GPO’s plan for turning this situation around includes the following elements:

—Increased marketing to our customers.
—Increased interaction with contractors and agencies to develop new product

lines, especially in the digital arena.
—Creation of simplified purchasing agreements.
—Continued cost reduction at GPO and information systems development, includ-

ing expanded use of the Internet for electronic commerce.
Question. How much of the current GPO facility on North Capital St. is actually

in use for the printing, binding, and storage of materials and products used in gov-
ernment printing? What are GPO’s costs of upkeep for any unused portion as well
as used portion of the building?

Answer. Space within the current facility at North Capitol Street is assigned to
a program or is considered common area. Common areas include Harding Hall, the
Cafeteria, the Credit Union, the Blind Man Stand, all aisles, halls, support columns,
shafts, restrooms, and elevators.

The total square footage of the 4 building Central Complex is 1,466,000 square
feet. Total space assigned to GPO Programs, including administrative functions is
966,000 square feet. The space is assigned as follows:

Square Feet

Plant Production (including Materials Management Service and Engi-
neering) ......................................................................................................... 715,000

Printing Procurement ...................................................................................... 26,000
Sales Program .................................................................................................. 66,000
S&E Programs ................................................................................................. 43,000
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Square Feet
Administrative Areas (includes Customer Service) ...................................... 116,000

Total ....................................................................................................... 966,000
The cost for cleaning used assigned space is approximately $2.1 million per year.

In addition, there are about 500,000 square feet classified as common area. The esti-
mated cost of cleaning the common portions of the building is approximately $1.1
million annually. The unassigned space is necessary for common areas that indi-
rectly support operations.

We estimate that approximately 27,500 square feet of the assigned space is cur-
rently unused because of attrition in the workforce. We are considering the lease
of space to other government agencies that may need it for small groups. The cost
to upkeep unused assigned areas is minimal.

ATTACHMENT 1.—GPO INSTRUCTION 705.26, MARCH 16, 1998

GPO YEAR 2000 PROGRAM GUIDE

Purpose.—To communicate general policies and procedures to define a process for
implementing a Year 2000 Program throughout the Government Printing Office
(GPO). It is intended to provide insight, recommendations, and a uniform structured
approach for planning, implementing, managing, and evaluating GPO’s Year 2000
Program to ensure that all mission critical systems will be fully operational in the
year 2000.

Background.—Since their inception, computer systems have typically used two
digits to represent the year in an effort to conserve valuable resources and reduce
operating costs. However, when the year 2000 arrives, these systems may not be
able to distinguish 2000 from 1900, 2001 from 1901 and so on. With less than two
years left to accomplish this enormous project, GPO must embark upon this sub-
stantial effort and apply all the needed resources to successfully accomplish this
project well within the fast approaching deadline.

The year 2000 compliance is defined as the ability of information systems to accu-
rately process a date from, into, and between the twentieth and twenty-first cen-
turies, including leap year calculations. The year 2000 date conversion problem is
not unique to GPO and presents a global challenge to the entire information tech-
nology industry. Every organization, whether federal or private, must ensure that
its information systems are fully year 2000 compliant well before December 31,
1999. While the year 2000 problem is not technically challenging, it is massive and
complex. The date problem may not be solely confined to application software, but
may also exist in hardware (mainframes, minis, desktops, file servers, etc.),
firmware, operating systems, compilers, languages, libraries of program software,
database management systems, telecommunication monitors, any equipment con-
taining microchip, etc.

Scope.—This guidance document addresses the conversion or replacement of all
Federal Information Processing (FIP) resources that are affected by the year 2000
problem. The term FIP resources includes hardware (mainframes, minis, desktops,
file servers, etc.), software (operating systems, compilers, languages, libraries of pro-
gram software, data base management systems, application systems, running on dif-
ferent platforms), firmware, microchip components, operating components, etc.

Policy.—It is the policy of GPO that information is a valuable resource in support
of its mission, and as such, must be managed efficiently, economically, and effec-
tively. As a valuable resource, information must be planned, budgeted, controlled
and managed; and to that end, it is the intent of GPO to establish, implement, and
actively maintain an agency-wide Year 2000 Program to ensure GPO meets the
challenge of the new millennium and is year 2000 compliant by October 1, 1999.

The GPO Year 2000 Program will encompass five critical phases: (1) awareness;
(2) assessment; (3) renovation; (4) validation; and (5) implementation.

In that context the GPO shall ensure that:
All GPO and/or external major systems/components supporting core business ac-

tivities or processes are certified as in compliance with year 2000 requirements or
are converted or replaced to become year 2000 compliant by October 1, 1999.

All information systems and components in each business area are inventoried,
and priorities are assigned to individual applications so that a year 2000 compliance
program plan can be developed.

All future acquisitions of FIP resources for GPO or its customers are year 2000
compliant.
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All conversion or replacement activity is performed to the extent possible in ac-
cordance with the General Accounting Office (GAO) conversion model outlined in
the GAO’s guidance document titled ‘‘Year 2000 Computing Crisis: An Assessment
Guide’’ dated September 1997. The conversion or replacement activity should follow
all appropriate phases in the GAO guide.

Year 2000 Program activities are given top priority. All new system development
activity should be assigned lesser priority unless it replaces a non-compliant appli-
cation or is needed to fulfill legal, statutory, or mission-critical office requirements.
Similarly, existing system modification/enhancement activity should be limited to
production problems, or to fulfill legal, statutory, or mission-critical office require-
ments.

Organizations are provided adequate resources to meet deadlines, including inter-
departmental reassignment of resources or contracting out if necessary.

New information technology productivity tools are acquired to facilitate and expe-
dite the conversion, replacement, and testing activities, if applicable.

Each organization establishes a validation phase testing group(s) which is dif-
ferent than the one(s) that performed the renovation, including any work that was
contracted out; and that the validation groups certify applications for year 2000
compliance.

All GPO organizations providing information processing services to various cus-
tomer entities shall develop software bridges to accommodate non-compliant data
exchanges with their external customer entities.

Responsibilities.—The GPO Year 2000 Program will be administered through a
closely coordinated network of management and supervisory officials, with the Di-
rector of the Policy Coordination Staff serving as the Year 2000 Program Manager.
The principal management official responsible for overall GPO Year 2000 Program
is the Deputy Public Printer. Policy guidance provided by the Deputy Public Printer
through the Year 2000 Program Management Office, GPO’s executive management,
managers in core business areas, and personnel involved in the year 2000 conver-
sion/replacement effort will work together in harmony and bring GPO’s Year 2000
Program to a successful conclusion by October 1, 1999.

The following is a detailed description of the various duties and responsibilities
for the GPO Year 2000 Program.

—Deputy Public Printer.—The Deputy Public Printer is responsible for ensuring
the development, implementation, and maintenance of a GPO-wide Year 2000
Program and ensuring compliance with applicable Federal laws and regulations
and internal GPO policies and procedures.

—Policy Coordination Staff (PCS).—The Director of PCS will serve as the Pro-
gram Manager for the GPO Year 2000 Program and provide oversight and ad-
ministration to the GPO Year 2000 Program Management Office. The Director
is responsible for communicating GPO Year 2000 policy guidelines, coordinating
the year 2000 activity at the agency-wide level, and preparing status reports for
GPO executive management and other agencies, as required. The Year 2000
Program Management Office, under the direction of the PCS Director, is respon-
sible for:
—Coordinating the planning and development of the GPO Year 2000 Program;
—Serving as the liaison to the various designated year 2000 coordinators for all

of GPO’s Year 2000 Program activities to ensure requirements and needs are
addressed by GPO organizations to certify that GPO is year 2000 compliant
by October 1, 1999;

—Serving as the principal advisor to the Public Printer and the Deputy Public
Printer concerning year 2000 policy and direction; and

—Developing and recommending GPO’s Year 2000 policy, standards, and proce-
dures for the Public Printer’s and the Deputy Public Printer’s approval.

—Office of the Inspector General (OIG).—In carrying out its statutory require-
ments, the OIG may conduct periodic reviews as desired to ensure that the
project activity is following the best program management practices, conforms
to the policy guidelines, and is on target to meet the project deadline.

—Department/Service/Staff/Office Heads.—Department/Service/Staff/Office
heads will carry out the intent of this Instruction within their areas of respon-
sibility. For the Year 2000 Program to be successful and accomplished in a time
and resource constrained environment, it will require the total support and
commitment of management and transcend organizational boundaries. In that
regard, Department/Service/Staff/Office heads are responsible for certifying that
all GPO and/or external major systems/components supporting core business ac-
tivities or processes within their areas of authority are in compliance with year
2000 requirements or are converted or replaced to become year 2000 compliant
by October 1, 1999. This responsibility can best be accomplished by:
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—Appointing an employee(s) as designated contact point(s) for all year 2000-re-
lated matters to assist in the overall assessment, renovation, validation, and
implementation of the program in their specific areas of responsibility;

—Actively participating to resolve any year 2000 problems;
—Elevating the visibility of the program within their organizations;
—Adhering to status and compliance reporting;
—Providing full cooperation with the Year 2000 Program Office;
—Ensuring that year 2000 requirements and needs are properly defined, includ-

ing reviewing and maintaining an inventory of existing hardware, software,
and support agreements for their specific areas to make certain that year
2000 compliance is accomplished by October 1, 1999;

—Monitoring the effectiveness of the Year 2000 Program efforts in their area
of responsibility;

—Developing realistic contingency plans, including the development and activa-
tion of manual or contract procedures, for all mission-critical systems/applica-
tions which are not year 2000 compliant by March 1999, to ensure the con-
tinuity of GPO’s critical products and services; and

—Identifying and reporting the cost of all efforts and resources used to achieve
year 2000 compliance for their systems and applications.

Effective Date.—This Instruction is effective upon issuance.
Inquiries.—Inquiries concerning this Instruction should be directed to the GPO

Year 2000 Program Manager on 202–512–0263.
MICHAEL F. DIMARIO,

Public Printer.

Total number of agency systems .......................................................................... 107
Total number of mission-critical systems ............................................................ 56

Number already compliant ............................................................................ 11
Number being replaced .................................................................................. 9
Number being repaired .................................................................................. 22
Number being retired ..................................................................................... 14

Milestones for
mission-critical

systems
No. completed Percent com-

pleted

Assessment ........................................................................ 10/98 38 68
Renovation .......................................................................... 1/99 12 21
Validation ........................................................................... 2/99 11 20
Implementation .................................................................. 3/99 11 20

Cost
Fiscal year:

1996 ................................................................................................. 1 $342,545
1997 ................................................................................................. 2 5,886,340
1998 ................................................................................................. 2 8,237,800
1999 ................................................................................................. 4,390,500
2000 ................................................................................................. 431,000

Total ............................................................................................. 19,288,185
1 Cost figures for fiscal year 1996 include funds for internal costs for the Integrated Processing

System (IPS) and the Work In Process (WIP) system.
2 Cost figures for fiscal year 1997 and fiscal year 1998 include funds for Integrated Processing

for Documents ($7 million) and the conversion of the Regional Printing Procurement Offices
from system 36’s to a PC based network ($1.5 million). These projects were planned before Y2K
efforts but are included in the Y2K Program as replacements.
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND ADMINISTRATION

GPO FINANCES

Question. At the end of fiscal year 1997 there was approximately $31 million in
unobligated funding for Congressional Printing and Binding. Based on GPO’s expe-
rience over the past several years, wouldn’t it be more reasonable to propose a Con-
gressional Printing and Binding appropriation of around $60 million, as opposed to
the $84 million contained in GPO’s fiscal year 1999 budget submission?

Answer. The $31 million was unexpended but was obligated to pay for congres-
sional work that remained uncompleted or unbilled at year end. The requested level
is necessary to avoid losses in fiscal year 1999 due to congressional work. The re-
quested level is 6 percent below the actual expenditures against the fiscal year 1993
appropriation. GPO prepares estimates of fiscal year requirements for printing and
binding based on historical data. The data is adjusted for cyclical trends such as
first and second sessions of Congress and first year of a presidential administration
term. The volume of Congressional Printing and Binding requirements for fiscal
year 1997 was at an exceedingly low point.

Question. How much of that $31 million in unobligated funding for Congressional
Printing and Binding remains unobligated? If the amount is less than $31 million,
please provide a detailed accounting of its use.

Answer. At the end of fiscal year 1997 the Congressional Printing and Binding
(CP&B) Appropriation account had an unexpended but obligated balance of $31 mil-
lion. We estimated that the $31 million would be required to complete the remain-
ing 2,100 orders for which obligation were established in fiscal year 1997.

The fiscal year 1997 CP&B account has made payments totaling $19 million since
September 1997. Details of those expenditures are as follows:

Fiscal year 1997 congressional printing and binding
[Expenditures, Oct. 1, 1997 through Feb. 28, 1998]

Amounts

Congressional Record Publications:
Daily Record .............................................................................................. $7,810,674
Microfiche Record ..................................................................................... 5,815
Electronic On-Line Record ....................................................................... 95,626
Record Index ............................................................................................. 45,689
Record Indexers ........................................................................................ 53,040

Subtotal ................................................................................................. 8,010,844

Miscellaneous publications ............................................................................. 460,437
Miscellaneous printing and binding ............................................................... 2,290,629
Details to Congress .......................................................................................... 408,414
Document envelopes and franks ..................................................................... 111,263
Business and committee calendars ................................................................ 242,614
Bills, resolutions, and amendments ............................................................... 2,894,602
Committee reports ........................................................................................... 556,031
Documents ........................................................................................................ 518,207
Hearings ........................................................................................................... 3,521,784
Committee prints ............................................................................................. 147,096

Total expenditures ................................................................................ 19,161,921
This $19 million expenditure leaves a balance of $12 million in the CP&B Appro-

priation account to allow for the completion of Congressional work which originated
in fiscal year 1997.

Question. You note that the Government Printing Office (GPO) generated a con-
solidated net income from continuing operations of $11.6 million for fiscal year 1997.
You further note that this net income occurred primarily as a result of GPO fully
recovering its costs as required by law. Please tell the committee if GPO fully recov-
ered its costs in all areas of operation. If it did not, then please specify which areas
over-recovered, which under-recovered, and which broke even.

Answer. GPO did not recover all of its cost in each area of operation. The GPO
plant showed a gain of $12.3 million. During fiscal year 1997, GPO made an ac-
counting adjustment to recover the portion of prior years’ unrecovered cost associ-
ated with printing for Congress and the printing of publications for depository li-
braries, which resulted from the congressionally-mandated freeze on GPO plant
rates. Congress had appropriated sufficient funds to cover all the cost but GPO was
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prevented from billing the total cost during the prior years due to the rate freeze.
The amount of the adjustment was $12.8 million. Since the books were closed for
the prior years, the proper accounting treatment was to record this money as cur-
rent year income. This adjustment accounts for the entire gain in fiscal year 1997.

The Regional Printing operation under-recovered its cost by $544,000. The Print-
ing Procurement program under-recovered its cost by $2.3 million, which is four-
tenths of one percent of total program revenues. The Sales of Publications program
over-recovered its cost by $1.3 million and the Agency Distribution program over-
recovered its cost by $41,000.

Question. If GPO fully recovered its costs in fiscal year 1997, then why does the
agency’s year-end financial overview show net income of $12.28 million for the print-
ing plant? Did GPO over recover from the Congress, or from in-house printing done
for other agencies of the Federal government? Why and how was net income gen-
erated in this particular area of GPO’s operation?

Answer. The accounting adjustment of $12.8 million made to recover prior years’
cost was credited to the plant since the plant performed the work. GPO did not over-
recover from the Congress or from executive branch agencies. In fact, the rate freeze
caused the revolving fund to incur losses for 5 years because GPO was prevented
from raising prices and therefore was unable to use the traditional mechanisms to
fully recover its costs during those years. Net income was generated in plant oper-
ations due to the accounting adjustment for prior years amounting to $12.8 million.

Question. For the last several years GPO has reported ‘‘under-recovery’’ of costs
for Congressional Printing and Binding. How can this be, particularly in light of the
requirements of Title 44 that the Public Printer fully recover the costs for this serv-
ice?

Answer. The under-recovery of cost for Congressional Printing and Binding was
due to the rate freeze which prevented GPO from billing its total cost through the
established rate structure. In addition, congressional workload decreased which
caused GPO’s revenue to drop, thereby further exacerbating the under-recovery of
cost condition.

Question. Please explain how it is that GPO’s printing procurement program runs
a deficit? Isn’t there a surcharge placed on each printing job to recover the cost of
the program? Does GPO have a plan for turning this situation around?

Answer. GPO’s Printing Procurement Program has recently run a deficit due to
a decline in workload. GPO’s pricing policy is to add $5 plus six percent to the com-
mercial cost of the job to fully recover program costs. In recent years, executive
agencies either have reduced their printing requirements or have chosen to bypass
GPO and print on their own. The impact on GPO is less revenue, which causes the
Printing Procurement Program to run a deficit. GPO is actively marketing its serv-
ices in an attempt to bring executive agency printing back to the Printing Procure-
ment Program, where customers can receive the best product at the lowest possible
price. If executive agencies continue to bypass GPO, an increase to the surcharge
may be warranted.

Question. In the area of the SuDocs, is the excess funds from the sale of publica-
tion program used to help offset the cost of the depository library program?

Answer. Excess receipts from the sale of publications are not used to offset the
cost of the depository library program. Excess receipts are held by the revolving
fund as retained earnings for capital improvements and to absorb possible future
under-recoveries. In the past, excess receipts from the Sales of Publications Program
were used to supplement the Salaries and Expenses Appropriation. Special appro-
priation language required GPO to do this. The last year this occurred was fiscal
year 1990.

Question. Please tell the Committee what GPO’s average daily cost for personnel
is—assume a five day work week, and 52 weeks a year.

Answer. The average daily cost for personnel is $768,000, assuming five days a
week, 52 weeks a year.

REGIONAL PRINTING PLANT

Question. Last year GPO closed all but one of its regional printing plants, the
Denver plant. Why wasn’t the Denver plant closed, too, and the printing from this
plant outsourced to the private sector?

Answer. The Denver plant remains open to produce classified documents for agen-
cies who have lost that capability through closure of their in-house facilities.

Question. How much longer is GPO going to sustain losses before the Denver facil-
ity breaks even, and what plans does GPO have for causing that facility to break
even?
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Answer. The Denver plant generates sufficient revenues to cover its direct ex-
penses as well as make a contribution toward GPO’s overhead expenses. If the Den-
ver plant is closed, that contribution to overhead will have to come from somewhere
else. The objective of the plant is to recover all costs, to reduce costs, and to provide
service to core customers. Over the past 5 years, staffing at this plant has been re-
duced by 50 percent to the current level of 25 employees. This was accomplished
through attrition and by cross-training remaining staff to perform multiple tasks.
Plant prices are adjusted periodically to recover costs. Plant space has been reduced
25 percent. Approximately 1,000 square feet of warehouse space was released to
GSA in January 1998 and approximately 5,000 square feet of light industrial space
will be taken over by GSA in fiscal year 1999. There are 5 employees currently eligi-
ble to retire who will not be replaced, representing a potential savings of $175,000.

Question. What kind of work is done in the Denver plant?
Answer. The Denver plant is a secure facility. Over 50 percent of the jobs and

70 percent of the revenue are derived from producing classified/sensitive jobs. The
plant’s major customer is the Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement Agency, and
El Paso Intelligence Center. The other major customers sending in classified/sen-
sitive jobs are the Immigration and Naturalization Service, the Department of De-
fense, and the Office of Personnel Management. The plant is currently working with
the Department of Energy to be a DOE-cleared facility. The DOE has determined
that they would like to use the Denver plant for work that can no longer be pro-
duced in their in-house facilities because of planned plant closures.

Question. Is GPO aggressively marketing the Denver plant’s capability, or just
waiting for the work to come in the door?

Answer. Marketing is being done through the regional system by managers refer-
ring customers to the Denver plant when they have requirements for security work.
This method had been very successful over the past 5 years. It is difficult to market
classified security services publicly.

FUGITIVE DOCUMENTS

Question. In recent years, a number of Federal agencies have entered into so-
called ‘‘partnering programs’’ with private sector, or other non-federal organizations
for the production of various publications. These partnering arrangements have be-
come an explanation for declining sales and fugitive documents in the Superintend-
ent’s various public access programs. If the Superintendent of Documents is aware
that various government publications are being produced in this manner, why can’t
he make arrangements to get these publications into the depository and sales pro-
grams?

Answer. Agency partnerships with private sector firms tend to account for a low
volume of fugitive products, but these tend to be key publications of broad public
interest.

With regard to the sales program, a 1977 opinion by GPO’s General Counsel cites
Joint Committee on Printing Government Printing and Binding Regulation 41–1 as
follows: ‘‘The Superintendent of Documents will sell only those publications printed
by the Government Printing Office or ordered printed through the Government
Printing Office or the Government Printing Office Regional Printing Procurement
Offices * * *.’’ This language remains in the current Regulations, so publications
printed by private sector partners of Government agencies are prohibited for sale
through GPO. This is an issue that could be considered as a part of Title 44 reform.

When the depository program becomes aware of publications produced through
such arrangements, every effort is made to obtain copies for the depository program.
These efforts are often costly and time-consuming compared with obtaining copies
of publications printed or procured through GPO. Examples of such efforts include:

—Big Emerging Markets.—Developed by the International Trade Administration
and printed by a private firm in a joint venture with the National Technical
Information Service (NTIS), this product was originally offered to the FDLP in
microfiche format. This was unsuitable due to the presence of color charts in
the product. Only after several months of discussion and congressional pressure
did NTIS provide print copies.

—Journal of the National Cancer Institute.—This periodical is now published by
Oxford University Press under the terms of a Cooperative Research and Devel-
opment Agreement (CRDA) with the National Cancer Institute (NCI). Initially
the FDLP was told by NCI that this arrangement rendered the Journal a non-
Government product, even though editorial work is still being performed by NCI
employees. After NCI officials discussed the matter with the Joint Committee
on Printing, Oxford University Press agreed to furnish depository copies.
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—Hispanics-Latinos: Diverse People in a Multicultural Society.—This title was
first published by a private sector trade association based in Washington, DC.
Although the data was gathered and prepared at public expense, it was pro-
vided to this private group, which then copyrighted the publication and sold it
for $10 per copy. Because Hispanics-Latinos was not printed through GPO, it
was not initially available to the Depository Program. When this situation was
brought to the attention of the Census Bureau through Senate Rules and Ad-
ministration Committee hearings, the Bureau reprinted the book through GPO
so depository copies would be available.

—A Nation of Opportunity/KickStart Initiative.—The United States Advisory
Council on the National Information Infrastructure issued two reports that were
initially published by West Publishing, a major private sector seller of legal
publications and databases, although they were prepared by the Commission at
public expense. Initially these publications were not made available to either
the Superintendent of Documents Sales or Depository Programs. Once the Joint
Committee on Printing was apprised of this situation it contacted the Commis-
sion. As a result, the National Telecommunications and Information Adminis-
tration of the Department of Commerce reprinted the publications through GPO
in a much less elaborate black-and-white format and both the Sales and Deposi-
tory Programs acquired copies.

—Population of States and Counties of the United States: 1790–1990.—This Cen-
sus publication was printed by NTIS rather than through GPO. Through what
was described by Census as a ‘‘handshake agreement,’’ NTIS asked that Census
not make this publication available to either the Depository or Sales Programs
for its first six months so as not to hurt its exclusive sale by NTIS. As a result
of Senate Rules and Administration Committee hearings, GPO obtained a copy
from Census shortly after its publication by NTIS. The Depository Program
printed copies for its use and Sales acquired copies for sale to the public.

Question. Which agencies are doing printing on their own, and of these, which
ones are not notifying the Superintendent of Documents of their publishing activi-
ties? Has the Superintendent attempted to work out an arrangement with known
‘‘fugitive’’ agencies? If so, what has been the result? If not, why not?

Answer. The National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration (FAA) and the Department of Defense are some of the agencies that are pro-
curing significant amounts of printing directly rather than through GPO. NTIS so-
licits other agencies to obtain printing through them rather than through GPO.

Whenever agencies procure printing other than through GPO, problems tend to
arise regarding their depository library responsibilities. Many agencies, although
using GPO for printing some publications, are remiss in notifying the Superintend-
ent of Documents of other documents. Agencies that we must approach most often
regarding notification to the Superintendent of Documents include the Library of
Congress, the Environmental Protection Agency (particularly the regional offices),
the Central Intelligence Agency, some parts of the Department of Defense, and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (particularly the National Geo-
physical Data Center.)

When individual fugitive documents are identified, we make every effort to in-
clude them in the FDLP and inform the issuing agency of its obligation to provide
copies for the FDLP. The majority of fugitive documents, however, have been those
of a scientific and technical nature that have not been printed or procured through
GPO.

Significant progress has been made with other Government information dissemi-
nators to expand the range of content available at no cost to depository libraries and
the public. GPO has entered into agreements with the Department of Energy (DOE)
and NTIS which will enable libraries to search and obtain U.S. Government sci-
entific and technical information in electronic image format via the Internet on de-
mand. The DOE project, a major step in the transition to a more electronic FDLP,
will provide electronic versions of approximately 15,000 reports each year which
were previously available to depository libraries in microfiche only. GPO and NTIS
have worked out a pilot project that eventually should make approximately 55,000
scientific and technical documents each year available to depository libraries on de-
mand over the Internet.

Another problem, however, is the number of information products now being pub-
lished only on the Internet without notification to the FDLP. We have addressed
this issue in our legislative proposal for Title 44 revision, which was submitted to
the Senate Rules and Administration Committee on May 29, 1997. Meanwhile, we
will continue working on the establishment of arrangements for access to such infor-
mation with individual agencies.
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Question. In fiscal year 1997, GPO’s salary and expense costs for the Superintend-
ent of Documents shows a decrease of 14 percent from the previous year. The ration-
ale for this decrease includes agencies discontinuing the printing of publications;
agencies partnering with private companies to privatize government information;
agencies circumventing Title 44 to create ‘‘fugitive’’ documents; and, increasing elec-
tronic depository distribution through GPO Access. Please explain to the committee
how these factors reduced the salaries and expenses of the Superintendent’s pro-
gram.

Answer. The largest single factor in the 15 percent decline in fiscal year 1997 Su-
perintendent of Documents salary and expenses costs as reported by GPO’s Comp-
troller is a 26 percent decline in printing and reproduction costs. Our experience in-
dicates that the greatest impact on printing and binding expenditures has resulted
from agencies either discontinuing printed products or obtaining them elsewhere
than GPO. As noted above, agency partnerships with private sector firms account
for a low volume of fugitive products, but these tend to be key publications of broad
public interest.

The migration of printing to electronic publishing already in evidence will con-
tinue. While this scenario increases the possibility that information will not be pro-
vided to the FDLP in a tangible medium, it also offers a unique opportunity to bring
additional information into the FDLP for no-fee public use. When the source infor-
mation is in electronic format, the agency can either make it available at no cost
on its own Internet Web site, or can ask GPO to make it available via the GPO
Access service. Either of these approaches would enable the FDLP to provide more
information to the public. In this scenario, the projected decline in the amount of
printed material would gradually reduce printing costs to the Program. New costs
will be incurred, however, as the FDLP assumes the costs of providing current and
permanent public access to electronic products; costs that, with respect to tangible
products, were hitherto borne by regional depository libraries.

COST AND USE OF MAINTAINING CURRENT GPO FACILITIES

Question. How much of the current GPO facility on North Capital is actually in
use for the printing, binding, and storage of materials and products used in Govern-
ment printing?

Space within the current facility at North Capitol Street is assigned to a program
or is considered common area. Common areas include Harding Hall, the Cafeteria,
the Credit Union, the Blind Man Stand, and all aisles, halls, support columns,
shafts, restrooms, and elevators. The total square footage of the 4-building Central
Office Complex is 1,466,000 square feet. Total space assigned to GPO Programs, in-
cluding administrative functions, is 966,000 square feet. The space is assigned as
follows:

Square Feet

Plant Production (including Materials Management Service and Engi-
neering) ......................................................................................................... 715,000

Printing Procurement ...................................................................................... 26,000
Sales Program .................................................................................................. 66,000
S&E Programs ................................................................................................. 43,000
Administrative Areas (includes Customer Service) ...................................... 116,000

Total ....................................................................................................... 966,000
Question. What are GPO’s cost of upkeep for the unused portion of the building?

What are GPO’s cost of upkeep for the used portion of the building?
Answer. The cost for cleaning used assigned space is approximately $2.1 million

per year. In addition, there are about 500,000 square feet classified as common area.
The estimated cost of cleaning the common portions of the building is approximately
$1.1 million annually. The unassigned space is necessary for common areas that in-
directly support operations.

We estimate that approximately 27,500 square feet of the assigned space is cur-
rently unused because of attrition in the workforce. We are considering the lease
of space to other government agencies that may need it for small groups. The cost
to upkeep unused assigned areas is minimal.

Question. In addition to the costs for new electrical switching equipment re-
quested last year, and new air conditioning equipment now under review by the
JCP, what other costs does GPO anticipate over the next three years for the upgrad-
ing, and/or replacement of major mechanical equipment and maintenance of the
plant? In light of these costs, and the amount of space actually used by GPO for
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printing, binding and related activities, would it not be to GPO’s financial advantage
to acquire a new, more economical facility?

Answer. Building projects foreseen at this time are: (1) additional pollution control
equipment for printing presses; (2) upgrade to energy efficient lighting throughout
the agency; (3) renovation of elevators has been an ongoing project that will require
a few more years to complete; and (4) maintenance of the buildings’ brickwork and
roof.

Regarding the option for a new facility, a comprehensive study of this option has
not been done recently. The costs of construction and re-installation of equipment
would likely be high and it is unknown whether the benefits would offset this addi-
tional cost. I would point out that GPO has saved millions in recent years by con-
solidating outlying operations from leased space (at Union Center Plaza and the
Washington Navy Yard in Washington, DC, and at warehouses formerly located in
the Alexandria, VA, area) into the Central Office facility.

Question. Several years ago, GAO reported that GPO had a 33 percent spoilage
rate on paper used for in-house printing as compared with under a 10 percent spoil-
age rate in the private sector. What is your present spoilage rate, and what does
that cost the agency? What can be done to reduce both the amount and cost of spoil-
age?

Answer. GPO’s paper waste and spoilage tends to run higher than in private in-
dustry because of its unique workload. In its September 1990 report on GPO (GAO/
GGD–90–107; this study was based on fiscal year 1989 data), the GAO reported that
‘‘GPO’s waste and spoilage averaged about 12 percent above the highest private in-
dustry standard’’ (p. 37). The GAO stated that ‘‘GPO’s unique wide range of in-house
plant operations may not be strictly comparable to private industry activities’’ (p.
37).

In the private sector, production quantities produced on high-speed web presses
are typically much higher than the quick turn-around, smaller production quantities
requested by the Congress and produced in GPO. Newspapers, magazines, and most
other commercial products have much longer production runs on press than the av-
erage GPO job, resulting in lower waste and spoilage percentages. Also, certain
characteristics of GPO production that are adopted to meet critical congressional de-
mand, such as lifting one job from a press to replace it with another more critical
job, can lead to comparatively higher waste and spoilage data. The GAO report itself
noted that part of GPO’s waste and spoilage rate is caused by ‘‘the need for press
changes to respond to changing workload demands placed on GPO’’ (p. 37).

GPO’s present waste and spoilage rate is about 37 percent. The estimated cost
to GPO of paper waste and spoilage for fiscal year 1997 was $5.6 million (the cost
of waste and spoilage in fiscal year 1989 was $7 million). The fiscal year 1997 cost
was offset in part by revenues of $334,500 from the sale of waste paper.

A certain amount of GPO’s paper waste and spoilage rate is planned. For exam-
ple, some waste will result from paper trimmed to meet job requirements. Press
makereadies also result in planned waste. A makeready will consume a standard
amount of paper before a job is run. If the job requires a long press run, the percent-
age of paper waste and spoilage will be comparatively small. With shorter press
runs, the percentage will increase. As press runs for GPO work have been reduced
by ordering customers in recent years, the percentage of planned waste and spoilage
to actual paper consumed on printing jobs has increased. There are other contribu-
tory factors to the waste and spoilage rate, including paper handling procedures and
back-to-press requirements.

Nevertheless, our objective is to minimize the waste and spoilage rate by ensuring
that it meets an acceptable level as determined by current equipment capabilities
and workload mix. An effort has been recently undertaken by the Production Man-
ager and our Quality Control and Technical Department to reduce the paper waste
and spoilage rate to its lowest possible level.

Question. In light of the amount of unused space in the present GPO buildings,
has any thought been given to co-locating the Laurel warehouse space at the plant?

Answer. Co-locating warehouse space to the GPO Central Office would face sev-
eral obstacles. Currently, unoccupied Central Office space exists at various locations
on several floors. The need to move materials over relatively long distances using
elevators which must also be used to handle printing plant materials would be high-
ly inefficient. In addition, Laurel’s ceilings are high enough to permit ‘‘four-high’’
storage, unlike the GPO Central Office, which would mean that at least 400,000
square feet of space would need to be available. The additional shipping and receiv-
ing required by such a consolidation would also strain current Central Office facili-
ties. The expense of providing consolidated and renovated space, in addition to the
purchase of enough new storage racks and picking bins to permit the move without
an extended disruption of operations, would make the cost prohibitive.
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MARKETING GPO

Question. Today, agencies have a variety of means available to produce and dis-
seminate their publications. They do not have to rely on ink on paper. They produce
and disseminate electronically via the World Wide Web. They use print on demand
technology, and some have found other creative ways to make their information
available to the American public. Given this state of affairs, it strikes me that an
agency like the Government Printing Office (GPO) cannot rest on its laurels, and
expect everyone to beat a path to their door. GPO must give agencies a reason and
incentive to use them. Describe to the Committee GPO’s customer marketing pro-
gram, as well as GPO’s customer satisfaction program. How does GPO win and keep
agencies as customers?

Answer. I think that congressional entities, Federal agencies, private sector print-
ers who do business with GPO, depository libraries, Government information users,
and others who utilize GPO’s programs and services are very familiar and satisfied
with GPO’s products and services. We have performed customer satisfaction surveys
periodically which substantiate this. We regularly reach out to agencies, the print-
ing industry, the library community, and Government information users to inform
them of our programs and services, and we also work closely with congressional
committees, Members, and the leadership to make our latest programs and services
known to them.

The recently concluded management audit of GPO conducted by Booz-Allen &
Hamilton found strong support in Congress for GPO’s in-house production oper-
ations for congressional printing, stating that GPO’s production area ‘‘consistently
meets a demanding congressional production schedule.’’ According to briefing mate-
rials distributed by Booz-Allen on March 18, 1998, GPO’s ‘‘production functions are
geared to rapidly and consistently produce congressional products’’ and are ‘‘flexible
and responsive to changing congressional needs.’’ In addition, the auditors said that
GPO has ‘‘developed strong and cordial relationships with their contacts within con-
gressional organizations and offices,’’ and GPO’s ‘‘communication with the congres-
sional customer is frequent and regular.’’

The auditors also found strong support among executive branch agencies for
GPO’s printing procurement program, characterizing it as ‘‘an example of the best
services that the government has to offer.’’ They said, ‘‘For some time now, GPO has
been employing contracting techniques that have recently become recognized as best
practices throughout the government,’’ citing as examples GPO’s use of past per-
formance data in making contract award decisions, its database of approximately
10,000 potential vendors, the expertise of its staff, and its use of term contracts for
multiple agency use and direct deal arrangements.

In addition, the auditors reported that GPO’s depository library program ‘‘serves
a necessary service of government’’ in providing government information for the use
of the public free of charge, and that GPO is using technology effectively to transi-
tion this program to a more electronic basis. They noted specifically that GPO Ac-
cess, GPO’s Internet information service, ‘‘is one of the Federal Government’s larg-
est and most active web sites and has been highly successful in making Government
information easily available to the public.’’

GPO’s capabilities for quick turnaround, quality, low cost publications are well
known throughout Federal agencies. We service our customers’ graphic arts needs.
We meet regularly with the Interagency Council on Printing and Publication Serv-
ices to discuss concerns and new developments. We also meet regularly with the
representatives of the Federal Publishers’ Committee to discuss their concerns. We
have an entire organizational unit dedicated to providing customer service to Con-
gress and Federal agencies, staffed by congressional information specialists and de-
partmental account representatives who are intimately familiar with customer re-
quirements, Title 44 provisions, and GPO and industry printing capabilities. Our
Procurement Department is staffed by experts in the printing industry and the
printing procurement process. Our Typography and Design area is staffed with
award-winning designers and graphic arts specialists who are constantly sought-out
by agencies to produce quality products.

In our Superintendent of Documents area, we provide both pre- and post-publica-
tion marketing services for Government information products, including electronic
products. GPO Access is quickly becoming the premier Federal online sight for ac-
cess to Government information, with more than 10 million documents downloaded
monthly. It has become the Government’s leading GILS site. It has won several
awards and was recently the subject of praise one of the Government’s most widely-
read computer publications. GPO has been singled out as one of the Government’s
leading CD–ROM producers, a service also widely used by Federal agencies. Not
long ago GPO won a coveted Hammer Award from the National Performance Re-
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view for its work in the creation of the new electronic Commerce Business Daily.
All of these factors are taken into consideration by Federal agencies which call on
us to support their graphic arts and public information dissemination needs.

To attract new business, GPO is undertaking additional marketing efforts with
departments and agencies. The focus of these efforts is to visit customer agencies
with a team representing Customer Service, Procurement, and Superintendent of
Documents functions to market the full range of GPO services available. Follow-up
meetings will be focused to address specific agency needs and services. Initial reac-
tions to such efforts have been very positive, with the establishment of new con-
tracts and the increased usage of GPO Access.

Question. Pricing is an important element in customer satisfaction. The committee
understands that agencies are charged a surcharge of up to six percent on the first
$200,000 of a job procured through GPO. What services does GPO provide for that
surcharge, and are agencies satisfied that they are getting a good value for the
money?

Answer. GPO charges customers $5 plus 6 percent on the commercial cost of a
procured job. For this, customers receive many services: the benefit of Printing Pro-
curement’s database of commercial printers nationwide which increases competition
and lowers prices; contract administration by contracting officers with a background
in printing; contract compliance and quality control testing; design and layout as-
sistance by visual communication specialists; on-site press sheet inspections; pay-
ment administration of contractors and accounting services; investigation of poten-
tial contractor irregularities by GPO’s Inspector General; and legal remedies for con-
tractor defaults and failures to meet specifications.

Question. An additional element in pricing is an assurance that the actual bill will
reflect closely the estimates provided. What is the status of efforts by GPO to insti-
tute ‘‘fixed pricing’’ for its customers? What has GPO found to be the advantages
and disadvantages of ‘‘fixed pricing,’’ and have the advantages outweighed the dis-
advantages? If the advantages have outweighed the disadvantages, how long will it
be before ‘‘fixed pricing’’ becomes the standard practice for GPO?

Answer. GPO is willing to firm price many types of work, if the ordering agency
wishes to do so, and we are offering this as an option. GPO has also undertaken
a firm pricing pilot on certain repetitive contract work. However, agency acceptance
of firm pricing has been unexpectedly mixed. Although agency accounting staff fre-
quently welcome it, agency printing and administrative management representa-
tives are less excited about it. GPO plans to continue offering this option and hopes
to gain some experience with this practice over the next year. Also, a Windows-
based improvement to GPO’s procured job tracking system will provide agencies
with cost and status information more quickly in an easy-to-use format. Another
payment alternative that GPO has recently developed to assist agencies with their
billing concerns is the GPO Deposit Account. This approach eliminates a number
of agency required labor-intensive process without losing accountability. GPO feels
that all of these improvements combined will go a long way toward addressing cus-
tomer concerns about costs and billing.

TRAINING

Question. One strategy for staffing the Government Printing Office is to train per-
sonnel to perform more than one or two functions. Does GPO have an aggressive
training program which cross trains employees to perform the various functions re-
quired to produce the Congressional Record, or other publications produced in the
plant? If so, how many employees went through the program in the past fiscal year?
How much money was invested in the program, and what was the outcome?

Answer. GPO has several Production cross-training programs in place. The cross-
training programs train employees in a different trade if we have found there may
be a surplus in their particular position.

Cross-training of employees is essential if it expects to provide services as it con-
tinues to downsize. Prior to beginning its last apprentice program, in February of
1996, modifications were made to the existing curriculum that provided 300 hours
of cross-training time for proofreading and keyboarding apprentices, respectively.
This, coupled with technological changes and an influx of outside hires with varied
skill, has helped eliminate traditional multicraft barriers in the Electronic Photo-
composition Division. As a result, on any given day or night, many proofreaders will
prepare copy, revise, read, and perform a variety of computer operations while data
entry personnel perform proofreading and computer tasks. This has been accom-
plished as on-the-job training without additional monetary investment. We are con-
vinced that these cross-training activities have allowed this division to significantly
reduce its manpower requirements. Plans for 1998 include implementation of direct-
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to-plate printing. This new technology will impact on a large number of prepress
employees who will also be cross-trained in other printing disciplines.

In the Press Division, the Negative Section and Copy Prep Section have cross-
trained their employees to perform various functions in each section. The Press Sec-
tion has a continuing program of cross-training sheet-fed presspersons to perform
as web presspersons. In the past fiscal year we had seven employees in the pro-
gram. The letterpress cylinder presspersons are being trained in the offset process.
The past fiscal year we have trained five cylinder presspersons and promoted one
to second web pressperson. Fifty-three web presspersons have been trained by the
Graphic Arts Technical Foundation in proper web practices and procedures at a cost
of approximately $40,000. This training was geared to the new presses that print
the Congressional Record and Federal Register. This training was completed in the
past fiscal year.

The Binding Division cross-trains bookbinders to ensure that all of our processes
can be accomplished as required. We cross trained approximately 15 bookbinders
last year.

Question. Congressional offices and committees which use GPO detailees are in-
creasingly expressing concern over how ill-trained these detailees are to perform the
tasks required of them. Does GPO have a training program for detailees? What
other steps is GPO taking to respond to these concerns? Do committees have a
choice or a voice in the selection of detailees to do their work?

Answer. Traditionally, GPO was required to send only proofreaders to Capitol Hill
on detail assignments. This eventually evolved into situations that required both
data entry and proofreading skills. Now that work processing and composition for
printing are performed in their entirety by many congressional committees, a more
rounded education is paramount. Recently, the Electronic Photocomposition Divi-
sion, having been informed of skill level deficiencies, initiated an accelerated train-
ing class for Capitol Hill details. Volunteer employees were given 4 days of intensive
classroom training that consisted of the following:

Basic computer familiarization (Windows 95 and XyWrite).
Copy Preparation: Knowledge of formats and copy standardization; and coding

with the necessary tagging scheme.
Use of MicroComp composition software.
Use of scanning equipment: Scanning images; and OCR and related hardware and

software as required.
Immediately prior to starting a detail, the employee will also be trained in the

needs of the specific committee or office. Detail assignments will now be made from
this group for any committee that requires other than basic proofreading or key-
boarding.

GPO explains to staffers that an initial familiarization period for new detailees
is needed, and notifies detailees that others already on the Hill are resources on un-
familiar office procedures. They are also advised that training or assistance from or-
ganizations like Graphic Systems Development Division (GSDD) are available. Occa-
sionally, GPO receives a request for a specific detailee by name. These are usually
honored if the Committee can demonstrate that the specific employee possesses pre-
vious experience in performing tasks particular to that Committee. These assign-
ments are normally for a previously defined and usually short period of time. In the
absence of a need for a specific detailee, selection is made from the pool of volun-
teers mentioned above in accordance with labor/management agreements. When a
Committee expresses dissatisfaction with the performance of a detailee, the detailee
is given additional training and assistance to improve his/her skills. Committees are
aware that should the detailee performance still not meet their needs, they can re-
lease that detailee and request another.

CONCLUSION OF HEARINGS

Senator BENNETT. If there is nothing further, the subcommittee
is recessed.

[Whereupon, at 10:12 a.m., Thursday, March 19, the hearings
were concluded, and the subcommittee was recessed, to reconvene
subject to the call of the Chair.]
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